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EDITORIAL ARTICLE : REMBRANDT'S MILL
HE statement that the

Marquess of Lansdowne
had received an offer of

_^i 00,000 for his picture

of The Mill by Rem-
brandt, and that before

accepting this he was wiUing to sell it to

the nation at a reduction of _(r5,000,

brought before art lovers, as nothing else

could, the seriousness of the situation as

regards our artistic patrimony. The time

has come when it is no longer possible to

conceal the deep indignation of those who
have the interests ofour National Collections

at heart. For years past the danger of such

an occurrence as this has been pointed out

by leading critics in terms of discreet

remonstrance. Those remonstrances have

remained unheeded, and it is now our duty

to state plainly that the Trustees of the

National Gallery have, as a body, con-

spicuously failed in the trust which has

been placed upon them.

It fills one with misgivings for the

future to read again the editorial article of

The Burlington Magazine for January,

1906, in which the dangers to our artistic

patrimony are clearly indicated. We cannot

do better than quote the far-sighted and

patriotic views there expressed whilst the

Magazine was under the guidance of our

predecessor. It was then shown that the

needs of the National Gallery are two-fold.

" (i.) To save for the National Gallery,

at any cost, some twelve or fifteen pictures

of the highest importance which, if

once lost, could never be replaced.

"(ii.) To buy from time to time, as

the chance occurred, any pictures of

secondary importance, which from

historical interest or from the fact that

they fill a gap in our national collections,

the nation ought to possess.

"The desirability of preserving this

latter class of picture is generally admitted,

but the paramount importance of securing

The Buruxoion Magazine, No. 97. Vol. XIX.— \pril, 1911.

the whole of the first class is not always

recognized. Great galleries are not made
by the number of painters they represent,

but by the quality of the paintings.

Three or four real masterpieces make a

gallery important. . . . Nearly all the

supreme masterpieces are already placed

bevond the reach of human wealth and

human power in galleries from which they

can never emerge till the morrow of

Armageddon. Pictures like the Bridge-

water Titians, or Lord Lansdowne's Mill,

no longer exist in private possession except

in England. No man of honour would

part with such heirlooms except in the

last resource ; but the fluctuations of for-

tune of recent years have been so swift, that

the nation must guard against possible

consequences, for which no regrets can make

amends, even where the very possibility

of a loss seems ridiculous or insulting ".

What was then foreseen is already upon

us and finds the nation as unprepared as if

no such warning had been uttered. But

The Burlington Magazine was not content

with forecasting the dangers ; it explained

how they might have been avoided. It was

pointed out that the National Arts CoUec-

tions Fund was peculiarly suited to

acquiring minor works and that this would

leave to theTrustees,as their main function,

the great and patriotic task of definitely

securing for the nation those few supreme

masterpieces of which one, and that among

the most important, is about to leave our

country for ever. Nor was this all.

Specific means were also suggested, which

had they been adopted, might have saved

us from this humiliation :

—

" The question of means remains to be

considered.
" In the first place, the Trustees have at

their disposal the much-abused Treasury

Grant of ^^5,000 a year. The sum is, of

course, small compared with the present

price of any first-rate masterpiece. Yet if
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T^cmhrandt's ''MiW
the Trustees were empowered to obtain it

each year, and to invest it when no occasion

for spending it arose, the accumulations

would become no despicable supplement

to other funds—the more so because the

Trustees, having a limited and scheduled

list of masterpieces in view, would not

fritter away the grant on minor purchases.

"Secondly, the Trustees miglit apply to

Parliament to sanction the revision of the

conditions attached to the bequests made

to the Gallery for the purchase of pictures.

Prices have risen to such a degree that

the interest on these bequests is too small to

purchase any but second or third rate

pictures. If the Trustees were empowered

in cases of absolute necessity and as a last

resource to use the principal of these

bequests to helpin thepurchaseofany of the

scheduled masterpieces, the nation would

have some protection against a crisis which

might bring two or three of the chosen

works into the market at the same time."

Other subsidiary devices were suggested,

such as the ingenious plan of a tax on all

transactions in works of art which should be

" ear-marked " for the National Collec-

tions; and that in cases where Collections

were allowed to escape the payment of

Death Duties, such exemptions might be

made conditional upon giving due notice

to the Government of the sale of any

such exempted works.

The article ends with the sadly prophetic

words :
" The situation is not yet hopeless

if it can only be faced with good temper and

common sense ; but in half-a-dozen years

the opportunity will have left us for ever,"

liven this cogent appeal left the Trustees

cold, and in less than the half-a-dozen years

the prophecy has come only too true. It

has been left to the National Arts Collec-

tions Fund to save the Velazquez and the

H(jlbcin, whilst the Trustees have drifted

inconclusively, without, so far as we are

aware, making any effort to fulfil this great

and pressing national duty. And now from

one of their own number comes this

ultimatum, which places the nation, whose

resources in the matter the Trustees have

neither stimulated nor organized, in the

dilemma either of making a colossal sacri-

fice such as no responsible Minister would

dare to press upon the House of Com-

mons, or else of losing for ever a painting

which has always been accounted one of

the chief artistic glories of the country.

No doubt it may be urged that The Mill

belongs to Lord Lansdowne and that he

has a perfect right to dispose of it as seems

good to himself, but in point of fact the

great consideration and esteem, the actual

predominance in social and political life

that is accorded to men in Lord Lans-

downe's position is based upon a traditional

understanding that they recognize a corre-

sponding obligation to the public. When
in addition to these general considerations

the definite charge of Trusteeship of the

National Gallery is accepted, it should be

more than ever the object of a Trustee

in whom such confidence is placed to exert

himself to the utmost to prevent such

irreplaceable treasures from passing out

of the country. We have no means of

ascertaining the attitude of the Board of

Trustees towards an individual member in a

matter of so much importance, but if it is

urged that Lord Lansdowne's Trusteeship

actually prevented him from suggesting the

purchase of his work by the nation, then

in virtue of his exalted public position he

ought surely to have resigned his Trustee-

ship in order to remove any such obstacle.

With the loss of the Rembrandt to

England there passes away too any lingering

illusions in which we may have indulged,

that the system of administration of the

National Gallery has been working for the

best artistic interests of the nation.



THE FRAGA VELAZQUEZ
BY ROGER FRY

-^ HIS portrait of Philip IV, in spite of
our familiarity witli the admirable
example at Diilwich Gallery, comes
as sometliing of a surprise. True, it is

not one of the greatest efforts of

Velazquez's imagination. He never, indeed,
approached his royal master with the intimacy
necessary to the deepest psychological under-
standing. For the rare masterpieces in which
Velazquez showed this power we must turn to

humbler sitters ; but if we confine ourselves to the

interpretation of purely visual values, we may say

that Velazquez never surpassed the work which, as

Seiior Beruete has shown, was produced under
such curious and disquieting circumstances. It

would seem as though the precipitancy and want
of leisure attendant upon a life on campaign had
spurred Velazquez to this extraordinary effort of

impressionism. Nowhere else does he seem to

work with such lightning rapidity of hand, or with

such marvellous certainty of effect. The aim here

was to record as completely as possible the

appearance and mood of his sitter at this particular

moment in his life, to catch the glow of resolution

and initiative that lit up for a moment the flaccid

indifference of Philip's face and gave to his pose
beyond the cold distinction and

habitual to him. And to effect

this he relied entirely upon the accumulated
knowledge of appearance and method to carry his

hand through, almost as it were without conscious

control. The result is a brilliance of touch and a

continuity in the hand-writing which amaze us

even in Velazquez, the greatest master of these

qualities.

Under such circumstances it was indeed a case

of hit or miss. There are dispositions in the

design that might have been revised and readjusted

at more leisurely moments, something in the

ciichcvctrcineiit of rectilinear lines around the hat,

and an awkward patch of light on the bottom of

the coat below the hat that suggest this. There is

something in the movement of the figure that

suggests that Velazquez accepted the first pose that

occurred, knowing that there was no scope for

prolonged experiment in composition and that

the attempt to perfect it or to find one more
harmonious in design might end in disaster. He
knew, too, that what was lost in abstract perfection

of design might, from one point of view, be more
than compensated for in spontaneity and vivacity

of expression.

Velazquez had to run the risk of a failure, or

else, as fortunately happened, of the most
triumphant success; and success under these con-
ditions implied a quite peculiar vividness and
immediacy of presentment, the effect of some-
thing entirely spontaneous, a moment suddenly

arrested and fixed for ever. That momentaneous

something
morgue that was

quality we get, of course, in one or two of his
l.irge compositions, but 1 doubt if it is elsewhere
quite so apparent in a portrait as here. Nor was
there time for elaborate preparations or carefully
calculated technical effects. The painting is for
the most part unusually thin ; the background
rapidly scumbled in semi-transparent paint, almost
like a Gainsborough. Everywhere the impaste,
though brilliant and sharp in"^ every accent, shows
little trace of loading or overpainting.

It is unfortunate that even the best reproduction
can give a very faint idea of the beauty of the
original. The background, for instance, which is

so full of transparent and shifting gloom, here
becomes a dead opaque black. Nor will any
contrast of tone give an idea of the sparkle that
is produced in the original by the rapid scribbling
of silver lace upon the marvellous rose-coral of
the king's coat. vSilver and coral and black form,
indeed, the basis of this exquisite harmony ; the
glimpse of the doublet beneath the coat shows a
dull yellow which underlines, as it were, the slightly

warmer tones of the flesh ; the sleeve and the
sword-hilt are worked to the highest possible
pitch of brilliance, and merely as painting are so
remarkable as almost to interfere with the
predominance of the face.

Even if the best critics had not long ago felt

confident that in the Duhvich picture we had only
a replica, the confrontation of the two pictures can
leave no doubt as to which is the original. The
DuKvich picture is certainly an admirable contem-
porary copy, but at every point where the two are

com.pared it is seen to be the weaker. The general
effect of the colour, and even of the fciclitn; is

successfully imitated, but the planes show a want
of Coherence in construction, the movement lacks

the subtle perfection of rhythm, that are found in

the Fraga original. As examples of this, one may
take the way in which the hand that holds the hat

is rendered in the two. In the DuKvich example
the fingers are more defined, but the relation

of the hand to the arm itself, its movement,
is perfunctory and vague. Or take again the

further edge of the white collar—in the Dul-

wich picture the receding plane is not fully

grasped ; in the original we feel clearly its relation

to the rest. In the PYaga picture the exact pose

of the torso, its mass and volume are revealed

even beneath the elaborate ornamentation of

the coat—in the Duhvich picture there is no
such plastic effect. In the face itself the different

intensity of expression points decisively to the

superiority of the recently discovered picture.

This great masterpiece was seen by so few

people during its short passage through London
that one sincerely hopes its new possessor, Mr. II.

C. Frick, may see his way to allow it to be

exhibited here once again before it is permanently



The Fraga Velazquez

housed in his gallery at New York, There

Philip IV will hnd himself in the company of

Titian's Ardino and Rembrandt's greatest portrait

of himself. To say that it will be worthy of

these surroundings, and, though not perhaps the

greatest, still the most brilliant and incisive

pictorial presentment of that extraordinary group,

is to give it the highest commendation.

HISTORICAL NOTES
Thcic notes .nre derived from a recent pampl;kt liv D.

Aiireli.ino de Hcruete, F.l Velazquez ilc I'aima, nti.ilo dc

Fclifc IV, finUulo ai Fia^.i, Madrid, lyii
;

with certain

additional references supplied by M. I'aul Lafond.

It will be remembered that Velazquez was

summoned from Seville by the Count-Duke

Olivarez in 162^, and by his influence appointed

court-painter. "Twenty years later, in 1643, Philip

iV, yielding to the advice of his wife, Isabella of

Bourbon, politely dismissed his all-powerful

favourite, but he retained Velazquez in his service.

The following year, 1644, again urged by the

Queen, Philip proceeded to join his army m
Cataluiia which was endeavouring to raise the

siege of Lerida, then invested by the French. The

king was accompanied by a court numbering five

hundred persons, including many notables of his

kingdom. Among the court-officials was Velazquez.

The Spanish chronicler Pellicer,' who carefully

dates the stages of the royal march, states that

Philip presented himself to his army on the second

of Mav— "at seven o'clock in the morning on the

eve of Holy Cross Day". After recounting the

favours granted by Philip to his troops, Pellicer

adds :
" Alter this he did them the honour of dress-

ing himself like a soldier : fitted hose edged with

silver embroidery ; sleeves of same
;
plain buck-

jerkin ; red sash, edged with silver ; cape of red

fustian (exactly, albonioz) ; brading of silver em-

broider}- ; short-sword and spurs of silver ;
falling

collar ; and black sombrero with crimson plumes ".

In contradistinction to the numerous portraits of

Philip attired in the usual royal black, it is in a suit

such as Pellicer describes that Velazquez presents

him in the portraits before us. Philip was then

thirty-nine, and though he had somewhat dissipated

his powers, was still quite capable of courage and

activity. 'These portraits exhibit him in his most

vigorous phase, and the original was painted on

the scene of his worthiest achievements. Philip

took up his quarters at Fraga with whatever poor

accommodation the little city, already much
decayed, could produce. Velazquez was, of course,

far worse housed. The difficulties under which he

' Pellicer y Tobar (Josi), Avisos, hiiloiicos que conifictulcn

las noticias y stice^os nuls farliculares occuridos en nueitra

Monarqwa desdt 3 de Enero 1O40 li 25 de Ocluhre de i6.|.].

.MS. No. I7,'J92-J iiilili<jttca Naeional. Many of t!)c<c, and

the documents mentioned in footnote 2 are printed by

Cruzida Villaamil in his book, Aniiht dc la vida y de las vhnis

de Dujio de Silva Vilazqiicz, eU., M.idrid. 1SS5, but the

extracts ciled here are derived from transcripts made for

Stfior Hcruete direct fiom the MSS,

painted, the time which he took in producing the

jiortrait, and the place which must be assigned to it

in the list of his works, are all indicated in the

.accounts of the king's household expenses kept hv

his quarter-master, Don Pedro de Torres.-'

References to the portrait evidently begin a few

days after the arrival of the court at Fraga,

though the quarter-master does not appear to

have dated his entries.

M-\y.—Ilan. Paid to the said carpenter (one

Pedro Colomo) 6 reals for making an easel

(caballo, cf. chcvaki), which he made so that

Diego Velazquez might make a portrait of

His Majesty, who so commanded.
Hem.—To the afore named, other 6 reals,

for frames which he made to set in the two

windows of the room, for His Majesty to

be painted.

• • • •

ltcm.—\\\s Majesty ordered a casement to

be made ready and set in the house which

Diego Velazquez had as a lodging in Fraga,

seeing that it had none, in order that he

might be able to do his work and paint :

total cost, with plaster and labour, lo reals.

June.—On the first of June, at Fraga, His Majesty

commanded the closet for the taking of his

portrait to be set in order, since it was very

ill-appointed, and without any floor, and

the walls were falling ; for the whole place

was but a chimney-flue : total cost, shoreing,

wood, frames and plaster, and opening a

window, 24 reals.

Item.—The portrait took in the making

three days at different times ;
each day

was bought a load of rushes for the floor.

Cost, each load, 4 reals ; total 1 2 reals.

//t-;n.— His Majesty ordered to be made a

wooden case to pack therein a portrait of

the dwarf/'Cousin" [El Pruiio), which Diego

Velazquez made, with two wrappings, one

within and one without : cost, 16 reals.

July, 1644.—Campaign in Aragon. On the first

'
of July, His Majesty ordered, because the

house wherein Diego Velazquez lived was

without a door and ill-appointed, so that

he could not enter, that it should again be

set in order, and a door hung. It was done

and cost, total, 42 reals.

llciii.—A case was made wherein to carry

the portrait which His Majesty—God keep

him !—had made for the Queen our Lady,

which was wrapped in two wrappings—
cost, 16 reals.

The Fraga portrait, therefore, seems not to have

-Archivo de Palacio Felipe IV, ano de 1C44. Cuentas de

Furriera pertemcientes a la Jornada de Aragon. These are

tlic accounts of the king's household expenses during the

campaij^n in Arajjon,



been begun until June, wlien Vela/.quez's lodging
had been somewhat improved, and it was certainly
finished by the end of the month. Meanwhile
Velazquez was painting under the same difficulties

the celebrated El Prime, and as Senor Beruete
thinks, nearly contemporaneously, the Daina del

(ibaiiico, the Lady ivilli the Fan of the Wallace
Collection, which he judges to be a portrait of the
painter's daughter Francisca. Philip IV would con-
sequently follow immediately after Las Lanzas, the
Retratos ecuestros and the Cazadoiesoi the Prado.
But, apparently, if the packing-case mentioned in

the last entry of accounts was for immediate use,

the picture was soon returned from Madrid to the
scene of war. The siege of Lerida was raised on
the 31st of July, but according to the documents
preserved in the archives of the Royal Palace at

Madrid the king did not enter the city in triumph
until Sunday the 9th of August. Pellicer relates in

his "Aviso" for lO August, 1644 •

—

"The King—God keep him!—had sent to the
Queen our Lady a portrait of himself as he is in

the campaign ; very like life, and dressed in red
and silver, uncloaked, and carrying a baton. . . .

. . . The Catalans begged the King to lend it to

them for this day (the day of the royal entry)

which favour he granted with much pleasure and
grace. This canvas was hung in the church
under a canopy embroidered in gold ; where much
people congregated to see it ; copies thereof are
already being made . . .

".

This last sentence is important, since it tends to

establish the early date of those versions of the
portrait which are not by the hand of Velazquez,
and most important among them, the fine example
now in the Gallery of Dulwich College.^

From the 9th of August, 1644, the whereabouts
of the Fraga portrait is much less certain. No
mention of it has been found dating from within
a period of nearly a century. Palomino, who
published the second volume of his great work on
the Spanish painters and sculptors in 1724, refers

to the Fraga portrait, but does not claim to have
seen it.* From that date onwards our knowledge
is dependent on the information collected by
Messrs. Agnew from the late owner, Prince Elias
of Bourbon, and derived from the family history

' A similar portrait, which Senor Beruete states that he has
not examined, was formerly in the possession of D. Sebastian
Martinez of Cadiz, from whom it passed into the Galeria de
Salamanca. It was then sold in 1S67 for 71,000 francs, passed
into the collection of the late Mrs. Lyne Stephens, and at the
sale of her collection by auction in 1895 fetched 390 guineas.
It measures 1.36 ty o 99, and is therefore rather larger than tlic

Harma {1.335 by 0.985) and the Dulwich (1,28 by 0.96) portraits.
Curtis, notoriously optimistic in his attributions, catalogues it as
a genuine Velazquez, and considers the Dulwich portrait a
reflica of it by the Master (Curtis (C. B.). Velazquez mid
Murillo, New York and London, 1S83): Cruzada Villaaniil
calls it doubtful {Aiialcs tie la vita etc.). Justi calls it an
ancient copy (Justi (Carlo), Die^o Velazquez and his times,
London, 1889).

* Palomino y Velasco (Antonio), Las vidas de los fiittorcs y
estatuaiios cininciilcs csf'arwlcs, etc., later edition, London, 1844,

ne Fraga Velazquez
of the House of Bourbon of Parma. On tlie
final recognition by the Treaty of Aix-la-
Chapelle, in the year 1748, of the rights claimed by
the sons of Philip V, by his second wife Isabella
de' Farnesi, to the Grand Duchy of Parma, the
Fraga portrait was sent by P^erdinand VI, then
King (jf Spain, to adorn the palace of his step-
brother in Parma. There it remained apparently
unnoticed until the states were incorporated in
the newly founded kingdom of Italy. In 1859
the Dowager Grand-Duchess, so celebrated wlule
acting as Regent for her infant son, was suffered
to remove the portrait, with other possessions, to
her castle of VVartegg near Zurich. Her son, the
late Duke Robert, took it to Schwartzau Castle
in Austria. On his death in 1907 it was inherited
by his son, Prince Elias, who, after removing it to
Liechtenegg Castle near Wels and then to Vienna,
sold it to Messrs. Agnew.

Senor Beruete's views as regards the merits and
present condition of the Parma portrait may be
thus somewhat freely translated from liis

pamphlet (pp. 7 ct sqq.) :

" A few days later I had an opportunity of exam-
ining the original canvas, and, as generally
happens, it gave me a different impression from
that produced by the photograph. The coat,
breeches, and sash falling at the side have in the
picture a light-red colour which graduates from
the high lights on the chest and shoulder through
the deeper shades of the damaged sleeve on the left,

to the breeches wliich are darker on account of
the shadow cast on them by the enormous hat
adorned with red feathers. The harmony of reds,

the yellowish tone of the jerkin, showing through
the opening of the coat, the white silk sleeves, the
collar and cuffs of fine linen, the neck-laces, the
gleam of the sword-hilt, silver embroidery and other
decorations, give the picture an altogether different

tone for clarity and brilliance from that obtained
by the photograph. The weakest point of execu-
tion is the head. It shows the same imperfections
which I have already remarked in dealing with the

portrait of Philip IV in hunting-dress, in the Prado
Museum. The painter must always find difficult

the realisation of a portrait when the model belongs
to a very high class of society, whose occupations,
duties, and life are quite different from those of the
artist himself. This is especially the case with
Velazquez, who was a real slave to naturalism, and
always required models who could share liis work
with him, if he was to bring it to a successful

achievement. It was impossible to ask this of a

king, more especially in those days at Fraga, when
his whole attention was concentrated on tlie army
relieving Lerida. If we consider the few and inter-

rupted sittings granted to him by his royal model,
V'elazquez did much in sketching the head so
characteristic.Uly and the shoulders with so much
force ; in bringing them into such close harmony

7



The Frao^a Velazquez

with all the rest ; and in atoning for the manifest

lack of life by accent and relief. In no part of the

picture is his work better, tlian in the passages on

the right which comprise the arm leaning on the

pummel of the sword, and the left hand resting on

folds of the silver-embroidered coat, all detached

by the most beautiful colour from the dark mass

of the simply painted sombrero. The study of this

masterly passage admits no doubt concerning

the authenticity of the picture, and excludes the

idea that it might be a reproduction by Velazquez

of one resembling it. The signs of corrections on

the left hand and the linen cuff corresponding to

it are clear enough. The change in the position

of the same hand, which has been repainted dry

with a little paste, is plainly marked also. In

course of time traces of the form and colour of the

collar as it was first painted have become visible.

From the same cause the hand has acquired a

yellowish tint, while under the second finger traces

of the original colour can again be seen. Certainly

if this picture were a copy made by Velazquez of

some other picture of his own, we should not to-

day see corrections which can be easily explained

in works created from a living model, and not in

those imitated from another picture. Apart from

the superb passages already pointed out as the most

masterly of the whole work—although the right

sleeve nearly equals them—the rest of the picture

is obviously painted with the greatest sincerity

and without ostentation in the handling. The
sash across the chest presents no creases nor

folds, and the illusion of form and motion is

completed by means of the embroidery upon it.

The background is of a dark shade, even and
warm ; the canvas is rough in grain, rather fine

than coarse, analogous to that seen in Velazquez's

other pictures of the same period. The stopping

is reddish. The canvas is mounted on :i very

ancient stretcher without wedges, and the 'lining'

is also very ancient and imperfect. Instead of

leaving the whole painted canvas in view, it was
folded down at one side of the stretcher and
secured with nails, in the same way in which the

pictures Las Mciiinas and Vista dc Villa Medici in

the Prado were found a few years ago, before

they were ' re-lined '. In these two Prado pictures

may now be seen the creases covered by the old

'lining'. On the left side of the Parma canvas
may be found, doubled over to the breadth of the

stretcher, a piece of the index finger which is seen

complete in the iJuKvich canvas—a good proof

that when that copy was made, the original had
not been ' lined '."

The fine portrait of Philip IV, reproduced here

[Plate] for comparison with the Parma portrait,

w:is long accepted by distinguished critics as the

original, painted by Velazquez at Fraga. Waagen
praises it and pronounces it authentic.^ Curtis

- U'aagcp, Art Tiiitsiites in Great linl.iiii, London, 1854.
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states that there is a minute description of the

picture in a manuscript in his own possession,

dated 17C5, which came from M. Francois

Tronchin, a Councillor of the State of Geneva
and a great collector ; and, further, that the

picture came from the collection of Bouchardon,

sculptor to the King of France, which was dis-

persed in 1762, and that it was then sold for ^'175.

Subsequently more than one sale of M. Tronchin's

collections took place, the last of them on

2 Germinal IX (1801) when the picture passed

into the hands of the well-known picture-dealer,

agent to King Stanislas, Noel Desenfans, who
luqueathed his entire collection to Sir P. F.

]5ourgeois, by whom it was bequeathed in 1811 to

Alleyn's College of God's Gift at Dulwich.

In'the catalogue of the Tronchin Gallery, pub-
lished in 1798, thespontaneity and fresh colouring

of the Dulwich picture are highly praised, and it

is compared with portraits by Van Dyck. In

1865, when the picture was already at Dulwich,

W. Burger characterizes it thus :
" C'est clair et

tendre comme le plus fin Metsu, chef-d'oeuvre de
couleur et distinction "." Finally, Carlo Jusfi, who
devoted to it more minute study than any other

critic of Velazquez, dwells on its fine colour, and
its finely-modelled relief produced by the contrast

of the figure with the sombre grey of the

background. But in spite of these seemingly
convincing credentials, Seiior Beruete tells us that

from the first time that he saw the Dulwich picture

in 1873 he was never able to persuade himself that

it was the work of Velazquez. Repeating his visits

to Dulwich frequently, he became more and more
convinced that it was a fine copy by Mazo from the

original. He thus expresses his views in two
passages of his celebrated book on Velazquez :

'

" As such, I had to mention it in two passages of

my books, where I say, 'As regards the portrait in

the Dulwich Gallery which represents Philip IV'

clad in a light-red suit with silver ornaments, it is a

work of fine appearance and beautiful colour, but
1 do not see in it the trace of Velazquez's brush.

It does not show the impeccable design of the

Master, either in its general lines, or in the contour
of the ligure which is somewhat undecided, or even
in tlie head and hands which are weak in execution

and lack his peculiar firmness. Like the preceding
portrait {Prince Baltasar Carlos, in the Prado) it

appears to me the work of Mazo. . . . This
portrait of the king (the one painted at Fraga)
which has now disappeared, was doubtless the
origin of the Dulwich Gallery picture ; in any case,

it must have offered analogous characteristics, for

the king, according to the descriptions of the

Fraga portrait, was wearing a suit similar to that

" Stirling (Willi.imj, IV/ii.-i/kcc et sis temps, tradiiit par
(5. brunct, avoc des notes ct Ic catalogue des tableaux de
Vda/quc/ par W. Burner, Pai is, if^fi^.

Hcruttc (A. dc), Vclazqnc::, I'aris, 1898; London, igod
;

Berlin, 1909,











shown in (lie Duhvich picture whicli I believe lo

be by Mazo".
Moreover, an English critic of the first rank,

who has not, however, devoted himself so

sedulously to Velazquez as Seiior Beruete, Mr.
Claude Phillips, has more than once expressed his

coincidence with Senor Beruete's opinion, having

reached the same conclusion by independent
observation/

Apart, therefore, from that sense of a strong per.

' Phillips (Claude), Daily Tekgrnfli, 6 August and—a very
important article— 17 December, 1910.

T/^e Fraga Velazquez

sonality which at once strikes the imagination
before even the secondary works of great masters,

and considering only the apparent rcpcnlirs in the

Parma portrait, the express statement of Pelliccr

that copies were made of the Fraga portrait, the

lack of evidence that any rcpliccts of it were painted

by Velazquez, joined to Seiior Beruete's and
Mr. Claude Phillips's independent conclusions,

there is little room for doubt that while we still

retain Mazo's fine copy at Duhvich, the portrait

painted by Velazquez at PVaga has visited us only

for a moment and has unfortunately passed from us.

ON THE ANZIO STATUE
BY EMANUEL LOEWY*

KS. STRONG'S clever and original

essay on the " Daphnephoros" ' in-

duces me to make some remarks on
the other side.

To outsiders it may appear rather

strange, and to those of a certain ternpcrament
amusing, that the sex of a figure in the form of

a statue should be matter of dispute, but the

fact reflects less shame upon us archaeologists

than it seems to do. For even one who, like the

writer of these lines, believes the Anzio statue to

be feminine, perceives in it quite a young girl of

that transitional age in which, even in reality, the

sexes sometimes approach one another in appear-

ance, and discrimination between the two is often

merely a question of costume; the page Cherubino
on the one side, the page Leiblfink on the other

are classical instances. There would be nothing
to astonish us if the artist had actually borrowed
some of the features of a boy in order to

emphasize this age of transition.

Be that as it may, this uncertainty in pronounc-
ing for the one sex or the other appears to me
only one consequence of a method of envisaging
the statue, which has led to erroneous judgments
in other respects besides. I would ask permission,
therefore, somewhat to widen the scope of the

enquiry, even if everything that I have to say
does not bear immediately upon Mrs. Strong's

views.

Theoretically, when one speaks of statues, it is

commonly assumed that they are meant to be
looked at from every side. But in Greek art, or,

indeed, in art generally, it is only of a minority of

statues that this holds good. Far the greater

portion are calculated for only a limited number
of points of view, many, in fact, for one only, a

case for which I have proposed elsewhere the

descriptive term "unifacial". At the same time,

the material of which they are composed may be

* Translated for the author from the German.
' The Burlivj^ton Magazine, Vol. xviii, 1910, November,

pp. 71 ctsq<j.

fully wrought on every side, as is the case with

the figures of the Parthenon pediments, whose
destination for a single point of view cannot
possibly be doubted. Nor is it a necessary

condition that such statues should have a wall at

their back; Myron's group of Athena tiiid

Marsyas, and also his Diskobolos were fully

detached, but, in spite of their all-round finish,

only one face of each is intended, or indeed suited,

for contemplation. Every other point of view

fails to arrest the beholder's gaze ; only that one
invites his steadfast contemplation ; the work
itself, in Hildebrand's apposite phrase," shows the

spectator where to stand. That is still the case

with the creations of Praxiteles. It is true that

one can look at the Satyr, the Saiirokfoiws, even

the Hcrincs (at least now, in the absence of the

right arm), from the side as well, and, in fact,

professional photographers are fond of choosing

this oblique point of view by preference, probably

thinking that it enables them to include as much
of the original as possible in a single photograph

;

but, as a matter of fact, no one, unless he be

interested as a specialist, on the archaeological or

the artistic side, in some detail will ever gaze at

these figures of Praxiteles except from the froiit
;

even with the photographs taken from one side

our eye strives to recover as much as it can of the

front view. At the most an exception can be

made for the head, which, being placed more or

less diagonally to the body, comprises in itself

two different positions.

In the presence of the works here cited the

ordinary beholder takes up his position so auto-

matically that veiy few, probably, have any idea

how uneven and unfinished the Hcnncs looks

from the back,' or how short and lumpy the

right foot of the Satyr becomes when beheld from

the side. The back leg of the Saiiroktoiws, again,

when seen from the side, has the effect of being

' Das Problem der Form, 6th edition, pp. 69 et sq.

'See the reproduction and description of Olympia, in Trcii,

Text, III, rP- 2°- <'! "'I'l- fifi- 233.
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On the Anzio Statue

twisted.' Students of the antique are well aware

of the sliortness of the Laocoou's thigh ;
when

seen from the front, the only point from which

this group was meant to be seen, it passes wholly

unnoticed. .Anyone who should take the facts

just mentioned for faults might pass the same

judgment on the relations m height (Hohcn-

rapportc) between the different portions of a

relief, in so far as they vary from reality. The

truth is rather that the artists were everywhere

concerned only with the one point of view, and

that from this point of view the picture presented

to the eye was perfectly correct. Tiie sculptors

carried out the oth(?r sides only in order to satisfy

the claims of the statue form, to prevent the said

picture being abruptly broken when the spectator

moved to one side, but their attention was

bestowed on the subordinate sides in so far only

as they lielped to influence the picture presented

by the principal f-ont, and to give it shape ;
the

appearance of these subordinate sides, when

looked at bv themselves, was, in the cases men-

tioned, a matter of indifference to the sculptor.

The phenomenon of which we are speaking is

not peculiar to the antique. It occurs in a high

degree with Michelangelo.^ Anyone who looks at

his Gii^aiiU; Giiiliaiio,' Lorenzo, or Moses from the

side will be astonished at the change, amounting

sometimes to distortion, in the picture that they

present. But that is just because, for the artist,

the front view was all in all ; it was only for its

sake that he carried out the other sides, and in the

majority of cases he withdrew the latter from view

by the situation in which the work was set up;

if we wish to become acquainted with these side

views we must have resort to casts.

We do not grudge a picture its right to prescribe

to the spectator the distance at which it shall be

seen, even if it be not painted on the "divisionist",

"pointillist", or any other special system. A
carpet or a piece of tapestry will not be judged by

its back, except by some one in quest of purely

technical details, although even then the design

can be recognized completely. Just in the same
way a statue composed on the unifacial scheme
can demand to be appreciated from that one point

of view alone.

Now 1 have no objection to granting that the

statue of Anzio has its points of view from which
one can be doubtful about the sex. Such an one

is the side view reproduced by Mrs. Strong on her

Plate I. In fact, 1 go still further: the more we
place ourselves to the left of the figure (on the

other side it turns its back to the spectator) the

more will the impression of masculinity increase,

•Merely look at the two side views in divergent directions of

the versions in the Villa Albani and the Louvre (the only ones

in which the lower part of the left leg is antique) in Collignon,

lliiloirc lie la Scitlplinc, II. pp. 236 et n]., fi^l. 146 el !<;.

''I may be able to discus^ this more fully in a different con-

nexion.

and the view of the left profile seems to be quite

that of a youth with effeminate coiffure and

clothing. But I assert that these sides were not

meant to be seen ; the one and only point of view

to be considered is that in which the figure's face

appears in profile—approximately, but not pre-

cisely, tliat on which Mrs. Strong's Plate II is

based." In proof of this I could appeal not only

to the numerous lapses from beauty presented by

the other views ; the width between the legs m
the way the figure stands, the want of harmony in

movement and proportions between the upper and

lower halves of the body, the lack of character in

the outlines of the drapery and the folds which

look like rents, the clumsy feet, the left arm look-

ing like a log of wood, the thickness of the neck;

defects which, indeed, have often provoked judg-

ments derogatory to the artistic value of the statue.

But there is no need of such aesthetic considera-

tions. For the artist himself has declared plainly

how he wished his statue seen. First by the cut

of the plinth, the longest surface of which runs at

right angles to the eye of the spectator exactly in

the sense of the view that we have indicated.'

Secondly by the workmanship, which is carried

out carefully and completely from this one point of

view only.'* The more we turn away from this

point towards the sides, the harder do the folds

appear, the more superficially cut into the stone

without the modelling required to make them

right, while the unfinished back of the left foot

and in the same way the inner side of the gar-

ment and the merely superficial separation of the

right arm and breast become more visible, the ear

and hair show themselves to be only sketched in a

summary way, and traces of the drill become ap-

jxirent in the left ear.' A further point: the right

aim was of finest marble, as is shown by the

fragment still preserved. The left arm is of the

sane marble as the body of the statue, quite a

different kind."' But in 'the oblique view [Mrs.

''Better in the JalircsUcfU ties oilcrrcicli. aixlhulo^ischcti

IinliliiUs, VI, 1903, PI. VII, left (.\ltm.inn) ; after this in the

Emporium, Agosto, 1907, p. I ; Brunn-Bruckmann, Dcnkmiiler,

Pi. 583 (Amelung).
'Cimpare also Paribcni, BoUcttim d'Arlc, IV, 1910, p. 303,

note 4.

'Altmann, p. iSS, mentions this already. Compare, for

instance, the reproductions in Mariani, Biillctino della Coin-

iinssiouc archcol. colnunale, 1909, p- 180 ct si]., fig. 6 et sq. ;

Svoronos, Journal internat. d'Arch''ologie mimismatique.

1909-10, PI. IV I. Au explanation of the reasons which prevent

me, to my regret, from agreeing wilh the explanation proposed

wi'h so much enthusiasm by this savant would exceed the space

allotted to the present article. I therefore only brielly indicate

th.it M. Svoronos' numismatic and literary analogies appear to

mc, in essential agreement with Mrs. Strong and Dr. Amelung,

to contain insufficient resemblances, and in part even contra-

dictions to our statue, and that his arguments seem to mc to

lack many links which I regard as indispensable.

"I think that Gauckler, Acad. d. Iiisr. CJinpUs-rendus,

1910, p. 43 f., does not attach sulficieut importance to these

facts.

'"Compare the report of the mineralogist, V. Novarcse,

i-iuoted by Paribcni, p. 304 If.
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Strong's Plate I] both would have been visible

at once: how is one then to explain this extremely

inappropriate inequality ? Further, look at the

platter in this oblique view : it has such a slant

that the mure one looks the more one has the un-

pleasant impression that the objects upon it must

be slipping down. Finally one might well ask

whether, taking this side view, such narrow,

sloping shoulders are proper to a Greek Ephcbos.

If, on the other hand, we look at the statue from

the side which has proved itself to us to be the

right one," not only have all the aesthetic

blemishes with which we found fault disappeared

—the back of the foot which made it appear

clumsy,'* the left side of the face and the left arm,

which just on this account is finished only in the

rough, are invisible, and the surface of the platter

is turned away from us—but the composition

displays all those choice qualities which I have

endeavoured elsewhere to analyze.'' And I

really do not know what could better give an

impression of youthful girlhood than the figure

thus seen with the gently inclined head, the

smooth, rounded shoulder, the light, graceful step.

And further I may point to the fact that those

who assert that the figure is masculine proceed

consciously or unconsciously from the illegitimate

point of view. Hartwig illustrates his article with

the side view," just as Mrs. Strong reproduces it

on her Plate I. It is true that she adds approxi-

mately the correct view on her Plate II, and uses

also the expression " unilateral view " " ; but she

does both without drawing the conclusions which
are bound to follow. And, moreover, she

makes a remarkable revelation. When she first

saw the statue, then still at Anzio, she had no
doubt that it was feminine ; it was only on seeing

it again in the Museo delle Terme that it struck her

as masculine.'* Now in the Palazzo Sarsina at

Anzio the statue stood in the middle of the hall, so

that one quite spontaneously saw it from the right

side. But when set up in the Museo delle Terme,

it had been placed in a corner of the chiostro, and
moreover, in order to lessen the effect of the

damaged nose, it was so twisted round that the

spectator was forced either to take the oblique view

or to see only the left side. So Mrs. Strong saw it

" If the statue, as has often been declared, formed part of a

group, that in itself involved its unifaciality. I myself had in

view in the passage of my article quoted by Mrs. Strong, p. 80,

the possibility that the statue had a counterpart in another
figure confronting it.

1^ It may be mentioned, by the way, that the standard of

beauty as regards the feet has varied very much in different

ages and peoples. See in this connexion, on the Greek foot,

Briicke, Schiinheit unci Fehlcr der mcnschtichen Gestalt, p. 141
;

Hauser, on Brunn-Bruckmann, PI. 598, p. 2 cl sg.

"Emporium, Agosto, IQ07, p. 5 ci sq.

^*D!e Woche, 1910, No. 3, p, 85 et sq. ; with reproduction,

p. (,<). Hartwig himself recognizes (p. 86) the feminine
elements in the throat and hips.

'^ P. 82.

'*P. 71 ct iq. Cf- Roman Sciilptiin, p. 103.

twelve years later, and this impression evidently
prevailed.

But there is a series of positive arguments that

are brought to bear on the side of the male sex of
the statue. So far as these apply to the left arm
and the left side of the neck they are disposed of
by what has gone before. But if Mrs. Strong finds

analogies for certain peculiarities in the formation
of the face and in the costume only in male statues,

these are, in the main, statues of Apollo or Bacchus,
more rarely of Eros, types, therefore, in which it was
the usual practice of art to mingle masculine and
feminine forms. Could one not argue the other

way, and say that the features emphasized by Mrs.
Strong represented in the artist's intention the in-

trusion of the feminine element ? Otherwise one
might even allege that the long hair worn by these

heads was a characteristic of the male sex. The
" collier de V6nus ", besides, on some of the heads
of Apollo that are mentioned, is carried off by a

highly developed muscular neck, whereas on the

other hand in the figure from Anzio, in spite of

the turn of the head, the muscle by which the

head is bent does not come into prominence at all.

The triple division of the eyebrows is found in the

female figure of the Menclaos group which I have

already placed in near relation to the Anzio statue.

There only remains the chest, and of this it has

already been clearly stated" that it is corroded on
the right side and moreover was probably concealed

by the right arm. But 1 cannot concede that its

form is unfeminine. The circular outline of the

right breast can still be followed clearly under the

garment, and the left breast is of a prominence
and convexity for which I know no parallel in

male figures, including those named by Mrs.

Strong.'* And if one appeals to medical authorities

they, as I can assert from my own experience, are

by no means at one in pronouncing for the male

sex.'' The publication of the opinions given in

favour of the male sex is at all events desirable, in

order that we may see how far they are indepen-

dent of arch.-cological presuppositions. Vox: my
own part I certainly believe that in all such cases

medical judgments can contribute, certainly, in a

valuable manner towards the solution of the prob-

lein, but do not give the solution itself. For the

"Mariani, p. 179.

"P. 77. The Apollo of the relief of Archelaos, accordmg to

the cast, has a flat chest ; again, in the Mausscillos and the

Dionysos of the Thrasyllos monument! lind in the photographs

no convexity ; in the latter case there is merely a puffing of the

drapery. Moreo\'er, two of these three examples are again

Apollo or Bacchus.
"

I can now, moreover, appeal to the very valuable

discussirn in The Lancet, November a6, 1910, p. 1569, to

which Mrs. Strong herself kindly drew my atieiition. The twist

of the right leg, with which Dr. Vallin (Gauckler, p. 46, note 4)

hnds fault, is nothing unheard of in Greek art in figures that

are certainly those of women ; compare, for mstance, the

Akroterion reproduced in Emporium, p. 12; the figure with

the lyre on the Latcran base, Brunn-Bruckmann, PI. 599 ;

the sarcophagus of the Pkurcitscs, Mariani, p. 200, fig. 10.
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physician may tell us wli.it a part of the body
looks like in reality, but it is not his business to

judge whether, or in what degree, art in different

ages and schools in treating different subjects

adhered closely to reality. Is it the physician or

the archaiologist who has determined the sex of

the so-called head of Ariadne in the Capitol ? And
what physicians have said on the Greek profile, for

example, or the well-known outline of the abdo-

men in Greek male statues, would be very unsatis-

factory and misleading without correction by

archaeologists.

In order to explain the combination of a male
figure with feminine attire the supporters of the

masculine theory appeal to the ritual observances

not infrequent among the Greeks, in which youths

appeared in women's dress. But whatever the

origin of these observances may have been, the

object of the disguise can have been only to give

the youths the appearance of maidens to a most
deceptive degree. Thus on the vase published by
Hauser ^ the youth is completely veiled in a heavy
robe and his hair is combed forward on to the

breast, so that, if it were not for the delicate draw-
ing of the breast itself, within the contours, one
could hardly guess the sex to be male. A similar

case is the second vase mentioned by Hartwig.'"

At the same time the method of drawing details

within the contours is not specially applied in this

case but is a practice everywhere usual in vase

painting. But what sort of disguise would there

be in the case of the Anzio statue, when the ex-

posed bosom, the gown drawn up high, and the

hair tied together gave the lie to any such suppo-
sition ? To regard this only as an expedient of

the artist, who wished to enlighten the spectator

as to the true state of things, would be to attribute

to the author of our statue a clumsiness in the

choice of his means which would place him deep
below the level of the naif vase-painters.

But in the case, adduced by Mrs. Strong, of the

Daphnephoros of the Delphic Stepteria, there is no
mention at all of a disguise, in such accounts as

we possess, any more than there is of a dish with
incense, fillet and other objects. And the descrip-

tion which we have of the action of these Daphne-
phoroi seems to me, moreover, to exclude such a

situation as is presented in the statue.

If, then, the figure remains that of a young girl,

thewholecom.bination of emblems pointing to cere-

monies of expiation leads, as I believe, to the inter-

pretation that I proposed some time ago. And then
we may insist on the youthfulness of the figure in

combination with the unconcerned, almost cheer-
ful expression, which seems like an illustration of

Goethe's line, " Halb Kinderspiele, halb Gott im
'^' Pliihlogiis, LIV, 1895, pp. 385 ft sqq.
"'

I .im obliged to Dr. Harlwifj for a phofograpli of the
Munich cylix (.\'o. 1022). Dr. Hartwijj thinks that wigs are
intended on both vases, which seems to inc, at least on that
published by Hauser, an unnccessiry assumption.

i6

Herzen " (Faust, Part I, Cathedral scene, Bdser
Geist), seeing in them resources by which the artist

indicated the virgin : not as herself a kind of

expiatory offering, as Mrs. Strong mistakenly

supposes me to mean,-- but merely as being in her

blameless purity the most suitable performer of

the expiatory action.

If I am in contradiction to Mrs. Strong in

what I have hitherto said, I am quite on her

side when she rejects the attempts to declare the

figure, as it is, to be not in its original unity but

a Vjiiev pnsticcioP Even if really no parallel were
to be found before the Augustan age for the

technical peculiarities on which this view professes

to be based, we should have to he on our guard
against declaring its pre-Augustan origin

impossible ; for how many original statues, after

all, do we possess which are before Augustus?-'

But for everything that has been brought forward,

earlier instances are in fact to be found. For the

difference in the marble, a finer sort in the head
and arm, and a coarser in the body covered by
clothing, Mrs. Strong has already quoted the

analogous case of the Dcmder of Knidos, and this

analogy is specially striking owing to the circum-
stance that in both cases the upper piece fits the

trunk inexactly, so that it is evident that the join

was filled up with stucco. The extent to which
carelessness could be carried sometimes in this

particular respect is illustrated by works that are
certainly originals of the era of the Pergamene
kings. " The limitation of the fine Parian marble,
of which it has been proved by examination that

the head, breast, and right arm of the Anzio statue

consisted,'^ to precisely these nude parts can aston-
ish no one who keeps in mind the condition under
which this most precious of all antique marbles,
lychnitcs, was procured. The strata of this

marble, which occurs only underground, are to-day
and doubtless were already in the time of the
ancients, so slight in thickness that they could
not afford sufficiently large blocks for

whole statues, save in very exceptional cases,

as in that of the Heniics of Praxiteles. A
sculptor, therefore, who wished to use this marble
was absolutely compelled to do his work in pieces.

But in that case it would have been extravagance
to employ Parian for the draperies, in w-hich the
qualities of this marble are not shown to advantage.

"She was, perhaps, misled by Mariani, p. 191. This sense,
however, is foreign to my own words.

-' See also, against that view, Paribtni, pp. 303 et sqq.
^ So also Amelung, Svoronos, pp. 286 et sqq.
-'Compare especially Altertiimct von Pirsanwn, VII

PI. XXI II, No. 69 ; PI. XVII 1, No. 50 ; Winter, pp. 100 et sg.,

pp. 23 <l sq. The latter figure has the upper part of the body cut
crooked, as also the warrior of Dclos, C'ollignon, II, p. 512, fig.
264. The treatment of the folds in the second figure mentioned
reminds one very much in more than one place of the Anzio
statue, with which the first again agrees in the different im-
pression which the proportions make according to the different
points of view. See Winter, p. loi.

-•^ Sec note 10.



What I cannot admit is that the work of the drapery
is different in style from that of the upper piece,
or that it is inferior to the latter in artistic value,
when looked at from the right point of view, I

would not willingly miss one chip of the precious
work, but if I were confronted with tlie hard choice
of resigning either head or garment, I would un-
hesitatingly sacrifice the head.-"

As to the polishing of the feet, Mrs. Strong and
Dr. Amelung have already referred to the Heniics
of Praxiteles. One could cite other works besides,
such as the Artemis oi Larnaka,^ which Furtwiing-
ler was inclined to regard as also an original by
Praxiteles, but especially the long series of Attic
tomb reliefs, in which we can actually follow the
gradual increase in the polishing of the naked
surface as opposed to the drapery, which was al-

lowed to remain rough ; and it is well known that
the end of this class of work is three centuries
before Augustus. And if it has been held that in
the case of our statue the polishing of the feet goes
particularly far,'-'-' this is easily explained by the
effort to approximate in the duller marble to the
smoothness of the parts fashioned in Parian.

It would still remain to discuss the estimation
of the work from the art-historical point of view,
but I fear that I liave already sufficiently abused
the patience of the reader. 1 would like, therefore,
only to refer quite briefly to the fact that most
judges agree with me in dating the statue about
300 B.C. But this, in my opinion, makes the
attribution to an " Asian " school extremely ques-
tionable. For whatever the facts may be about
this " Asian " school at a later period, at the time
named its existence is entirely problematic.^"
Nor can I reconcile the statue any better with

the school of Lysippos. The arguments which
can be brought forward in favour of that attribu-

tion are, first, the disproportionately small head,
hoich is attested as a peculiarity of the figures of
Lysippos. But I do not believe that this pecu-
liarity, when once introduced into art, remained
confined to the school of Lysippos, without being
imitated in other schools. For it corresponds to
the general tendency of Greek art, both in sculp-
ture and architecture, towards even slighter pro-
portions, and we find small heads, in fact, in works
which are certainly Attic, among them the Diana
of Gabii, or in sepulchral high reliefs.-" Further
-'See on Ihis point Fiedler, Reise durch Griechcnland, II,

p. 185; Ross, Reisen auf den Ineeln. I, p. 50; my remarks,
Archiiolog.-epigraph-Mitteilungen aus Oesterreich. XI, 1887,

p. 149 ; Lepsius, Marmorstudien, pp. 43 etsg. Novarese (note 10)
also used tiie same argument.

2' R. von Schneider, Jahrbuch der Kunstsammlungen des
Allerh. Katserhauses, V, 1887, pp. 1 et sq , especially pp. 10 et sq.;

Furtw.angler, Maslcrpieces, p. 326, fig. 141.
^ Gaucklcr, pp. 44 et sq.
•*' Bryaxis— ttie only name to which one could appeal—seems,

as Amelung, Ausoiiia, III, 1908, p. 125, also expressly
remarks, in the works as yet ascribed to him to have been very
closely connected with the Continental, and especially the
Attic, school.
" For ins'.ance, Conze, Die atlischen Gtabreliejs, 2,

PI. CCXXI, No, 1084 : Ausonia, III, 1908, p- 130, lig. 22.

On the Anzio Statue
arguments in favour of Lysippos have been drawn
from the turn in the upper part of the body and
the movement of the right arm—points which I

have myself observed and gone into, when givingan
estimate of this artist. Both would carry weight
if the movement were made in the direction of the
spectator and the appearance of the figure in three
dimensions were essentially based upon it. But
the figure is composed, as we have seen, to be
viewed in profile, and in this view exactly what
people might regard as characteristic of Lysippos
disappears. The discrepancy between the upper
and lower portions of the body is scarcely to be
remarked

; the statue fits into a long series of
development which passes through the Artemis of
Pompeii right up to the Xike of Archermos." Nor
does the right arm project any further in front of
the main surface of the figure than that of the
Aphrodite of Knidos or the Aphrodite of Capua,
which can hardly on account of that peculiarity be
ascribed to Lysippos.'^

This flatness or relief-like quality of the correct
view is not exactly favourable to the authorship of

Lysippus. A still more telling argument against

it is the bravura in the mastery of marble, both in

thenudeand the drapery, for marble is a thoroughly
alien material both to Lysippos and his school,

who worked, so far as we know, exclusively in

bronze.^ I can conceive without difficulty the
original of drapery like that of the great Hercula-
neum figure or of the Berlin Mivitad as being of

bronze, but that of the statue from Anzio pre-

supposes a specific tradition of working in marble
such as is known to us in that period especially in

the Attic school.

On a former occasion I gave an attribution to

the latter school with all reserve, since the usual

stylistic criteria fail us in the case of this statue,

and we have to fall back in the main upon the

intellectual characteristics of the work. Still I

cannot find that the comparisons brought forward
by others offer a larger proportion of stylistic con-

formity than the heads cited by me '^
; in fact

no small proportion of all the parallels for various

details and for the whole attitude of the figure

that have since been adduced by Dr. Amelung,
Signor Mariani, Mrs. Strong and others is con-

tinually leading to Praxiteles or artists in his

neighbourhood. For all that I shall certainly not

turn a deaf ear to further instruction.

^- Compare The Rendering of Nature, translated by

J. Fothergill, pp. S5 et sq.

•" Nor does Amelung, Brunn-Bruckmann, on PI. 385,

p. 6, draw such a conclusion. In the case uf Eros Drawing his

Bow it is not merely the motive of the arm that constitutes the

connexion with Lysippos.
^ This holds good also of the Tyche of Eutychides ; see Forster,

Jahrbuch des deutschen archMog. Instttuts. XII, 1897, p. 145.
'"'

I consider that 1 h.avc given in Emporium, pp. l6e/5y., with

reproduction p. 18, the proof for the female figure of the

Menelaos group which Mariani (p. 203) desiderates. The heads

compared by me are given in their natural inclination, accentu-

ated a little in the case of the Hermes only.
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A PICTURE BY GIOVANNI DA BOLOGNA IN THE BRERA
BY ETTORE MODIGLIANI*

TUDliXTS of early Italian art will be

jpleased to learn that the Brera has

;icquired an unknown work by a very
' rare master of the Trecento Giovanni
)da B()l0i>na. Giovanni is an artist

whose individuality is beginning only gradually to

be distinguished from the crowd of Venetian and
mainland painters who worked among the lagoons

during the second half of the fourteenth century,

and the picture in question is only the third which
can be ascribed to him with certainty.

The first of his pictures identified was the panel,

No. 17, in the Accademia at Venice. As may be
seen in the illustration published here [Plate I, b],

it is in eight divisions : in the centre, the Madonna
suckling the Child ; on their right, S. Peter and
S. John the Baptist ; on their left, S. Paul and
S. John the Evangelist ; above, the Annunciation

;

and below, the white-clad Confratelli della Scuola
di S. Giovanni Kvangelista. The picture is signed
CVANE. DA BOLOGNA. PENSE.
The next discovery was the S. Christopher

[Plate 1, a]', signed lOANES. DE BONOXIA.
I'lNXlT

;
painted for the Scuola dei Mercanti of

X'cnice ; mentioned by Zanetti,*^ Zucchini ^ and
Lanzi,* reported by Crowe and Cavalcaselle^ as lost

;

and recently re-discovered by Professor Moschetti

"

and exhibited in the Museo Civico of Padua.
The Brera picture measures -92 m. by '62 and, as

the accompanying illustration shows [Plate II],

represents the Madonna with the Infant Christ in

her arms and sitting on a spherical surface, which
evidently symbolizes the world, between two bands
of angels among clouds, adoring, and offering lilies

to the Mother of God. The signature, 10VANES.
DE BOLONIA. PIXSIT.. in Gothic capitals, is

legible at the base of the picture on the right.

Pal:eographically the signature shows every sign of
authenticity, and textuaily represents a quid
ntedium between the Latin form on the
i). Christopher and the vernacular on the Venice
picture. However, no signature is necessary in

order to assign the Brera painting to Giovanni da
Bologna. A glance at the picture itself and a
rapid comparison between it and the one at

Venice are sufficient to justify the attribution
beyond question. With the exception of the
crown about the Madonna's head in the Brera

•rraiiilatcd (or the author from the Italian.

'[Througli the courtesy of the Islituto Italiano di arti
grahcheof Bergamo in supplying us witli a photograph of this
picture at our request, we have been enabled to include it

among the illustrations of Signor Modighani's article, and tluis
offer lor conparison the complete number of Giovanni da
Bologna's known works.

—

Ed.]
'' Delhi ptitura vencztaua e delle opcre pubbltcUc dci wneziani

macitn. Venczia, 1771, p. 449.
•11 forcsticro iltuminat,i—MS. del Museo Civico di Venezia,

Kondo Corner, N. 538.
*Sloria ptitoricadcU' Italia, Pisa, 18 lO, Vol. W p. 17.
'Sloria ticlla pittura in Italia, Kiren/.e, 1900, Vol. IV, p. 86.
•Moschetti, GiiWanni da ISologiia pittore tixccntisla vaicziaiij

n Rasse^^na d'Arte, 19 )j, p. 36.
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picture, which is wanting in the one at Venice,

her figure in the two pictures is identical in every

particular, even to the detail of the dress, from the

circular morse which clasps the mantle on the

breast to the pearl border of the under-veil

which frames the cheeks and encircles the

neck. Also identical are the treatment of the

drapery, and certain technical peculiarities such
as the vehement and rapid touches of white in the

high-lights of the fiesh, the eyes and the nails.

The attitudes of the Child are very similar, while

the Gabriel of The Ainiiiiicintioii in the Venice
picture, and the adoring angels of the Brera are

evidently analogous. Only in the latter work I

would call attention to a superiority (perhaps due
to restoration having deteriorated the former), the

greater delicacy of execution visible here and
there, but strikingly apparent in the angels' heads,

crow'ned with garlands of bay decorated with gold,

and painted with all the charm, care and fineness

of a miniature—a quality unparalleled elsewhere
in Giovanni's art.

In our picture also, setting aside certain icono-

graphic motives belonging rather to the Bolognese
manner,' the colour, the type and the details com-
bine to indicate in Giovanni a painter who,
although he had learned his art at home, yet edu-
cated himself in the school of the Gothic painters,

still tinged with Byzantinism, which flourished

in Venice in the third quarter of the Trecento, and
became their follower. Whether he derives directly

from Lorenzo Veneziano, as some critics maintain,
rather than from Caterino, as others suppose, is

not fundamentally a question of great importance,
for both painters represent the same pictorial

manner. Perhaps, since Giovanni was already a

painter when he arrived in Venice, he was not
the direct follower of either master, but occasion-
ally studied and bore in mind the models of the

greater and more renowned artists who had similar

tendencies and lived around him. And while
certain characteristics, particularly his clear and
vivid lighting, certain peculiarities of form (such
as the folds of his drapery, the full neck of the

Madonna, etc.)—indeed, the essential spirit of his

art— undeniably approach him to Lorenzo who
was the most powerful representative of that art,

yet we need not disallow the influence of Caterino
'But the influence which I see above all others in the

Madonna is the Bolognese, and particularly the influence of

Lippo Dalmasio; remembeiing the Madonna signed by Lippo,
preserved in the sacristy of thecliurcb of the Coljegio di Spagna
at Bologna, and another as well, also signed, in private owner-
ship, which I saw some little tiine ago in the atclicr of a
Milanese restorer. And, indeed, it is not impossible—as some
critics have thought (sec Tcsti, Sl'>ria dilla pittuia vcneziana
Bergamo, lyoi;, p. 302, n. .))—that Giovanni knew Lippo before
he went to settle in Venice, although 1 do not consider it by
any means proved that tiiovanni was already in Venice in 1377,
Even if we admit that the indication of the year 1377, given by
the " M.iriegola " of the Mercanti, may refer to Giovanni's S.

Clit istophfr—\\\\\ch, however, is very doubtful— it is no proof,
in my opinion, that th.c artist painted it immediately after 1377.











A Picture by Giovanni da Bologna in the Brera

also, to whom perhaps he owes a certain senti-

ment of simple humanity rather than any details

of form.

Of the three works of Giovanni da Bologna
which have come down to us, the Brera picture is

probably the second in order of time, leaving the

priority perhaps to the 5\ Christopher at Padua,
and placing third No. 17 of the Accademia at

Venice. Two of the main reasons which lead me
to this conclusion are, firstly, the more popular

character and greater realism of the Venice pic-

ture with the uncrowned Madonna, and the ground
on which she is seated covered with flowers

;

secondly, the evidence of the signatures. The
first is entirely in Latin, indicating perhaps the

intention of a foreign painter to give his name in

its official form, while the third signature,written in
Venetian," is indubitable evidence of his long resi-

dence among the lagoons.

The rectangular shape of the Brera picture,
without any arch, a form somewhat unusual at

the period, may raise doubts whether it may not
be a side-piece cut off from a work of larger
dimensions, but this supposition is shown to be
unfounded, when we observe that the priming
and colour do not extend to the extreme edges of
the panel, but leave a border of bare wood about
two inches wide. The picture may have been the
centre of a polyptych, but we have no positive

proof that this was the case.

' Note the forms : Latin, Johannes ; Venetian, Zuane

;

Bolognese, Zuan, Zvan.

AN INTERPRETATION OF THE PHAISTOS DISK
BY F. MELIAN STAWELL (NEWNHAM COLLEGE)

AST January (1911) there appeared in

" Harper's Alagazine" an essay by Pro-

fessor Hempl, of Stanford University,

that attracted, and deservedly, a con-

siderable amount of attention. It

contained a proposed key to the solution of the

symbols stamped on the famous clay disk found
in 1908 by Dr. Pernier of the Italian Mission at

Phaistos, in Crete. By the kindness of Dr. Evans
and the Clarendon Press I am able here to repro-

duce from " Scripta Minoa" full illustrations of

the disk itself, and of the forty-five separate signs

printed upon it.' As yet no other example of the

script has been found, though it may have affinities

with the other forms of writmg practised in Crete.

Until this year no one had published any attempt

at decipherment, and full credit must be given to

Professor Hempl for being first in the field. We
who follow reap the advantage of his labour, and
personally I have no doubt that many of the

sound-values he proposed are right. Also, the

markedly pictorial character of the signs made it

probable from the first that he was correct in

supposing that the script might be some kind of

syllabary, each sign standing for the first letter or

first syllable of the common name for the object.

But the trouble with Hempl's interpretation

was that some of the names he assumed did

not fit the signs, while others could hardly

have been common in Greek of any period

;

further, his reading was in anything but natural

Greek; and finally, the sense it gave could

not be called satisfactory. Still, there were at

least one or two words, 'A^'/ii; and "-ijivrj, which
seemed very probable, and many of us, who were

interested in Greek, thought that somethinj

be done by v/orking on Hempl's lines.

might
The

' The early disc wery (and subsequent loss) of what is

obviously printing is of singular interest.

result has been what I cannot help thinking is

the discovery of a simple and reasonable system
which gives a most interesting and coherent sense.

I have had valuable help and criticism from
various friends,- especially ^liss Jane Harrison and
Mr. James Cunningham of Argyll Lodge, S.

Andrew's, who was the first to read B 25 QMjXifxja

on Hempl's system, 'Mifiaparo. on mine), and who
suggested K-AaSos for the olive-spray. The essential

point in the investigation was to find, if possible,

a natural word or word-root, suitable to the object

presented, and this, I believe, has been done. P'rom

the nature of the debris among which the disk was
found, both Dr. Pernier and Dr. Evans dated it at

the close of the Middle Minoan period, cirea 1600

B.C. Therefore, if the language turned out to be
Greek, it was likely to show a primitive character,

which I consider it docs. But therefore, also, one
could not expect that all the words would actually

be found in historical Greek. I think, however,

that I have sound analogies for any forms that I

have assumed. It has been known for some years

that there existed in historical times a Cyprian

syllabary with peculiar characters of its own, and
it seemed likely that there might be some con-
nexion between this and the script on the disk.

But as scholars do not date the oldest Cyprian

inscription further back than the seventh century

B.C.,'' neither the rules nor the signs were likely to

be identical in all respects. I was entirely ignorant

of the details of the Cyprian script, and it occurred

to me that I might draw some advantage even

from this ignorance. If, independently, a coherent

scheme could be made from the disk itself, and if

afterwards this could be seen to have aflinities

2 None of them, however, is in any way committed to my
conclusions.

'' See, for instance, Thumb, HancibnchdirGiicchischeii DuUcklc

Heidelberg, 1909), §268.
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An Ititerpretation of the Phaistos Disk

suggest, for the attachment of these threads. If

the weights were used in pairs Hke this and if

the odd threads were tied to the slots we see, and

the even threads to corresponding slots on the

opposite side, it would help to keep the lines of

the warp apart so as to allow the passage of the

weft. The weaving-weights that survive are

mostly of this shape but are not in pairs,'* the

primitive arrangement having, I presume, been

superseded by tiie later Kavdvt'i.

The word that I have proposed, Kai'/jw/xa, does

not, so far as I know, occur with precisely this

sense in any author extant, but it is clear {a) that

its meaning varied, and (6) that it, like its cognate

Kcupos, Ka/pwcn^, had something to do with the

fastening and dividing of the ivarp. Homer applies

the epithet Kai/>oa-€(or to linen closely-ivcren (Od. vii,

107). Hesychius refers to K<upo>ixaTa as ra Siftx'"-

ptcTTtKU Tw^ (TTijfJJWOiV TrXkyjiaTa (cp, EustathmS, I57^»

locus dassicns), while Callimachus (Fr. 265) uses

with the Cyprian, the coincidence would be, so

far as it went, additional evidence. And this did

turn out to be the case. After I had worked

out the values to my mind, I compared the

result with the Cvprian syllabary (and its allied

forms), as given on p. vii of Thumb's " Hand-

bucli", to which I must refer the reader. I

found a distinct correspondence which seemed

plainly to indicate that many of the Cyprian signs

were the linearized descendants of those on the

disk. My data did not allow the comparison to

be complete. Thumb gives only the best-known

among the Cyprian characters, while the disk

itself is so small and has so much repetition that

it can hardly contain all the signs that must have

been in use. But taking the twenty-seven sounds

represented in both scripts I found that in twenty-

one signs there appeared a marked aftinity, in two

a connexion seemed possible, and only in four

could I trace no likeness at all.* The corre-

spondence in the rules will appear below. I give

on pages 25-27 an explanatory table of the signs.

XoTES.— (.4) On the Signs.

It will be noticed with interest how many of

the words are Homeric and of old Indo-European

stock.

2. Tlie Man's Head.—Either ay'ip or avOpM-o<;,

the only Greek words for iiiaii, would do for this

sign, since both give the same sound-value. It

happens again (in Nos. 8, 32, 35, and perhaps also

in 28 and 34) for the signs to be so chosen that

more than one word might naturally be guessed,

but in each case all would give practically the

same value. This may actually have been foreseen,

as a latitude of this kind would be a real advantage

in picture-writing, giving the reader more than

one chance of guessing right.

I.. The Criminal.— I take the mark on the face to

be'a brand. The original object of branding is

that the criminal should be a marked man. Our
use of " criminal " is exactly parallel to the use of

KUKOS.

12. Tlie Shield.—The other common name for

shield is (T(1ko<;, and for the purposes of this inscrip-

tion it would not matter if the reader did guess

aa wherever the shield-sign occurs. (See below

on the reading and compare NOTES B. IV.)

14. The Weaving-weights. — The Homeric loom
was upright (like the Icelandic) and actually in

classical times we know that the warp was weighted

at the bottom (like the lcelandic)to keep the threads

straight. The slots that Evans observed are, I

The signs arc as follows ; Connexion doubtful— s. (aVKovpoi),

o (riiiov). ProhahU—\ (iprji), o (iSx^"'!, "''"' sign Tluinib),

u (i'S, lir^t sign), ra (>Jdxi5, tliird sign), la (Kafiv), lo (Xwrds), hi

(Xi'po), ma (fidxaipa), nie (m^9i', bccond sign), na (vdpOri^),

nc (7)Cs, third sign), pa (Torj), pe {iriXtKVi), po (jroro/ios, three

signs), ta (v'Oa, breast, two signs), ti (Tijjpijs), ka (/toxis), kc

(7f, -/T«Ii), ku (71*^, second sign), sa (aanfivKri), sc {jripfii, lliree

signs). Connexion unlikely—mO (/ioxXos)> '" (Oufm), si

.ipMj,•M to mean the web in general.

It does not seem far-fetched to suppose that it,

or one of its cognates, could have meant this

arrangement of the weights to which the threads

were fastened and which helped to divide them.

17. Plane (Scraper).—Not, of course, in an

elaborate modern frame, but made like a short-

handled broad-edged chisel. I am not sure of the

actual word, but from a host of passages in Homer
it is practically certain that the Achaians must

have had some polishing-tool the name of which

began with ^i'.

18. Carpenter's Angle, or Set-sqnare.—The word
guessed for this, /Wys-, appears originally to mean
ridge. Heretofore it has not been known to occur

with precisely the required sense, but I think we
may now recognize it in Soph. (Fr. 21), KeVrpri

aiiiijp^L TT/Xeoptt Kal Kara [mxiv (i/Xai'i/e Traiwi').^

" (He beat out) the sides with the iron hammer
and according to the square (rachis) ".

19. Primitive Plongh-ha ndle. — CompM-e the

illustration of a plougli, still used in Mysia, in the

"Diet. Ant." (Aratrum). Hesiod speaks of an

(ti'rdyuoi' or plough-frame made all in one piece

from a forked bough. In our sign I conclude that

the short end is the plough-tail, while the longer

served for share-beam, the upper limb representing

the spring of the pole.

20. Mead {Strong Drink).— I owe this suggestion

to my friend, Mr. R. J. G. Mayor. It seems to

me undoubtedly right, and it has the naivete that

marks the whole signary. Evans observes that

the vase is of the primitive aa-Kos type, and in

^ There are, however, ancient Cretan weights, cubical, k'/7/i

(I hole pierced a I eiich of Ike four cornel s. See Brit. Mus. Vase

Konm I. Readers o( The ISiirliii^lon Maiiaziiie maybe referred

also to the able article by Luther Hooper in the February

number, The Technuiue of Greek and Roman Weaving. Mr.

Hooper, himself a skilled' weaver, shows what splendid results

can be obtained by the simplest appliances.

"The^e two words are conjectural, this part of the passage

being coriupt.
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An Interpretation of the Phaistos Disk
Explanatory Table of the Signs on the Disk
(The numbering and order are taken from Evans's " Scripta Minoa")

The vowels should be pronounced as in Italian.

Object
Greek Name
or ]Vcnl-root

Sciiiid-

Valnc

^
Running Man Hiuiv Oi Ol

Man's Head di'yp, ,U'

ayOpij)TTus (H.)

3 f ^ Bad Man
^(o,") (branded

criiiiiiial)

KUKOi Ku

4 d/^.) Captive dixijd\o,-o^

i

Object

10^^
^Arrow

II

Shield

Greek Name Soiiiut-

or Word-root Value

Tiara Tu/p,ys (H.)

tos lb)

Bow To^'oi' (H.)

ucnrts as

5 Boy -ais (H.) ;rtt

fi
Woman yvvi'i (H.) yv, KV

d Woman's ^0a (H.)
Breast (cj. tiO.'iv,,)

13
Club

"m
Axe

KOjn\'q

Pair of Kaipu>na Kui

Weaving-
weiglits

—tXcKi's r-e

Hand bound x"7'
with Cestus or Kto-ro's

16 Dirk fJMxatpa (H.) /la
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An Interpretation of the Phaistos Disk

iS

Object

Creek Xante Sound-
or Worrl-root Value

Plane ^^'po'', ^''ct/joi' 4-1)

Carpenter's /«'\is (H.) pa

Angle

Hciiif'I gives oiilv the souud-valni in his

arltclc, but I think i>ix<-^ »ttis! be the iiviil

he has in mind.

Object

Horn
(of Ox)

Hide
(of Ox)

Greek Name Sound-
er Word-root Value

Kf/MS (H.) Kt

S(piia (H.) Stj 9(.

19 Handle of An/3/; An, Ac

2 Primitive

Plough

28
Foot
(of Ox)

f]ov-T70vs j3(a

20 Mead (in jug) /xfOv /xi

^j
jJJJUUl, Comb for y-tk (kto's) ye

J f
' the Loom or KcpKU

29

,0 r-

Cat uiAoi'/)o5 (H.) u

Sheep's
Head

oi's (H.) 10

22

24

Reins e/x«'s- (H.)

23 O Bolt
j'/xoxAos(H.) (po, pa

\_ o'xAei's [ o

House Sopol So, Sa

'= J

Lpr]^

Dove KoAi'/j^os (H.) ko

^^\:^~~^-^^^^'^^y'^^^^ ^'"''''"^ (^-^ ^"'
"^^

25 % Ship

26

i>Ki(H.) il
34 Wasp "'^'5^ ""f, "'"

(""'/«=

moth H.)



Object

An Interpretation of the Phaistos l^isk

Greek Xame
or H'oril-rojt

Souiict-

Value Object
Greek Name
or iVorti-root

Sound-
Value

35
Plant of

some kind {mp&oi H.)
41 Mast-rest Io-toSokij

30 d»

37

38 Q

39

Spray

C 10c us

<XaSos K\a

Silpllium o-i'X'/jioi' (Ti, ire

Lotus Au)T09

(seen from
above)

KpllKOi

X,.,

KpO

42

44

Primitive

Saw
TTpltUV

Sambuca, o-a/i/ii'K); (H.) o-a

a triangular

musical

instrument

Boar's Head
(conven-
tionalized)

^- (H.)

40 Lyre Xvpa Xv 45

Homer the goatskin itself is regularly used for

carrying wine.'

23. Ba//.— Hesych. gives oxAti's as=/xoxA.os, and
the words have been thought akin {cp. p-m for m,

etc.).

28. Foot of Ox.—/3oi'-7ro?s is not actually found,
but cp. (iovKpaviov and /Jdi'-yXwo-o-os. Miss Harrison
calls to my notice the phrase applied to Dionysus
in the hymn of the women at Elis tw /Joew -oSt 6'1'wi'

(Plut. Q. Gr. .\xxvi). Hempl suggested ttovh, but
TTous means any foot

—

e.g., a man's—while this

one clearly belongs to an animal.

32. Dove.—In later Greek k-JXh/h/Jos means a diver,

but Mr. Dakyns observes that Hempl's suggestion
is confirmed by the connection between ilovc and
diver, Tanbe and Tatifen.^

' In Evans's tracing the vessel his a handle (see his note
p. 278), but 1 cannot detect any silins o( it on the fine cast in

the B. M. If there was no handle, the resemblance to the
askos itself would be all the stronger.

'The bird, however, is not unlike a crow, and ko'paf, Kopiiyij,

KtXoids would give the same sound-value.

River
(conven-
tionalized)

TTOTayxos

34. Wasp.—With the wings spread, as often, so

as to cover the " waist ". 0-//* (Hempl) would
give the same sound-value. But (n/jv/^ we know
to be Homeric and Indo-Kuropean, whereas we
do not know the history of o-ijs behind Pindar.

Evans suggested that the insect was a bee, and
Mr. Cunningham writes that a bee-keeping friend

tells him "the Cyprian wild honey-bee is so like a

wasp that they can hardly be told apart ".

37. Silphium was an article of commerce in

classical Greece, and Evans has already pointed out

that it may appear in the regular Minoan script.

40. Lyre.—Compare the lyre on the hydria in

the Brit. Mus. (Room of G. and R. Domestic Life,

Music). Also the lyre in the Minoan signary No.

296, and for the Saw cp. No. 23 (S. M., p. 232).

41. Mast-holder.—From II. i, 434 and the Schol.

we learn that the Homeric ship had a piece of

timber (^iXov) set up at the stern-end to support

the mast when lowered by the fore-stays. The
slot seen in our sign and the notches at top and
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bottom may well be for ropes to lash the mast and

keep it steady. I cannot but thhik that the object

aslant between stern and centre in the ship-sign is

the same board seen in profile.

44. Boar's Ucad.—\ am doubtful about this.

The difYerence in treatment b:?tween it and the

other animal figures is obvious and starthng. It

does, however, show a resemblance to the boar's

head in the more linearised form of the Mmoan
pictograph (S. M., p. 261), and it may have been

taken over from that. Unfortunately it occurs only

once on the disk.

45. /?n'i;r.—See Evans and Pernier, who agree

that this may represent water.

(B) On the Sound-values.
The signary is partly syllabic and partly alpha-

betic.

I have allowed a certain amount of vowel

variation, but no more than we often lind in Attic

Greek— viz., (i) an interchange of ' and f, cp.

rl-Oii-iii redpl. from ^Ot
; (2) of a and €, cp. the

parallel forms 'A0,iv>;, 'AOi],a
; (3) of £ and o, cp.

S«8uKa, redpl. from /So
; and (4) of and a, cp.

Krdoiiai contr. into KT.r/xat. As regards consonant

variation, the interchange of y and k is perfectly

regular (e.g., yva-rut - Kva-rJ), and so is that of

S and 9, and and t, e being simply" the aspirated

dental mute" (Liddell and Scotl).

There are no real duplicate signs, but in one

instance I have allowed the same sign to have two

quite distinct values ; No. 23 could be pronounced

either mo or 0. This, however, is no worse than

our hard and soft c, not to speak of other English

enormities.

1 have treated "p and k\ as equivalent to one

letter. But they are practically so treated in the

classical poets, not being considered to lengthen

necessarily any short vowel after wliich they occur.

For reading the disk from the Table there are a

few points to be noticed.

I. As in inscriptions of the historical period

long «, £, 0, can stand for «', a, w, and or is

equivalent to v. (see Meister, Die Griech. Dialekte,

pp. 238-9; and L. and S. sub v, >].) Aspirates

are not always indicated.

II. When two consonants are meant to be

sounded together the first may be written with

the sign that usually involves a vowel, the silence

of the vowel being inferred. This is a regular

rule in Cyprian (see Hempl op. cil., and Thumb.)
III. i- (n) may be omitted entirely in the script,

as in Cyprian, wherever the sound comes before a

consonant.
IV. tt may be added to a syllable or a single

letter without any indication in the signary ; e.g.,

Oci may be read from the sign for Oi ; Ka from that

or K ; i"u from that for i.
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For this I know no parallel in Cyprian, but I am
indebted to the kindness and learning of my friend

Mr.
J.

H. Mason for the following from Sanscrit.

Monier Williams's Grammar, p. 3, § 2 (4th edition):

" The short vowel a is never written unless it begin

a word, because it is supposed to be inherent in

every consonant."

V. Double consonants—e.^., o-<r—are written

with only one sign. This is also the rule in Cyp-

rian.

The inscription, on either face of the disk, starts,

I believe, as Hempl pointed out, from the upright

dotted line at the circumference. Evans suggested

beginning at the centre, arguing that by winding

out thus, the writer would have a free run for the

end of his inscription and would not have to

calculate exactly the distance from circumfer-

ence to centre. This argument would be strong if

we assume that the size of the disk was not already

determined by other considerations. But this is an

assumption, and one that I do not think we should

make. It would be odd to choose this circular form
of writing par gaicte de ccciir, and I would suggest

that there may bea verygood external reason both for

theshapeandsizeofthedisk. Bothareexactlysuited

to a pair of cymbals, convenient for grasping in

either hand,' and Dr. Pernier has already urged that

the disk is a matrix, I believe it is a matrix for the

cymbals used in the traditional rites of a great

goddess, inscribed with the invocation that the

worshippers had to chant. It is matter of

common knowledge what importance primitive

races attach to the correct repetition of the right

formula, and hence we should have a natural

reason for the care shown in printing the inscrip-

tion. It will be seen that my reading fully bears

out this theory.

If the size of the disk were fixed beforehand, it

would be just as difficult to calculate from centre

to circumference as vice versa, and therefore full

weight must be allowed to the following signi-

ficant fact. The signs are divided into groups,

and on Face A the same sign-group occurs twice

over, A 15 and A 3. But in A 3 (the group nearest

the centre) the signs are cramped, and in such a

way that it is impossible to tell which sign ought
to come first, the man's head or the shield. Now
a writer would cramp like this only if he were
getting to the end of his space. And, on the

other hand, tlie cramping tvoiilU not matter if the

li'ords had already been given, since then the reader

would have the clue (cp. our use of "etc.").

Therefore, I infer that A 15 comes first. This, to

my mind, is conclusive, and it may be added that

the nearer the circumference the more symmetric
are the circles; that on neither face is the central

sign really in the centre ; and that in drawing a

spiral it is natural for the beginning to be the

^ The actual si/e of the disk is given in tlie plio'.ogr.iplis
;

di.imctcr 667 in. [S.M., p. 23.)
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An Interpretation of the T/iaistos T)isk

more symmetric. Finally, there is no doubt that
in so small a disk the inscription is easiest to read
at the circumference, and certainly it is best to
begin an inscription where it is easiest to read,
especially one that is full of repetition.

If, then, we start from the circumference and
hold the disk stationary (the signs being just as
easy to read upside-down), the inscription runs
clock-wise, that is to say, from left to right in the
upper arc and from right to left in the lower.
(Scholars will compare the resulting change of
direction with the boiistropliecloii writing, i.e., in

lines alternately left to right and back again,
already known to us in early Greece.) If the
cymbals were held in position for clashing and
in such a way that the dotted line came, to borrow
an illustration from the clock, somewhere about
8 o'clock for the right hand (Face B) [Plate I]

and about 4 o'clock for the left (Face A)
[Plate II], the inscription would begin with the
signs upright and in the place most convenient,
under the circumstances, for the reader, viz., close
to the thumb. Thus the whole thing would the
better serve the purpose for which I believe it was
designed—that of a portable psalm-book.

I have altered the relation of the photographs
to the page, but not, of course, to each other.
On the disk itself the one dotted line is directly
behind the other. This seems to bear out my
theory about the pair of cymbals, and the impres-
sion of the curves to support the commence-
ment at the periphery : e.g., on Face B the largest
circle seems to have been drawn first, in one sweep
from the dotted line to the running man, and then
the ne.xt from the running man to the third fist.

Evans observed that beside the upright divisions
there appeared under certain signs a slanting
dash (engraved by hand, not printed, like the
signs themselves), and that these dashes occurred
at corresponding intervals on either face. He
suggested that they indicated breaks of some kind
in the composition, and taken in connexion with
the long dividing line at A 19 and B 19 they pro-
duced a markedly rhythmic arrangement of the
sign-groups, which actually recalled the strophic
character of a Greek chorus. Finally, as there
were thirty-one groups on Face A and only thirty
on Face B, and as there was nothing else to indi-
cate which face really came first, Evans suggested
that Face A might be the second of the two. I

believe the content of the hymn quite bears this
out : and indeed it is remarkable how many of
Evans's suggestions are confirmed by my reading.
The hymn appears to be in a regular dochmiac

metre, and this is a fact of great importance since
the dochmiac measure was the one traditionally
assigned to Corybantic and Bacchic rites. " Doch-
miac verses . . . are based upon a foot compounded
of the bacchius and the iambus, 1

- called the
dochmius. This peculiar foot appears in nineteen

different forms, by resolving the long syllables
and admitting irrational longs in place of the two
shorts." (Goodwin, Gk. Gr. § 302.) The most
famous example in classical literature is from the
opening speeches of Cassandra in the Agamemnon,
which show much greater variety than we have
here. The " Bacchic " and " Iambic " feet may be
intermi.xed without any definite law.
The upright lines on the disk mark the end of a

foot or group of feet : they always coincide with
the end of a word, but some of the feet contain
more words than one. In the last syllable of a
division, as in the last syllable of an iambic line, a
short quantity may take the place of a long.
We may now proceed to the actual reading.

Face B Sign-value Translation
B 30 Evans's
numbering
(32 Hempl's
numbering)

a.va.a-a-', la, Xdrai, Au-as, i (a),lu-ta! Lady, all hail,

deliver !

B_ 29 (33)

Oea TTOTi'a.

B 28 (34)

avfTiviwa.

B 27 (35)
,v - - ^ ?
Mve, Ota,

B 26 (36)

TV, oofxaaija

B25_(37)

JIa/iapcra.

B24(38)_

KUJ^t KpOTOV,

B^23_(39)
^

TTTCI, KwOi pi"

B 22 (40)

id, a-tTTVij,

B_2i(4_i)^

Ta, SoXovi'a'

B 20 (42)

'ayKCKXov

B 19 (43)
- ,- - 1 - , I

OijvtXXtt), 6i a.

De(a), po-la-na ! Divine one.

Queen !

An-si-o-pa ! Now hush !

{To a felloiv-

wovshipper)

Pause

I(a)-ne, de(a). Heal, divine

one !

Tu, do-nie-as(a) Thou,victorious

Ma-ma-ra-sa ! Mamersa !

Pause.

Ko-thi kro-tu ! Hark to the

clash 1

Pe-ta, ko-thi-ra ! Lady, O
hearken 1

1(a), se-p-ne ! All hail, holy
one !

Ta, do-lu-na ! Hail, wise one !

An-ke-kla-Iu ! Now cry aloud

The-nc-lo, " Ilalleluia,

thc(a)! Goddess!"
Pause.
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B 1 8 (44)

a, Oooo/xtrat,

Bi7(45)

jldKHlfXX.

B 1 6 (46)

B 15(47^
. . . \y .

yvvaiKOKpuTOv'

v. 14 (4,S)

,- " - I
- - 1

'

ai'jlOi]j 0«i.

B 13 j49)

A! Do-do- Ah ! Give! give! .a, KXttrdyK-,

mc-na !

Ma-kai-ra ! Blessed one !

A ! Tu, tlie(a) ! Ah ! Thou,
Goddess

!

Aii-ti-lhc, Uie- Arise,

(a) ! O Goddess !

B 12 fso)
** 7 —

B 1M51)

d iroTa.

Gu-na-ko-kro- To whom (he

tu ! women clasli ! B 10 (52)

(Uj d, kXaTayK,

A, kla-ta-(n)-k ! Ho, Clang !

Pause

A-k(a)-ko ! Give ear,

A, po-ta ! O Queen !

Pause.

1(a), a, kla-ta- Ail hail ! Ho !

(n)-k ! Clang !

Pause.
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B^9 (53)_

Sea (Tc/ivi],

B 8 (S4)_

Ta, pavva^

B 7 (55)

Ta, TTora.

De(a)se-mo-ne ! Holy
divine one !

A 24 (8)
V ~

I
w _ —

I

avao-a-a, Kvpa, An-as(a), ku-ra, Lady, Mistress,

Ta, ra-na ! Behold,
beloved i

A
_23_ (9)

LKrjvai. Hi-ke-na ! Come !

A 22 (lo)
" -

I " - I

Ta, po-ta ! Behold, Queen ! avaa-a-', IXdv, An-as, hi-la-na ! Lady, be
Pause.

B6(56)

Ta, Mapdj 5a*

B 5 (57)

A 21 (ii)
gracious !

Ta, Ma-ra, da ! Behold, War-
rior, Goddess 1

di', l\ov Ta, The, hi-!u. Ta, Goddess, be
mLMciful ! Be-

A 20 (12)
^1°'''-

Id, d, KXaTayK. 1(a), a, kla-ta- All hail 1 Ho ! avaa-a-a, KooXu An-as(a), Lady, I call on
(n)-k ! Clang !

B 4 (58)
- - 1- -I

TIM, Kpara,

B 3 (59)

a-yyovi'aoTa,

Pause. A 19 (13)

KpOTCD.

Ti-0, kro-ra-ta ! I honour (thee)»

mighty one !

An-gu-na-o-ta ! Queen of the

B 2 (60)

d, (TifiVII

B I (61)

A, se-mo-ne Ah, holy

Po-ta ! Queen !

End 0/Strophe.

Face A
A 31 (I)
w _

I
w — u «^

ava(Tcra, kCj6l pa'

A 30 (2)

SoXovcrcra,

An-as(a), ko-thi Lady, O
ra

:

A 29 (3)

a, TTOTa.

A 28 (4)
Yr -
OJCTft),

A 27 (5)

dvacrcr , a'i, XvtoV

A 26 (6)

ti«a TTOTas,

A 25 (7)

06, VKa.

Do-lu-as(a), Cunning one !

A, po-ta !

A-a-so, I will sing,

De(a) po-ta-as. Divine one,

mighty Queen

!

De, huk(a)

!

Divine one,

Giver of Kain !

Pause.

ko-o-lo (thee)

Kro-to ! With the clash !

Pause.

A 18 (14)
-I- - -I

Ways! A 17 (15)

'Avd,]i'i],a!>,Mapa, An - the - uc, io, Athena, behold,

Ma-ra ! Warrior !

Bo-the! Help !

Pause.

A 16(16)

An-as, hi-ke ! Lady, come !

Pause.

hearken !

Pause. A 14 (18)

A 15 (17)

avaa-(Ta,(d(Oa'ai. An-as(a),— the- Lady! — keep

o-tyj/i',' the-na sige(n),

) Thu-o. —

silence,

I sacrifice —
A 13 (19)

: -
! .- I

avarr<T , ik£. An-as, hi-ke ! Lady, come !

Pause.

Ah, Queen ! a , s

Pause.
A. " (20)

An-as, ai, lu-tu ! Lady, oh, thou
must deliver! A 10 (22)

'AvOi'ivii, uo, Mapd, An - the - ne, io, Athena, behold,

Ma-ra. Warrior !

A II (21)

ff^odli. Bo-the

!

Help !

Pause.

ava<T(T , iKc

.

A 9 (23)

An-as, hi-ke ! Lady, come !

Pause.

avao-a-a, Sf'Kat,Ko/.tt An-as(a), dc-kai, Lady, receive,

r-,' ko-rade(a), maiden divme,
Ota,
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A 8 (24)

A 7 (25)

A 6 (26)
"I

A^5 (27)

/toXciiai.

Ku-ra, xu-I;i ! Mistress, the

spoils !

Ili-ke-as(a) or Oil, come !

Hi-ke-sa!

uiao-o-a, Kw^t, An-as(a), ko-tlii ! Lady, hearken !

Mo-le-na ! Draw near !

Pause.

A_4 (^28)^

'IoS,'KaXJi! lo, ka-lo! Behold, I call !

A 3 (29)
^ ^_

ai'ao-o-a, {9(9ivai An-as(a) !—the- Lady !—keep
'

-, -I the-nasi-ee(n) silence!
(Tiyrjv) '

A
2
J30)

kidOi,

A I (31)

tio, KaXii).

Ko-thi ! Hearken !

Id, kalo ! Behold, I call !

End of Antistrophc
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Notes on the Reading.
B 30. XvTttt = kvtrai.. (So Xvrov A27 = AiVov.

Fut. Imp., a tense of the mood not found in

classical Greek, but natural and expressive.) The
forms tend to show a nonsigmatic character,
which fits in both with Cyprian and /Eoiic.
There is also a preference for a above '/, and we
find ^v for o-v, as in .i45olic.

B 29. cp. TTOTvadid, Od. V, 215 and elsewhere.
B 27. !avt. Aor. 2. regularly formed from laU'ui.—

The verb is used in this sense by Quintus
Smyrnaeus, harking back, I believe, to an archaic
use.

B 26. Sofiaa-cra— I aSSUme an adjective Bofm-ea-a-a

as from a base Sofia. So/iao-o-a might also be read,
and for Sapxw, see sub voc. L. and S. But the
form with seems possible at this date in

view of the Lat. doiuitiis.

B 25. Ma'//£po-a is actually an old name for Athena
(see L. and S. andt/). Lat. Mavicrs.)

B 24. K(Z^£.— Kow is an old verb(^.^.,Epicharmus).
The imperative is formed as in Xvdi.

B 23. T^ra.— I assume a shortened form for TroVa

cp. ai-a for ava^. TOTa must have been the original
form of TToVi'a, the ;' strengthening the stem, as so
often {cp. roTts, the accepted original for iroo-ts.)

The word may surely be recognized in the name
of the old Roman goddess " Vica Poia ", " Victress,
Mistress". (Liv. ii, 7. Cic. De Leg. ii, n, 28,
a vincendo etpotiiindo. Preller. Rom. Myth., p. 609.
I owe this reference to Mr. Cunningham),

kC6i f>a, cp. Kara p cfei', H. ,\xiv, 522= " do sit

down". Here and in tS, below, we seem to see
the earlier, and, as it were, more massive sense
of the Homeric phrases.

B 22. a-arvi] (^ (rcTr) e.rf., o-tTTToi.— Parallel to, and
more primitive than, a-eiiWj.

B 21. Ta.

—

cp. Od. ix, 347 : KVK\m\p, r~i, -ti OLvov.

Also the Cyprian Insr., (135 Deecke Sammlung.)
SoAowa=8oA6oi'<7a, c/). the SoXoi in which Athena
delighted.

B 19. 6i]veX\o).—Survives in the lighter phrases
of Archilochus and Aristophanes " r-jicAAa,

Ka\XivtK£"; cp. our " Hooray " and the Norman
"Haroo".
B 18. SoS6iJ.evai=3t56[i(vac cp. Sofi-d'at II. i, 1 16.

Inf. for Imper. as often (cp. dkdtvai. A i^=TlBivai.).

B 15. yvvaiKOKpoTOv.—Voc. as from ywaiKOK-poToos.

(It might also mean " Lady of theClash ": cp. queen
cognate with yvvri.) Rhea is actually called
xaXKuKpoTi in an Orphic hymn (Abel, xiv, 3.)
And see Pindar Isth., 7 (6), 3.

B 14. di'Ti'f?)/.—Att. avlcrrri. For the avoidance of
sigmatism, cp. ii-shiha-vii. Skt. redpl. from ^ stha
(L. & S. 'i(TT11ju).

B 13. KXarayK.—Onamat. and half-way between
ejaculation and verb, cp. our Clank, Clang. (For
the effect in the poem compare Tennyson "Clang,
battleaxe and clash brand 1 Let the King reign ! '"')

The whole context makes it clear that the object

of the cymbal-clashing was to arouse the goddess
;

"Hear us, Baal !" The word K^ArayK itself may
be the ancestor of the famous K,'iy^ in K6y^ o/iTa^,
" the cry of the initiated," according to Hosychius."
The suggestion has been made to me by a friend
that o/iTo^ itself may be connected with Lat. incus
(anvil.) An original 6v-KaK-<s would imply only a
perfectly regular change from k to t and from v

to Ii. The whole phrase would then mean " Clang
the gong (cymbal) 1" Mr. Cornford has made a
similar suggestion (see

J.
E. Harrison, Proleg. to

Greek Religion, pp. 161, 158).
B 12. dKUKu). Perf. Imp. dKoi'oo (cp. Att. aKT/Koa).

The root probably contained the digamma which
might account for the long w.

B 6. Jlupd. The parallel I offer is Map-m?, an
epithet of Zeus in Gaza (see L. and S.). The root
is probably /j-ap. Cp. Hindustani Maro =figlit

;

cp. also Mct/xe/Do-a, Mavors, Mars, and possibly 'Apjjs.

B 3. dyyovi'iloTa. I offer this with some diffidence,
but I do believe it presents a real parallel to
dydiara, " God of the ways," applied to Apollo
(Ag. 1065, and cp.dvoSia, rptoSia, applied to Hecate).
It has already been thought that dyvia is derived
from a perf. part, of dyu, and my form might well
come from the 2nd aor., dyay6vJ7a= dyyowa. The
dv sign is used for the first syllable, because v is

assimilated to the following y ; it is indeed always
so written in Attic.

A 30. SoAoiVo-a. (Signs do-ln-as. In reading, of
course, the a is absorbed into the preceding
long ;(.) Cp. SoX6((T(Ta KaXvtfo), Od. vii, 245, in a good
sense.

A 26 Sta TTordi I take as a primitive form to be
compared with the later -oTvidoa Otai Eur., Or. 318.
A 25. vKa. This is particularly doubtful. Not

only is the first sign obscure, but the adjective I

assume (v-ko?) does not actually occur. But I propose
it as a possible cult-epithet parallel to i"i;i applied to

Zeus and Bacchus as "gods of fertilising moisture".
Cp. ri; applied to Semeie and iVSes- to the nursing
nymphs, and above all "V<;s- 'Attj/s, the cry in the

rites of a great goddess quoted by Dem. 313, 27 ;

also the passage from Proclus (quoted in Proleg.

p. 161) : "In the Eleusinian Mysteries, looking up
to the sky they cried aloud 'Rain' (vt), and look-

ing down to earth they cried 'Be fruitful' (xi't)".

(Procl. ad Plat. Tim. p. 293.)
A 24. Kvpd for later Kvpla. Cp. Trurva and ttotvU.

Readers will be struck by the likeness in the next

verses to the " Kyrie Eleison, Christe eleison " of

the Church. So long an ancestry may it have.

I take I in IXdv, IXov as short; cp. II. i. 100, J47 ; but

it could also be scanned long.

A 20. KooXio.— ] assume as a form, parallel to,

or older than, the Attic kj/Aw, both of them being

strengthened forms of KaXd. Cp. Eur. Ale. 359
1^ Kopijv ^I'lpijTpO'S 5} Kiiviji TTOO'ii' vjivoicn KrjXifO-aVTa.

'» Lovers of Shelley will recall the delightful caricature by
Hogg. {Life of Shelley, chap. VI. tin.).
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An Interpretation of the Phaistos T>isk

(cp. also Thumb § 275, 8 for xa\;,Cw, a Cyprian by-

form.)

A 18.—The form A.'^)]!-?/ suggests that the

old derivation from ur^os is right, and that the

Anthesteria may have some connection with

spring-time and flowers. The first syllable may
be short as in uiiVott^tu. 11. xxiv, 5.

A 9. ScKa(._Non-sigmatic aorist. Cp. Thumb
S27s, Q.

If this interpretation is at all right, it is obvious

that most interesting conclusions would follow.

Athena appears at this early stage as a well-nigh

universal goddess. Epithets and phrases associated

later with other divinities are in this hymn hers.

She is sky-goddess, healer, bountiful giver as well

as queen of war and of wisdom. The hymn
itself for all its primitive character shows already

that subtle balance and rhythm, that sense for

an effective opening and a dignified quiet close

so characteristic of Greek poetry. The drawing

of the signs themselves is equally significant. For

the first time excavation has given us an example

of art that we can feel to be truly Homeric : this is

neither the accomplished but decadent Minoan
work, nor the crude, if vigorous style of the Dipylon

period : it is lucid, strong, graceful, buoyant. The
difficult space is covered easily and successfully.

The human figures are drawn with a liveliness that

even borders on caricature, the animal forms and
flowers in less detail, but with a delicate precision

that recalls many an Homeric simile, the tools

simplified so that only their essential lines are left.

It is Homer's method, and the life suggested is

Homer's. Weaving and shipcraft, weapons of

war, and the lyre are taken as familiar to every

TINTORET
BY A. CLUTTON-BROCK

is strange, now that we have long

/books about many minor Italian artists,

that so little should have been written

about Tintoret, and that little of no
great merit. Since Kuskin praised

him, he h is been very littlecritici/.ed, and there has

been no minute investigation of the facts of his lite

or of his art. The chronological order of his works

has not been established, and no one has m idj a

serious effort to establish it. But there is an even

greater uncertainty about his merits. After more
than three hundred years his reputation is still

insecure, even among those who are best able to

judge, and there is more difference of opinion

about hitn than about any other famous artist.

Miss March Phillips' book' is not a great advance

upon other books that have been written about

Tintoret in the way either of biography or of

criticism. We cannot complain that she has found

> Tinlorcllo, by Evelyn Marcli Pliillips. Mcltiucn. 15s. net.
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reader. On this little disk we seem to feel the

whole life of the Achaians and the future promise

of Greece.»**»»
Perhaps, after so much pedantry, one may be

allowed a mvth, which shall be true or false, as

the reader will, and according to his discernment.

I had read all the words but one,—the one formed

by the signs of the olive-spray, the breast, and the

hand,—and this I could not decipher. I thought

it might possibly be " KrayKc " Slay !, but this did

not satisfy me, for many reasons ; and that evening

I confessed to a scholarly friend that it annoyed

me not to feel sure. " Oh ", he answered, " you

must not expect to solve it all at once." But

secretly I did.

However, it was late at night, and I went to bed

and slept peacefully. In the quiet dawn I awoke
suddenly and heard, distinct and clear, like little

flying bells, " Koy^, Koy^ o/x^ra^ ". "The very word !

"

I thought, and fell asleep again. In the broad

daylight I saw that Kuy^ was indeed the clue, and

gave light on many things.

But I saw something else too. A silver crocus

with a golden heart had sprung up in the night,

just below my window, the very first crocus of the

year. So something else was plain as well, Who
was it that had come up through the crocus and

in at my window when I was asleep ? Who but

Shelley himself ? Shelley, like a flying, golden snake,

bright-eyed and clear-voiced, crying as he cried

long ago in the wild, eager tones his friend

thoiight so unsuitable, but which, doubtless, were

planned for this occasion—crying, loud and clear,

"
I have said 'konx ompax' and it is finished !"

out nothing new about his life, for very likely

there is nothing new to find out. At any rate

there are no scandals about him to be reported.

He was by all accounts, that is to say by Ridolfi's

account, a man of simple and regular habits, who
injured no man or woman and was adventurous

only in his art. He did not care for fashionable

society and would stand no nonsense from Aretino.

Miss March Phillips relates all that is known
about him so as to give us a clear and pleasant

idea of his character. But when she comes to

deal with his art she has nothing very valuable to

say about it. Her criticism is not foolish and it

should be useful to those who know nothing about
Tintoret, but it consists for the most part of rather

indiscriminate praise, and it does not help us to

distinguish Tintoret very clearly from other

Venetian artists. Tintoret, she says, " will always
appeal most strongly to those who apprehend the

imaginative and emotional side of life, and we



Tintoret

cannot afford to ignore tint this aspect of life

also needs an art which shall give it complete
expression ". But all the greatest artists deal with
the imaginative and emotional side of life, and the
one aim of all great art is to give this complete
expression. The words would apply to Michel-
angelo as much as to Tintoret, and yet there is a
vast difference between the two artists.

But just before Miss March Phillips has said,
" Tintoretto is governed by the rich and potent
Venetian temperament ; it blurs his sense of form
so that it becomes inconspicuous, and what is

really natural to his genius is the interpretation of

emotion by the use of glowing, restful colour,
deepened and heightened by solemn shade and
dramatic light ". Here she certainly distinguishes

Tintoret from Michelangelo, but not from other
Venetian artists. He may have the rich and
potent Venetian temperament, but he is not
governed by it like Titian or Giorgione ; and
neither his colour nor any other element of his

art is restful. The attack of Reynolds is chiefly

aimed at his restlessness, and, if he is not one of the

greatest artists, it is because of that restlessness and
the mental insecurity which it betrays.

Tintoret, in fact, had the mental insecurity of a

modern artist ; and that is the reason why he is

hardly judged by many critics. They are weary of

this mental insecurity, and th^y turn to the great

primitives as tired worldlings turn to religion.

F'ra Angelico and Piero della Francesca seem to

ask no questions about life, and the calm of their

minds is expressed in the calm of their art. Tiieir

figures, like the eremites of Chinese painters, are

tranquil with a profound faith. They know good
from evil, and are sure of the issue of all conflicts

between them. And the artists themselves have
an equal aesthetic security. Images are born in

their minds which express their deepest moods like

music, and are as untroubled as music itself by any
conflict between representation and expression.

ButTintoretisutterlylackingin theirpermanence
ot mood. Indeed, artists such as Rubens or

Veronese have far more of it than he has. Tiisy

express no profound faith ; but we can tell'from

their pictures what they most enjoyed in the world.
They represent for us certain states of being,

which seem to them desirable, with great power and
consistency. There is a Veronese world and a

Rubens world, stamped with their characters and
rich with their desires. But Tintoret has painted
no such world for us. When he paints parade
pictures he evidently does so for his customers,
not for himself, and we may be sure that they do
not represent anything that he desired. The
Miracle of S. Mark is more than a parade picture,

but it is a represent,ition of Venetian splendour
troubled by violent action. The saint seems to be

exploding upon it like a shell, and he represents

Tintoret's own relation to Venetian art. He

exploded in the midst of it, and destroyed the
stability of its moods. His works are a series of
adventures both technical and emotional. Sub-
jects seem to suggest moods to him, and with them
new experiments in treatment. We cannot take
any one picture of his and say that it expresses a
permanent state of his mind. He is for ever
exploring the possibilities of his art, and seems to
live from hand to mouth upon the emotional
experiences of the moment.
That is, I think, the essence of the case against

Tintoret, and it accounts for his extreme eccen-
tricities and inequalities ; for defects and failures
that we find in no other artist of his rank ; for that
utter impotence that overcomes him when he has
no emotional experience to express ; and for the
rhetorical flourishes that mar some of his finer

works. But much the same case might be made
against Shakespeare, except that Shakespeare has
more curiosity about men and things. His works
also are a series of adventures, and not one of them
seems to represent him completely. They express
mental insecurity and a conflict of different desires
and ideals, and they are marred by a rhetoric more
unscrupulous and more plausible than Tintoret's.
Shakespeare, in fact, has glaring defects from
which Chaucer is free. But still we regard him
as the greatest of poets, because he has the greatest
power of vivid representation applied to the most
significant facts of human life. When we see one
of his tragedies well acted, we discover that he
alone of all dramatists can combine poetry with
complete illusion of reality. " King Lear " is as real

as any play of Ibsen, yet it is as poetical as any
play of ^schylus. When we see it we have no
sense of the dramatist behind it. The events and
characters do not seem to be coloured by his mind
or to talk his language. We forget even that they
are talking poetry; we forget that they are subject
to any stage conventions. We seem to be looking
at life itself with its forces of good and evil working
clearly before us, with a conflict of wills stripped
bare of all routine and habit.

Tintoret, in his greatest works, has the same
power of illusion exercised upon themes of equal
significance, and he has it more than any other
painter. We may prefer the earlier art which
does not aim at illusion ; but before we condemn
illusion in painting altogether, we must distinguish

between the illusion that is a means to an end, and
the illusion that is an end in itself. With
Tintoret illusion is always a means to an end, and
his end could not be accomplished by any other

means. Like the great primitives, he tries to express

and communicate the loftiest emotions, but his

method is different from theirs, because his experi-

ence of life was dif'ferent. He saw lite, no doubt, as

aconflict with doubtful issues, for he lived in a world
that was troubled by conflicting ideas of the purpose
of life. A primitive painter would have had no
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Thjtoret

doubts about the Temptation. For him it would

have been the triumph of pure good over pure

evil. But for Tintoret, living in the Venice of the

Renaissance, it was a conflict of two different

views of the purpose of life, and his interest was

in the conflict more than in the issue. Thus he

represents the conflict as Shakespeare would
represent it, as an event of enormous interest in

itself. And since he is interested in that event

more than in its issues, he is impelled, like

Shakespeare, to set it before our eyes with all the

power of illusion. This is what happened—he

seems to say—look at it and judge of it as you

will. The primitive painter does not ask us to

look and judge. Vot in his time the judgment of

the world was secure. He relates ratlier than

represents ; and in the telluig of his story he

appeals to emotions based upon the common
judgment of the world. But since in Tintoret's

time there was no longer a common judgment, he,

being a sincere artist, had to fall hack upon his

own personal view of every event that he painted,

and he saw events usually as conflicts. So his

method of presentment was, like Shakespeare's, in-

evitably dramatic, and, being dramatic, it aimed

at a more vivid illusion than the earlier epic or

narrative painting.

His object in works like the great Cniciftxioii,

the Temflatioii, the Last Supper of San Giorgio

Maggioie, the Prcscittation of the Virgin, or the

Cain ami Ahcl, is to represent the actual moment at

which so.ue conflict reaches its height, to represent

it as if he I ad seen it with his own eyes and were
painting it just as he had seen it. Hence the cause

and the justification of his swift sketching e.xecu-

tion. He is not a contemplative artist like Fra
Angelico, who makes images of his thoughts, who
can express in the hgure of an angel the emotions
aroused in him by a long tradition of ide.is about
celestial bliss. To Tintoret every subject either

suggests its own sudden and original vision or it

suggests nothing. He treats each event that he
paints as if it were a new experience of his own
that he must throw upon the canvas while it is

fiesh in his mind ; and if there is no experience

f(jr him in it he has nothing to paint. He pro-

duced many works that are pictures of nothing;
but we may ignore these, for he also painted

masterpieces more than Liiough to compensate
for them, masterpieces in which complete illusion

is the obedient instrument of expression.

Remember when you l(K)k at one of his pictures

that it is the picture of a moment, of something
seen by his mind's eye ; for that phrase, whicli

often has so litlle meaning, can be properly used
of him. At his iiest he does seem to paint from
his own vision as the impressionists paint from
reality, and his imaginL-d scenes are as vivid as

their observations. Yet with all their vividness

they are created down to tiie sm ille^t detail by liis

imagination. He is never at the mercy of the

model, either in figures or in landscape. Take,

for instance, the case of the great Crucifixion.

There we have all the bustle that Reynolds con-

demns in him. Yet in that bustle there is a

complete consistencv of representation, because it

is a necessary part of the scene as he has imagined

it. The Crucifixion means to him the contrast

between Christ on the Cross with all that His

death will mean in the future, and the busy,

indifferent crowd below. The Romans are as

ignorant as their proud horses of the power that

will supersede theirs ; and even in the group at the

foot of the Cross there is despair. The Virgin

has fainted and the Magdalen has fallen asleep

from weariness. In this fignre of the Magdalen

Tintoret proves himself once and for all a tragic

and not a melodramatic artist ; for he has drawn

her as tenderly as Shakespeare drew Cordelia, so

vividly that she seems to breathe, yet with such

economy of fact that she keeps her place among
all the less moving and significant figures. This

power of achieving beauty naturally and without

any discord of sentiment at the very height of

tragedy only belongs to those artists whose minds

are capable of the imaginative experience of tragedy,

who tell us what they know about it and do not

try to move us by artilices of plot or composition.

For it is only when an artist lives, as it were, in

the tragedy he has created that he can enrich it

with beauties which seem stolen from happiness.

When we lind a lyrical sweetness in the midst of

the very fountain of bitterness, then we need have

no doubts about the source of the fountain.

It is, indeed, his lyrical power that most plainly

distinguishes Tintoret from merely scenic artists,

for a dramatic painter or poet cannot be lyrical

unless his mind is disinterested. Lyrical beauty

is a flower that must grow ; it cannot be manu-
factured even by the most skilful contriver of

effects. There is none of it, for instance, in the

machines of Gustave Dore or in the calculated

raptures of Guido. But some of Tintoret's greatest

and most obviously effective pictures are sweetened

by it. His Cain and Abel, for instance, has a

landscape whicli Shelley might have painted

if he had been a painter. lis prim.eval

glory both heigiitens and relines the prim;cval

iiorror of the murder. Tintoret is not, like

Salvator, absorbed in a mere butchery ; the interest

for him is in the contrast between the beauty of

the earth and the tirst outbreak of crime upon it.

The picture is like a tragedy of Euripides that

would be intoler.dile in its exasperated representa-

tion of evil but for the music interwoven through it.

And Tintoret, like Kuripides, is lyrical in execution

as well as in conception. There is a rhythm in his

brush-strokes, sometimes so sweeping th.it it

deprives his forms of any character, bat often

sjeming to till them with his own ardour of
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creation, so (Iiat tlicy arc as fiery and Iiarmonious
as the first light sketches of other masters, and yet

charged witli all the weight of his thought and the
daring complexity of his imagination. It is this

rhythm tliat gives its peculiar glory to the Milkv
llViy, the composition of wiiich would seem un-
stable without it, as the sense of ^iielley's lyrics

would often seem extravagant or unsubstantial
without the rhythm of the verse. Both painter
and poet make us believe in their world by means
of their execution ; for that expresses and com-
municates the emotional state in which they
conceived it, and at the same time does its business
in the simplest possible way.

It is strange that Reynolds should accuse Tintoret
of parading his skill, for no great artist has less

pleasure in virtuosity or less power of concealing his

failures of inspiration. At his worst he has
nothing but a sprawling and blundering facility to

help him ; he seems indeed to paint out of his

subconsciousness, producing absurd and inco-
herent things that we recognize only by their

manner. He is not in the least clever or plausible,

but only great with a strange intermittent greatness
which is always at the mercy of his mcods. His
vei-y intellect only seems to work when his emotions
are thoroughly aroused. But this means that he

Tintoret

is .m extreme example of the artist without those
business-like qualities that enabled Titian to
conceal his lapses of inspiration. Titian's intellect
was always at his command. When he was not
interested in his own work he could be interested
in the wants of his customers, and he could always
apply his mind to the solution of any problem that
was set him. Tintoret could only solve problems
that he set himself, or rather he did not set himself
any problem except to paint his own visions.
Except when he is completely an artist he is no
artist at all. But his worst works do not impair his
artistic integrity. He never tries coldly to work
on the feelings of the spectator or pretends to any
emotion which he does not feel ; and so we need
never bein any doubtabout the goodmssor bachiess
of his work. His masterpieces are sharply
distinguished from his failures like sheep from
goafs, and in execution as much as in conception.
Painters often cannot forgive him for his failures

because they have not even a technical interest, but
for this very reason we can forget them altogether
and look only at the long series of his successes in

which he paints the wonderful world of his mind
with all its troubled glory and sudden passionate
experience as a great impressionist paints the
visible world.

A CRAFT-PICTURE BY JAN BRUEGHEL
BY CHARLES FFOULKES

'AN BRUEGHEL was the younger
I son of Peter Brueghel the elder, and
was born in 1586. In his early years
he studied tempera-painting with his

grandmother, JNIarie de Besemers, and
later was instructed in oil-painting by Pieter Goet-
kink. He was Master of the Guild at Antwerp in

1602, and died in 1625. In his paintings, of which
there are several examples in most of the Conti-
nental galleries, still life, flowers and landscape
predominate, while the figures are of secondary
consideration. Evidently figure-painting had no
attractions for him, and for this part of his pictures

he was often indebted to other masters. Rubens
supplied the figures for his Adam and Eve at The
Hague, and Hendrik van Balen (1575-1632), who
painted the Venus, Vulcan and Cupid in the

picture before us, performed a similar service in

many other works in which Brueghel painted the

landscape. He is generally known as " Blumen-
samt", or "Fluweelen " (velvet) Brueghel, the latter

nickname being, traditionally, due to his fondness
for velvet attire. His daughter was the first wife

of David Teniers.

The only other picture from his hand which
approaches the example before us [PLATE I] in

minute technical detail is the Alc^oria del Taclo,

one of a set of four pictures at Madrid, represen-

ting the Five Senses in which several of the details

of armour and weapons referred to in this notice

are repeated. The work under our consideration,

entitled Venus at tlie For<le 0/ Vulcan (No. 678 in

the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, Berlin), measures
54cm. in height by 93 cm. in length, and in this

small area are crowded innumerable details con-
nected with the craft of the metal-worker, many of

which are to be found in no other work of the

period. Brueghel is known to have visited Italy

in his earlier years, and it is obviously from Italian

surroundings that this picture was painted. The
architecture, which bears some resemblance to

that of the Palace of the C;csars at Rome, shows
clearly the Opus Rcticulatnui and Lateritinin which
characterize late Roman work ; through the arches

of the centre upper opening are vines growing
upon trellises, and the plain with Etna in the

distance suggests an Italian original.

Of the subject as a whole, it may be that the

various branches of the metal-worker's craft have

been included solely at the caprice of the painter,

or if may be that he took his inspiration from the

workshops of some North Italian m.ister like

Bartolomeo Campi, who died in 1573, but must
have left successors or rivals to his business as a

goldsmith, armourer, damascener and constructoi

of military engines.
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A Qraft-picture by Jan Brueghel

From a careful inspection of the picture there it

but httie tliat seems likely to help us in discoverintj

the original of the workshop, except the peascod
breastplate [Plate II, b], immediately beneath the

figure of Vulcan, and the brassard \¥\g. c] in the

foreground beneath the figure of Cupid. These
pieces also appear in the Alegoria del Tacio at

Madrid. The designs upon them bear a striking

resemblance to those on a half-suit in the Madrid
Armoury [Fig. d], in which the same strong volutes

appear on breast and shoulder,and the same lozenge
of foliated design occupies the front of the pauldron.
Similar suits with less strongly marked volutes are

to be found in the Royal Armoury at Turin (C. 13,

26, 30), which have been ascribed by some writers

to Pompeo della Chiesa, a Milanese armourer who
flourished at the end of the sixteenth century.
There is also a half-suit of this pattern in the
Musee Cluny, Paris. A similar half-suit is shown
on the portrait Marc' Antonio Colonna, the con-
queror of Leparto, in'the Colonna Gallery, Rome.
It may be that in time we may find similar resem-
blances in the various examples of goldsmiths' work
as opprrtunity occurs. As a record of the methods
of the craftsman of the sixteenth century the picture

is of the greatest importance, for, besides showing
the forms of the various tools, such as pincers,

hammers, shears, etc., it gives us a representation
of most of the operations performed in the
armourer's shop.

In using the words right and left, I refer to

the sides of the picture from the spectator's point
of view. In the right upper corner is seen n

volcano, which is obviously inserted to give local

colour, and need not disturb us in our practical

investigations. Beneath this on the spreading
plains are men collecting iron ore, while under
the verandah of the house at the extreme right are
two men working a windlass, possibly connected
with a mine. Smoke ascends from the roof of the
house, which may be intended to convey the fact

that tlie ore is being smelted within. Below the
house is, perhaps, the most interesting of the
technical details, the battering-millsdriven by water-
power [Platp: II, f]. The hammers are raised
by cams or wooden teeth set round the axle of the
water-wheel, to which a handle is fixed on the
near side for use in case the water-power should
fail. The anvil on which the hammers fall is

rebated on each side, and the hammers have
chisel-edged faces, which suggests that the
machine is intended for stamping a raised edging
or a fluting on the plate. From the hurried
action of the man on the right, the metal is

evidently be ng beaten when hot. These cam-
driven hammers are shown in Diderot's Encyclo-
predia under " Forge des Ancres" (Vol. vii of
Plates, No. xiii), and Dr. Lardner, in his " Cabinet
EncyclopjL-dia" (1831), under "Manufactures of
Metals", states that such a " tilt-hammer", worked
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by water, was used in England in his day.

Following the line of the watercourse upward,

we find the same power employed to drive a set

of four polishingvvheels, of which the outside

appears to be of wood, and answers to the " bufif

"

used at the present day to finish the surface of the

metal. Above the two polishers is a figure carrying

a basket, and near him a man working on the hub
of a wheel with a hammer, and farther on again

are two men breaking coal or charcoal, and a

group of figures round a cauldron which probably

contains pitch for repousse work. To return to

the foreground again : near the battering-mill, and
also heaped in the centre, are portions of suits of

plate-armour, many of which are ornamented with

the same volutes as those mentioned above. A
pair of large bench-shears is set near a cooling-

trough, upon which is a cabasset-morion, the

decoration of which is apparently copied from an
example (E.89) in the Turin Armoury. A similar

specimen is shown in Case 13 in the Met.
Mus. New York, Dino Collection. Scattered

around with the armour are arquebuses, a scimitar,

a rapier, a crossbow, gold, silver and brazen vessels,

some coins, and what appears to be a die for

striking them. This last item is of interest as

suggesting that the Italian armourer was also a

coiner, which was sometimes the case in England,
for in 1560 the hammermen of the Armourers'
Company of London were employed to strike

"testons"forQueen Elizabeth. Immediately below
the basket of glass bottles and goblets in the
centre of this heap is a portion of a cuissc, or
thigh-piece, of armour showing the thick lining

attached to it. The highest point of the heap is

formed by what appears to be a portion of a
leather poilirl or chest-piece of horse-armour.
Above this group is a cannon on its carriage,

with bells, scale-weights and copper and brass
utensils heaped against one of the main support-
ing walls of the building. Below the breast-
plate, which has been before alluded to, are two
flints and a steel bricket of precisely the same
design as that shown on the collar of the Toison
d'Or and finely displayed on the rein-guards of
the horse armour in the Tower, known as the
' Burgundian Bard.' At the lower margin of the
picture, rather to the right of the breastplate, are
two long objects which resemble modern rockets
with their sticks. To the left of the breastplate is

a spanner, either for use with the crossbow shown
near by or for screwing up the nuts on a tilting-

armour, and close to it is a short-handled object
the use of which is uncertain unless it be a tracing
wheel for pricking designs on paper, which it seems
to resemble. A wheel of this kind is shown in
the woodcut of The Compass Maker (Der
Zirkelschmidt) in Jost Amman's " Book of Trades
and Crafts " (page R. ii.). Below the brassard,
under the figure of Cupid, is a small bench-vice of











A Qraft-picture by Jati Brueghel

similar design to those used to-day, a key, and two
biirgonets whose originals I have been unable to

trace. Close to Cupid is a block of wood in which
are set a helmet-stake, now known as a " bottom-
stake " or a " tinman's stake," and a bick iron or

small anvil. At the foot of this block, half hidden

in the shadow, is a small machine composed of

wheels, plain and cogged, set in a frame with

adjusting screws, which bears a strong resemblance

to the modern burring machine or tinman's
" jenny " [Plate II, e] used for turning up the edge
of sheet metal. Upon a three-legged stool to the left

are a hand-vice and a rcpoiissii hammer, both of

which might figure in a modern tool catalogue, and
upon a trestle-table adjoining are silver and gold

bowls, neck chains, a ring, a medal showing
a profile head, a buckle and a three-pronged
fork. Above this on a three-tiered stand are gob-

lets, chalices, bowls, watches, rings, spurs,

engravers' burins, pliers and a coin with the matrix

used for its making. To the right of this stand is

an anvil, forge, and bellows, all operated by work-
men in early seventeenth-century dress. Imme-
diately above the figure of Venus is a man astride a

cannon chasing its surface with hammer and
chisel, and above again is shown the cumbrous
contrivance with which cannon were bored up to

the middle of the eighteenth century. The
cannon is hoisted into a frame and lowered
gradually, by the man tending the large windlass,

on to a drill, socketed in the floor and turned by a

beain to which a horse is harnessed. A similar

appliance is shown in Diderot's great Encyclo-
pjedia (published 1750) under " Fonte des Canons,"
Plate xvii. Behind the drill is a smelting-

furnace tended by a workman, and in the floor at

his feet is ^hown the opening of a mould for a

cannon. The only object which suggests a
Flemish model is the candelabra hanging from the

roof on the left.

Of historical references to the craft of the

armourer we have but few that give any detail as

to the practical methods of the craft. In Hans
Burgmair's ]\'cisz Kiniig we have a view of Konrad
Seusenhofer's workshop, m which all the work is

being done by hand and no machinery is shown.
The text which accompanies the illustration, how-
ever, contains the following sentence: "Now this

young King (Maximilian I) invented a new art

for warriors' armour, so that in his workshops
thirty front-pieces and thirty hind-pieces were
made at once." Xow, if these pieces were made
by hand there would be no reason for the state-

ment, but if, as I suggest, the " new art" consisted
in some mechanical process, we may find that the
machine shown by Brueghel was part of such an
outfit.

In the Record Office (State Papers Dom. Jac. I,

clxxx, 71) is an account of some battering-mills

erected at Erith in the year 1624, which is prefaced

by the following sentence :
" King Ilcniy the

eight being resolved to have his aimorye alwayes
stronge and richly furnished wt thirlie or fowertie
thousand amies to be in Rcdiness to serve all the
necessities of the times (how sudden soever)

caused a baterie mill to be binlt at Detford nere
Grenewch for the batteringe of plaetes for all sorts

of armes." Henry VIII was on very friendly terms
with Maximilian, and received from him as a

present the suit in the Tower which is Seusen-
hofer's masterpiece (II, 5), so that it is quite

probable that these mills may have been intended

to practise the " new art " of which Burgmair
speaks.

In a list of tools supplied to John Blewberyand
his Brussels armourers at Greenwich in 15 14
('Chapter House Book,' Kecord Oi'l\ce, sub timio

3rd Hen. VIII, Sept. xviii) we find that the appli-

ances used by the armourer were very similar to

those used by the metal-worker of to-day. The list

includes great and small " bekehornes," or bick-

irons, as they are now called, a ' pype stake, a

creste stake, a vj'sure stake, a stake for the liedde

pecysandtwocurace stakes." All these are the same
as the modern tinman's tools, the last named being

for the headpiece and the cuirass. Among the

hammers we find " creste hammers, hammers for

the hedde pecys, greve hammers", all of which
explain themselves, " pleyne hammers," which
were either ordinary hammers for all kinds of

work or possibly planishing - hammers, and
" platynge hammers ", which were the lieavy

hammers used by the " plater" who roughed out

the w'ork before the armourer put it together.

Mention is also made of " revetinge" or rivetting-

hammers, and a " boos " hammer which would
to-day be called a " bossing " or irpciisse hammer.
" Ffylys ", or files, " chesels, ponchons " and an
" andevyl " are also scheduled witli a water-

trough, bellows, and a tempering-barrel, and the

list closes with "stoks to set the Tolys," which
were probably handles in which to set the tools,

" colys " or coal, and " dobbles". The meaning of

the last word is somewhat doubtful, but it may be

that the "dobble" was a heavy iron pattern over

which the breastplate or helmet was beaten. A
piece of this nature, weighing 14 lbs. (III. 209)

exists in the Tower Collection, and has been

catalogued by Viscount Dillon as being probably

a " double," as it is cast and not wrought.

The bells and pots and pans which are shown
near the cannon in the centre of the picture may
be part of the output of the master-craftsman, or

they may be stored for re-melting into cannon.

A manuscript in the British Museum (Harl.

MS. 4686), entitled "The Order for a Campe or

Army Royall," states that when a town is taken
" the master-gunner and his company shall have

the best bell in the place soe wonne or the

churchwardens shall appoynt or compound with
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the great master of artilleric and liis cuunsell."

Pere Daniel, in liis " Hist, de la Mil., P^anc," 1,528,

also states tli.it the Grand-iMaser of Artillery had

the right to all the bells and domestic utensils of

copper and brass in a captured town for melting

down into ordnance.
.A copy of the picture in which, however, some

of the details are slightly altered is in the

possession of Mr. Charles Beard, of Blackburn.

Lack of space alone compels an end to the

examination of this most fascinating picture, and

the foregoing notes deal only with its salient

points. Careful observation through a strong

glass, or, better still, with lantern slides, will

doubtless reveal more detail which may possibly

be of importance, and which may lead to a more
definite knowledge as to where and for whom the

picture was painted.

A FORGOTTEN FRENCH PAINTER: FELIX CHRETIEN
BY MARY F. S. HERVEY AND ROBERT MARTIN-HOLLAND

seated on a sumptuous inlaid throne, arrayed in

Roman cuirass, on his head a spiked crown, the

right foot resting on the orb, the right arm
grasping the sceptre, the left stretched in excited

wonder towards Aaron, as the miraculous rod

develops into a serpent—can only be intended to

personify Francis I. The features, it is true,

though somewhat heavy and surrounded by dark

hair and beard, show little resemblance to the

usual portraits of that monarch. But the attributes

of sovereignty are too clearly indicated to admit
of doubt, and prudence certainly suggested, at a

delicate juncture of the Dinteville fortunes, that

the likeness between Francis I and Pharaoh
should be symbolical rather than actual.

The figure of Aaron presents no such difficulty.

Francois de Dinteville, second Bishop of Auxerre
of the name, the eldest of the four brothers pour-

trayed in this picture, stands revealed by many
tokens presently to be described ; while the com-
plete similarity in style of painting to two other

works containing portraits of this Bishop, still

preserved in his former diocese, and assigned by
an unbroken tradition to the hand of Felix

Chretien, betrays at the same time the

painter of this curious family allegory. To him
we shall return anon. The Bishop of Auxerre,

draped in some striped fabric of Oriental sugges-

tion, stands erect before the King. The straight-

featured, bearded countenance is surmounted by
a mitre, between the divided wings of which are

inscribed on a disk the words: CREDIDIT'
A BRAM DNO • ET R1-:PVTATV • EST- ILLl •

AD- IVSTlTlA^r. With extended right hand, he
holds the top of the rod, which, curving and
circling on the way, terminates at its lower end in

the head of a serpent. Beneath liis right foot is

seen, inlaid in the paved floor, his coat of arms ;

the identical arms (Dinteville quartering Choiseul)
which we shall presently find in the earlier paint-

ing of the Martyrdom 0/ Saiiiti' Eugenie, and which
later were introduced by the Bishop into his famous
carreldge at the Chateau of Polisy. The Dinteville

motto, VIKTUTI FORTUXA COMES, which
appears in both those instances, may here be read

?X February 26th, 19 ro, a picture,

'numbered 106 in the catalogue, and
jattributed to Holbein, came up for

[sale at Christie's [Plate I]. It was
jdescrilied as follows:

—

' .Mo-e- and A.iron htfore Phanioli ; ;i siroap of figures said to

represent Henry VIII as Pharaoh, who is seated on the k-ft, and
some of the printip il per>onages of hib Court standing around
him. Aaron, on the right hand, holds his staff, which is trans-

formed into a serpent. On panel, 69 in. by 74 in Formerly
in the collection of the Prince de Cerny,

"

A glance revealed that the attribution to

Holbein was unfounded. Moreover, there was
nothing to connect the Pharaoh with Henry VIII,

nor could any of the well-known personages of

that monarch's Court be recognised in the sur-

rounding figures. The description was evidently

a misfit. But the work was nevertheless interest-

ing : and the question arose, who were these

personages, obviously portraits, m.asquerading as

Biblical characters, and by whose hand pro-

duced ?

Something familiar in the head of Moses attracted

attention, and led to a closer inspection. The
scrutiny was rewarded by the discovery, on the

hem of his garment, of the inscription : JEHAX,
S" DE POLISY. Here,then,w;isanotherportraitof

one of the two French noblemen depicted bv
Holbein in the great panel of the Xation.il

Gallery ; hence the well-known features. Spurred
by this interesting find to further examination,

the names of two of the Ambassador's brothers,

GUILLAUME S" DE^CHEXETZ, and
GAUCHER S" DE VAX LAY, were next per-

ceived, inscribed in like manner on their draperies.

Preceding the name of Gaucher is seen the date

1537, and following it his age, which is unde-
cipherable. P fter Guillaume's name are the words:
AGE 32 (Guillaume w;is the next younger brother

to Jean, the Ambassador, whose age was 33 in

1 5.^7)-

But there yet remained to be identified the

two most prominent figures of this composition
of ten persons. Pharaoh to the left, Aaron to the

right, divide the picture into two groups, united

in the centre by Jean, Bailly of Troyes. Pharaoh

—
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A Forgotten French Painter : Felix Chretien
on an entablatui-c at the top left-l^and corner of

the picture.^

jean, Bailly of Troyes, a pace furtlier back
than King and prelate, occupies the centre of the
composition. Draped soinewhat awkwardly in

striped stuff, his head is turned towards the former
;

one hand indicates the Bishop, the other points
upwards, as though he would say, "This is the
man divinely chosen, lie it is whom you should
trust ! " An arched opening to the left, and the
capital of a column, seem to indicate that the action
takes place in a sort of classical hall or portico.

Most of the figures present a quasi- I^oman
appearance which sits oddly enough on this

Hebrew- Egyptian scene. But the classical pose
is merely a studio atifair, and the real date and
nationality peep out all roimd. From the
draperies of the figure to the left of Pharaoh, there
emerges the fashionable slashed doublet of the
sixteenth century ; while, at the opposite extremity
of the picture, Guillaume, Seigneur Deschenetz,
barelegged, and wrapped in a massive toga, looks
placidly forth from beneath the plumed cap of the
French courtier. The composition is confused
and unsatisfactory. The crowded, gesticulating
arms form unpleasant angles; the action is

strained, the drapery poor. But, with all its

limitations, the work is saved from the extreme
penalties of mannerism by the excellent portrait-

heads ; so naif and true to nature that they restore

to it much of the freshness and attraction it

necessarily foregoes as a composition. Apart
from the Dinteville family, the painter evidently
chose his models from amongst his colleagues on
the body ecclesiastical of Auxerre. How typical

is the countenance here shown just above
Pharaoh's head ! The chorister (for this must be
his vocation), peeping round the corner of the
curtain, is equally suggestive ; while a specially

characteristic head, gazing earnestly over Des-
chenetz's shoulder, immediately behind the
Bishop, is, perhaps, that of Felix Chretien him-
self. Several of the figures that appear in this

work are also to be found in the Life of Saintc
Eiigcnie, painted a couple of years earlier.

What were the events which led these four
powerful brothers to appear as suppliants ? In

1533. when Holbein painted Jean de Dinteville in

England, and in tlie immediately succeeding
years, they were at the height of their fortune.

•See Holbein's Ambassadoys, Ihe Picture and the Men, by
Mary F. S. Hurvey, p. 130 (Georjje Bell and Sons). V.iiious
works are extant in which the Bishop caused his arms and
motto to be introduced. In addition to the instinces cited in
this article, a drawinj; may be mentioned of the Marlvidom of
St.Steplien, by Domenico Fiorentino, preserved at Ihe Hiblio-
teque .Rationale at Paris (ihis artist liad settled at Troyes, and
w,as intim.itely connected with the Dinleville) ; and an old
painting, half ruined by exposure, representing Clnut );ivin,i
Ihe Keys to SI. Piter, which is (or was) to be seen beneath the
projecting roof of a house .adjoining the ancient Abbey 0/
Montieramey, once Ihe property of the Bishop.

Such prosperity soon excited enmities
; and the

split in the French Court caused by the faction of
Francis I and iMadame d'Etampes, on the one
hand, and of the Dauphin (afterwards Henry II)
and Diane de Poitiers, on the other, fanned the
sparks into open flame. The Dauphin protected
the Dinteville brothers. Madame d'Etampes,
ranged on the other side, endeavoured to wrest
the Bishopric of Auxerre from Fran9ois de Dinte-
ville, and to get it bestowed on her tool, Pierre de
Mareuil. Here, then, is the clue to the allegory.
It requires no very lively iinagination to perceive
the analogy between Aaron's efforts to confound
the false priests of Egypt, and to prove himself to
Pharaoh the true emissary of the Alost High, and
the struggles of Francois de Dinteville to defeat
the designs of De Mareuil, and to establish himself
before the King of France as the Bishop approved
by Heaven. Jean, the only brother who retained
some measure of the King's confidence, is known
to have acted as intermediary between the Bishop
and the sovereign, and is thus seen in the picture.'
The facts that are known concerning the

painter's life are chiefly due to the Abbe Le Beuf.''

Felix Chretien was a chorister at Auxerre. 1 he
Bishop P'rancois II de Dinteville, attracted by his
delicacy of hand in penmanship and painting,
took him under his protection, and to him
Chretien doubtless owed his training in art. In
due course he became the Bishop's secretary, and
when the cloud burst which is foreshadowed in

the Moses and Aaron be/ore Pliar.ioli, and the
Dinteville brothers were forced to leave the
country, he shared the exile of his patron.
Chretien himself tells us this fact in the verses
quoted below. The flight took place in 15^9.
Three years later the Bishop retuined, amidst
great rejoicings, to his diocese, and amongst his
first acts was the appointment of Chretien (in

1542) to a canonry in the cathedral. In this

capacity his name appears in the capitular records
(which are much broken and interrupted) for

1554-55- The former of these years saw the
death of the Bishop. The archives show that in

1560 Chretien further became a canon of the
Collegiate Church of Xotre-Dame de l.i Cittl-. In

1566 he seems to have composed the Latin
biography of his episcopal protector, to which he
alludes in the following lines:

—

Is Pr:esul cujus liber hie dat splendida gesta
Immcriti p.enas pertulit exilii.

Vidit eum insontem tcstisqne comesquc Uborcin
Felix a Christi nomine nomen habens

V'idit, et est ipsuni casu co nitatis in om li

Moestitiicque comes, keliti.cque comes.
Cui cum non posset majora rependere dona

Istud scriptura nobilitavil opus>

'The whole slory is fully set forth in Ilolbcin'i Aiiibas-

s niors.
'' Mimorics stir I'liisloire ii'Au\erre, etc. The edition

published in 1848 by MM. Chillc ct Quantin contains valuable
additional notes.

• The Bishop whose glorious actions are recorded in this book
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Chretien died November 2nd, 1579. The year

of his birth is unknown, but some date

approximating 15 10 would probably not be far

from the mark, 'it seems likely he was a native

of Auxerre ; at any rate, two of his name subse-

quently figure in the list of miyors of that city.

Such a career eisily explains the absence of any

notice of Chretien in the art records of the times.

His position was primarily ecclesiastical, and as

secretary he was attached to the person of the

Bishop. Consequently there is no question of

finding him employed at F^ontainebleau, or on

other works where his name might be expected to

appear. But, within the contuies of the diocese,

the art-loving Bishop no doubt found full

occupation for the talents of his protege. Tradition,

indeed, asserts that Francois de Dinteville himself

wielded the brush, and decorated his country-house

at Regennes, near Auxerre, with landscapes show-

ing the various residences of the see. Regennes was

sold and destroyed at the time of the French

Revolution, and of the work of this episcopal

enthusiast nothing is known to remain. But, here

and there, scattered in remote villages, which once

formed part of the diocese, are remnants of mural

paintings, or of saintly legends on pinel, which

bear the Bishop's arms, or contain his portrait ; and

of these at least two are definitely associated with the

name of Felix Chretien. One of these precedes in

date the work already considered ; the other was

painted many years later. The earliest composition

is also, as far as we know, the painter's masterpiece.

This large triptych [Plate II], dated 1535, and

painted, like the Pharaoh, on horizontal panels,

contains scenes from the life of Siinte Eugenie.

It is now in the Church of Varzy (.Mievre), a

small town which belonged to the old see of

Auxerre, but was once in the Hospice of Sainte

EugC-nie in that place. The central panel exhibits

the kneeling figure of the Saint, in yellow dress

with lilac cloak, about to receive the de ith-stroke

from the unsheathed sword of a Roman soldier on

the left, whose muscular back is turned to the

spectator. Still further to the left are three other

personages, one of whom, in purple robe, seen in

full face, presents the well-known features of

Fran9ois II de Dinteville, Bishop of Auxerre,

bearded, as usual, but in this instance wearing the

biretta. His identity, preserved by tradition, is

established, as in the Pharaoh, by the Dinte-

ville coat-of-arms and motto, here plac.-d on an

arched gateway against which the head is rjlieved.

At his feet, apparently ascending from behind to

the pl.itform, paved in blue, white, purple, and

suffered tlie penally of undeserved h.inisliment. Felix, who
derived his name from the n.iine of ClirisI, the witness and

C'jmpiMion of histoid, saw the innocent Bi,liop, saw luin, and

accompanied him in all his fortunes, his comra ie in sorrow,

his comrade in joy. As it was not in his p )wer to repiy the

exile with any greater gift, he has compjsed this work in his

honour.
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green tiles, on which the action takes place, is seen

the head of a man in a red cap, who, with his right

hand clinging to the parapet, seems to point to-

wards the Bishop, and may probably be the painter

himself. To the right of the Saint is another group

of four, of which the central personage, arrayed in

gold brocade and seated, sceptre in hand, doubtless

represents the Emperor Severus, under whom
Sainte Eugenie was martyred ; this individual shows

a strong likeness to the later figure of Pharaoh.

In front of this group is the open, ivy-lined grave

which awaits the Saint ; and, on a paving-stone

hard by is inscribed the d.ite, 1535. In the back-

ground is seen the open chancel of a church built

over a crypt. Priests are officiating at the altar,

and at the chancel-steps kneels a female figure, pre-

sumably Sainte Eugenie in some other phase of her

story. "This church forms the raised centre of the

triptych, the background of which is completed,

right and left, by other buildings and by landscape.

The wings illustrate further episodes of the legend.

On the left wing Sainte Eugenie is seen in monk's

dress, as the Aljbot Eugenius, revealing herself to

her father, the Prefect of Alexandria, and to her

mother. On the other she appears from the

clouds, surrounded by the heavenly host, to her

mother, who is seated by the Saint's grave. The
exterior of both wings is painted in grisaille,

with the history of S. Stephen.

This important work is in a deplorable condition.

Large portions of the panels are torn right out of

the wings, leaving rents in the picture. Is it too

much to hope that some effort m\y be made to

rescue what remains before all of it sinks into

irretrievable ruin? The Saiiitc Eugenie is clearer

and pleas uiter in composition than the Pharaoh,

in which the painter was probably hampered by
considerations not purely artistic. But while the

latter, though labelled "Holbein" by posterity,

shows little or no affinity with the art of the great

painter, the Sainte Eugenie clearly betrays his

influence in the portrait of the Bishop, and in that

of a cleric seen on the left wing. The arrival at

Polisy of Holbein's Ambassadors, painted two
years previously, doubtless mide a sensation still

fresh in the minds of the Dinteville circle. It

would specially have impressed the painter, to

whom the family hom2 at Polisy, jointly owned
by the Bishop of .Auxerre and his brother, the

Bailly of Troyes, must have been well known.
But the main influence to be observed in

Chretien's work is Italian. The triptych form and
the tr.msverse panels link it with earlier Flemish
traditions in France, but the general freedom of

treatment, the emancipation from "Gothic"
reminiscences, the parade of classical symbols,
betray another derivation. It can hardly be sup-

posed that Chretien's art was much affected by
the example of Rosso and Primaticcio, which in

1535 was just beginning to make itself felt. The
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balanced elegance, the grace and rhythm of line,

the high decorative qualities, which, in the school

of Fontainebleau, go far to convert Italian

decadence into a new bloom of a particular kind,

are conspicuous by their absence from his pro-

ductions. But other, lesser Italians had preceded

those painters in France, or had arrived at nearly

the same time. Troyes, dominated by the

Dinteville family, had long been a congregating

point of artists, native and foreign, and to

their example or precept is probably due a

considerable share in Chretien's development.'

It can be imagined what driving power, in favour

of large, ambitious works, may have been exerted

on the painter by the Bishop, who had been French
Ambassador at Rome from 1531 to 1533, and had

seen the works of Raphael's pupils in all their

freshness. Whether Chretien was with his patron

on this embassy is not recorded. But we know
that, in the flight of 1539, the Bishop, accompanied
by his painter-secretary, made for the Papal States,

and that he spent his years of exile in Italy. Be-

tween the production of the Mows and Aaron
before Pharaoh (1537) and that of the next and
last work to be considered, the Stoning oj S.

Stephen (1550I, in the Cathedral of Auxerre,

Chretien had certainly seen the wonders of Italy

with his own eyes [PLATE I]. In view of such a

revelation, this panel is a little disappointing.

The Stoning of S. Stephen is of smaller dimen-
sions than the works hitherto passed under review,

and the figures are reduced in scale. It seems to

have been executed for a different patron ; at any
rate, a coat of arms, at present unidentified, hangs
on a tree in the background, above a group of

spectators on the left, one of whom was probably
the donor of the work. Near by is seen the famil-

iar countenance of the Bishop of Auxerre, for

whose portrait the same drawing has obviously

been used as served for the Aaron of the earlier

picture. The cloven raitre is reproduced with
slight variations. The right arm points towards

^ Mr. Lionel Cust points out striking analogies of style

between Chretien's work and that of certain paintings in

Cardinal Wolsey's closet at Hampton Court. Definite identifi-

cation of their author might throw interesting light on the
artistic descent of Chreiien.

the martyr, andon the sleeve isinscribedin Hebrew,
" Thou shalt do no murder ". On the liem of the

draperv, in like language and characters, is read,
" Our Father ", on another garment, " Thou shalt

not bear false witness ", and on the cap of a man
hard by, "Thou shalt not covet". S. Stephen

kneels somewhat to the right, relieved against a hill

crowned by a castle. He is surrounded by his

murderers. On one of the uplifted slabs, about to

be hurled, is the date, 1550. Landscape and
distant buildings close the scene. The whole
composition is somewhat cold and mechanical,

notwithstanding the vehement movement ; and
the freshness and vigour which lent attraction

to the Sainte Engeitie are wanting.

Chretien's contribution to the evolution of art

in France is of sporadic and ephemeral character,

and appears rather to spring from the fortuitous

play of circumstances, than to form a link in any
logical chain of development. He left no suc-

cessors to follow in his steps. Fragments of the

great Italian tradition had long been gradually

penetrating into France ; and his work shows
exactly how much of it a French provincial pain-

ter, of moderate ability,'was able to apprehend and
assimilate. From this point of view, his limitations

are even more instructive than his achievements.

But the cross-currents were many : and if Chretien

was not the man to blend them into perfect unity,

the fault rests not wholly with him. The point

of his position is that, while he remained untouched

by the Clouet school, the time had not yet arrived

when the influence exerted by the Fontainebleau

painters swept everything, save portraiture, into its

own channels. Chretien belongs to the tentative

period, when painting in France, a seething mass

of unreconciled tendencies and nationalities,

coloured in varying degree by Italy, was still feeling

its way. His very eclecticism shows him a true

child of his times.

Much in his larger work suggests that, like many
painters of this period, his talent would have found

in portraiture, pure and simple, its happiest field.

Possibly something may yet come to light, con-

cealed it may be beneath a greater name, to reward

the seeker, and to add a tardy leaf to the faded

laurels of Felix Chretien.

LETTER TO THE EDITORS: the housebook master

To the Editors of The BURLINGTON Mag.\zine.
Gentlemen,—Since I wrote my article,

"The Master of the Amsterdam Cabinet", which
appeared in the December number of your
magazine [19 10, p. 184 et sqq., Xo. 93, Vol. XVI 11]

the publication of many further researches renders
it obligatory upon me to make a few supple-
mentary observations in order to complete and to

round off those which have already been offered.

To the Master's drawings already enumerated two

others on one sheet must now be added from the

Lanna Collection (Die Sammlung Lanna II,

Handzeichnungen,No. 27, p. 4), which hive passed

into the possession of the Berlin Kupferstich-

cabinet. On one side of this sheet is represented

a prince at table surrounded by a crowd of

people, and on the other side is a priest saying

Mass. In an article by L. Bar ("Weitere Beitrage

zur Chronologic und Lokali'^ierung der Werke des

Hausbuchmcisters " in the " Monatshefte fiir
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Kiinst\vissensch:tft ", III, 408 ff.) fliey have been
attributed to the Mister's later period. This
article presents a thorough investigation of the
materials and arrives in most cases at the same
results as my own investigations already pub-
lished.

Bar also rejects the explanations by Naumann,
against which I have already protested, and they
have now again been rejected by Bossert in the
"Kunstchronik", December 20, 1910. Permit
me to make a few remarks concerning a drawing
which I formerly attributed to the school of the
Master, namely, the Knight and the Lady, with the
coat of arms (Albertina, Wien-Meder 680). Biir

sees in this drawing a copy of a lost engraving.
This is not improbable, because at the same time
there is a similar copy, inverted, at Karlsruhe,
which, moreover, is itself copied from the emblem-
engravings of Schongauer. Our views with
regard to the chronology of the paintings are
divergent. In the meantime, another painting,
which recently came to light during the rearrange-
ment of the Karlsruhe Gallery, and is rightly
attributed by the Director, Dr. Eisenmann, to the
circle of the' Master of the Housebook, has been
drawn into the discussion (see The Burlington
Magazine, ]:inuary, 1911). It actually corresponds
astonishingly well with works by the Master, and
contains already the types of the Freiburg, the
St. Goar, and even of the Mayence pictures. I

cannot therefore regard this picture as an early
work, and cannot relegate it to the year 1450, as
Bossert does (in the "Kunstchronik", /.c. 163).
However, I shall deal with these questions "at

length in my monograph. In passmg, I should
like to mention a few works of the Master's
school, unpublished until quite recently—an
Annunciation at Cologne (S. Schnutgen), a small
altar in the Mus^e Cluny in Paris, and a Madonna
in Donaueschingen. Furthermore, an article

upon " Heinrich Lang und der Hausbuch-
mcister " by Bossert has just appeared in

"Schauinseand" (1910, 102 ff.). Bossert treats

essentially of the mediaeval Housebook, and
attempts a division of the work which arrives at

results similar to those published by me in the
"Monatshefte f. Kunstw. (Ill, 284). But his
further conclusions do not appear to me plausible.
According to him, Heinrich Lang (a Master whom

REVIEWS AND NOTICES
Worcester Porcelain. By r. l. iiobson. Ouaritch,

Mr. HoiJSON' states in his preface that the appear-
ance of this volume is chiefly due to Mr. Bernard
Quaritch's desire to produce a work on one of
our English potteries which might vie with the
sumptuous volumes lately published on the great
Continental factories. The name of Mr. Quaritch
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he names because of an inscription upon a horse
in the Housebook) is supposed to have been fore-

man of a workshop in which our Master was also

engaged, and where he had drawn three of the

planets of the Housebook. The book is here

supposed to have come into existence between
1480 and 1488, so that the Master, who is thought
to have painted the Karlsruhe picture about the

year 1450, was some fifty-five years of age, and at

the age of fifty-five is supposed to have been
working as a pupil in 7\n atclierl This combina-
tion does not seem right to me. Without any
doubt the Housebook came into existence about

1475, because there are many allusions to

historical events under F'rederick 111, who in

1474-5 had a military camp near Neuss on the

Rhine, and whose device—to which I have
already called attention—appears in the manu-
script. There are other points, too, in support
of the proposition to which, in my opinion, we
must hold fast. That, moreover, the drawings of

the planets do not betray the handwriting of a

man almost sixty years of age, will be clear to

every competent judge.

In the March number of "Monatshefte f.

Kunstw." (IV, 95) there is an article by Eduard
Flechsig dealing with the woodcuts of our Master.
Flechsig was the first to attribute to the Master
certain paintings and to suppose him to have
worked in the environs of Mayence and Frankfort.
Now we hear that Flechsig was also the first who
discovered (in 1899) that the woodcuts in the
"Spiegel der menschlichen Behaltnis" (Peter

Drach, Speyer, c. 1482) are cut after the drawings
of the Master, which opinion meanwhile has been
supported by most critics. He adds to these a
very interesting Almanack of 1483, the illustrations

of which are doubtless the Master's work. The
learned author to whom we already owe much
knowledge about the Housebook Master, will

continue his very interesting studies in the next
number of the " Monatshefte ".

Allow me also to correct two errata which
appear in my article of December (p. 191)—the
Madonna between Saints is at Munster, not at

Munich ; and of the altar at St. Goar only the
Crucifixion is painted by the Master's own hand.

Yours faithfully,

Willy V. Storck.

is in itself an assurance that the work is produced
in the best possible manner as regards the paper,
the type and the illustrations, and the result fully

justifies our expectations. Mr. Hobson's name
likewise is a guarantee that the subject is treated
in a practical and scholarly manner. His more
important works on ceramics are too well known
to require commendation, but for the sake of



collectors, his handbook " Marks on Pottery and
Porcelain", written with Mr. W. Burton's assist-

ance, must be recommended, since it is invaluable
for purposes of collectins:;. A large number of
authors have written about English porcelain and
the products of the Worcester factory in

particular, so that it is not surprising if Mr.
Hobson has no very startling new facts to offer.

He has rather embodied in his book all that was
previously known, and while avoiding too many
technical terms has given us a complete history
of the works at Worcester in a direct narrative,

w'hich is both instructive and agreeable to read.

His book opens with an interesting chapter
recapitulating all that is known of the production
of true porcelain in China and the interest caused
by its introduction into Europe. Then follows

an account of the early efforts to produce similar

ware, first in Italy, France, and Germany, and
later in England, where factories were established

at Bow, Chelsea, Bristol, and Worcester. Having
thus introduced us to the subject, he relates the
foundation of the factory at Worcester, and tells

us of the many difficulties that beset the enter-

prising Dr. Wall and his supporters. These
difficulties, indeed, more than once nearly wrecked
the prospects of what has been and still is the
greatest of our British porcelain factories. This
early history of the works is extremely interesting,

and there is an excellent reproduction of a portrait

of the founder, believed to have been painted by
himself. Particulars are given concerning the

financial history of the factory and the companies
which successively worked it, with the amount of

each founder's subscription ; lists of the various
ingredients of which the body of the porcelain and
the glaze were composed; as well as an account
of the evolution in the forms and in the different

methods employed in the decoration. The latter

details especially will be read with much interest.

The author claims that the porcelain manufactured
at Worcester was superior both in make and finish

to that of the other contemporary English factories,

and considers that this was one of the chief causes
of the high esteem in which Worcester porcelain

was held. He gives a full description of the
various models and designs, from the moulded
patterns with modest blue-and-white decoration
to the more sumptuous dinner and dessert services,

and the superb vases gorgeous with brilliant colour
and gilding, which even when first made were ex-

tremely costly. The influence of Oriental, Meissen
and Sevres models on the designs used at Worcester
is noted, and there is an excellent account of the
printed and pencilled wares, and of the painters
and engravers who worked for the factory. A
careful perusal of the chapter on Forgeries and
Imitations will well repay the amateur's attention,

for it contains some useful information concerning
forgeries, and a caution against what the author
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very rightly terms "that most insidious of all

falsifications, the re-decorated piece". He makes
no mention, however, of one of the best-known
confectioners of these pieces, who worked in
the last quarter of the nineteenth century and
gamed an unenviable notoriety as a re-decorator
of Worcester porcelain. He is supposed at one
tune to have been a chef, and must have been a
very fair artist ; his work is quite good, and
specimens of it on which the re-painting is

difficult to detect from the original work are found
in many collectors' cabinets. Indeed, one is tempted
to suggest that one specimen has even found its

way into Mr. Hobson's book, for a certain plate
is strongly reminiscent of the late chefs hand.
There is no doubt that large quantities of the less

expensive ware, chiefly the ordinary printed blue
on white, were exported to the Continent, and
found a ready market in Holland and the Low
Countries. Some of these were slavish copies of
the highly prized products of the East, most
probably manufactured with the deliberate inten-
tion of supplanting the Oriental ware in the
European market. In fact, certain examples are
so like the Eastern ware that they may be described
as the most successful forgeries of their day.
Services of these less expensive wares are still to
be found on the Continent, chiefly in Holland,
but it is rarely that any of the more costly pieces
which were purely decorative are to be met with
abroad. The Worcester factory seems to have
been conducted on sound commercial principles,

producing little but what was necessary or useful,

and to have made very few of those groups of

figures that were a speciality of the Chelsea
factory, where so mucli skill was expended on
diminutive objects, such as charms and seals for

watch-chains, flacons for perfumes, and pipe-

stoppers.

Everyone who is acquainted with the difficulties

of reproducing accurately the colours of porcelain
and faience by chromo-Iithography will recognize
the excellence of the coloured illustr.ations, but in

spite of the evident care that has been bestowed
on them, some of the plates fail to give a satisfactory

rendering of the brilliant hues employed in the

decoration of the porcelain made at Worcester.

The sooty green on the body of the vase on
Plate LXX conveys no idea of the beautiful soft

yet intense apple-green peculiar to Worcester and
so highly prized by collectors. Again, the

unpleasant greenish yellows on Plate LI I mis-

represent the rare pale yellow that was occasionally

employed at Worcester. The nondescript pale

blue colour on the border of the dish on Plate III

is also quite unlike the original delicate turquoise

it is supposed to represent. Amongst the coloured

prints which call for special notice on account of

their excellence are the four signed F.H.Thorpe.
These seem to have been produced by a different
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process fnim Ihe rest, and are reinarkahly true in

colour. The mug with a powder-blue ground
(Plate XXXVIII) is one of the most successful,

and reproduces most truthfully the colour and
gilding characteristic of Worcester.

Without carefully examining the original, one is

diffident of expressing an opini(Mi, but the vase
decorated with Oriental figures in the Dresden
manner, and having butterllies in gold on a

ground of scaled pink (Plate LXXXIX), is not
very convincing as coming from the Worcester
factor)'. Neither the form nor the decoration is

that usually employed, and it has many charac-
teristics foreign to the recognized productions of

this factory.

Though rare and highly extolled, the figure-

painting of Donaldson leaves much to be desired.

The subject of the panel on the vase in the

Frank Lloyd Collection (Plate LXXVIII) is

singularly unsuited for vase-decoration, and
displays none of the elegance which charac-
terizes the drawing in the three panels attributed

to the same artist on a set of vases in the Samuel
Scott Collection (Plate LXXV). Amongst so
many fine pieces of which illustrations are given
it is not easy to say which are the rarest or the
most artistic, hut especially noticeable is a pair
of vases in the Wythes Collection (Plate LXXXIl)
which are charmingly decorated with figures in

semi-Oriental costume, very similar to a splendid
vase in the possession of Mr. Ralph Lambton,
which seems to have escaped the author's notice.

The examples selected for illustration have in

most instances been chosen from private collec-

tions, which are not always accessible ; this

renders them all the more valuable. The work
should be a great help to the student and collector,

for in addition to the seventeen plates in chromo-
lithography it contains no fewer than ninety-two
in collotype and gives examples of nearly every
known form and decoration employed at Wor-
cester. Some of these, having been made to special
order, such as the Sundial with the name of Josiah
Holdship MDCCLXVI, are probably unique. The
book also contains extracts from catalogues of
celebrated sales and the prices obtained, and a
complete set of illustrations of the marks known
to have been u^ed at the Worcester factory.

Irish Ecclesiastical Architecture with some
nutice of simlar or rcl.ilcd work in England, S-otl.ind
and elsewhere. By AliTliuR C. Champxeys, M.A. Bell.
31S. ed.

The art of any country is a naturd and continuous
growth like the evolution of a plant. Nevertheless
it is the business of an art-historian to draw lines

of chronological division where none actually
exist, to break up into time-groups what was
actually continuous, and (where knowledge is

lacking) to ascribe dates to the undated and place
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in orderlv sequence the unordered. If I have any
complaint to make against the author of this

scholarly work, it is that he shirks these duties, as

far as the pre-Romanesque part of his work is

concerned. He leaves upon the reader the im-
pression that nothing is knowable about the date

of any building before the tenth century ; that all

is mere surmise ; that any building may have any
date ; in fact that no history of early Irish archi-

tecture is possible.

The great interest attaching to early Irish

architecture arises, however, from the fact that the

reverse is actually the case. In Ireland where
stone building was endemic at a very early

period, especially in the west, we possess a con-

tinuous series of structures reaching down n

unbroken succession from the Pagan forts^ and
showing every stage in the evolution of buildings

from the pre-historic beehive hut to a complex
thirteenth-century building like S. Doulagh's near
Dublin. This continuous series is defined at its

two ends and may therefore be roughly adjusted
to the intervening centuries. There is no impor-
tant gap in it. No other country can show any-
thing so complete. This is the great interest

connected with early Irish architecture, and it

deserves to be emphasized bv a historian and not
belittled.

It may be that a given set of beehive huts and
plain oratories is not as early as tradition asserts,

but this cannot be true of all. The type exhibited

at Skellig Michael is found plentifully in the west.

It was a type demanded by the climate. At no
time can it have replaced a previous wooden type.

It arose out of the necessities of the case, and may
be confidently regarded as representing the local

architecture of the latest Pagan and earliest

Christian davs. If a roof fell in and had to be re-

constructed, that matters nothing in a broad view.
Again, in Ireland ancient tradition is a very

weighty thing. It connectscertain bells, for instance,

with certain early saints, and those so connected
are obviously of extreme antiquity. It does the
same with certain crosiers, and they prove on
examination to contain, within wonderful later

decoration, common walking sticks of a primitive
kind.

When therefore we find a series of most primitive
buildings on sites asserted by tradition to have
been primitive Christian settlements, and when we
can trace from those primitive buildings a con-
tinuous series of improved and developed types
reaching down to those which at last come within
the ken of records, it does not seem unduly
hazardous to regard the existing series as represen-
tative of the intervening centuries. Nothing is

gained by a habit of scepticism any more than by
a habit of credulity about the antiquity of types.

Skellig Michael, Kilmalkedar, Gallcrus,' S.

Benin's and Macdara's oratories, Friars' Island
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S. Kevin's, and S. Columba's House, and finnlly

S. Flannan's, and Trinity and Reefaert Chmclies,

Glendalouqh, form a series, the date of every

member of which may be doubtful, and yet whicii

as a series covers the period from the sixth to tlie

eleventh centuries with reasonable completeness

and continuity.

The curse "of the history of Celtic art has been

the lackof dates and the unwillingness of writers to

face the fact, through sheer terror lest some day

more advanced knowledge may upset some
assignment of the writer's. A similar dread

paralyzes half the classical antiquarians. If only

every writer about a classical bronze or /Fgean

vase, for instance, were made to state at the head of

his notice the limits of his ignorance about the date

of the object under discussion, we should get ahead

a great deal faster.

Mr.Champneys's work, however, presents on the

other side an overwhelming body of merits. It is

marvellously comprehensive. It is the result of

prolonged original study on the spot. It is en-

riched by a knowledge, wide and ready to hand, of

contemporary work of many kinds in many lands,

and it is profusely and aptly illustrated by the

author's own photographs, which cover 114 plates

—three or four on each plate. The only criticism

to make on the photographs is that the sun seldom

shone, and there is a consequent lack of relief

in most cases, but this could not be avoided.

Plans and sections would have been helpful, but

their lack can be supplied from older works. The
best part of the book is that to which I have least

referred—the chapters dealing with the Roman-
esque and Gothic buildings. Here, I think, the

writer proves his contentions very completely, but

it is impossible in the assigned limits of space to

do more than commend his work to all readers

interested in his subject. M. C.

RECENT PRINTS
We have received from the Medici Society several

recent prints. The Viscount Althorp, cvt. 4 (21s.

net), by Reynolds, from the collection of Earl

Spencer, is an ex'ceedingly attractive picture, and,

on the whole, a successful reproduction. The

only fault, if any, is a slight exaggeration of the

yellowing of the varnish of the original. The S.

Catharine Crowned ivith Flo-wcrs (15s. net), attribu-

ted to Domenico di Vene/.iano, from the Corpora-
tion (jallcry, Glasgow, is a picture which is more
correctly described as by Bartolommeo Veneto.

The reproduction is a little wanting in brilliance,

though the general tone is excellent. In Lci,-on

iVAmour (20s. net), by Watteau, from the collcclion

of the German Emperor, the actual facturc of the

oil painting has been remarkably well reproduced,

but the gradations of tone seem to have become
slightly displaced with the effect of a want of

solidity in the distance which is somewhat dis-

turbing. On the other hand, the luminosity has

been maintained. Giovanni Aniolfini of Lucca and
his Wife (25s. net), by jan Van Eyck, from the

National Gallery, has the advantage of having the

original close at hand for comparison. It is a really

excellent reproduction. The quality of the green

and blue in the lady's dress is remarkably w^ell

imitated, and the general tone has been secured

without loss of detail. The Education of Cupid,

(20s. net), by Correggio, in the National Gallery,

is again one of the most completely successful

works which the Medici Society has published.

The reproduction has managed to avoid any
appearance of the primitive colours in the fused

and subtly degraded tones of the original. The
Portrait of a Man (25s. net), in the collection of

the Hon. Edward Wood, at Temple Newsam, about

which there has been so much discussion between

art critics, although all are agreed as to the extreme

beauty of the painting, is on the whole a fairly

good reproduction, though not so completely

successful as the last two examples. R. K.

We regret to be obliged to chronicle the death of

Sir Richard Rivington Holmes, K.C.V.O., who
for more than thirty-five years was Librarian at

Windsor Castle. Sir Richard always took a keen

interest in all matters of art, and his experience

was valuable on many occasions. He will be

well known to readers of this Magazine as one of

the oldest members of the Consultative Com-
mittee, and for his articles on Miniatures.

RECENT ART PUBLICATIONS*
ART HISTORY

Christol (F.). L'art dans I'Afrique Australe. Impressions et

souvenirs de mission. (iiXQ) Paris (Berger-LevrauU),

10 fr. Illustrations, some in colour.

MooRLHEAD (\V. K.). The stone age in North America : an
archreological encyclopedia of tiie implements, ornaments,
weapons, utensils, etc., of the prehistoric tribes of N.

America. 2 vols. (10x7) London (Constable), Boston
and New York (Houiihton Mifflin), 31s. 6d. Illustrated.

MoKRis (J. E.) and Jord.w |H.). An introduction to the study

of local history and antiquities, (7X5) London (Routledge).

64 illustrations.

* Sizes (height X width) in inches.

Veth (J.).
Im Schalten alter Kunsl. (8x6) Berlin (Cissirer

4 m. 50. Articles on Rembrandt, l-Cubens at Antwerp and
Brussels, the Munich Pinakothek, Kowlandson, Keene,

Maris, etc. 16 plates.

Decia(D.). rranccscanesimo e Giottismo. (9x5) Florence

( II Cimento ), i I. 5; pp. Ilhistr.Ued.

Bayard (bC.). Le style Empire. (8x5) Paris (Gamier). 3 fr.

132 illustrations.

TOPOGRAPHICAL ANTIQUITIES

Flaxdreysy (f. de) and Mellier (E) Valence, son histoire'

ses richesses d'art, son livre d'or. 2 vols, (13x10) Paris

(Lemerre), 50 fr. 365 illustrations.
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Charles-Rccx (J.).
Souvenirs du pissc. Saint-Gille>, sa

1-gendo, sm abbavc ses coutumcs. (ijXiO) iaiis

(Lemerrc), 50 fr. Illustrated.

Gerola (G ). Uassano. Vitekbi (B. B.V I Colli Eiisanci nella

storia e nella Icg^enda. (11x7) Bergamo (Istitulo d Arti

grafiche), 1. 4 each.

KoMissi (C). l,c dome dc Milan dans riiistoirc et dins I art.

(7x5) Mdan (Siin/ogno). 327 illustrations.

i'CHiLTHKSS (O.) D.is niinisclie Ka-tell Irgenliausen (kanton

Zurich). (12 xg) Zurich (I5ecr, for the Anuiii.insche

Gesellschafi), 6 m. Illustrated. „ r , t

Cl-RLE (I.) A Koman frontier post and its people : the fort ot

Newstead in the parish of Melrose. (12x9) Glasgow

(Maclehose), 42s. net. Illustrated.

0>x (Rev. J. C, editor). Memorials of old Surrey. (9 x C)

London (G. Allen), 155. net. Illustrated.

BlOGRArmCAL WORKS AND MON'OGKAPHS

Leonardo Bistolfi (16x11) Milan (Bestetti & Tumniinclli).

50 phototypes, in portfolio, with prefatory note.

Mai.amani (V.). Canova. (12x9) Milan (Hoeph), 1. 36.

Copiously illustrated, collotvpcs, etc.

BABRES(M.)and Lafoxd{1'.). Le Greco. (10x8) Pans (Floury),

25fr. Illustrated.
r~, .

Strvienski (C). Une carriere d'artiste au X(Xe siecle : Charles

Landelle, 1S21-1908. (11x7) F''*ris (Emile-Paul).

RoHK (J.). Der Strassburger Bildhauer Lsndolin Ohmacht.

Eine Kunstgeschichtliche Studie sam teinem Beitrag zur

Geschichte der Aesthetic um die Wende de= iS Jahrt. (9 x C)

Strasburg (Triibner), 8m. 20 plates.

Nicole (J). Le proces de Phidias dans les Chroniques

d'Apollodore, d'aprcs un papyrus inedit de la collection de

Geneve, d -chilfri et commente. (10x5) Geneva (Kiindig),

tit.

Piiil.iPPs (E. M.). Tintoretto (10x7) London (Methuen),

155. net. 6r plates.

ARCHITECTURE
DlRM (J.). Die Baukunst der Griechen. 3rd. edition. (11x7)

Leipzig (Gebhardt), 27M. " Handbuch der Architektur''

Teilll, Bandi.
EiiERSoLT (].). Le grand palais de Constantmople et le livre

des Ceremonies, Avec un avant propos par C. Diehl el un

plan de M. A. Thiers. (10x6) Paris (Leroux', 6 fr.

WiLDK (H.). Briissa, eine Entwickelunsstiitte turkischer Ar-

chitektur in Kleinasien unter den ersten Oimanen. (11x8)

Berlin (Wasmuth), 9>r. Illustrated.

RI'DIGER (A.). Die links der Elbe gelegenen Burgen im Kunig-

reich Sachsen. (11x8) Berlin (Wasmuth), 5m. Illustrated.

PoLLAK (O ). Studien zur Geschichte der Architektur Prags,

1520-1600. (15 X II) Vienna (Fempsky), Leipzig (Freytag),

Illustrations.

Sypesteyn (C. H. C. a. van). Oud-Nederlandsche tumkunst.

Geschiedkundig overzicht van de Nederlandsche tuinarchi-

tectuur van de I5de tot de igde ecuw. (yx6) H.ague

(Nijhoff), III illustrations.

PAINTING

OSSE (H.). Kgl. Museen zu Berlin. Die Geniiildegalerie des

Kaiser-Fiiedrlch-Museums. Vollstandiger beschreibender

Katalog. II. Die Germanischen Liinder. (10x7) Berlin

(Bard), 776 reproductions.

GlROX (L.). Les peintures murales du departement de la Haufc-

Loire (du Xle au XVIIe siecle) (18x15) Paris (Lerou.N),

Phototype plates, and text illustrations.

jf.guiER (G.). Decoration cgyptienne : plafonds et (rises vege-

talcs du Nouvel Empire thebain (1400 a 1000 avant J-C).
(15x12) Paris (Eggimann) ; pt. I, 20 colour plates and

text, 24s. Complete in 2 parts.

AL'BERT (A.). Die norwegischc Makrci im XIX. Jahrundert.

(14x11) Leip2ig(Khnkh-irdt anJ Biermann), 6 in. lllus-

trated.

SCULPTURE. MEDALS, ETC.

Stais (V.). Marbrcs et bronzes du Muscc national. Guide
illustre. 2de edition corrigee et augmenteC Vol, 1.(7x5,
Athens (Sakellarios).
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Du Bois (A.) Assimilazione deir arte classica in Donatello,e

classificazione cronologica deU'Annunciazione in S.Crocea

Firenze. (9x7) Pi.acenzi (Porta). 21 pp.

Putti e Stucchi di Giacomo Serpotta, 1556-1735. (14X 10) Milan

(Bestette and Tumminelli), 50 plates in portfolio.

Bistolfi, Canova, Ohmacht, Phidias : sec Biographical Works etc.

DoMpiKURE de CHAfFEPii! (H. J.
del, and Kerkwvk (A. O. van).

Choix dc monnaies et ined.iille-; du cabinet royal de la Have.

(iG X 12) The Hague (Nijhoff). 25 collotype plates and

descriptions in portfolio

Les nii-dailleurs (ranfiis a TExposition Internationale de

Bruxellesen igio, par lessoins du Ministerede ITnstruction

Pubhque et des Beaux-.'irts. (11x8) Paris (Longuet),

3ofr. 40 phototype plates and catalogue.

ENGRAVING
Graphische Gesellschaft, XII. Verolfeiitlichungen. Des Dodes

D.mtz, Liibeck, 1489. Herawsgegeben von M. J. Fried-

liinder. (lixS) Berlin (Cassirer). Phototype reproduction.

Paui.i (G.). HansSebald Beham :Nachtriige zu dem Kritischen

Verzeichnis seiner Kupferstiche, Ridierungen und Holz-

schnitte. (10x7) Strasburg (Heit/,), 6m. 6pl.

Padli (G.). Bartel Beham : em kiitisches Verzeichnis seiner

Kupferstiche. (10 x 7) Strasburg (Heitz), 6m. 4 plates.

Title-pages of the two earliest books in the English language

relating to engraving, also the pages therein which contain

the sections of engraving and tlie title-page of another of

the first of these books. (9 x 6) London (privately printed

at the Chiswick Press) 32 pp.

Gl'N'N' (M. J.). Print restoration and picture cleaning: an

illustrated practical guide to the restoration of all kinds of

piints. Together with chapters rm cleaning water-colours

print " fakes " and their detections, anomalies in prin

values and prints to collect. (9x7) London (Upcott Gill),

Cs. 6d. net.

CERAMICS AND GL.ASS

JEAX (R.). Les .arts de la terre : cerainique, verrerie, cmaillerie,

mosaique, vitrail. (10x7) Paris (Laurens), 12 fr. "Mauuels

del'histoiie de Part".

Behn (F.). Kataloge des rom.germanischen Central-Museums :

2. Komische Keramik mit Einschluss der hellenischen

Vorstufen. {9X 5) Mainz (Wilckens). Illustrated.

FoRRER (R.l- Die romischen Terrasigillita-Topferein von
Heiligenberg-Dinsheim and Ittcnweiler in Elsass ; ihre

Brennofen, Form- und Brcnnger.ate : ihre Kiinstler,

Fabrikanten u. Fabrikate, Stuttgart (Kohlhammer), 15 M.

Illustrated.

Barber (E. A.). Catalogue of Mexican majolica belonging to

Mrs. R. W. De Forest exhibited by the Hispanic Society o(

America, Feb. 18 to March 10, 191 1. (8x5) New York
(Hispanic Soc. of America). Illustrated.

Hkgule (L.). Les vitraux du moycn age et de la renaissance

dans la region lyonnaise et specialemcnt dans I'ancien

diocese de Lyon. (13x10) Paris (Laurens), 250 pp.

Illustrated.

MISCELLANEOUS
Louis (R., 0. P.), Peratk CA.), R,\stoul (A.). La Nativite de

Notre Seigneur Jesus-Christ. 60 reproductions d'.ipres les

chefs d'cEuvre de la pci nture et la sculpture, accomp.agnees

dune commentaire liturgique, artistique et litteraire.

(13 X 10) Paris (Marty).

DoELGER(K. G.). IXeY::. Das Fischsymbol in friihchristlicher

Zeit. Vol. I. (10x7) Rome (Herder), i5\I.^ Illustrated

supplement to the " Romische Quartalschrift."

Les Heurcs de Savoie. Facsimile of lifty-two pages from the

Hours executed for Blanche of Burgundy, being all that is

knuwn to survive of a famous fourteenth-century MS.,

which was burnt at Turin in 1904. With a notice by Dom
P. Blanchard. (10 X 8) London (printed at Chiswick

Press for H. Y. Thompson). 52 pi ites.

CoUTTS (H. T.) and Stephen (G. A.). Manual of library

bookbinding, practical and historical. With an introduc-

tion by D. Cockcrell. (8x5) London (Libraco Ltd ),

With illustrations, a book-scale, and specimen leathers and

cloths.

KixsKY (G.). Musikhistorisches Museum von Wilhelm Heyer in

Ciiln. Katalog, I. Besaitete Tastcninstrumente ;
Orgein

Friktionsinstruincnte. (10x7! Cologne (VV. Heyer)

Leipzig (Breitkopf undHartel). Plates.



ITALIAN PERIODICALS
BOLLETTINO D'ARTE DEL MlN'ISTEKO DEI.LA PUBULICA ISTRU

ZIONE. Fasc. I. Rome, 19 ii.

Dr. Peleo Bacci reprocUnjcs the frescoes by Buffalmacco
in the Hadia, Florence, recovered from whitewash, on lii''

initiative, in July, igio. The author studies all available sources
for the life of this painter, shows that the attribution to him of

the frescoes is fully justified, and the date prior to 1340 ; that

his name was Buonamico Buffalmacco ; that Vasari's addition
(ed. 1568) " di Cristofano " was incorrect, and the entry in the

Roll of the Painters' Guild pmbably a sixteenth-century falsifi-

cation. Prof. A. Colasanti discusses and illustrates a
Mtidouua and Child lent by Madame Sartoris to the Musce des
Arts Dtcoratifs, Paris, ascribing it to Gentile da Fabriano, and
dating it before 1423.

Rassegn'a d'Arte Umbra, Perugia, December 15, 1910.

Mr. Mason Perkins publishes two pictures recently presented
to the Fogg Museum, Harvard, U.S.A.: a Holy Family, hy
Pintoricchio (middle period), and the Maryia^ae of S. Calhcitne

of Alexandria by Bernardino di Marintto. Dr. W. Bomde in

a notice of Dr. Gronau's " Raphael, des Meisters Gemalde ",

refers to some discoveries of his own

—

i.e. that on December 15,

1512, Perugino agreed to p.nint a picture of the Assumption after

a model, now in the Vatican, executed by Raphael for S.

Francesco at Perugia, a condition which he did not fulfil ; and
that the Spotalizio (now a! Caen) for the Cathedral at Perugia
was ordered from 1 erugino in April. 1409. Further documents
on the subject are promised. Prof. U. Gnoli draws attention
to a late work of Niccolo da Foligno, S. Francis receiving the
Stignnifa, formerly inaccessible to students, but now in the
Gallery at Foligno.

RivisTA d'Arte, Florence, September- December 1910.

Dr. p. D'.Axcona ascribes to .-ittavante degli Attavanti the
miniatures in a codex of the Corsini Library at Rome—
" L'Aninia Peregrina", a late imitation of the Divina
Commedia, by the Dominican, Tommaso Sardi. This
codex was presented by Sardi to Leo X. Conte
C. Gamha reproduces a drawing in the UlTizi, by Pontormo,
of Ccsimo I de' Medici, and the painting from it, recently
discovered in the depot of the gallery, representing Cosimo
in 1537 ,,t the age of eighteen, one of the few extant
paintings of Pontormo's last years. Two documents of
September and October, 1341, are published (p. 153) concerning
the sequestration of the painter Maso di Banco's goods, among
them the predellaand two panels of an altarpiece and a cassone
painted with figures. The only date hitherto known relating
to this artist was 1346, when he was admitted to the Guild of
Physicians and Apothecaries. Other articles are by Mr. Loeser
on a terra-cotta at Buda-Pest ascribed by him to Michelozzo

;

and by Dr. Rigoni on the works of Alfonso Lombard! at
Bologna.

Rassegna d'Arte, Milan, No. i, 191 1.

Dr. p. Toesca deciphers the signature on a panel of the
Madonna and Child (.\ccadeniia Carrara, Bergamo), assigned
to an otherwise unknown Giacomo CantoUi, as " Jacobus
Antonelli" and ascribes it to the son of Antonello da Messina
(born C. 1455), recapitulating what is documentarily known of
this painter. Dr. Ugo Neubia wiites on S. Maurizio al
Monastero Maggiore at Milan and its paintings. The scheme
for thiir restoration is discussed by him, and by another writer

in a brief article signed L. A. (p. iv). In addition to the
sixteenth-century paintings, Ur. Nebbia reproduces the frescoes,
almost unknown in the history of art, by Lombard primitives, in
the so- ailed Torre d'Aiisperto adjoining the church.
Count M\{.\r,{!z/A reproduces drawings recentlyexhibited in
the Palizz 1 Bianco, Gi-noa, and two ascribed to A. del Sarto,
in the Dnbini and Albasini Scrosati Collections at Milan.

Archivio Storico Lombardo, Milan, December 31, 1910.
Sgr. p. Mezzanotte writes on the arches of Porta Romana,
Milan, in the light of drawings and documents recently
discovered, and seeks to differentiate between the work of the
architect and sculptor Geiardo Mastegniancga and that of a
probable assistant, one Anselmo, whom the author ranks much
below Gerardo. Puof. E. Sdi.mi in a review of the Leonardo
Codc.\ at Holkham, recently published in facsimile .at Milan by
Dr. Gerolanio Calvi, proves almost conclusively from notes in
Leonardo's MSS. that the Master was at Genoa in March, 1498,
in the suite of Ludovico il Moro, but by April 20, 1498, he was
again found working at Milan. The year 1504 is given as the
probable date of two much discussed passages referring to the
"Grammar of Lorenzo t'c' Medici". If this date be accepted,
the age difficulty, the only stumbling block t) regarding the
Grammar as a loan from Lorenzo di Piero de' Medici, is over-
come. Prof. F. Novati, supplementing Sgr. Mezzanolte's
article, proves that Anselmo, the sculptor, was highly esteemed
by his contemporaries. Dr. G. Biscaro publishes a new
document of May, 1492, from the Archivio Notarile, Milan, an
agreement between the three masters, Amadco, Antinio
Jlantegazza, and Antonio della Porta, directing the works on
the facade of the Certosa of Pavia. Interesting light is thrown
upon the relations of these artists, and upon the part of each in
the work. Amadeo's presence at the Ccrtosa between 1492
(May) and 1499 is unproved by documents in spite of arguments
to the contrary adduced by some writers.

Madonna Verona, BoUettino del .Museo Civico. Verona,
October-December, 1910.

Dr. G. Gerola contributes new documents relating to
Torbido. He proves that Francesco Torbido, " il Moro ", was
the son of Marco d'India of Venice

; that he re.noved to Verona
when about eighteen (c. 1500) and died aged eighty, between
1561 and 1562. The new records in the main conlirra Va-ari's
account of this painter. Torbido's daughter, Margherita
married a painter. Battista dall' Angolo (later wrongly spe led
Agnolo and Angelo) known as Battista del Moro, which
name he transmitted to sevcnil of his sons, and also to his two
nephews, all of them being artists. Incidental mention is

made of the Bozzoletti (originally Zanetti), a family of painters
who worked in Verona and its neighbourhood in the second
half of the si.Kteenlh century and later. Dk. L. Di Caxhssa
publishes new lacts about a Lite Veronese painter, Eliodoro
Forbicini (born c. 1533), whom Vasari mentions in the Life of
Michele Sammichele. Dr. A.Avena writes on the armour in the
Museo Civico at Verona ; DR. G. Pellegrini on a Roman tomb
of the first century A.D., lately discovered in the Via Paradiso,
Verona. The contents have been removed to the Museum.
Dr. G. Trecca proves from registers at Verona that Giov.
Caroto did not die in 1555, but was still alive in 1563, and was
probably born between 1488 and 14S9. He ascr.bes the al;ar-

piece of S. Paolo to this painter, stating tliat the monogram
and inscription, still legible on the cartellino, refer to Giovanni
and not to Giovo. Francesco Caroto. Dr. L. Si.meoni gives a
further instalment of the diary of Paolo Farinati extending from
the end of October, 1592 to March 17, 1597.

ART IN FRANCE
HE annual exhibition of the anony-
mous group of painters and sculptors

of which M. Rodin is president has
been held during March at theGaleries
Georges Petit. The group is com-

posed of some thirty of the leading members of the
Societe Xationale des Beaux-Arts, with M. Henri-
Martin to represent the Societe des Artistes
Fran(,;ais. This being so, its exhibition is, natur-
ally, a microcosm of the New Salon, and, although

it is always interesting, it has no very definite

raison d'Ciic. This year the landscapes of Mr. J.
W. Morrice, the Canadian painter, were among the
most successful and attractive pictures exhibited.

Mr. Morrice is one of those artists whom it is

interesting to follow, because he does not stand
still. Every year one notes progress in his art. It

is not possible to say that of all his colleagues
;

they are all painters of talent, many of great talent,

but too many of them seem to have reached a
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point beyond wliicli they cannot go. For instance,

none of the pictures exhibited at tiie Galeries

Georges Petit by M. Cottet and M. Simon seemed
to me to show any advance on their previous

work ; indeed, both of them have done better.

M. Henri-Martin contributed, in addition to other

works, an important painting, Devaiit la parte,

which shows his modified pointillisnie at its best
;

it is a briihant effect of sunliglit M. Blanche sent

a long series of tliose attractive httle interiors of

which he is now so fond, charming httle pictures

painted with all his cleverness. M. Raoul L'lmann
exhibited no fewer than sixteen Luidscapes and
seascapes; he is developing a dangerous facility

and an equally d.mgerous tendency towards
pretliness. There were two excellent still-lifes by
M. Aman-Jean and some other paintings which
show his decorative qualities. M. Rodin's exhibits

were unimportant. But it is unnecessary to go
through the list ; the level of talent in the exhibi-

tion was very high, as the names of the artists

would suggest, but somehow one felt that one had
seen most of it before.

At the Galeries Bernheim-jeune the collection of

the late M. Maurice Masson, which has been placed

in Messrs. Bernheim's hands for sale, was exhibi-

ted for a fortnight. The forty-three pictures had
evidently l')een cliosen by a man of taste. They
inchide half-a-dozen very fine examples of Claude
Monet ; two delightful still-lifes by Renoir ; two
luuisually good Carriercs; a brilliant little pastel

by Degas ; a delicious Matcriiilc by Maurice Denis

;

a strong, dramatic liiiz'ciisc bv Toulouse-Lautrec,
etc. 'I he Monets are, perhaps, the pick of the

collection ; one at least of them, Ln Debacle, a river

in flood, is a masterpiece. At the Druet Gallery
we have had the exhibition of the second of the

three groups which exhibit here annually. The
paintings of Madame Marval were among the most
striking ; M. Maxime Dethomas contributed a

few remarkable drawings ; M. Paul Baignieres and
M. Jules Klandrin were, in their very different

ways, as interesting and attractive as usual. The
bronzes and terra-cottas of M. Albert Marque added
much to the interest of the exhibition.

The Exhibition (jf English Pastellists will be
formally opened by the British Ambassador and
Lady Keodorowna Bertie on Eriday, April 7th ; the
" Vernissage " will be on the following day. Only
a limited number of invitations is being issued for

the official ceremony, and those for the "Vernissage"
are limited to the Press, on account of the charitable

object of the exhibition. The President of the
Republic will inaugurate the Exhibition of Dutch
Painters on Monday April 24th and the Ingres Ex-
hibition will begin on April 2O1I1. The "Vernissage

"

of the New Salon will be on Easter Day, April i6th,

as Good Friday falls on the 14th, the usual date.

The Old Salon will hold its " Vernissage ", as usual,

on April 3olh. The arrangements for the Salon
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des Independants were again altered, too late

for a correction to be made in the last number
of The Burlington Magazine. It is now
finally settled that it will be held on the Quai
d'Orsay, near the Pont de I'Alma, in temporary
buildings erected by permission of the Municipal
Councii. The " Vernissage " is at last fixed for

April 20th, and the exhibition will remain open
until June 12th.

M. Jules Maciet, whose death was recorded two
months ago, has left the whole of his collections

to the nation ; the bequest is a fitting climax to a

life devoted to the public service in matters of art.

The Louvre and the Luxembourg are to have their

choice of the paintings and drawings by deceased
and living artists respectively, and all that they do
not choose are to go to the Dijon Museum. All

works of art other than paintings and drawings are

left to the Musee des Arts decoratifs, which is also

to make a choice among the books in the library

—

a very important and valuable one—the remainder
of the books being l^eque.ithed to the town of

Chateau-Thierry for its public library. There are
no conditions attached to the bequests, and the
will is a model which other posthumous bene-
factors of the public galleries might usefully

imitate.

The "Commission des perspectives monumen-
tales de la ville de Paris", w-hich was appointed
last year, is doing good work. Already the ruede
Castiglione has been protected from a new building
which, had the original plan been followed, would
have ruined the street. Lists are being drawn up
both of sites and of houses that should b j protected.
During the last few years there has been consider-
able laxity in regard to new buildings, due to the
multiplicity of authorities, and the commission was
nominated chiefly to propose a scheme for the
centralization of this service.

The retrospective exhibition at Bagatelle
organized annually by the Societe Nationale des
Beaux-Arts, will be devoted, this summer, to the
fashions of the last three centuries, the idea of an
exhibition of portraits of sovereigns having been
abandoned. The exhibition will include portraits,

genre pictures and colour-prints, as well as actual
costumes, ornaments and everything relating to
male and female costume. The Societyappeals to

private collectors for their help.

A retrospective exhibition of Xorman art of the
last thousand years is being organized by the Rouen
Municipal Council and will be held at Rouen from
June to September in connexion with the celebra-
tion of the millenary of the Duchy of Normandy.
The scope oi the exhibition is a wide one, since it

is to include every form of handicraft as well as the
fine arts ; its chief building will be the old church
of St. Laurent, which will be re-opened to the
public henceforth.

R. E. D.
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EDITORIAL ARTICLES: THE
^k TJ^^^^N December and January

last we ventured to put

forward some suggestions

concerning the London
memorial to Kin"; Edward
A II. It is, therefore, of no

little interest to us to find that some of

our worst prognostications have been ful-

filled in the scheme, which has lately been

put before the public. As this scheme has

been condemned by public opinion, and has

now been abandoned, it is not necessary to

dwell upon it at any length. We cannot,

how^ever, help feeling some sitisfaction

that certain contentions advanced by us

should have been taken up in other quarters,

independent of our opinion. Amongst
these were the following :

—" That the

memorial to King Edward VII should not

be placed in a situation, where it will com-
pete on unequal terms in interest and

importance with the memorial to Queen
Victoria". "That it is undesirable that

the memorial to King Edward VII should

be placed in so secluded a spot as S. James's

Park, which is to a great extent the privi-

leged resort of the West End". "That it

would be a capital mistake not to throw
the memorial in question open to public

competition". OF these contentions, the

first two may now be taken as choses jugees.

The third, however, is one which should not

pass without fuller comment. The de-

liberate choice of Mr. Bertram MacKennal,
A.R.A., as sculptor of the proposed monu-
ment, is a distinct set-back, a severe and
perhaps irremediable blow to the struggling

art of sculpture in the United Kingdom.
The occasions are so rare on which any form
of national competition can be encouraged
that to refuse to the many capable artists

this chance, however slight it may be, of

expressing their views and ideas of such

an artistic creation is a short-sighted

policy, which goes some way to prove the

contempt in which British art is held by

the governing classes of this country.
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KING EDWARD VII MEMORIAL
That this policy should find an advocate

in the President of the Royal Academy is

not surprising, as it is only a further proof
of the inability, or, perhaps, the unwilling-

ness, of the Royal Academy to test the
capacity and ascertain the real trend of
national progress in the fine arts. As to

Mr. MacKennal himself, it is difficult to

raise an objection, since his work is so little

known and has been exposed to so little

test and criticism that one has to rely upon
the mere promise of an attractive and
youthful personality. Much the same may
be said of Mr. Lutyens, a favourite of for-

tune among architects, the dimensions of

whose capacity were not likely to have

been tested by the share which it had been

intended to allot to him in this memorial.

The choice of a memorial and a site

seems likely to be the subject of further

acrimonious discussion. We wish to

adhere to our former suggestion thatGo
the high ground of Hyde Park near

the Marble Arch would be a suitable site

for such a memorial. We would suggest

further that any site near Trafalgar Square

must result in the memorial being over-

shadowed by the Nelson Column. On
the other hand, a rearrangement of

Parliament Square might be of advantage,

placing the King Edward memorial in the

centre of the square, and disposing of the

present melancholy assembly of statesmen

in some other arrangement.

We have little hope that we ourselves shall

feel complete satisfaction with any result

or that such result will command universal

acceptance. The Committee appointed

to recommend as to the best form of

memorial and the best place in which to

erect it is a strong one and should com-

mand more respect than has been meted out

to it in the public Press. The misfortune

which has befallen their first recom-

mendation will no doubt act as a salutary

warning to them in their future delibera-

tions.
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THE PASSING OF REMBRANDT'S MILL
Michelangelo, Titian, Rembrandt andHE passing of Rem-

brandt's Mill has cast

a strange light upon the

attitude of the public at

such a crisis. We have

had questions in Parlia-

ment, innumerable letters in the Press,

and the views of Royal Academicians.

In politics the tone of thought is coloured

to an unfortunate extent by personalities,

rather than by principles, and the question

of a Peer of great position in the political

and social world being able to dispose of

his own property at great advantage to

his estate has outweighed the really

serious question of the country being

depleted of any portion of its national

wealth. Public criticism has been mainly

directed towards the high price paid,

rather than to the artistic value of the

picture itself. Of the crowds who passed

before the picture during the few days

on which it was on public exhibition in

the National Gallery, it may be assumed

that onlv a small percentage was attracted

by the actual merits of the picture rather

than by the advertisement in the Press of

the high price which had been offered for

it. Curiosity having been satisfied, the

public interest in art has by this time no

doubt relapsed into its previous slumber.

The attitude of certain Royal Academi-
cians is, however, greatly to be deplored.

In the absence of any suggestion to the

contrary, it must be taken as indicative

of the attitude of the Royal Academy as

a whole. We should have imagined that

a painter, who really loved his art, would
feel that this art had been honoured, and

was being honoured increasingly, by the

high value placed upon the best produc-

tions of the painter's brush. The gospel

of mere self is not the gospel of art.

The privilege of an artist lies in the power
of working for all time, the power of

creation, such as was possessed by Phidias,
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Turner. The jealousies of artists are

proverbial, but it is surely a mere pettiness

of mind to be jealous of a brother artist

who has been dead some two centuries or

more. Of which phase is the Royal

Academician jealous—the bankruptcy and

squalor of Rembrandt's own life, or the

number of dollars now paid for his paint-

ings, seeing that not one of these dollars

can be of benefit to the painter himself?

An attitude such as this, if seriously

adopted by the Royal Academy, is

distinctly detrimental to the progress and

study of the Fine Arts in this country.

The American side of this vexed

question is by far the brightest. Possessed

of the requisite wealth, ready for im-

mediate use, the financial magnates of the

United States are prepared to devote a

considerable portion of this wealth to the

acquisition of certain objects of historical

and artistic interest which the country

itself cannot produce or acquire in any
other way. It is excusable for English-

men to resent the acquisitiveness of these

magnates, but no one in his senses can

deny that by this employment of their

vast powers they are doing national service

to their own country. Deeply as we may
deplore the injuries done to our own
interests, we cannot help congratulating

these representatives of the United States

on the rapid advance of their artistic know-
ledge, which leads them to spare no cost in

transferring our few remaining treasures to

their own possession. Meanwhile we com-
mend once more to the attention of H.M.
Government the possibility of a tax on the

sale of works of art, especially those that

are exported from this country, whereby a

Fine Arts Contingencies Fund might be

created at no cost to the ordinary tax-payer,

by the help ofwhich fund such emergencies

as that created by the sale of Rembrandt's
iVf///could be met with some hope ofsuccess.



A RE-DISCOVERED SCHOOL OF ROMANESQUE FRESCOES^
BY JOSE PIJOAN

HE Institut d'Estudis Catalans of

Barcelona has initiated the publica-
tion of the frescoes in the Romanesque
churches of the North-East of the

Peninsula by a series of fascicules

illustrated with various plates, similar to the two
reproduced here.

We Catalans believe that these mural paintings
of the Catalan country have a true artistic interest.

They show great skill in arrangement and compo-
sition. The rich colours of the Romanesque palette

are still resplendent in the depths of the ancient
Pyrenean churches, some of which are now totally

abandoned. Within the history of Western painting
in the Middle Ages, the Catalan frescoes form one
more mine of illustration to add to the great
treasury of Romanesque painting opened by Didot
and Lafillee's work " La peinture decorative en
France " and continued a little later by Clemens's
book " Die Wandmalerein der Rheinprovinz ".

The Italians have not as yet taken any very extra-

ordinary interest in the-^e primitive decorations,
and it may be said that the only important mono-
graph on the subject which has been published in

Italian, up to the present time, is Toesca's study on
the frescoes in the Cathedral at Anagni, printed in

volume V of the review "Regie Gallerie d'ltalia ".

The Catalan frescoes, which form a long series,

have become known— I may say have been dis-

covered—within these last ten years. It was evident
that the great Romanesque churches, with their

cradle-vaults, their undressed stones, and their

smooth unsculptured walls, must have been covered
with rough mortar upon which polychrome
decoration followed in due course. But this deco-
ration suffered much under all the changes made
in the churches by the opening of chapels and the

strengthening of the vaults. In order to bring
them to light, they had to be sought behind the
altars, especially in the apses, where the catafalque
of the high-altar had preserved them from the

latest "embellishments" which the churches
suffered in the age of baroquism.

Generally speaking, in all the parish-churches of

any importance in the valleys of the Pyrenees,
in the apses, behind the altars, are hidden Roman-
esque paintings, and where an altar was of any mar-
ket-value and so has been sold to the antiquaries,

the frescoes now appear with their ancient medi-
aeval figures on the bare wall of the apse as in the

days when the church was consecrate to all its

holy ceremonies. In some places the ruined
vault has sunk in, and the concave apse
alone remains upright amid the debris, with its

painted God blessing the solitude of the valley and
the mountains. For one of the subjects most
frequently represented in Catalan apses is the

Apocalyptic Vision of the Pantokrator seated upon
• Translated for the author from the Spanish.

the rainbow with His hand raised in the act of
benediction, His feet resting on the succession of
concentric curves which arc the symbol of the
earth. At His side are seen the four symbols of
the Evangelists, and sometimes Seraphs also, in

order to fill the space formed by the shell of the
vault. On the cylindrical wall arranged one by
one, or two and two, in niches also painted, stand
figures of the Apostles and of Mary who holds
in her hand covered with her mantle the mystic
cup of the Graal.

In other churches, in place of the Apocalyptic
Vision, the vault is tilled with the scene of the
Epiphany, and here the Virgin is seated on an ivory

throne like a Byzantine basilissa with the Magi by
her side, clad in oriental garments. On the

cylindrical wall also, instead of the Apostles and
Saints, is sometimes found a new composition of

Archangels, Seraphs, and even the fiery wheels,
which in Christian iconography serve to represent

the Thrones ; the whole composition thus consti-

tuting a curious illustration of the angelic hierarchy.

By the careful study of some of these churches,
it has been possible to prove that not the apses

alone were painted, but that the decoration extended
all along the side walls also. These lateral paint-

ings are distributed in parallel lines, like broad
roliili unrolled along the whole length of the

church. It is curious that here also on the straight

walls are placed by preference Apocalyptic scenes,

in singular analogy with the miniature representa-

tions of the Spanish codices of the "Comentario
de San Beato de Liebana", of which a great

number of copies must have been in circulation

during the Romanesque period. But the fresco-

painters of the Catalan churches also had for

models from which to draw the themes of their

mural decorations genuine Byzantine menologies

or choir-books, or at least Spanish examples derived

from more ancient oriental types. The scenes

which decorate the walls, in super-imposed parallel

rows, are terribly mutilated, scarcely any remaining

intact ; these illustrate the book Genesis or oftener

the New Testament. One of the most interest-

ing representations published in the albums of

the Institut d'Estudis Catalans is the scene of the

stoning of the protomartyr S. Stephen, painted

with strange force, proclaimed, if I may so

describe it, in a new key with the Iberian violence

which surpasses the vigour of all other schools of

mediiEval art. Another scene from the New
Testament depicts the parable of the Wise and

Foolish Virgins, which is represented by the wall

paintings at Pedret. The portion reproduced here

[Plati;] is the group of two of the Wise Virgins

already seated at the table of the banquet over

which is stretched the hand of the Bridegroom

bidding them to taste of the viands. These paint-

ings at Pedret are among the most ancient in
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Catalonia and in many details are exceptional in

the series. The Pedret style is suaver and gentler,

and moreover the ground is not divided into the

bands of contrasting colours found in all the

rest. The division of the grounds of the Spanish
polychromc-paintingsintozonesof distinct colours,

all violent, black above red, or blue, and yellow
next to violet, we meet witli also in the schools of

Romanesque miniature-painting of the Peninsula,

and in the most ancient painted panels, many of

which are now in the museums of Vich and
Barcelona. It is not the painters' lack of skill or

slight knowledge, but a philosophic disdain, a
parti-pris very personal to our race, not to wish to

reproduce the accidents of a landscape or the

furniture of an apartment. To the Spanish Roman-
esque artist two or three patches of violent colours

suffice to fill the ground behind the figures, and
with these he obtains his own decorative result.

Even in the most complicated subjects of the

Apocalyptic Vision, struggles of the most diverse

monsters, the painters who have been able to express

so many strange creatures, so many combats and
visions, avoid describing the landscape by intro-

ducing the forms of mountains or even of trees, or

other pictorial accessories. In this same scene of

the supper all the interest is concentrated on the

figures of the Wise Virgins; the curtains and the

furniture, whicli in an oriental picture would
enclose the scene of an intimate entertainment, are

entirely absent.

The Romanesque mural paintings in Spain have
a further peculiar interest, because they are related

to the miniatures and primitive Spanish panel-
pictures, and moreover show us the persistency of

an artistic tradition which must have originated in

the first centuries of the Middle Ages. The
origins of this Christian school of the Western
Mediterranean are still very obscure ; but it is

natural to believe that the Churches of Africa and
Spain, which produced their own literature and
school of thought, produced also a type of art. We
have now succeeded in discovering, thanks to the
publication of the texts, that the famous illuminated
Pentateuch which belonged to Lord Ashburnham
comes from Spain, and that to the same school
belongs the Apocalypse called " San Servin's"; and
so we can follow back to the Visigothic codices of
San Millan de Logolla, the " Vigilianum " and the
Bibles of Theodulfo, the codices of San Beato and
many others. A common element brings all these
examples of Spanish miniature-painting into rela-

tion with the wall paintings of the churches and
with the most ancient panel-paintings, which are,

in fact, those of the Catalan district. This Spanish
school which must originally have copied types
from the Christian East, or rather from Syria,

preserves ever afterwards a certain analogy with
the art of Byzantium, from which it must also have
received later influences.
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The " Institut d'Estudis Catalans" proposes to

extend its publications as far as the neighbouring

Aragonese district, devoting special care to the

frescoes in the monastery of Xixena and in the

castle of Alcaiiiz, with others to be found in the

province of Huesca. Further of¥, in the heart of

Castille, most important Romanesque paintings

appear still to exist. Until a little while ago we
knew only the very ancient frescoes of the Cristo de

la Luz in Toledo, those of the Pantheon of the

Kings in San Isidro in Leon, but three years ago the

Spanish Commission charged with excavating the

ancient Numantia gave notice of the existence of

a collection of marvellous paintings at San
Baudelio de Cardenas, in the province of Soria,

where a whole church was found decorated with

hunts, borders of animals, and other subjects of

an oriental character and of indubitable antiquity.

Another group of painted churches seems to exist

in Galicia also, but in a style of art still rustic,

concerning which we have as yet no precise

information.

As regards the ages of these Spanish mural

paintings it is difficult so far to make any definite

statement. We have not one of these monuments
of our polychrome decoration dated with any
certainty, and various suggestions continue to be

made regarding each edifice. In editing these

frescoes I gave an account of their existence in a

communication to the Academie d'Inscriptions et

Belles Lettres in Paris,^ which was read by our

friend M. Dieulafoy, who wrote in continuation

certain very apposite observations on the style and
on the period at which the frescoes were painted.

According to him, they are not so ancient as the

editor of the fascicules suggested. For Monsieur
Dieulafoy ("Comptes rendus des sceances ", July,

19 lo) the majority of the Catalan frescoes are of

the twelfth century and some of the thirteenth. We
Catalans persist in believing that some of them
are considerably more ancient, both on account

of the class of edifice in which they are

found, and also on account of the details in their

style, such as the division of the ground into bands
of uniform colours, which is not found in the

painted panels of the thirteenth century. Besides,

at that period, the Spanish monasteries were
associated v.'ith the houses of the French Benedic-
tines, and their usual construction is in the

Cluniac style in which sculpture predominates, and
with the bands of reliefs, the colonnettes and
capitals which enrich the apses and lateral walls,

there is no longer any necessity for polychrome
decoration.

But in the case of undated antiquities, archaeo-

logists are always fluctuating between two dangers,

the risk of accounting them too old and the fear

of representing them too young
;

perhaps in

' Complcs rendus dc I'Acadcinic li'liistiiplioiis cl Belles Lcltrci

(Paris, July, 1910).
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Catalonia we are rather nervous of not reckoning
our monuments old enougli.

See further on the subject of Catalonian wall-paintings : Puifj

y Cadafalch, Lcs iglesies ah cobcrlcs dc fusta tic la vail dc Bold
en el Amtaii dc llitslitut cVEitudis Catalans, Barcelona, 1907 ;

Sarapere y Miquel, L'Ait barbre, Barcelona, igo8 ; Linipcrez
(V.), La iiiqnitcciuya crisiiana c^panola, Madrid, 190S.

ADDITIONAL NOTES ON THE ILLUS-
TRATIONS
[We are enabled to reproduce these plates by the courtesy of

the Institut d'Estudis Catalans. The following notes arc com-
piled almost entirely from Senyor Pijoan'sarlicles in the Institut's

publication, Lcs Pintnrcs niniah Cafalatics, S, Miquel dc la Sco,

fascicule II, pp. 21, etc., and Pcdrcl, fasc. I, pp. 3, etc. Our
illustrations are laminas. VII and II.— Ed.]

S.4NT Pere de la Seo d'Urgell.—The fresco

illustrated in the Frontispiece fills the central apse

of a small church now partly dismantled, connected
by the cloisters with the present cathedral of La
Seo d'Urgell. Traditionally regarded as the

original cathedral built in 839,- and representing a

foundation certainly nearly as ancient if not
anterior to it, the church had at least ceased to

serve as the cathedral by 993.'' Originally dedi-

cated to S. Peter, it passed into the hands of the

Dominicans in 1033, who added the patronage of

S, Michael, as we may assume, placing the Arch-
angel's name first, according to custom. The first

name thus came in common parlance to stand for

both.' This change of dedication was formerly
indicated in the decorations of the church and now
recalls their widely different styles. In the Roman-
esque fresco S. Peter appears as patron opposite
the Virgin ; the Archangel does not appear at all,

although the angelic hierarchy is a favourite motive
in Catalan decoration, as Senyor Pijoan points out.

But in the elaborate Gothic niablo of the high-

altar recently sold, of which the finest portions are

now in the Museum of Barcelona, effigies of SS.
Michael and Peter occupy the centre between them
as joint patrons, and the remaining space is equally
divided into scenes from both their Acts according
to Voragine, the authority almost universally

followed in works of that period. No part of the

edifice e.xisting in 993 is now certainly identifiable.

The present church was evidently built at two far-

distant dates. The nave-apse is regarded by
Catalan antiquaries as undoubtedly a construction
of the Lombardic style which was very common
throughout Catalonia, and dates the church in the

- The present cathedral was not built until early in the
eleventh century, by Sant Ermengol.

'' The first documentary mention of the church occurs in the
will (dated 093) of Borell Il.comte de Barcelona, who made
two separate bequests, one to the church of "Sant Pere
d'Urgell," and another to the "cathedral of Santa Maria."
Marca liispatiica,ap.\xu. In 1035 S. Ermengol (Hermengild(?)

)

made a bequest of oil for lighting the altar of the church of
Sant Pere. Ibid, ap, ccx.

*This seems the obvious explanation of the two titles. The
church is called at the present time Sant Miquel, as in Lcs
Pinliircs Murals Calalaiws. Most other writers call it Sant
Pere— e.g., Puig y Cadafalch, Falguera y Goday, L'Arquitccluia
Roiudiiica a Cataltinya, Vol. ii.

eleventh century.^ The mural painting covers the
nave-apse and was found when the rctablo was re-

moved. The portions which are nearly intact had
been protected by the altar, but whitewash and
the fall of the plaster have terribly disfigured the
upper portion and completely obliterated the
edges. The bright colours and the main out-
lines of the design appear in the P^RON'TlSPIECE,
so far as a mechanical reproduction can represent
the careful copies made for the Institut d'Etudis
Catalans. As regards the minor details still further
obscured by reduction to one-tenth of their actual
size, some observations may be necessary. The
only inscriptions referring to the symbols of the
Evangelists which are still legible are the words
MARCHVS and NISI LVCA . . , The central

figure is, of course, God the Son, Pantokrator,
and the zones on which His feet rest are decorated
with "wreaths of foliage starred with flowers",

and represent the world in the same manner as it

is represented in the Spanish miniatures of the
period. Below the Pantokrator, on a white band,
and mostly obliterated, are two Latin distychs

apparently referring to the Last Judgment

:

DO
QV^ SVMSI MEMBRA VEHENDO
. . NDE RECRE
. . . . IVDEX SAN ....

The series of saints seems to have begun and
ended with groups of three figures, instead of

the two which form the groups between the
windows, since a third figure seems needed to fill

both the extreme spaces. As in the illustration

the first group has entirely disappeared from the

wall. The first saint now visible is inscribed

S. AN . . . AS (S. Andrew) ; with him is

S. PETRVS. Beyond the window follow

S. MARIA and S. lOH . . S (S. John the

Evangelist); and finally S. PAVLVS, with a frag-

ment inscribed S. lA . . . (possibly S. James), and
presumably a third now completely disappeared.*

The series therefore probably consisted of the

Virgin with nine representative Apostles, S. Peter

occupying the patronal place, and S. Paul

appearing either on account of the universal

commemoration of each of these saints on the

feasts of the other, or because a minor altar in the

atrium of the church was dedicated to him.' It

is noticeable that the Apostles are all barefooted

according to decorative tradition, in reference—as

has been supposed—to the text " Quam pulchri

super monies pedes annunciantis et prc-cdicantis

°For further information concerning the church see

Villanueva, Viajc litcrario, ix, p. 169,- Brutails (] A.), L'art

rclii^ios en cl Rosello, Barcelona, lc,oi, p 34: Pascual (S. B.),

Monogiafia y rcstaiiraciou dc la Catcdral dc la Sco dc i'rgct

in the Anuario de la Asociacion dc arquitcctos de Calalitna, 1907.

P- 39-
"* For separate illustrations of these three groups sec Ptulures

Murals Calalancs, lam. viii, ix and x.

' In 103s the witnesses to S. Ermengol's will took an oath

at this altar. Villanueva, t. x, p, 148, etc., ap, xxix, p. 300.
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pacern ", while the Virgin is shod here as every-

where else. S. Andrew carries the more primitive

staffed-cross rather than the more distinctive

saltire. The object held by the Virgin is described

as the cup of the Graal. The separate illustration

of this group (not reproduced here) shows that

it is quite unlike any vessel, though the shape
assumed is that of the vesica piscis ; this seems to

be incidental, and it seems intended to represent

a circlet, drawn in perspective, for the lines at the

ends of the nearer side pass over those of the

remoter, and a row of golden beads is visible at

the right-hand edge on both sides.

Pedret.—The fresco representing the parable

of the Ten Virgins runs round a diminutive apse

in the church of Sant Quirse, Pedret.* Pedret is now
deserted and its church disused, but its position

close to a bridge over a river (the Llobregat) on
the roads connecting Berga with Baga and
Cerdanya may well have given it some importance
in early times, and may accoimt for the elaborate

decoration of a church without worshippers or

history. P'or no documentary evidence concerning
it has yet been found, but from the plan of the

building, Puiggari seems justified in concluding
that it originally consisted of a nave with a

quadrangular chancel, and two aisles terminating

in apses. A nave, an aisle on the gospel-side, and
two apses still remain, but no aisle on the epistle-

side can be definitely traced. The Catalan anti-

quaries generally agree that the original church
was Visigothic, both on account of the concealed

horse-shoe arches which still give entrance to the

apses and divide the nave from the remaining

aisle, and also on account of the insulation of the

apses, which did not communicate with the

presbytery of the central sanctuary. These
characteristics date the original church before the

Romanesque revival, which began in the second

half of the eleventh century. But the revival does

not seem to have affected Pedret until after the

twelfth century had well begun. The church was
then remodelled. The walls of the nave were

certainly reinforced to support a pointed cradle-

roof; apparently the door, which still exists, was
pierced and decorated with early twelfth century

columns and mouldings ; and presumably the

aisle on the epistle-side was removed. At any

rate, the original apse is left. In this form the

church remained until the eighteenth century,

when, in order to give it what classical lineaments

were possible, the horse-shoe arches were re-faced,

and communication was pierced between the apses

and the central sanctuary. These two little

apsidal cells were already covered with paintings,

and the piercing of the walls began their

destruction. In the apse on the gospel-side
nothing is now visible but some vague figures

suggesting the Apostles seated at a table.

But in the apse on the epistle-side,^ last used
as a vestiary, the fragmentary painting of the
Ten Virgins retains even now much of its

brilliant colouring. Though they have long been
utterly neglected, these strange figures still

possess their extraordinarily suggestive power.
The piercing of the wall into the sanctuary cut
away all but the heads of the first three Wise
Virgins (lam. I). Those I'epresented in our Plate
are the fourth and fifth (lam. II). All five seem to

have been clad alike in rich dalmatics and are
crowned with uniform bridal crowns placed
over close-fitting caps. The crowns are of the
shape found at Rome in the sixth centurj', but since

it continues on Romanesque antipendia in Spain
until the end of the twelth century, the crowns
at Pedret do not of themselves help much
to fix the date of the painting. The dalmatics,

however, embroidered with a broad central pillar,

the tunics, of which the close-fitting sleeves appear
below the short open sleeves of the dahnatics,

and minor details, such as the spiral earrings, all

tend to place the fresco as far back as other con-
siderations allow. All five Wise Virgins were
evidently seated at the marriage supper, like the two
still remaining, their burning cressets in their

left hands, while the hand of the Bridegroom is

visible extended over the table. With this excep-
tion, and a fragment of the nimbus, the figure of

the Bridegroom Himself has entirely disappeared.
Above, on a frieze run the words QV1Q\^E
PRVTETE (quinque prudentes). A small win-
dow interrupts the scene ; on the further side of it

are ranged the five Foolish Virgins, holding their

cressets inverted, with their oil-vessels (in old
Catalan inventories "gubell ") hanging from them.
Above the Virgins are the words QVIQVE
FATVE. The three middle figures are complete
(see lam. iii.) ; the fifth is visible to the waist,

above a second window (lam. iv.) ; but the first,

nearest the centre, has entirely disappeared.

When Puiggari was writing in 1889 the outline of

this first figure was still decipherable. A lighter

character distinguishes the Foolish Virgins from
the Wise. They are not clad in the ample
dalmatic nor do they wear the crown, but
varied coifs arranged in becoming folds over
the hair. Finally, on the extreme right of

the spectator, is a youthful, male, allegorical

figure, perhaps a sort of pictorial gloss on the

parable (see lam. iv). He sits enthroned upon a

church, bears a leafed wand in his hand, and his

head is surrounded by a nimbus. He suggests

" Muns supposes tli.it llie churcli was once a cell of Bene-
dictine monks, and the epistle-.Tpse a baptistery, but he adduces
no documentary evidence in support of iiis supposition.
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Redemption through tlie remission of sins, in-

spiring hope in the Virgins, whom the Bridegroom
has left without. Piiiggari records a horizontal

hne of letters—KASCA'(perliaps actually SANTA)
—but no signs resemblingeither word now remain.
It is, however, surprising that he makes no allusion

to a column of letters reading downwards

—

ECREXIA—which are very plainly visible. These
figures occupy the circular wall of the apse. The
horse-shoe arch opposite is still visible from the

inner side. Above the arch Puiggari could still

trace figures of the Virgin and the Archangel
Gabriel, but they have now disappeared. In the

shell of the vault, within a spherical disk, a figure

of the Theotokos holding the Infant God should
still be visible, but it has recently been daubed
with rough mortar to stop leaking. Puiggari

alludes to this seated figure as an Assumption
(a Coronation ?) of the Virgin. This is all that

there is, or ever has been, in the little cell-like apse
at Pedret. Concerning the iconography must be
noted first the number five, which is given in the

text of the parable and has remained traditional in

the presentments of it from the first. Although in

the earliest example, in the ccvmcnterium of Mains
in Rome, only four Wise Virgins appear, the

fifth has given place to one of the Dead, a woman
in the attitude of prayer, also bidden to the banquet
of the Blessed. Here neither Christ is represented
nor the Foolish \'irgins, for the parable is still in its

embryonic stage of imagery. In the fresco at Santa
Ciriaca's, the Christ appears between the two groups
of Virgins, and leads away the Wise to the marriage
supper. The separation of the two bands becomes
more and more accentuated with time, as do also

the differences in the drapery. In the sixth century
when the famous Greek " Evangelium " of the

cathedral of Rossano was painted, the scene is

already divided into two parts. A closed door
stands in the centre ; the Foolish Virgins are left

without, and one of them seems about to knock
for admittance. Within the close, Christ and the

Wise Virgins are seen among the trees and streams

EARLY DESIGN IN LACE
BY MRS. JOHN HUNGERFORD POLLEN

of Paradise. In the Greek " Evangelium " of the
ninth century (No. 74 of the Bibliotheque
Nationale) the scene of the supper is laid in a
more sumptuous environment. The Wise Virgins
proceed towards a temple surmounted by a cupola;
within is Christ with the twelve Apostles. The
presentment is becoming more materialized, and
thus it is not surprising if the table in the Catalan
fresco is luxuriously prepared. The Foolish
Virgins of Pedret do not express the grief dis-

played in the primitive representations. Later
still the idea of repentance is quite lost, and the
Foolish Virgins await Christ's coming unmoved,
with all their tears long since wiped away. The
ten calm figures are then soon to become a theme
appropriate to sculpture ; we see them in Gothic
cathedrals inciting to prudence and vigilance by
their example or warning, By the early years of

the Middle Ages the Ten Virgins have lost the
strong sentiment of the parable and have become
symbols, homogeneous, if not identical, with the
V'irtues and Vice^. The Foolish Vii-gins, in

particular, no longer express any spiritual hope,
they have become mere seductive courtesans, and
one of them at Strasbourg and another at Basle
displays her breasts to a cavalier. The Ten
Virgins, who graciously attended the Christian

life through four centuries, have now lost all

the character of the Ev-angelic parable, and
so give place to new symbols more intellectual and
more concrete. The image springs up, fades and
dies like the plant. From the intermediate place

which the Virgins of Pedret take in the icono-

graphic sequence of the parable, they seem to have
been painted before the Romanesque remodellingm
the twelfth century, and if they are not contempora-
neous with the original fabric they cannot belong

to a much later date. The mystical figure seated

upon a church also shows strongly accentuated
archaic qualities. Altogetlier, therefore, it is

probable that the paintings at Pedret are the most
ancient of the whole series of the Catalan Roman-
esque wall decorations.

WISH, without being unduly techni-

cal, to point out the claim to supreme
excellence of a period of lace design,

which for a reason I have not hitherto

heard given, has been almost entirely

ignored of late years. Before studying the design in

question, it must be remarked that it is obvious
that limitations of material, quite as much as lack

of invention, or of intention, contributed in the

past to delay or to circumscribe the results desired.

This is as true of lace as of the marvellous

achievements of the present day resulting, for

example, from discoveries in steel, aluminium,

etc., fine materials, without which inventions, how-
ever marvellous and desirable, were impossible

to carry out.

To trace rapidly the development of lace work
from the earliest times to the beginning of the

sixteenth century will be sufficient for the present

purp )se. The earliest foundation of lace work
was the knotting or twisting of threads by hand

or by bobbins worked in a frame. W^oven linen,

with threads drawn or cut out, also served as a

foundation. The results can be seen in the darned
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nets ;ind frint^es of the sculptures of Xincveli, and

in the actual lace found in Egypto-Roman tombs

of the first to the third centuries, preserved to us

by the desert sand and the wonderful climatic

conditions.

Later we have no specimens to point to, until

in the lacis or knotted thread work (Italian,

viodano) and linen lace work of the thirteenth

and following centuries, we see so clearly the very

stitches and design of the earlier fabrics that it is

plain that the art was never lost. Workers,

whetlier Babvlonic, Coptic, or Italian, could darn

exquisite patterns on net-work, or by ingeniously

cutting and sewing over threads in the linen, obtain

those beautiful and intricate effects called rclkcUo,

now the generic term for all lace of geometric

design whether needle or bobbin made. Reticello,

as a strictly lace term, implies a foundation of linen,

and is therefore in the same class as drawn or cut

linen work ; this obtains, even although the linen

threads are often completely covered by needle-

point. Fig. A [Plate 1], represents a true reticcUo :

the edge shows the linen threads. Many examples

of this exist, and are depicted by Cimabue, Giotto,

and other painters of the thirteenth and fourteenth

centuries.

Early in the sixteenth century, workers, not

satisfied with the limitation of material, and also,

as can be shown, incited by examples from the

East, began to discard the knotted thread

foundation, and to use less and less of the linen,

and more of the unfettered needle guided only by

the heart and brain. This transition can be

observed in Fig. B [PLATE I], where the merest

threads are left as a lattice background to the inter-

lacing strapwork which, as well as the conventional

floral' pattern, is worked entirely by the needle. Thus
came into being the wonderful puiito in ari/t, a

name which has never been translated into another

tongue and expresses the glory of the first lace

work created solely by the needle. Signora Elisa

Ricci speaks of the perfection of style and of the

elegance, combined with simple exactitude of

design, in the early pniilo in aria, which she calls

the most Italian of all laces.' At the same time it

must be said that it is more plainly inspired by the

East than any previous or subsequent fabric, and,

in fact, I claiiTi for Persia the fame of havinggiven to

Venice her pre-eminence in the matter of lace

design. It is uncontested that the commerce of

Venice in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

was largely with the East. I think the influence

of Persia is clearly shewn in the designs for piiiito

in aria in its first development from Oriental

sources. Photographs of Persian tiles [see Fig. C,

Plate I] in the Victoria and Albert Museum, and

otlier early fourteenth-century tiles in the Salting

Collection may be mentioned, and leave us no

doubt of this. We see the hyacinth, the dog-rose,

> Ricci (Elisa), Aiitiche Trine Italinne. Bergamo, 1938

the iris, and the carnation, favourite flowers of the

Venetian lace-workers, and more tlian that, the

interwoven stems producing patterns of the utmost

variety and elegance. The design of Fig. D [Plate
I] is a flowing, somewhat intricate, arrangement of

stems, very Persian in character ; the points are

expressed by carnations, rosebuds, and hyacinths.

Peacocks, hounds, and stags are introduced at

intervals ; every line is to express a certain meaning

;

every line is vonlu, a chief characteristic of this

period. This specimen appears to have been made
for a wedding, and the crowned serpent, crest of

the Visconti family, is introduced.

Later laces became more magnificent and loaded

with ornament ; stitch was worked on stitch in

lavish variety, forming the raised or rose point of

the seventeenth century, universally known as

Venetian, Fine scrolls, with conventional leaves

and blossoms, so contrived as to cover the spaces

symmetrically, were all that was desired—a change

indeed from the "mostre bellissime ", carefully

thought out in the early pattern-books of Vinciolo

and Vavassore. To find the well-ordered freedom

of a classical orientalism we can look only to the

early pnnio in aria.

And now, having established the origin, we have

to mourn the vicissitudes of these beautiful designs.

Many of the pointed laces were no doubt used for

collars, and these went out of fashion before the

end of the seventeenth century. No doubt these

collars were not convenient ; they were easily torn

and required an iron or wire support. A collec-

tion of these supports is in the Munich Museum.
Whatever the reason, the sad fact remains that

hardly any of this lace, when worked in points, has

survived in its integrity. Under the excuse of

repair, or change of fashion, the beautiful and
exact Persian designs are now usually found

mangled and altered past recognition. This

mangling is unfortunately apparent not only in

some of the specimens at Berlin and Vienna, but

also in some of those in our own Victoria and
Albert Museum. As a natural consequence, the

extraordinary merit of this lace is overlooked by
historians of lace with one notable exception,

Signora Elisa Ricci. The object apparently was
to make, at any cost, a straight edge to the lace

;

the points were ruthlessly cut off and sewn in, up-

side down, or at any angle that occurred to the

worker, thus making a deplorable patchwork. Such
was the condition of the beautiful lace before it

was restored [Plate 1, d].

F~ig. E [Pl.-vte II] gives another example of this.

The restoration to its original beauty is represented

in Fig. F [Pl.'^te II], where the points have been

replaced. In some specimens, pieces have been

cut away and lost irreparably ; but when new
work was added to straighten the edge the resto-

ration was comparatively easy, as in the fine

specimen shown in P'igs. G and H [Pl.'^TE II].
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Finally I appci! to pos<;essors of these rare bees
to note carefully any mutilations, and to remember
that fragments are better preserved as such, if

restoration is impossible. To draw together the
worn or torn parts, or to join in odd pieces is fatal.

Karly Design in Lace

The object should be to endeavour, however worn
or ragged the fabric, to detect and preserve the
intention of the original worker, so that justice may
be done, however tardily, to the most true, careful,

and beautiful lace designs existing.

DID THE DOSSI BROTHERS SIGN THEIR PICTURES ?

BY HENRIETTE MENDELSOHN*
HE S. Jerome IN Vienna.—This small

picture, No. 68 in the Imperial Gallery,

does not now bear the name of Dosso
Dossi for the first time. It was so

ascribed in all the older catalogues;'

even the peculiar signature of the artist's name,
a somewhat slanting Roman D with a bone stuck

through it, had also been registered already,

Schaeffer- was the first to see in the picture

the work of two hands. Impressed by the

literary criticisms which praise Battista's skill

in landscape,^ he gave the landscape to Battista,

and the figures only to Dosso. Patzak,* who in

general represented the view that a share in the

landscape backgrounds of the Dosso pictures is to

be assigned to Battista, seems here to go a step

further ; he subscribes the S. Jerome " Battista

Luteri ", and considers it an early work of that

master. Zwanziger ^ calls the S. Jerome very
positively a late work of Battista Dosso, and
builds up his characterization of both the painter

brothers on the basis of this attribution. To
me the S. Jerome seems an indubitable work
by Dosso Dossi, and even if not among his first at

least among his early pictures. This date explains

why the landscape is already freely handled while

the figures are a little Liboured. Who could
lielieve in the theory of two hands, considering the

full and picturesque treatment of the hair and
beard ? But above all, the drapery shows a free

and bold technique—it was the nude portion of

the body alone which offered any very serious

difficulty to the painter, as to all young artists. If,

however, this picture is by a single hand, it can
have been painted only by the elder of the two
brothers. Stylistically it forms a link in the chain

which stretches from the Piefii in Mr. Phillips's

collection to the Circe of the Borghese Gallery.'^ But
above all the spirit of the elder Dosso is revealed

in the humour and originality of the conception.

Dosso was not so great a favourite with the Duke

• Translated for the author from the German.
'von Mechel, Galeric K'alalog vom Belvedere, 17S1, under

No. 42.
' Jaliib. d. Kunsth. d. Allerh. Kaiscrli, xii, p. 237.
'' Baruff.ildi, Vile de' piltori e scultori fcnaresi, Kerrara, 1844,

Vol. 1, p. 255.
*Patzak, Die Villa Impcrialc in Pesaro, Leipzig, 1908, pp.

256. 259- „ ,

'Zwanziger, Dossj Dossi, Leipzig, 1910, pp. 78, «/<:., pp. S7,ek.

'Claude Phillips, Art joiinial, December, 1906, An Un-
kncnanDosiO Dossi. Mr. Phillips has here given some import-

ant hints.

Alfonso only on account of his painting, but

because he was also a very agreeable and amusing
man.' S. Jerome's lion is not as usual lying

majestically near his protector—we see it sleepy

and satisfied, slowly slinking to its lair from behind

him. In the foreground to the right lies an enor-

mous bone ; is it the remains of its meal or merely

a " Memento Mori " used in connection with the

saint's penance? The bone is stuck through the

letter D. The witty painter could not resist turn-

ingintoarebus (D-osso)

i^y' the name by which he
was known to every-

one in Ferrara. Con-
fusion with Battista was out of the question, for it

was only Giovanni, the elder brother, who had the

customary right to sign himself "Dosso" simply.

The Name Dosso.—The surname, Dosso, borne

by both the brothers from an estate in the Mantuan

territory,*' was applied without addition, as both

pra3- and ag-nomen, to the elder brother onlj'.

Even in notarial documents the exact full name
of Giovanni and Battista—" de Lutero de Cos-

tantino"—was used only sometimes. The archi-

vists and writers of the time mostly call Giovanni

"Dosso" only, without further specification, in

distinct contrast to his brother whom they

call vaguely " Battista," or perhaps " Battista

de Dosso," or sometimes even only describe as

"Dosso's brother." The use of the name Dosso

as the exclusive designation of tlie elder brother

becomes distinctly evident when Dosso and

Battista are mentioned in the same document.*

Even in the documents dealing with the pictures in

the Castello del Buon Consiglio at Trient occur the

signatures " Dosso " and "Battista". If Schmolzer

had used the documents, otherwise useless for

his purpose, which Venturi has published, his

statements, correct in themselves, would have

gained strong support, and have been couched

in a more definite form:—"His (Battista's) fore-

name is directly expressed for this reason,

because in the earlier passages Giovanni is always

meant, and this difference should be noticed even

throughout".'" The example of introducing the

'Vasari—Sanson!, v, p. 97.

>>n.Citidc\\3, I due Dossi, rp. zi, 12.
, „ . ^ „

" A. Venturi , Atcli.s.'or. dell' arte, v, vi, / due Dossi \
e.g., 1892,

p. 44i,Doc. ii ; 1893, P- S5i Doc. cxlii, f/c.
. ,_

^ ,,
1" Schmolzer, D/e freskcii des Cuslclli del biioii Coiwgho tn

Trient, Innsbruck, 1901, p. n.
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T>id the T>osst Brothers Sign their Pictures ?

artist's name into a rebus made an impression, and
Garofalo, who in other respects as well looked up
to Dosso, was incited to imitate him, and in liis

AnnunciaVion in the Capitoline Gallery displays

three pinks in a glass instead of the usual lilies.

The Supposed Signed Pictures by Dosso.—
As on the artist's contemporaries, so on posterity

Dosso's humorous monogram has not missed its

etiect. Morelli tlumght that he had discovered in

the inscription ONTO D, on the salve-box carried

by the S. Damian of the picture, No. 23 in the

Villa Borghese, a play on the name Dosso

—

ONTO D'OSSO (marrow)." But being a man of

ready wit, Dosso would not have repeated a jest

upon his name. Venluri's simple explanation that

it is only the species of grease which requires to

be filled in here, seems to me just.'- When
Zwanziger proposes to read " onto damiano ", it

seems to me improb.able that a cinqiieceiifo saint

would have already resorted to reclame}'^

Morelli believed that he had discovered a repe-

tition of the bone monogram in the Expulsion oj

the Moiicy-chaii^crs from the Temple (No. 12S of the

Doria Gallery).'* The monogram
J. A. is plainly

legible below a bunch of herbs at the bottom of

the picture,'"' but so well-trained an eye as Morelli's

could not possibly have seen the D and bone in

those letters. His fancy played the clear-sighted

Morelli a trick on this occasion. After strenuous

search I found below the basket of eggs one of

the eggs broken and run out upon the ground,
which at a first glance quite conjured up the
illusion of a bone sticking out of a Roman D.
Since the picture still passes for a Dosso Dossi,

not only in the Gallery, but with Gruyer and
Berenson also, the fallacious monogram had to

be recognized.

The bone monogram still continues to delude
amateurs and dealers. In a private collection in

England may be seen a picture which was
bought from a dealer as a portrait of Lucrczia
Borgia by the hand of Dosso. The picture, which
scarcely even derives from a genuine portrait of

Lucrezia, represents a lady standing in a landscape
of which the background is composed of moun-
tains and the foreground of fruit-trees. In her

" Lermonieff, Die Galeiicn Borghese, etc., p. 278.
'^ Venturi, Gahtie Ilori;lic!e.

'^Zwanzi^'er, as before, pp, 35, 114.
" Here again Venturi seems to me quite right in liis remark,

" not Ferrarese ".

"Venturi, Galkria C/rs/;, Milaiio, 1901, p 50.

left hand she holds an immense fan of ostrich

feathers, while a Cupid standing near her offers

her a fruit. On the corner of the table on which
he is standing can be read " Lucrezia Borgia

ajtatis sure aii: XL." and the date " MDXX."
Then follows, immediately recognizable as a

forgery, a slim Roman D outlined in gold, with a

bone stuck through it. The picture is a coarse

and clumsy fabrication somewhat in the style of

an inferior Bassano schoolpiece."'

An allegorical picture of high artistic merit in

the possession of the Earl of Carlisle at Castle

Howard appears in the private catalogue of the

collection as a signed work by Dosso Dossi.

Whatever may be thought of the characteristic

style of this interesting painting,'" the picture does

not bear any signature in any way even connected
with either of the Dossi brothers. The only

words which I could recognize are inscribed on
the relief in the left-hand corner of the picture

;

they run: lOANES DE M.V '^a signature

which could not possibly have been used by
either of the Dossi.

In the present state of Dosso research it may
safely be said that neither Dosso nor Battista

signed his pictures. ''' The monogram on the

Vienna S. Jerome remains a unique exception,

explained by the bone being a penitential object.

Every repetition of the bone monogram appears
suspicious. On the strength of such a monogram
Zwanziger has no right to claim for Battist.i

a picture otherwise uncharacteristic of that artist.-"

He has all the less reason for doing so because
the ViennaS. y^ro/H^ with its humorous motiogram
belongs to Dosso and not to Battista. The picture

is indeed not too bad for Dosso-' ; it displays the

character of his art, above all his humour. Of
course, if the art historian is wanting in humour
he fishes in the dark.

'" Yriarte gives a reproduction of the picture in his Aiitour dfs
Borgia (Paris 1891, p. 128) and already expresses doubt,
botli as to its authorship by Dosso Dossi and also as to the
identity of the person described.
" In the catalogue of the Ferrara Exhibition and in Berenson's

Norlli Italian Painters the picture bears the title, flic 'Jnilgment
of Millar, but in the catalogue of Lord Carlisle's co'Uection is

called much more correctly .•) (7 a);f/ SrU7;cc.
" Between the M. and the V. is a character which may perhaps

be an I.

" The monogram belonging to the frescoes in the Caste! del
Buon Consiglio in Trient is doubtful also. Schmolzer as
above, p. 8., Oberziner, ArcliiTio trenlitio, 1902, p. 105.

'-"Zwanziger, as above, pp, 35, 82.
-' Zwanziger, as above, pp. 78, 79. On Zwanziger's book see

also my remarks in \.hQ Repertoriiim fiir Kiinstiiiisscnichaft, 1911.



GIOVANNI BATTISTA PIRANESI AND HIS CARCERI
BY A. M. HIND

HE British Museum has recently
acquired a rare and interesting series
of early states of Piranesi's Carceii.

The existence of the early states had
never been recognized until the dis-

covery of this set, a short time ago, by Mr. Herbert
Batsford, the architectural publisher, from whose
hands they have passed into the national collection.

They have been described by Mr. Arthur Samuel
in his recent book on Piranesi,' but with so little

detail and with so little emphasis on the artistic

relation of the two series, that I feel justified in

making this the starting-point of some more
general discussion on Piranesi's work.

All readers of De Quincey know the description
of the series of Carceii, there called " Dreams ",

given by the author as a parallel to his own
experiences when under the influence of the drug.
To quote from the "Opium-Eater" :—

M.iiiy years ago, when I was looking over piranesi's Anti-
quities of Rome, Mr. Coleridge, wlio was standing by, described
to me a set of plates by that artist, called his Dicams, and which
record the scenery of his visions during the delirium of a fever.
Some of them . . . represented vast Gothic halls ; on the Hoor
of which stood all sorts of engines and machinery, wheels,
cables, pulleys, levers, catapults, etc., etc., expressive of enor-
mous power put forth, and resistance overcome. Creeping
along the sides of the walls, you perceived a staircase; and upon
it, groping his way upwards, was Piranesi himself ; follow the
stairs a little further, and you perceive it comes to a sudden,
abrupt termination, without any balustrade, and allowing no
step onwards to him who had reached the e.\tremity, except
into the depths bilow. Whatever is to become of poor
Piranesi ?—you suppose, at least, that his labours must in
some way terminate here. But raise your eyes, and behold a
second flight of stairs still higher, on which again Piranesi is

perceived, by this time standing on the very brink of the abyss.
Again elevate your eyes, and a still more aerial flight of stairs
is beheld ; and again is poor Piranesi busy on his aspiring
labours: and so on, until the unfinished stairs and Piranesi
both are lost in the upper gloom of the hall. With the same
power of endless growth and self-reproduction did my archi-
tecture proceed in my dreams.

Whether these wonderful plates of architectural
fancy originated in the delirium of a fevered brain
or not, they at least proceed from a genius at the
fever heat of imagination. Many of the hundreds
of Piranesi's architectural designs and views show
a power of imagination far beyond the iinmediate
demands of the subjects he handled, but nowhere
e.xcept in the Carccri and the architectural medleys
(Groteschi), the latter of which were published in

1750 in the volume entitled " Opere Varie di
Architettura", did he let his imagination have such
unbounded play. In spite of the intrinsic horror
of these dreams of prisons and torture chambers,
there is a grandeur in the architectural setting
which outweighs the more gruesome details and
enables one to contemplate without distraction the
whole ideal construction of Piranesi's designs.
Thanks to this true balance of interest they will

bear hanging on one's walls (and it is only thus
that prints of this size - can convey the

^ Published by B. T. Batsford, 1910.
- They meisurc about 21 by 16 inches.

proper

iiTipression) without inducing the obsession of a
nightmare.

Giovanni Battista Piranesi was born in or about
1720,'' and according to Francesco's catalogue
of 1792 ' etched the Carceii as early as 1742, al-

though he did not publish them until 1750. He
was educated as an architect, and his pride in his
profession and in his native town is evidenced in
his constant use of the appendage Architelto
Vcncziaiio on various title-pages of his works.
But he had little success as an architect, and the
work that he did in his profession was practically
limited to a few restorations, such as that of S.

Maria del Popolo in Kome. He had studied
painting under Tiepolo, but whatever he did with
the brush is unidentified. Possibly there may be
pictures by his hand among those attributed to

Marco Ricci or Pannini, who were the chief
influences in forming his style of architectural

composition. His archreological tastes led him to

make detailed views and plans of Rome, Hercula-
neum, P;estum, and a variety of other places ; and
he ran to death his theory of the Etruscan (as

against the Greek) origin of the majority of

Italian architectural antiquities. His output in

etched plates is enormous (it is well over 1200
numbers), and he must have left besides a great
deal of the material for the publications carried
out by his sons P'rancesco and Pietro. With
this remarkable diligence was united a most
impetuous and quarrelsome nature, characteristics

which are aptly illustrated by two incidents
in his life—the attempt to murder his master,
Vasi,' nettled apparently at the suspicion that

he was making a secret of his methods of etching ;

and his five days' courtship of a girl whose face

had taken his fancy while he was sketching in

the forum.
The impetuosity and exuberance of his nature

were probably somewhat tamed by the drudgery
of his labour, and his purely artistic aims were
constantly subjected to topographical and arch.co-
logical considerations. In spite of all, it is

remarkable how large a proportion of his whole
work (even plates illustrating purely technical

details of construction) betrays the inherent

3 There has been much confusion about the date of his birth,

1707 and 1713 both being given in various dictionaries ; but the

inscription on Francesco Piranesi's engraved portrait of his

father (published in 1779), Vix, ami. ^S, oh. i/'S, seems
conclusive evidence for 1720, or at latest 1721 ;thc date given by
Bianconi in his EUi;io Stoiico, from his 0/-crc, Milan 180;, etc.,

II, pp. 127-140).
' Lcs (VHvrcs dcs Chevaliers Jean Baplisle ct Fraiifois

Piraneai. qu'on vend dans la Calco^rafhie dcs auUurs, Rome,
1792. I his catalogue is not always quite tnislworthy in its

detail, but with certain earlier engraved lists inserted in

various copies of the works it is of course the most authentic

basis for the order of production. I intend to discuss Piranesi's

work in general, and perhaps append a complete list of his

publications, in a later article.
^ The author of one of the largest cngr.ivcd vicwi of Rome

in existence.
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imagination of the artist. But tlic series of llie

Cancri, produced as it was without ulterior con-

siderations and with all the glow of his youthful

fire, remains in my opinion his most wonderful

artistic legacy.

In Mr. Samuel's book, the early states of the

Carceri are referred to as known only in the two

sets, one in the Soane Museum, and the other

belonging to Mr. Batsford {i.e., the set now in the

British Museum). Eacii of these sets is composed

of fourteen plates, including the title-page. The

etched title reads : Iiivcnzioin capric di Carceri all

acqiia forte datte in luce . . Giovanni Bouchard . .

In the generally known series of later states this

title is changed to Carceri d'Invenzione di G. Bat-

tista Piranesi ; Bouchard's name is omitted, and

Piranesi's address with the price of the prints is

added on a new second plate : Presso I'autorc a

strada Felice vicino alia Trinild de' Monti al pvezzo

di paoli vcnti. In the "Opcre Varie di Archi-

tettura" there are similarly some sets issued with

Piranesi's name alone on the title as the publisher

{e.g., Soane Museum), and others with Bouchard

as editor and publisher, Iwth editions being dated

1750. As Bouchard published other works by

Piranesi in 1753 and 1736 (Trofei de Ottaviano

Angnstoa.ndLeAntichitdRoniane)thcveisnorei\son

to suppose any breach between artist and publisher.

It is curious, however, in the case of the Carceri

that the very rare first state should be the set

bearing Bouchard's name, and that the series in

its ordinary and common state should apparently

have been issued directly by the artist. The
second edition contains sixteen plates including

the title, and the plates are now numbered,

those added being Nos. 2 and 5. Expecting

to find more examples of the Bouchard impression,

once the difference had been recognized, I made
enquiries at most of the great public collections of

prints in Europe, but am able to refer to only two
other complete sets of the fourteen plates of this

edition, i.e., in the Print Rooms of Dresden and
Munich. The Bibliolhcque Nationale in Paris has

an imperfect copy containing the title and seven

plates(Nos. 4, 6, 7, 12, 14, 15, 16, to cite the numbers
of the second edition). It is remarkable that the

Royal Print Room in Rome has no indication of

this early series. The original plates of this series

(as of the majority of Piranesi's works) are still in

the Regia Calcografia in Rome, where modern
impressions can still be bought for a few francs

;

but these, of course, are not the kind of impressions

sought after by the collector. Nevertheless I

must confess from the point of view of pure

design modern impressions from some of Piranesi's

strongly etched plates still possess virtues which
render them a recommendable acquisition for wall

decoration to amateurs whose purse is limited.

Most of the subjects are considerably improved

by the changes made in the ordinary edition.
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There is wonderful simplicity in the designs of the

early states, and none shows this quality more

beautifully than Figure A. Nevertheless, the

second state, with the added strength and emphasis

obtained by greatly deepened shadows, has gained

enormously in variety and in effect, at least as

seen from a distance." It is this emphatic style

which is the closest forerunner of Brangwyn and

Bone. In the simpler and less varied tonality of

the early states of the Carceri, Piranesi has still not

entirely broken with the style of the Venetian

etchers, Canaletto' and Tiepolo. The influence

of the latter is most clearly seen in the ninth plate

of the series, an upright subject where a massive

gateway is surmounted by a colossal double wheel

of mysterious construction.

Beside the reproduction given in FIGURE A, the

eleventh and sixteenth plates are perhaps the

simplest in design. The second of these, with its

magnificently balanced arches, is altered compara-

tively little in its general scheme in the second

state and remains one of the most impressive of

the whole series. The changes introduced, beside

the darkening of the principal lines, include a

vista of gradually disappearing flights of steps seen

through the archway on the left. The very flatness

of theunclaborated early state gives them a pecu-

liarly decorative character, and the increased effect

of the added work is to some extent due to the

attempt to give more realistic expression to the

solidarity and perspective of things. But if wc
sometimes regret the blackness of the foreground

in the later states, we are recompensed by the

addition of the charming architectur.d vistas

retreating far into the background, more particu-

l.ulyin the fifth, thirteenth, fourteenth and sixteenth

plates.

Another sign of the more purely decorative aim
of the early im[)ressions is the lesser prominence of

the instruments of torture that abound in the

elaborated designs. This greater singleness of aim
is perfectly exemplified by Figuke A, where there

is no suggestion of the horrors of the Carceri as

they appeared in their final form, with chains,

wheels, spiked beams, and other indescribable

terrors, in certain cases I think the plates have

lost more in general balance than they have gained

in the impression of strength. This is particularly

so with the last plate of the series, of which both

states are reproduced in P'lGURES D and E, where

' .A reproduction of the later state is given in my Short History

uf Eui^raviiii^ and Etcliiiiii, p. 231.
'Apart from tlie manner of ctchinjj we niigtit note .t drawing

attributed to Canalcttoin the Krilisli Museum (acquired in 1900)
wtiicli is so distincUy suggestive of ttie style of tlie Carceri

tliat it lias been regarded by some critics as by Piranesi himself.

Mr. Samuel has referred to Daniel Marot's etching, entitled

I'rison d'Ainadis ((rem a series of plates published in 1708), as a

possible inspiration to Piranesi in his Carceri. In the general
style of design I think that Kerdinando Bibiena (the greatest of

a large family of scenic artists) and Andrea Pozzo (the author
of a book on perspective, Rome, 1693) must both have
exercised a strong inllucnce on Piranesi's work.
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GiovatitJi Battista PiraHcsi and his ^^ Qarceri''^

the detail of the second state is ratlier disconcerting

in its effect. The same criticism applies in some
degree to the eleventh plate (FiGS. B, C), Init here

the new features are of greater architectural

interest. It is noteworthy that the two new
plates of the second series (Xos. 2 and 5) are quite

the most confused in detail of the whole series, as

if Piranesi suffered from the lack of an earlier

simple sketch which should give him the loeautiful

features that he needed to emphasize in his

elaborated version. In spite of the preponderance
of the imaginative features in the later states, it

still seems to me on the whole a just criticism to

regard these elaborated states as the work of the

architect Piranesi, and the earlier sketches as that

of the artist who does not betray his profession in

spite of his themes. There is often a vagueness
of design in the early states, which, perhaps,

needed only some striking architectural feature to

dissipate. This is especially remarkable in the

seventh plate where the addition of a large wooden
gallery or bridge immediately lends cohesion to

tlie whole structure. The crossbridge and beams
in the thirteenth plate work similar wonders with

another design which lacked solidarity in the

early state.

The changes in state are in some cases so drastic

that one would not at first sight recognize the

subjects or even the plates .as the same. The
lineal style of the early states shows a touch
so rapid and summary that I should suspect

Piranesi threw these ideas directly on to the copper
with very little aid from preliminary sketches. The
very rarity of the original studies is some
support to this, which is also the traditional,

view. One of his drawings most closely

related in style to the Caixcri is in the National

Gallery of Scotland (Murray Bequest), and is

reproduced here as Figure F. I also take this

opportunity of reproducing (F^IGURE G) a second
drawing by Piranesi in the National Gallery of

Scotland (Laing Bequest), which is the sort of

original design which he sketched in his " Opere
Varie di Architettura " of 1750, the nearest analogy
being the first plate of that series. The somewhat
reserved and austere manner of this second drawing
is akin to some of the architectural drawings of

Ferdinando Bibiena, such as three preserved in the

Soane Museum, and two others at South Ken-
sington. The purity of Piranesi's classical style

is all the more remarkable when one considers

the more general development in favour of over-

loaded and fantastic architectural detail in the

earlier part of the eighteenth century, evidenced,

for example, in the scenic designs of Ferdinando
Bibiena's son, Giuseppe Bibiena. The grotesque

exaggeration of Giuseppe's style can be excellently

studied in his book, " Architetture e Prospettive ",

with engravings by Pfeffcl after his designs for
stage scenery (Augsburg, 1740), and in a series of
his original drawings of the same order presented
to the British Museum in 1906 by Lt.-Colonel
Croft Lyons.
One would expect that, with so prolific an artist

as Piranesi, original drawings would be extremely
numerous. If they are actually numerous, it is

remarkable how they have become lost to the
public. The only great collection of them to
which I can refer is that of the British Museum,
and the bulk of the Museum drawings (forty-six

out of a total of fifty-two) was acquired only in

1908. They had formerly been in the possession
of Dr. John Gott, Bishop of Truro. Several of
them have been reproduced in the last few
annual portfolios of the Vasari Society. Then
there are the finished drawings for the series of
etchings of P;estum (by Giovanni Battista and
Francesco Piranesi) as well as two other powerful
studies — one somewhat suggestive of the
Carccri—in the Soane Museum, and a few
exatnples of less interest in the Victoria and
Albert Museum.
The public Galleries of Rome and Florence

apparently possess none of his original draw-
ing : and the same is true of Berlin, Vienna,
Dresden, Paris (if we except one bad example),
Brussels, Stockholm, and Amsterdam. Perhaps
this reference to the poverty of public galleries in

this respect may help to unearth further riches

from private collections and dispel the illusion

that such drawings are really rare. But whether
rare or not, they have wonderful artistic interest.

Here and there one meets with a drawing with
the reserved strength of Canaletto, such as that be-

queathed to the British Museum by H. S. Ashbee
in 1900. Piranesi may not have Canaletto's

subtlety in handling atmospheric effect, but he is

infinitely more vigorous in his chiaroscuro. In

general, however, his style of drawing stands quite

apart from that of any of his contemporaries
among architectural draughtsmen.

Tiepolo alone had the same sense of brilliant

light and shade which renders his few architec-

tural drawings'* so vivid and convincing. The
extraordinary dash and vitalit\? of touch seen in

Piranesi's best drawings give him every title to be

called the Rembrandt of Architectuie."

^E.g., three in the colleclioti of Mr. Ricketis and Mr. Ch.irlcs

Sh.innon, and another presented l)y the saine collectors to the

British Museum.
"Mr. Samuel {Piranc!.i, p. 104) slates with approval that

De Qiiincey and Coleridjie called Piranesi the " Rembrandt of

Etchers", as if Rembrandt were not the first claimant to the

title. Was the phrase with which this article ends the real

intention of the writers quoted by Mr. Samuel ?
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SHEFFIELD PLATE: THE PERIOD OF DEVICE MARKS*

BY HENRY NEWTON VEITCH
|T is the Device Mark period of Sheffield

I Plate which is most Generally known,

best understood, and perliaps most

appreciated. Tiie earlier types, be-

lons^ing to the periods now known as

the Imitation Silver Mark period and the Regis-

tered Mark period have received very mnch less

public attention. The Device Mark period dates

from the disuse of the full Registered Mark early in

the nineteenth century (approximately 1810), and

lasts until nearly the close of the manufacture of

vSheflield Plate on the introduction of electro-

plating in 1842. Most people are familiar with

the marks found on the old plated ware, the best

known perhaps being the "Sheffield Arms"
(Crossed Arrows) used by the firm of Fcnton,

Creswick and Co. and their successors; the "Open
Hand ", the " Crossed Keys ", the " Orb and

Cross ", the " Pineapple ", and the " Sun ", the

last named being the mark of the celebrated Soho

factory under Matthew Boulton.

Of the three marks here printed two are Device

Marks and the third a typical Registered Mark.

(a) n Device mark on a p.iir of cntrcc-dish warmcrr^,

circa iSoo, in the author's collection.

(b)

(c)

Device mark on a tureen and stand, circa

^>|£^ iS20, in the possession of Messrs. Sorley.

im i l
i.Hj l l ^ Kcgib-tcred mark of Ashfoilli and Co.,

MttWiMT-l • registered October 6th, 1784.

From these it can be seen at once that the Device

Mark is really the Registered Mark without the

name of the firm. Frequent objections had been
made when a Registered Mark v/as used to the

appearance of the maker's name on each piece of

plate. To overcome this difhculty, while still

allowing for the identification of the maker,

the device stamped much larger was used alone.

This was not strictly in accordance with the

law regulating the registration of marks on
plated ware, but apparently the practice passed

unchallenged. The Device Mark of a star (b)

given above does not appear ever to have been
registered, and the makers who used it are still

unidentified. It is found only on exceptionally

fine pieces of Sheffield Plate, the design and
workmanship of which suggest a date about 1810.

This in brief is the history of the Device Mark.
Strangely enough, coterminous with its use is

a period particularly characteristic in workmanship
and design, during which craftsmanship in

Sheffield Plate not only rose to a very high

standard but also in many factories declined,

unfortunately, to the lowest ebb. Early in the

nineteenth century there sprang up with almost

volcanic abruptness a demand for heavy plate,

massive in design, in complete contrast with the

•See The Rmhnnion Maiaziitc, Vol. xv, p. 345 (September,

i9''9)> •"'J ^ "'• J'viii, p. Ill (November, 1910).

light, delicate pieces which suggest at a glance

the Registered Mark period ; tliese were cast

aside in all directions, and it is almost a wonder
that any survive. The well-known Warwick
Vase is a characteristic example of the trend of

taste in Great Britain at that time. The vase

was brought to England by Sir William Hamilton

just at the right moment. It was of the exact type

for which the public fancy craved, and its influence

in the silversmiths' workshops must have been

enormous. Paul Storr, at that time the greatest

silversmith in London, adapted himself with

remarkable success to the new fashion. His

creations were always of good construction and
far excelled those of any of his fellow-craftsmen.

To the last he maintained his lead as a master,

despite a rapid tendency towards a depraved taste

which began to spread over the whole of Europe.

Matthew Boulton also achieved much success as

a manufacturer of Sheffield Plate. Following the

fashion of the day, he adapted Greek and Egyptian

designs which he sought both in museums and in

private collections, one specimen of his work
being a copy of a piece lent to him by Queen
Charlotte. Moreover, he employed Flaxman as a

designer, and sent agents abroad to report on the

great foreign collections.

It will be readily understood that this change

in design tended to alter the method of workman-
ship. The body of the article was still "raised",

i.e., fashioned from the flat sheet by hand with

mallets and stakes, with or without the aid of a

seam, according to the required design. Dies for

the mountings and edges were more extensively

used than pi'eviously; but instead of the striking

being done from copper plate, solid silver was used,

so tliat acute angles, corners, and ornaments might

not wear through so easily and expose the base

metal. The dies themselves showed wonderful

workmanship ; they were always made of steel
;

and the amount of patience and labour bestowed

on a complete set of dies to make a "Warwick
Vase" must have been enormous. The most

brilliant manufacturer of to-day would hesitate

before attempting the task. Thus it came about

that not only were all mountings made of silver,

but innumerable methods were adopted for

concealing the copper on all the parts most readily

exposed to wear. These methods were un-

doubtedly a vast improvement, as it was not until

after many years of hard wear that the lead which

filled the hollow back of the silver mounting
became exposed, provided the silver was of

sufficient thickness. But in some factories the

silver used in later years was so thin and light that

it required a camel's hair brush to handle it.

Another method was used for covering any

copper exposed on the edges of salvers, trays,

eiitice-dibhes, the lips of tea-pots, coffee-pots and
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Sheffield Plate : The Period of TDevice Marks
such articles, the usual practice being to apply
neatly a very fine U-shaped thread. Since the thread

was always quite clearly apparent, this method
was not considered the best, as it at once revealed

the fact that the article was not silver. The thread

consequently came to be known as the " Sign of

Poverty " edge. A better method, used in

conjunction with a gadroon border, was to raise

the edge slightly so that it buried itself in the

mount and thus covered the base metal. I

have recently e.xamined four entree-dishes, the

edges of which were shaped in line with the gad-
roons. So well had this been done that it was
almost impossible, save under the closest exam-
ination, to detect that the dishes were not silver.

A similar method had been employed on the

handles. The time devoted to such work must
have greatly exceeded the amount of labour
entailed by the U-shaped thread. Yet another
method used by the best craftsmen to cover base
metal edges was to hard-solder (/.f., silver-solder) a
piece of solid silver all round the edge, this method
being used chiefly upon scallop shells and other
articles where no mounts were required. When
this soldering was successfully employed it was
extremely difficult to detect the line of union.

In considering a piece of Sheffield Plate of this

period a test of merit much sought after is the

presence of a silver shield for engraving a coat of

arms or monogram, so that the design could be
carried out without exposing the base metal. While
the method by which this shield was applied
is still well known, it is not employed now,
the art having fallen entirely into disuse. The
first trace of it is found in the Registered Mark
period, when an aperture was cut through the
metal and a disk of solid silver inserted. Later
there was adopted a method of placing where
required a very thin layer of silver, of higher
standard than that used on the copper plate

;

this was then heated to the proper tempera-
ture and adhered naturally without the use of

solder. The difference in colour between the
silver of the copper plate and that of the shield is

thus accounted for. After the application of the
silver the two metals were well planished together
by the skilful use of the planishing hammer until

the shield was embedded in the surface. Briefly

these are the main features of the workmanship of
the Device Mark period, though many other
characteristic methods and improvements were
introduced. One improvement not generally
known was the employment of a white metal
instead of copper as a basis. Unfortunately this

only came into use at a time when Sheffield Plate
had lost much of its charm, especially in point of
design ; otherwise, the collector might now devote
more of his time to Sheffield Plate plated on
white metal. The advantage of the white metal
basis is sufficiently obvious, since when the silver

was worn through, it was less conspicuous than
copper.
Mention has already been made of the dies

required to make a " Warwick Vase ", a re-

markably fine example of which appears in

Figure A. The date of this particular piece of
workmanship may be placed about 1840. The
masks and all the mountings are of solid silver

;

the die work, especially on the masks which enrich
the body, is of exceptionally good quality, far

superior to that found on contemporary examples
in solid silver, where the masks and mountings are
usually cast. The body and the base of the vase
were raised by hand and then adorned with the
mountings. Silver-soldered edges were applied to

the corners and the acute angles of the base by the
method already described. The inside of the vase
is tinned and contains a removable liner for ice.

The vase bears the " Pluvnix " mark, the device
of Waterhouse of Sheffield.

Figure B shows a typical double-handled basket
with shell and gadroon border. It has the " Sign
of Poverty " edge and is unmarked, the date being
about 1S15. Below it, to the left, is an extinguisher-

stand with two extinguishers ; the back is tinned,

and though the piece is unmarked, the year 1815
may be given as the approximate date of its manu-
facture. To the tiny box with a cover it is rather

difficult to assign an exact use. The box is gilt

inside, has a hinged cover without any opening for

a spoon, and was evidently designed for holding

some condiment—probably dry mustard ; it may
possibly have been made for use in India. It has

been suggested that it was used for snuff, but the

lid is not sufficiently air-tight. (Unmarked, circ.

1820.) The last piece is one of a pair of

punch bowls with covers. The bowl itself is

in two divisions, and comes apart where the

fluting terminates, the lower part containing a

space for ice or for hot water in order that the

punch might be served iced or heated. The
inside is gilt and the mountings are of silver,

the quality of the masks attached to the handles

being particularly noticeable. The bowl is un-

marked, the date apparently being about 1810.

Figure C illustrates two "Chestnut Vases", one
oval and the other round, but otherwise very

similar in design, the workmanship of both being

of the finest quality. They are double-plated and
not tinned inside; both are unmarked, but may
fairly accurately be ascribed to the year 18 10 or

thereabouts. The central piece in the same
illustration is an oblong egg-boiler of unusual

shape, tinned inside, with a stand and lamp. It is

unmarked, the date being about 1810.

In Plate II, D, is illustrated an interesting

series of cheese-dishes. The first is the earliest and

may be dated approximately at about 1810. It is

mounted with a very fine gadroon wire ; the open-

ing for pouring in hot water is made by unscrewing
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Sheffield Plate : The Period of T>evice Marks

the wooden handle. It has a complete set of six

small pans, the backs of which are tinned, as is the

insideof the dish itself, a somewhat unusnal practice.

It is unmarked. The next dish is a similar one
and also has its pans, but these are double-plated.

The hot water is poured in through a small open-

ing covered by a sliding lid, in the handle, as is

seen in the illustration. The piece bears no mark
and the date 1S15 may be ascribed to it. The
third dish is oval in shape and has no pans, the

arrangement for the hot water being the same
as in the first one described ; the bottom is

tinned : it is marked with the " Bell " device,

and the date is about 1820. The fourth dish is

a good specimen of a late type ; it has a single

loose pan or liner, is unmarked and may be dated

about 1840.

Figure E represents an excellent example of an
oblong double-handled tray, one of a pair, the

centre being flat-chased, that is to say not engraved,

the pattern being indented by the use of punches,

since the cutting method employed by the

engraver would tend to expose the copper. The
shell and gadroon mountings are in solid silver

with " Sign of Poverty " edges, the Device Mark

being the " Crossed Arrows " of Creswick, and the

date about 1820. The circular salver is of the

same quality and workmanship, but is unmarked,

the approximate date being 1830. Both these

specimens are double-plated and bear silver en-

graving shields, which, however, have remained

unused.
Other Device Mark pieces which maybe classed

as purely decorative are candlesticks, candelabra

with three, four, five or even seven lights, ink-

stands, and epergnes with cut-glass dishes. Tea

and coffee sets were largely made, as also were

entree-dishes (with warmers), cruets, coasters

(occasionally on wheels), wine-coolers, venison-

dishes, dish-covers, and soup-tureens, a rare

pattern of tureen which I recently examined being

in the form of a turtle.

The power of the manufacturers to adapt their

methods to the varying tastes of the times was
remarkable. Unfortunately, the period at which

they brought their art to its highest perfection

was the one at which taste had decidedly

deteriorated ; and we cannot but regret that the

manufacture of Sheffield plate did not begin a

century earlier.

A NEWLY-DISCOVERED GUARDI
BY GEORGE A. SIMONSON

FAMOUS ball was given in the

theatre of S. Benedetto at Venice in

honour of the " Conti del Nord "

—

that is, the Grand Duke Paul and
.Duchess Mary Feodorovna (afterwards

Emperor and Empress) of Russia in 1782 — con-

cerning which the Venetian chronicler Berlan

gives the following glowing account :
—

'

" Lc s:»le dor.ite, i Uimi, gli spccchi, ott.inta-qu.ittro dame
sediite ad una tavola circnlare, e dictro ad esse una scliiera di

cavalieii in picdi, al levar del sipaiio feceio apparir d'improv-

viso il palco scenico siccoine iino degli incanlati palazzi delle

Millc cd una Nulli, e trasscro I'applauso e il batlerc sponlaneo

dfllc palmc dai principi spettatori ".-

The gala ball and banquet to which the above

description refers is the subject of a recently

discovered work of Guardi of great beauty, which
will m.ike its first public appearance at the summer
exhibition of works by the Venetian artists of the

eighteenth century at the Burlington Fine Arts

Club. It is so remarkable a painting, that even

connoisseurs who are familiar with (juardi's other

spirited renderings of scenes of Venetian con-

temporary life, such as his Maiqucradc at the

Riclotto (Kann Collection) and the Stila del

Collegia (Louvre), will marvel at this sujireme

' Tassinl, Curiosilii Vciicziane, p. -Q, " S. Benedetto".
"(riaiislalioti) " Tlic (>(ilden ronnis, the liKhls, the mirrors,

eigtity-four ladies seated at a circular talile, and behind them a

row of cavaliers standin.t;, as soon as the curtain rose, made the

stage look like one of the enchanted palaces of the I'housand

and One Nights, and called forlh.on the part of the princely

spectators, applause and enthusiastic clapping of hands."

effort of his brush, and, without waiting for the

verdict of the public, it may be safely predicted

that it will be the clou or outstanding feature

of the exhibition. The dazzling coup d'ccil of the

theatre evoked by the artist defies description, and
recalls visions of the fabulous tales of the Thousand
and One Nights. Art has been described as the

attempt to achieve the impossible. Guardi has

almost attempted it in this case, and has succeeded

beyond himian dream. The picture which has

now come to light is a new revelation of that com-
bination of strong artistic fibre and lefined sensi-

bility which has made him psychologically themost

interesting interpreter of the every-day life of his

Venetian contemporaries. Neither Canaletto nor

Longhi, lietwcen whom Guardi forms a kind of

connecting link, can vie with him in that respect.

In his fine picture, the Papal Benediction (Ashmo-
lean Museum, Oxford), which has unfortunately not

been secured for exhibition at the Burlington Fine

Arts Club, Guardi also shows his unrivalled mas-

tery in handling groups of figures. It is, however,

no disparagement of its merits to say that it is not

such a tour de force as Guardi's picture of the

theatre of S. Benedetto, though it will, no doubt,

be preferred by some amateurs for other fine

and picturesque qualities. There is a difference

between the handling of the figures in the two
paintings.^ In the Oxford one, the setting of

which includes the noble view of the Church of

' Both were painted in the same year—namely, 17S2.
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SS. Giovanni e Paolo with the Colleone statue, the
crowd which fills the square, eagerly awaiting the
blessing of Pope Pius VI, represents, as it were, an
abstraction of a multitude in which the individuals

cease to be separate entities and are merged in one
seething mass of human beings. Passing from
this fascinatmg outdoor scene to the heated
atmosphere of the theatre of S. Benedetto,
we find that in the picture of the gala ball Guardi
has drawn a much more heterogeneous gathering,
paying great attention to the delineation of

its principal figures, several of which are handled
with such delicacy of touch, that they recall types
of men and women painted by Gainsborough.
The more distant spectators, who are partially

hidden in the boxes of the theatre, are rendered
with a genius for succinct suggestion, but for

which, coupled with consummate execution, Guardi
would have exposed himself to the charge of

exceeding the legitimate bounds of art. It is not
unusual to compare Guardi's figures with those
of Watteau, but in one respect Guardi, who is not
far behind the French pdinter oi fetes galantes in

gifts of fancy, excelled him. Watteau was not en-
dowed with the Venetian's vividness and incisive-

ness of touch, and that g'n/Je endiablee which
was his most distinctive artistic heritage.

The interest of the picture of the gala ball is

enhanced by the fact that there are two other
companion-works to it in existence, both of which
have come to light in recent years. Most probably
there is (or was) a fourth picture, also illustrative

of the visit of the " Conti del Nord " to Venice,
which completes the series.

The picture by (juardi [Venetian Gala Concert)

in the Munich Gallery, on which I commented in

the September number * of this magazine, is one
of this set, and the other, the actual whereabouts
of which is unknown to me, represents a procession
of bulls in an amphitheatre erected in Piazza S.

Marco for the fete, which took place just previous
to the departure of the Russian princes from
Venice. There is a triple chiin of cumulative
evidence to show that this suite of paintings refers

to the visit of the " Conti del N'ord ", and its force

should be sufficient to dispel all doubt as to their

theme. Fortunately there was a recording angel,

an English lady {nee Miss Wynne), present in

Venice at the time of their reception, who has
left a faithful and full description of each of the
three festivities to which the visit gave rise * On
the 2oth January, 1782, the gala concert took
place in the Sala dei Filarmonici (now the Sala degli

Orfei, Palazzf) Pesaro, in the parish of S. Bene-
detto) ; on the 22nd the bal pare in the theatre of

See Burlington Ma^azne, Vol. xvii, No. xc, p. 366 (Sep-
tember iQio), " A New G lardi at Munich ".

'See the brochure. On S6J iiir des Comics du Nord a Vciise,
being a letter of Mme. U Comtesse Douairiere des Ursins et
Ro-ienbere adiressed, in 1782, to her brottier, Mr. Richard
Wynne (London).

^ NeVfly-discovered Guardi
S. Benedetto (now the Teatro Rossini, and in the
eighteenth century the most fashionable theatre in
Venice, until it was superseded by the Kenice); and
on the 24th the last festivity, namely, the procession
of bulls in Piazza S. Marco. Not only minute
details as to the decor of the theatre are to be found
in the valuable brochure of the piquant Comtesse
des Ursins, but also particulars concerning the
brilliant assemblage of Venetian Cavaliers and their
incomparable Dames which thronged the theatre
from top to bottom to see the "Conti del Nord".
She dwells with great gusto on the splendid
costumes of the ladies, whose plumes—also promi-
nent in Guardi's picture—she notes, added variety
to the spectacle afforded by the house. One or two
of the authoress's remarks concerning the arrange-
ment of the theatre will enable me to dispense with
a description of the picture. Her keen observation
and love of detail make her brochure the locus
classicHS for information on the gala ball and on
the cognate subject of the Munich companion-
picture, which, in strength of presentment and
grandeur of effect, does not come up to the painting
of the theatre of S. Benedetto which will be seen
at the Burlington Fine Arts Club.
The following* is her description of the aspect

of the theatre :

—

Mardi le 22 (Janvier).
Le coup d'oeil de ce theatre ftait rfellement superbe. Toutes

les loijes etaient orneesen dehors pir une espece de couverture
en feitons, qui tenait au coussin tlu b.ilcon, en satin bleu-clair
garnieen franges d'a-gent et relevce par des liuppes egaletnent
d'argent. Uu ample rideau de mOme itoffe, et girni de meme,
separait le th?.itre de la Salic ; au milieu de lorchustre un
grand escalier descendait en s'llargissant, fianqu6 par deux
rangs de Musicieiis qui s'etendaient en rond bien avant dans la

Salle ; le iiombre en etait grand, et I'uniforme tres riche.

The stage decoration calls forth her equally

unreserved admiration. She writes :—

'

Tout a coup, le grand Pavilion, qui cachait le thiatre, venant
a souvrir en deux, decouvrit un salon superbement tapisse par
comnartiments en satin bleu et argent et en grands panneaux
de miroirs, le tout encadrfi el couronnc pir des bas-reliefs en
argent, d'un g mt aussi riant que solide c-t majestueui. Au
milieu elait une table en demi.cercle servie pour cent-vingt
couverts. Les lustres, les girandiles, qui eclairaient ce S.il')n,

la simplicite, I'degance du dessein et surt.jut la surprise du
moment tirent I'impression la plus aureable.

By a kind of Rembrandtesque illumination of

part of his picture Guardi has most cleverly con-
centrated attention on the brilliantly lit shimmer-
ing table to which the ladies sat down, the g ntle-

men standing behind them. I'lie cupola—haped
ceiling of the golden-corniced salon, into which
the stage was converted, was covered with a

painting in rococo style, a segment of which,

with a Tiepolesque design, is visible in Guardi's

rendering of it. The actual arrangement of

the theatre, as described by the Comtesse, cor-

responds exactly to the one which is disclosed

in Guardi's picture ; there seems little doubt

that it was on the spot that he drew the

•0^. CI I., pp. 38-9-

''Op. cit., pp. 41-2.
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plan of the theatre which he afterwards peopled

from memory with such magical effect. Guardi

has expended infinite labour on the glittering

decor of the stage, and the richly ornamented

mirrors and fine filigree-like candelabras in front

of them afforded him a rare opportunity of show-

ing what cunning (it is well-nigh equal to that of

the old Dutch painters of interiors) his hand still

had at the advanced age which he had reached

when he produced the picture. Over the vast

assembly represented on his canvas, in which one

sees the beau monde of Venice engaged in bowing,

promenading, exchanging compliments and

repartees, the ladies wearing hoops, gloves, fans,

high heels and powder, the men in periwigs and

long waistcoats, our eyes search in vain for the

" Comtesse du Nord ", who is described as

having been " par6e comma une divinitd" and

endowed with a "grand air et richesse de taille

qui I'ornaient d'une fa9on superieure a toutes

les parures ". The Comtesse, accompanied by the

Comte, walked round the theatre twice before

occupying the box which had been reserved for

them, to Witness the procession of the dames to

the banqueting-table erected on the stage. They
subsequently left their box and joined the company
at the table, which was removed before the ball

began. Four of the distinguished guests of the

evening waited on them. They bore the names of

well-known Venetian families—namely, Barbarigo,

Foscarini,Grimani and Pesaro. Madame Barbarigo,

who won the special esteem of the Comtesse as

well as the " Comte du Nord " at the ball, we are

informed, "soutint dignement une opinion si

avantageuse". Signor Pesaro received a billet

from the Russian princes during the entertain-

ment, stating that owing to the warmth of

their reception they had resolved to extend their

visit one day, in order to witness the procession

of bulls in Piazza S. Marco. After the flutter of

excitement caused by this message was over, the

Prince of Wurttemberg, in deference to whose
representations the departure of the august

visitors had been delayed, received an ovation of

thanks from the whole distinguished assembly

before the end of the ball. It has been said that

Guardi, Gainsborough, and Watteau form a group

of three of the most original and brilliant masters

of the eighteenth century. Certainly Guardi's

picture of the gala ball cannot fail to strengthen

his claim to be reckoned as worthy of such

company. It is remarkable, not only for the

atmosphere of romance with which he has

invested it, but also for its harmonious colouring,

in which rich browns and blacks, relieved by

masses of blue, red, yellow, and white, alternately

predominate ; for the fine feeling for space which

asserts itself throughout the composition ; for

the unity of effect which he has developed

out of what would have been a chaos of

an infinity of detached details if handled by
any weak artist, for brio and sparkle, and lastly

for neatness of finish and evenness of surface.

Like Tiepolo, Guardi has the reputation of having

been a rapid worker, but it is almost inconceivable

that this masterpiece can have been produced with-

out lengthened preparation and assiduous study.

No traces of laboured work are apparent in it and
no pentimenti ; on the contrary, one is struck with

the ease with which Guardi has overcome all tech-

nical difficulties. The picture is so well and
crisply painted, that neither time nor exposure nor

neglect has impaired it ; it looks as fresh as if it

had only just left Guardi's easel, and issued from

his studio, with hardly enough time—even for its

colours to become dry.

NOTES ON VARIOUS WORKS OF ART
SIR NATHANIEL BACON
In The Burlington Magazine oi July, 1907 (Vol. XI,

p. 236), H.H. Prince Frederick Duleep Singh

published avaluable paper in which he disentangled

the actual identity of this English artist. He had

to select the painter Nathaniel Bacon from three

Bacons of the same Christian name : and he con-

cluded that this amateur portraitist was Sir

Nathaniel Bacon, K.B., of Culford, Suffolk, youngest

surviving son of Sir Nicholas Bacon; born 1583 (?),

knighted 1625, died 1627 and buried at Culford.

The following additional references to him may
not be unnecessary. In "The Compleat Gentle-

man " by Henry Pcacham (ist ed. 1622, 2nd ed.

1634) Nathaniel Bacon is thus mentioned (pp. 106

and 126) :
" Nor can I overpasse the ingenuity and

excellency of many Nobles and Gentlemen of our

owne nation herein, of whom 1 know many: but

none in my opinion who deserveth more respect

and admiration for his skill and practice herein

{i.e., painting) than Master Nathaniel Bacon of

Broome in Suffolke (younger sonne of the most
Honourable and bountifull-minded Sir Nicholas

Bacon, knight and eldest Barronet) not inferiour in

my judgement to our skilfullest Masters". In the

1622 edition and that of 1634 this reference

occurs,with no mention of the knighthood recorded

by Prince Duleep Singh as of 1625, or of the death

likewise stated to have taken place in 1627. George
Vertue, in quoting from Peacham, inserts as a

marginal note after " of Broome "
:

" or of Stiff-

key, Norfolk", thus seeming really responsible for

some of the confusion Prince Duleep Singh
demolished. Vertue refers again to this painter in

his notes on Gorharabury. His opinion of Bacon's

work was high, and he had made a drawing of the

tomb at Culford with its bust and implements of Art.

It may be noted that Mr. E. Radford in his article on
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Bacon in the "Dictionary of National Biography"
mainly agrees with Prince Duleep Singh, but not as to
the death date. On the authority of a reference to
" my Lady Meutice, daughter to my brother, Sir

Nathanifli Bacon " in Sir Edmund Bacon's will

of 1649, Mr. Radford asserts that the painter was
"yet living in 1648". From the precision of
Prince Duleep Singh's data we may perhaps
assume that he has definite evidence for 1627.
On the other hand, as stated above, Peacham in

his 1634 edition says nothing as to Master
Nathaniel's decease. But this is not absolutely
conclusive. In Gough's edition of Camden's
"Britannia" (1789), Vol. II, p. 82, to which
Mr. Radford refers, Sir Nathaniel, " an eminent
painter" is recorded as the seventh son of Sir

Nicholas Bacon, the first baronet of England.
From his father he received Culford and an estate

of ;^iooo a year. Gough notes also his knight-
hood, and his marriage with Jane Meautys,
widow of Sir W. Cornwallis, by whom he had a
son who died issue-less, and a daughter who
married (when the widow of Sir Thomas Meautys)
Sir Harbottle Grimston as his second wife. Mr.
Radford's article in the " Dictionary of National
Biography " states that from this marriage sprang
the Earls of Verulam. In Burke, however, this

marriage is distinctly said to have proved fruitless.

Sir Harbottle's heir being by his first wife. Had
Peacham and Gough been duly regarded, and had
Vertue's interpolation of "or of Stiffkey, Norfolk"
been ignored, a quite clear account of Sir Nathaniel
Bacon would have prevailed. The only point now
perhaps in doubt is the date of his death.
Elucidation in the shape of his grounds for

giving 1627 could very possibly be handed in by
Prince Frederick Duleep Singh, to whose research
in East Anglia the student of English portraiture

owes so much. C. H. C. B.

THE 8. GOAR TRIPTYCH
In accordance with the Editors' request to illustrate

further my studies on the Housebook Master, I

take this opportunity of publishing the altar-piece

at S. Goar previously mentioned in my essay in

this magazine in December, 1910 (Vol. XVIII, pp.
184, etc.), though I am sorry to say that the photo-
graphs from which the illustrations have been
made were not very successful. The wings of the
altar were exhibited at the Diisseldorf Exhibition
in 1904 (Catalogue 232) as works from the school
of the Housebook Master. Bock in his " Memling-
Studien " (1900, p. 127) had already called attention

Notes on Various Works of Art
to the striking similarity between the centre panel
and The Crucifixion in Freiburg, but he—like
Scheibler—attributed it to the Master of The
Coronation of the Virgin. Firmenich in his
discussion on Bock's book, " Zeitschrift furchristl.
Kunst" (XV, 1902, p. 109) then emphasized the
attribution to the workshop of the Housebook
Master. Later, Bock in " Hessenkunst" (1908, p.
33) attributed the centre panel to the Master
himself, and Scheibler and Ranch agreed with him
in " Hessenkunst" (1909, p. 18). But no detailed
appreciation exists of the whole triptych ; and
moreover there have been no reproductions of it

published until now.
The altar-piece is believed originally to have been

in Neustadt, whence it was taken to Frankfort, and
later to the parish church of S. Goar. Sad to say,

it has been unsparingly " restored ", especially in

the wings. The interior of the right wing represents
SS. Sebastian and Catherine ; the interior of the
left, the delivery of the keys to S. Peter. The
landscape is modern work. The style of the Master
is readily recognizable. However, the flat, and in

places insipid, execution can be attributed only to

a pupil's hand, with, perhaps, the two altar-wings in

the Staedtisches Historisches Museum at Frankfort,
to which work the two saints especially show the
closest relationship. The Annunciation, occupying
the outer side of both wings, also was executed
by a pupil. It resembles The Annunciation in

Mainz, dated 1505. Only the centre-piece. The
Crucifixion or Mount Calvary, appears to show the
handwriting of the Master himself ; it corresponds
in a thousand minute details with the Freiburg
Crucifixion. Though in a worse state of preserva-
tion than the Freiburg picture, the S. Goar
centre-piece is more delicate and more subdued
in colour. The whole composition is closely

grouped. The human throng surges densely
round the crosses. The Virgin and S. John,
separated somewhat from the mass of mere
spectators, have approached very close to the
Cross of Christ. No kneeling donors are to be
seen ; but the face of the man on the right, leading

a boy to the Cross, shows the characteristic

features of a portrait. In the left corner, a forged

Diirer monogram is recognizable, as in Freiburg.

The S. Goar picture may have been begun later

than the P'reiburg, and may have been finished by
pupils. The date falls within the last decade of

the fifteenth century. I shall deal with it again

more exhaustively in my Monograph.
Willy F. Storck.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITORS
"SELECTED EXAMPLES OF INDIAN ART"
To the Editors oj The Burlington Magazine.
Gentlemen,— I beg leave to make two obser-

vations on your review of my "Selected Examples
of Indian Art".' In the first place, I agree that

the volume as such would have gained in unity
and weight if sculpture only had been dealt with.

1 also agree that much of the work of the modern
school of Indian painting in Calcutta is senti-

mental and has been a little overpraised by myself
and others, considered as an absolute achievement.
But I do not think it can be overpraised as a

relative achievement, having regard to the educa-
tional and other adverse conditions in which it has
grown up. The volume, moreover, is intended more
for use in Indian schools and colleges than for

European readers: on this account it was decided
to include a few examples of the only modern
movement in Indian art which has the promise of

life.

In the second place, as regards Mughal Painting.
I will not discuss its merits, but wish to correct

your reviewer on a few points of fact. In the
sixteenth, seventeenth and eighteenth centuries
we have to do with two Indian schools of painting.

The first of these, the indigenous style, is the
Rajput or Hindu school of Rajputana and the
Punjab Himalayas. This is a distant descendant
of that art which we know at Ajanta. It is

essentially religious in content, and idealistic in

manner. It is universal in its appeal to men of all

classes. Its matter is epic, lyric and mythological.
It is independent of foreign influence. Persian
art in particular is as remote in temper from
Rajput as could well be. Mughal art is synthetic,

its main sources being indigenous, Central Asian
(Turki) and Persian. The realistic element is of

Central Asian origin (Bolkara and Samarqand, the
original home of the Timurido). The Indian
tendency is in quite the opposite direction. The
realism is not, in my opinion, petty ; in a work
like the Dying Man (Bodleian) humanism is raised
to a level of religious intensity equal to that of any
designedly religious work In general, however,
the content of Mughal art is slighter than that of
Rajput. In any case it is more than time that

writerson Indian painting should cease to describe
Rajput paintings as Mughal, and to describe the
Mughal painting as a variety of Persian.

Yours faithfully,

Ananda K. Coomaraswamy.
India, February 21, 191 1.

' See Vol. xviii p. 296, F'ebruary, 1911.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES
La Philosopiiie de la Nature d.ms I'Art

d'Ex icinc Onetil. By Raphael Petklcci. Pans : Laurens.

The idea of writing the history of a nation's art in

terms of its philosophy and religion is novel. It

shows how far the hands of the clock have moved
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"A FORGOTTEN FRENCH PAINTER:
F^LIX CHRETIEN "

To the Editors of The Burlington Magazine.
Gentlemen,—Miss Hervey and Mr. Martin-

Holland, in their interesting article on Felix
Chretien's picture representing Moses and Aaron
before Pharaoh, do not refer to the provenance of
that painting, beyond stating that it was sold at

Christie's on February 26th, 1910, and quoting
from the sale catalogue that it was " formerly in

the collection of the Prince de Cerny". Can it

have escaped the attention of the authoress of

"Holbein's Ambassadors, the Picture and the Men"
that this Mose-i and Aaron tallies so remarkably
with the description of the companion picture to

the Ambassadors 2.{ the Beaujon sale on April 2Sth,

1787, that it is justiliable to assume it to be the
identical picture? The full description of both
pictures is quoted by Mr. VV. F. Dickes in his
"Holbein's Ambassadors Unriddled" as follows :

—

" Ecole des Pays-Bas. Jean Holbein.
" 16. La Cour de Francois II (sic) et des principaux

seigneurs de ce temps la, avec les attributs de Moise et Aaron
qui se presenfent an Roid'Egypte, qui est Krangois II lui-meme

;

lenrs noms sont Merits dans les diff^rents contours de leurs
robes. Ce tableau est peint sur bois, par le fameux Holbein
vers 1553 II peut avoir 4 pieds ou environ de hauteur, sur

4 pieds 6 pouces de largeur.
" 16 bis Un autre tableiu de 4 pieds et demi (sic) ou environ,

de hauteur, sur pres de 8 pieds de large.
" U reprcsente deux Ambassadeurs (MM.de Selve etd'Avaux),

I'un, Ambassadeur a Venise, et I'autre dans les pays du Nord,
avec le costume des nations chez lesquels ils etaient envoyes et
les attributs des Arts qu'ils aimaient, On voit aussi une Tete
de Mort en perspective, a prendre de Tangle gauche du tableau,
et qui a I'agr meat de re^sembler en face a un grand poisson.
Ce t.ible.iu est du meme Holbein ; mais la date de I'annee n'y
est pas ".

There are some obvious inaccuracies in the
measurements of the pictures, in the attribution of

No. 16 to Holbein, and in the identification of one
of the personages in his 16 bis with D'Avaux.
The picture reproduced on page 49 of The Bur-
lington Magazine (April, 1911) can be as surely
identified with No 16 of the Beaujon sale, as No. 16
bis with the Holbein at the National Gallery. It is

noteworthy that the two pictures were sold as one
lot, for 602 francs, so that they presumably re-

mained together, and came to England together.

Both came from the same source ; and the dis-

covery of Jean de Dinteville's name (Jehan, Sr. de
Polisy) on the hem of his garment in Chretien's

picture should afford a final proof, if such further
proof were needed, that it is he who figures in

Holbein's famous picture, as was first suggested by
Miss Hervey. Yours faithfully

P. G. KONODY.

since Whistler tried to fix them at ten. No doubt
in the case of European art, we are so familiar

with the philosophic and religious background
that we take them for granted, but M. Petrucci in

applying this method to Sino-Japanese art, throws
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incidentally some illuminating reflections upon
facts of European art history which are almost
too familiar to arouse our comment until seen in

this unusual light. M. Petrucci's main idea is to

contrast the effect upon art of our anthropocentric
system of thought with that of the Chinese system,
where man has, from the earliest times, taken his

place as only one of many manifestations of divine
energy. He shows that the deeper spiritual ex-

periences of the extreme East have always been
coloured by the intellectual courage and the sublime
humility of Taoism, that even Buddhism did
nothing to change this fundamental attitude, merely
adding to the intellectual contemplation of all the

manifestations of life a note of deeper compassion
and love. It is the absence of any sharp division

between the intellectual and the emotional aspects
of oriental faith which has made Chinese thought,
and with that, as M. Petrucci shows, its art, so
essentially " modern " from a period that is to us a

remote antiquity. There is no revelation of modern
science which could have caused a moment's pang
to thinkers and believers like Lao Tse, the conflict

of religion and science would have been meaning-
less and impossible to him and his followers, and
it is perhaps through Galileo and Darwin that the

European mind at last begins to understand the
profound sanity and the noble detachment from
human predilection of these ancient thinkers. M,
Petrucci opens a fascinating subject for speculation
when he hints that had the ideas of the Ionian
philosophers not been abandoned, European
thought might have pursued a similar line of

development. As it is, later Greek thought and
the persistent convictions of Hebrew theology
forced the European mind to accept an anthro-
pocentric universe with a Deity made in man's
image. That this has meant a keen concentration
of the imagination on the human figure is true, and
with that have come the greatest triumphs of Euro-
pean art, but at how great a cost in the loss of pro-
portion and breadth in our outlook on the universe.
It has meant that we are only just beginning to Itarn
the rudiments of landscape art, the expression of
man's relation to the outside world—which in

China was already perfected in the Tang era.

M. Petrucci writes of this with the precision and
fervour of a poetic mind. It is a temptation to

quote at length from the grave and memorable
phrases in which he has treated of this theme of the
artist's communion with Tao. One passage must
suffice :

—
" Lorsque I'ivresse de la pensde faisait de-

scendre le phdnom^ne purement intellectuel dans
le domaine du sentimental, le peinlre allait vers
I'immensite des choses avec une sorte de volupt^.

11 considerait, dans I'humilitc d'une conception
toute relative, oii I'intelligence ne lui apparaissait

point comme une superiority, la s6rie de ces reves
qui se poursuivent sous des formes multiples,

qui font vivre I'arbre, le rocher, la terre et I'animal.

Dans les milles caprices des nu^es, sur la montagne
harmonieuse, il decouvrait I'histoire du monde, il

devinait I'union des essences subfiles et, de ce
meme pinceau qui tra^ait les caracteres par lesquels
s'exprima la pens^e des Sages, il fixait les images
fugitives. Elles constituaient le commentaire
passionne de ces choses geantes que I'esprit per-
cevait dans la magie prodigieuse des apparences ".

That this idea of the spiritual communion of the
Chinese artist with the forces of nature is no fancy
born of the enthusiasm of Western critics is shown
clearly by the numerous quotations from the writings

of oriental landscape-painters, from Wang Wei in

the ninth century downwards, and M. Petrucci
is able to show the effects of this traditional philo-

sophic attitude even in the minutiae of Chinese
and Japanese technique. The book is admirably
illustrated by coloured reproductions and collo-

types done in Japan by the inimitable craftsmen
employed by the "Kokka." Particularly beautiful

is the panel of a screen by an unknown painter of

the Tang epoch, related to the great Wang Wei.
Other examples in colour of the Sung masters, and
a superb monochrome by Lou Fou of Ming times
are of surprising beauty. The whole book, both
in text and illustrations, shows that sense of style

which comes from a real perception of the highest

aims of figurative design. R. F.

Three Essays om Oriental Painting. By
Sei-Ichi Taki. Quaritch. i8s. net.

The earlier generation of students of Japanese and
Chinese art were prone to apply to it the standards
of academic art in Europe, to judge it from out-

side, and so to miss its essence. Now, it may be,

we are in danger rather of making a pedantry of

the Japanese point of view, which can never be
wholly our own. Nevertheless, it is essential that

we should understand that point of view ; and the

editor of the " Kokka's " enterprizing attempt to ex-

pound in English the oriental conception of art

must be cordially welcomed. What is the funda-

mental difference between Japanese and Western
painting? Mr. Taki argues that the one is con-
cerned mainly witii the subjective, the other with

objective ideas. This is no doubt broadly true so

far as it goes, for it is only a symptom of funda-
mental differences in psychological character.

While natural science, the exploration of nature, has

indirectly exerted a powerful influence on European
art, the art of China and Japan has been directly ex-

pressive of philosophic and poetic ideas. With this

clue, Mr. Taki goes on to explain the peculiarities

of Japanese composition. He points out that the

painters of his country have achieved peculiar success

in treating a mass of figures in complicated attitudes

where there is no formal unity, obtained by
grouping round a centre, but a synthesis of the

mutual relations between all the objects represented.

The practice of painting on long scrolls had a
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lurge share in determining this habit of design.

In the painting of birds, animals and flowers, poetic

association counts for much. The famous painting

of a shrike, by Niten, the great swordsman, is

simply an expression of the warrior temperament.

But it IS in landscape that the peculiar genius and
menial outlook of China find their fullest and most
powerful realization. Mr. Taki might have devoted

his whole volume to thistheme, but contents himself

with some suggestive observations. He has a

separate essay on Chinese landscape, full of most
interesting quotations from the sayngs of Chinese

artists. Those who hoped to find, however, a final

elucidation of the mystery of " Northern " and
"Southern" schools will be disappointed; the

distinction still remains elusive. The essays on
Indian-ink painting and the section on the value

of the brush-stroke in Japanese art are of particular

interest for those who wish to grasp the secret of

the oriental masters. Our only complaint of

Mr. Taki is that he does not tell us more, for we
feel that, throughout, his treatment of his subject

might have been fuller and more explicit. He is

sometimes also vague and inconclusive, where we
crave for precision and definite statement. But it

would be unfair to make exacting demands of a

critic who is using an alien speech and idiom.

The fifty-odd reproductions, though not very well

(in some cases quite badly) printed, are admirably

chosen from typical and famous pictures. -, g

(i) The Life of Bexvexuto Cellini : a new
version by Robert H. Hobart Cust. 2 vols. Bell.

25s. net.

(2) The Life of Giorgio Vasari. a study of the

Later Ren-iissance in Italy. By R. W. CaRDEm,
F.R.I.B.A. Lee Warner, i6s.net.

(3) LeS MAITRES DE L'ART. LE BeRNIN. Par

Marcel Reymond. Paris : Plon.

The lives and works of these three artists, Cellini,

Vasari, and Bernini, here brought together by the

coincidence of publication, illustrate the period of

over-ripening which in Italy befell the movement
in art known as the F\enaissance after it had attained

its zenith under Michelangelo and Raffaello, and

of its steady decay into the barock morass of the

seventeenth century.

(i) Benvenuto Cellini is one of the best-known

names in the history of Art, but this notoriety does

not depend upon his skill as an artist, or on the

number or beauty of the works which have been

handed down to an admiring posterity. His fame

may be said to depend almost entirely upon his

amazing autobiography, one of those human docu-

ments which, like the equally famous "Diary" of

Samuel Fepys, or the equally notorious " Memoires "

of jean Jacques Casanova de Seingalt, have arrested

the attention of generations of readers with a never-

ceasing power of fascination. In the case of

Cellini, as in the case of Pepys, this power has not

been due to a mere sncch de scandale, for the
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unveiled nudities to be found in these self-accusing

pages are of no great importance or interest as

regards the sum total of the autobiographies, and

only gain undue emphasis by omission or

reticence. Cellini's life is a vivid picture of the

history of his time, of Florence, of Rome, and of

Fontainebleau ; the human side of popes, kings,

grand-dukes, and dominating ladies is revealed to

us with almost photographic reality. Allowing for

exaggerations and prejudice, due to vanity,

jealousy, and a not uncommon human failing of

wishing to make oneself out a braver blackguard

than one really is or has been, Cellini's story has

always been accepted as in the main one on which

reliance could be placed. Mr. Robert Cust, the

authorof thisnewversionofCellini'sautobiography,

is in some doubt, not without justice, as to any

new translation being required since the admirable

translation by Mr. John Addington Symonds pub-

lished in 1887, of which a fifth edition was issued as

recently as 1905. Mr. Cust need not, however,

have been anxious on this point, for in each

successive age new documents are found and
published, new facts elicited, which call for revised

editions of such classics as Cellini's" Life ", a fate

shared by Homer, the "Arabian Nights", even by

the Holy Scriptures themselves. Mr. Symonds was

peculiarly well-fitted by his thorough knowledge of

Renaissance history and life in Italy to deal with

a typical Renaissance hero like Cellini. Mr. Cust

does not pretend to the same wealth of study as

Mr. Symonds, or even to the same sympathy with

his hero, but he has been able to supply something,

which Symonds lacked, in a wider knowledge and

closer personal acquaintance with the works of

art accepted as by Cellini, or attributed to him,

and with the documentary evidence which has

been adduced in later years on such questions,

some of which has seen the light in the pages of

this magazine. Mr. Cust's translation has evidently

been done dc novo in accordance with the most
recent Italian text by Prof. Bacci, and he is there-

by enabled occasionally to correct Mr. Symonds,
who had not the advantage of this text, even if he

can hardly hope to supplant and dethrone Mr.

Symonds in the way that the writer did

Mr. Thomas Roscoe. Mr. Cust has added to

the text copious footnotes, which help to explain

historical allusions or obscure passages, and at

the close he incorporates a most valuable biblio-

graphy by Mr. Sidney Churchill, and a review

of Cellini's works, accepted or attributed, which
sums up all that has been said up to date upon
the subject, and saves the trouble of referring

even to that monument of Cellini literature ihe

study of his life and works by M. Plon. We
congratulate Mr. Cust and Messrs. Bell on the

issue of this work.

(2) The name of Vasari, like that of Cellini, is a

household word in the history of art, and, like
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Cellini, for his writings rather than for his

artistic work. Few books have made and sustained

so great andenduring a reputation as Vasari's "Lives

of the Painters." Since 1550, when the " Lives"

were first issued at Florence by the grand ducal

painter Torrentini, to the present day, V^asari has

been the chief and, in many cases, the onlyauthority

for our biographical knowledge of Italian painters.

Inaccuracies are to be found plentifully, and have
been joyfully detected by modern investigators,

but the great fabric of the whole work remains

unimpaired, if perhaps a bit weather-beaten. Four
hundred years have elapsed since the birth of

Giorgio Vasari, and a new edition of his famous
" Lives" is announced by the Medici Society for

this year. It may be presumed, therefore, that

Mr. Garden's book, now before us, is intended as

a kind of introduction to the forthcoming edition

of the " Lives" in which the history of their con-

ception, the sources from which Vasari drew his

material, the credibility of his authorities and of his

own conclusions, will be discussed and explained.

This important, perhaps the only important, phase

of Vasari's own life is dismissed rather cursorily

by Mr. Garden without any indication as to

whether the subject will be dealt with later on or

not. If Vasari had possessed the splendid audacity

of Benvenuto Cellini he might have imposed him-
self on posterity as a painter and architect of the

first rank. Had he had the reverence and literary

acumen of Boswell, he might have conferred on
posterity a legacy of inestimable value by treating

Michelangelo as Boswell treated Samuel Johnson.
We seem, however, to detect in his biography, and
especially his autobiography, a self-conscious little

snob, puffed out by the popularity which is so

easily earned by following the tastes of patrons

rather than by forming them, and endeavour-
ing to produce something which will be intel-

ligible without the trouble of learning. Vasari

no doubt believed Michelangelo to be genuinely

in earnest in saying that, "since he himself

was not found worthy to serve the Duke in

his prime, he thanked God that Vasari had been
sent in his stead." How human is his mock
humility, when he writes from Rome to Salviati,

" Ah me 1 what a dearth there is, Signor mio, of

men who do good for good's sake ! I wonder
that I am not swallowed alive ! Just at present I

am in the greatest demand with everybody ; and,

after all, even I am nothing wonderful !
" There

is something almost tragic in the thought that

Vasari, who was nine years old when Raphael
died, and had been on intimate terms of friendship

with Michelangelo, should have died at work on
those frescoes in the cupola of Santa Maria del

Fiore at Florence, completed, it is true, by
Federigo Zuccaro, which, when first unveiled,

drew forth strong protests even from Vasari's

contemporaries, one of whom did not shrink from

describing Vasari as a " pubblico ladro o assassino",

and saying, " E'l popolo Fiorentino non sara mai
di lamentarsi stanco, Se forse un di non se le d.a di

bianco". Forthis^ie^nHrfo/rtf/cof painting Vasari was
to a great extent responsible. Those who care to

follow its history should read Mr. Garden's book,
although he has not handled his material very
skilfully.

(3) The third and perhaps the most important of

the three artists under our consideration was
Giovanni Lorenzo Bernini, whose life covers the

greater part of the seventeenth century. Whereas
the art-work of Benvenuto Cellini has survived in

a few fragments only, which are chiefly valued as

curiosities, and that of Giorgio Vasari is treated

with neglect and even with contempt, the work of

Bernini in architecture and sculpture continues to

assert itself defiantly, and by holding its ground in

France and in Italy to establish at last his claim to

rank among the great art-creators in the world's

history. Modern criticism is showing a just ten-

dency to judge an artist's work not only by the skill

and excellence with which it is executed, but also by
the motives which inspired its production. Judged
in this way, Bernini reveals himself as the artistic

incarnation of the seventeenth century barock style,

combining in himself its excellencies, its often

egregious faults, its varieties, and withal its extreme
appropriateness to the social period which gave it

birth. As a sculptor Bernini must always rank very

high. As M. Reymond points out, he is the

pioneer of modernity in sculpture, the parent of

that school which in France was to attain to such
wonderful perfection of taste and exquisiteness.and

in Italy was to descend down hill to the dead level

of skilled fatuity which at the present day belies the

great traditions of art which have made Italy

renowned. The portrait-busts by Bernini are

especially remarkable, and we can trace in them
the genesis of Houdon and Roubillac. As an archi-

tect Bernmi was perhaps more obvious and less

praiseworthy, but to understand this side of his

career it is necessary to study the history of the

Papacy in the seventeenth century. The age was
one of rebellion against classical tyranny, in

Tiberiin de/luxit Orontes, and curves and cupolas

supplemented the horizontal lines of Greece, as

well as the vertical lines of mediaeval Gothic.

Space forbids us to follow M, Reymond further on

a path which is not so well known or studied as it

should be. Visitors to S. Peter's at Rome too

often indulge in cheap gibes at Bernini without

pausing to consider the task which he was set.

Still less, probably, do they reflect that here in

England we have for two hundred years and more

fumbled ineptly with S. Paul's Cathedral through

an over-prudish exercise of what may be styled

unctuous rectitude in art, and above all through

the lack of a Bernini.
L. C.
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French Line-Engravings of the Eighteenth
Century, with an introduction and Catalogue Raisonnd

by H. W. Lawrhnce and BAstL DiGHTON. Lawrence and
Jellicoe. /s 5s. nel.

There are signs of a revival of interest in the art

of reproductive line-engraving, a branch of the

fine arts which has been lately overshadowed by
the arts of the painter-etcher and the mezzotint

engraver. The wonderful achievements of the

French portrait-engravers of the seventeenth and
eighteenth century have lately been set forth

by Mr. Thomas and noticed in this magazine.

We have now before us a further volume, relating

to that special phase of line-engraving which was
produced by the age of Louis XY. The historians

of morals have never failed to point out that the

more profligate and frivolous a social period may
be, the more fastidious in taste, the more elaborate

in detail, the more devoted to delicacy and
refinement it usually becomes. As a decadent
age produces the exquisiteness of the dandy and
macaroni in the male sex, the hoop, powder and
patches in the female sex, so do the arts tend to

degenerate from the healthy and the normal to a

perfected nicety, which invariably degenerates

into affectation and niniscrie. There is usually,

however, a transitional moment, when such phases

of art touch a short-lived climax of excellence,

and give birth to a Watteau and a Fragonard, to a

Lavreince and a Baudouin, and to such skilful

engravers as we read of in this volume.
The Estainpe Galante took its rise under the gay

regime of Philip of Orleans, and illustrates the

period of P'rench society, which is covered by the

names of Pompadour and Du Barry. Vice was
not only fashionable, but governed by etiquette.

A lover had to practise as many steps and attitudes

in the art of seduction, as he had to learn in the

gavotte or the minuet. Nothing was genuine or
spontaneous or wholesome, but everything was ex-

quisitely refined and carried out an bout des otigles.

It is this society, which was reflected in the
drawings and paintings by Lavreince, Baudouin,
Moreau le Jeune and Augustin de S. Aubin, and
translated into engravings by Nicolas and Robert
de Launay, Choffard, Massard, and other engravers
of the school of the once famous Jacques Philippe

Le Bas and Charles Nicolas Cochin. It was this

society moreover which was blown away by the

teaching of Rousseau and Voltaire. It is a matter
for deep regret that in a past generation French
art, especially that of the eighteenth century, was
looked upon as so demoralizing to the British

character, that no attempt was made to collect the

exquisite books and prints at a time when they
were easily procurable. A wiser generation has
since discerned the true artistic value of such
engravings, and as the prints depend a great deal

upon brilliance of state, the best examples have
been quickly bought up in many cases by

amateurs, and seldom come into the market
except at exorbitant prices. Lovers of engravings

will be grateful therefore to Messrs. Lawrence
and Dighton for the handsome volume now
issued. It is a libre galaiit in itself, in binding,

print and paper, and except for its bulk would not

have been out of place on the Pompadour's table.

The reproductions are well-chosen, and beautifully

printed. They will compensate in some way for

the difficulty of getting at the original prints, since

there are so few English collections, even the

British Museum, in which the engravings are

properly represented.

The catalogue has evidently been a labour of

love to the compilers, and as the edition is

limited, we feel sure that the volume will meet
with the success which it deserves. L. C.

Storia Dell' Arte Italiana—La Pittura
del Quattrocento. Part i. By adolfo venturi.

Milan : Hoepli. 28fr.

This is the seventh of the works to which
the learned Professor of the University of

Rome has been devoting his labours during
many years, and wherein he continues to condense
the results of his personal observation and
research. To Professor Venturi is due the

remarkable development of the study of art-history

in his own country, and there is no part of the

vast field of Italian art which his knowledge and
industry have not cultivated. Nevertheless it has

been to the Quattrocento in Italy that he has

naturally directed his labours with the greatest

care and enthusiasm ; and thanks to the com-
pletion of his studies it is now of the painting of

that period which he can treat with the fullest

authority. It is impossible to write adequately

of this volume in a small space, and we can only

indicate its more prominent merits, the balance

between the parts, and the fusion and distribution

of the material, which give the book the character

of a real organism. It is also shorn of all superfluity,

sober in description, moderate in the criticism of

the pictures examined, and wisely illustrated with

reproductions always characteristic and representa-

tive. It thus presents a clear and complete picture

of the condition of painting during the Quattro-

cento in certain regions of Italy—in certain regions,

because in this First Part of his work Professor

Venturi makes Tuscan art throughout the

fifteenth century his particular study. As regards

the other Italian schools he limits himself to

examining the forms of Gothic painting during the

first half of the century, and to analysing the artistic

cross-currents, both indigenous and foreign, which
at that period conflicted and overflowed each other

in the greater Italian centres, thus originating, even

in Italy, that so-called international style which
manifested itself in such highly distinguished repre-

sentatives. The book will raise no little discussion
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by the new attributions whicii it proposes, and
especially by the pages on Piero della Francesca
and on Domenico Ghirlandaio, whose works the
author has long been occupied in distinguishing
from those of their followers and imitators.

Even if Professor Venturi's opinions will not meet
with the unanimous consent of critics, they will

be welcomed as evidence of the profound, direct,

and original examination which he always devotes
to every work of art. E. M.

Repertoires de Peintures du Moyen Age
ET de la Renaissance. Par salo.mon reinach.
Vol 3. Paris : Le Roux,

The third volume of M. Reinach's Repertoires
brings the total number of pictures up to 3,590.
There is little to add to our descriptions of
previous volumes, but we must repeat our sense
of gratitude to M. Reinach for carrying on this

Herculean task. As he rightly says in the preface,
the most obvious value of these collections is for
the study of iconography, since these outline
drawings cannot give any hint of the actual
quality of the original, although the artist he
employs has actually improved in this volume on
his already remarkable skill in translating the
characters of the original into line.

The index, which in such a work is of the
utmost importance, seems to be admirable, and
as the index to each volume is retrospective, or
even corrective of previous numbers, its great
value will be evident. A cursory inspection reveals
a few trifling errors of detail which we may
perhaps allude to, not by way of criticism, but
simply for future correction.

P^gs 53. The AnutiHciation by Solario is put
down to the Arthur Kay Collection. It has for

some years been in the Collection of Mr. John G.
Johnson, of Philadelphia.

Page 164. Isenbrandt is described as "chez
Dowdeswell puis en Amerique." This picture has
been in the Metropolitan Museum of New York
for nearly ten years.

Page 265. One of the many replicas of the
Virgin sniroiindcd by playing angels of the Maitre
de Flemalle. It would have been well to have
referred to other more original versions.

Page 462. Madonna, clearly of the Florentine
type, is here ascribed to the Paduan school.

Page 379. Virgin and Child ivith rose hedge,
" Pier Francesco Fiorentino". The identification
of this prolific artist with Pier Francesco Fiorentino
is not generally accepted.

The erudition and bibliographical knowledge
indicated at almost every page of this work would
create surprise if we were not already so accus-
tomed to them in M. Reinach's work. It might
seem almost as difficult to be witty in such a
production as in the editing of a railway time-table,

but M. Reinach rejoices the weary investigator
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with such rubrics as the following, beneath a
very dismal late Flemish triptych which was
exhibited at the Toison d'Or : "On m'assure que
le possesseur d'alors s'en est d^fait, en quoi il a
etc bien inspire "; or this beneath a distressingly
ugly German primitive : "Acquis par le Louvre
sur la recommendation du peintre Henner."

R. F.

CANOVA. By ViTTORio Malamani. Milan : Hoepli. 36 fr.

Closely following Senatore Molmenti's book on
Tiepolo, the Milan publisher, Hoepli, has issued
another fine volume on another great figure in
Italian art—one nearer to our own time, Antonio
Can ova. Signor Malamani has long been known
for his indefatigable researches, undertaken with
the object of reconstructing Canova's art and
personality ; and the present volume is the result of

his perseverance. So far as the book definitely aims
at minute historical fidelity rather than at artistic

criticism, the author undoubtedly has achieved his

object. Indeed, a fuller, more detailed work on
Canova could not be desired. Signor Malamani
has drawn from all sources, published and un-
published alike ; has ransacked archives ; searched
contemporary diaries and memoirs ; visited public

and private museums and collections of casts ; and
has thus collected material which has enabled him
to follow Canova's activity, step by step, and to

place him in his true setting among the greater

events of his time. The figure of Canova is more
clearly defined under the fresh light thus thrown
upon him ; many errors concerning him are

corrected ; and questions hitherto doubtful are

solved. For example, the famous group. Amor
and Psyche, in the Villa Carlotta, the Duke of Saxe-

Meiningen's house at Cadenabbia, has always been
considered an indisputably original work by Canova.
Signor Malamani, however, has traced the original

to S. Petersburg, in the possession of Prince

Yussupoff, grandson of the prince who invited

Canova to Russia on behalf of Catherine II and
commissioned the group from him. The copy
now in the Villa Carlotta was made by Adamo
Tadolini, Canova's assistant, who had been

presented with the original by the Master, and drew
profit from it by making numerous copies.

Signor Malamani makes also some interesting

revelations concerning the statue of Religion now
placed near Lady Sophia Brownlow's tomb in

Belton Church, Grantham. Hitherto it has been

universally called a " replica with certain varia-

tions " of the statue made by Canova to be placed

in S. Peter's, of which a cast actually was placed

after the sculptor's death in SS. Martina and Luca's

at Rome. The truth is that the statue in Belton

Church is not really a replica of the Keligione

Caitolica at all. It represents the Prc>/i-5/a«/AV/(^/cj;i

and was sculptured by Canova in place of the

other when he was in a state of acute annoyance at
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the difficulties raised by the Vatican to the erection

of the CathoHc statue in S. Peter's or in the
Pantheon. These differences between Canova
and the Vatican arose from the Vatican's not
having shown the smallest recognizance to

the English notabilities, who had been of

the greatest assistance to Canova in Paris in 1815
in obtaining the restitution of the works of art

belonging to the Holy See which had been carried

away by the Republican and Napoleonic soldiers.

In fact, Canova had felt himself obliged to express
his gratitude to his colleagues in these negotiations
by the gift of pictures by Old Masters and works
of his own. These transactions lead Signor
Malamani to deal with Canova's stay in London
and with the advice which he was called upon to

give concerning the Elgin Marbles, then under
consideration for purchase by the nation. For
this reason, among others, the English edition of

Signor Malamam's book, which is well and abun-
dantly illustrated and is full of interesting details,

should be popular among English readers.

E. M.

Die Holzschn'ITte des Meisters vom Amster-
DAMER KaBIXETT zum Spiegel Menschlicher Behalt-

nis. Von Han's Naumanx. Strassburg : Heitz. M 20.

Till Diirer's "Apocalypse" was published with
the artist's name in 1498, the woodcuts in every
German book with two exceptions, " Breydenbach's
Travels" (i486) and the " i\uremberg Chronicle

"

(1493), had been nameless. German critics have
recently been trying, with various degrees of suc-

cess, to pierce this veil of anonymity, seeking
either to trace the obscure beginnings of an artist

whose authenticated work belongs to the sixteenth

century, or to attribute unsigned woodcuts to some
tifteenth-century artist known only by works in

another medium, usually line-engravings. In these

researches ingenious conjecture is more frequent
than convincing proof. But we have recently
witnessed a demonstration of the applicability of
Morellian methods to this domain of art. In
January, 1910, a German contemporary, in an
article headed " Ex ungue leonem "—" Ex pede
Herculem " suggests itself as a more appropriate
motto—invited its readers to determine the author-
ship of a large selection of detached, and remark-
ably ugly, legs and feet. Replies were published
in March from several authoritative critics who
were unanimous in attributing these abnormal
extremities to the Master of the " Hausbuch ". It

was then declared that the tracings in question had
been made from the woodcuts in a very rare book
" Der Spiegel der Menschen Behaltnis", printed
at Speyer by Peter Drach about 1478-80, and that

the conundrum had been propounded by Dr. E.
Flechsig. That gentleman had made the discovery
some years before—he was kind enough to show
me the book and to explain his reasons for the

attribution, at Brunswick in 1906—but he had
never made his attribution public property till he

chose this indirect method of revealing it. The
opinion that the woodcuts in question were de-

signed, if not cut, by the " Hausbuchmeister " has

since been adopted by several other contributors

to the rapidly swelling literature on that elusive

but fascinating artist.

Meanwhile, another writer, whose discovery

appears to have been independent of Dr. P'lechsig's,

has edited the complete set of illustrations, 257 in

number, and supplied a lengthy introduction. To
much of the contents of the latter I demur. It is

altogether misleading, for instance, to call the

Master of the Amsterdam Cabinet—Herr Naumann
revives this term in preference to the more usual
" Hausbuchmeister " for reasons of his own—the

inventor of etching, for he did not etch at all.

His dependence upon Schongauer is exaggerated,

and I think it beside the point to compare him to

Busch, Taschner, Diez, Th. Th. Heine, Runge
and Menzel. But I am in agreement with the

author as regards the main thesis of his book,

the identification of the artist with the South Ger-
man dry-point engraver whose works are chiefly

preserved at Amsterdam, and I fully endorse his

praise of the lively and dramatic draughtsmanship
of the woodcuts and the delicacy of their execution.

Their publication in facsimile is a very welcome
addition to the material for the study of German
illustration. Complete enjoyment of the good re-

productions is slightly hindered by provoking
mistakes in the numbering, from 230 onwards.
Instead of 231 we find 240 following 230, and so

from this point onwards the numbers do not tally

with the list of subjects described. After No.
256 the printer has again skipped, not nine num-
bers this time, but one, so that the series ends,

apparently, with 267 instead of 257. Nothing but

access to the original book, however, would dis-

close the reason why the list of subjects on pp.
78-79 is carried on to 277, for nothing is said in

the text about more than 257 woodcuts.
It is necessary nowadays to define your " Haus-

buchmeister ", for different writers use the term
with different shades of meaning. Herr Naumann
means by the " Hausbuchmeister " an assistant

and subordinate of the Master of the Amsterdam
Cabinet, whose name is supposed to be Henrich
Lang. To this assistant, Lang, he attributes most
of the pictures and drawings hitherto ascribed to

the Master himself. To the Master he ascribes the

dry-points, the woodcuts published in this volume,
the drawings of the planets in the " Hausbuch "

and one picture, the Pair ofLovers at Gotha, hinting

at other pictures tiiat arc to be made known else-

where. It is somewhat provoking that almost
every writer on the " Hausbuchmeister " tantalizes

us with announcements of this sort. Dr. Flechsig,

Dr. Storck and Dr. Naumann threaten us alike
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with revelations whicii tiiey dole out by instalments.
The air is thick with rumours and surmizes, asser-

tions and contradictions. The one sound and
unassailable piece of work devoted to the Master
up to now is the catalogue and facsimile publica-
tion of his engraved work by Max Lehrs. Before
a clear idea can be formed of his achievement as
painter and draughtsman, time must be allowed
for the turbid water of this present flood of writing
to settle. Already some solid rocks are emerging,
and it is a substantial gain to have learnt that the
Master of the Amsterdam Cabinet anticipated
Diirer by twenty years in elevating the art of wood-
cut illustration by a painter-engraver's imaginative
and reforming energy. C. D.

UXBEKANNTE AUSGABEM GEISTLICHER UN'D
WELTLICHER LIEDER, Gedruckt von Thiebold Berger
(Strasburg, 1551-1584). Von P. Heitz. Strasburg : Heit.;.

400 copies. M 10.

A VOLUME in the Consistorial library at Colmar
contains seventy-four sixteenth-century ballads

from the Strasburg press of Thiebold Berger.

Such popular literature is notoriously rare, and
Herr Heitz has done a service to bibliographers

by publishing in facsimile the title-pages of all the

items in this unique collection. Most of them
contain woodcuts, the original blocks of which
are, in many cases, owned by the editor himself, but
their importance as works of art is small. No. 3
is signed by UrsGraf, and several others date from
the beginning of the sixteenth century. C, D.

The Open Window, voi. i. Locke eihs. 4s, 6d. net.

A VERY pleasant little miscellany of nearly 400
pages, beautifully printed on Japanese vellum, the
" Open Window " should appeal to many literary

and artistic tastes. A frontispiece by Mr. Maxwell
Armfield : Bude Cliff's by Mr. C.

J.
Holmes ; a

woodcut of S. Christopher by Mr. C. M. Gere ; and
Mr. Claude Shepperson's drawing of a country lad

watching with upturned gaze a lark in the sky are

among the best of the numerous plates. Miss
Sulman's poem on Shotover, recalling memories of

Tliyrsis and the Burden ofltys; Mr. Harold Child's

Man of Forty; and a short one-act play by Keith

Henderson and Geoffrey Whitworth all help to

make a very attractive first volume.

RECENT PRINTS
The rule of the Arundel Club to reproduce only

those pictures of which no other reproduction can

be found, is one of the main reasons for the Club's

existence, and should certainly be strictly observed,

though it may have the effect of restricting the

membership of the club, and creates difficulties,

not always overcome, in choosing suitable works
for reproduction. The portfolio for 1910 has the

objection to which a good many of the more recent
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portfolios have been open ; it illustrates too many
rather dull and not very important pictures. On
these, however, it is less pleasant to dwell par-
ticularly than on those which constitute its attrac-
tion, Mr. W. C. Alexander's interesting Tiepolo
Antliony and Cleopatra; Mr. C. A. Boughton-
Knight's Mantegna, The Adoration ofthe Shepherds

;

Messrs. Carfax's Portrait of a Lady hy Andrea Del
Sarto, and Mr. David Erskine's Baptism of Christ
by Francesco Zaganelli. The last picture with many
evident faults of design is so idiosyncratic that it

falls well within the scope of the Club's object.
The later custom of the Club in printing notes on
the guard-pages and attaching these to the pictures
is a distinct improvement, but well as the photo-
gravures are executed, the silver prints of the first

year, 1904, are really more serviceable, because
they represent the technique of the painting more
distinctly and accurately. The Club has done
such invaluable service to the study and history of
art during the seven years of its existence that all

those without, who benefit by its exertions, gain a
sort of right to expect the utmost from it and are
disposed to hypercriticism of its least defect.

J.S.

OBITUARY NOTICES
There are few figures in art-circles which will

be so much missed as that of George Howard,
Earl of Carlisle, whose unexpected death has
deprived the country of an accomplished artist

and critic, and the National Gallery in particular

of its most active and influential trustee. We have
felt it our duty from time to time to call attention

to defects in administration on the part of the

Board of Trustees at the National Gallery ; but
we have been anxious always to make it clear that

such criticism applies to the Board as a whole
and not to individuals. The part played by Lord
Carlisle will not easily be forgotten in the annals
of the National Gallery, which can hardly hope
to find again a Trustee qualified by wealth, birth,

the ownership of historic homes and priceless

works of art, with the skill of a professional artist

and the literary taste of a scholar and man of

letters. Lord Carlisle will be mourned by a great

number of personal friends. It is for The Burling-

ton Magazine to add a tribute of condolence in

the name of the Fine Arts.

The Fine Arts in the United Kingdom are

distinctly the poorer through the death of Sir Caspar
Purdon Clarke, CLE., formerly Art Director of

the Victoria and Albert Museum, a loss which
follows, as a sad coincidence, that of his former

assistant and eventual successor, Mr. Arthur B.

Skinner. The worth of both Directors lay rather

in the past than the future of this great Museum,
which is much indebted to their abilities and their

art-knowledge. It is true that Sir Caspar Purdon

I I
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Clarke had deserted South Kensington for a similar
post at the Metropolitan Museum of New York, but
it should be regarded as a compliment to Museum
Administration in this country that New York
should have to come to London for the first

Director of its great Metropolitan Museum. The
Bitiiiiigloii Magazine has special reasons for

regretting the loss of so good a friend and so

experienced a connoisseur as Sir Caspar Purdon
Clarke.
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JAHRDUCH DER K. PREUSSISUIIEN KUXSTSAMMI.UKGES'. Heft IV.

Berlin. iQio.

Dr. Friedlander writes on two panels in the Old Pinakolhck,
Munich, which he ascribes to Colyn de Coter, proving (hat they
were not wings of an altar-piece, but fragments of a Lait luii^-

inent—i.e., S.John Biptist and six kneeling Apostles
; S. Peter

with some of the Blessed, upper right and lower left corners.

A fragment of the same picture, the S. Michael (a copy seem-
ingly ol Rogier's S. Michael in the Beaune Last 'Judgiiien!) is

in the Virnich Collection, Bonn. The provenance of these
fragments—Boisserce and Lyversberg Collections—makes it

not improbable that the whole picture was painted for a church
at Cologne. In a second article the same writer deals with a

fifteenth -century portrait-drawing in coloured chalks (" the
incunabula of pastel painting ") in the Cabinet of Engravings,
Berlin, once ascribed to Holbein, and later to a sixteenth-

century Netherlander. The author regards it as by Fouquet,

and as a study, in all probability, for the Juvenal des Ursiits in

the Louvre.
Dr. E. Diez. writing on painted ivory caskets, reproduces

and discusses very fully an example at Berlin (Kaiser Friedrich

Museum) of tenth to twellth century work, belonging to a large

group of Syrian or Mesopotamian (not Siculo-Arabic) origin.

Atypical example of later date, thirteenth to fifteenth century,

in the Victoria and Albert Museum, is also reproduced. Other
articles are on the school of sculpture at Wetzlar in the thirteenth

century and the master of the Adam Portal at Bamberg, by
Dr. Cohk-Wiener, and on Holbein's woodcuts for Sebastian

Miinster's "Canones super novum instrumentum luminarium "

(Basle, 1534), by Dr. Hans Koegler.

Heft I. igir.

Dr. Bode discusses a composition by P. de Hooch recently

acquired for the Kaiser Friedrich Museum, a woman weighing
gold, and compares it with a very simil.ir picture by Vermeer
recently exhibited by Messrs. Colnaghi. The originator of the

composition he believes to have been Vermeer, who here
influenced his slightly older contemporary ; of the period

when both painters were living at Delft. The woman in de
Hooch's picture, of a type met with in his works between 1656

and 1658,13 probably his wife. Dr. Axel Komdahl examines
the style and chronology of Giotto's Arena frescoes at Padua

;

concludes that they were executed at different periods : the

series Life of Chmt and Last Judgment before 1306; the series

Life of Man; Christ in Glory, with other subjects on the same
wall, and the figures in grisaille being later in date, though
earlier than the frescoes of the Peruzzi and Bardi chapels at

Florence. Dr. Romdahl ascribes the change in style evident

in the Arena Chapel to the influence of French sculpture, and
believes that a summons to Avignon may have caused Giotto to

interrupt his work in the chapel, which he resumed on bis

return from France.
Dr. Frida SchottmI'ller reproduces and ascribes to B.irto-

lomeo Veneto the portrait of a man formerly in the Rudolf
Kann Collection, and now in the K.iiser Friedrich Museum.
Freiherr von Hadeln makes an important contribution to

Tintoretto research by publishmg many new documents relating

to his work for the " Libreria" and "Procuratia de supra" at

Venice, treating the subject exhaustively. It is shown tliat

Tintoretto painted nine figures of Philosophers for the library

in 1571-72 (four, possibly five, still exist—Venice and Vienna)
;

that he painted the portraits of eleven Procurators between
1551 and 1571, of which two only have survived (M. Michel and
A. Capello), and are now in the Venice Academy. A twelfth

portrait of this series (Giacomo Soranzo) the writer ascribes to

Titian. A lunette, the Lament over the Dead Christ, completed
by Tintoretto in 1563, is identified with the picture in the Brera
(No. 149). Reference is made to the works of Parrasio for the

Library, and to several painters hitherto unknowm, among them
Domenico Molin, associated with Tintoretto in 1562, and
Alberto dOllanda, several of whose portraits of Procurators of

1591-92, now identified (Venice and Vienna), prove that he
closely approached Tintoretto. Curious light is thrown upon
Tintoretto's work as a restorer. The article completes and
amplities discoveries of the late Dr. Ludwig, iome of whose
MSS , the property of the German Institute in Florence, are

shortly to be published.

Amtliche Berichte aus den- Kosiglichen Kunstsammlusgex.
t> Berlin. February, igii.

Prof. SaRRE writes on a bronze bust of Parthian origin, and
reproduces with it, for comparison, a tetradrachm with the effigy

of Kmg Orodcs II (4-6 [?] A.D.). Prof. Demmler shows that a
hmc wood relief of Ihc Pieta in the Kaiser Friedrich Museum is
not Rhenish, but was probably produced at Fulda towards the
close of the fifteenth century.
March, 1911. Dr. Bode writes on Italian and German

plaquettes, recently acquired for the Museum, comprising
examples by Gian Francesco Enzola, Valerio Belli, and others,
and an admirable fifteenth-century portrait-plaquette of the
Doge Francesco Foscari. Two lead proifs fjr medals not
executed, or as yet unknown, have been presented by Herr
Simon— ;.e., a portrait of Francia by himself and the portrait of
a monk with a head of Christ on the reverse, probably by
Niccolo Fiorcntino. Dr. Schroder writes on two statuettes,
reduced copies of lost classic originals

; an .Ifhrodile, the
original of which must have belonged to the fifth century B.C.
(a good copy is the Aphrodite of Frtjus in the Louvre)

; and a
figure of /Esculapius (copy of a fourth-century o: iginal), many
examples of which are known. Dr. Friedl.\sdek reproduces
a portrait study in oil colours on paper, acquired at the Lanna
sale as a Clouet, and ascribes it to Lucas Cranach, the younger.
The identification of the sitter as Elisabeth, daughter of the
Kurfiirst of Saxony, confirms the attribution. The date is
c. 1564. Dr. Sarre illustrates some beautiful specimens of
enamelled Syrian glass of the thirteenth to fourteenth century,
seen at Munich last year at the Exhibition of Mohammedan
Art, now lent by dillcrent owners to the Islamic section of the
museum.

Repertorium fur Kuxstwissen'schaft. Heft I. Berlin. 191 1.

Dr. H. Ochen-kowski deals with a portrait drawing of a
goldsmith in the Albertina, Vienna, gives his reasons for
considering it a portrait of Diirer the elder, by himself, dates
it c. 1480, and holds that Albrecht Diirer used it as a model for his
own self-portrait as a child, of 1484. The technique shows
how closely he followed his father, who was also his first

master. Dr. von Wahi. publishes new records relating to an
eighteenth-century architect in Rome, L. Vanvitelli, to his
pupils, C. Morena and A. Rinaldi (the last-named subsequently
worked in Russia for the Empress Catherine II), and to the
Milanese sculptor, Giov. Battista Maini, author of the marble
statue of Pope Benedict XIV and of many other works in
Rome. Dr. GIJmbel continues the publication of the bull iing
accounts for the choir of the church of S. Laurence, Xiirem-
berg, of the years 1462-67. DR. Hedicke seeks to define the
nature and general conception of Baroque.

Oriextalisches Archiv. Jahrgang I. Heft 2. Leipzig.

Jan., 1911.

Dr. Oscar MtrxsTERBERG treats of Leonardo da Vinci and
Chinese landscape painting, reproducing four fantastic rocky
landscapes of the Ming period for comparison with the back-
grounds 01 the Mona Lisa and the Virgin tcith S. Anne in the
Louvre. Prof. C. Gurlitt has a second article on the mosques
and other buildings of Adrianople ; Dr. Schui.z continues his
discussion on painting in Persia (first article, with illustrations,

in Heft I), and treats of the revival of art in the early fourteenth
century, due primarily to Chinese influence, of the school of

Herat and the Golden Age of Persian painting in the fifteenth

century, and of painting in the Sefavis epoch (1497- 1732 ) The
much-extolled oil paintings of the Palace of Forty Pillars,

Ispahan, are held to be copies of late date,_in part by foreign
painters, many of whom arc known to have been employed
under Abbas the Great. The Irido-Persian school of miniaturists

and illuminators is also touched upon, which, more especially

at Delhi, produced works of supreme excellence, recalling the
masterpieces of Italian art of the fifteenth century. Dr. Arxe
writes on two colossal figures standing on either side of what
he takes to be the Tree of Life, a representation in low relief

on the walls of the castle of Biredjik, on the Euphrates, an
example, he considers, of thirteenth-century Mohammedan art

possibly founded upon a much earlier Oriental model. Other
articles deal with early Spanish tdes, with Chinese fans, and
with the Exhibition of Masterpieces of Mohammedan Art held

at Munich last year.

Monatshefte fPr Kun'stwissesschaft, Heft 4. Leipzig.

April, 1911.

Dr. Schmarsow gives a minute description of the work of a

Tuscan painter, Niccolo F'iorentino, in the old cathedral at

Salamanca, of c. 1445, with useful notices relating to this artist

and his works in Spain, and to the so-called Giottesque
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paintings in that country
; he draws attention to an alfarpiece

in the cathedral, Toledo, wrongly ascribed to Juan de Borgogna
and to tile year 1516; shows that it can only have been restored
by him, and that it is the work of a Tuscan of the early
Quattrocento, closely approaching Giovanni dal Ponte. Dr.
Flechsig concludes an important article on the Housebook
Master (begun in Heft 3, w^hcre it was proved that the master
worked as a designer of woodcuts for Peter Drach, of Speycr).
His conclusions are that the master possibly came from Ulm

;

that he was employed there between 1472-75, principally as a
designer of woodcuts for Johannes Zainer. About 1481 he
appears at Speyer (working for Peter Drach), and died there
after 1505. a passage in the " Housebook " leads the author to
conclude that it^ could not have been written earlier than 14S2.
To the Ulm period of the master's career he ascribes a picture
at Karlsruhe, The Beheading, of S. John Baptist. The article
contains also a notable contribution relating to the engraver,
JBxS. Dr. Flechsig believes that he belonged to Frankfurt;
that the end of the monogram usually deciphered " S " is, in
fact, "G"

; and that in future he should be designated B. G,
The writer shows that he frequently made use of compositions
of the Housebook Master, and that the engraving of the arms
of the Frankfurt patrician, Rorbach (probably designed for an
Ex Libris), was executed by Master B. G. about 1482. The
supporters are copied from the Housebook Master. Dr. Mayer
has an article on Velazquez, and combats the idea that he was

in any degree influenced by II Greco. Dr. Herm.anim writes
on the Neapolitan painter, Bernardo Cavallino (1622-54), and
reproduces several hitherto unpublished works by him, two of
them (at Schleissheim) being ascribed to Domenico Feti.

Zeitschrift FiJR BiLDENDE KuxsT. Heft 6. Leipzig. March,
igri.

Dr. Bossert reproduces and ascribes to the Housebook Master
a picture of the Croiciiiiig wittt Thorns in the Karlsruhe Gallery,
founded, he believes, upon the engraving of this subject by
Master E. S., by whom and by Heinrich I.ang (?) he holds that
the Housebook Master was taught and strongly influenced at

Constance. The birth of the master he places c. 1430-35, and
dates the Karlsruhe picture at latest 1455. If these conclusions
be correct, the birth of Master E. S. must, he points out, have
taken place at least as early as 1425.

Zeitschrift fUr Christliche Kunst. Heft 12. Cologne.
1910.

Dr. Baumeister identifies, by means of the merchants' marks,
the donors of the altar-piece of S. Bartholomew (Munich
Gallery) as Arnt von Westerburg and his wife, Druitgen of
Andernach. More information is promised which may help to
elucidate the history of the anonymous painter known at present
(from this Munich altar-piece) as the Bartholomausmeister.

ART IN FRANCE
THE CAMOXDO BEQUEST

'NLY thfee montlis ago I remarked on
the inadequate representation of the

1 1 mpre.ssionists in the national museums,
Jittle thinking how soon the reproach
[would be wiped out. By the sudden

death, on April 7th, of Count Isaac de Camondo,
the nation enters into possession of a superb col-
lection in which the great Impressionists are
strongly represented. The donor was not even
a Frenchman

; he was a Jew, born in Constanti-
nople, and an Italian citizen. But France had
for him that attraction which she has for all men
of taste. A few days before his death he had been
elected President of the Societe des Amis du
Louvre on the death of M. Maciet, but declined
the position on the ground that, not being a
Frenchman, he could not belong to the Com-
mission des Musees Nationaux, of which the Presi-
dent of the society is an ex officio member. At the
very moment of his unexpected death (he was only
lifty-nine), M. Dujardin-Beaumetz was examining
the possibility of overcoming the difficulty. M. de
Camondo had long since determined to show his
love for PVance by leaving his collection to the
nation ; it was formed with that object. " Est-ce
que je puis mieux faire acte de Franyais", he said,
' qu'en donnaiit toutes mes collections, toutes a
la France ?

"

Isaac de Camondo was a rcmarkalile man, a sort
of Sidonia in real life. There were many sides to
his character. The brilliant financier and able
economist, of whom it was said that he found
" unepoesie dans les chiffres quand ils portent sur
une question d'interct general", was also an
enthusiastic musician and an accomplished
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amateur of the plastic arts whose taste and judg-
ment were retnarkable. He had a flair which
astonished alike the professional critic and the
dealer. Few collectors have had so unerring an
instinct for the best. He began to buy the Im-
pressionists more than thirty years ago, when they
were still despised and rejected by the artistic pub-
lic ; indeed he was one of the few men who brought
about the change in public opinion in their

regard. Nor was his encouragement of talent

confined to the puchase of works of art ; many a

struggling artist never knew whence came the

anonymous help which perhaps enabled him to

continue his career. For Isaac de Camondo was
one of those rich men to whom their fortune is a
burden ; wealthy to begin with, he had an extra-

ordinary capacity for making money, and when he
had made it, it was an incubus to his artistic nature.

He gave largely, not only to individuals, but to

societies and institutions of all kinds, and almost
always anonymously. His few intimate friends

—

the dread tliat he might be courted for his wealth
prevented him from making many— bear witness
to the goodness of his heart and the loyalty of his

friendship.

M. de Camondo was a born musician ; he was
a pupil of Gaston Salvayre, and when he was
barely of age he began to compose light music which
had considerable success. A visit to Bayreuth
in 1876 entirely changed his musical tendencies.

So great was the impression made on him by
Wagner that he did not compose again for fifteen

years, and this abstention made him turn his

attention to the plastic arts. Meanwhile the music
seethed, so to speak, in his brain ; he began again
to compose, and, durir.g the last few years, several
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of his compositions had been peifoiined in public,

including the opera Lc Cloivn, produced at the

Nouveau Theatre in igo6 and revived, with great

success, at the Opera Comique in 1908.

Such was the man wlio has enriched the nation

with a collection of much greater artistic value than

that of the late M. Chauchard. The only condition

attached to the bequest is that it must be accepted
and exhibited by the Louvre in its entirety

;

should this be refused, it goes to the museum of

the town of Paris, the Petit Palais. The testator

desires that the collection shall be kept together

for fifty years, but this is not imposed. The sum
of 100,000 francs is bequeathed for the expense
of installation. The bequest has been formally

accepted by the State.

Among the moderns, Manet, and Degas—who
was M. de Camondo's favourite painter—are par-

ticularly well represented. The Manets include

Lola de Valence, le Fijre, and several other impor-
tant works. Of Degas no such other collection

exists ; there is the superb Ballet de Don Juan,
and a large number of paintings and pastels of

dancers, race-horses, portraits, and studies ; the

great French master will have the pleasure of

seeing himself worthily represented in the national

gallery in his lifetime. There are also some of the

finest works of Renoir, Claude Monet, Cezanne,
Sisley, Pissarro, Jongkind, Vignon, and others.

But the moderns are only a part of the collection
;

the fine examples of objets d'ait of the Middle
Ages and the Kenaissance include a magnificent

series of Italian bronzes, which M. de Camondo
had already given to the Louvre twelve years ago,

with the stipulation that he should retain the

use of them for his life. The eighteenth century

is represented by several admirable works of

Perronneau and Latour ; Falconnet's famous
marble clock, Les Trois Graces ; a suite of fur-

niture in Beauvais tapestry, a fine series of

Gobelins, signed pieces by Riesener and others,

bronzes by Caffieri, etc.

Last, but not least, there is the superb collection

of ancient Japanese art : paintings, sculpture,

porcelain, faience, and a collection of prints,

which is one of the finest in the world ; and, to

conclude, some remarkable specimens of ancient

Persian faience.

The pecuniary value of this princely bequest to

the nation must be enormous; when the Falconnet
clock was exhibited at the Paris Exhibition of

1900, an American collector offered a million

francs for it, and M. de Camondo was constantly

receiving fabulous offers for various objects in his

collection. He never even listened to one of

them ; no picture or other work of art entered the

flat in the Avenue des Champs Elysees e.xcept

after careful consideration, but, when it had once
entered, it never came out again, except on some
rare occasion, to go to an exhibition.

THE NEW SALOX
For the last two or three years one has feared

that the Socidte Nationale des Beaux-Arts was
falling into the rut of oflicialism and mediocrity

;

this year the fear has become a painful certainty.
The twenty-first Salon of the society is the dullest
that I remember ; not only is there hardly any
sign of new talent, no evidence of life or move-
ment, but even the regular exhibitors are not up
to their usual level. M. Cottet and M. Lucien
Simon do not exhibit at all, and they are no small
loss ; of the other leading members of the society
M. Besnard alone is at his best. Was it worth
while to secede from the Societe des Artistes

Fran9ais in order to come to this ? What reason
is there for the existence of the Societe Nationale
if it is going to give us year after year the same
pictures by the same artists, with a distinct

tendency towards deterioration in quality? The
Societe des Artistes Franfais is perhaps now less

moribund and more open to new tendencies than
its younger rival. Indeed, if the younger artists

would only make a corporate movement towards
the Old Salon, there is considerable probability

that they might be welcomed. As for the Societe

Nationale, the hopes that had been placed in it

have been lamentably disappointed.

Naturally, although there is no picture that

imposes itself incontestably as a masterpiece, there

is much of interest. One of the most important
works exhibited is M. Besnard's ceiling for the

Comedie Francaise ; it is painted with a mastery
such as few living artists can rival, but it is far

from being wholly successful. It lacks the

simplicity and directness of really fine decoration,

and the design is unsuitable to a ceiling. What
are Adam and Eve doing between the Tragic and
Comic Muses, and why does an angel turn a

somersault before the statues of the great French
dramatists ? One is sick unto death of these

elaborate allegories. In his portrait of M. Cognacq,
M. Besnard has scored a much more complete
success ; it is the finest portrait in the Salon,

remarkable alike for its technique and for its

insight into character. M. Cognacq has chosen to

be represented, not in his hotel in the Avenue du
Bois, but leaning against a counter of LaSaiuari-

taine, on which are rolls of silks and other stuffs
;

the choice is as characteristic as it is creditable.

The only other portraits in the Salon that can be

compared with this are the six exhibited by

Mile. Olga de Boznanska ; that of Emile

Verhaeren, in particular, is a splendid piece of

work and the family group is very fine. What a

distance there is between the work of M. Besnard

and Mile, de Boznanska and the ugly fashion

plates of M. de La Gandara, or the brilliant but

utterly superficial cleverness of M. Boldini. The
smart ladies painted by the two latter artists cannot

surely all be so destitute of character as their
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portraits would lead one to suppose ; as for

M. Boldini, he has an extraordinary knack of

making every woman whom he paints look Hke a

dcmi-mondahic.
The paintings exhibited by M. Jules Flandrin

are among the best of the year; the two landscapes

(514-515) are delightful, showing a sense alike of

nature and of decoration, and the two little

flower-pieces, chrysanthemums and pink tulips

(517-518), attain a very high level of excellence.

^I. Flandrin makes constant progress. M. Des-
vallieres's portrait (419) is the best of his three

pictures; \.\\t Annnncialion x's, also attractive, but

La Vigiie does not quite succeed. M. Abel
Truchet is another painter who does not stand
still ; all his five pictures are admirable effects of

light and colour. The Australian painter,

^Ir. E. P. Fox, who belongs unmistakably to the

French school, scores one of the successes of the

Salon ; he exhibits six pictures, and those which
are hung in the first room shine in comparison with

the works that surround them. Lcs Ehuliaiitcs is a

fine piece of work, and so is the portrait (528).

Another Australian, ]\fr. Bunny, shows an ex-

cellent portrait of a lady and her children, among
other pictures, but his work this year marks no
great advance. M. Guerin'sstill-life (632) is a very

good picture ; his portrait study is more common-
place and lacks personality.

Of M. Maurice Denis's three pictures I like best

La Plage cnsoleillee (402), which is charming both

in design and colour ; the colour of Lcs Premiers

Pas, on the other hand, is less pleasing. None of

the three comes up to the Orplice of last year. M.
Menard's large landscape, destined to adorn the

savings-bank at Marseilles, is a very tine decoration

in his usual style which has great attractions.

M. Aman Jean's colour is as delightful as ever,

and his decorative portrait (18) is very successful

;

indeed, he is among the artists who shine this

year.

The paintings of children by Miss Beatrice How
show the influence of Carriere, but with a distinct

personal note ; they are tender and beautiful. Mr.
Frieseke does credit to America ; his great talent

has never been seen to more advantage, and the

large picture, in particular, is a really line work.

M. Alfred Smith, who, in spite of his English name,
is a native of Bordeaux, exhibits six paintings all

of great merit ; although he is a member of the

society, he is, I think, a young man and he should
be watched.
M. Eniile Claus is well represented; Zonnen-

schyn an pyintcinps is a particularly fine example
of his work, always interesting and personal. He
is certainly one of the best of the living

Impressionists. Among other pictures that should
be noticed are the portrait by M. Baugnies

(90); the two portraits of M. Scharf (1142 and
1 143); the two exhibits of M. Renaudot
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(iioi and 1 102) ; the still-life of M. Prins (1079) ;

the two admirable paintings of M. Georget,

especially the fine decorative landscape (570) ; the

work of Miss Nourse, M. Lepine, Miss Ethel

Carrick, M. Jacques Mathey, M. Marcel Jefferys,

Mile. Langweil, I\Ir. VVoog, M. Marcel Roll, and
M. Desmoulin. M. Dauchez's landscapes are as

attractive as ever, but show an alarming tendency
towards prettiness which has not hitherto charac-

terized his work, usually strong and sincere.

M. Hochard's portrait of the cure of Clery and
his A la Ubrairie (707) are both very successful.

I have forgotten one of the best things in the

Salon, M. Eugene Burnand's quite admirable
design for a stained-glass window representing the

Sermon on the Mount, which shows a great sense

of decoration and is healthily modern. Mr.
Morrice is rather disappointing ; he was much
better represented the other day at the Galeries

Georges Petit.

There is little else worthy of mention. M. Beraud
is as clever as usual in his minute way, and his

portrait of Prince Troubetzkoi is a wonderful
likeness, but his painting is far from agreeable.

M. Jacques Blanche is very poorly represented
;

M. La Touche's colour is hotter than ever ; M.
Guillaume is amusing and horribly inartistic

;

M. Le Sidaner has settled down in a groove, and
repeats the same picture over and over again.

M. Willette gives us a rollicking modern version

of the temptation of S. Anthony, with little girls

from Montmartre in unconventional attitudes,

which is as amusing as it is clever.

Among the sculpture, not very interesting as a

whole, is a very fine fountain by M. Lamourdedieu,
who also exhibits some excellent portraits, busts,

plaques, and a statuette ; also a remarkable plaster

statue, Le Miracle, by M. Andreoth, a sculptor of

great power and originality. M. Ivodin's bust of

the Due de Rohan is an average work (for him),

and his other exhibits are unimportant.

The Societe des Dessinateurs-humoristes has

given a most interesting exhibition at the Hotel
de Modes during the month, and, if its future

Salons are up to the standard of its first, it has a

long life before it. Everyone knows the work of

Forain and his colleagues, and there is no space

to do more than mention the exhibition. One is

not surprised to hear that the sales have been very

numerous. The Salon des Indcpendants opens as

we go to press. The Exhibition of English
Pastellists has begun well, and, if the number of

visitors continues to be as large as it has been
during April, there should be a good proht for the

charities. The Societe des Amis de la Musique
organised a clavecin recital of old English music,

which was given in the exhibition on April 26th

by Madame Wanda Landowska.
R. E. D.
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EDITORIAL ARTICLE: RECENT EXTENSIONS AT THE
NATIONAL GALLERY AND THE BRITISH MUSEUM

HE steady march of

events has been illus-

trated in no more striking

way than in the impor-
tant additions which it

has been found necessary

to make within the last few years to the

National Gallery and to the British

Museum. We believe that the nation

does not grudge the funds necessary to

keep our great national art collections in

the front rank, and that any money
so expended by the Government will

always be gladly provided from public

funds, irrespective of party politics. This
consent does not, however, preclude the

right of criticism of results—at least, the

criticism of those who have a practical

knowledge of museum administration and
requirements.

No one who knows would question

the sympathetic zeal with which H.M,
Office of Works has performed the duties

of that department towards the national

museums and art galleries. So much
trouble has been expended to obtain the

best results, and at so great a cost, that it

is an invidious task to have to strike a note

of dissatisfaction. England has, perhaps,

been unfortunate in that it has been the

pioneer of public as distinguished from
princely museums and art galleries. Since

great picture collections have formed part

of the furniture of palaces, the arrangement
of pictures conformed at first to the type

of private rather than public convenience.

Other countries, such as Germany and the

United States, having come later into the

field, have been able to profit by a know-
ledge ofwhat to avoid, and how to rectify

defects, of which they have seen examples
elsewhere.

In Berlin, for instance, the construction

and the internal arrangement of the Kaiser

Friedrich Museum were left to the
guidance of the officials who had to

administer the collections which the
museum was intended to contain. At
Boston, U.S.A., the further step was taken
of sending a special commission round all

the museums and galleries of Europe,
to study their construction and arrange-

ment, to note what was praiseworthy and
successful, as well as what was defective

or inappropriate, the information on these

subjects being gathered together in a

report, which should be in the hands of

every consultative body which may have

to deal with similar matters of importance.

Both at Berlin and at Boston the exhibi-

tion and arrangement of the objects insicje

the building have been considered as of

primary importance, while the esthetic

treatment of the outer shell of the building

has been left to afterthought as being the

mere adornment of a casket containing

jewels.

In England we have simply stood still

and marked time, while other nations have

been showing the way. During the last

few years, since the building of the Tate

Gallery, which had raised some hope of

national progress, we have seen important

additions made to the Victoria and Albert

Museum, the Tate Gallery, the National

Gallery, and the British Museum, of which

the greater part has been opened already

to the public. In no one case is it possible

to express unqualified satisfaction. Taking

first the extension of the Victoria and

Albert Museum, we must admit that the

architect has designed a very elaborate and

imposing building externally, upon the

lines of a modern hotel or restaurant.

Internally the architect seems to have got

bewildered by the instructions he received.

So far as the collections are concerned, the

confusion of the previous arrangement has
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Extensions at the National Gallery and the British Museum
hardly been remedied, while the fatigue

to mind and body in searching for a par-

ticular department has been increased. One
might, for instance, pay several visits to the

museum without bein? able to find the

Salting Collection, unless directed by

finger-posts and assisted upwards by a lift,

whereas the weary visitor can hardly help

returning, nolens volens, to the exhibition

of the objects deposited merely on loan

by Mr. Pierpont Morgan.

In the additions to the Tate Gallery no

external architectural effect was required,

so that attention was rightly directed

solely to the internal use of the building.

In this case it would appear as if an

error had been committed in consigning

the precious collections of water colours

and drawings to a series of rooms in a

basement, the walls of which were insuf-

ficiently dried, and are apparently in direct

contact with the soil.

The new rooms at the National Gallery,

recently opened to the public, present a

fine and handsome appearance, and as such

have imposed upon public opinion. In

truth, they repeat and intensify some

of the faults of lighting and proportions

which, since the report of the Boston

Commission, must be regarded as in-

admissible. Just as in the Victoria and

Albert Museum the mistake was made
of building vast marble halls, in which

to exhibit small objects, requiring close

observation, so in the National Gallery

has the familiar, almost senile, mistake

been made of constructing huge galleries

of unreasonable height and dimensions,

quite unsuited for the intimate paintings

of the Dutch and English schools, which

in many cases require a side-light. More-
over, these galleries are lighted by a dis-

credited and old-fashioned system which

casts the chief light upon the floor. There

is hardly any great picture gallery on the

Continent or in America, erected within

the last ten or twenty years, in which such

mistakes have been made, or at all events

perpetuated. Such huge galleries when filled

with pictures tend to increase mental and

bodily fatigue and are responsible for much
of the jnalai'se which attacks the spectator.

We pass now to the new additions to

the British Museum, which have reached

a sufScient stage of completion to enable

an idea to be made of their adaptability to

the purposes for which they are intended.

Here again, as in the case of the Victoria

and Albert Museum, the outside of the

casket seems to have been a matter of

greater concern than the inside. We
understand that the new building is to

be shared by the Library, the Department
of Antiquities (especially the Ceramics)

and the Department of Prints and

Drawings. We think that the Keepers

of the Antiquities and the Prints will

gain little by removing from their present

quarters to the new galleries. In the

case of ceramics, for instance, the Salting

Collection shows the advantage for this

purpose of a top light, which will not be

available in these rooms. Another point

may be noted, that whereas at the Tate

Gallery there has appeared some danger

from damp, in the new Museum galleries

there seems to be a possible danger from

heat and over-dryness owing to the

position of the radiators in certain parts

of the new gallery. Arrangements which
may be suitable for a railway station or a

hospital are disastrous in the case of a

museum or art gallery.

We are of opinion that had the officials

in charge of the departments concerned

been more fully consulted and allowed to

demand and obtain what they considered

necessary for the collections, many of the

defects to which we have called attention

might have been obviated.
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NOTES ON PICTURES IN THE ROYAL COLLECTIONS
BY LIONEL CUST

-XXI

ON PORTRAITS OF ARTHUR, PRIXCE OF
WALES, LOUIS XII, KING OF FRANCE,
THE EMPEROR CHARLES V, AND
EARLY KINGS OF ENGLAND

MONG the precious remnants of the
old royal collections which are still

,

preserved at Windsor Castle is a

portrait of a youth, which has been
.accepted on almost irrefutable

grounds as that of Arthur, Prince of Wales, eldest

son of King Henry VII and Queen Elizabeth of

York. The life of Arthur was short, but full of

event. His birth at Winchester in i486 was
regarded as the beginning of a new era after the
imion of the Houses of Lancaster and York and
the end of the disastrous W'ars of the Roses. He
was christened Arthur after the legendary King of
Britain, and in him the nation's hopes were
centred. His marriage was a subject of discussion
while he was still in the nursery, and a bride

selected for him. This was Katherine of Arragon,
to whom he was married in S. Paul's Cathedral
on November 14, 1501, when he was only fifteen

years of age. \\ eak and sickly at the time of his

marriage, he died five months later, on April 2,

1502, at Ludlow Castle. Short as this marriage
episode was, it had its effect on the history of the
world later on.

The portrait at Windsor Castle [Pl.^te II]

represents a youth in a rich brocade dress, with a
heavy velvet cloak ; over his shoulders is a collar

of gold, made of Tudor roses and love-knots, set

with diamonds and pearls. The youth is plump,
smooth-faced, with good features, light brown
hair and brown eyes. He wears on his head a
scarlet cap, on which is fixed a gold medallion,
representing some saint. Both hands are shown.
The background is painted in the imitation of a
brocade curtain with a floriated pattern, resembling
the Lincrusta papers of our own day. The
resemblance to the early portraits of Henry VIII is

striking, and would suggest that the portrait might
be that of the younger brother. The portrait can,
however, be safely identified with that entered in

the inventory of King Henry VI H's pictures in 1542
as "Prince Arthurre, wearing like a redde cappe
with abrooche uppon it, and a collar of redde and
white rooses ", That there was some doubt as to

whether this portrait represents Prince Arthur or
Prince Henry is shown by its being entered in

Van der Doort's catalogue of King Charles I's

pictures at Whitehall as " Item the seventh, being
the picture of King Henry VIII when he was
young, painted with two hands, with a red cap
and a collar about his neck of white and red roses,

in a red painted and gilded frame ".

If this portrait be that of Arthur, Prince of

Wales, it must have been painted in England
about the time of Prince Arthur's marriage in

1501. It is of importance for the history of
English painting to discover who the painter of

such a portrait might be, and if he might be con-
sidered to be of native origin. The golden age of
English mediaeval art had come to a close and
had withered away under the hateful influence of

pestilence and civil war. One of the chief tasks,

initiated by King Edward IV and carried out by
King Henry VII, was the re-establishment of the
national credit and the infusion of new vigour into
the nation. For this reason Henry VII threw
open the doors of his kingdom to foreign mer-
chants, craftsmen, artists, and others, to revive the
smouldering ashes of culture and commerce. It

is easy, therefore, to attribute anything of special
excellence to a foreigner rather than to a native-
born Englishman, especially in the case of painting
and the other fine arts.

It is reasonable to suppose that the art of
painting, in which England had certainly at one
time held its own, was not entirely extinct in this
country, even if its products were not of startling
excellence or originality. It is possible that the
portrait of Arthur, Prince of Wales, may prove a
clue to the existence of an English school at the
beginning of the sixteenth century. There are
five other portraits at Windsor Castle, all dating
from the inventory of 1542, which appear to be by
the same hand, and that the same as painted the
portrait of Pi ince Arthur. These portraits repre-
sent Kings Henry V, Henry VI, Edward IV,
Richard III [Plate I], and Queen Elizabeth of
York. They are all painted on panel covered
with gesso, and have similar floriated diaper back-
grounds. In 1542 the portraits were regarded as
of value, for in each case they were protected by
a curtain of sarcenet. As Henry V died in 1422,
and Arthur, Prince of Wales, in 1502, it is

impossible that one painter could have drawn
these two portraits from the life. The style of
painting points to the series of portraits having
been executed for Henry VII.
To this series it is possible to add the extremely

attractive and interesting portrait, said to be that
of Mary Tudor, represented as S. Mary Magdalene,
which is painted in a very similar way, and has a
similar floriated background. The rough, bold
treatment of the jewels is remarkable in these por-
traits [Plate II]. This portrait was formerly in the
Magniac collection ; thence it was acquired by the
late Mr. George Salting, who bequeathed it to the
National Gallery, where it now hangs. It was
lent by Mr. Salting to the Burlington Fine Arts
Club Exhibition of Early English Portraits in

1909. If the portrait be really that of Princess
Mary Tudor, as seems likely to be the case, it

must have been painted several years later than
that of Prince Arthur, as she was only four years
old when her eldest brother died. It would seem
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to represent her at about the age of sixteen, in

15 14, in which year she married the widowed
middle-aged King Louis XII of France. It is

necessary to search for a painter employed at

Court from 1500 to 1515, who was hkely to have
executed these portraits.

The decay of England as a nursery of the fine arts

had opened the door to the supremacy of France.
So long as England retained her ownership of
territory on the French sideof the Channel, the racial

and artistic boundary between French and English
in the districts abutting on the Channel was Very
slight. Whereas there was a complete dearth of
artists at the English Court in the fifteenth century,
they were becoming numerous and prolific on the
Continent in the court-circles of Paris, Dijon,
Moulins and Provence. Generally speaking, the
French art of this period, when not obviously
Flemish in origin, is strongly inffuenced by Italian

art, but the particular art of portrait-painting on a
small scale seems to be of northern origin and to

have been developed gradually out of the waning
art of the miniature-painter, who bequeathed his
name and his art to the paintings in little, or
limnings, which became fashionable in the six-

teenth century. Such were the limned portraits of
the Prcux de Marigiian in a manuscript of Caesar's
" De Bello Gallico" in the Bibliotheque Nationale
at Paris, which seem clearly to have been based
on the original crayon drawings assigned to Jean
Clouet. These portraits are an instructive prelude
to the further expansion of this beautiful art in

the hands of Holbein.
Gesso portraits on panel date back to the por-

trait of King John of France, painted by Girard
d'Orleans in 1359, as one of a set of four portraits
in one folding frame, and executed in all proba-
bihty during the king's captivity in England, when
this painter was in attendance on his royal master.
It is remarkable that apart from the well-known
portraits of King Richard II so little should have
been achieved, or at all events survived, in the way
of portraiture both in France and England until
the middle of the fifteenth century. At that time
three names assert themselves in France, Jean
Bourdichon, Jehan Perr^al, and jean Fouquet, and
of these Bourdichon and Fouquet were eminent in
the art of miniature painting and Perr^al was pro-
bably the same. The series of portraits on gesso
with a floriated background can be extended to
include the portrait of the child-dauphin. Prince
Charles Orlant, eldest son of King Charles Mil,
who died in 1495, at the age of three ; but this
admirable portrait, now in the Louvre, is on a higher
plane of artistic execution than the series alluded
to, and is in itself not unworthy of Holbein
[Plate II]. The portrait of the Dauphin has
been attributed to Bourdichon, and that of the
Salting portrait of Mary Tudor to Perreal.
Bourdichon was Court painter to Charles VIII
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and Anne of Brittany, and the portrait of their child

was sent by the queen to her husband in Italy.

Perreal does not appear to have entered the

royal service before 1497. So that this portrait

and any other connected with it cannot well be

ascribed to this painter.

Jehan de Paris, as Jehan Perreal, has been the

subject of much study since the publication of

M. Hulin's appreciation of his work in his Critical

Catalogue of the Early Flemish Exhibition at

Bruges in 1902. M. Hulin sought then to identify

Jehan de Paris with the painter of the portraits of

the Due de Bourbon and his wife, Anne, daughter

of Louis XI, both painted in 1488, and now in the

Louvre, and also with the so-called Maitre de

Moulins. This identity has been warmly contested

by M. Dimier, among others. The few facts which
are known about Jehan de Paris are valuable

—

namely, that in 1497 he was sent to Germany
to paint a portrait, that he accompanied Louis XI

I

to Italy, and in 1500, when at Milan, was
asked by the Marquis of Mantua to paint that

prince's portrait, and that in 1507 he painted

several members of the French Court for the

king, including the portrait of Guillaume de
Montmorency. These facts may throw some
light on another historical portrait preserved at

Windsor Castle—that of King Louis XII himself

[Plate III]. This portrait may possibly have
been sent over in 15 14 by the French king, when
he was courting his English bride. Princess Mary
Tudor, and have been brought over by Perreal

himself, who was sent to England by his royal

master to design the princess's robes for her

wedding festivities. The features are strongly

marked and lined, over-emphasized, and some-
what wooden in modelling, and the portrait may
well have been a repetition of an earlier portrait,

rather than one taken immediately from the life.

This portrait presents affinities to the Northern
school, such as the portrait of Arthur, Prince of

Wales, on the one hand, and to the Milanese
school on the other, to which school it has, in

fact, been sometimes attributed. As it is known
that Perrd-al was at Milan in 1500 with Louis XII,

he may have painted this portrait and others under
the direct influence of the Milanese painters. Its

northern origin can, however, hardly be doubted,
and it seems to group itself with a portrait of a

young knight of the Golden Fleece, in the Brussels

Gallery, which is attributed tentatively to the school
of Jan Gossart, better known as Mabuse. Gossart
in various paintings shows strongly the influence
of Leonardo da Vinci, so that the Italian character
in these two portraits can be well accounted for.

This group might be extended to include another
portrait at Windsor Castle, that of the Emperor
Charles V when young [Plate III], which was
also in Henry VlII's inventory of 1542. This
seems certainly to be by Gossart, or of liis school,
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and as Charles was brought up in tlie Netherlands
this seems highly probable. It should be remem-
bered that Princess Mary Tudor was at first

betrothed to Prince Charles of Spain, Prince of
Castile, and in October, 1508, was actually
wedded in proxy to him, although they were
both under ten years of age. A matrimonial
alliance with the house of Hapsburg was part
of Henry Vll's policy, and as he did not
succeed in marrying himself Margaret of Austria,

the regent, he arranged with her the marriage
between her nephew, Charles, and his daughter,
Mary. The betrothal was maintained, and in 15 13
Charles met Henry VIII, his prospective brother-
in-law, at Tournay. In June, 1514, Gerard de
Pleine, writing to the regent, Margaret, e.xtols the
princess's beauty, and speaks of her attachment
to Charles, " of whom she has a very bad picture ".

For political reasons, however, the contract to

Charles was renounced in July, and in October,

1514, Mary Tudor was married to King Louis XII
of France. A special historical interest, therefore,

attaches itself to this group of portraits, which
were formerly the property of King Henry VIII
in England. It is not unreasonable to suppose
that the supply of portraits to the English Court
came through certain definite channels officially,

and not by mere chance. Gossart was at the date
in question in the service of his patron, Philip of
Burgundy, at Middelburg, but he was employed by
the regent and by Charles V, for whom he executed
portraits in 1515 and 1516.
While on this perhaps rather misleading path of

research for suggestions why certain things should
have happened, it may be worth while to note
reasons why Jehan de Paris, or the Maitre de
Moulins, might have been employed in England.

Tradition has always connected King Rene of
Provence with a practical share in the art of
painting as well as with its patron.age. M. Hulin
has pointed out the relationship of the great triptych
at Moulins to the triptych of King Ren6 at Aix.

Now King Rene's duigliter, Margaret of Anjou,
was queen of England, and her consort. King
Henry VI, was step-brother to the father of King
Henry VII, Jasper Tudor, who was one of Queen
Margaret's most stalwart adherents in her gallant

struggle for the Lancastrian cause. Margaret of

Anjou lived in France until 1482, but Henry
Tudor must have known her well. In view of the

dearth of painters in England, it would be natural for

King Henry to have taken the advice of his P'rench

relatives in Provence, who, in their turn, may have
recommended a painter, such as Jehan Perreal.

The history of portrait painting in England in

the first quarter of tiie sixteenth century presents

such an untrodden field that an attempt to group
the portraits of the period may lead to the dis-

covery of a native school, capable of producing the

series from Henry V to Princess Mary Tudor, and
perhaps the portrait of Lady Margaret Beaufort in

the National Portrait Gallery. For the present all

suggestions must be matters of conjecture. At the

least one might assume the existence of an Anglo-
French school, connected with the name, if not
the identity of Jehan Perreal, and a Franco-Flemish
school connected with Jan Gossart of Mabuse,
who, according to tradition, was employed by Kmg
Henry VII, although this tradition seems based

upon but slender foundations. The vicinity of

Middelburg to England would account easily for

Gossart's employment by the English Court and
also permit of an occasional visit, without any
definite residence.

RICHARD BENNETT COLLECTION OF CHINESE PORCELAIN
BY ROGER FRY

HE public will have the advantage
during this month of inspecting at \Ir.

Gorer's, in New Bond Street, the re-

markable collection of Chinese por-
celain made by Mr. Richard Bennett,

of Thornby Hall, Northampton. The proceeds
of the exhibition are to be devoted to the National
Art-Collections F'und, which, as recent events have
proved, deserves more than ever the patriotic

support of all British amateurs.
The collection is one of exceptional merit, rather

by reason of the perfection in each class of the

specimens chosen than for any exceptional or un-
usual characteristics; indeed, it may be described
as an orthodox and catholic collection, ranging as

it does from the small but admirably selected group
of Sung pieces to the remarkably fine specimens of

Ch'ien-Lung porcelain.

In almost every group and class of Chinese
porcelain Mr. Bennett has been able to secure

specimens of singular perfection, and of a kind

that all connoisseurs would admire as typical. One
may perhaps miss the note of personal idiosyncrasy,

of intimate feeling for particular aspects of beauty,

which we can trace in the ensemble: of certain

collections, but for the purposes of a public collec-

tion it would be difficult to surpass Mr. Bennett's

judgment. The main glory of tiie exhibition

lies in the specimens of later Ming and K'ang-Hsi
ware, and it is to these that we propose to devote

our remarks.

The black hawthorn examples are of singular

beauty, the quality of the black being in many
particularly beautiful. There is not that over-

lustrous and varnished appearance that sometimes
detracts from the beauty of even great designs in
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this ware. Particularly beautiful is the black plate

with two dragons, reproduced here [Plate I, p. i 20].

Here the black has almost the matt quality of a

Greek vase, and the balance and rhythm of the

design show impeccable taste. The plate is said

to have belonged to the Emperor K'ang-Hsi him-

self, we know not with what foundation, but of its

remarkable and perhaps unique character there

can be no doubt. The back of this plate with its

inscription in black surrounded by a line of blue

and set on a large white margin is almost as striking

as the front, and shows with what scrupulous care,

with what a wealth of artistic invention the finest

pieces were wrought at this time.

In a case to the left are si.x black vases which
make a set of extreme beauty. The colours used

are the same in all of these, but the drawing

and handling of the colour shows that their pro-

duction must have spread over a considerable

period. In the centre of the lower shelf is a

rectangular vase, the shape of which is based on
antique bronzes. In this the strong plastic feeling

that marks the earlier periods of Chinese pottery

is still apparent in the blunted edges and the

absence of mechanical evenness in the surface

of the planes. This same bluntness and vigorous

directness of expression makes itself felt in the

decoration, the stems of the flowering trees are

hatched in firm heavy lines, the flowers drawn
with a certain relentless force, and the colour is put

on with the same unreflecting certainty and
brusquerie. Above this is a tall jar which still

retains much of this artistic insouciance ; on either

side are two jars in which we trace the beginning

of a mechanical perfection of handling, a certain

thinness in the quality of line, and a flat evenness

in the laying of the black background. The
drawing has become more consciously calligraphic,

and the artist endeavours to compensate for his

lesser feeling for form by an emphasis on the

bravura of his brush stroke. Whether this marked
change in style from one in which the traditions

of the earlier masters of painting gives place to an

eighteenth -century elegance took place, as some
think, entirely in the K'ang-Hsi period or whether

it marks the difference between the later Ming and
the K'ang-Hsi itself is still a matter of dispute

among connoisseurs, but judging from a purely

.-esthetic point of view there seems no doubt that

the last perfection in the potter's craft was accom-
plished at the time when artistic feeling was

distinctly lessening in intensity. The remaining

specimens of black ware are of extraordinary

magnificence and beauty—the pair of very large

jars with guelder-roses shows the sumptuous
splendour of this genial idea in its perfection, and

no less beautiful in their more discreet way are

two jars with a note of blue added here and there

to complete one of the strangest and most delicate

colourchords that even the Chinese masters devised.

Here the drawing is of the earlier type which many
authorities ascribe to the Ming period.

Before such distinctive and grandiose creations as

these, or before such sheer poetic inspiration as

guided the artist of some rather later pots covered

with wind-blown bamboos and tumbled rocks

on a pale yellow ground, one cannot but wonder
at the anonymity of so highly intellectualized,

so self-conscious and deliberate an effort. How
came it that the master of the guelder-rose

jars had no desire to hand down his name to

posterity, that he was content to be ranked with

the humbler workers whose less original products

have only the quality of superfine craftsmanship ?

In some ways we may rejoice at this. We look at

his works with simpler, more unbiassed delight, our

intimate feeling for the creation undisturbed by
any personal interest in the creator. It may well

have been a last refinement of aesthetic idealism

on the part of the Chinese that led to such heroic

self-effacement.

Another master who might well have been
proud to sign his name was the author of a

splendid jar of unusual dimensions [Plate II, a].

Upon the exquisitely toned white of the body he

has thrown with masterly feeling for spacial

arrangement and rhythm a superb design of red-

flowered prunus growing from a mass of tumbled
rocks in which discreeter notes of green and blue

are introduced, the whole composition being

accented by the insistent dark blue notes of

vigorously drawn birds.

A garniture of three quadrangular vases with

ear-shaped handles makes a whole of extraordinary

beauty. Each of them has the flowers of the

four seasons on their respective sides, but they

are upon different coloured backgrounds—black,

green, and yellow. These are attributed to the

Ming period, and this decoration with the

flowers of the four seasons, one upon each
panel of a quadrangular vase, probably dates from
Ming times. A piece of similar design, once in

the collection of Monsieur Kiss, gives the date of

the Emperor Wan-Li, but whether this dating is

correct or imaginary may be an open question.

Certainly the execution of these pieces seems to

have an elegance and a technical finish which
one does not expect in the Ming period, while the

draughtsmanship has just that slight loss of vitality

which began to manifest itself in the K'ang-Hsi
period. But to whichever date we ascribe them,
there can be no doubt that they are pieces upon
which craftsmen expended their utmost skill and
dexterity, and that in the whole spacing and
planning of the design the impeccable taste of the

imperial factory is evident.

Among the most interesting works of this period

is a large round vase in biscuit [Plate 111], upon
which the artist has drawn a continuous landscape

of mountains and trees, enamelled in aubergine.
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blue, and green. A vase of these dimensions,
the surface of which is treated so entirely like

an inverted landscape scroll, is unusual, and
when taken in conjunction with the peculiar
technique, is scarcely ever met with. Only a
landscape painter of great technical skill and
gifted with a fine sense of proportion could plan
this decoration, which was doubtless copied more
or less directly from some painted masterpiece of
the Ming period.

Beside the decorated pieces we must call atten-
tion to the case of carefully chosen whole colour
pieces in saug-de-bcenf, green, and pale grey, in

which, perhaps, the sheer perfection of the
potter's craft is more apparent than in the great
painted vases ; they suffer, however, a little by
their close proximity to the Sung specimens, the
peculiar plastic feeling and the subtle variations of
which give to the later work a look of too limited
and restrained a perfection.

Of somewhat later date than these, though still

in the K'ang-Hsi period, belongs a vase of unusual
character [Plate II, c]. Its extremely elegant and
refined proportions show that the art had arrived
at its last perfection. It still has a noble severity
and restraint, though it prepares one for the
inevitable step towards hyper-subtlety and elabora-
tion which took place in the succeeding reign.
The decoration of the ground in a series of minute
spirals executed in manganese without enamel
gives it a peculiar character. This unusual
decoration was imitated later by the Japanese,
though without ever attaining the perfection of
quality here seen.

Among other decorated pieces of singular beauty
must be mentioned the square vase with chrysan-
themums, hawthorn, peonies and lotus in brilliant
iron red on a green ground, a piece the decoration
of which certainly belongs to the Ming period,
though the execution may possibly be later. In
any case it is a specimen that it would be hard to
surpass in quality.

Coming now to the figure pieces, of which there
is a great variety, we note the same careful judg-
ment in their choice, the same research for finish
and perfection of quality. The pieces in the
collection which have the most sensational
interest are two figures of Vajrapani, the thunder-
bearing attendant on Buddha [Plate II, li].

Certainly few, if any, examples of plastic art in
porcelain on such an imposing scale as this have
ever been seen in this country. The tradition of
the Han and T'ang terra-cotta figures still sur-

vives in these impressive and monumental figures,
which measure 32 inches high. They are ascribed
to the late Ming period, and the character of
the painted decoration would seem to bear this out.
What is so remarkable is that in spite of the elabo-
ration of the decoration, and the consummate skill

of the potter's craftsmanship, there still survives in
these figures so much of the massive rendering of
form, the unity and coherence of movement of
earlier Chinese sculpture. The figures are seated
in the attitude of defiant and awful self-assurance
proper to their function ; the action and character
are realized with fine imaginative grasp. Upon this

sculptural basis the decoration in black, green,
yellow, aubergine, and blue is applied with delicate
refinement though without loss of breadth or want
of due subordination. Something of the intensity
of religious feeling of earlier sculpture has no doubt
been lost, but what surprises us rather is that at so
comparatively late a period when the resources of
the potter's craft were so largely devoted to the
service of exquisitely refined and sophisticated
amateurs, such grandeur and nobility of feeling still

survived.

Among the smaller figure pieces are some quite
delightful examples of the playful taste of later
Chinese art. One is, perhaps, tempted to under-
estimate the value of these after seeing those
serious plastic works of the Han and T'ang periods
which have recently been revealed to us. This
sculpture of the late Ming and K'ang-Hsi periods
must be judged on a totally different basis. It is

essentially " occasional " sculpture, either topical or
fantastic, like the Tanagra figures or those of the
eighteenth-century factories of Europe. Judged,
however, from this point of view they have a charm
and a freedom of fancy, even at times a suggestion
of delicate humour, which are entirely delightful.

Perhaps the best of all are the two figures of
legendary stags ridden by smiling boys who hold
musical instruments. Nothing could be more
engaging than the mock ferocity of the monsters
contrasted with the mischievous glee of their riders.

And upon these exquisite toys the potters have
lavished a technical skill and a decorative feeling

of the highest order.

Space forbids any detailed discussion of the
collection of blue-and-whitechina all of the K'ang-
Hsi period and chosen like the rest of the collection

with a fine sense of quality. Here too it is not the

presence of curious or unusual pieces that attracts

us, but rather the skill and care with which central

types of the potter's art have been chosen.
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NOTES ON ITALIAN MEDALS-
BY G. F. HILL
I. A FORGERY
TURE,

OF PISANELLO'S SIGNA-

of Leonello
signature

generally

'HERE is a small medal
(i'Este, bearing the

PISANVS F, which has

been accepted as from Pisanello's

hand.' The reverse type is the myste-

rious iinpresa of the pierced vase containing

olive branches, with anchors fastened to the

handles by chains, one of which is broken.

It is figured in Plate I, C. I have elsewhere

pointed out that " the character of the work, at

once coarse and petty, the weakness of the letter-

ing, the occurrence of the border of dots, and the

unusual form of the signature itself conspire to

suggest that the signature is a forgery". 1 might
have added the most convincing proof of all, to

wit, that the signature is placed over the border

;

in other words, a mould was made from the

original unsigned medal,, and the signature

clumsily added in the mould. All the known
specimens seem to be after-casts ; it may safely

be predicted that if a specimen with any pretence

to be an early cast is found, it will be without this

misleading signature. The medal may, then, be

excluded from any list of genuine works by
Pisanello. But who made it ? Here an answer
possessing some show of probability is forth-

coming. The words of the inscription on the

obverse are divided by a peculiar stop, common
enough, I believe, in German inscriptions of the

late fifteenth or si.xteenth century, but excessively

rare on Italian medals; it resembles a long

italic f with a lozenge-shaped expansion in the

middle. I know of only two Italian medals on
which this stop is used ; the one in question, and
the large medal of Leonello d'Este with the lynx

signed by Xicholaus.- These stops occur on the

obverses, but not on the reverse of either medal ;

on the other hand, on the reverses, lozenges are

found m the inscription on the small piece, and
in the signature of Nicholaus on the other. The
border of dots, sunk between two plain linear

circles, also occurs on some, though not all,

specimens of Nicholaus's medal. The lettering of

the two pieces shows no essential differences. It

is true that while the so-called Pisanello uses an
A with a left-hand serif at the top (except in the

false signature), Nicholaus uses a plain A. This,

however, means little ; there are medals by
Pisanello in which both forms are used in-

• For the previous .Trticlcs sec Burlinf^lon Mai^nzint, Vol. ix,

p. 408 (September, 1906) ; Vol. x, p. 384 (.March, 1907) ; Vol. xii,

p. 141 (December, 19071 ;
Vol. xiii, p. 274 (August, 1908) ; Vol. xiv,

p. 210 (J.inu.iry, 1909); Vol. xv, pp. 31, 94 (April and May,
1909) ; Vol. xvi, p. 24 (October, 1909) ; Vol. xvii, p. 143 (June,
zgio) ; Vol. xviii, p. 13 (October, I9in).

'Reproduced in Ueiss, Villore I'isaiw, PI. IV, and Hill,

Piijiu-llo, PI. 37.

^Friedlander, //<i/. ScJiatimiiuzcn, Taf. ix
; Heiss, Niccold. etc.,

PI. I, I.

-XI

differently, as was natural at this time of transition

from Gothic to humanistic lettering.

Who Nicholaus was we do not know for certain,'

but there seems to be more than a mere probability

that he made not merely the interesting, if ugly,

medal which he signed, but also the poor little

piece which, thanks to some later bronze-caster,

has got itself fathered on Pisanello.

2. A NEW MEDAL BY SPERANDIO.
M. Jean de Foville has recently issued an

interesting study of the work of this artist, in which
he has made an attempt to reconstruct the

chronology of his medals. The arrangement
which he proposes marks a distinct advance upon
our previous knowledge, although much remains
most uncertain. He has not added anything
of importance to the actual medallic material

;

and he has, I do not know whether deliberately,

omitted a medal of Ercole d'Este, published
some time ago by Signor Venturi* from the

unique specimen at Modena. On the reverse

of this piece are represented four putti receiving

from the heavens a shower of the diarnond
rings entwined with flowers which formed the

device of Ercole. This medal, so far as can be
judged from the photograph, is perfectly sound.

In examining the British Museum series of

Sperandio's medals in the light of M. de Foville's

book, I came across the following piece, which
seems to be otherwise unknown [Plate I, b]:

05z'.IVSTINIANO'CAVlTELLOCi<EMONE-
IVRIS • CON EQVITI • MERITO • DICAT •

MIRIFI[CO?] Bust to left wearing mortier and
robe.

Rev. FORTITVDINE • IVSTITIA • NON •

SVPERAT[VS?]. A nude feinale figure, with
flying scarf and streaming hair, riding to left on a

lion; below, engraved, -OPVS •SP[ERAX]DEI •

Bronze, 86 mm. British Museum.

Giustiniano was the son of the jurisconsult

Nicolo Cavitelli of Cremona and his wife

Guiduccia della Cella ; he was himself a juris-

consult and a knight. He seems to have migrated
to Hungary, where he served the king for some
time and became president of the Hungarian
Senate. He died in 1485 at Belgrad, and was
buried there.^ The medal, in its treatment of the

bust (not merely in the dress) comes very close to

that of the Ferrarese Prisciano de' Prisciani of

1473, and was probably made about the same time.

As a work of art, if that name is allowed to it, it

2 The identification with Niccolo Baroncelli is little more
than a ^uess. Mr. Rosenheim suggests that Andrea di Viccolo

of Viterbo, who worked as jeweller for Paul II, and probably
made the large medal of that Pope with the crossed lieys on
the reverse {Numistnalic Chronicle, 1910, pp. 350, 351), may be
his son. He himself, to judge from the worlimanship of his

medals, w.is certainly a jeweller. But Niccolo is one of the

commonest of names.
* Le Galleiie Naz. llaL, I, PI. XIII, 2.

^Franc. Arisius, Cremona litcraU> (1702) I, p. 338
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has all the faults and hardly any of the few virtues
of the exasperating medallist who made it. My
excuse for publishing it is that Sperandio, to judge
by the number of commissions which he received,
was evidently considered by his contemporaries the
leading medallist of his time ; and therefore any
authentic work of his is a document which
demands publication, apart from what we may
consider its artistic claims. The apparently unique
specimen before us is imperfectly preserved, and,
moreover, was never properly finished, but it is

well known that it is more difficult to find finished

specimens of this medallist's work than of any
other's. He was too careless or too much pressed
to attend to details, either of conception or of
execution.

3. BERXARDO NASI,
The striking medal of Bernardo Nasi illustrated

in Plate I, a, was acquired by Mr. Henry Oppen-
heimer at a recent London sale. With his kind
permission, I bring it to the notice of the readers
of this magazine, although it must be admitted
that I can offer nothing more than a string of
doubtful suggestions in interpretation of its

meaning.
Obv. BERNARDVS NASIVS • VIRTVTE •

PREDITVS- Bust to left, wearing cap with
back flap turned up and fastened in front with
cord, and vest and robe with lapels.

Rev. * VENIT • VIDIT • ET • VICIT—On a
high platform, decorated with panels in relief and
a shield, three men seated conversing with gestures
—viz., in centre Nasi, facing, in civil costume; on
the right a long-haired man in armour, his left

hand on his sword at his side ; on the left another
man (short-haired) in armour, with a baton in his

right hand ; in the background, on the left, three
tents surmounted by fleurs-de-lis (a helmet and
shield in the opening of one), and a flag with a

plain cross flying from a lance ; on the right three
tents (one with a small flag, in the opening of

another a battle-axe and saddle ?) and five lances,

two with flags.

Plain raised rim and triangular stops on both sides. Bronze.
955 mm. Oppenheimer Collection.

Bernardo di Lutozzo Nasi is said to have been
prior of Florence in 1478 ; ambassador to King
Ferrante of Naples in 1480 ; one of the Masters of

the Mint in 1487 ; commissary of war against the
Pisans in 1494 ; ambassador to the Pope in 1497

;

and again prior of Florence in 1504.* It is clear

that the medal commemorates some alleged

successful interference of Nasi as a diplomatist

between two generals. I can only suggest that he
may have claimed to have arranged affairs between
Charles VIII and Piero de' Medici, when the latter

•Crollalanza, Dizionario Storico-Blasonico, s.n. Nasi ; I. Orsini.

Storia dclU Monde dclla Rep. Fior., p. 254. Mr. Wood-Brown,
who has kindly examined Fr. Gabbriello Nasi's Storia dclla

Fam.Fior. de' Nasi (MS. Magliab., class, xxvi, cod. 151), informs
me that it gives no information about this member of the family.

Notes on Italian Medals
went out to meet the French king at Pisa in 1494.
So far as I know, there is no authenticated portrait
of the son of Lorenzo. The small scale of the
portraits makes it impossible to speak with certainty

;

at first I was inclined to recognize in the long-haired
general on the right Lorenzo himself ; but it is not
entirely impossible that he should be Charles VIII.
Then the curly-haired younger man would be
Piero. The fleurs-de-lis and plain cross do not
help us greatly

;
the former might represent either

Florence or France ; the latter either the Popolo
of Florence or the Swiss soldiery. Charles had
Swiss in his train.'

The medal, whatever its explanation, does not
seem to be the work of a Florentine artist; we
should rather look for its origin in the North, in
the direction of Bologna, or perhaps, with more
probability, the Veneto. In date it is rather after
than before 1500. The portrait is a vigorous piece
of work

; a casting-fault has left a large hole in the
back of Bernardo's head, but fortunately does not
seriously spoil the general effect. The reverse
might be more interesting for its historical sig-

nificance—which, unfortunately, still remains
obscure—than it is as an artistic composition.

4. ANGELA BRENZONI, BY POMEDELLI.
Six years ago Signor Domenico Montini, in

publishing for the first time the medal of Angela
Brenzoni by Gian Maria Pomedelli, of which the
only known specimen is in the Museo Comunale
at Trent,* was able to throw some light on the
personal history of the medallist, of whom,
previously, little or nothing was known. In 1906
the same author collected all the available infor-

mation in a second article, including a list of his

known works, both as medallist, painter and
engraver. We now know that this Veronese artist

was born in 1478 or 1479, and died in 1537 or
soon after.

The articles referred to are so unlikely to meet
the eye of English readers, that it seems desirable

to reproduce the medal of Angela Brenzoni in

these pages, accompanying it with certain remarks
which it suggests [Pl.ate II, d]." The first

thought which occurred to tne on seeing the

illustration of the medal in Signor Montini's

publication was : This is the fat lady of the

Victoria and Albert Museum ! By the fat lady, I

' If the proposed identification of the two generals is correct,

then the fleurs-de-lis and the fl:ig with the cross must be Floren-

tine, since they are on the side of Piero de' Medici.
' " Una preziosa medaglia del Museo Comunale di Trento "

in Tridentum, fasc. iv, IQ04. I am under great obligations to

Signor Vittorio Salvaro for having procured me a copy of this

article, wliich seems to be otherwise inaccessible in England,

and also of the same author's important article on " Giovanni

Maria Pomedelli " in the Bollcttiiio di Nnmismatica, n. 7-10

(1906).
' Dr. Ludovico Oberziner, Director of the Museum at Trent,

was kind enough to have the medal photographed for mc. This

photograph is slightly smaller than the original. The photo-

graph of the bust in the Victoria and Albert Museum, which

is reproduced for comparison, 1 owe to Mr. Maclagan.
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need nat say I mean the delightfully ugly but
dignified terra-cotta bust [Plate II, e] which
bears a false inscription associating it with the
Lupari family and with the obviously impossible
date 1460. The medal bears an engraved date "1524
fctteiihcf 27", which may not, perhaps, have been
placed on it at the time the medal was made,'"
but corresponds well enough with the probable
date when the medal must have been made.
And 1520-1330 is a very suitable date for the
terra-cotta bust. Now the resemblances between
the bust and the portrait will be clear enough
to everyone ; lest, however, it should be thought
that I am unable to perceive the discrepancies,

I proceed to enumerate them. The propor-
tions of the faces are different ; the measurement
from the nostril to the chin is proportionately
much greater in the medallic portrait than
in the bust. Angela has little or no neck, as
compared with the neck of the bust. Her
forehead is straighter ; the lady of the bust has a
rounder head. On the other hand, it is worthy of
notice that two discrepancies are only apparent.
In both heads the measurements from tip of chin
to nape of neck, and from tip of chin to the
beginning of the hair on the forehead, are approxi-
mately equal to each other, though they do not
look so. Secondly, the great breadth of the
shoulders of the terra-cotta bust is not seen in the
photograph, whereas in the medal Pomedelli has
brought the bust round to the front, while keeping
the head in profile. Hence the actual resemblance
in general proportions between the two portraits
is disguised.

The question is ; are the differences between
the two portraits such as could be due partly to a
difference of age, partly to the idiosyncrasies of
the two artists? The medal shows a woman
perhaps from five to ten years older than the bust.
With increasing years and fulness of proportions
that difference which I have noticed between the
necks of the two portraits might have been con-

" Dr. Oberziner thinks it is a later addition. The forms of
the numerals, it must, howcvci-, be admitted^ are not unsuitable
to the date.

siderably diminished, although one trembles to

think of any addition to the already rather over-
whelming scale of the original of the terra-cotta.

I am not by any means sure of the proposed
identification, but have thought the suggestion
worth proposing.
The reverse of the medal—an excellent com-

position in its way—conveys some sort of allegory

connected with Angela Brenzoni. Of her, I may
add, nothing seems to be known except that she
was a lady " d'illustre ed onorata memoria, di alto

ingegno e segnaiata virtu " and wife of the Venetian
senator, Luca Busnato. But this reverse is also

found attached to quite another portrait—that of
a nameless young man [Plate II, f].'' The dog
holding a bone in his paws—canis os ferens

—

suggested to Cicognara that the man was Ludovico
Canossa, bishop of Bayeux. Friedlander hasalready
pointed out the untenableness of this view on
various grounds. We may now add that this

reverse design does not belong to the medal
of the nameless man at all. A glance at the
illustration in Plate II shows that the obverse
and reverse of the Brenzoni medal were
made for each other. On the other hand, the
bust of the nameless man was obviously meant
to have a larger reverse ; the diameter of
the piece has been reduced in order to fit it to

the alien reverse. Whether it represents a larger

piece, which once existed with legend and border
(for which there is now no room) complete, or
whether it is cast from a model to which these
accessories were never added, it is difficult to say.

There is no doubt that the medal, in the form in

which we know it, is a hybrid, and that the last

shred of evidence in favour of its representing
Ludovico Canossa disappears. It is even possible
to question whether the portrait is the work of
Pomedelli ; but though it is larger in conception
and bolder in execution than any of his signed
portraits, there is no obvious reason for disputing
his claim.

" Already figured in Friedlander's Ital, Schaumunzen, p. 103,
from the unique specimen at Vienna. Kriedlander's engraving
does not reproduce the incised date on the reverse.

AN UNRECOGNIZED CARPACCIO
BY CLAUDE PHILLIPS

'HIS panel was in the collection of the
late Sir William Neville Abdy, and
with other pictures owned by him was
(in 1881 exhibited at the winter exhi-
bition of the Royal Academy. As all

the world knows, it was recently a centre of
attraction in the sale rooms of Messrs. Christie,
where it was displayed with the rest of the deceased
coUector'svery remarkable series of Italian pictures.
On the strength of a cartcllino at the bottom of
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the panel, on the extreme right hand, bearing the
inscription "Andreas Mantinea ", it had been
catalogued as the work of the great Padiian
master, and as such exhibited at Burlington House.
It is a curious fact that the painting by Carpaccio,
in the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum, with which I am
about to compare the panel now under discussion,
bears, on the monumental table which supports the
dead body of Christ, the same signature "Andreas
Mantinea F ", In both cases the signature is old,



but in both cases it is false. Mantegna's signa-

ture, when he does sign, which is not
often, is "Andreas Mantinia". The late " Virgin

and Child oithroncd" (No. 277 in the
National Gallery) is so signed, with the addition
of the initials " C. P. F. " (Civis Paiuvinns fecit).

In the letter which the master addresses to

Lorenzo de' Medici on the 26th Aug. i486, he signs

himself in the same way "Andreas Mantinia".
The resemblance to the work of Mantegna is so
exceedingly remote— consisting mainly in the
formal building up of the hilly background, with
its sky of deep blue, and in the austerity of the
general conception—that it will not be necessary
further to discuss it here. It is difficult to under-
stand how even in the darker ages of criticism it

could have passed muster. The influence manifest
—and that only as regards types and the general

mode of conception— is the influence of Giovanni
Bellini. But of this more anon. I think I may
claim the credit of having for the first time pro-

nounced the name of Carpaccio in connection with
this picture. I may without indiscretion state that it

was on my authority that Messrs. Christie changed
the attribution of the work from Mantegna to

to Carpaccio and with the happiest results presented
it as the most important piece in Sir William
Abdy's sale. It is possible that others may have
been reminded of the Venetian master of narrative

when contemplating this misnamed " Pieta ",

but if so they have kept their own counsel
and refrained from making any public pro-

nouncement on the subject. It is, indeed,

very curious that a painting not only powerful
and moving as a conception, but in treatment
practically unique in Italian art, should appear in

a gallery so frequented as is that of the Royal
Academy, should excite some discussion (as it

appears that it did at the time), and then sink into

comparative oblivion, unnoticed by, nay unknown
to, the crowd of eager and enthusiastic students
who during the last quarter of a century have
with such avidity followed up every trace, how-
ever faint, of their favourite masters, whether in

public galleries or private collections. So far as

I am aware no critic of authority, past or present,

has in any permanent work made reference to the

panel by Carpaccio which I propose to re-name
A Meditation on the Passion. On the other hand
the Bidial ofChrist of the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum,
though after a period of oblivion it re-entered

public life as recently as in the year 1905, (when
it was acquired by the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum-
Verein, and passed on by that most useful body
to the State Museum), has been mentioned by
Crowe and Cavalcaselle, who ascribe it to Car-

paccio or his school, noticing, however, the reddish

tonality in which it differs from most of his works.
Postponing for a moment critical examination and
critical comparisons, let us strive to arrive at
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some general notion of the subject—a task by
no means so easy as at first sight it may
appear. The Burial of Christ of Ikrlin ' is, as

Dr. Bode points out, a representation unique
in the accuracy with which the actual act

of sepulture by S. Joseph of Arimathaja
(Matt, xxvii, 57-61) is depicted. This is the

"place called Golgotha— that is to say, a place

of a skull "
; not only are these gruesome skulls

strewn in profusion over the ground, but the

half-decomposed bodies of the saints are cast

forth from the ruins and the very branches of the

trees arc shattered by the whirlwind and stripped

of their leaves. And yet even here we have

elements of something that is vision rather than

representation. The dead body of the very

youthful Christ is laid out all solitary on a marble

slab sustained by monumental supports of the same
material, and not one of the dramatis per>,ona:

is near to it, save an aged and half-nude

personage, who has no direct part in the action,

but sits apart mournfully contemplating the

mystery of the Divine sacrifice. Dr. Bode has

expressed his inability to explain this enigmatic

figure. To me it appears as that of some
evangelist, saint, or church-father who has written

of the unutterable tragedy that shook the earth

to its very roots and rent rock and temple alike ;

so that we should have even here a meditation on

the scene of drama and mystery. And this view

is confirmed by the fact that we see before us a

Christ laid out in regal state, washed clean of all

earthly sorrow and suffering, and no longer the

Son of Man, but already again the Son of God.

The important point is that this contemplative

figure is repeated on a much larger scale, and with

far greater grandeur, in the Abdy Meditation on the

Passion which we are discussing. The only differ-

ence is that in this last we have the prophet or

saint completely nude, save for a slight cincture

round the loins, and seated, not on the ground,

but on a shattered block of marble upon which

are inscribed mock Hebrew characters. In the

Abdy picture, which is an infinitely finer work,

more concentrated, more moving in the intensity

both of the spiritual and the visual impression, we
have advanced a long step towards the true medi-

tation or vision. Here there is nothing of direct,

dramatic action, no burial in the true sense. True,

we have the skull that stands for Golgotha, we
have the emblems of the Passion, we have—rent

and shattered, as if by the upheaval of the quaking

earth—the splendid marble throne upon which

reclines the body of the dead Christ. But the minor

dramatis persona; of the world-tragedy are absent

;

the Christ alone represents the Passion. To the

extreme left of the spectator appears S. Jerome,

' Jahrbuch tier KSiii^Ikh-Prciisziichen Kunstsammliin^cn

:

Sechsundzw.inzigster Band, p. 145. " Carpaccios BcsUUung
Christi im Kaiscr-Kriedrich-Museum, von Wilhclm Bode."
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not as a father of the church, but in more familiar

shape, as the half-nude penitent of the desert, armed
with his staff and accompanied by the faithful

lion. He, with anxious mien, and hand raised

to his breast, where it clutches his scanty draperies,

appears not as the chief figure in this meditation,
but as one lost in self-interrogation, striving to

unravel a mystery or to comprehend a mystery
unravelled.

For the hoary dreamer, a denizen, it may be,

of the wilderness, the name of Isaiah has been
put forward, and this is no doubt an attractive

suggestion. But there is really too little to

justify it : we should have here a juxtaposition

entirely foreign to the Venetian art of the time,

and hardly, unless I am greatly mistaken, to be
found in this form in any Italian altarpiece of the
Quattrocento or Cinqiiccento. In great decorative
schemes, dealing with philosophy and theology,
such as the Disputa of Raphael, we do find the
protagonists of the Old and New Testaments
grouped in symmetrical contraposition, but
hardly in panels of restricted dimensions destined
for ceremonial use. Perhaps careful search
through the voluminous writings of S. Jerome
might afford a clue to the mystery and a
more complete explanation of this, in con-
ception, unique work. Meanwhile we may
assume with something like certainty that what
we behold is not a direct representation of the
penultimate scene in the drama of the Passion,

but an embodiment of the thought, of the
vision, that passes through the brain of the
austere dreamer—anchorite, evangelist, or church-
father.

Surely no further critical proof is needed that the
same brain, served by the same hand, is respon-
sible for the Berlin Burial of Christ and the Abdy
Meditation on the Passion. A comparison of the
two reproductions, here placed side by side, will

show absolute identity of style and technical
methods. See the formation of the rocks, the
curious, twisted, calligraphic shapes of the
branches, the sharp folds that break across
the draperies, the similarity of design in

the monumental table of the one and the
monumental throne of the other : a design, by the
way, which, as Dr. Bode has pointed out in

analyzing the Berlin picture, first occurs in the
canopied bier upon which, in Carpaccio's great
painting that winds up the S. Ursula series

in the Academy of Venice, the martyred princess

is borne to her last resting place. A throne
of somewhat similar architectural type is seen in

the important altarpiece by Carpaccio in the
Stuttgart Gallery, .S. Thomas Aquinas enthroned,
with S. Mark and S. Augustine. The landscape
background in the last-named picture has some
features that accord with those of the Medi-
tation on the Passion. The influence of
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Giovanni Bellini is more clearly seen in the
London than in the Berlin picture. The dead
Christ in the former recalls more than one
Pietd of the head of the school, the S. Jerome
recalls Basaiti inspired by Bellini, the whole
golden-brown tonality of the landscape recalls

that of the Sacred Allegory of Bellini in the

Uffizi. Bellinesque in the highest degree, though
used also by Basaiti, and even by Giorgione,
are the pebbles with which the ground is com-
pletely strewn. The young and beardless dead
Christ in the Berlin picture recalls a figure of the

Saviour tended by bright-winged ^»///, ascribed to

Basaiti, in the Accademia of Venice.

But now to prove that both works are by
the hand of Carpaccio. Those who have hesi-

tated to accept this attribution h.ave alleged as

arguments against it these Mantegnesque and
Bellinesque influences which are not to be found
in the best-known and most popular Carpaccios

;

they have called attention to the deep brown flesh

tones, the somewhat hard and polished finish, the

spiritual intensity which we do not as a rule

associate with the most naive and charming of

narrative painters. Carpaccio, though he issued
from the bottcga of Lazzaro Bastiani, the in-

dustrious purveyor, so docile to one leader after

another, must be classed as the most illustrious

among Gentile Bellini's followers ; he did not until

this late time in his practice feel himself drawn
towards Giovanni Bellini. It was, indeed, towards
the end of the splendid veteran's extended career

that his influence made itself most irresistibly felt.

Apparently, in the last years of the fifteenth

and first of the sixteenth centuries, not to be
Bellinesque was for a Venetian Quattrocentist

—

I say nothing here of Giorgione, Titian, or Palma
—not to be in the fashion. Even the austere

leader of the opposite school, Alvise Vivarini,

made large concessions, as we may see in the

Madonnas which hang in S. Giovanni in

Bragora and the Redcntore respectively. Catena
was from the beginning ISellinesque, but Basaiti,

the chief pupil of Alvise Vivarini, became more
and more Bellinesque as the sixteenth century ad-

vanced. Indeed, if we are to believe, as some now
do—and I must rank myself among those who
are not yet convinced—that Basaiti and the

pseudo-Basaiti are one and the same painter,

then we must hold that he was in the end
almost entirely absorbed into the greater master.

Bastiani, who in his earlier phases had with
no mean skill imitated Alvise Vivarini, applied
himself later on no less naively to the imita-

tion both of Gentile and Giovanni Bellini.

Why then should not Carp.iccio, who to the very
end (save perhaps in his Titianesque S. Paul at

Chioggia) remained a Quattrocentist, succumb to

this influence in certain subjects and at a certain

moment in his career ? It will at once be said that
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a mature artist who had been more or less indepen-
dent in his beginnings, would be little likely in his

later days to become subservient to another con-
temporary, though older and more illustrious,

master. Carpaccio was, however, the most variable

and elusive of painters. Even in the " S. Ursula"
series—his earliest comprehensive work, and on
the whole his best—we find not one style, but
many : emptiness, vacillation, insufficient grip,

alternating with virile power, and the most
wonderful subtlety. Nothing could be more
expressionless, and yet as a decoration nothing
could well be more splendid, than the great

Glory of S. Ursula ; nothing more grotesque
and )iuiiiqite than the Massacre of S. Ursula
and her Companions. On the other hand,
Carpaccio has without effort reached certain

subtleties of expression which no other painter

of his time achieved, or, indeed, attempted.
Note the unpleasantly argumentative S. Ursula
completely discomfiting her amiable, puzzle-headed
father. Note the quite extraordinary variety and
felicity with which the hauteur and the con-
temptuous attitude are expressed of the modish
courtiers who look on as the ambassadors of the

King of England—good, honest, provincial-

looking folk—present their credentials to Maurus,
King of Brittany. There is nothing more pathetic

in all art than the quiet, heart-broken farewell of the

kingto the golden-haired son, who kneels to receive

his blessing before goingj forth to share martyr-
dom w'ith his affianced bride. But I wander,
perhaps, too far from my present theme.
In the not less famous decorations of the

Oratorio della Sciiola degli Schiavoni, painted
at different times in the master's career, but all

of them in the earliest years of the sixteenth

century, we find again not one style but
many. An almost Mantegnesque severity imparts
grandeur to the curious schematic S. George
Vanquishing the Dragon (circa 1505). It is here,

indeed, that we find the first points of contact
with our Burial of Christ and Meditation on the

Passion—notably in the treatment of the fore-

ground, and of the tree-branches and foliage.

It would appear that the Calling of Matthew and
the A^ony in the Garden,- though so widely
diverged from one another in style, were both of

them painted in the same year, 1502. The Calling

of Matthew is pure Carpaccio—vivid narrative and
quasi-Venetian genre. The Agony in the Garden,
upon which I greatly rely in the present demonstra-
tion, is of a curiously Bellinesque-Mantegnesque
type, archaistic already for the moment in which it

was painted, and unusual in the intensity of sacred
passion which it breathes forth. Moreover, we
meet here with Carpaccio's first extant attempt at

depicting one of the great tragic scenes familiar to

• Vittore Carpaccio^La Vita e le Open. GusUvo Ludwig

—

Pompeo Molmenti : Capitoli VI e VII.
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all Christianity. In this painting are to be found
many and striking points of contact with the Burial
of Christ and the Meditation on the Passion. In the
first place the general Stiinmung—a.'i the German
critic would phrase it—which is so alien from
that which we are wont to associate with
Carpaccio. Then the identical treatment of
the rocks, the type and aspect of the sleeping
disciples, and, above all, the strange tree, almost
leafless, which springs from the side of the rock.
This amounts, indeed, to a signature, and it is of the
utmost importance to note that we find precisely
the same tree—shown, however, in reverse and
entirely stripped of its leaves—in the background
of the Meditation. Very similar is the calligraphic
treatment of trunk and branches in the central
tree which is so striking a feature in the S.George
Slaying the Dragon.^ Here then are three works
dealing w-ith kindred subjects, all of them marked
by the same technical and spiritual peculiarities.

Two of these—the /Igony in the Garden and the
Burial of Christ—are universally accepted as

Carpaccio's, no voice, at any rate of late years,

having been raised against either of these attribu-

tions. Is it possible, without calling these into

question, to repudiate the much more remarkable
and profound, as well as technically superior,

Meditation on the Passion f No neo-classic

humanist can have suggested to Carpaccio,
usually the naive, garrulous narrator, this

lofty, austere conception. It must have been
whispered to him by some theologian, severe yet

vibrating with an ardent mysticism ; but from
what source it has been derived remains yet to be
shown. The quasi-archaistic design and technique,

adapted from that of Giovanni Bellini in an earlier

and more severe stage of his art, well suits these

serious themes so seldom approached by the

younger painter, and which could ill have been
expressed by the large, easy, smooth-flowing
rhythm, and in the splendidly decorative mode
which Carpaccio adopts in his familiar cycles. In

these last, clearness of narration and splendour of

decoration were the chief aims. I must not forget

to mention another painting by Carpaccio which
is intimately connected with the Meditation on

the Passion and my arguments in support of it. I

refer to the not very attractive Virgin and Child

ivith Saints, which is No. 14 in the Kaiser-

Friedrich-Museum. This is manifestly an adapta-

tion from Giovanni Bellini's Madonna and
Child with the Magdalen and S. Catherine of

Alexandria in the Accademia of Venice. Both

in style and technique, though not in the inform-

ing sentiment, this picture strongly recalls the

Meditation on the Passion and the Burial of Christ.

•This peculLir design .ind drawing of trce-lrunks and
branches, as well as a rock-formation of ver>' similar type, is

to be observed also in the quaint Family 0/ the Virgin, by

Carpaccio, in the Museum of Caen.
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The landscape is of the same type ; there is the

same hardness and over-precision in the modelling
and the execution generally, and the head of

the male saint to the left of the spectator * is

practically identical with that of the S. Jerome
in the Meditation—even the curious horn-like curls

on the brow and the ample flowing beard being
repeated without variation. Moreover, in the type

of the head and the treatment of the hair of the

infant Christ, we are strongly reminded of the

adult Christ in the Burial of the Kaiser-Friedrich-

Museura. Some critics have suggested rather than

expressly stated that this Madonna andClmst with
Saints is not by Vittore Carpaccio, but by his son
Pietro, a painter of whom we know nothing,

seeing that not a single work of his has as yet

been identified. I can easily imagine that those

who find themselves unable to accept my attribu-

tion without reservation may jump at these

resemblances and proceed to construct out of the

particulars furnished a "Figlio di Vittore" or

Pietro Carpaccio, to whom they will ascribe, with
the Madonna and Child, No 14, the Burial of

<Ludwig and Molmenti, pp. 293-294.

Christ and the Meditation on the Passion. Other

critics, however, of at least equal authority with

those who cavil, continue to attribute this same
Madonna and Child to Vittore Carpaccio himself

and to place it in his later period. To this view I

myself subscribe. Let those who might wish to

make a reality of Pietro Carpaccio, and give to

this Figlio di Vittore not only the Madonna and
Child just now mentioned but also these two wholly

exceptional works, the Burial and the Meditation,

which areundoubtedly connected with it—let those

remember that, to be consistent, they must then

attribute to him also the Agony in the Garden, of

the Oratorio degli Schiavoni, which upon the evi-

dence furnished by Ludwig and Molmenti, dates

back as far as 1502, and has universally been

accepted as a work of Vittore. In my opinion,

the identification— in part through Ihetwo pictures

in Berlin— of this powerful and momngMeditation

on the Passion as a work of Vittore Carpaccio

must necessarily react upon the Burial of Christ and
the Madonna and Child, and greatly strengthen

the case for them as productions from the brush

of the same master.

THE LETTERS OF VINCENT VAN GOGH
BY F. MELIAN STAWELL

jVEI^Y letter in this book' bears the

^
stamp of a strong and most lovable

character, and the pathos of Vincent
van Gogh's fate becomes the more

I pathetic when we see from them that,

sensitive as he was and dogged by ill-health and
the shadow of madness, he was all the while in his

own nature singularly free from morbidity. In this,

asin some other respects, he reminds us of the poet

Cowper. Ardent, afifectionate, simple, and good,
he had a great capacity for joy as well as for

suffering, and nothing is more inspiring than the

generous enthusiasm with which he gave himself

to his work, undeterred by poverty, contempt,
disaster, so far removed from bitterness that to

say "unembittered" seems impertinent; more
eager for the success of his comrades than for his

own, satisfied if he could, in his own words, be
" a pioneer for the painters of the future " (p. 174).

In spite of the tragedy, we who read must exult

in such a life and such a character, much as

Vincent '^ himself exulted in " the toothless laugh
of the old lion Rembrandt, towel round his head
and palette in his hand ".

Throughout it is beautiful to see the affection

between him and his brother Theodor, whose
constant help alone made it possible for him to

'^Vincent van Gogh; liricje. Cassircr. Berlin, igii.

'He preferred " Vincent'' for his painter's name, because he
knew that no one outside Holland could pronounce "Van
Gogh."

follow his genius. The short introduction—(far

too shorts—tells us that he did not begin to paint,

even or draw, till he was twenty-eight. Before that

time his native fervour tried to find satisfaction in

teaching, mission-work, and theology. But once

he began he seems never to have doubted his

vocation. Andas beloved Art, so beloved Nature,

for her most passionate lover could not go beyond
Vincent. Only, like Goethe, he never conceived

her as " mere Appearance" ; she had a soul for

him, and all his efforts and experiments were

dictated by the desire to interpret that soul. He
writes of an autumn landscape on which he was
at work :

" I have said to myself again and again :

' Don't stop until it has something of the sense of

an autumn evening, something mysterious, some-

thing solemn and deep'" (p. 16). Appearances,

of course, were important to him, endlessly so, as

to any painter worthy the name, but then they

were more than important, they were signifi-

cant, and he felt that the mere super-

ficial statement of a momentary fragment of

appearance could never express all that the

experience itself, in its concrete reality, had meant to

him. The trouble with the " photographic imita-

tion " of a digger was precisely that the digger so

drawn " simply didn't digi". Somehow the life had

gone out of him, and what was the worth of the

empty shell, however correctly drawn? Daumier.on

the other hand, could arouse his enthusiasm "even

though the proportions should have something

15^
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almost arbitrary about them . . . But the work
will have life too" ! (p. 26). "Tell Seurat " he
goes on, "that I think Michelangelo's figures

glorious, although the legs may be much too

long and the thighs and pelvis too broad ; tell him
that in my eyes Millet and Lhermitte are true

artists, just because they don't paint things as they

are—dead analysis, experience at second-hand

—

but as they themselves really do experience them
;

tell him it would be my highest wish to learn the

secret of those variations from actuality, those

inaccuracies, those alterations—yes, if you like,

those lies, but lies that are more valuable than any
actual value "

(p. 27).

It is clear from this and many other passages

that in the work of translating the symbols of

Nature into the symbols of pamt Vincent would
not shrink from overstating and underlining if, by
doing so and not by other means, he could ex-

press what Nature had said to him. Only it was
always something that Nature had said : it was no
cobweb out of his own brain, spun in a vacuum,
that he desired. " I am not content with it ", he
writes of his work (p. 14) ;

" the glory of Nature
is still too vivid in my mind. But yet I do find

there some echo of what enchained me. I know
that Nature told me something, that she spoke to

me, and I have written it down in shorthand. In

my shorthand there may be words one can't de-

cipher, gaps and mistakes, and yet perhaps there

is something else too, something that the forest

said, and the beach, and the figures. And in no
tame or conventional language that never sprang

from Nature ".

Two things, in short, were absolutely essential

for the art at which he aimed—depth of personality,

—he cared nothing for a picture which did not

have a great character behind it (p. 22)—and an eye

for the starry heavens and the blossoming orchards

he loved so passionately. And for all his modesty he

knew well enough that he had both, that his feeling

was deep, and true, and fine, and that he had eyes to

see. Meanwhile he clung to Nature as the safest

guide into her own secrets. He even confesses

that he could not paint without a model :
" I so

dread losing the truth of the figure " (p. 89.) For
himself he thought it dangerous to paint a work
" of pure imagination". That was "an enchanted

land " where he came suddenly on an impassable

wall :
" Perhaps, after a lifetime of honest search

and effort, after a hard struggle hand-to-hand with

Nature, one might venture—but I won't run my
head against it for the present, and all this year I

have toiled at Nature, not troubling about Impres-

sionism nor anything else. . . . The essential

matter is to strengthen oneself by the contact with

Reality, without any preconceived plan, without a

ready-made solution from Paris." The last sen-

tence shows his wise distrust of formulas and
cliques, though he believed fervently in thought,

and in the spontaneous co-operation of artists,
mind helping mind, and example example.
One is constantly struck by his catholicity of
taste : for instance, though he was full of
admiration for Monet and Degas, and was
proud of the name " Impressionist", he says

:

" You know, even if Impressionism were the infalli-
ble Faith in which alone mankind could be blest,
I used often to wish to paint things that the earlier
generation would have understood, Delacroix,
Millet, Rousseau, Diaz, Monticelli ... a whole
heap of others, Corot, Jacques ..." Else-
where he calls Millet "the unforgettable Master"
and Diaz "a painter to the marrow of his bones,
and conscientious to the tips of his fingers ". One
expects to find love for Rembrandt, his fellow-
countryman in spirit as in nationality, but it is

surprising to see his delight in Pieter de Hoogh,
van der Meer, Ostade, Paul Potter. He smiles
at it himself—"So far ami from being eccentric "

(p. 72)—just as he smiles at "the absurd-
ities and villainies which people ascribe to
me, and which never entered my head for one
moment" (p. 11).

In face of all the discussion about the term
" Post- Impressionism "

it must be admitted that

it suits Vincent's art very well. He says himself
that he was "beginning to look for a simpler
technique, which perhaps would not be
Impressionist at all. I should like to paint
so that everyone who had eyes must necessarily

see what I meant " (p. 162). In the present state

of criticism the simplicity of the wish makes the
lover of Vincent's work smile and sigh ; and yet

it is obvious that it was no desire to " flout the

public ", but just this very desire to give the

right impression plainly and strongly which drove
him forward beyond the ordinary canons of
Impressionism.

That, and the belief that his own medium of

expression would be found in the painting of form
and colour as such rather than in any statement

of " values ". Other men might have other

methods ; no single person could do everything

at once, " live at the Pole and the Equator in one
and the same moment. Every man must choose
his own way, and mine will be the way of Colour

"

(p. 158). "Colour", he writes elsewhere (p. 34),
" says something of itself "—plainly he means
"something" over and above its other significance

as the colour o/somc definite thing—"one must
not overlook that, one must use that." To use it,

and to unite it with the clearest statement of

expressive form, became for him the supreme
task, and he speaks with respect of Manet and
Courbetas having gone near achieving this (p. 175).

Perhaps outline and form grew to be the more
significant in his eyes, because his intense love of

humanity made him long with all his heart to

paint figures. " I would gladly work at nothing
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but studies for ten years if I could do one or two
then" (p. 175). "I find nothing greater than
these little bipeds, from the baby in its cradle up
to Socrates" (p. 98).

So the valiant struggle went on, and it went on
even after the stroke of madness had fallen.^ He
had intervals of lucidity, and some of the most
remarkable letters are written the very year of his

death (1890), and from the institution where he
lived under the devoted care of Dr. Gachet In a

letter to the painter Bernard he breaks off to

explain why he had not written for so long :
" I

was not inclined for discussion . . . and, besides,

I had to fight against my illness and rest my
brain." Then he goes on to describe two land-

scapes he was painting, one of them with old

pine-trees standing out against an evening sky,

with a low red wall beside them, the ground burnt

to a yellow-brown by the autumn sun, a few dark

figures here and there beneath the boughs. And
then very simply he adds :

" You can imagine that

this union of dull red with the swarthy grey-green

and the black lines for the contours might give

some little impression of the agony from which
many of my companions in misfortune have to

suffer".

It is very characteristic that he thinks of the

suffering not as his own. It is equally character-

istic that he was working at the same time on a

landcape " full of peace and rest

—

Sunrise over

a field of young corn—the narrowing lines of the

furrows, golden-green and violet, running back

right up to a wall and a distant line of lilac-

coloured hills . . . the sun glowing-white with

a great golden aureole. ... I tell you about these

pictures to show you once more that it is possible

^The date is not given in the book ; very few are, and their

absence is a defect.

to give the impression of agony without rushing

straight off to the Bible and Gethsemane, and
develop a theme of comfort and tenderness

without being compelled actually to represent the

characters from the Sermon on the Mount ".

Those of us who looked with sympathy at the

portraits of Dr. Gachet and the Old Nurse at the

Grafton will say that Vincent was as good as his

word. To some, no doubt, the suffering in Dr.

Cachet's fine face—reflected of course from the

experience of his painter—seemed and could
seem nothing but a waking nightmare. But is

not a waking nightmare, we answer, a part, and a

most terrible part, of reality ? And can Art be
all that we dream it if it cannot face the worst of

life ? An art that can do that, that does not

shrink from these terrors, that sees them and
surrounds them with beauty, brings with it a

comfort that nothing can surpass and nothing can
explain. Only the elect of our race, only spirits of

Vincent's fearless and loving temper, are fit for

the task ; and on them comes the keenest pain.

They have wandered into desolate places, but they

have brought us back a treasure, and we make no
doubt they are content.

Vincent did not recover : he thought his case

was hopeless and he shot himself. Gauguin, who
was his friend, quotes from his last letter (p. 186)

—

it is the only quotation in the book which shows
a touch of insanity, and the noble character is

shown as well—"Dear Master", Vincent wrote,

"it is better for me, now that I have known you and
hurt you, to die with my mind clear rather than in a

less worthy state ". Gauguin adds—and his words
make a fitting close—" He put a bullet through
his body, and died some hours later, smoking his

pipe in bed, perfectly conscious, full of love for

his art, and with no bitterness against mankind ".

SOME FEATURES OF MEXICAN ARCHITECTURE
BY J. A. JOYCE

HE mystery which surrounds the

numerous ruins scattered throughout

Mexico and Guatemala, enhanced by
the romance which attends the story of

_ the Spanish conquest, has always

attracted a large number of students and enquirers.

The literature which deals with the archreology of

Central America has already attained considerable

proportions, and the theories which have been

enunciated are remarkable for their variety.

Books, however, which give a comprehensive idea

of the remains are few, and, in cases where the

subject has been treated in detail and with

scientific accuracy, expensive. A good idea of

Mexican architecture may be gathered from the

interesting album of photographs by Mr. C. G.
Rickards, reproduced in collotype, by Mr. H. E.

Shrimpton.' This album, which is shortly to be
followed by a second, consists almost entirely of

illustrations, the few pages of text by Mr. Rickards
being purely introductory and descriptive of the
plates. The area covered by the book lies entirely

within the Republic of Mexico, and embraces the
provinces of Yucatan, Chiapas, Oaxaca and Puebla.
Though this area contains the ruins of buildings
raised by two peoples, Maya and Nahua (including
Zapotec), yet the book is illustrative almost entirely

of Maya architecture. The only non-Maya remains
of any importance which are figured are those of

the Zapotec ; and the Zapotec, though probably of

Nahua stock, yet in their architecture seem to have
been profoundly affected by Maya influences.

^ The Ruins of Mexico. By Constantine George Rickards. Vol. I.

H. E. Slirlinpton, Regent Street, London, W. igio. Price 2gs.
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Some Features of Mexican Architecture

The physical geography of Central America was
favourable to the rise of the art of building in

stone ; in the Maya territory, particularly in

Yucatan, exist massive beds of limestone, which
have become broken up in places by sinkage,
and offer almost inexhaustible material to the
builder. Near Mitla, an even more tractable

material was afforded the Zapotec in the trachytes
of that region. But though material was good and
plentiful, it is doubtful whether any but stone
tools were at the service of the primitive mason

;

copper was indeed known, and used for purposes
of ornament, and though copper celts have been
found, they are by no means numerous, and there
is at present no evidence to show that metal tools

were ever applied generally to the working of stone.

This point is noteworthy, since it throws into

higher relief the skill of the primitive architect.

A striking feature of Mexican architecture is the
almost invariable presence of a substructure, terrace

or pyramid, rectangular in plan, and solidly con-
structed of stones and earth or mortar. The
sides of this substructure are faced with stone slabs,

dressed smooth or plastered, and the platform at the
top is paved with stone or laid with cement. The
finest of the Maya pyramids, el Castillo so-called,

at Chichen-Itza, is shown in Fig. a [Plate I].

It is of the "stepped" or terraced variety, and
supports a building of the usual rectangular type.

Numbers are rather to be avoided save in detailed

descriptions, but it is almost necessary, in order to

give some idea of the bulk of this, by no means
the largest of Mexican substructures, to state that

the pyramid is about 200 ft. square at the base, and
that the platform at the summit, 80 ft. above the
ground-level, has an area of about 400 square yards.

Access is gained to the terraces and pyramids by
one or more stairways, which in most cases
appear to have been added after the completion of
the main structure ; such stairways are wide and
contribute in no small measure to the imposing
effect of the whole building. On either side runs
a stone balustrade, often sculptured to represent
a colossal snake, the head of which, with open
mouth and protruding tongue, rests upon the
ground at the foot of the stairway. It is probable
that the pyramid and terrace are developments of

the more primitive mounds, a highly characteristic

feature of North American archaeology, notably
in the Mississippi valley.

Though the substructure is an important element
in Mayan architecture, it is nevertherless a mere
accessory, a mere pedestal upon which to set a
shrine or some building dedicated to the use of

the priesthood. Such buildings are remarkably
uniform in type ; local differences in detail exist,

but they are slight, and the main features are con-
stant throughout the whole Maya area. Except
in very rare instances, the ground-plan is rect-

angular and the roof is invariably flat, but the

peculiarity which strikes the eye most forcibly is

thevery deep entablature, covered with ornamenta-
tion in relief, which presents almost the effect of
a second storey [as in Pi.atk 11, b]. This feature is

owing to the method by which the Maya, ignorant
of the true arch, solved the problem of roofing. At
a certain point in the process of construction,
usually immediately above the level of the door-
lintel, each successive course of masonry of the
front and rear walls was laid so as to overlap the
course below in the direction of the interior of the
chamber ; so that, as building proceeded, the
space between was bridged by degrees. As a rule
when the two walls had thus been brought close
together, a series of blocks laid along the top
completed the junction ; but in some cases a row
of slabs on either side, leaning inwards and
supported by the row opposite, carried the vault up
to a sharp point. To prevent collapse the angle of

the soffit was necessarily high, and as the outer
surface of the wall was carried up equally with
that of the interior, a deep entablature was formed
which afforded a magnificent space for ornanaent.
In most places the face of this entablature is

vertical, but at Palenque it "batters" slightly

(slopes backwards), thus giving a characteristic

outline to the buildings of that neighbourhood.
To guard against the falling of the blocks as the

arch was approaching its completion, the walls

were often supported by transverse poles,

many of which still remain in siiti, and even
where these are not to be seen, the presence of

sockets in the walls proves that they were once
present, at least during the construction

of the building. The form of arch described
above w.is occasionally employed in the construc-

tion of doorways, as shown in Fig. c [Plate I],

which might well be the vertical section of a

chamber at right angles to its greater diameter.

The enormous weight of the roof constructed on
these principles necessitated a proportionate thick-

ness in the walls, and the method was wasteful

both of material and labour. Professor \V. H.
Holmes has computed that two-thirds of the bulk

of an ordinary single-chambered building is solid

masonry, and in the case of the so-called

"Governor's Palace" at Uxmal, if the sub-

structure be taken into account, that the mass of

masonry is to the chamber space in the proportion

of 40 to I.

As regards the actual masonry, the core of the

walls and roof is formed of conveniently sized

blocks of stone set in a thick matrix of excellent

mortar ; the facing consists in stones usually

dressed smooth on the outer side, and admirably
fitted one to the other on the surface. Most of

them are slightly wedge-shaped, and are set in

mortar as a tooth in the gum, so that great solidity

is given to the whole structure. Where the w.all is

veneered with slabs, these are similarly bevelled
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from the edges, so that the matrix of mortar in

which they are set penetrates nearly to the surface.

Such devices to .acquire soHdity were rendered
necessary owing to the fact that tlie Maya had not
recognized one of the most important points of

stone-laying, namely, that the regular breaking of

joints and bonding of corners is essential to perma-
nence of structure, and that facing slabs require

transverse bonding-stones to render them secure.

Doorways are, in the main, simple rectangular

openings, with square jambs supporting a lintel of

wood, or, less usually, of stone. In the hunger build-

ings the entrance is divided by means of pillars

into two or three openings, each with its own lintel,

[Plate II, e]. These pillars are square or round
and usually simple in form, sometimes covered with

sculpture or mouldings. By far the finest, how-
ever, are those at Chichen-Itza, which represent

feathered snakes, with their iieads on the ground
and their tails reared aloft. Monolithic pillars within

a building to support a fiat roof, probably of wood,
occur in the Zapotec remains at Mitla. The use

of wooden lintels has in a large measure con-
tributed to the destruction of many of the buildings

;

once these have decayed, the mass of masonry
above is dependent solely on the mortar for its

support, and collapse has only been a matter of

time. It is evident from many indications that

lintels were occasionally renewed during the time

that the buildings were yet in use.

The ornamentation of these structures is a

subject to which a whole volume might well be de-

voted. Decoration in the main was confined to the

entablature and roof, though rows of pilasters are

occasionally seen on the lower face of the build-

ings [Plate II, e]. Additionalspaceforembellish-

ment was often obtained by the erection of a

false front above the coping stones, or, as at

Palenque and U.\mal, the building was rendered
more imposing by the addition of a longitudinal

roof-crest, often of considerable dimensions.

The designs in high relief are composed of a

mosaic of blocks, each separately carved and fitted

into its proper place in the design. The magni-
tude of the labour involved may be estimated from
the fact th.it in one of the courts at Mitla [similar

to Plate II, k], according to the computation of

Professor Holmes, over eighty thousand mosaic
blocks have been used to complete the decoration.

More than this, the laying of these blocks does not
correspond exactly with the design, so we are

forced to conclude that each one was specially

shaped to accord with its neighbours. Such
methods of building up a large design, no less than
the good proportions shown by the entire

structure, lead to the further conclusion that the

primitive architect worked from a carefully

prepared plan. Stone carving was ncjt the only
method (jf decoration; in many "cities" stucco

played an equally important part, moulded over
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stones of suitable size set in the face of the wall

or even over a regular skeleton of limestone slabs.

Plain mural surfaces were finished with plaster,

and sometimes ornamented with frescoes in colour,

and reliefs of stone and stucco were embellished

with various pigments, black, white, red, blue,

yellow, and green. The ornamental motives are

extremely varied, figures of men and animals and
geometrical patterns are blended in the design,

or, as at Mitla, the art is purely geometric

[Plate II f]. It is hardly safe to make a

distinction between the two forms ; the figures

are obviously introduced for purposes of

mythological symbolism, and the degeneration

of such figures into geometric patterns is a frequent

feature of primitive art. Indeed, many of the

figures, particularly where carved in stone, are

treated geometrically. Some of the most peculiar

are the remarkable masked faces at Uxmal, in

which the nose of the mask is prolonged into a

kind of trunk, well-shown in Fig B [Pl.\te I],

but, besides the human form, figures of snakes,

birds, jaguars and turtles are of frequent occurrence.

The ceremonial and symbolic purpose of the

designs leads, perhaps, to barbaric overcrowding
of detail, which is rather in contrast with the

severe outline of the buildings, but the general

effect is rich, and the darker shadows underlying
the higher reliefs are well distributed. The varied

geometric designs of Mitla, scrolls, frets, lozenges

and the like, are tastefully arranged in panels pro-

portionate to the mural space, and give rise to the

supposition that, though doubtless symbolic, they

may be a translation into stone of textile designs.

The nature of the ornament on these buildings

makes it almost certain that the buildings them-
selves were constructed to serve some ceremonial
purpose. Probably the actual habit.itions of the

population were constructed of the same frail

materials which are used by the natives of the

present day, and have therefore long since

disappeared. Certainly the very presence of such
imposing structures implies a far larger population

than could be housed within them.
The inner arrangement is simple : in the

most elementary form a plain rectangular apart-

ment ; in the most elaborate, a series of such
apartments. A second storey is a rarity, and of

interior furniture there is no trace unless a sculp-

tured or stucco tablet in an interior shrine be
regarded as such, or the " dumb sheaves " usually

found on either side of a doorway be taken as

evidence of vanished textile hangings. Qf the

grouping of buildings little is to be said
;
pyramids

stand alone, the buildings on simple terraces are

often arranged to form a quadrangle, or a series of

quadrangles as at Mitla. Most of the features to

which allusion has been made aliove are illustrated

in Mr. Hickards' book, while for detailed desciip-

tinns the student niav be referred Id tin- works of
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Maudslay, Holmes, Chainay and others. To one
locality perhaps Mr. Rickards's photographs do
scant justice, namely Palenquc, but this is mainly
owing to the vegetation which obscures the details

of this remarkable site. Nevertheless on the whole
they give a good picture of Maya architecture,

which witii all its faults, judged by modern
standards, is practically the only relic of, not per-
haps a civilization, but at least a magnificent
barbarism, containing in itself the promise of a
fair future but for the blighting effects of contact
with the white race.

NOTES ON VARIOUS WORKS OF ART
TWO RECENT ADDITIONS TO THE
NATIONAL PORTRAIT GALLERY
Two seventeenth-century portraits recently

acquired by the National Portrait Gallery afford

an illustration of the manner in which the identity

of portraits, even of celebrities, is so often lost.

One might almost imagine them to have been
among those nameless portraits seen by Evelyn
which provoked him to remark "Our painters take

no care to transmit to posterity the names of the

persons whom they represent ; through which
negligence so many excellent pieces come after a

while to be dispersed amongst brokers and up-
holsterers ".

Portraits of Abr.^ham van der Doort.
One vigorous piece of painting, the head of an
unknown but remarkable-looking man, brought
casually to the Gallery for inspection in a dilapi-

dated condition, was recognized as an original

portrait of Abraham van der Doort, and purchased
by the Trustees [Plate, a]. Walpole says much
about Van der Doort, a Dutch artist, who was
patronized by Henry, Prince of Wales, and after-

wards, on the accession of his brother, Charles I,

appointed Medallist to the King and Keeper of the

Cabinet. In the former capacity he was designer
to the mint, and in the latter he compiled the well-

known catalogue of the Royal Pictures, etc., first

published by Bathoe in 1757. He died in 1641.

The earliest definite evidence as to the portrait

which we possess is the mezzotint engraving by
Valentine Green [Plate,c], dated 1776, made from
a drawing by G. Farington, after the picture at

Houghton. Green, it is true, calls the portrait that

of Dobson's father, but this mistake was pointed
out and corrected by Horace Walpole in the 1798
edition of his works,' and the print by Chambers
illustrating that edition and corresponding still

more closely than Green's with the National Por-
trait Gallery picture, bears the name of Van der

Doort [Plate, dJ. Meanwhile, in 1779, the

Houghton Collection had been sold to the Empress
Catharine II, and with it the portrait of Van der

Doort, now at S. Petersburg under Dobson's name
[Plate, b]. But this S. Petersburg picture agrees

' Walpole's works, 1798, Vol. II, p. 259: " In four different

MSS. of Vcrtue I find that this picture belonged to Richardson,

and is certainly the portrait of V.in der Durt, keeper of King
Charles's pictures, and who, on having mislaid a fine small

picture, and not being able to find it when asked for it by the

king, hanged himself".

far less closely both with Dobson's style of painting
and with the engravings than does the picture

recently acquired for the nation. This last corre-

sponds with the print even in such minor points
as the details of the falling curls, while the
Hermitage picture differs not only in small details,

but even in the general modelling and lighting,

the shape of the skull, and the parting of the hair.

The technical style of the two pictures differs no
less radically. That in the National Portrait

Gallery is certainly of Dobson's period, and shows
his characteristic warm brown underpainting,

though the effect is more dramatic and Rem-
br.mdtesque than in any other work of his which
is known to us. The S. Petersburg picture is

worked in the loose liquid manner of the latter

half of the eighteenth century ; is much more
weakly drawn and modelled, and suggests the

Wardour Street "school" of Reynolds rather

than a great pupil of Van Dyck.
Moreover, its peculiarities prove, on examina-

tion, to be exaggerations of peculiarities in

Valentine Green's mezzotint, which do not appear
in the more literal line engraving by Chambers.
We are thus driven to the suggestion that the

Hermitage picture is either a copy from the mezzo-
tint, or perhaps is Farington's " drawing" ^ from
the original, which Valentine Green had used as his

model in 1776. How and when this copy came
to be substituted for the original is a mystery we
cannot attempt to solve. C. J. H.

J.
D. M.

Portrait of Sir Thomas Tyldesley.
A second painting, recently bequeathed to the

gallery by the late Mr. S. M. Milne as a portrait

of General Lamhcrl, by Robert Walker, once

formed part of Lord Hardwicke's collection at

Wimpole, whence it passed to its late owner at the

sale in 1888. This picture, somewhat in the nature

of a fortunate sketch, represents a man in the

prime of life, bust size, three-quarters to the left,

wearing armour and a rare medal suspended from

a chain round his neck. A comparison, however,

of this bequest with the portrait of Lambert already

in the gallery showed that the two pictures could

not represent the same person. The authenticity

of the portrait of Lambert in the gallery is un-

questionable ; it belongs to a type which agrees

'The print is inscribed " Dobson Pinxit, G. Farington,

del'."
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with the early engraving by F. Place and the

larger and perhaps archetypal painting in the

possession of Sir Mathcw Amcotts Wilson, of

which several variants exist.

Bv means of a drawing in the Reference Library

of the Department, made in 1835 by W. Derby

from a painting in the possession of Sir William

Hulton, Bart., of Hulton Park,' I have succeeded

in identifying this so-called portrait of Lambert as

Sir Thomas Tyldesley (1596- 1651), the royalist

general. Tyldesley fought with distinction at

Edgehill, 1642, in command of troops raised by

himself, and after the king's death continued to

struggle for the royal cause, but was defeated and
killed at Wigan Lane, where a monument was
afterwards erected to his memory on the spot

where he fell. An important feature in the identifi-

cation of this portrait is the medal which Tyldesley

is wearing. Although hastily sketched, sufficient

of the subject is revealed, shewing an equestrian

figure with both fore-feet of the horse raised. Three
medalsstruckduring the Civil War correspond with

it in design, and of. these only two need be con-

sidered. They are known as the Edgehill medal,-

commemorating the battle fought on October 23rd,

1642, and were adopted by both Royalists and
Parliamentarians. Kawlin, the engraver of both

medals, utilized the figure of Prince Charles on
horseback on the reverse of the Royalist version

as the obverse of the Parliamentary, but omitted

the letters C. P. from the latter. Though similar

in this respect, the other side and their borders

differ. Mr. Grueber, Keeper of the Department of

Coinsand Medals, British Museum, kindlyexamined
the medal in the painting, and expressed his con-

currence with the opinion that it is the Royalist

and not the Parliamentary version of the Edgehill

medal. There does not appear to be any record

that Lambert was present at Edgehill, although a

Parliamentary regiment which fought there was
afterwards known by his name. It is, therefore,

not surprising to find Tyldesley wearing a memento
of an engagement of which he had good reason
to feel proud, but it is curious that in the great

National Portrait Exhibition of 1866-8 General
Lambert should have been represented only by a

picture which proves to be that of a distinguished

cavalier. J. D. M.

"A FORGOTTEN FRENCH PAINTER:
FELIX CHRETIEN"
In reference to Mr. P. G. Konody's most
'The portrait was engraved by J. Cochran for Baines's

Hiilory oj Lancashire, 183'j, Vol. III.

'Keproductions of these medals will be found in Mcdallic
Illuslriitioiis (British Museum), Plate XXV'I, and in Mayo's
Medals and Uecoratiom of the British Army, 1897, Vol. I,

Plates V and VIII.

interesting comment on the article' written by Mr.
Martin-Holland and myself on Felix Chretien,

may I be allowed to say at once that I feel sure

Mr. Konody's suggestion is correct

—

i.e., that the

companion picture sold with Holbein's .4 H;5i7SS(7(itirs

at the Beaujon sale of 1787 was no other than

Chretien's Moses and Aaron before Pharaoh ?

Notwithstanding certain inaccuracies of the Beaujon

catalogue, such as occur also in the account of

Holbein's picture which immediately follows, the

general terras of No. 16 fit Chretien's painting too

closely to admit of doubt as to the work referred

to ; and the matter is clenched further by the

allusion to the very unusual feature of the names of

the personages being inscribed on their robes. As

I am absent in Italy at the present time, I cannot

refer to Mr. Martin-Holland, but I feel sure he

would unite with me in congratulating Mr. Konody
on the very important piece of additional evidence

his perspicacity has brought to light.

Mary F. S. Hervey.

A HUNTING PARTY, BY AELBERT CUYP
The painting by Aelbert Cuyp, of which through

the kindness of its owner, the Rev. A. E. Clementi-

Smith, we are enabled to give a reproduction has

hitherto escaped the notice of critics. The subject

is a favourite one with the painter, just one of

the scenes of comfortable well-to-do life, which
Cuyp himself seems to have enjoyed. It repre-

sents a company of sportsmen, who are preparing

for their day's work and have met at sun-rise

on a knoll overhanging the sea near Dordrecht.

A lady in a blue riding habit is seated on her

horse, conversing with a gentleman, who has

dismounted. A huntsman in Cuyp's familiar

red jacket is attending to the dogs. In the middle
distance a herd of cattle, one of which is being

milked, is resting by the water-side, while herds-

men are standing or sitting about. Rising ground
completes the background, the whole landscape

being bathed in the warm golden light of the

morning sun. The picture is painted on panel

measuring 36 inches high by 45 inches wide and is

signed. It cannot be identified with certainty in

Smith's Catalogue Raisonne, but is possibly that

catalogued in the new edition by Dr. Hofstede de

Groot as " No. 619, C, Starting for the Hunt. Two
mounted cavaliers with some greyhounds are

starting for the hunt. Cattle are standing up or

lying down. A girl milks a cow. Panel. Sale-
Amsterdam, Dec. 3, 1827, No. 13 (92 florins,

Meyer) ".

' Sec Vol. XIX, pp. 48, etc., and io5, April, May, 1911.
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REVIEWS AND NOTICES
The Church of the Nativity at Bethlehem.

Batsford. 30s. net.

This venerable church has been made the subject

of a sumptuous monograph pubhshed on behalf

of the Byzantine Research Fund. It contains two
double plates in colour of the mosaics ; valuable

plans, sections, elevations and architectural detail

drawn by Mr. \V. Harvey on the spot, and
numerous photographs. The te.xt is contributed

by Mr. Harvey, Professor Lethaby, Mr. O. Dalton
of the British Museum, Mr. H. A. A. Cruso and
Dr. A. C. Headlam. In plan and dimensions the

church ranks with the great Roman basilicas, such
as S. Paul extra vtiiros and Old S. Peter's ; like

them, its nave is flanked by double aisles ; it

differs from them in the fact that its transepts

have apsidal terminations
;

perhaps we may
connect this trefoil plan with that of the Schola or

mortuary chapel of Pagan and Christian Rome.
In front is a covered narthex, as in some of the

basilicas at Rome ; the nave terminates to the east

in an apse. The church is set out symmetrically
and accurately, and is therefore probably of one
date. The columns are polished limestone mono-
liths and carry an entablature of wood ; in Old
S. Peter's also the columns of the nave carried

entablatures, but of masonry. Beneath the

transept is the famous Grotto of the Nativity.

The church has long been attributed, wholly or
in part, to the Emperor Justinian, chiefly on the

strength of a story in the Arabic chronicles of

Eutychius, which, however, were not written till

the tenth century and contain matter of obviously
legendary character respecting the emperor.
Many of its details may be paralleled in the

Palace of Diocletian at Spalato, built a few years
before Constantine began his reign ; this has
chambers with the trefoil plan, square-headed
doorways with flat arches of joggled voussoirs,

and windows constructed with arches of seven or
nine voussoirs ; all of which peculiarities recur
in the Bethlehem basilica. The apses are of

dressed stone ; the rest of the church has wooden
roofs covered with thick sheets of lead. The
British Museum possesses a valuable model of the
church, acquired not later than 1847.
The interior once possessed a gorgeous colour

scheme, such as that with which we are familiar
in S. Mark's, Venice. The walls of the aisles and
the narthex were plated with marble, and those
of the nave with mosaics ; in 1484 a visitor

recorded that the polished columns and slabs
still shone like a mirror. When the mosaics were
fresh and splendid, they were famous all over the
East ; little now is left. Fortunately, Ciampini
in 1863 engraved a complete and restored view of

the mosaics on the north side of the nave. From
various sources it would appear that the Annun-
ciation was figured on the central apse and the

Nativity on that to the south ; on the nave walls

were scenes from the Gospels, and on the columns

were painted tall figures of Christ, the Blessed
Virgin and Saints. Several of these painted
figures have inscriptions ; and as among them
are S. Canute and S. Olaf, they can hardly be
earlier than the twelfth century. The whole
church is grouped round the Cave of the Nativity,
the rocky roof of which may perhaps have once
been visible in the centre of the crossing, just as
is the rock of tfie Holy Sepulchre in Con-
stantine's basilica at Jerusalem, and the base
of S. Simeon's pillar in the open centre of the
crossing of the Syrian basilica of S. Simeon
Stylites. Along each side of the nave wall was
a low band of mosaics representing the ancestors
of Christ, above which, and below the clerestory
windows, was a much broader zone consisting of
conventional representations of the general and
provincial councils ; on the west wall was a Tree
of Jesse. The mosaics resemble so much those
of the Mosque of El Aksa at Jerusalem, which
were executed for Saladin by Byzantine artists in
1 187, that they can hardly be of earlier date. One
of their characteristics is the use of vegetative
scrollwork not composed of leaves and branches,
but of vases, colonnettes and wings, for which a
Persian origin may be postulated. The materials
used were chiefly glass, but cubes of limestone
and squares of mother-of-pearl were used for the
larger round and pear-shaped spots. The back-
ground is of gold cubes, consisting as usual of a
sheet of gold foil fixed to one surface of the cube
and protected by a film of transparent glass.

A novel and interesting section of the volume
gives accounts of visits to the church as recounted
by pilgrims and others who visited it. The earliest

is that of the Bordeaux pilgrim, who, writing in

333, says definitely " Ibi basilica facta est, jussu
Constantini ". Eusebius, writing between 337 and
340, says that the Empress Helena visited Bethle-
hem and dedicated two temples, one of which was
at the Cave of the Nativity ; similar testimony as
to Helena's work is borne by Socrates and Sozo-
menes, the first writing in the fourth, the latter in

the fifth century. S. Aetheria, writing between
529 and 534, says that Constantine decorated the
fabric with gold, mosaic and precious marble.
None of the above, nor any of the other visitors

to the church, seem ever to have heard it included
among the sixth-century work of Justinian ; and
as there is little of the architectural detail that is

Byzantine in character, and much that can be
correlated with work in Rome and Spalato, it may
fairly be concluded that the church was built by
the Emperor Constantine soon after the Peace of

the Church in 312,
With the ascription of the church to Justinian

may be dismissed also doubts as to the authen-
ticity of the site of the Cave of the Nativity. It is

known that the Emperor Hadrian, about the year

117 A.D., erected heathen temples at Jerusalem,
one to Jupiter Capitolinus on the site of the
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Jewish Temple, the other to Venus on the site

of the Holy Sepulchre. Jerome declares that he

also built a temple to Adonis ;
" in the very cave

where the infant Christ had uttered his earliest cry,

lamentation was made for the paramour of Venus ".

Justin Martyr, writing A.D. 155-160, tells us that

"Joseph lodged in a certain cave near the village ".

Origen, writing in 249, says "in Bethlehem is

shown the cave where He was born, and this

cave is well known in these parts, even among those

who are not believers, as the place in which Jesus

was born ". The curious part of the legend is that

the Gospel narratives describe the Nativity as

taking place in a stable, not in a cave. But this

is no grave objection ; the hill country of Palestine

abounds m caves ; and these were and are still

utilized as stables. In a folio volume on which

has been expended so much labour and thought it

is to be regretted that several of the photographic

illustrations are of inferior character ; some are flat,

some are out of focus, some mere smudges ; in

bright Eastern light it should have been possible

to show the textures and crannies of external walls

with microscopic accuracy. But that is the only

fault we should wish to find with a work which

will become the classic authority on the subject,

and also reflects the greatest credit on all the

collaborators, especially on Mr. Harvey, whose

indefatigable industry in measuring, planning and

sketching both the church and the mosaics is

beyond praise. F- B.

Dalmatian's Architektur und Plastik. von

CiRlLLo M. IVEKOVIC. Wieii : Anton SchroU and Co.

30 Maiks.

It is intended to bring out about ten portfolios,

each containing forty photographic plates and

sixteen pages of explanatory text, the idea being,

as explained by Mr. Ivekovic, to preserve a record

of the characteristic features of Dalmatia before

they are irrevocably lost. Hitherto Dalmatia has

scarcely been touched by the restless spirit of

modern progress, but in the last ten years a change

has begun and is rapidly beginning to alter the face

of this almost forgotten country. It is impossible

to hope that its present character will be maintained,

and just as the tourist has found out its charms,

they will inevitably begin to disappear. Such a

publication as this is therefore deserving of a warm
welcome. The reproductions arc admirably done.

The present volume deals entirely with Trau, and

gives a few general views beside reproductions of

particular buildings. As Trail was destroyed more

than once in the twelfth century, little remains

therein of the earlier art for which other parts of

Dalmatia are so celebrated. These reproductions

show it as a provincial Venice, using the charac-

teristic forms of Venetian architecture and

sculpture from the thirteenth to the sixteenth

centuries, but the Venetian language is spoken in

dialect ; the sculpture is less elegant, with a clumsy
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but naive fantasy which is not without its charm.

The main porch of the Cathedral is a remarkable

instance of this ; the Baptistery too is a strange

and original conception containing the oddest

mixture of heavy Renaissance pilasters and niches

below, ending in a florid Gothic roof with exagge-

rations of the' characteristic Venetian version of the

acanthus. In other parts we find imitations of the

sculpture of the Lombardi and of sixteenth century

campanile. It is not suprising that artists who

kept so closely as this to the Venetian traditions

occasionally afforded masters to Venice itself.

We look forward with pleasure to the forthcoming

numbers of this valuable publication.

Japanese Temples and their Treasures.
Compiled by the Department of the Interior, Japanese

Government. Tokyo; Shimbi Shoin.

It is impossible "to do anything like justice in a

review to the incredible wealth of artistic beauty

that these three superb portfolios contain. The
reproductions are done with that extraordinary

perfection of craftsmanship of which the Japanese

alone have the secret, especially when, as here, they

employ collotype. The first volume is devoted to the

architecture and decorative carving of the temples

themselves and is supplemented by outline plans,

elevatii)ns, and sections by the help of which, with

the introductory text, the European student can

get at least some faint idea of their extraordinary

splendour and magnihcence, though it would

probably be far more difficult for us to understand

the principles of an architecture which has deve-

loped so entirely out of carpentry, than it is for us

to follow the oriental genius in its plastic and

graphic expressions. Many of the plates devoted

to the painted decorations of the ceilings and

internal woodwork are admirably reproduced in

colour, and give one an idea of the extremely

methodical system of colouring followed by the

early Japanese designers. Particularly curious is

the constant repetition of the method known as

"cloud lining" which consists in surrounding the

darker masses of the design with stripes of the

same colour gradually becoming paler.

The second volume is devoted mainly to the

earlier sculpture, and it is this part perhaps which
contains the most surprising revelations for the

Western student, however well he may have been

prepared for them by isolated specimens brought

to this country. Many of these figures strike one

by their similarity to the finest examples of French
twelfth century sculpture ; one may cite in par-

ticular Plate 177 representing Kokuzo of Kondo
from the Horyuji Monastery at Nara. One is

struck by the extraordinary similarity of this with

the elongated figures that surround the entrance

to certain French cathedrals, only we have here

an art that while remaining equally primitive as

regards its main forms, shows an incredible

subtlety, no less in the treatment of surface and



lines than in the psychological conception of the
movement and expression of the figure itself.

Even stranger and more disconcerting in its re-

moteness from the moods of Western life is the
Kwannon of the same monastery, Plate 182. The
Western mind grasps with dilhculty, though with
fascinated wonder, the idea conveyed here of total

abstraction from the ordinary impulses and desires

of life. One may doubt whether feeling for the
rhythmic movement and pose of the figure has ever
been carried to such a point of subtlety without
any loss of simplicity as in some of these figures

of the Suiko period which ended in 644. This
particular expression seems to be the result of the
first flush of Buddhist influence upon a people
like the Japanese, gifted with the subtlest intelli-

gence but less apt than their Chinese neighbours
to dwell upon sublime and transcendent realities.

In the very early terra-cotta of an Angel, Plate
191, from the Okadera Monastery, and in the
somewhat similar painting of the Tama Mushi
shrine, from the Horyuji Monastery, of which an
admirable reproduction was seen at Earl's Court,
there is evidence of the influence of Han terra-

cottas. Plate No. 203, a brocade from the
Horyuji Monastery, is of peculiar interest since
the design is quite clearly imitated from a Sassan-
ian original, though the actual forms of the
confronted horsemen have been translated into
Chinese. In the succeeding Hakuho period 645-
710, fresh influences come in. Tang influences
from China, Persian designs, and finally, full-

fledged Buddhist art from India. The great
example of this period is the Yakushi Trinity in

the Yakushiji Monastery, the pedestal of which
shows a style which strikes one as more exotic
than anything else in oriental art. It is difficult

to conceive what particular mixture of influences
can have given rise to this strange production,
though apparently Tang influences predominate.
Before we come to the paintings proper, we get
on Plate 215 an extraordinarily beautiful pictorial
design executed as a hanging, in the style of the
purest Buddhist art. In the wall paintings of the
same period, Plate 219, we get the strongest
evidence of Indian influence—these heads might
almost have been taken from the Ajanta frescoes
if it were not for their greater perfection of execu-
tion, due to that purely aesthetic bias so character-
istic of the Japanese and so faintly felt even in the
greatest creations of Indian art. With the P\iji-

wara period from the end of the ninth century we
begin to find a definitely national style. Up to
this time, though there are evidences of the peculiar
Japanese genius, it only makes itself felt in modifi-
cations of styles borrowed from the mainland.
Indeed, each fresh discovery of the long lost

remains of Tang art in central Asiaonly makes the
dependence of Japan upon this art more apparent.
But the Fujiwara period begins at the moment of
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the decay of the Tang dynasty and the interruption
of official intercourse between the two countries.
One of the earliest and greatest expressions of
the new national spirit is the Amida of Howodo,
No. 313, where for the first lime the type of the
Buddha is modified in the direction of the Japanese
facial character. Yet even here, so averse was the
oriental artist from those sudden artistic revolu-
tions with which we are so familiar in the West,
what strikes us most is the continuity with the
older Chinese tradition. The quality of the new
national style is more apparent in subjects of a
more realistic nature such as the portrait statue of
the prince Shotoku expounding the Sutra at the
age of seven, Plate 329. This, however, belongs
already to the later Fujiwara period. The painting
of the Fujiwara period is seen to perfection in the
Amida and Twenty-five Bosatsu of Koyosau,
Plate 319, 322, and the almost more mysterious
Amida of the Hokkeji Nunnery at Nara which is

already familiar to us through the reproductions in

the" Kokka"andthe" Selected Masterpieces". This
is the period of tlie utmost technical refinement of
painting and the use of Kirikane work. The
finest examples of painting that were seen last year
at Shepherd's Bush belong to this period. With
the later Fujiwara Chinese art once more brings
in a fresh influence from the rise of the Sung
dynasty, an influence which was destined never to
fail throughout the history of Japanese art down
to modern times. With Sung influence begins the
marvellous series of paintings of the Death of
Buddha, of Nirvana and of the Re-awakening of
which several splendid examples are here repro-
duced. The Kamakura period—close of twelfth
to end of fourteenth centuries—marks the
rise of feudalism and the foundations of modern
Japan. Two elements conflict in the art of the
period, the tradition of native Fujiwara art becom-
ing constantly more and more refined, and the
newer Sung tradition from China. With the rise

of feudal ideals and the influence of the Zen sect
portraiture takes a new importance and some of
those profound characterizations are here repro-
duced, the portrait of the Emperor Homayono,
457, in colours being a very striking example.
With the opening of the Ashikaga period the great
epoch of distinctively religious art comes to an
end, and though the temples contain specimens of
later art of which a considerable number are re-

produced, the later art of Japan is best studied
elsewhere. Being already much more familiar to
European students, the comparative weakness of
this publication in this respect is not to be regretted.
Whit these superb volumes reveal to us, and that
fully for the first time, is the incredible intensity of
the creative effort of the early centuries of Japanese
history, the sublimity and elevation of thought,
the austere perfection of taste, the concentration
of the means of expression, and the self-suppression
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of the artist in his efforts to give a visible body to

the most remote abstractions of the divine nature,

quahties which, with all respect for Japanese art

of more recent times, one would scarcely have

predicted The introduction, by two Japanese

critics of profound learning, is written in excellent

English and gives the European student a clearer

survey of the whole field of Japanese art than has

ever been made accessible hitherto. The Japanese
government deserves the thanks of all lovers of art

for a publication so entirely worthy of the

treasures which they have in their care. R. E. K.

Old Chinesk Pokcei.ain' and Wokks of Art
IN CHIN.\. HyA. W. Bahr. Cassell. 30s. net.

This book contains 120 plates with their

descriptions, illustrating select specimens of a

large exhibition of Chinese works of art held at

Shanghai in 1908. Twelve of the plates are

devoted to enamels, jade and other substances,

and the rest to porcelain and pottery. The cata-

logue was prepared chiefly by Mr. A. W. Bahr,

the owner of a considerable number of the

exhibits, and it is prefaced by a brief but practical

survey of Chinese ceramic history written by Mr.
F. E. Wilkinson. Mr. Wilkinson's facts are well

arranged and succinctly expressed, but he is surely

in error in classing the Yung Lo egg-shell bowls
as Fukien porcelain {hltuic dc chine) and in placing

the best period of "ruby-back" dishes at tlie end
of the reign of Ch'ien Lung instead of the

beginning of that of Yung Cheng. He is too a

century early in dating the arrival of the Warham
bowl in this country. But these misconce|ilions

are perhaps explained by the strange combination
of authorities to whom he refers. The main
interest of the book, however, is in the illustra-

tions, which show us what native and European
collectors in China regard as a fine collection

;

and while they undoubtedly include many lovely

specimens, it is consoling to think that there is little

among them that may not be seen in our London
collections. The K'ang Hsi and later periods are

well represented on the whole, but the early wares
are disappointing if we except the curious vase on
Plate V which is called Sung but looks earlier

and the surprising "peach-bloom" bowl on Plate

XII, which is also called Sung but looks much
later. The more familiar types of Ming porcelain

are illustrated ; but the description " early Ming "

seems to have been indiscriminately applied, and
many of the specimens so named have no con-
vincing Ming characteristics. This is particularly

the case with the Fukien porcelain, which is nearly

all labelled "early Ming"; and even Lord
Kitchener's beautiful vase (Plate XXII) might well
have been dated considerably later. Altogether
the attributions of the older pieces are surprising.

On Plate 1 the vase described as Han is surely

Sung. On Plate II " the lamp and cover of the
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Five Dynasties" appears to be a Han granary urn,

and the Sung covered incense-burner has all the

air of a Han piece. Similar instances could be
multiplied if space permitted. With regard to

the later wares we might reasonably expect, in a

catalogue prepared in China and with Chinese
collectors actually assisting, some fresh light on
the subjects of the painted decorations or at any
rate full and correct readings of the marks and
inscriptions. In the first respect the descriptions

are sadly unilluminating, and in the second they

are positively remiss. To take a few of many
instances : On page 109 we find " marks, six

characters, Ming mark, in double ring." What
Ming mark? A bowl on Plate XXXIV has

"mark, characters in a double ring, Wan Li".

But the illustration shows eight characters, and it

should be an unusual and interesting mark.
Unfortunately, the web of the half-tone has made
them illegible. On Plate LXXV, a so-called

"birth-day plate" has "in the border four

medallions containing the character longevity."

In this case the characters are legible and read
"iViUi shoii 2i'ii cliiiiiii^, "a myriad longevities

without ending." The illustrations in half-tone

are on the whole extremely good, and the coloured
plates, twelve in number, made from " careful

paintings by the Chinese artist Wong Chun hai
"

are pretty pictures but fail to conjure up the

porcelain originals. The vases are fancifully dis-

played on picture scrolls and are thus rendered flat

like a draughtsman's designs rather than as objects

in the round. R. L. H.

Ueber den Begkiff des Malerischen in der
PlASTIK. Von Dr. Ph, Schweinfdrth. Heitz und
Miindel.

Relying upon the principles of Hildebrand, and
the ingenious generalisations of

J.
Lange, the

author sets out to traverse Greek and Italian

sculpture, with a view to discovering what sculp-

ture owes to the "pictorial" for its effects. He
tells how the sixth and earlier fifth century statues

were entirely bound by a rhythmic or architectonic

ide.il, and how Myron and Pheidias first combined
these spatial values with organic or functional

values into a new unity. Myron excelled in move-
ment because, according to Hildebrand, his

statues show you not only the movement of the

moment, but those which immediately precede

and follow it. Whether they do perform this little

miracle or not, and whether this is a sound criterion

of excellence of movement in art (which to my
thinking is no aesthetic sensation at all) may be a

matter of doubt. Pheidias, it says, did not attempt

absolute movement, but succeeded in representing

the entire organic life, thereby making a psychic

harmony. Over against this spatial-functional

unity Praxiteles invented the beauty of the human
body in the sense of the Platonic Eros. The easy
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pose of the Hermes, the subtle evanescence of the

muscles give the statue a warmth of Hfe that over-

flows its spatial scheme, which at once produces
an " atmosphere ", and with this word enters the

"pictorial" in sculpture. Whilst the Pheidian
statue gives merely a conception of life, the

Praxitelean pictorial gives you life itself. But,

in spite of the author's theory and conclusion,

there are some folks who might tliink the Ilyssos,

the schematic Diadumenos, and even the Tenea
Apollo more alive than the " atmospherical

"

Hermes or Satyr. Finally the Pergamene sculp-

ture, with its sparkling play of light and shade,

gives not only an atmosphere, but brings about
that nexus between the statue and spectator, viz.,

" Affekt ". This also is a pictorial attribute.

Renaissance sculpture began with the effort to

eliminate the purely plastic in favour of the

pictorial ; instead of the Platonic Eros it was
infused with the mysticism of S. Francis. From
the beginning its problem was an atmospherical
unity, and not a spatial or rhythmic. Ghiberti

solves the problem in his gates, which are unique
records of painting with plastic medium. As
Ghiberti was father of pictorial space in sculpture,

Donatello was the inventor of the pictorial figure,

though combined to a high degree with spatial

and functional values. After Donatello marble
sculpture lost itself in the decorative, only to be
modified by classical influence. Thus the bronze
workers PoUaiuolo and Verocchio combine the

pictorial with the old plastic ideal. Michelangelo
arrives, and once again unites the organic body
with Platonic beauty into a plastic unity.

Thus we get a definition of what the pictorial is

in sculpture, the rendering of actuality by subtle

treatment of muscle, the producing of "Affekt"
upon the spectator, the free and easy motive, and
the rendering of the texture and material by play

of light and shade. Dr. Schweinfurth repeatedly

asserts that the entrance of the pictorial is not to

be identified with degeneration in sculpture, which
comes about only when the pictorial oversteps the

boundary laid down by an equal share w'ith the

rhythmic or spatial values. As an example of

such degeneration he cites the Barberini Faun
(which, it might be objected, is for all that a

masterpiece), though, in another place, the author
says that even where the theoretical boundary h
overstepped, a good work of art will sanction

anything; for instance, Ghiberti's gates. Then what
is the validity of these assthetic criteria ? Is not this

dualism, this body and soul theory of sculpture, a

little superfluous, especially when the " pictorial
"

is to be discovered, apparently, in all works save

those of the fifth century, and is stated to be
" organically conditioned" by sculpture ? There
is architecture that might be called all ornament,

there is some that has none whatever, yet both are

architecture and admirable according to taste and

period. So too with sculpture, there are the

Tenea and the Pergamene figures. How they
differ from one another is patent to all, so
need we add to our already confused aesthetic

notions that of " virtual painting" for the Perga-
mene figures and some Rococo buildings ? The
German " Malerisch" school is no longer practical,

but is indulging in abstractions, and, when it finds

perfection in only the middle period of Greek art,

is dogmatizing.
J.

R. F.

Justus van Gent (Joos van Wassenhove). Par a,
De Cbclkneer, Gent.

This monograph, one of the best that has appeared
in Belgium for a long time, is published by the

Royal Flemish Academy, a very active body
which during the last fifty years has issued a

remarkable number of valuable works dis-

tinguished by their accuracy; this, however, is the

first that has been devoted to the life and works of

a painter ; it deals with that artist, hitherto known
as Justus of Ghent, who was the author of the

altar-piece of the confraternity of Corpus Domini
at Urbino, 1471-1474. His real name, as proved
by Hulin and Van der Haegen, is Jodoc van
Wassenhove, born, it is not known where, between
1430 and 1435. Joos—Latin lodocus—is the name
of a saint greatly venerated in the Low Countries,

whose shrine at Saint-Josse-sur-mer in Britanny
was a place of pilgrimage much resorted to in

olden times. The similarity of Joos to Joost

—

lustus—has led to many mistakes. In 1460, Joos
was admitted as free master into the guild

of S. Luke, at Antwerp where in all probability,

he had learned his art ; four years later, October
6, 1464, he became by purchase a free master of

the gild at Ghent, in which town he exercised his

craft for some years. He was a friend of Hugh
Van der Goes, and stood surety for the payment of

the gild dues by that painter when he was admitted

as free master, May 5th, 1467, as also for Simon
Binnynch, January 19, 1468. Shortly after, and
not in 1474 as stated by Fierens and others, he
left Ghent and went to Rome. We do not know
how it was that Van Wassenhove came to be em-
ployed at Urbino: whether he was invited thither

from Flanders, or later from Rome, to paint a

series of 28 half-length life-sized portraits for the

studioof Duke Frederic of Montefeltro, in hispalace

at Urbino. In the seventeenth century', Cardinal

Anthony Barberini carried them off to Rome, where
they remained until 1812, v.-hcn they were dispersed.

The designing of these occupied him a long time,

but they were most probably not painted until

after the completion of the altar-piece in 1474, as

they show Italian influence. Van Wassenhove
certainly designed the whole series, but was
assisted in their execution by other painters ; Mr.

De Ceuleneer is of opinion that three of the por-

traits were painted by John Santi, Raphael's father,
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and two by iMelozzo d.i Forli. As regards colour,

Van Wassenhove's works show considerable

resemblance to Van der Gocs's, to whom, however,

he was inferior in other respects. Mr. De Ceulencer

shows himself to be well acquainted with all that

has been written on the subject, both by his fellow

countrymen and by foreign critics, and is far more

accurate than the generality of writers in his

designation of the subjects of the pictures of which

he treats—a rare virtue among art critics.

W. H.J. W.

The Paradise of Tintoretto, uy f. r. b.

OsMASTON. Pear Tree Press. los. 6d.

Probably anyone could enjoy this picture, even

from photographs, if it was not explained to him.

Yet it is indeed possible to explain a picture,

and Kuskin did it with an art so illuminating and

self-sufficient that you do not need to refer to

the original. But this art is not practised now

;

the purely scientific research of date, attribution,

technic, etc., has taken its place. Mr. Osmaston's

essay falls between the two stools, he wants to

describe the picture, but he is born in a critical

age ; he wants to be critical but seemingly he

has not the training for it. The essay is intended

chiefly for those who are not privileged to see

the Paradise] but to devote a' long chapter to the

description of the colour effect is necessnrily

futile, especially if he compares it with other

pictures in Venice. To those who have seen or

will see it this chapter would be even more
unnecessar}'. The author's description of the

composition is rather in the nature of an apology..

If he writes that 'its sense of atmospheric infini-

tude which contributes largely to the unity of

the whole is that which is mostly repellent to

the ordinary spectator,' he would naturally be
hard pressed to make the work digestible to such
a low class of artistic taste. So for these people's

sake he concedes to what is vulgarly thought a
limitation in this monster picture, viz., that you
cannot see the figures and the whole composition
at the same time. Why is it a limitation ? The
building is one thing, its decoration is another.
After giving a list of difficulties that the painter

must have experienced in giving the work a
formal unity, he says it ' is unquestionably
present, it is in fact the most conspicuous feature

of the composition regarded as a whole,' which
is almost an ambiguous statement. In describing
the spiritual value of the picture Mr. Osmaston
is somewhat hard on the Christ and Virgin
Mary, but he feels for the artist's difficulties

and anxiety to make them perfect, which ' con-
siderations serve to explain but not to excuse the
result.' With so much expl.lining and excusing
the reader must constantly ask himself, Does the
author like the picture or not? Is he holding a
brief for it ? or is he honestly trying to make
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hiinscl/ enjoy a great work of art ? The misprints

and wrong references to plates could be over-

looked were it not that one finds the style of

writing careless in spite of 'the literary merit or

embellishment that it may carry,' (as the author

volunteers). Almost all of the 200 notes could

have been inserted in the text. The last sentence

in the book is thirteen lines of suspended parsing

ending in an asterisk referring you to the inevit-

able note! Over and over again there are the

phrases, c.j^., 'such a writer as Ruskin,' 'a painter

such as Tintoretto,' ' a piece of sculpture such as

the T/ticc Fates,' which are meaningless in view of

incomparable subjects he selects. The author's

conclusions regarding authorship, literary inter-

pretation, condition of paint would not convince

the unlearned reader because, apparently, they are

based upon personal impressions and assump-
tions, rather than upon wide experience and deep
authorities. If this is Mr. Osmaston's first essay

in Art criticism he has given us the fruits of hard
work and laudable ambition. Favourable oppor-
tunity, he tells us, induced him to write it ; no
doubt he will be induced to write his next book
under pressure of real conviction and discovery.

The plates are admirable, though one would
suggest a folding plate for the view of the entire

composition, and the book is good to look at

and well printed. J. R. F.

Die Deutsche Medaille in Kmist- und Kuitur-

historischer Hinsicht nach dein Bestande der Medaillen-
sairmlung des Allerhochsten Kaiserhauses. Von Karl
DoMANiG. M. 75. 100 Plates. Vienna : SchroU.

AUSGEWAHLTE R6.MISCHE MeDAILLOXS DER
Kaiserlichen Ml'nzsammlung in Wien . . .

neii herausgegeben . . . von W. KuiiiTSCHEK. 23 plates
and So illustrations in text. Vienna: SchroU. M. 20.

These two volumes, which we have not previously

had the opportunity of bringing to the notice of

readers of this Magazine, are valuable indications

of the admirable work which is being done by the

officials of the Vienna INIuseum. While some
Museums produce detailed catalogues of their

collections, and others summai-y inventories, while
some, alas, are content with mere guide-books or

even with no publications at all, the authorities

in charge of the Imperial Art Collections have
adopted the plan of publishing selections on a

grand scale. We noticed recently the two fine

volumes in which Prof. Julius von Schlosser has
made various objects of minor sculpture accessible

to students. Dr. Karl Domanig's book describes
and illustrates, in a hundred for the most part

well-executed plates, the history of the German
medal, from its beginning early in the sixteenth

century (some earlier pieces are rather coins than
medals) to the middle of the nineteenth. (The
portrait-med.ils of the House of Austria he has
already collected in another most useful publica-

tion.) Half the book is devoted to showing the
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artistic development of the medal (such as it is in

Germany), witli special reference to its connexion
with other branches of German art. This portion

of the work is especially useful, as in no other

volume can one find so convenient a series of

illustrations of the styles of the various medallists.

Dr. Habich's articles in the Prussian " Jahrbuch
"

will, it is hoped, cover the earlier period fully, but

their completion seems far off, as indeed does even
the inception of a corpus of German medals.

Meanwhile, though more recent research has
already antiquated certain attributions, though,
for instance, Fldtner will appear less prominently
as a portrait-medallist in future books than he
does here, yet Dr. Domanig's sumptuous volume,
used in combination with Erman's list, is and
will long be the most convenient apparatus for

the collector and student. The second portion of

the book classifies medals according to the way
in which they illustrate the history of culture.

The artistic value of this section is small, but it is

full of curiosities, and sometimes extremely useful

to the museum official who is harassed by questions

about medals commemorating marriage or baptism,
charms and amulets, alchemical or satirical pieces,

and the like.

If Dr. Domanig's volume is indispensable in

its way, the same must be said of his colleague's

selection of Roman medallions. It has been
possible to produce twenty-four fine photogravures
with descriptive text at a very moderate price by
using the plates originally made for Hofrat von
Kenner's articles in the Vienna " Jahrbuch " (1883-
1890). Thanks chiefly to the remarkable hoard
discovered at Szilagy-Somlyo in 1797, the Vienna
collection is unrivalled in respect of the large gold
medallions of the fourth century. Especially
noticeable are the two large pieces of Valens,
bearing the mint mark of Antioch, which in their

style contrast so curiously with Roman work of

the time, and are rather semi-barbarous imitations
than the work of official engravers. Comparison
with the ordinary coins produced at Antioch in

this reign shows that it is quite impossible that

the Imperial mint can have been responsible for

such workmanship as these medallions exhibit.

We note at the beginning of the selection a piece
of Hadrian which, since it bears the "imprimatur"
of the Roman Senate, is more strictly an impression
on a large jlan from the dies of an ordinary
sestertius, than a medallion proper. The numis-
matic descriptions are models of their kind ; we
have only to suggest one thing. Since arrows are
used to show the relative positions of the a.xes of
the obverse and reverse types, one of these arrows
should have been slanted when the reverse axis is

out of the vertical. The formula " Die Achsen
fallen um etwa 15° auseinander" (omitted, by the
way, in No. 227) could then have been dispensed
with. It is to be hoped that Professor Kubitschek

will soon publish his promised conuuentary nn
this fine collection of material, so valuable, not
merely to the numismatist, but to the student of

Roman history and Roman art. G. F. II.

Das KAKTENSPIEL der K«l. Staats uiid Alteillnimer-

Sammlung in StuUgart. Von Max Geisblug. Strassburg :

Hcilz. M. 16.

The Stuttgart Museum of Antiquities possesses

one of the most remarkable early painted packs

of cards that have survived. It consists of 49
cards, out of 52, belonging to four suits, ducks,

hawks, hounds and stags. The cards are the work
of a miniature painter, not, indeed, of the first order,

but of considerable attainments, especially as

a colorist ; their gay and harmonious tints, with a

gold background, and the lively and varied poses

of the birds and hounds, combine to make them
most attractive specimens of their class. The
colour must be taken on trust, but in all other

respects this excellent collotype reproduction of

the whole pack in full size does ample justice to

the originals. The introduction is as masterly and
well-considered a piece of work as we are accus-

tomed to expect from the pen of Dr. Geisberg.

Apart from the commentary on this particular

pack, it contains a most valuable enquiry into the

different combinations of suits, and the methods
of their use in playing, that prevailed in the fifteenth

century. On the evidence of the costumes of the

court cards Dr. Geisberg ascribes this Stuttgart

pack, which has been held by some superficial

observers to be Verontse, to the same district and
period, the Upper Rhine about 1440-45, as the

famous engraved cards of the " Meister der

Spielkarten" ; the painter is not, however,

dependent for his invention on that engraver.

C. D.

English Secul.^r Embroidery. ByM. a.jourdain.

Kegan Paul. Trench, Triibner and Co. los. 6d. net.

Miss M, A. Jourdain's new book bears evidence

of a great deal of research on the part of the

authoress, and comprises a mass of more or less

reliable information about the origin and charac-

teristics of the different styles of embroidery
which have been practised in England at various

periods. It may prove useful to the amateur of

old needlework who is desirous of conversing, in

a superficial way, on the subject, but it must be

confessed that little can be said as to its practical

utility to the serious student either in the matter

of technique, design or history.

E.xception may well be taken to the tide

"Secular Embroidery", for at the time when the

excellence of English embroidery made it famous

throughout Europe, there was no such distinction

between sacred and secular needlework as is sug-

gested by the author's choice of a name for her

book. The embroidery used in the Church, for

furniture and vestments, differed only in subject,

and not always even in that particular, from the
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work used in lieraldry, ceremonial garments or

domestic furnishing. The same profcssiona

embroiderer would undertake the ornamenting ot

a bishop's cope, a knight's tunic, my lady's court

.town, or a royal bed, and make use of exactly the

?ame style of design and stitchery in them al .

It was not until embroidery in the Church tell

into disuse, and the art itself, to a certain extent,

became degraded, that domestic needlework,

imitative of tapestry (such as the frontispiece of

Miss Jourdain's book), lacework, and woven

fabrics, may be said to have begun to be

practised. Not only so, but even the domestic

needleworkers, more frequently than not, devoted

their time and talents to the delineation of religious

subjects, thus rendering the title secular embroi-

dery inappropriate even for their work.

In the preparation of such a book as the one

under consideration, no amount of industry, on

the part of the writer, can make up for the lack of

technical knowledge of the craft treated of. It

is just this qualification that Miss jourdain does

not appear to possess. Very many different

kinds of needlework are mentioned, and in-

teresting facts about them quoted from ancient

diaries, inventories, etc., as well as from books by

modern authors, but the exact character of the

work referred to is left far too much to the

reader's im.-xgination. For instance, TurUy icork

is several times referred to, but only the very

vaguest idea of the manner in which it was done

is given. This is only one example, out of many

which might be quoted, of omissions which make

the volume a disappointing one to peruse, and

useless to consult as an authority. It is probable

also that it is this lack of technical knowledge

which prevented the authoress having sufticient

discrimination in the selection of subject-matter

and of reliable authorities for quotation.

In short, it appears that Miss Jourdain having

industriously collected materials for a history of

embroidery has failed to assimilate them herself

and weld them into an original treatise interesting

to the general reader and useful to the student of

this fascinating art. The large square octavo

volume is rather imposing in appearance owing

to its stout paper, ample margins, large, clear

type, and its numerous illustrations. Of the latter,

however, many could have well been spared,

especially if the remainder had been rendered

more definitely illustrative of the details of the

subject. L. H.

The COMACINES, their I'redecesfiors and Successors.

By W. RavenscroFT, K.S.A., F.R.I.B.A. Eliol Stock.

3S. 6d. net.

This nice little book of only eighty pages is

unfortunately too much occupied with Freemasonry

to be of any critical value. Otherwise the author

gives a pleasant precis of the history of the
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Comacine builders, and apparently with little assist-

ance to his own wits has arrived at a just estimate

of their importance as a link between classic and

Gothic architecture and sculpture. He has also

discovered for himself—as he tells us—thesignature
" Master Adam " on a pillar built upside down

into one of the portals of S. Ambrogio's, Milan.

Since he carefully disclaims all knowledge of the

ordinary sources of information, much credit is

due to him for his natural insight. His admiration

for the Comacines can have none but a good effect

on his own architectural production, and we may
hope, when his associates in Freemasonry next

express their corporate taste in public works, that

hisinfluence may mould it into other forms than it has

taken hitherto. At present, such examples as the

reredos in Gloucester Cathedral, which guide-books

ascribe to Masonic generosity, strike the eye in-

deed, but do not assist it to realize the Comacine

Succession which Mr. Ravenscroff loves to fancy.

The Materials of the Painter's Crm-t
in Europe and Egypt from Earliest Times to the end of the

Seventeenth Century, with some account of their prepara-

tion and use. By A. P. Laurie, M.A., D.Sc, Principal of the

Herict-Watt College, Edinburgh. Edinburgh : T. N.

FoULls. Small quarto, 5s. net.

It is a commonplace among professional artists

to deride the lay-critic and to denounce the picture

restorer, and to assert that only the artist who is

actually engaged on the manufacture of a work of

art can be trusted to give a proper judgment and

criticism as to the value of the work of art in

question. The materials of a painter's or any

artist's craft are obviously the only tools by the

use of which a work of art can come into being.

Colours, mediums, primings, varnishes are all

subjects on which a working artist should be able

to speak with an authoritative voice, and not un-

frequently does. It may be doubted, however, if

any large proportion of the misguided persons

who venture on the perilous future of an artist's

life—and their name is legion—if any great

number of the exhibitors at the Royal Academy
summer exhibitions—nay, if all the august Forty

themselves have any real scientific knowledge of

the materials which they use daily in the practice

of their profession. The omni-presence of the

artist's colourman and the cheapness of his wares,

the decay of the good old system of apprentice-

ship, the general hurry and impatience of modern

life, are among the agents responsible for an

artist's neglect and ignorance of the importance

underlying a proper knowledge of his tools. It is

not surprising, therefore, to learn from scientific

authorities like Dr. Laurie that during the last

two hundred years or so little has been added to

the materials of the painter's craft which has

proved of lasting value, and that where difference

of climate, ditierences of scientific knowledge and

intelligence, differences of social habit and popular
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demand have demanded some new form of execu-
tion, these new mctliods, even if they Iiave super-
seded the rules and mfthi)ds of our forefathers,

have not by any means surpassed them in

practical excellence, even if one goes back to the
days of ancient Home or still more ancient Egypt.
Dr. Laurie takes us even further back into the
caverns of paleolithic man, and illustrates the
high technical skill shown in drawings of even
pre-historic date.

Dr. Laurie has been engaged for many years on
the practical researches which form the valuable
kernel of this book, and which are now placed at

a most reasonable price within the reach of every
practising artist. Every true artist, certainly every
painter worthy of the name, should be to a
sufficient extent acquainted with the secrets of

painting in wax, fresco, or tempera, as well as in

oils or water-colours, no matter what medium
may be the one in which he feels that his art can
best be expressed. To a serious artist the choice
and composition of his colours, as well as the
consistency of his mediums, must obviously be a
matter of thought and deep consideration.
Picture-restorers are, when at their best, which
is rare, better judges of such matters than
working artists themselves, though the poisonous
taint of commercial interest too often deprives
them of much of the confidence which they
might otherwise hope to enjoy. The lay-critic,

if he gives his mind seriously to the scientific

study of this question, is more likely to become
a trustworthy judge of the value and durability of

a painting, even if he be not possessed, like the
true artist, of the imaginative power and technical
skill necessary for the production of any work of
art.

Dr. Laurie reviews afresh the previous essays
on the subject from the Middle Ages down to
the present day. He comments favourably on the
admirable work done in this direction by women
students, such as Mrs. Merrifield in the past and
Mrs. Herringham at the present day. So far from
claiming the chief credit for all this research. Dr.
Laurie gives a most valuable list of references at

the end of the book, to show how much had
already been done by others. This only increases
the debt which all lovers of painting will owe to
Dr. Laurie for placing his researches within their
reach, and for the result of these researches we
must refer our readers to the book itself. It is

entertaining to the independent critic to find that
at the outset of the twentieth century artists and
scientific authorities are still unable to decide for
certain what was the exact medium used by the
brothers Van Eyck, and to what extent these
painters may still claim to be the inventors of the
method of oil painting, which has been more or
less in practice since their date.

L. C.

HiSTOIRE DE ChARI.es MARTEL. Reproduction dcs
102 minatuics de I.tiyset Lii-iict (1470). Par J. Van dik
GllEYN-, S.J. Brussels : Viomaiil,

We have had occasion already to notice other
publications, issued at Brussels, containing photo
graphic reproductions of the precious illuminated
manuscripts in the Royal Library. We cannot be
too grateful to the publishers for their enterpriseand
to the editor, Father V.in der Gheyn, for his industry
in commenting on and explaining the manuscripts
and their illustrations. We are willing to acknow-
ledge our debt, even when we do not always feel

ourselves able to accept the editor's conclusions.
The volume of reproductions before us deals with
the four volumes of illuminated manuscriptsknown
as ' L'Histoire de Charles Martel et de ses succes-
seurs.' Information is not wanting about the writer
of these volumes, for it is stated in the manuscripts
themselves that they were written and completed
between the years 1463 and 1465 by David Aubert,
who is known to have been a calligrapher especially

employed at the Burgundian Court. The title

' Charles Martel ' is a misnomer, for the manuscript
deals with the great deeds of other heroes, of whom
Girart de Roussillon and Garin le Lorrain occupy
an even larger space than Charles Martel himself.
This is, however, a matter for other students to dis-

cuss. The miniature paintings themselves are very
interesting, if they do not rank very high as works
of art. A special interest attached to them is, that
on one page, Plate 92 of the series, entitled ' Ludie
exige d'Arnaut, son Mari, qu'il venge la mort de
P'romondin,' there is written the signature Loyset L.
This signature is clearly that of Loyset Liedet.
who is known to have worked at Hesdin in 1460,
and subsequently at Bruges. Father Van der Gheyn
gives a list of thirteen important illuminated
manuscripts in which Loyset had a hand from
1460-1470, the latest being the 102 paintings in

the Charles Martel series here reproduced. Ten
of these manuscripts are in Paris, five in Brussels,
one in Munich, and one in the possession of the
Duke of Devonshire at Chatsworth, the actual
numberof miniature paintings amounting to no less

than 558. The question arises whether it be safe
to attribute this unexampled amount of work to

the hand of Loyset alone, or whether Loyset was
not simply a member of a band of illuminators
working in one atelier at Bruges. The editor
inclines to attribute the Charles Martel series to
Loyset alone but leaves the question open. We
find a certain monotony of execution and want of
originality, which would stamp Loyset as a second-
rate artist, if all are to be attributed to his hand. If,

on the other hand, we select those which from
their framework and other details group themselves
assuredly under his name, and look on him as the
best of a working school of artists, we can place
him fairly high among miniaturists. It is to be
hoped that other manuscripts from the same atelkr
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may be reproduced in this way, as each series of

reproductions is an cnoimous help to Ihe study of

this particular subject, the interest in which lends

steadily to increase. It should be added that the

reproductions Ihemselvcs are very clear and well

printed, and the details full of interest for students

of media;val history. L. C.

L'Origine du Type Familial de la Maison de

HaBSBOURG. Dr. Osw. Rubbrecht. Brussels: G. V.m

Ocst.

In a recent number of this magazine (Vol. XVII,

p 174), Mr. \V. H.J. Weak called attention to the

interesting study bv Dr. Kubbrecht of the portraits

in the famous altarpiece by Memlinc in the

Hospital of S. John, at Bruges, which he proved

to be those of Charles the Bold and Margaret of

York. Dr. Kubbrecht has since amplified this

essay into a more important and extended study

of the peculiar type of features so prominent in

the members of the imperial house of Hapsburg,

and seeks, on lines laid down by Dr. Galippe, an

eminent French physician, to trace the origin of

the prognathism of the lower jaw and the thick,

projecting lower lip, which are so conspicuous, for

instance, in the features of the Emperor Charles V.

Dr. Rubbrecht disposes in a satisfactory way of

the theory advanced by the late M. Bouchot, that

these features were inherited from the hero of

Burgundy. He traces these exaggerated features

rather to Frederick 111, the father of Maximilian 1,

and shows how, by inter-marriage of near relations,

an accidental peculiarity became stereotyped to

exaggeration. The essay is a valuable and in-

teresting study in progressive iconography on

scientific lines. Dr. Kubbrecht's conclusions are

not overwhelmingly conclusive. We wonder

what he would say, for instance, to the peculiar

features, in this country, of the Cavendish family

which cannot be accounted for in the same way as

those of the Hapsburgs. The whole question is

one which was worthy of the trouble wliich Dr.

Rubbrecht has devoted to it. L. C.

Studies in the Decorative Art of Japan.
By Sir Fkancis Piogott. B. T. Balsford. 25s. net.

The author traces the development of the chief

types of Japanese diaper, scroll and lattice with

many wash-drawing illustrations. He might find

it diflicuU to prove essential grounds for his differ-

entiation between what he calls " natural conven-

tionalism" (our conventionalism) and "conven-

tional naturalism" (the peculiar decorative quality

given by Japanese to drawings from nature),

because veiy often the conventional is, save where

mechanical repetition has obscured the original,

as much like nature as first-hand decorative

drawing. Half the book, and the more important,

is devoted to the Pakua diapers. It is shown how
the "key" pattern and anistika were the sponta-

ntrous outcome of the religious /((Auv/, or divining
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rods, woven into pattern. As for the origin of the

Greek "key," presuming the Greeks did not know

the fabvci, and discounting any notion of inde-

pendent invention, the author concludes that they

must have borrowed the "key" and svaslika border

ready made from the East. Their ignorance of

the symbolism and of the elements of construction

of these patterns would explain the poverty and

impurity of their designs where they were not

copying models. It is a learned contribution to

a time-honoured discussion.

The little book has more scientific than pesthetic

value, and for that reason might be thought rather

expensive. J-
R- ^•

Albert BaERTSOHN. ParFiERENS-CEVAEET. BiuxcUes:

Van Oest.

M. Fierens-Gevaert's sympathetic biography of

his friend is one of a series of monographs on con-

temporary Belgian artists. As in the case of the

others, an edition de luxe limited to fifty copies

has been issued as well as the ordinary edition.

Baertsohn was born (in 1866) at Gand, the birth-

place of Maeterlinck, Charles Van Lerberghe,

Victor Horta and Theo van Rysselberghe. M.

Fierens-Gevaert sums up Baertsohn's art very

simply in calling him " the spiritual brother of

Maeterlinck", because of his attraction to " la vie

mysterieuse ". The volume is enriched with

numerous reproductions of drawingsand paintings,

which amply prove this point.

Baertsohn devoted himself to painting his native

land, and his work is full of atmosphere and the

poetry of melancholy. Ld Route d'Osteinle

(p. 42) is one of the best specimens of this mood.

The elusive nature of darkness, snow, and water

seems, too, to have fascinated him throughout his

life, and M. Fierens-Gevaert describes him as one

of the most poetic of realists, and one of the few

who have understood " L'Humanite des choses ".

The book, which is pleasantly written, contains at

the end a catalogue of the painter's works from

1886 to 1910, soine of which are in the public

museums of France and Brussels.

A. D. D.

Les Peintures de la Collection Chauchard.
80 reproductions en h^liogravuie par Ad. Brain et Cie.

Texte par Jeax GuiFKUEY. Paris: Plon.

The bequest to the Louvre of M. Chauchard's

noted collection of modern French pictures has

already been chronicled in this Magazine by our

Paris correspondent, Mr. R. E. Dell. It was
inevitable that the placing of these pictures on
public exhibition should be accompanied by a

catalogue de luxe, and this is now before us in the

shape of a bulky portfolio with eighty heliogravure

plates. It is impossible to criticize such a publi-

cation from the artistic point of view. There is

evidently a market for these expensive publications,

or they would not be produced. In this case the
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eighty plates, printed by tlic Maison Ad. Braun,

are of unusual excellence, and if the series seems

somewhat monotonous, it is not the fault of the

heliogravure plates, which are individually very

pleasant. A satisfactory introduction is supplied

by M. Jean Guiffrey, of the Louvre, as might be

expected, but there is in truth little new to be said

about Corot, Daubigny, Meissonier, Millet, Troyon
and other contemporary artists represented in the

Chauchard Collection. A series of prints from

minute paintings by Meissonier is liable to become
wearisome. So even with Millet, whose range of

emotion is limited, or with the landscape painters

and their so often repeated studies in the forest of

Fontainebleau. Even Corot loses his poetry by

constant repetition. It is curious to feel, after

perusing prints from such a series of paintings,

reproduced as they are with their particular

charms of lighting and colour omitted, to find

oneself thinking that, after all, the Ruysdaels and
Paul Potter had done something of this kind of

thing before. One can hardly blame Diaz, or

Rousseau, or Troyon for exciting this feeling ;
it

is the unkindness of the photographic apparatus

which does them this injustice. L. C.

The ST.4RLIT Mire. By James Bertram and F. Russell.

With ten drawings by Austin Osman Spare. John Lane.

7S. 6d, net.

When Mr. Spare was first heard of six or seven

years ago he was hailed in some quarters as the

new Beardsley, and as the work of a young man
of seventeen his drawings had a certain amount of

vigour and originality. But the years have not

dealt kindly with Mr. Spare, and he must not be

content with producing in his majority what
passed muster in his nonage. However, his designs

are not inappropriate for the crude paradoxes that

form the text of this book. It is far easier to

imitate an epigram than to invent one.

The Digressions of V. By elihu vedder. Constable.

2IS. net.

Mr. Elihu Vedder is a citizen of no mean
American city—New York—apparently of Dutch
descent. In this bulky volume of over five hundred
pages, in which the author describes the legends of

his infancy and the more conventional adventures

of his maturer years, we calculate that there are

some half a dozen portraits of himself taken at

various stages of his career without reckoning a

photograph of "the artist's hands". There are also

numerous reproductions of Mr. Vedder's pictures,

some in colour.

Chats ON Autographs. Uy a. m.broadley. Fisher

Uiiwin. 5s. net.

Mr. a. M. Broadley is a talkative maker of books,

and for Mr. Fisher Unwin's "Chat" series no better

" chatter " on autographs could have been found.

Mr. Broadley has a large collection of autographs
himself, and in this book he covers the whole field

of the A. L. S. from the days of Edward Alleyne

to the days of King George V. Royal signa-

tures, indeed, bulk large among the numerous
illustrations, and many of them are in Mr. Broadley's

possession. Of the autographs of artists the most
interesting are Wm. Hogarth's, Romney's and
George Morland's. At the end of the book is a

useful chapter on sale prices, 1810—1910.
H. C. F.

Catalogue of the Southesk Collection
of Antique Gems. voi. n. Quaritch. 30s.

In spite of the date which it bears (1908), this

volume appears to have been published early in

the present year. With it. Lady Helena Carnegie

completes her pious task of giving to the world a

record of the whole of her father's collection.

This second portion of the catalogue contains,

according to the title-page, gems and engraved

stones " Sassanian, Oriental, Mesopotamian,

Babylonian, Assyrian, Persian, Hittite, Cyprian,

Cilician, Mediaeval, Modern ": a summary leaving

something to be desired in point of clearness, but

sufficiently indicating the miscellaneous nature of

the collection. Two Greek coins have even

strayed in among the gems. The services of Mr.

T. G. Pinches and Prof. E. J. Rapson have been

enlisted to decipher the oriental inscriptions, and

the publication ought to be found useful. One
cannot have too many accurate illustrations of such

objects as the Sassanian gems, or the Mesopotamian

and other cylinders so admirably figured on nine

out of the eleven plates. G. F. H.

Catalogue of Engraved British Portraits
preserved in the Department of Prints and Drawings in the

British Museum. By Freemav O'DoxoGiiuE, F.S.A.

Vol. II (D—K).

This is the second volume of Mr. O'Donoghue's

invaluable Catalogue of Engraved British Portraits,

a work which has already been noticed in this

Magazine. The speedy appearance of this new
volume leads one to hope that the catalogue will

be completed in a fairly short time. The present

voluine is of special difficulty for the compiler,

seeing that it includes the series of royal portraits

under the headings " Edward," " Elizabeth,"

"George," " Henry," "James," as well as names so

prolific of portraiture as David Garrick, Lady

Hamilton and Samuel Johnson. Mr.O'Donogluie

is more on the alert in this volume to

describe certain portraits as false or untrustworthy.

In a few cases, however, a warning might still have

been added with advantage to the reader. Under

the name of Henry Fielding there is no note

that the drawing by Hogarth was at the best done

only from memory, while various stories have

been alleged to show that it did not really
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leprcscnl Fielding at all ; it is probable, moreover,

that the sketch from memory by Hogarth is the

only portrait which has any claim, even if not

incontestable, to represent the great novelist. In

another case, that of the well-known portraits of

Serena by Romney, usually accepted as a portrait

of Miss Honora Sneyd, Mr. O'Uonoghue does not

seem to be aware that recent research, as stated

by Mr. Chamberlain in his recent book on

Romney, has shown that Romney's portrait was

not taken from Miss Sneyd, though it was con-

sidered to resemble her very closely. We note

that the British Museum is very deficient in

modern engraved portraits, and would suggest that

every print-seller who registers a copyright in any

engraving should be compelled to deposit a print

in support of his claim in the British Museum.

Catalogue of the Municipal Gallery of
Modern Art, JoMAN.\ESBL-RG. Prepared by

G. Campbell Russ.

The catalogue before us gives some idea of the

energy which Sir Hugh Lane has displayed in the

formation of public collections. It would be

hardly too much to say that the new gallery which

Johannesburg has just founded is already far more
representative of the whole scope of modern
British art than anything that we have in England.

Not only so, but to a surprising extent this able

director has managed to get exceptionally good
examples of each of the many artists represented.

His sympathies are of the widest possible, or if

not his sympathies, at least his knowledge of what

different types of art must go together to make a

successful modern collection.

It would be impossible, I suppose, for any one

man to be equally enthusiastic about Maclise,

Brett, Albert Moore, Orpen and Rothenstein, but

to whatever school the artist belongs, Sir Hugh
Lane seems to have an eye for the best picture of

its kind. It is really an extraordinary performance,

and Johannesburg is to be sincerely congratulated

upon the munificence of its rich citizens and the

acumen of its temporary director. R. F.

Tables G£N£RALES dcscinquante premieres anncesde la

"Gazette dcs I5caux-Arts" (1859-1908). Par Charles du
Bls. Tume I". Tables des articles. Paris: 106 Boulevard
Saint-Germain. 10 fr.

Monsieur Charles du Bus, of the Bibliotheque

Nationale, has compiled an index for the first fifty

volumes of the " Gazette des Beaux-Arts ", which
appears to be an example of what such an aid to

research should be. Not only is there an index

of all the authors, and of the names of all the

artists who have been the subject of special

articles, together with a topographical index, but

these indispensable lists arc preceded by a com-
plete classification of the articles under two main
headings

—"Art" and "The Arts". In this way
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it will be possible for the student to find article

bearing on any subject, even though he may have

no clue to the'^name of the author. So far as one

can judge, the work has been carried out with

great care, and all students of art history will be

grateful for work which will save them much
unremunerative labour.

RECENT PRINTS
An important publication entitled Ocsterreichische

Kunstschaetze has recently made its appearance

at Vienna, issued by J.
Lowy, the well-known

photogmpher, and edited by Dr. W. Suida. Three

parts have thus far reached us, each containing

good reproductions of eight works of art in

Austrian collections, the Editor contributing to

each a useful note. To publish a series of

comparatively unknown works, many of which are

in private collections in Austria and therefore not

easy of access to the majority of students, is an

excellent idea which ought to receive every

encouragement. If other nations would follow

Austria's lead, a record might in time be built up

of every work of art worthy of the name through-

out Europe, and the value of such a catalogue to

art-historians would be incalculable. The follow-

ing pictures are reproduced in Heft i : a panel

commemorating Ulrich Reicheneker (d. 1410)

and once hanging above his tomb at Piirgg

(Johanneum Museum, Graz) ; it represents him
kneeling in full armour before the Madonna and

Child, presented by SS. George and Bartholomew, a

composition curiously reminiscent of Altichiero's

votive fresco in S. Anastasia, Verona. The Editor

ascribes it to an anonymous painter of Styria.

This school is at present scarcely known, though

several Austrian writers, including Dr. Suida him-

self, have for some time been drawing attention to

its importance in the history of art. At present

many examples of the school figure as " School of

Cologne", or even as "Italian". The armour
and costume add to the interest of this work of a

Styrian Primitive. No. IV, a Madonna and Child,

is also attributed to a Styrian Master of c. 1500, on

account of its connexion with the Talberg altar-

piece of 1505 in the Museum at Graz and with two

panels which passed from Graz into the Unger
Collection .at Vienna. In the Liechtenstein Gallery,

where the Madonna here reproduced hangs, it is

ascribed to Martin SchafTner, an obviously

inappropriate attribution. No. U, The Flight into

Egypt and Return from Egypt in the Museum of

Stift Neukloster, Wiener-Neustadt. These panels

are ascribed to the "Wiener Meister of 1469" on
account of their stylistic connexion with

tlie series in the Schottenstift at Vienna, one
of which is dated 1469. The two panels

under discussion—one of which has an interest-

ing architectural background, identified as

Wiener-Neustadt—are regarded by the Editor
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as earlier works by the " Wiener Meister ",

of c. 1460. No. Ill, a carved and painted figure

of S. Sebastian by an Austrian master of tlie

fifteenth century, in the parish church of Wiener-
Neustadt, where there are several other works by
this anonymous artist. The same church contains

No. V, a monument commemorating Archbishop
Klesel (d. 1630) ; a good ItaHan work of the

Seicento with an admirable portrait bust of the

Archbishop. The remaining works reproduced in

this Heft do not call for special notice ; they are :

No. VI, a ceiling decoration by Daniel Gran,

(1694-1757) ; Schwarzenberg Palace, Vienna; No.
VII, a sleeping child by Bernardo Strozzi

;

Czernin collection, Vienna; and No. VIII, a

portrait by Greuze said to be of the Marquis de
Candorcet ; Coll. of Prince Alfred Montenuovo,
Vienna.

Heft 2 contains a beautiful half-length of

S. A^nes (No. X) a fragment of an altarpiece by
Ambrogio Lorenzetti, in the collection of Prince

Liechtenstein at Burg Liechtenstein near Modling.

To judge by the illustration it appears to be a

characteristic work by this master ; the same
cannot be said of No. IX, a small //c)/yf(j;«;7v also

ascribed to Lorenzetti, in the collection of Prince

Leon Ouroussoff (formerly Russian Ambassador at

Vienna) which is surely by a far less distinguished

painter of Siena. The two angels reproduced
on the same sheet as the S. Agnes (No. X), in their

present condition seem unworthy of the name
of Pietro Lorenzetti here bestowed upon them.

No. XI, a fragment of a predella

—

The Presen-

tation of Christ in the Temple—by Benozzo Gozzoli

is quite unknown to art-historians ; the tempera is

said by the Editor to be in a brilliant state of

preservation. The panel is in the possession of

Don Jaime de Bourbon, Duke of Madrid (Schlosz

Frohsdorf, Lower Austria), who also owns the very

interesting portrait of a young scholar (No. XV)
formerly ascribed to Lotto, and published by the

Editor as the work of Licinio. Neither attri-

bution is completely satisfactory, though the first-

named seems certainly to come nearest to the truth.

The portrait is well worthy of study.

Nos. XII and XIII (detail), a large altar-piece

of the Madonna and Saints by I3artolommeo
Vivarini, signed and dated 1475, in the parish

church of Lussingrande. The note to this picture

is somewhat meagre and more information as to

the history of the altar-piece would have been
welcome.

The sumptuous catalogue issued from Amsterdam
by Messrs. Frederick Miller and Co. shows that the

collection of the late Mr.
J.

R. P. C. H, de Kuyper is

characteristic of those made by amateurs about
twenty years ago, that is to say, it is dominated by
the influence of the Barbizon school, and branches
out into popular artists such as Henner, Isabey

and Israels, and descends even as far as Innocenti.
Still, on the whole, the collection may be regarded
as remarkable for the quality of the best of the
Barbizon painters, the Millets being especially
interesting for their originality of design. One
picture (No. 88, Paturage sitr la montagne, en
Aiivergne) already anticipates Van Gogh. Among
the Corots, too, there are one or two of those
intimate personal notes which he unfortunately
abandoned in later life. There is also a splendid
Courbet and a remarkably well-designed Decamps.
Altogether we may say that few catalogues of

Barbizon pictures in recent years have provided
more interest than this.

A GROUP of admirers of Cezanne's work is

arranging for the construction of a monument to

his memory. The work, which is being entrusted

to M. Maillol, will take the form of an allegorical

nude statue, to be placed in the town of Aix,

where Cezanne lived and worked. In view of the

pronounced admiration which Cezanne's works
have excited in this country, it is thought that

some of our readers may like to contribute small

sums to this memorial. Any sums received will

be acknowledged by The Burlington Magazine
and forwarded to the French Committee.

English society has been as prone to welcome
the works of a clever foreign artist as it has been
slow to discover and support equally clever, and it

may be superior, work by artists born and educated
in England. Kneller had his day once, as had
Winterhalter in his turn. The mantle has now
fallen on Mr. Philip A. Laszlo, M.V.O., an exhibi-

tion of whose works has recently been opened at

Messrs. Agnews' Gallery in Bond Street. Mr.
Laszlo shows a ready disposition to fall into the

footsteps of Kneller and Winterhalter. An un-

doubted cleverness, a dexterous skill in the manner
of Sargent, a lightning rapidity of execution in the

manner of Sir Thomas Lawrence, all contribute

to the popularity of Mr. Laszlo's work, and to

conceal a poverty of invention and a lack of

interpretative insight. Mr. Laszlo, like many
other painters, is seldom at his case with royal

portraits ; he is more at home with Lord and
Lady Northcliffe, or with Mrs. Asquith, than he is

with the German Emperor or Prince Louis of

Battenberg. Should a selection from Mr. Laszlo's

portraits be shown in competition with the best

works of some of our English painters, especially

the younger generation, we should have little

anxiety about the result.

The piece of piinfo in aria lace illustrated on

page 75 in last month's number was wrongly

described as being in the Victoria and Albert

Museum. It is in the collection of Mrs. John
Hungerford Pollen.
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RECENT ART PUBLICATIONS
ART HISTOKY

KiCCI (C ) L'.irtc in Italia. I. Lombardia, Picinontc c I.iRuria.

II. llVcncto. (7x4) Bergamo (Islituto dArli K"lidic)i

each 3 1. Uliislratcd.
. .

Arthivalischc Beitra^c zur Gcscliichtc der vcnezianisclien

Kunst, aus dcm Nachlass G. Ludwigs herausgcgcben von

W. Bode, G. Oronau, D. Frhr. von lladeln. (nxS)
Berlin (Cassircr), 9 M.

Bal-m (J ). rimer Kunst. (10x7) Stuttgart, Bcrhn (Deutsche

VerlaRs-.\nslall).

Raceckku (B.). Das Kunslscwcrbc in Miinchcn. (9x6)

Stuttgart, Berlin (Cotta), 4 M.

TOPOGRAPHICAL ANTIQUITIES

Weigall (A. E. P. B.). The treasury of ancient Egypt

:

miscellaneous chapters on ancient Egyptian hi-tory and

arch.xology, (9x5) London (Blackwood), 7s. 6d. net.

Plates.

NlcoLosi (C. A.). La Montagna Maremmana, V.d d'AIbcgna,

la contca Ursina. 4 1.—Giglp (G.). II tallone d'ltalia :

Lecce e dintorni. 4 l.-ToESC.\ (P.). Torino. (11x7)

Bergamo (Istitiito d'Arti gratiehc). Illustrated.

Hekmaxin (K.). Die Stadt Rom im 15. und iG. Jahihundert:

52 Ansiehten ausgcwahlt und mil Erlaulerungen verschcn.

(10x13) Leipzig (Scemann), 24 M. Collotypes in port-

folio.

Henaru (R). Les richesses d'art de la ville de Pans; les

iardins et les squares. (10x7) Paris (Laurens), Ss. Plates.

Das'Kathauszu Regcnsburg. (15x12) Regensburg (Habbel),

100 M. Contains, besides articles on the architecture and

restoration of the Kathaus : die alldcutschen Wandteppiche,

von Dr. v. d. Leycn und Dr. Spamer ; and Kunstschiitze

des Kathauses, von O Hupp. Illustrated.

The R. Commission on the ancient and historical Monuments
and Constructions of Scotland : Second report and in-

ventory of monuments and constructions in the county of

Sutherland. (iox6| Edinburgh (II. M. Stationery Office), 6s.

Sheppari) (T). The evolution of Kingston.upon-Hull as

shewn by its ancient plans. (9x5) Hull (Brown), 3s. 6d.

net. Illustrated.

ARCHITECTURE
GrFxeisks (W. dc). Sainte Marie Antique. Avoc le concours

de Huclsen, Giorgis, Pederici, David. (14x11) Rome
(Bretschneider), 300 fr. Including " Album epigr.qihiqiie ".

(20X 14).

West |G. H.). Gothic architecture in England and France.

(8x5) London (Bell), 6s. net. Illustrated.

VlTRY (P.). Hotels & maisons de la Renaissance fran<:aise.

Rccucil de documents sur I'.irchitccture privee des XV'e et

XVlc siecles, avec une introduction et des notices. (iSx 12)

Paris (Levy). Photogravures.

Mario.nan (A). Les methodes du passe dans I'archeologie

francaise. |iox6| Paris (Dorbon-aine). ^'s.

Seckhr(H. K.). Die friilien B.uiformen der Golik in Schwaben,
insbesondere ilir Zusannnenhang mit Details aus der

Strassburger Munster-Bauluilte. (10x6) Strasburg (Hcit/.),

4 M. 50. 10 plates.

Haipt (A.). r.dasl-Architekfur von Ober-Italien und Toscana :

Bologna, Kerrara, Modena, Piacenza, Cremona, Pavi.i,

Brescia, Bergamo, Mailand, Turin. Lieferung I. (21 x 14)

Berlin (Wasmulh).
Godfrey (\V. H). The English staircase. An historical .account

of its characteristic types to the end of the eighteenth

century. (10x7) Loniion (Batsford), iSs. net. Illustrated.

PAI.STING

Crowe and Cavalcaseli.e. A history of painting in Italy, I\',

Florentine masters of the fifteenth century. Edited by
Langlon Douglas and G. dc Nicola. (9x6) London
(Murray), 21s. net.

Bourgeois (V. II.). La peinturc decorative d.ms Ic canton de
Vaud des I'fpoqne roniainc jiisqu' au XVI 1 1'"'; sieclc.

(18x13) Lausanne (Rouge). 24 col, plates and te.\t.

RauZIWIll (Princess). Portraits polonais, \M-XI\ siccles.

Publics sous la redaction du comte G. Myciehki. Part I.

(15x11) London, P.iris, Leipzig (Brockhaus and Pehrsson),

18 fr 10 photogravures and text. 6 pts. = i vol. (108 fr.).

I!l oCHi'T (E.l Pcintures de manuscrits arabes, petsans et turcs

de la Bibliothoque Nationale. (7 x 5) Pans (Bibhothcque

Nat ). 64 collotypes and descriptions.

Lytton (N.). Water-colour. (10x7) London (Duckworth),

2s.CJ.net. 28 pp. ; 16 plates.
, , j

Sll (K. R.M.). English pastels, 1750-1S30. tiixg) London

(Bell), 42s. net. Plates, some in colour.

ENGRAVING
Kristfller (P.). Kupferstich und Holzschnitt in vier Jahr-

bunderten. Zweite Aullage. (tox8) Berlin (Cassirer).

60O pp., illustrated.

DoDGSON (C). Catalogue of early German and Flemish wood-

cuts preserved in the Dept. of Prints and Drawings m the

British Museum. Vol.11. (10x6) British Museum, 21s.

Albert (P. P.). Der Meister E. S. : sein Name, seine Heiniat

und seine Ende—Kundc und Vcriiuitungen. (10x6)

Strasburg (Heitz), 8 M. i6 plates.

IlEiTZ (P) Dietrich von Berne (Sigcnot) : 4 unbekannte

Holzschnitte aus eincr Ausgabe des XVI Jahrhunderts.

(11 X S) Strasburg (Heitz), i M. S pp.

TEXTILES

Leconte (F.). L'industric du tipis a la main a Aubusson.

(10x7) Dijon (Impr. regionale), sfr.

ScHWAUACHER (S.). Die Stickereicn nach Entwurfen des

Antonio Pollaiuolo in der Opera di S. Maria del Fiore zu

Florenz. (11x8) Strasburg (Heitz), 12 M. 37 plates.

Riccl (E). Antiche trine italiane : Trine a fuselli. (14x10)

Ber.gamo (Istituto d'Arti gratiche), 50 1. Illustrated.

Hoi eor'i) (C). A chat about the Brodercrs' Company. (9 X 6)

Loudon (Allen). Plates.

MISCELLANEOUS

Bali.t(L.). Kataloge der Kgl. Altertumersaminhmg in Stutt-

gart, I. Ludwigsburger Porzellan (Figurenplastik). (12x9)

Stuttgart, Leipzig (Deutschcs Veilags-Anstalt). Illustra-

tions, some in colour.

Knapp (F.). Wanderungen durch die Werkstiitten friinkischer

Bildhauer. (gxG) Wiirzburg (Stiirtzl. 3 M. 60. 24 plates.

Thomas (M.). How to understand sculpture. (8x5) London
(Bell), 6s. net. Plates.

Karchek (K). Das deutsche Goldschmiedehandwerk bis ins

15. jahrhundert. (10x6) Leipzig (Scemann), 3 M.
Britti'.n- (F. J.). Old clocks and watches and their makers.

Third edition, much enlarged. (9x6) London (Batsford),

15s. net.

DlETZscHOLi) (C). Der Cornelius Nepos der Uhrmachcr.,

Zweite Aufi.ige. (9x6) Krems a. d. Don.au (the author
;

Werthcimstrasse, 13). 76 pp., lives of clockmakers, horo-

logists, etc. ;
illustrated.

Hirrz (P.). Die Strassburger Madonna des Meisters E S : eine

Handzcichnung in eiiiem Kopialbuche des Strassburger

Sl.idtarchivs. (10x6) Strasburg (Heitz); 2 M. 5 plates.

BromhI'.rg-Bvtkowski (S.). Kontemplative und extatischc

Kunst. (10x7) Lembcrgfl. Vereinsbuchdruckcrci), 2M.
40 pp.

KAli-miANN (A.). Giocondo Albertolli der Ornamcnliker des

italienischen Renaissance. (10x6) Strasburg (Heitz).

9 plates.

Grand-Carterkt (J.).
Les elegances de la Toilette: robes,

chapcaux, coiffures de style (1780-1825). (9x6) Paris

(Michel), 10 fr. 275 illustr.ilions, some in colour.

Haknel (E). Der sachsischen Ivurlurslcn Turnierbiichcr in

ihreii hervorragendstcn Darstcllungen auf vicrzig Tafeln.

(i2X 14) Frankfort-on-Main (Keller).

J.ihrbuch der Bilder- u. Kunstbl.illerpreise : Vcrzeichnis der

wichtigsten Auktionsergebiiisse des deutschen Kunst-

marktes. Band I, 1910. Mit einei Einleitung von T. von

Fiimmel. (9x6) Vienna (Malota), 10 M.

• Sizes (height X width) in inches.
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FRENCH PERIODICALS
Gazette des Beaux Arts. January, 191 1.
By the courtesy of Si^.ior De I'ctia, M. Geokges Nicole isable to reproduce the frescoes of the Villa discovered in 1900

"X f
,'°"'-'-'"''''"*=''^"'''"'^'"" ^atc of Pompeii, a cycle

RosP VT .' T """'r
'" "''^.!"^'"0' of ancient painting '•. M. do^Rosenthal writes on the work of a little-known French

fho^r'n .'"Vcl^^
sevcntecntti century, Pierre Brebietle of Mantes(born c 159S). M. Loiis Michon has an article on goldsmiths'

Kntl-.ni'''-'''"!^"''' '^i""''
^>' ''^"'"^'' Huguenot refugees inEngland, and reproduces examples by Pierre Harache tlieyounger, Jacob Margas and Paul Crcspin, Pierre Platel Pau!

anTotif.^irM"
''?.''''

•''°'V'"''?^"' '"fi'^'^'' t^'-i'^es than that of

nZiH w 1.*^ '''""'"i
'" ^°'"'''" '" "^e cighteenlh century),

benefit of ?rV"'' :;'"'"•'*•, The article summarizes, for the

EnWish i.nrb? h"''^u-'
'"/°™^i'ion gathered from standardtnghsh works on the subject. M. Henri Clolzot writes onthe tombs of the Parabere family in the church of No re Dime

Giroua d"\rhr"
<°' '" '?'^>' ""^ ^-"'Ptor of which isunknow^iOirouard who was working at Poitiers in 1684 mi"ht hive

rrech,de''M"!"'''=""°'''
'^'" ,'- ^-"^ at that tin'otcLtZrreclude his having received so important a commission

(who e worfaf\P°°''-,r^^°°?
for suggesting that D^n^sMa nWhose woik at Versailles and in the Invalides is well known)may have been the sculptor of these tomb^^.

'

1-ebruary.—M. Louis Reau discusses Albrecht Altdorferand his importance as a landscape-painter in the if-ht of recentrub .cations. A direct descendant of the miniaturists (Bertho"d

beeame'Th."?'
°"'^^' °' R^fi-^^^burg. his native place. Al do -^er

m .er^v-|rb{r^rlnTo;fLX,1h^eS-''- "'^ ^^^

of"^^hiidiii^si^^'^z^:^^^^^:^^i^i^t

i:^^£iF^^^ ^rr^aircC^ -!:-!!i>vfo

Moulins >' ?ht "'f
"'^ "°' f-'"' «'"°^ed from the Maitre de

at Constantinople. Permission inev^." f "T- '" "'^ "'"'^""^

granted to the tVench .™1 ool .^Athens Th'^t
"^'. '''^ ^'''"

found at Locri, in S Italv areof «.io?" ^* terra-cotta plaques

documents, throwin" li^.'ht ^n ifi^'Uj'^P"''^"" ^' mythological
ning of the fifth cenfurv A .

Eleusinian cult at the begin-
of these plaques rsirn\,-,>H'°f '^"'"Position treated in one

" magnificent £,« •», a/; • ^f h •
^''P*'''' publication on this

be of^heutmos vl ue^The bifu ffur^t'Hc'h' '"T^l"^''
"""'^

at Phaleron in in^n /„„
'^'^'^""'ut Attic b.is-relief discovered

diatdy preceSi ,1 Prlxi7eir''"'"'
^'^'""' "' ""= P'^""^ """«-

headof thestat eof A^i f-
/''P™'^'''^"'' ^^ '^ •'''^^ the fine

corner o^Via Lib ca,n,n"Hx'-'''M'"' "' i"""' ">'°' ••" "«=

hands of idmirnM i"
'' ^'' '^''^^'-"ate. The head and

ren/aii^dirotS'furTlhe'd^Tn °'
''^'"'^'l

"''''''^ f^°"> "-'

inferior artist The n'tf ,- i.V J n
'''"^'^ '" ""- ''°'^' "' an

writings o variou exoe K^^M r'-'^ "l"-"

=""'^'^ '"^^'^ ^^'i"' ">'-"

discoveries at the Dinvlo, °"/,Y"-'' 'V\'<=^
^nd with recent

the late K von Schne ?.r°,
/''^. ''"'' '^'^ •^^''"ach refers to

Jahreshefte ' Vo, xfde, lim'^'w-^^^^
comparable for 1 eir . Ir •

^ '','' ""^" '''''"^^^ °f -incient art

mens of classic if and r'^'';
T'''''"^^''h 'he great monu-Classic ait. and reproduces the small but admirable

bron/eofadancingniggerof AIpvai„ir:,„- • .•

near Deutsch-Altcmburg' on 1 ic riglb mi 0^/'!?,'
'°r". '^"T'<'""^now in the museum there ^ ^ °' ""*= Danube, and

JaS^lfa^^™ii;;'lr^-,^^-'^°"ce belonging to

compositions of the series cm titl^'U ''"^.--''T"
"^ '°'''y-'^v"

in Padre Lottini's accoun ,, e pHnc nnl'"''
^'^1'' ^'""'ia'a

'•

lo the Florentine Vir"in o tl a'
P^' '"''acles attributed

taining, besides the %grtim^s''tr'boo'lf-, P'" ^°Mcon.
Callot and two of his d r fu- n J^f,',. .

''°°''P'ale and arms of
from Florence in ".i .an^ .l^uo i^rs''' ^^

'V'"
'" ^''"^^

The drawings (of c- 16 4 "cp».s?nt ^ r'
"','; '''' Rambervillcr.

I'istorv of this saint) and' l^"^^•^''''•"'f°'I^•™'wviller•s
;S. John Baptis?),'a loL "'ai '^rh"bool- af,''

^"'""' .'"°'

tudes, became the nronertv „f ,1, uu?- ;
•^''*^'' many vicissi-

rublication issued .a Cm 'ad ^'^'""'^^'."r Rationale. A
drawings of the oil nnste rs s d

"''•" ,'^',''' architecturaf

Revmoxo. Planned by the ate M de'r v "^i""
^*''='^'-

edited by his collaborator, Dr E-er it is uf ? 'r'
.""^ °°^^

ll>e Gothic, Renaissance Baroque 'ind ,
.''''"''-•''?'fi".l °f

drawings discussed, for the mo^t DarM,, vt^Z '^"'°u'-
-^^^

include the design for a ,Ji ,^,„ 1

'^"."'^^'^ '^"'''=c''ons,

Albertiof Bor.^of,n Sennwi % ^•"''= 'tHe-known Giov
(after Giacomo="della Por a he niostTn"'-''

^'^.
^^''"'''"" ^^-S^i

rS-gi--.^s.^airp£iS3?t
Nmi;e ou l^^n^s'^h^t^ Z/LJ''^

^^^XhI^Z!^
Versailles, bnt^^aU fo'rmed"p rt o "thftomb" Ro ^""l'"'

="

construction (Cabinet of K, gravin4 Parisl' if?rr
'-'' '

'^
Descriptions of the tomb of iq6f -.'Tfrt r-^f" ' J

erroneous,

the Collecaon GaigniereTvol'i,^'.L"^.,',^g )"%' i^^-v-f/"

c^^rijim^^-f ^%r^^ Jhe-IS^«? -

S^S.?^.Kou-!^rkri:TESii^B

^.jpd^i^u!^^--s;^-e;g^Ei^3
and It remains yet to be decided whether the fourth rtistwa^

fj

at Augsburg, ascribed to Titian and called habclhi of

s... and seven Prado, No. 1034). fn techifique t1 e^ AuJ-sburg

ruScpr'a'doSo^rs."'^^""
"°^"'^'^ '-^'"" °' ^"- °'

m' MAmf.rr" T^''^
^'•''"•^' " "«DERNE. January 10, 1911.

D"All^bcr'bv7'T''' ^P^'^;'""^ ">e p'astel portrait^f

Kvh h r„ Y y-^.J'""^
recently i>resentcd to the Louvre

bel mL.'.*^; ".f "A
""^

^-'''ri
"f '75J), and the sketch for it

BMcilMANs, of the I-rench School of Arch.eology at Athens

Ale" °"sMfn"."''"''"''r"'
=>' .''"'-"S'^-''' '" ""= Tenfple of AthenaAlea, resumed in 1910 after a break of some years, which liavealready resulted in solving at least one problem which haspu/zled arch.eologists, and in making clear an obscure passage

in Pdusanias relating to this temple. The writers are able toprove, by weighty arguments, that the head and torso dis-
covere.1 here by Mendel did not, as usually supposed, form one
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French Periodicals

statue. The head, they consider, belonged to a statue of

Hygieia by Scopns (?), the body to one of Atalsnla of the school

of" this master. Their conclusions differ from those of.Trof.

Ernest Gardner and the late Prof. Furtwacngler. M. Emile

Bkkt.ai X reproduces the much-di-cussed Ailoinlioii of the Maji,i

ascribed to Hugo van der Goes, in the convent of the Escolapios

at Monfortc in Galicia. He gives a detailed account of its

condition, and sugiiests that the A(1oiation of the Slufherds, by

H. van der Goes, at Berlin, was the predella of this picture,

which might account for the very large sum offered for it by

Dr. Bode, but not accepted, tlie exportation being prohibited

by the Spanish Government. It was originally a triptych, but

whether the shutters are still in existence and how the picture

came to Monforte is unknown ; the buildings of the Kscolapios

date only from 1593. Dr Jacqiks Mesnil writes on Flemish

influence in the work of D. Ghirlandaio, and cites as proof of

this the Xati-.'ity of the Sassetta Chapel (Florence Academy)—
the group of shepherds evidently inlluenccd by II. van der

Goes' Portinari altar-piece—and the .S. Jerome in the church of

Ognissanti ; here the miniature-like treatment of detail, remi-

niscent of the Flemings, though falling far short of their work,

is out of place in fresco-painting, in striking contrast is Botti-

celli's line presentment of S. Augustine in the same church.

Incidentally, speaking of Botticelli's AdoraUon of the M>igi with

the portraits of the Medici, M. Mesnil mentions his discovery

in the Florentine archis'es that the donor of this picture,

Gaspare di Zanobi del Lama, belonged to the Guild of Money-

changers, which would explain his relations with the Medici

who belonged to the same guild. M. Denis Roche begins an

article on Russian sculptors, pupils of Nicolas-Fran(;ois Gillet,

who was invited to Russia in 1758 to inaugurate a school of

sculpture in the Academy of Fine Arts : he remained at the

post, over which he eventually presided, for twenty years.

Among those who were inlluenced by him were Fedote

Choubine, Theodore Gordicev, Fedoss Chtchedrine, and others.

Mme. Jeanne Doin has the hrst instalment of an article on

ConsUnce Mayer, the pupil of Prud'hon.

February.— F'irst instalment of an article by M. Henri
LaPAVZE on the landscape-painter, Jean Briant (1760-99), the

master of Ingres, and of another by M. Paul Ai.fassa on
Bernini, with special reference to M. Marcel Keymond's recent
" Life " of the artist ; numerous illustrations, among them the

characteristic portrait-drawing of Bernini by himself (National

Gallery, Home). M. Charles Ollmont writes on a portrait of

Ducreux by himself, in the collection of Lord Kosebery, which
has been wrongly called a portrait of Robespierre by Greu/.e.

Other works, including an unpublished portrait at Mulhouse,

are reproduced, with useful notes on the life and works of this

hitherto neglected pupil of La Tour. Concluding article on the

Russian sculptors of the eighteenth century (fuUowers of Gillet):

Ivanov, Kozlowski, Ivan Martos, Prokohev, Sokolov, and others.

Mme. Doix concludes her notice of Constance Mayer.
March.—The portal of the cathedral of Senlis (twelfth century)

and its inlluencc on contemporary sculpture lor more than a

generation, by M. Emile Male ; sculptures at Mantes, Charlres,

Rheims and Laon, all inspired directly or indirectly by Senlis.

M. R. HfeSARi) writes on the Villa Emo at Fanzolo, near

Castelfranco, built by I'alladio (c. 1550) for Leonardo Emo, still

owned by his descendants, and in good preservation. The
numerous frescoes arc ascribed by the writer to Zelotli and
Paolo Veronese ; the article on Briant continued, and that on
Bernini concluded ; his work as architect and sculptor discussed

with numerous reproductions, among them the design for the

Louvre facade (after Marot's engraving) ; the statues of

S. Bibbicna, S. Teresa, the Charity from the tomb of Pope
I'rban VIII, the Angel from the Ponte S Angelo, the Visitation,

Savona, etc.

April.—M. AndrP, Hallays disausses the Musee Calvct,

Avignon, shortly to celebrate its centenary, one of the richest

and most attractive nuiseums in France, rich in works of the

French Primitives and in medixv.il and renaissance sculpture,

or rather its fragmenl.ary remains, for Avignon sulfered to an
unparalleled degree from the vandalism of the Revolution.

The Kl Fl'KR of tlie Music histoiiqiic dei lissus at Lyon writes

on four rem.irkablc Oriental carpets in that collection ; one, an
admirable example of I'ersian art, displays animal drawing of

surprising excellence. Reproductions of the four carpets are

given. The thiid and concluding article on Briant deals

largely, like the second, with the landscapes of Ingres, with
the object of proving that the pupil of linant practised this
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branch of art assiduously, and did not, as often asserted, neglect

and despise landscape-painting. M. Emile Dacier has a note

on two engraved portraits of Mile. S.ille, the dancer, by Petit,

after a painting by Fenouil ; the first state of 1740, the second
of 1742. In this last very rare example Mile. Salle wears a hat,

and the portrait is not named, but is called VApres-Diiie : La
D.iinc ii la Promenade, being one of a series issued by Petit

under the title of the Principal Hours of the Day (the other

three

—

Morning, Xoo}i, Evening—after compositions by Boucher).

A third state of this engraving without letters, also very rare, is

known to exist.

Les Arts, March, 1911.

The number is devoted to a discu?sion of the collection of

M. Pierre Decourcelle, with many reproductions, among them
admirable portraits by La Tour, Ducreux, Simon-Bernard
Lenoir, Boucher, Peronneau, etc. ; busts by Houdon, Lemoyne,
Deferncx, Pajou, and works by Hubert Robert, Fragonard,
Cochin, and othtrs. The writer is M. JEAN-Louis Vaudoyer.
April.—Article by M. DuRAND-GKiiviLLE on the brothers Van

Eyck, in which he gives a reading of the inscription on the

wings of the S. B.ivon altar-piece, differing slightly from that

of other writers, and states that it his never before been tran.

scribed with complete accuracy : he identifies the portrait of a
man in a turban (National G.illery), dated Oct. 31, 1433, as the

self-portrait of Jan van Eyck, and deduces from it that he was
bo'n about 13S5 ; considers it identical with the portrait of the

painter mentioned in the Arundel catalogue of 1655 I
seeks to

differentiate between the work of Hubert and Jan van Eyck,
and ascribes to the former, among other works, three pictures

respectively in Saint-Sauveur at Bruges, in the Aynard Collec-

tion, and in the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum, Berlin. M. A.

Margi'illier reproduces the fine seventeenth-century portrait

of a man formerly in an English private collection, and now in

America. A name inscribed on the canvas, deciphered " Valle ",

has induced critics to regard it as the work of Louis Valle, who
is said to have been a pupil of Rembrandt. The connexion
with Rembrandt is evident in this portrait by a painter of

marked individuality.

Revue .^rcheologique. November-December, 1910.

M. Salomon Reinach proposes a new explanation of the inner
shutters of the Van Eycks' Adoration oj the Lantl\ usually
designated the yust 7nd:;es and the Kiiii^hts of Christ. He holds
that they represent (r) contemporary princes and (2) knights of
old. On No, I he identifies : the Due de Berry (a figure some-
times wrongly called a portrait of Hubert van Eyck), from the
likeness to his kneeling statue at Bourges, to Holbein's drawing,
Basle Museum, and to theportrait-miniatui'e—the frontispiece

—

of "Les Heures du Due de Berry", Chantilly
; John VI

Paleologus, by reason of the likeness to Pisano's medal and to

Filarete's bronze bust. The writer believes that Hubert van
Eyck may have seen Paleologus at Verona in 1424, and have
drawn his profile. The other portraits are unidentified

; one
(sometimes wrongly called Jan van Eyck) may represent
Henry V of England. On No. 2 M. Reinach identifies the
figure next to Cliarlcmagne as S. Louis (and not Charles VI, as
has been conjectured), principally owing to its striking likeness
in type to the portrait of S. Louis in the " Grandes Chroniques
de France" (MS. at S. Petersburg). That one of the last

Greek emperors should appear upon the first masterpiece of
modern painting is not without interest.

Janu.iry-Fehruary, 191 1. M. F. DE Mely writes on the
signatures of the Primitives

; the first part of the article deals
with the criticisms directed against his studies of " Les Heures
d'Anne de Bretagne," and of the illuminator, Honore, by the
late M. Leopold Dclisle ;

the second part enumerates many
signatures of miniaturists from the ninth century to the thir-

teenth. M. H. Beuchat writes on ancient Mexican MSS.,
many of them at present unpublished. The first part of the
article de.ils with the various codices in different collections,

their history and date; the l.itter part with the graphic system
of ilescriptive pictures having the value of true writing. Those
belonging to the period following the Coiuiuest of Mexico have
been lor the most pait deciphered, or their interpretation is

merely a question of time ; but the meaning of the earlier MSS.,
such as the Codex Borgui, the Ffejerv.lry-Mayer Codex, and
others, is still very obscure. Patient study, which has achieved
so much in this direction, has still a wide field of activity

befo.c it.
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EDITORIAL ARTICLES: NUiMBER ONE HUNDRED
HE appearance of the

hundredth number of

The 'Burlington •S^lagazine

is an occasion that may
be allowed to excuse a

little self-gratulation on

the part of those who have taken an active

share in its publication. Now that it has

become an institution recognized not only

in England, but on the Continent and in

America, we can afford to look back with

equanimity upon the early years of struggle

and difficulty. When The Burlington

Magazine was founded many of those who
most desired a journal devoted to the serious

study of Fine Art were pessimistic about

the possibility of establishing one in

England without the aid of subventions

such as some of the leading journals of the

Continent enjoy. We are glad now to be

able to number these critics among our

supporters and active contributors. The
study of art-history systematically en-

couraged in certain foreign countries was,

when The Burlington Magazine began, at

a serious disadvantage in England. The
student, however interesting his discoveries,

had no field tor publication except in book

form or in the pages of some magazine

which was unlikely to reach his fellow-

students. The result was a widespread

opinion, even in England, that we possessed

no critics or students of first-rate ability,

that for critical acumen we must turn to

France, and for precise learning to Ger-

many. Without undue conceit we may
fairly claim to have altered this opinion.

Those critics of an older generation who
had already made their mark before The

Burlington Alagazine began its career have,

by their contributions to our pages, con-

firmed their reputation and extended their

influence. But what is more, our publica-

tion has stimulated research on the part of

younger students, and has brought forth

The Burlington Mag.uine, N'o. ioo. Vol. XIX.—July, 1911.

talents which without such stimulus might
have remained latent. Especially agree-

able to ourselves are the cordial relations

which the Magazine has maintained with

the staffs of our leading museums. We
have constantly profited by the generously

proffered advice of those whose special

knowledge enables them to speak witli

authority, and they have, we hope, bene-

fited by the opportunity of publishing

discoveries made in the course of their

official work.

But whilst we believe that our efforts

have increased the prestige of English

criticism, we have always insisted on the

essentially international character of the

Magazine, and it is therefore a peculiar

pleasure to us to be able to number among
our regular contributors so many distin-

guished foreign writers, and to note their

willingness to publish their researches in

an English periodical.

When The Burlington Magazine started,

by far the greater number of students

devoted themselves to the art of the Renais-

sance and the succeeding periods of Euro-

pean art. Anything beyond that was re-

garded as being more in the nature of a

curiosity than as worthy of serious study

and appreciation. By devoting much of its

space to the criticism of early Chinese

pottery and painting, to the origins of

Mohammedan art, and even to the art of

quite primitive civilizations, the Magazine

has, we think, helped to enlarge our idea of

what qualities are essential to great works

of art.

In all these directions the present editors

are merely carrying on the far-sighted and

liberal policy laid down by the late editor.

It is to him, indeed, that the Magazine

owes its success. Without the unusual

combination of artistic sensibility and

business method which he possesses it could

never have met successfully the difficulties
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of its early years. It is a pleasure to

acknowledge our immense indebtedness to

him, and we take the opportunity of this

century publication to present to our

readers, as a special supplement, a repro-

duction of one of Mr. Holmes's drawings,

for it is not the least of the benefits that

he has conferred on British art that he

has managed, in spite of the pressure of

other occupations, to make constant and

surprising advances in his work as an artist.

The same qualities of sound scholarship

and purity of taste which marked his

direction of The Burlington Magazine are

S. PAUL'S BRIDGE
HE vote of the House of

Commons on June 14th

recommitting to a Select

Committee the Bill for

carrying out the City of

London scheme for a new
bridge is an epoch-marking event. Without
discussing here the scheme itself, we note

with amazed delight the feeling, to which
the vote gave such emphatic expression, that

the beauty of London is a matter worthy

of public concern and public enquiry, and

that the House of Commons has dared to

take upon itself to champion those intan-

gible but all-important aspirations for the

beauty and dignity of our communal exis-

tence which have been ruthlessly dis-

regarded for the last hundred years at

the bidding of commercial Pliilistinism.

Surely never before has Parliament defi-

nitely joined issue with the Philistines and

roundly beaten them. All honour there-

fore to Mr. Philip Morrell, Lord Henry
Cavendish Bentinck and Lord Balcarres,

through whose devotion to the cause of

public art this surprising victory was won.
In the course of the debate the archi-

tects were accused of not taking part

in the proceedings before the Select
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strikingly apparent in his own work. Mr.

Holmes was never tired of insisting on the

fact that the ultimate value of the study

ofancient art must be found in its effects on

modern design. It will be seen how well

he has carried his own words into practice.

In looking forward to the future one

foresees the possibility of a time when the

study of ancient masterpieces may have

completely revivified the general sense of

beauty once so nearly extinct. Until that

distant day arrives we believe that The

Burlington Magazine will continue to per-

form a useful and necessary function.

Committee which approved the City's

scheme, and there is undoubtedly some

weight in this contention. This merely

emphasizes what we have so often urged,

namely that wherever public monuments

are concerned we should not merely call

for the opinion of particular cliques and

societies of artists, but get at the opinion

of the artistic professions as a whole. For

this purpose these professions must be

organized into a guild or guilds of a truly

representative character. They must cease

to be groups of men banded together for

the furtherance of their own interests. It

was said in defence of the Royal Institute

of British Architects that they are not a

philanthropic body, and this remark would

apply also to the Royal Academy.

Now they should be philanthropic bodies

in this sense at least, that they should

represent the whole of the trained artistic

opinion of the country and that they

should be able like the mediaeval guilds

not merely to assist their members but to

protect the public from the effects of its

own ignorance on artistic matters, and to

assure it that its ;vsthetic needs will be

met by the highest professional judgment

and skill obtainable.
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SOME FLEMISH PAINTED GLASS PANELS
BY AYMER VALLANCE

HERE has recently been brought to

light a set, or a portion of a set, of

magnificent painted glass panels, of

foreign, presumably Flemish, work-
manship. Of their history practically

nothing is recorded. Their present owner, Mr.
Grosvenor Thomas, acquired them from Kilburn
Grange, a building the name of which is suggestive
of some connexion with the Priory. But, accord-
ing to Mr. Aleck Abrahams, in " Note; and
Queries", 22nd April, 191 1, the house, as it stood
when the contents were sold, in April, 1910,
previously to its demolition, was probably not
erected until after 1830. However, the glass

might have been transferred thither from some
older house near, if not on, the same spot.

The panels (with one exception, to be noted
below) appear to be of approximately one date

—

viz., 1477 to 1493—that is to say, between the year
of the marriage of the Archduke Maximilian with
Mary of Burgundy and that of his elevation to the

imperial throne. It is, of course, impossible to

tell whether the eleven panels extant (some of

which have been patched and " restored ", but not

so much as to impair their great artistic value as a

whole) represent the full number of the original

series ; but it may not unreasonably be conjectured

that they were made to the order of Maximilian,
an extra panel, depicting Charles V as emperor,
being added at sometime after 1519. The face in

this last panel, unfortunately, is modern, but the

costume affords data enough to identify him.

Six of the panels are heraldic, while the others

consist of full-length figures, three male and two
female, standing on tiled floors under canopies,

with woven hangings, shoulder high, for back-
ground. These five panels are now of uniform
size (2 feet 8 inches wide by 6 feet high), but the

Charles V was obviously at one time higher and
more imposing than the rest, as the fact that the

upper part of his canopy is wanting abundantly
proves. The details of the shafts of the canopy
itself are of pronounced Renaissance, as contrasted

with the four other canopies, which are all late-

Gothic in design. On the head of Charles V is

the imperial crown, on his breast the imperial

eagle ; he is panoplied with gilt armour, which
shows up majestically against the purple curtain

of the background.
Neither of the other princes wears an imperial

crown. The younger, indeed, is bareheaded. He
is probably meant for Philip le Beau, son of

Maximilian and of Mary of Burgundy. He holds

a white carnation in one hand, and in the other a

cap with an aigrette attached to it by a jewelled

brooch. He is clad in a long doublet of purple,

under a white gown, lined with pale green, and
hanging to the ground, yet not covering the peaked

toes of his crackowes. He wears a girdle with a

tasselled gipiciere. The background curtain is

ruby coloured. The other prince is identified, not
by his features but by the accessory details, as
Maximilian himself, before he became Emperor.
He wears the Archducal cap and the collar of the
Golden F"leece. The border of his fur-lined red
mantle is embroidered with two initial letters M
conjoined together by a true-love knot, signifying

his union with Mary of Burgundy. His tight-

fitting jupon displays the arms of his own house
impaling those of Burgundy, in right of his wife,

having over all a scutcheon of pretence, or a lion

rampant sable (Flanders) impaling argent an
eagle displayed gules (Tirol). The first quarter of

his coat-armour (viz., Austria ancient, azure live

eagles displayed two two and one or) forms the

sleeve of his right arm [Plate 1].

As to the identification of the two ladies, much
depends on the extent to which, if at all, the

representations are meant for actual likenesses. In

the case of gesso-coated wood panels or canvases,

individual portraiture might reasonably be a factor

to take account of ; but in glass-painting it is

otherwise. There is no question—the work itself

affords sufficient evidence of the fact—that the

executant was a consummate artist, and as

such he could not fail to observe the reticence

which the limitations of his craft and his material

alike demand. All other motifs, then, being sub-

ordinated strictly to decoration, the artist expresses

himself in the language of heraldry and costume
rather than in that of realism.

The Burgundian ducal family, as exempli-

fied, for instance, by Philip the Good, his

son Charles, and the bastard Antony, were certainly

not distinguished for physical beauty. They had,

however, certain characteristic features, which
combine to diiYerentiate them from other people

—

viz., eyes set somewhat closely together, nose and
upper lip disproportionately long, and the lower lip

too prominent. But perhaps the most striking

feature of all was the Burgundian ear, which, with

its receding helix and exaggeratedly convex concha
and anti-helix, cannot be mistaken. The lady

whom (in the character of S. Barbara in Memlinc's

Mystical Marriage of S. Calhcrinc at S. John's

Hospital, Bruges) Mr. Weale(Z^//;-///!^^/i)» Magazine,

xvii, p. 174) identities with Margaret of York,

exhibits this family peculiarity to such a degree

that she can, I submit, only be of Burgundian

blood—most likely Mary of Burgundy herself.

She is, moreover, obviously younger than the S.

Catherine in the same picture, whom accordingly,

transposing Mr. Weale's ascriptions, I am inclined

to identify with Margaret of York. The glass

panel here reproduced [Pl.\te II] depicting a lady

wearing a hennin, or steeple head-dress, unfor-

tunately does not show much more than the lobe

of the ear ; but the remaining features very closely
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resemble (hose of Mcmlinc's S. Barbara. It maybe
nothing else than coincidence, but if any weight

attaches to appearances, both figures represent

one and the same individual, Mary of Burgundy.

She carries a pet dog, its neck encircled by a

collar of bells, on her arm, but there is no other

attribute nor emblem of any kind. The colour-

scheme is peculiarly soft and tender— a harmony

of golden brown, not disturbed by the deep

Veronese green of the under-skirt. The rest of

her dress is white, enriched with a brocaded

pattern in yellow stain. It is perhaps worth notuig

that Mary of Burgundy is also represented wearing

a hennin in the woodcut illustrations of the

''Wchshnxig" , a work produced expressly under

the direction of Maximilian himself.

The other female figure, with long golden hair

flowing over the shoulders from under an elabor-

ately jewelled head-dress, is sumptuously apparelled

in ermine, gold, and white, with a blue-lined

cloak, showing up nobly against a ruby back-

ground curtain. It may possibly represent the

first wife of Charles the Rash, viz., Isabel of

Bourbon (married in 1454, died 1465) or his

surviving wife, Margaret of York (married on 3rd

July,i468). In all probability, however, it represents

the^ Prmcess
J
nana of Aragon, commonly called

la Folle, daughter of Ferdinand and Isabella, and

wife of Philip le Beau. Their marriage took place

in 1495. Her unconfined hair seems to refer to a

time \vhen she was not yet a matron, just as the

pink in the hand of the companion figure

(presumably Philip le Beau) is said to signify

betrothal. The third finger of his hand that

holds the pink conspicuously displa3's a ring.

The heraldic panels comprise a pair, 3 ft. 5 ins.

high by 2 ft. 4 ins. wide, with the arms of two

ladies, since either is held by an angel only, with-

out heraldic supporters, mantle or helm. One
of them is subscribed, in abbreviated form,

YZ.ABE.AV DI<: BOVRBOX COMTESSE
DE CH.AROLOIS. The last name was the

territorial title which her husband, Charles the

Hash, bore during the lifetime of his father,

Duke Philip ihe Good. The second panel

has no lettering underneath it, but the arms

displays are luimistakably those of Charles the

Hash's d.iughter and sole heir, Mary of I5ur-

gundy, impaled with those of her husband,

Maximilian. Tiie distinction drawn between the

shield of Mary and that of her husband was that

ihe former was blazoned with two separate

inescutcheons, whereas in Maximilian's shield

the inescutcheons became a single one with the

charges impaled. Curiously enough, in the glass

under notice the two inescutcheons have changed

places, the eagle of Tirol occupying the centre of

the Burgnndian arms, and the lion of Flanders

conversely the centre of the Austrian arms—

a

detail which proves that this particular panel must

ARMS OF I'HILIP THE GOOD, DUKE OF

BCRGU.SDY ; BORNE ALSO UY HIS SON AND

SUCCESSOR, CHARLES THE RASH
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at one time have been releaded and put together

by somebody ignorant of the heraldry with which
he had to deal.

There remain four trefoil-headed lights, 4 feet

loV inches high by i foot 3J inches, consisting

exclusively of heraldic blazons. These appear to

represent Philip the Good (his name, Philipe or

Felipe, being almost hidden behind the badge of

the Golden Fleece) ; Maximilian, as Archduke
;

his son, Philip le Beau, during his father's lifetime,

as the label indicates, and, lastly, Philip le Beau
after his marriage with Juana, as signified by the

impaled arms of Austria and Burgundy on the one
hand and of Spain on the other.

Two of the panels have red and white mantles

with archducal caps, and two have blue and gold

mantles with fieur-de-lys crests, on gold helmets.

Round the base of the latter (as also along the

top of the curtain of the Maximilian figure) runs

a legend which hitherto has not been satisfactorily

explained. Only the word HALT is distinguish-

able. This, if it be the opening word, suggests a

French version of Maximilian's motto : Teiie

incnsuram ct respicc fineui. The crest (having on
the top of its fourways branches a little tuft which,

did the exigencies of the process permit, should

be red) was derived from France. The first Duke
of Burgundy to use it was Philip the Bold, son of

King John of France. Philip himself, not being a

crowned king, had to be content with a crest,

with or without a torse. The same crest was
borne by Dukes John the Fearless, Philip the

Good and Charles the Rash. The last-named

left no son, and his daughter Mary married Maxi-

milian, afterwards emperor. Thus Burgundy
became absorbed with greater possessions,

and the ffeur-de-lys crest, in consequence, giving

place and precedence to a crown, fell into

disuse. A similar crest is to be seen at Cleve,

among the alliances represented on the tomb of

Duke John of Cleve and his wife Elizab^-th,

daughter of John the Fearless, Duke of Burgundy.
It occurs also at Nymwegen, on the tomb of

Catherine of Bourbon {obiit 1469), granddaughter
of the same John the Fearless.

The Collar of the Golden Fleece, the most
illustrious order of Chivalry in Christendom after

that of the Garter, figures repeatedly in these panels.

The order was founded by Duke Philip the Good
on the occasion of his marriage with Isabella of

Portugal in 1430. Philip himself always declared

that he chose the distinctive badge in allusion to

Gideon, not Jason. The chain was composed of

conventional representations of fire struck from
flints, alternating with pairs of interlinked steels, or

briquets. The origin of this device is uncertain. It

may perhaps have been suggested by the double
initial B, for the two Burgundies. Anyhow, once
adopted, its decorative capabilities, in an age
supremely fertile of artistic resource, were seized

upon and developed to a most wonderful extent, the

exquisite motif adapting itself to all sorts of orna-
ments in carved wood and stone, as well as cast

and wrought metal-work.

It may not be without interest to compare these

panels with typical English glass of the same
period. In our native work "as a rule," to quote
the late Mr. L. F. Day, " the yellow was not only

delicate in tint, but delicately introduced. There
were significant passages of yellow in it, but the

effect of the mass was cool and silvery ". Now,
though in these Flemish examples the flesh is

rendered throughout as an English artist would
have rendered it, in white glass, the effect height-

ened with 3'ellow stain, the latter is hot and violent,

as contrasted with the cool and tender effects of

English work. The fact is that nowhere was the

use of yellow stain brought to such absolute per-

fection as in this country. And whereas here the

process practically superseded pot-metal yellow, the

latter freely occurs in the Flemish work under
notice. Again, in English glass a narrow border-

strip of white was commonly employed, but it is

entirely absent in these Flemish panels. Of the

latter the four tall lights of armorial glass offer in

some sort a parallel to the exquisite glass at Ockwells,

Berkshire {ci)xa 1460). In either series the design

of the lambrequins proves on examination to consist

simply of a single unit, repeated with no more varia-

tionsthan areincidental to hand-work. Nevertheless

the difference in the colour schemes issufticient to

relieve the work from any sense of monotony. In

the case of the Flemish glass the mantle is so

ingeniously arranged as to cover most of the area

of the light from top to bottom ; but at Ockwells it

is smaller in proportion, and—a motif adopted

subsequently by Cardinal Wolsey in the dining-

hall of his college at Oxford— the spacious back-

ground is extensively striped by diagonal bands, or

posies, in blackletter.

The shields at Ockwells hang picturesquely

slantwise, whereas the shields in the Flemish glass

are rigidly vertical. In this case it was bound to

be so, because the manifold (juarterings required

for their display such large shields as must cither

be set straight upright or else fail to adapt them-

selves to the spaces determined by the saddlcbars.

The armorial charges, with few exceptions

throughout the series, face to sinister. Now,
Continental heraldry is notoriously less strict than

English heraldry in'this regard, but there remains

no doubt as to which is the more normal order.

To find, then, as in the present instance, an

occiisional licence become the prevailing practice

is, to say the least, a remarkable feature.

As regards the technique, the shadows are

executed" for the most part in stipple, not without

a slight admixture of smear, whereas in England

the latter method had virtually become extinct by

that date. On the other hand the cutting of the
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^lass mosaic evinces a dexterity far in excess of

tile English standard at the time ; for, before

diamonds were employed for the purpose, the only
methods available were chipping and, rarelv,

drilling. At Xcttlestead Church, Kent, and at

Brown's Hospital, Stamford, Lincolnshire, jewels

are rendered by isolated discs inset in drilled holes

and leaded round, but without connecting lead

joints. Both these are exceptional instances in

the fifteenth century. Nor was it until the next

century that (as, for example, in heraldic glass at

Lytes Gary, Somersetshire) English glaziers

achieved the feat of inserting insulated heraldic

charges into spaces shaped out for them in a field

of a different colour. Almost any other plan would
be resorted to in preference, the greatest technical

difficulties always occurring in heraldic work ; so
much so that the tinctures were often evasively or
incorrectly rendered. Sometimes, again, when
white on a colour was wanted, the former would
be produced by abrading the surface of coated
glass down to the uncoloured basis. Again, as in

representations of France ancient, the golden
fleurs-de-lys would take the form of lozenges in a
blue ground, the latter intersected by lead-lines as

though it were fretty. In these Flemish panels,

however, executed as they were before the close

of the fifteenth century, there occur ffeurs-de-lys,

deftly shaped in yellow metal and let into the
middle of a field of blue, correspondingly pierced
to receive them, with a surrounding lead outline,

but no exterior junction. Considering the obstacles

in the way of shaping the component glass pieces

with the limited appliances of the age, this is an
amazing tour cic force.

The drawing of the figures, whilst it does not
exceed the proper bounds of decorative art,

nevertheless approaches more nearly to naturalism
than would be the case in English work of the

time. The dramatic gesture of the Charles V, with
his masterful stride, presents the very antithesis of

the reticent and statuesque qualities of glass-

painting in this country. It is true the compara-
tively late date alone would account for the

treatment of this particular figure, but the earlier

paintings of the series are almost as un-English
as the later. This is especially true of the

Maximilian, whose whole poise is strikingly lifelike

[Plate I].

Beside those already mentioned there are many
other points of interest attaching to this beautiful

glass, but want of space does not allow me to

introduce them. Some matters still uncertain,
such as the identity of the female figures, might be
cleared up if only more of the history of the glass

itself could be ascertained. In conclusion, I venture
to hope that the attention of connoisseurs being
directed, through the medium of Tlie Burliiiglon

Magazine, to this splendid mediasval glass, may
lead to fuller discussion of the various problems
which it presents, and possibly even to a complete
and satisfactory elucidation of its origin.

THREE PAINTINGS BY BARTOLOMEO VIVARINI
BY TANCRED BORENIUS

HAXKS to the researches of some
intrepid explorers—foremost among
whom we must name the late Gustav
Liidwig—a considerable amount of
biographical detail about the Venetian

painters of the fifteenth century has lately been
brought to light in the archives of Venice. Yet
greatly as our knowledge with reg'ard to these artists

lias thus increased we are still left very much in the
dark if we want to fix with exactitude the date of the
birth of most of them ; and in respect of some

—

as, for instance, Bartolomeo Vivarini—the harvest
of records has been very scanty indeed. It is

therefore especially gratifying that the signature
on a newly discovered picture by IJartolomeo enables
us to determine the date of his birth with great
precision.

This painting [Plate I], which is now in Sir
Hugh Lane's collection, represents the Virgin
adoring the Child and bears on a cartellino the
following inscription, which, having been tested
with spirits of wine, proved to be contemporary
with the picture:

—
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1 BATOL0MEI-^RIMI»D£AVRAN0* ^

6
AN 05'VI-ET-X HATVS • SHA4NV- PIHXIT

*7VICCCCXIV11I *

1 f, as this incription tells us, Bartolomeo Vivarini
was aged 16 in 1448, it follows that he was born
either in 1431 or 1432. This picture was executed
two years before the work which hitherto has been
thought to mark the first appearance of Bartolomeo
Vivarini in the history of art, namely the great
aiicoiia painted conjointly by Antonio and Barto-
lomeo Vivarini for the Certosa of Bologna and
now in the Picture Gallery in that town. In this

connexion it is interesting to note that Sir Hugh
Lane's painting also comes from Bologna, where
until lately it formed part of the once famous, but
now greatly diminished, Hercolani collection,

which has supplied so many European Galleries
with Italian primitives. In this Madonna we find

a member of the Vivarini family for the first time
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Three Paintings by Eartolomeo Vivarini
using a composition which was constantly adhered
to both by Bartolomeo and Alvise Vivarini and
of which the next example is the above mentioned
Bologna polyptych. The types of both Mother
and Child are closely allied to those of Antonio
Vivarini ; while the influence of the Paduan school
is clearly noticeable in the cast of the draperies,

the fruit-garland and the marble parapet. For all

his inexperience—which is noticeable enough
in the drawing of the figures—the young artist

has succeeded in infusing into the picture a tender
and reposeful sentiment which gives it great
charm ; and in its beautiful old frame it has
something of the effect of a stained glass in a

Gothic cathedral.'

The latest date that can be read at present on
any picture by Bartolomeo Vivarini is 1^91 - ; but
it has been assumed that he was still living and
working in 1499, on the strength of a statement by
Moschini that a painting by Bartolomeo was
inscribed with that date. The painting in question
[Plate II]— which in a thoroughly mediaeval
fashion represents the Death and Assumption of
the Virgin in the presence of the Apostles and SS,
Stephen and Laurence—appeared a few weeks ago
at Christie's when the collection of the late Mr.
Charles Butler was dispersed ^

; and it may be
of interest to recapitulate here the curious
vicissitudes which this picture has undergone
especially as regards its signature. It was originally

in the church of the Certosa outside Padua and
is first noticed in 1765 by Rossetti, who still

saw it in the church for which it had
been painted and read the signature as follows :

" Opus factum Venetiis per Bartholomaeum Viva-
rinum de Murano 1475 ".* After the suppression
of the Certosa—as we are told by Moschini—the
picture was sent to Venice, where it was entrusted
to the care of Giovanni Maria Sasso, a famous
restorer in those days. It is on his authority that

Moschini corrects Rossetti's reading of the date,

and states that the signature runs thus :
" Hoc opus

factum fuit Venetiis 1499 per Bartholomeum
Vivarinum de Muriano" . Moschini further
mentions that the picture was subsequently
acquired by \l Miiiistro Ingkse '• who in 1775 sent
it to London °. Many years later Crowe and
Cavalcaselle succeeded in identifying it with a
painting which at that time formed part of the
collection of Lord Xorthwick at Thirlestaine House,

' The signature o( this picture is obviously imit.ited from that
of Andrea Mantegna's earliest painting;, the lost S. Sofia altar-
piece, executed in this very year 144S, .ind inscribed : "Andreas
Mantinea pat. an. septem et decern natus sua manu pin.xit

MCCCCXLVIII".
'^ It occurs on a triptych In the Carrara Gallery at Bergamo

(No. 161).

^Xo. 112 in the sale catalogue, and reproduced in the
illustrated edition. On panel ; arched top

; 74J in. by 5SJ in.
* Rossetti, Dcscrizionc dclU pitUtrc, sciiltiire ctl archiUttiire di

Padova (Padua 1765), p. 351.
' I.e., John Strange, Biitish resident in Venice from 1773 to

1788, and a great collector.
* Moschini, Gnida per I'isola di Murano (Venice, 1808), p. 124 sq.

near Cheltenham. It passed there as a work by
Giotto, and the signature had been altered to suit
that attribution. Crowe and Cavalcaselle report
it as follows :

—
" Giott . . tum .... Venethsi pe.
int . . olomeum vive

m oi Mil . iano i . .

."

"

The picture figured as a Giotto at the Manches-
ter Exhibition in 1857 and at the Northwick sale in

1859. Subsequently the signature was again
tampered with. When, in 1885, the picture was
lent by Mr. W. Graham to the Winter Exhibition
at Burlington House* it bore the signature which
may still be read in very distinct characters on the
CiutcUiiio at the bottom of the panel:

—

OPVS FACTVM VENETIIS I'E
R BARTHOLOMEVM VIVA
RINVM DE MVKIANO 1480

This inscription is undoubtedly in great part of
recent date ; but may we assume that it faithfully

reproduces the old signature, which surely came to
light— in what state we do not know—when
the " Giotto " signature was cleaned ? Prima
fiicic it seems no doubt most probable that

Sasso's reading of the date was coirect, as he
especially wanted to rectify an earlier statement.
On the other hand, it inust be remembered that his

evidence on this point is available only indirectly

through Moschini ; and there is just some reason
to suspect that it may have been inaccurately
reported. Between 1469 and 1491, almost every
year is represented by at least one painting by
Bartolomeo Vivarini ; and it would therefore seem
somewhat strange if there was a total blank in the
chronology of his works between 1491 and 1499.
On the whole, the present signature certainly tallies

far better with Rossetti's reading than with that

given by Moschini.
As a work of art, the Death oj the Virgin

hardly deserves any detailed notice, since
it is one of those coarse and perfunctory
paintings which were produced en masse in the
workshop of Bartolomeo Vivarini. Far superior
to it—indeed, one of the most delightful works
of this artist—is the little Adoration of the Magi,
which was one of the luany pleasant surprises

of the Abdy sale last May" [Plate I]. The
whole picture possessL-s a certain graceful gro-
tesqueness which is singularly fascinating. We
find no trace here of the monotonous designer
of enthroned Madonnas and Saints ; the composi-
tion is quite free, and yet very skilful. The
distance has all the fancy and gaiety of a

Carpaccio background in mice. There can
be no doubt that the e.\ceptional qualities of

' Crowe and Cavakaselle, .1 History o/Painliiig in Xorth Italy

(London, 1871), i, 48 sij.

" It appeared again the following year at the Graham sale.

"No. 131 in the sale catalogue. On panel. 20J x 11 in.

Piobably one of a sciies from the life of the Virgin like that

ascril)cd to Antonio Vivarini in the Kaiscr-Fiicdrich Museum at

Berlin (No. 1058).
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this little painting in a large measure are

due to an impetus received by Bartolomeo through

studying the works of Jacopo Bellini and Man-

tegna ; the traces of their combined influence are

clearly visible in it. The rendering of form is m
general strongly Mantegnesque. The building to

the right, with its heavy cornices, recalls the

architecture in Mantegna's Baplisiii of Heniuij^oivs

in the Eremitani chapel ; and the lofty hill with a

tower at the top in the background is a favourite

motive of that artist. The horsemen, and the view

of the walled-in city in the middle distance, again

call up to our memorv numerous drawings by

Jacopo Bellini. But whatever foreign elements

we can detect in this work, it forms a harmonious

whole which is strongly marked by Bartolomeo's

own individualitv. The picture is not signed, but

it is enough to observe the shape of the hands, the

unselect types and the clear, metallic colouring,

to be convinced that Bartolomeo Vivarini, and

nobody else, is the painter.

I avail myself of this opportunity to call atten-

tion to three little-known panels—no doubt parts

of a triptych—in the Museum of Bari, representing

S. P'rancis between SS. Michael, Anthony of Padua

(1.), Bernardino of Siene and Peter (r.). The
central compartment is inscribed :

" Opus factum

fuit Venetiis per Bartholomeum Vivarinum de

Muriano 1483 ". These paintings are obviously

in great part the product of the boitcga of Barto-

lomeo, and the two side compartments have no

particular artistic merit, though the figure of S.

Francis undoubtedly produces a tine majestic

effect.

FAMILY OF FLEMISH PAINTERS
H. JAMES WEALE
HE traditions of the early Nether-

landish school of painting survived

longer at Bruges than in any other

art-centre of the Low Countries. This

no doubt was due to the widespread

11.ms Memlinc and Gerard David,

great demand for their works led, as a

consequence, to the production of an immense

number of imitations and copies, which found a

ready sale especially to dealers who exported them

to Spain and Italy, and probably passed them off

as originals. Among these copyists were Peter

Christus II, Adrian Isenbrant and the sons of John
Prevost and of Ambrose Bensone. Besides these,

there was a Flemish family, the Claeissins,' the

members of which deserve to be better known as

painters of religious subjects and of portraits : they

did not change their style, but remained the faith-

ful guardians and continuators of the traditions of

their country. .iXmong the members of the gild of

SS. Luke and Eligius we find several Claeissins

who exercised the art of painting : but the follow-

ing is the first member of this family whose history

I have been able to establish by documentary

evidence gathered in my researches in the

archives of Flanders and in my visits to public

and private collections.

Peter Claeis or Claeissixs, born at Bruges

m 1499 or 1500, apprenticed in August, 1516, to

Adrian Becart, was admitted as free master

January 10, 1530, served on the council of the

gild in 1535 and
In 1544 he was

'All the members of this family signed their n.ime thus, while

the Krabai.ters, Dutch and Westiihali.iiis adopted the form

Clacssens. Lexicographers would do well to follow their

example, which has the advantage o( distinguishiiifj Alard and
Peter Claeissins of Bruges from their contemporaries, Alard

Claesscns, of Amsterdam, and Peter Claes/., the Wcstphalian.

Bruges
the

the Booksellers' Gild. In 1560 he painted a

portrait of himself, formerly at Copenhagen, in

the possession of M. Bugge,'- and now in the

National Gallery of Norway at Christiania [Pl.-^te

I, b].^ This portrait, painted in a reddish tone,

shows the bust of a vigorous old man, seen in

three-quarters turned to the left, wearing a black

cap, a brown dress buttoned in front, and a collar

of fine linen bordered with lace. Signed PETKVS
CLAEISS. PIC ; on the dark green background

is the date A-DNI-i5-6-o--^TATIS-SV/E-6o. In

1572 the churchwardens of S. Saviour's

gave him a commission to paint a picture of

Resurrection [Plate I, a]. For this work he was
paid £2'] less £2, part of the cost of the contract

made with him and of the refection offered to him
and the carpenters and workmen when the painting

was set up over the high altar, October

10, 1573-* The original design, bearing

the mas'ter's cipher [FlG. i], was in i860

in the collection of M, A. van Caneghem,
of Bruges.
An early painting by him is that

of Our Lady seated in the open air support-

ing the Divine Child who stands on her

knees and tenderly caresses her chin. All

around are numerous emblems, including

many flowering plants. This painting,

signed with the master's cipher [FiG. 2],

was lent by Mr. Haest of Antwerp
E.xhibition of Old

to the

1556, and was chosen dean 1572.

admitted as an illuminator into

Masters held at Bruges in

- Catalogue of his cjllection, sold by auction in August, 1S37,

No. 370.
^Catalogue of 1885, No. i ; oak. H, 0,395m. ;

B., 0,29.

For the photograph of this portrait I am indebted to the kind-

ness of Ur. Jens Thiis, director of the Gallery.

•This picture, having be;n damaged by the Calvinists, was
restored in 1585 by Feter Claeissins II, who had assisted his

father in its e.xecut.on. It now hangs in the north aisle of the

nave,
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(a) the resurrection (1573) ; by peter CLAKISSINn I. (. Ht'UCH

SAUVELR, BRUGES
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1867. A good portrait of Robert Holinan,

provost of Loo, and abbot of the monastery
of Our Lady of tlic Dunes, dated 1571,

is preserved in the Diocesan Seminary at Bruges.

A portrait of another aWiot, his immediate
predecessor, witli S. Anthony, Our Lady and S.

Bernard, on the sliutlers of a triptych with a land-

scape background, the principal panel of wliich is

lost, is in private possession in the same city. Botli

of these were in the Bruges exhibition of 1902.

Peter Claeissins had by his wife, Petronilla

Roelandts, three sons : Giles, Peter, and Anthony,
who were all painters.

Giles Claeissins, admitted free-master Octo-
ber 18, 1556, died at Bruges, December 17,

1605. He was the domestic painter of Alexander
Farnese, duke of Parma and governor-general of

the Low Countries. After the death of that prince,

December 2, 1592, he was engaged in a similar

capacity by the archdukes Albert and Isabella.

In 1600 he painted a picture of Our Lord on the

cross, for the altar of the royal chapel at Brussels,

for which he was paid £•] los. Flemish currency.

For a miniature of the Infanta Isabella, on a card,

he received £'^2. This portrait, enclosed in an
oval gold case with a chain adorned with fifty-eight

diamonds, costing _{"io86 los., was sent by b.er in

1 603 as a present to her godchild, the eldest daughter
of Henry IV of France. A painting by Giles of the

Holy Trinity was sold at Paris, February 6, 1907,

for 1600 frs. In the collection of the Duke of

Devonshire at Chatsworth is a remarkable picture

painted about 1570 for the Confraternity of the

Presentation of Our Lady established in the

church of S. James at Bruges, of which the clergy

attached to that church and the family of the

founder were members. They assembled for the

celebration of a solemn mass on their patronal

festival. Unfortunately the register of members
and all other documents of this confraternity have
disappeared and cannot be traced, so that there is

no positive proof of the painting being by Giles.

The picture represents,according to the instructions

given to the painter by the Confraternity, the

Presentation of the Blessed Virgin in the Temple,
or possibly a liturgical drama acted in the choir of

the church. Joachim and Anne, standing at the

foot of the step separating the sanctuary from the

choir, are bending forward respectfully. One of

the Temple virgins at the side of the latter is

directing her attention to the high priest who,
standing before the altar, is receiving the Blessed
Virgin, above whom hovers the Holy Dove, while
higher up the Eternal P'ather is blessing her. The
future companions of Mary assist at her reception,

seven on each side of the altar ; amongst them is a

lady wearing a hciiiiiii, who appears to be their mis-

tress. On the left, at the side entrance of the sanc-

tuary, a^'oung man awaits the end of the ceremony to

reconduct the high priest to the vestry. In the

y^ Family of Flemish Painters

stalls on the south side stand ten surpliced priests,

two of them holding books; the others with their

hands joined. The rector and the vicar at the head
of the two rows of priests wear over the left arm,
the former a large furred almuce, the latter a

small one of black satin. On the other side of the

choir hve priests occupy the Ntalls; on the pavement,
in front of them, are three men and two ladies

kneeling. These portraits have great character.

The painting has also special interest because it

represents very accurately the interior of the choir

of the church built 1457 - 1472, as it was before its

pillage by the Calvinists in 1580, when the fine

pyramidal tabernacle and the brass balustrade

around it were destroyed. The details of the oak
vaulting of 1516-18 are recognizable, but the stalls

have been simplified by the painter, as also the high

altar. The subject of the painting above it is

difficult to recognize, but its rectangular shape
corresponds with that of Tlic Deposition of Christ

by Hugh Van der Goes, given to the church by
James Byese and his wife, a celebrated picture of

great beauty, a fragment of which, preserved at

Christ Church, Oxford, has been reproduced in

this magazine (Vol XII, p. 162).

Peteu Claeissins II was admitted free-master

into the gild November 11, 1570. He served as a

member of its council several times between 1571

and 1613, and was thrice elected dean—in 1587,

1600 and 1606. In 1581 he succeeded his brother,

Anthony, as the official town painter, a position

which he resigned on September 25, 162 1. In

1584 he designed and painted the decorations of

a triumphal arch erected on the occasion of the

solemn entrance of the prince of Parma on
June 29 in that year. Peter painted topographical

bird's-eye views both for the municipality and for

the State, and carried out many decorations,

besides painting a large number of religious

subjects and portraits, many of which have dis-

appeared. The town museum has preserved

signed [eig. 3 J allc-

gorical picture of the PAtrtllC;' rrn(^i<s
Convention of Tour- 1 v 1 1 lir3 V>,vv\v irJ

nai. May 22, 1584, Vr>r\f
containing fine por- IV-vll
traits of the thirteen 1-10.3

principal noblemen who signed that convention
[Plate 1, c]. An interesting picture representing

the history of the foundation of the church of

S. Mary Major (Our Lady of the Snow) at Rome
adorns one of the chapels in the church of Our
Lady [Plate II, d]. A S. Mary Magdalene
reading, dated 1602, is now in the collection of

Lady Cowper at Panshanger. In the cathedral

of Bruges are the shutters of an .altar-piece,

painted in 1608 for the Shoemakers' Chapel
;

the central panel, representing the Holy Trinity

in majesty, has disappeared. On the interior

of the shutters are portraits of the chaplain,
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dean and nineteen members of the gild ; on

the exterior, full-length figures of their patrons,

SS. Crispin and Crispinian. In the Hospice of

the Holy Ghost is a painting of Our Lady of

Montaign, dated i6o8 ; in the cathedral is an

Ecce Homo containing a portrait of John Van den

Berghe, abbot of S. Bartholomew, signed and

dated 1609 [FiG. 4] ; a large altar-piece, signed

. and dated

|»cfrtis Claei^-R '^^.

f^cic 'iboo-'' So/",,:
J / DryTrecii'Uh

i''G. 4 Moses before

the Bunting Bush, and Gideon and the Fleece

[Plate II, e]. On the shutters are portraits of

XfS^io t

Fig. q

the sixteen members of the Confraternity. This
altar-piece, commenced in 1606, was not completed
until 1620. Peter died in 1623.

Anthon'y Cl.veissixs, third son of Peter I,

born about 1536, died January 18, 1613. He
was already married in 1558, and residing in

a good house of his own. When admitted as

free-master into the gild, 1570, he was
working under Peter Pourbus. After holding
minor offices, he was chosen dean, fir-it in 1586,
and again in 1590 and 1601. From 1570 to 1581
he held the position of town painter. He designed
screens, organ-cases, ironwork, and articles of
church-furniture, among which was a design for

an antependium painted on a panel in 1609,
ordered for Spain. He was a painter of con-
siderable merit ; his portraits are generally very

good, and the details of costume well rendered.

In the composition of his subjects he did not

adhere to local traditions so closely as his brothers

and father. His earliest existing signed work
represents a banquet given at Bruges in 1572 in

honour of the installation of Philip van Belle of

Dendermonde as pensionary and treasurer of the

city. Oddly enough, the banquetters are clothed

in fancy costumes, and the scene made to repre-

sent the feast given by Assuerus to the princes of

his court ; but the names of the persons, with

their official position, age and date, are painted

on the borders of their dresses. In an adjoining

apartment in the background Queen Vashti is

enjoying herself with other ladies. The frame

bears the quaintly chosen inscription : NEC
ERAT QVI NOLENTES COGERET AD
BIBEXDVM- HESTER- P.

The Last Supper, 1593, in the church of S. Giles

at Bruges, has a certain resemblance to a painting

of the same subject by Peter Pourbus in the

church of Our Lady. In the latter church is a

banner painted by Anthony, in 1599, for the Con-
fraternity of Corpus Domini ; it represents a

procession ; the chaplain, vested in a cope, bears the

Host in a tower-monstrance, and is accompanied
by thirteen members, six of whom carry the canopy.

In the town museum is a picture of Mars sur-

rounded by figures representing the liberal arts

trampling on Ignorance, with a view of Bruges in

the background. It is signed and dated 1605.

This work bears many points of resemblance to

a fine painting by Peter Pourbus in the

Wallace Collection.

Anthony Claeissins had a son, Peter III, who
was dean of the gild from 1607 until his death,

July 19, 1608.

John Cl.aeissixs, son of Peter II, after holding

minor positions in the gild council, was chosen

dean 1629 ; he died in 1653. Many portraits

bearing his signature are preserved in Flemish
families. In the Liechtenstein Gallery, Vienna,

are the shutters of a triptych representing the

donor and three saints, dated 1628, and in the

Hospice of the Holy Ghost at Bruges, a Christ

healing the ten lepers, dated 1632.

THE ARRANGEMENT OF PRINT COLLECTIONS
BY A. M. HIND

REQUENTERS of Print Rooms and
systematic collectors should be inte-

rested in a recent pamphlet ' by Prof.

J

Valerian von Loga on the arrangement
'and cataloguing of collections of

engravmgs and drawings. Prof, von Loga, who is

' Ordnuiifi und k'alalogisicrung cines Kupfenticbkabiiictts.

Erf.ihrunj^en und Vorschlage von Valeri.ui von Log.i. Berlin :

Kgl. Musecn ; Gcorg Rciiner.
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wellknown by his books on Goya, has long been on
the staff of the Print Room in Berlin, and his

pamphlet is issued under the auspices of the

Museum at the popular price of 2 mk. His official

position has been one of immense practical

advantage to the development of a thoroughly
systematic method, for Berlin is one of the youngest
of the great collections, having been chiefly formed
during the last fifty years. This has rendered the



The Arrangement of Print Collections
adoption of a scientific order from the beginning
much more feasible than in the older collections,
such as Paris, where the existence of a variety of
old collections in their original volumes puts a
serious obstacle in the way of reorganization.

Prof, von Loga's pamphlet has suggested to me
that it might be of some interest to amateurs to
have clearly put before them the general principles
of a thoroughly scientific arrangement of prints,
and some help to their rese.uches to explain, in

comparison with the ideal, the arrangement in
practice in the Department of Prints and Drawings
at the British Museum.
Arrangement has of course to be considered in its

two relations, to place in the portfolios and place
in the catalogue. Many material considerations,
such as the varying sizes of the prints, render
impossible a thoroughly consistent arrangement
of keeping masters and schools together in a
single series of portfolios or solanders. A systematic
catalogue with proper reference to place in the
collection will to some extent render this difficulty

less vital, but it can never do away with the
extreme inconvenience of having to consult a hun-
dred and one places for the separate prints of one
master quite apart from any illustrations in books.
Now, in so far as the material to be consulted

has in the first place an artistic interest, arrangement
of place should, so far as possible, be made
according to school {i.e. country), process, date,
and development. In small collections this may
be carried consistently throughout the whole
history of engraving, but the difficulty of realizing
the ideal throughout a great public collection is

too enormous to be generally coped with. I use
the term " ideal " from the point of view of the
student who may be generally regarded as devoted
to particular schools of artists, and whose end is

greatly served by the arrangement in groups. From
the official's point of view it often means more
trouble to find a print placed in this order (as he
would generally need to consult the catalogue)
than if it had been under the artist's name in an
alphabetical order. But for the student who does
not always know the artists' names (and there are
many secondary names that are fairly unknown
even to the connoisseur !) the alphalietical arrange-
ment presents great difficulties. An attempt to

actualize the ideal has, however, scarcely been made
in the great collections except in relation to work
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, and of the
seventeenth and eighteenth in so far as it is touched
by Bartsch's great " Peintrc-Graveur". The mass
of important anonymous work makes it almost
essential in dealing with the earliest periods.
Amsterdam has partially solved the matter by a
chronological arrangement of their drawings in the
portfolios (the several artists finding their place
according to the calculation of an average date
of the centre of their activity), but this is the only

collection I know, which has in any essential
factor departed from the alphabetical order within
each school.'-

Now the alphabetical order being accepted as
the lesser evil for the mass of work later than the
fifteenth or sixteenth centuries, there still remains
the question whuther the processes of line-engrav-
ing, woodcut, mezzotint, and lithograph shall be
divided into separate series. Prof, von Loga keeps
to the principle of one alphabetical series. On
the whole, in spite of fairly frequent division of an
artist's complete work, I think it is to the student's
advantage to have the processes separate, and this
is the method that has been adopted in the British
Museum. A further division may be made (as in
the ISritish Museum) into the two principal series :

I, Engravers, II, Prinls after Masters. Prof, von
Loga has followed the rule of making I complete,
and II as complete as duplicates will allow. The
British Museum rule in this respect is not quite so
rigid, but in general the policy is to place good
impressions of reproductive engravings with the
engravers, but whether in the first instance a
print present only in one impression shall go
under Master ov Eiii^raver is to some extent governed
by an estimate of the comparative value of the
work in its two relations. 'I'lius it has been con-
sidered well even to deplete the series of engravers
to complete the Rubens series.

In addition to the series of Prints after Masters,
the British Museum keeps a separate series of
Reproductions of Drawings, though in some cases
the border line is as uncertain as the border-line
between a painting in water-colour and a drawing.
The catalogue arrangement in Berlin is more syste-
matic in this respect, making one heading Repro-
ductions, and dividing this under the sub-headings
of Engravings, Woodcuts, Draivings, and Pictures.
The Print Room of the British Museum has not
hitherto laid any emphasis on a series of reproduc-
tions of prints, though it has taken full advantage
of their existence and value in comparative
historical study, in mounting them alongside
originals in the earlier periods which are covered
by critical catalogues (such as the Early German
Engravings and Woodcuts, and the Early Italian
Engravings).

Finally, Prof, von Loga describes at some length
the subject index as it exists in practice in Berlin.
The use of a card- (or rather a slip-) index has
facilitated the entry of each print under three
headings in addition to its place in the inventory
of acquisitions— i.r, under engraver, painter and
subject. Four slips are type-written for each print,
and the underlining of one of the three headings
(which have their special places on the slip) is all

that is necessary to differentiate their application to
one or other of the indexes. In the matter of

^Sce E. W. Moes: Die Ordnutij^iicrHiiudzcichiiuiii^iammtiiug
iin AmstciUamer A'lipfcrslichkjbiiicll. Miiseiimskiiiidc ll\, Heft 2.
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subject and the choice of a suitable heading, Prof,

von Loga gives very practical advice, the outcome
being that general headings and elaborate sub-
divisions are for the most part avoided in favour
of some outstanding word or feature in the subject

{e.g., the person rather than the wider subject
heading in an historical piece). I have not space
to follow this branch of his pamphlet in further

detail. It would, of course, be an immense advan-
tage if some such subject index were able to be
carried out in the British Museum Print Room.
An important section of it is being done in Mr.
O'Donoghue's catalogue of British engraved
portraits, and the arrangement of other selected

series of the collection according to subject, e.g.,

English and Foreign History, Political and
Personal Satires (both according to dates), Costume,
Ornament, and London Topography, goes some
way towards the same end. Moreover, the present

system of indexes as inaugurated by Sir Sidney
Colvin (and already carried out in the French,
Netherlandish and German Schools), giving indi-

cation of number and subject of items under the

different headings of Drawings, Reproductions of
drcm-ttigs, Engravings (in the various processes), and
Prints after masters, with the necessary cross-

references from one heading to another, provides a
basis capable of considerable expansion. Admittedly
shaped as a working compromise that could be
practically coped with by the stafif at the dis-

posal of the department, the system affords a

satisfactory basis for artistic research. But
considering the variety of ends, besides the

DIANA AND HER NYMPHS
BY ROGER FRY

MONG the thousands of paintings
by Dutch masters of the seventeenth

,
century which have come down to us,

so few show the particular characteris-

,tics of this picture of Diana and her
Nymphs that it should be a matter of interest to

students of Dutch art to investigate the question
of its authorship. In spite of the pedantic affec-

tation of classical learning which was in vogue
in Holland in the seventeenth century, com-
paratively fe'v of the painters were so far diverted
from the natural bias of the Dutch genius as to

attempt scenes taken from classical mythology,
and of these the greater part were on a small scale

and with figures which occupy but a small place
in the composition. The present picture is an
exception to the rule. It measures 48 by 64 and
moreover the scale of the figures is unusually large,

the whole planning of the design, its compact-
ness, the size of the units and their co-ordination
suggesting rather an Italian than a Dutch master.
There can, however, be no mistake about the
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purely artistic, to which a great collection such as

the British Museum is put, nothing could of course

be more desirable than a completely comprehensive
subject index. But its accomplishment throughout

so extensive a collection would imply many
years' labour of a much larger staff than
the Department is ever likely to secure.

Old collections cannot immediately adopt new
methods, but all the smaller public galleries and
the larger private collections should consult

Prof, von Loga's work, and adopt as much of

his ideal as they are able.

I have space only for a mere reference in closing

to the short historical sketch of the principal Euro-
pean collections with which the pamphlet opens.

Two statements made in this relation need rectifi-

cation. The collection of the Duke of Devonshire
is placed among those formed in the seventeenth

century. The most authentic information which I

can obtain regards the second duke (b. 3673, d.

1729) as the chief collector of prints, as well as of

the drawings, of which so many were purchased
from N. A. Flinck, of Rotterdam, in 1723.
Considerable acquisitions were also made by his

grandson, the fourth Duke. In any case, little of

the collection can have existed before the

eighteenth century. Finally von Loga refers to the

recently published inventory of Alessandro di

Francesco i^osselli of 1528 as that of his father

Francesco (the brother of Cosimo Rosselli). Still

it is more probable that Alessandro's stock of

copper-plates, wood-blocks, etc., had descended
from the miniaiore e stantpatore, Francesco.

nationality of the artist. He has taken his idea

from classical mythology, he may have based his

composition on Italian models of the Bolognese
eclectics, but he has made no serious attempt to

fill in his scheme with ideal antique figures. For
the actual forms he has had recourse to Dutch
models, and has painted them with naive realism.

We can even see that he had at hand only a small

selection of models, since two or possibly three Dutch
girls have helped him out by posing in different atti-

tudes for the various figures. One of these suffered

from an obstinately prominent and pointed nose,

and by this feature it is easy to identify her three

times over in the picture in various positions.

This and many other peculiarities indicate the

work of a young artist, fired with an ambition
beyond iiis actual attainments, and yet working out
his self-imposed task with the means that lay to his

hand, and with a courage and sincerity that engage
our sympathy. For the picture appears to me, in

spite of its superficial incongruity and absurdity,

to show qualities that are by no means common
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among the minor Dutchmen ;ind thus point to

the possibihty that we may have here tlie imma-
ture work of a great master. Tlie composition has

evidently been extremely carefully planned, it is

lucid and well-balanced, the units are for a Dutch
artist very compact and well-contained, the move-
ments reposeful and, except for the conventional

rhetoric of Diana's left hand, are natural and
easy. The Diana, over which the artist has exerted

himself most in the hope of attaining to something
of Latin idealism, is perhaps the least satisfac-

tory, but the three figures to the left, where the

artist has followed his native instinct more freely,

are all admirable. What strikes one most is the

sincerity and directness of the painter's vision.

He is as yet able to grasp only the main elementary

masses of the form, and he lays these down with

great deliberation and assurance, refusing to

complicate them or cut them up with details over

which he has no command. It is, indeed, in the

clear statement of the chief constructional planes

and in the large simplicity of their modelling

that he shows his unusual character and power.

The handling of the paint corresponds with

this feeling. It shows no great technical

dexterity or resourceful ingenuity, but it is

simply and directly handled, never troubled

or worried, and the result is that the artist has

attained to a rare luminosity, and he has succeeded

even with the simple means at his command in

giving to the blonde heads of his figures—especially

the subsidiary ones—a vibrating atmospheric

envelopment. So much in this picture points in the

" T)iaria and her Nymphs "

direction of Vermeer of Delft that I cannot refrain

from suggesting his name to those whose special

study of that master will enable them to speak
with greater certainty, though if I am right in

supposing it to be a very early work it may be
difficult to recognise his characteristics unhesi-
tatingly. In the first place the composition,
the size and importance of the figures in the
picture— the nearness of the artist's point of view
— is almost peculiar to him among Dutch artists.

Other characteristics of Vermeer are the sim-
plicity of the construction, the breadth of

the planes, the luminosity of the colour, the

blondness of the flesh, the peculiar turn of the
eyes, the reposefulness of the gestures. Finally

the colour, the absence of any degradation of

local colour in the shadows, the blue under-painting,
and the peculiar full yellows in the local tints, all

suggest the manner of Vermeer.
Two pictures which, though no doubt con-

siderably later than this, may lead to its identifi-

cation, are the Minilia and Marx, belonging to

Mr. Coats, and the Diana and licr Xyniphs at the

Hague. Both of these make it seem probable
that Vermeer began with the ambition of painting

ideal scenes in the grand style and in accordance
with Latin ideas of design, and that he gradually

resigned himself to the narrower scope and
smaller scale of typical Dutch genre, although
to the end of his life his pictures have a

breadth of vision and nobility of design
which distinguish him among the ^^w/-^ painters

of Holland.

THE PELLIOT MISSION TO CHINESE TURKESTAN
BY R. PETRUCCr

HE various expeditions, English,

German and French, which during

the last few years have been con-

ducted in Chinese Turkestan have

provided us with fresh information

on the constitution of Buddhist art and its

development in the Far East. The understanding

of this art has been rendered very much easier

by the documents which Monsieur Edouard
Chavannes has collected in Western China, an

account of which was given in this magazine in

December last.' The triumphal march of Buddhist

art across Asia can now be traced with accuracy

from the regions of the Gandhara, where it was
instituted, as far as Japan, which has preserved for

us the purest forms and the finest interpretations.

Chinese Turkestan gives us the hrst stage ;
Western

China the second. By means of the documents
which we now possess it is possible to follow the

great lines of the history and the evolution of

• Translated for the autlior from the French.

>Vol. XVIII, page 138, etc.

Buddhist art from the moment when, at the

beginning of the Christian era, it borrowed Hellen-

istic /(,';!;////((• from the Gandhara to the time when,
in the fifth century and onwards to the eighth, it

became transformed under the ever-expanding
influence of China, and produced in Japan the

wonderful images of the Suiko and the Tempyo
dynasties. This work should be the easier now
that a large part of the monuments is to be found
in Europe—in London, thanks to Monsieur A.

Stein ; in Berlin, thanks to the missions of

Messrs. Grunwedel and von Lecocq, and finally

in Paris, through the energies of Monsieur Pelliot.

But it would seem premature to attempt such a

realization at a moment when the heads of these

different missions have not yet made public either

the mommients themselves nor the text which
is to accompany them. We have much to expect

from the text which, it is to be hoped, Monsieur

Chavannes will issue almost immediately, in

explanation of the two albums of his archaeo-

logical mission in Northern China which have
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already appeared. When Monsieur Sluin has

added to his great work on ancient Khotan an

account of the results of his last campaign ;

when Messieurs Grunwedel and von Lecocq have

published their documents ; finally when Monsieur

Pelliot has described the plastic works which he

has brought back with him and when the valuable

manuscripts, which he has discovered in large

quantities, have given up their secrets ; then we shall

be in a very much better position to undertake

such a task. We can foresee the time coming

when we shall know all about the origin and the

constitution of Buddhist art which but a short

time ago were still obscure. However, it will

surely be interesting to all who are engaged in the

study of the art of the Far East to learn, even in a

general fashion, something about the documents

which have most recently been discovered. Their

contents are known at present only to a small

number of specialists, though they are of such a

nature as to be interesting to a very much wider

public. It is for this wider circle of artists and

amateurs of the arts that I propose to attempt to

describe the nature of the documents brought back

by the Pelliot Mission. I shall leave on one side

the manuscripts, which form the more important

element,and concern myself only with the paintings

and sculpture.

Amongst the sculpture a series of little clay

figures and bas-reliefs, stamped and hardened,

first attract attention. They come from Toum-

chong, where Monsieur Pelliot excavated the ruins

of a Buddhist temple, the whole ground-plan

of which he uncovered. These monuments may

be considered to date from the seventh or eighth

century. The most noticeable point about them

is their close affinity to the Grreco-Buddhist work

of the Gandh&ra.
' The Hellenistic fonnula- still

dominate them entirely; the type of the figures

themselves remains Indo-Greek. On theother hand,

a very free style asserts itself, which preserves all the

pulsation of life [Plate I, A, b,c]. Again, in certain

bas-reliefs signs of archaism appear in the eyebrows

raised towards the temples, and in the corners of

the mouth which are turned up in a very charac-

teristic expression. These archaistic tendencies

are combined with great decorative facility shown

in the curves of the human figure which suggest all

the movement and voluptuous charm of the Indian.

The scheme results in a realistic disorder remind-

ing us of our Western sculptures of the Middle

Ages [Plate I,e]. We find here a freer manner

than in the great majority of the Gandhara

figures. In these latter we feel too often the effect

of a technique which is too sure of itself ; its frigid

perfection destroys the movement and the emotion

of the work. In the sculptures of Turkestan we

escape the indifferent work of mere craftsmen

fashioning Buddhist gods with the same scepticism

they would have employed in fashioning pagan
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gods and genii. Here we enter into regions where

faith held sovereign sway, and wrought miracles,

and was to constitute the essential elements of the

whole of Buddhist art in their really original form.

In addition to certain manuscripts, Monsieur

Pelliot has brought back from Koutchar wood
carvings, seals, coins, lacquered and painted

coffins, and fragments of frescoes. The frescoes

are similar in style to those which Monsieur Stein

brought back from his last mission. In this

respect the German missions have enriched the

Ethnographical Museum of Berlin with docu-

ments which far surpass in interest those of the

Pelliot Mission. These latter, however, frag-

mentary though they may be, are sufficient to

give us some "idea of the art of these craftsmen

"who worked on poiicis by methods which we find

again—handled by great artists— in the admirable

frescoes of the Kondo of Horyu-ji in Japan of the

eighth century. It is the same treatment which

consists in expressing the substance of the face or

fiesh by a degradation of tone in which the

deepest shade follows strictly the lines of the

drawing, and in emphasizing the movement of

the draperies by applying tones degraded in the

same way. Although in Japan this technique is

wonderfully light and supple, it is coarse and

monotonous.
Touen-Houang was to be the last stage of the

journey of the French Mission across Chinese

Turkestan ; but it was there that Monsieur

Pelliot was to make his most important discoveries.

It was in a cave in Tsien Fo-tong in Touen-Houang
that he found the mass of manuscripts which give

his Mission a quite exceptional character. It was
from Touen-Houang too that he brought back an

important collection of paintings which we may
study more in detail.

We feel at Touen-Houang the influenceof China,

and we see how it has penetrated into the Bud-

dhist art of Turkestan. On the banners brought

back by Monsieur Stein, as on those of Monsieur

Pelliot's Mission, we find scenes from the life of

Buddha (with which also the bas-reliefs of the

Gandhara deal freely) treated in a manner which

represents only the purely Chinese elements of the

work. The secular art of China produced

representations of attendants, ministers, and royal

liersonages quite as much as of gods. No persist-

ent note of the Indian or the Indo-Greek/c»;//(»/(f

can be discovered in these compositions [Plate
III, j],'^ and that is sufficient to show that when it

reached China Buddhist art encountered a profane

art powerful enough to impose upon it its own
images and fonniihv. The Indian costume of the

IJodhisattvas retains, thanks to its luxuriousness,

its foreign and, above all, its religious character;

- The p.ii riling on tliis li.umer sliows: above, ExIiorl.Uioii of

Minislcis ; in tlie middle, Younj; S.ikyas sliooting with bows and

.mows ; below, Intcrrug.ition ol Ministers.
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but everywhere where the rehgious t'onniilii does

not absohitely dominate, it is a profane art, purely

Cliinese, which intervenes assertively. These
characteristics are prominent also in the paintings

brought back by Monsieur Stein. Amongst the

documents of the Pelliot Mission tliere is one work
which gives a charming example of this. It is

only a fragment. On it is represented a species

of angels or pittti, the customary attendants on
certain Bodhisattvas. They are Chinese in appear-

ance, and the style is Chinese. They are standing

upon lotus leaves, playing various musical

instruments, and wear a kind of corselet reaching

to the hips and leaving the legs and arms bare

[Pl.ate 1 1, g]. The figures are subtly and precisely

drawn, and enable us to form a very good idea of

the masterpieces of Chinese eighth-century paint-

ing. The texts which were our only source of

information, hitherto, did not deceive us.

Other documents show us a singular medley of

Indian and Chinese influences. This is the case

with a painting which it is curious to compare
with the scenes which decorate the Tamamushi
shrine at Horyu-ji. It represents the figure of an
apsara flying among floating scarves, the graceful

handling of which is highly characteristic of

Indian representation. But the figure is treated

in the Chinese fashion ; the bust is nude, the flesh

fair, the drawing as supple as it is positif and
accurate. The head is not crowned by a mitre nor
a chignon in the Indian fashion, but the hair falls

over the shoulders after the Chuiese manner.
Apart from the scarves a red robe gathered in at

the waist is the only costume of the apsara.

[Plate I,d]. It is curious to note that the

general movement, the play of the material, every-

thing in fact which makes up the composition, is

borrowed from Indian ideas, although the purely

Chinese style appears in the realization. It is no
less curious to observe that this element is found
also in Japan, where, in the Buddhist paintings of

the Suiko era, a semi-Chinese style neighbours
another which is more purely Indian.

That is not the only element which, amongst the

documents of the Pelliot Mission, brings them
into touch w'ith the great periods of Japan.
Certain decorative bands with little figures of

Buddhas or apsaias, others formed entirely of

conventionalized flowers, come very near the

Japanese treatment of the best periods. There is,

especially, a piece of painted linen ornamented
with a decorative motive of lions and dragons,
obviously related to certain pieces of the Japanese
treasury of the Shyosu-in, founded, as is well

known, in the eighth century by the gift of a pious

emperor.
There is another group of paintings in which

the ideas of Indian art dominate. These are

in every case paintings representing the Bodhi-
sattvas in the symbolic forms of Northern

Buddhism, and it seems that their abstract
character may have contributed to their preserva-
tion of purely Indian types. We cannot but be
struck by the relation of these paintings with the
Tibetan paintings [Pi.ATli II, l>], not only in the
technical design, but also in colour. It may be
said that in these works we have the prototype of

lamaic art.

But besides works such as these, in a style

peculiarly their own, are others quite as inte-

resting. These are large figures of Bodhisattvas
standing on lotus flowers, drawn with a light,

skilful touch, sober and at the same time sump-
tuous in colour. One of them, a representation

of Avalokitecvara, is painted in silver on a red

ground [Plate III, m]. Here' again we find the

delicacy and finish of the Kou-Kai-tch'i painting

in the British Museum, the skill of the large

flowing scarves and harmonious draperies. The
Indian character of the dress contributes to the

development of these tendencies, and whether in

the case of warlike figures, such as Kuvera's, or

of the great, peaceful and elegant forms of the

Avalokitecvaras, we find the same refined and
subtle art which reminds us of the China of the

T'ang dynasty [Plate III, K, l].

Comparison with Japan helps to fLU-nish us in

this respect with an imexpected criterion. Paintings

were executed by Takuma Choga at the end of

the twelfth century, and we know that this painter

was considered in Japan to have revived the

school founded by Takuma Tamenari, and the

more flexible method and the delicate colouring

which characterize his works were aLtributed to

the influence of Sung art.'' Moreover, if we com-
pare with the works of the Japanese painter the

representations of the same divinities given us by
the Touen-Houang pictures, we cannot help being

struck by their relationship. Japanese tradition is

right in detecting Chinese influences in the work
of Choga; but these influences by no means belong

to the China of the Sung dynasty; they go back
much further still, and operate in the eighth

century in the remotest parts of Turkestan ; they

belong incontestably to the art of the T'ang period.

In this way is explained, then, the medley of

Indo-Greek and Chinese styles which is prominent

in Japanese Buddhist painting of the twelfth

century. Here the documents brought back by

Monsieur Pelliot and Monsieur Stein enable the

sources of this art to be fixed precisely.

Finally, amongst the documents of the Pelliot

Mission is a work of a very peculiar character

which isolates it from this last group. It is a

painting representing Kouan-Vin (Avalokitecvara)

meditating on the edge of a lotus-covered lake.

The Bodhisattva of Mercy and Pity is seated on

a rock, with one leg crossed over the other, and
his two hands joined over his bent knees, in an

'' See Burlington Magazine—\'o\. XI, pages 242, 243.
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attitude often found in paintinrjs attributed to Li

Long-mien. Plants are growing all round the

divinity, and suggest the idea of a sumptuous cUid

magnificent landscape. This is the most ancient
representcition in which the landscape is directly

associated with divine figures. They are no
longer, as in the group of paintings which i have
just cited, figures standing on a lotus pedestal,

treated sculpturesqucly, but a real scene originally

composed. In Japan this profound reform of

Buddhist art appears in the tenth century, with
the foundation of the sect Jodo by the priest

Eishin. We see that it was first realized at Touen-
Houang, and that it reached the island empire by
way of Northern China and Corea. On the other
hand, this painting developes a peculiar technique,
in which the colouring is violent and overpower-
ing, and red predominates. In its general aspect,

by its ruggcdness and its grandeur, the picture

recalls the Northern school of Chinese art of the

Yuan dynasty [Plate II, ii]. It is a first gleam of

light cast on the obscurity of its origin.

Thus we see that the paintings brought back by
Monsieur Peliiot furnish us with most important
documents from the point of view of the constitu-

tion and history of Buddhist art. The strange

medley of styles and influences, the diverse ten-

dencies of which we feel the action at periods
and in spheres so far apart, all show us that we
have here lit on the moment when the ideas of

Western Asia, India and China provide the new
religion with their plastic foruiiihr. One of the
most interesting consequences of this study is

undoubtedly that we can establish the power and
vitality of Chinese art at a time about which, before
the excavations in Turkestan, we had scarcely any
evidence except in written documents.

However, there are still two other classes of

objects to which it is worth while to devote a few
lines: stuffs and prints. The Peliiot Mission has
brought back a series of stuffs of considerable
interest. So far as Chinese materials and embroi-
deries of the fifth to the tenth centuries are

concerned we may say that nothing is known.
Documents such as those in the Louvre, excavated
from temples destroyed not later than the tenth
century, possess all the advantages of dated
examples. It is curious to find amongst them a

piece of material which, in the absence of any
other for comparison, no one would have dared to

attribute to any period before the Ming. On
another piece appears an ornament formed of vine-

branches surrounding a representation of the

plurnix, the inolif of which is found also on the
bronze mirrors of the Han period. On others are

ornamented bands like those which encase the

bas-reliefs of the Han dynasty ; and finally on
others are decorative motives which the Japanese
stuffs and calicoes have reproduced up to the most
recent times. A classification can now be made :

we must hope that it may be established rapidly

in order that comparisons may become certain and
a serious work be rendered possible.

Finally, as regards the prints, the Peliiot Mission,
like the Stein Mission, has brought back some
xylographs bearing characters and figures belonging
to the tenth, the ninth, and even to the eighth cen-
tury. These discoveries are extremely important. We
know, indeed, Japanese xylographs dated from the

Tempyo era, that is, from the middle of the eighth

century; but although their great antiquity was
evident, we might have hesitated to assign them to

so early a date. It might be, indeed, that the

drawing merely reproduces the date of a painting

of which it was a copy. When these ancient
xylographs are compared with those of Touen-
Houang, such similar elements are found that

doubt seems impossible. We can therefore now
fix with safety the origin of Buddhist prints in the

eighth century. And in this order of ideas we
reach the moment when different influences

combined and Indian teaching came into contact
with the Far East.

Such are the observations which the study of

the documents of the Peliiot Mission allows us.

It will be seen that they are very important. When
those which Monsieur Stein brought to London,
and those which Messieurs Griinwedel and von
Le Cocq brought to Berlin, have been published,

and when Monsieur Chavannes has completed his

work, we shall have material sufficiently important
to enable us to write one of the finest chapters of

human history. We shall see how the old philo-

sophic ideas of China and its robust art are

intermingled with the exquisite grace and the

sentimental voluptuousness of Indian art.

JACQUES DARET'S O^ATIVnT OF OU\LORD
BY GEORGES H. DE LOO

N The Hiirliiigloii Magazine of July,

1909 (Vol. XV, page 202), I was able
to identify three pictures as having been
painted in the year 1434 by Jacques Daret
for Jean du Clercq, the great abbot of

S. V.i.i->t at Arras, and as having originally been
parts of the reredos erected by the generosity of
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that abbot over the altar of Our Lady's chapel in

his abbatial church, w^here he proudly showed them
in July 1435 to several illustrious visitors ; first to

the envoys of the Council of Basle; and then to

those of the Holy See, when they arrived at Arras

for the conclusion of the famous peace between
the King of France and the Duke of Burgundy.
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Jacques Darcfs " Nativity of Our Lord''''

Jean Collard, a learned member of the Order of
S. John of Jerusalem, who edited at Paris, in 1 651,
the "Journal de la Paix d'Arras " (written more
than two centuries before by an eye-witness, Dom
Antoine de le Taverne, then Grand Provost of the
abbey), gives us, as a commentary on the text, a
complete description of this reredos. Thus we
know that the pictures, executed by Jacques Darct
on the outside of the shutters, were composed of
five subjects. On the raised central part (probably
on two small shutters covering the sculptured
Coronation of ihc Virgin), was painted The
AuHunciation. Below this the four other compo-
sitions formed one row, of which the first and
third panels, representing respectively The Visitation

(with the portrait of the kneeling donor and his
coat of arms), and The Adoration of the Magi, are
now in the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum at Berlin

;

and the fourth panel, a Purification or Presenta-
tion of the Infant Jesus in the Temple, had then
passed from the Hainauer Collection into the
hands of Messrs. Duveen, and now belongs to
Mr. Tuck of Paris. The second panel of the
lower row was missing, as well as the above-
mentioned Annunciation. According to Jean
Collard's description, it represented The Nativity of
Our Lord.

I spent a good deal of time and trouble in trying
to find traces of it, but my researches had remained
fruitless, when, on a recent visit to London, I

unexpectedly found the picture in the possession
of Messrs. P. and D. Colnaghi, who had just
bought it.

The style, types, subject, and size leave no room
for doubt as regards its identity : this is the hitherto
missing panel of the lower row of Daret's paintings.
The reproduction here given [Plate I] makes

a complete description unnecessary. It will suffice

to point out some of the more remarkable features.

The scene is situated in a very poor decayed little

stable, or cattle-shelter, open on three sides. The
one existing clay-wall is partly broken down. The
thatched roof is supported at the angles by wooden
posts, which are simply resting on the soil : one
of them has been replaced by a pole not even
rough-hewn, a mere shore for the miserable roof.
In the centre of the composition, naked on the
bare ground, is lying the Infant Jesus. On the
dexter side. His holy Mother is kneeling before
Him in adoration.

As in several other representations of the Nativity
in the first half of the fifteenth century, we note
the presence of two other women, the midwives
of the old oriental legends, recorded in the
apocryphal " Gospel of the Nativity of Mary and
the Infancy of the Saviour", which gives them the

names of Zelemi and Salome. The former is called

Zebel by Jacobus de Voragine in the "Golden
Legend ". Salome, having doubted the virginity of

Mary, was punished by having her hand suddenly

withered. As she was expressing her grief and
repentance, an angel appeared, and told her to
touch the divine Infant who had come into the
world to save all those who would hope in Him.
The painter chose the precise moment when
Salome, who is seen in profile on the sinister
side of the picture, is mournfully looking at her
stricken hand. But, instead of the remedy being
suggested to her by the angel (as in the Dijon
picture of the Master of Flemalle),' this function
seems here to be performed by Zelemi or Zebel,
as her gesture points towards the divine Infant,
behind whom she is kneeling.
Those legendary personages appear at an early

date in Byzantine art, whence they were soon
imported into the West of Europe ; but here they
disappeared from the representations of the Nativity
about the end of the thirteenth century, to appear
again at the end of the fourteenth, according to
M. Emile Male's observation,- not, however, as he
thinks, under the influence of the Mystery-plays,
but as one of the many instances, at that time, of
the renovation of Western-European iconography
by the imitation of Italian models.

S. Joseph is standing outside the stable, on
the extreme left of the group. In conformity
with artistic tradition, he is holding a candle,
(the only indication of the event happening
at night). On the opposite side, we perceive
the ox and the ass. Above this group, before the
thatched roof, we see four angels : three together,
holding a scroll, on the dexter side, and one
hovering over Salome. The horizon is very high,

almost on a line with the ridge of the roof, above
which emerges the summit of a distant mountain.
Far off are seen the shepherds, to whom an angel
is announcing the birth of the Saviour.

The artist shows his sense for colour in harmon-
izing together a whole scale of shades varying from
red to violet and also in the fine contrast of the

violet girdle with the green gown of Salome. He
also displays a marked taste for the rendering of

realistic details, such as the icicles wiiich are
hanging from the roof (in order to indicate the
season), some of which, broken ofT, are fallen on
the ground beside two minutely painted flint peb-
bles ;—such as the bunch of curiously shaped keys
which is hanging from under the turned-up furred

gown of Zelemi, and especially the very carefully

studied woodwork, of which every note!), groove,
cut, split, every peg, nail, knot, even to the fibres

and the wormholes, has been scrupulously observed
and noted with great skill. The connexion between
this picture and The Nativity of the Master of

Flemalle, in the Museum of Dijon [Plate II]

is undeniable. Of course it is by no means a copy

' The incident, as shewn in the Dijon picture, seems to have
been imperfectly understood by D.iret. [Ed.]

- Einile Male

—

L'arl religiciix dc la fin liu Moyen-.ige en
Fnica— Paris, Armand Colin, 1908 : pp. 34-35.
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of the Dijon picture. Here the stable is standing

with the corner of the gable-side turned towards the

spectator, so that the scene is taking place partly

outside it. Further, in Daret's picture, Joseph
occupies the place held by one of the assisting

midwives. At Dijon, also, the shepherds have

already come near the divine Infant, and are

looking at Him through the open door. Finally

the side of Daret's figures is larger in proportion

to the panel, and their types are different, as well

as their dresses. However, there can be no doubt
but that Daret's composition was inspired by that

of the Master of Flemalle. He must have seen it

and remembered it well. Quite conclusive, for

instance, is the distribution of the angels. There
can be no doubt either on the question which of

the two pictures was the model, and which
the work of the pupil. The present Nativity

brings a strong contirmation to the assertion

which I advanced in my article of 1909, viz.

that the Master of Flemalle is identical with

Jacques Daret's master, Robert Campin.
In order to understand the strength of the

argument it will be well to remember the circum-

stances of Jacques Daret's artistic development.

By a curious and fortunate coincidence not only

the origin, date, and authorship of the pictures

which he painted in 1434 are more thoroughly
authenticated by contemporary records than any
other Flemish pictures of the fifteenth century

;

but also his own life from early youth is better

known than that of any other contemporary
painter of the Flemish school.

Mr. Maurice Houtart, in a paper already

quoted ", has extracted from the numerous
documents concerning Daret's youth a clear

picture of his education.

Jacques Daret was born atTournay, of a family

which produced a long series of artists and artistic

artisans, from the fourteenth century down to the

eighteenth. His father, Jean Daret, was a sculptor

in wood, who is cited in a document as already

married in I403. His first wife, damoiselle Jeanne
L'Escarlatier, gave him four children, named ;

Jacquelotte (Jacques, our painter), Belotte

(Isabelle), Catron (Catherine), and Haquinet
(jean), and soon left him a widower. To this

premature death, and to the fact of the children
having inherited some property, we owe our
knowledge of their early lives, as they were, after

their father's second marriage, provided with
guardians, whose accounts, covering the years

1418 to 1426, are preserved in the rich archives

of their native town.
Some details of these accounts deserve to be

noticed: the third child, Catherine, began, in Feb-
ruary, 14:8, to learn the art of embroidery, which
shows she had then already passed beyond the age

^ Maui ice lloutarl : Jacques Daret, Pciiitre Tournaiiicii tin

XV' Si'cch: Tournai, \\. & L. Caslerinan (no date).

of first infancy: we may suppose she was about
nine years old, and in consequence, must have been
born about 1408. On the other hand, Jean, the

youngest child, seems to have attained the age of

fifteen in 1426: he must have been born in the

beginning of 1411. From 1420 till 1423 he was
placed under the direction of a schoolmaster, then

he entered the workshop of a sculptor, Simon
Josson, of Valenciennes, who, according to the

contract signed in 1423, was to feed, govern,

clothe, and teach him. As he had to pay no
board nor fees, we have the proof that his

work was a sufficient equivalent. He became
afterwards a notable sculptor in wood.
By comparison with these dates we may infer

some essential facts concerning the first years of

Jacques Daret, the eldest child. We may place

the date of his birth between 1403 and 1406, for

the third child was born about 1408. The
accounts, begmning in 1418, mention no sums paid

for Jacques's literary education (Jean's was finished

at the age of twelve). From the beginning of the

accounts, nothing had to be paid for his boarding
and teaching in the workshop, a sign that he must
then have reached the age of at least twelve years.

However, it must be observed that his school-

education must have been carried somewhat further

than his brother's and have extended to at least the

elements of the Latin language ; for in the

accounts of 1418 to 1423, we see that he received

from the hands of the bishop of Cambray the

clerical tonsure, which conferred on him the

benefit of ecclesiastic instead of lay jurisdiction.

The desire of showing his knowledge may explain

his love of very apparent Latin inscriptions, in

large characters, on the hems of the garments of his

figures, as in the Berlin and Paris pictures.

In April 1418, when the extant accounts begin,

we find him already employed in the house and
workshop of the most important painter of Tournay,
Robert Campin, gratuitously lodged and fed, a sign,

as has been said, of his services already compen-
sating for the cost of his mamtenance. Few note-

worthy incidents mark the years which he spent
with his master, except in 1426, when a violent

epidemic, which caused the death of his sister

Catherine (the elder sister Is:ibelle died in 1419),
induced his father to send him out of the town.
Then again in July of the same year we learn that

he made the pilgrimage to Aix-la-Chapelle, in order

to see the great relics, which were shown only from
the loth to the 24th of July and always attracted

an innumerable multitude.

Jacques Daret remained with Robert Campin till

1432, at least fifteen years, continuously employed
by him, working under his direction and according
to his instructions, collaborating with him during
all these years, although he was officially registered

as an apprentice only on April 12, 1 427, viz., at

the same time as Rogelet de le Pasture (afterwards
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Rogier van dcr Weyden) who was his fellow
apprentice under the same master. The reason
of this registration, for which a certain sum had
to be paid, is to be found in the rule of the corpo-
ration which requires four years of officially

matriculated apprenticeship for the accession to

the quality of free-master. This he obtained on
S. Luke's day, October i8, 1432. His fellow
craftsmen must already have appreciated his

abilities, for on the same evening he was elected

provost of the guild. The long period of training

under one master, just described, must have left

strong and deep traces in his art When the
abbot of S. Vaast called him to Arras, he had not
emerged from Robert Campin's moulding influence
for much more than one year. The interval had
been too short for him to have received new impres-
sions, when he painted the altar-piece which now
enables us to judge of his art. These pictures show
no direct analogy with the style of his great fellow-

apprentice Rogier van der Weyden, a circumstance
which tends to prove either that the characteristics

of the latter's style had not yet become marked or
that Jacques Daret was not receptive of other
influences than those of his master. Both may be
true. Finally we may add that it was surely the
renown of his master, more than his own, which
attracted to him the abbot's attention and dictated

his choice. Jean du Clercq must have expected
and wished him to work in the manner of Kobert
Campin. For all these reasons, if his pictures of

1434 show the stamp of a single atelier, if there is

evidence of one painter's dominating influence,

that painter can only be Jacques Daret's master
Robert Campin.

In point of fact, the catalogue of the
Berlin Museum has already justly recognized
that the "Master of Fl^malle" is the source from
which Daret's art is derived. In 1909,* I called

attention to the analogies in the general character

of their style, of their landscape and of their

types, and drew the conclusion that the hitherto

mysterious personality of the anonymous master,
might henceforward safely be named Robert
Campin. The picture now identified as his

Nativity brings us a still more explicit testimonv,
since it is directly inspired by a known work
of the " Master of Flemalle".

We are thus now in a position to go one step

further: we can now determine which particular

pictures of Robert Campin Jacques Daret must
have seen while he was working under him, and
remembered when painting at Arras. This gives

* Burlington Magazine, Vol. XV, page 202.

US, for the completion of such of Campin's works,
a terminus ante quern, namely before the end of
1432, when Daret parted from him.
The picture of The Purification, in the Berlin

Museum, represents a temple, the architecture of
which is undeniably borrowed from—or at least
inspired by—the temple in the The Marriage of the
Virgin, by Robert Campin, in the Prado, at
Madrid. The Nativity of Our Lord, now redis-
covered, in the same manner proves the priority
of Robert Campin's Nativity, at Dijon. Both
these pictures must, therefore, be anterior to
October 1432. These are not the only pictures by
Campin for which so early a date can be claimed.
In another paper I hope to show that both the
Inghelbrecht triptych, belonging to the Counts de
Merode, and the Viriiin and Child from the Somzee
collection, bequeathed by Mr. George Salting to
the National Gallery, fall under the same category.
As to the great triptych of The Descent from the

Cross, of which a fragment only is preserved in the
Staedel Museum at Frankfort (but the total compo-
sition of which we know through the copy in the
Walker Fine Art Gallery, at Liverpool), we have
the proof that it was executed, and was already
celebrated, before 1430. These statements are of
high value for art-history, since they help to fill

the dark gap in the continuity of the development
of painting in the period between 1420 and 1430.
Hitherto the student of the history of Western-
European painting could follow its evolution up to

1416, mainly through book illuminations painted
in France. After that date progress seems,
generally speaking, to have stopped in that
centre, though, at the very time, the van Eycks
made the prodigious advance which we see in the
manuscripts of Turin and Milan. After 1417 we
are left without any other certain information
except that Hubrecht van Eyck must have
executed some undetermined but important part
of the Adoration of the Lamb before his death
in 1426. Only in 1432 was this work entirelv

finished by Johannes van Eyck, and from the
same year begins the series of his signed and
dated works.

Jacques Daret's altar-piece, and the retrospective

conclusions which we can derive from this and
from other facts, concerning the dates of many of

Robert Campin's works, throw a vivid light on the
activity of another great artist of the same genera-
tion ; and, as the latter seems himself to have been
impregnated by the same spirit as the brothers
van Eyck, some reflected light is thereby thrown
also on their own early production.
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THE "PRIMITIVE" TENDENCY IN MODERN ART
BY A. CLUTTON-BROCK

I GREAT deal of talk is nowadays heard
about the absurdity and incongruity
of any kind of "primitive" art in our
advanced modern civilization. Much
^of it no doubt is provoked by the mere

use of the word, primitive, which makes us think

at once of the early Italians. Why should P>ench-

men or Englishmen of the twentieth century try

to paint like Giotto, when they cannot think, feel,

or see like Giotto ? It is a reasonable question,

but beside the point ; for no artist of any account

does try to paint like Giotto. There are, however,

a good many artists who will not try to paint like

Titian or Velazquez or Rembrandt, and who
are therefore accused of primitive affectations.

Let us forget the word primitive with all that it

implies, and try to discover what is really happening

to modern art.

This tendency away from the complications of

the art that reached its height in the Italian

Renaissance is not confined to painting. We find

it in every art of design, in our buildings, our wall

papers, our very cups and saucers. We enjoy

even its extravagances in all kinds of applied art.

It is only in painting and sculpture that we resent

it, because in these arts we have learned to expect

a certam amount of representation without which
we do not believe a picture can be a real picture

or a statue a real statue. In the matter of represen-

tation we consider that a painter is bound by
precedents ; but at the same time we can be in-

duced, after a severe struggle, to admit new prece-

dents provided only that they are really old ones.

Our taste for modern pictures changes with our

taste for old masters ; and now that we like

Botticelli and Carpaccio we do not call a modern
artist a charlatan if he represents no more than

they represented

.

But this liking for Pra:;raphaelite Italian painters,

which seems so innocent a thing in itself, was
really the beginning of a revolution ; there was an
instinct of self-preservation behind the fierce

attacks of the English Pr:eraphaelites. For the

whole Prrcraphaelite movement meant the

destruction of the belief that there is one kind of

art alwokitely superior to all other kinds of art, by
reason of its greater power of representation.

In the eighteenth century the art of the
Renaissance was held to be the art of civilization,

and all other art, except the later Greek and
Gr^eco-Roman, was considered more or less

barbarous. The great achievement of the Renais-
sance was thought to be the revival of " classical

"

art in painting, sculpture, and architecture
;

and Michelangelo himself was esteemed as the
successor of Praxiteles, or rather of his imitators.

Indeed, the supremacy of Gr;eco-Roman sculp-

ture led even the best critics, such as Reynolds,
into some misunderstanding of the greatest
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masters of the Renaissance and into an admira-

tion of the Bologna eclectics, who were the Grjeco-

Roman artists of the modern world.

This notion, that one kind of art was civilized

and all other kinds barbarous, was based upon the

belief that the civilized art had discovered and fixed

once and for all the laws of representation, that the

Apollo Belvedere was absolutely like a man, or like

what a man ought to be. It was the result

originally of the wonderful achievement of Greek
sculpture in the fifth century, when for a short

time sculptors were able to combine expression and
representation as they have never been combined
liefore or since ; an achievement which had
disastrous effects upon the whole art of the ancient

world. For Greek sculpture, keeping its notion of

representation, gradually lost its expressive power,
and the Romans imposed a decadent Greek art,

accomplished and mechanical, upon their empire,

much as Europe has begun to impose a decadent
modern art upon the whole world. It would be
a long and very difficult task to explain why an
accomplished and mechanical art has so much
power over the minds of peoples whose own native

art is so far superior ; and I shall not attempt it

now. My object is to insist upon the essential

likeness of Gra^co-Roman art to the great mass of

the modern art of Europe, and upon the evil effects

of both. I also wish to draw a moral from the fall

of Gr;eco-Roman art, which can be applied to our
present artistic condition.

It used to be supposed that Graico-Roman art,

being the art of civilization, was destroyed with the

ancient civilization, and that its destruction was a

great loss to the world. Certainly there was no
possible deliverance from it except through the

destruction of a set of ideas which it expressed
;

liut those were not the ideas which made ancient

civilization valuable. Rather they were the ideas

which made it at last intolerable.

When the Romans conquered the Hellenistic

kingdoms, they inherited Hellenistic art with

them, an art already cosmopolitan, fostered by the

patronage of despots, and invested with the prestige

of a conquering race. This art they imposed upon
all the parts of their empire not already Hellenized,

and it became the art of the Roman empire,

associated in men's minds with the idea of that

empireand expressing its official religious emotions.

These emotions were essentially spurious ; for you
cannot make a real religion out of the worship of

human institutions and human power. And so the

art itself was spurious and of the same character

as the art of the Albert and Victoria Memorials.

It prevailed, however, so long as the minds of men
were generally content with the worship of the

empire, but when the empire, becoming a nuisance

rather than a protection, ceased to satisfy men's
minds, new religions grew up within it; and after



The ''Primitive Tendency in Modern Art
a conflict among tlicni Christianity triumphed.
Shelley at Ravenna remarked that " it seems to have
been one of the first effects of the Christian religion

to destroy the power of producing beauty in art".

He was half right. Christianity did destroy Gra:co-
Roman art because it destroyed all those ideas that

were associated with it, and turned the emperor
into a merely human despot; substituting a real for

a spurious religion. Gradually a primitive, living,

and expressive art ousted the mechanical inex-

pressive art of the empire, and instead of Roman
temples almost as tiresome as our government
offices, there were built I^omanesque and Byzantine
churches.

These seemed to the taste of the eighteenth
century mere symptoms of the triumph of bar-

barism. To us they seem some of the greatest

buildings in the world. Grasco-Roman art has
now lost most of its prestige, and so has the
art of the Bologna eclectics. But the effect of

this change of taste is only gradually showing
itself in our own art ; and at present it is merely
a .change of taste for the most part unconscious
and vague. Grjeco-Roman art, being inexpres-
sive, was superseded by an art that really had
something to express. Only a new religion

could have destroyed its despotism, since that

was supported by all the power of the Roman
empire. No new religion with an urgent demand
for its expression has arisen among us, but, on
the other hand, our cosmopolitan, inexpressive art

is not supported by any universal power. Govern-
ments in modern Europe are not worshipped, and
there is no emperor who has quite taken the place
of God. There is a wealthy cosmopolitan society

which has to some extent imposed its tastes and
ideas upon what we call the civilized world ; but
no one sees anything divine in that society, and it

does not see anything divine in itself. It is not in

love with the art which it has promoted, and often

is quite eager for new experiments. In fact, it is

possible in modern Europe for art to change its

character without a social or religious revolution,

because our social energy has not yet spent itself.

What killed the ancient world was the belief that

its constitution could not be bettered. We have
not that belief about the modern world; and it

does not satisfy our imaginations. Therefore our
imaginations are not satisfied with its art. For a
century or more the desire has been growing
among us for an art that shall be more expressive,

and this desire is gradually destroying our faith

in the "civilized" European art of the Renais-
sance, and increasing our interest in the "barbaric"
art of other ages and peoples. The process is

slow, but it is steady, and no protests avail against

it. We have lost once and for all the belief that

the laws of representation are fi.xed and absolute
;

and at the same time we have lost our pleasure in

mechanical perfection of workmanship. In fact

—

and this is the most important cause of our change
of taste—we have lost the belief that art should aim
at any kind of perfection whatsoever. The main
defect of all really decadent art, such as the
Gr;cco-Roman or the art of our official memorials
and public buildings, is that it will not confess
itself imperfect. Its aim is to simulate a false
and impossible perfection through an inexpressive
finish and a meaningless symmetry of design. If

it expresses anything, it expresses a complete
satisfaction with things as they are, whereas
a living art expresses a passionate desire for
something better, and admits its own imperfec-
tion and the imperfection of the world in doing
so. Now we are filled with a sense of the imper-
fection of the world, even at its best, and we are
sick of all art which denies that imperfection either
in itself or in its subject matter. We mistrust a
work of art that pretends to be perfectly made or
to represent any reality perfectly. We have a
taste, that sometimes grows morbid and irrational,

for the expressive roughness of effort ; representa-
tion only interests us when by its confessed
imperfection it proves itself to be a means to
the end of expression. Ever since the Renaissance
" civilized " art has put representation above
expression, and has made a pretence of perfect
accomplishment. All the rebels against it have
been called barbarians because they confessed that
their accomplishment was imperfect ; and they
have been accused of wilful ugliness because they
were filled with a sense of the imperfection of reality,

and expressed it in their art. The " ideal " art,

which the Renaissance revived and which has
persisted ever since, is based upon the belief that
the perfectly beautiful can be found in reality and
that the duty of the artist is to imitate it as closely
as he can when he has found it. This belief
naturally made representation an end in itself and
all-important. We no longer hold it. We do not
suppose that the perfectly beautiful can be found
in reality at all, and we are learning slowly that
the beauty of art is the result not of the imitation
of beautiful objects, but of the expression of
emotion in a form that communicates it. The
new theory, growing out of new ajsthetic expe-
rience, is at last beginning to formulate itself

clearly, and so is confirming the change of taste

which produced it.

We no longer draw the old distinction between
civilized and barbaric art. Just as Rossini said
there were only two kinds of music, the good and
the bad, so we say there are only two kinds of
art, the expressive and the inexpressive, the real

and the sham ; and we prefer the humblest kind
of real art to the most pretentious sham. A good
deal of ridicule has been provoked by the efforts

of some modern painters to attain to a childish
na'ivcle, but these efforts are very like the early
Christian efforts in morals. The Christians felt
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that tlic world had grown stale in morality, that it

was trying to do too much, and had lost sight of

the true ends. Men were told to become as little

children, not as a counsel of perfection, but
because there was no other way then of reviving

the moral impulse. So nowadays we have grown
stale in art ; we try to do too much, and waste our
powers upon what is not essential. Our own past

is a burden to us, not because its art was bad, but
because we have exhausted it, and we feel the

same need in art as the Christians felt in morals to

begin again from the beginning.
No doubt Christianity seemed anarchy to the

philosophers of the ancient world. What could
be more absurd than to aim at a childish simplicity

in that old and elabojate society ? Yet Christianity

triumphed because that ancient morality was
exhausted, and because it quickened a new moral
impulse in the mind of man. VVe are often told

that there was nothing original in it. Yet it had
this originality, that it saw the need of simplicity

just when simplicity seemed most impossible, and
it simplified for the sake of essentials. It was
not archaistically primitive, and it prevailed

over all the religious and moral systems that

were.

So the simplified art of the present is promising
because it too is not archaistically primitive ; and
that is the reason why it shocks and surprises

BALDASSARE D'ESTE
HERBERT COOK, F.S.A.

HE history of art abounds in examples
of the complete obscurity which has
fallen haphazard over the personalities

and works of some artists, while the

memory of others less notable in their

day is still preserved ; and one of the chief functions

of modern criticism is to correct these inequalities

of fame. The particular instance to which I would
now call attention is to be found in the old history

of Ferrarese painting. Baldassare d'Este is un-
known to-day, yet in his generation lie was the

Court painter at Ferrara, and for forty years

portrayed the features of successive dukes and
statesmen and all the array of distinguished people
that thronged the brilliant court of the Estes.

Himself a child of Duke Niccolo III, he enjoyed
a natural advantage to which the illegitimacy of

his birth was no bar.'

Born at Reggio, in the Emilia, Baldassare is

first heard of in 1461, when in the service of the

Sforzas at Milan. In 1469 he was employed by
' Mrs. Ady, in her Beatrice iVEsk, p. 3, writes :

" After the
death of his f.-ithcr, the able and learned Niccolo III, who lirst

established his throne on sure and safe foundations, Ercole's

two elder half-brothers, Leoncllo and Borso, reigned in suc-

cession over Ferrara, and kept up the proud traditions of the

house of Este, both in war and peace. Both were bastards, but

in the Kste family this was never held to be a bar to the sue-
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US. We can put up with imitation primitive art,

because its originals have prepared us for it, but
it has no more vitality or promise than imitations of

Titian or Michelangelo. It is significant only as

a symptom of a change of taste. It prepares us
for a new and original simplified art, just as the

fashionable oriental cults of Rome prepared the

ancient world for Christianity. No one can tell

whether we shall succeed in establishing an original

simplified art ; the object of this article is not to

prophesy on the subject, but to suggest that

the effort to do so is not merely artificial

or absurd—indeed, that behind the conscious effort

there is a far more powerful and unconscious
tendency like that which superseded Grjeco-Roman
art with the Romanesque and Byzantine. It is

now believed by many good judges that Byzantine
art came from Asia, which quickened the dying
art of Europe with a new inspiration. It may be
that the same thing will happen again, now that

we have rid ourselves of our European disdain of

the East and no longer see only Cliinoiserics in

China. There are two minds in the world that

from time to time renew each other, and grow
weary and sterile without such renewal. We are

beginning to feel that the mind of the East has
soinething to tell us. Perhaps there may come
from it at last not merely a new fashion in art, but
a new inspiration.

Galeazzo Maria Sforza to paint his portrait and
that of Bona his wife, in the Castle of Pavia, and
soon after was received into the service of his own
half-brother, Borso, Duke of Ferrara, who ap-

pointed him, together with Cosimo Tura, Court
painter to the Este family. From 1469-74 he
produced many portraits, including those of

Antonio da Correggio, Marietta Calcagnino, Conte
Lorenzo Strozzi, and Monsignor di Foy. He
painted four different likenesses of Duke Borso
himself, and replicas of the Sforza portraits above
inentioned. He was also employed to retouch a

good many of the heads in the famous frescoes in

the Schifanoia Palace, where Cossa and other

Ferrarese masters had been at work. After Borso's

death he twice painted the new Duke Ercole I,

and also the Neapolitan envoy, Fabrizio Caraffa.

Not one of these portraits has been identified, but

medals l)y him, dated 1472, and representing

Ercole I, are known.^ He further decorated a

chapel in S, Domenico at Ferrara with frescoes of

cession. 'In Italy', as Commines wrote, 'they make little

difference between legitimate and illegitimate children '. But
when the last of the two, Duke Borso, died, on the 27lh May,
1471 . . . Niccolo's eldest legitimate son, Ercole, successfully

asserted his claim to the throne, and entered peacefully upon
his heritage ".

"At Vienna, and in the Dreyfus Collection, Paris.
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Raldassare cPEste

the lite of S. Ambrose, and in 1502 he painted an
altar-piece for the nuns of Mortara which repre-

sented the twelve Apostles. Before 1493 he was
appointed Capitano di Porta Castello at his

birthplace, Reggio, and died probably in 1504.
Baruflfaldi (1844) mentions other works of his,

now lost.'

Such is Baldassare's history. But no single

living critic can point with certainty to any one of

his paintings. An attempt has been made indeed
by Signor Venturi to identify a picture [Plate I, a]
now in the possession of the Duca Massari at

Ferrara with the above-mentioned picture of the
twelve apostles known to have been executed by
Baldassare in 1502 for the nuns of Mortara.
Morelli,on the other hand, ascribed it to Francesco
Bianchi-Ferrari, and Crowe and Cavalcaselle to

either Ercole Grandi, Costa when young, or
Coltellini (1), so that no unanimity prevails.

In this existing state of uncertainty it is of the
first importance to produce a document of un-
impeachable authority ; and such a document is

now given for the first time.

The portrait here illustrated [Plate I, b] was
purchased by the present writer fourteen years
ago at a sale at Christie's, where it appeared as

the " Portrait of Baldassar, Dnkc of Treviso, by
Domenici" (!). It was sold by the late Mr. G. P.

Boyce, who, as it appears from a note on the back,
acquired it from Signor Rafaello Pinti, in 1895 >

and formerly it was No. 563 in the sale of the
Costabili collection at Ferrara. Further investi-

gation showed that this portrait is described
accurately in the older writers on Ferrarese art,

Cittadella (1864), Laderchi(i856), Baruffaldi (1844)
and by Rosini(i85o) who gives an outline repro-
duction of it. In more recent times Crowe and
Cavalcaselle (1871) describe it, Morelli refers to

it,* and Heiss (1881) gives a list of the diiiferent

readings of the inscription—now no longer
decipherable. From all these writers it appears
that it is the one surviving portrait, fully signed
and dated, which enables us to gauge the style of
Baldassare's art.

This, then, is the one genuine work which must
serve as a test of authenticity in other doubtful
cases, and with this portrait we must begin in any

'I am indebted for these particulars to Signor Venturi's
article on Baldassare in Ttiicme-Becker's KuitstUr-Lcxikou,
1908.

* English edition, II, 130 note. Milanesi's notes to Vasari
(III, 27) also cite ttie picture.

attempt to reconstruct Baldassare's artistic per-
sonality. The portrait is painted in tempera on
canvas and represents an elderly man of some-
what solemn aspect, clad in black cap and
dress, seen in profile to the left. The ground
is a very dark green, with the letters D T
on each side above, and an inscription on
the ledge below. This has been so much
mutilated in modern times that it is no longer
possible to read it in its entirety, but the older
writers above mentioned give it (with slight altera-

tions) thus: BALDASAR-ESTENSIS-XOBPIX-
ANOR-56. 1493.^ The meaning of D T is not
clear, for the ingenuity of Christie's cataloguer who
hazarded Duke of Treviso ( !) is hardly to be taken
seriously. Baruffaldi (1844) suggests it may
represent Dominus, or Dilectus Titus, i.e., Tito
Strozzi, the poet, under whose name the picture is

first mentioned in 1838 in the catalogue of the

Costabili collection at Ferrara." This time-
honoured tradition is again quoted by Crowe and
Cavalcaselle and other modern writers, but it is

difficult to reconcile it with the date 1493, when
Tito Strozzi (who was born in 1422) would
have been seventy-one. Moreover, his appearance
is scarcely poetical. We may therefore conclude
the tradition to be of more than doubtful authen-
ticity, and D T will stand for some other of the
many distinguished men of the time whom
Baldassare portrayed. But if the identity of the

sitter be uncertain, the picture is luidoubtedly the

work of Baldassare d'Este, and apparently the sole

surviving picture signed and dated, thereby afford-

ing the clue to the rehabilitation of this forgotten

master.

I leave it to the researches of students to follow

up this clue, only suggesting for further considera-

tion the possibility that the two fine full-length

portraits in the Kestner Museum at Hanover may
be by Baldassare [Plate II]. The half-Milanese,

half-Ferrarese character of all three portraits is

probably to be explained by the fact that our
painter had worked in Pavia, under Galeazzo
Sforza, and indeed Baldassare must be regarded as

the connecting link between these two schools, on
the one side suggesting Bernardino de' Conti, and
on the other Cossa and kindred Ferrarese masters.

'Crowe and Cavalcaselle, Ncrlh Italians (I, 526) remark : "It
is impossible to say why Ladeichi read the date 1499, and
Rosini 1495 ". Assuming 1493 to be correct, Baldassare would
have been born in 1437.

' Dcscrizionc delta Qiiadreria, Costabili, 1838, p. 32—Ritrallo
del pacta Tito Strozzi.
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ON A LOST PORTRAIT BY JUSTUS SUTTERMANS
BY PIERRE BAUTIER*

T is no wonder Ihat the insignificant

picture which suggested these notes
was almost entirely overlooked last year

among the treasures collected in tlie

Exhibition of Ancient Art at Brussels,

especially since it was placed on the very threshold

of Van Dyck's superbest creations. It hung in the

gallery of Little Masters, opposite the windows,
close to the entrance into the Octagon whither
among other works of the great Master the smile

of a magnificent Genoese cavalier' seemed to

summon the visitors.

Our picture was thus described in the official

catalogue of the exhibition :
" No, 445. Stiltcr-

man's (Justus) A livers 1610 4- Florcuce 1681.

Portrait d'un prince de la Maison de Savoie.

Toile ; H 162, L no. M. F. Kleinberger, Paris ".-

This statement requires correction. One of the
dates is thirteen years too late; Suttermans was
born in 1597 : and the subject is not a prince of

the House of Savoy, but of the Medici.

Whether this modest canvas was painted in the

presence of the youthful sovereign whom it

evidently represents or no, it must have undergone
many vicissitudes. The colour has become
obscured, and the surface is more disfigured by
cracks than the clever photograph reproduced
here [Plate, a\ would perhaps lead the reader to

suppose. Indeed the value of the picture is now
mainly documentary. Besides the deterioration

of the pigment, there are evident weaknesses in

the drawing and proportion. The left arm with
the hand planted on the hip is wrongly fore-

shortened, and looks out of proportion with the
right arm resting easily enough on the richly-

decorated baton. The legs, too, clad entirely in

white, seem over-slender for the well-developed
body, and the white-shod feet unnaturally small.

Nevertheless, the face and figure of the tall

handsome boy, shown at full length in his

princely costume, produce a pleasing pictorial

effect. The neutral grey of the cuirasse and the
pale violet colour of the trunk-hose are relieved

by gold arabesques on the armour and the
pummel of the sword, by the cross and thin

chain of an order slung across the shoulders, and
by the white hose and boots prominent against
the reddish brown of the background. The red
cloth covering the table attracts the eye to the
helmet upon it, symbol of command, surmounted
by its plumes and aigrettes. The broad folds of

drapery in the background serve to frame the
boy's ingenuous face with sombre purple, and his

ruddy cheeks contrast with his white quilled
ruffle. His hair is black, raised rather high on

* Translated for tlie author from the French.
1 Lent by Messrs. Ayncw, and now in the Antwerp Collection.
-The picture was purcliased by JL Klcinberijcr at a sale in

London, under the attribution of Sanchez Coello !

the top of his head, and drawn back in a toiipet,

so as to show his intellectual forehead.

Monsieur A. J. Wauters argues, in an interesting

article on the Exhibition in the " Revue de
Belgique,"* that the boy represented is Ferdinand
the Second of Tuscany. Ferdinand began his

reign when he was ten years old under the regency
of his mother, Maria Magdalena of Austria, and
his grandmother, Cristina of Lorraine, on the

death of his grandfather, Cosmo the Second, on
the 28th of February, 162 1.

As perhaps one of those replicas of family portraits

by esteemed masters (which, as we know, were
exchanged between royal and princely houses)
we may consider that M. Kleinberger's picture at

least represents a portrait executed by Suttermans
during the years 1625 and 1626. This would be
at the beginning of the master's long career, after

he had left Antwerp to establish himself at

Florence. It would fall between the complete
year (1624) which he spent in Vienna painting

the Emperor Ferdinand the Second, the Empress
Eleanora and the Imperial Princes, and his

journey to Rome in 1627 at the summons of the

Barberini pope, Urban the Eighth.
The numerous authentic portraits by Sutter-

mans of the Grand Duke Ferdinand II in later

life do not directly concern us now. Jealously

guarded by the two screuissiuie rcgcuti, Suttermans
shows him to us first at their side just after his

accession receiving the homage of the Florentine

Senate. The official mourning had a disastrous

effect on this vast, badly-preserved historical com-
position. It is as gloomy as the devout, intriguing

seventeenth-century Court of the Pitti palace which
it illustrates. But the Florentine galleries contain
three single portraits of Ferdinand as a youth,

also the undoubted work of Suttermans. All three

represent the prince slightly older than the one
preserved to memory by M. Kleinberger's. The
portrait in the Pitti palace is reproduced here

[Plate, b] and fully justifies M. Wauters's sugges-
tion. In another, also a bust in the Corsini Gallery,

the down of the moustache is more emphasized.
The third, a full-length standing figure, decorative

and sedate, adorns the Medician villa di Poggio
Caiano.

The gentle face of the ephebe in our picture

already wears the iinpassable expression of an
absolute monarch held back from intercourse with

his people by traditional etiquette and ceremonial.

No more than a pale reflection of his predecessors,

Cosimo the elder and Lorenzo the Magnificent,

nevertheless Ferdinand II displayed during his

reign of fifty years brilliant qualities as a diplo-

matist and man of learning. He was at once the

banker of kings and the trusted arbiter between

" A. ]. Wauters, Le Siixle tic Kubciis et I'E.xf^osition il'A it aiicieii

(Ranic th Bcl^ique, August, 1910, p. 314).
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On a Lost Portrait by yustus Suttermans
them. He was the protector of Gahleo under
persecution, invented thermometers, and occupied
himself with physics.

Our compatriot, Justus Suttermans, was a courtier
among the courtiers of the Medici. He painted
all the members of that illustrious family, rude
commanders of armies, dilettante cardinals,
melancholy princesses, in a series of portrait-

pictures almost as eloquent as Velazquez's
pictures in the Prado. Suttermans is a curious
instance of " Flemish artistic expansion during
the century of Rubens ". Almost the whole of
his existence was spent in a foreign court, which
set the very highest value on his talents as a
portraitist ; Italian sovereigns competed for the
honour of sitting to him. The admiration of
tourists now is generally limited to his two master-
pieces, the Galileo of the Uffizi and the charming
Prince of Deiniiark with the curling hair of the
Pitti palace. Notwithstanding, the remainder of his

numerous productions deserve attention. Several

remarkable portraits by him are in England :

in the Duke of Westminster's Collection at Gros-
venor House, in Lord Mcthuen's at Corsham
Court, and in Sir George Holford's at Dorchester
House*—all these contain examples which are
but slightly known. With the exception of brief
notices in dictionaries, little has been written
upon him since Edouard Fetis's article appeared
in 1857.'' On the other hand, Baldinucci's verbose
disquisition" seems to need new criticism. Our
Flemish painter dcracinc dc maiqiic calls for
rehabilitation.'

• Published in the Arundel Club Portfolio, 1909.
'Kd. Fetis, Les artiski helgfs a I'ctiaiigcr, Bruxelles, 18,7,

I. PP- 257-278.
•"'Notizie de' professori del disegtio da Cimabue in qui",

opera di Filippo Baldiriucci, Fiorentino Accademico della
Crusca con note ed aggiunte. Milan, 1812, XII, pp. 13-72.
'To this I hope to contribute. I shall shortly publish a

monograph in the collection, Us grands artistes iks Pays-Uas,
containing the documents which I have collected on
Sutter,nans, with an identification of his portraits in Italy and
elsewhere.—January 191 1.

NOTES ON VARIOUS WORKS OF ART
ON TWO PORTRAITS ATTRIBUTED TO
GERL.4CH FLICK

E

The interest excited by Miss Mary Hervey's
article on the painter Gerlach Flicke, or Fliccus,
published in The Burlington Magazine, Vol. XVII,
pp. 71, etc., and 147, etc., has brought various
suggestions as to this painter and portraits in

various collections. Among these suggestions
are two which seem worthy of notice. Mr. Gerald
Robinson has brought to our notice a painting
in the Cassel Gallery, stated to be a portrait
of Garcilaso de la Vega, the Spanish poet, and
ascribed to a Florentine painter of about
1550 [see Plate]. Mr. Robinson notes
the Holbeinesque character of the hands and
at the same time the delicate drawing of the
face, which seems to indicate the school of
Clouet, and suggests with great probability that
we may have here a work of the later period of
Flicke's career, when he was working in France.
This suggestion is interesting, for if adopted it

would give a clue to a number of portraits of this

period, to which it has hitherto been difficult

to attach an artist's name.
The second portrait, to which our attention has

been called by Mr. C. H. Collins Baker, represents
Cesare Adelmare of Genoa, and is the property of
Capt. Cottrell-Dormer of Rousham. Cesare Adel-
mare [PlateJ came to England and was physician
to Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth. He is inter-

esting as the father of Giulio Cesare Adelmare,
who became naturalized and dropped the name of
Adelmare, becoming in later life well-known as Sir

Julius Ca2sar, Knight, whose tomb is to be seen in

the church of S. Helen's, Bishopsgate Street.

This panel is inscribed :

—

Aet. sus 39. A° Dm. 1558
Post Tempestatem Tranquillitas.

Cjesar Adelmar . . .

Descended from . . ,

Count of Genoa and , . .

of France. A.D. 800 . . .

Reigne of Charle . . .

The ends of the lines are cut off by the frame.
Originally the panel ended just above the knees.

The colour of the sleeves is a rich golden ver-
milion. The small white cuffs have a precise edge
of black.

There is a certain affinity between this portrait
and those by Flicke, though the blending of the
Holbein and Ciouet schools, which is noticeable
in the portrait of Garcilaso de la Vega, is not so
obvious in the portrait of Cesare Adelmare.
Students of iconography will, however, be glad
to follow up these suggestions.

Lionel Cust.

"A NEWLY-DISCOVERED GUARDl "

We have received the following interesting com-
munication from the Count Alexis Bobrinskoy,
whose name is already known to many of our
readers for his fine collection of Sassanian antiqui-

ties, some of which have been described in these

pages (Vol. XVII, pages 288, 329) :—
Will you allow me to say a few words concern-

ing the "Newly-Discovered Guardi ", now on
exhibition at the Burlington F'ine Arts Club, which
Mr. George A. Simonson describes in the May
number of The Bnrlingion Magazine (Vol. XIX,
pages 98, etc.) ?
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I have in my possession a large engraving,

measuring 42-5 by 59 cm., representing exactly
the same picture as the one reproduced to illus-

trate Mr. Simonson's article. My engraving bears
the five following inscriptions :

—

(i) Im.igo spectaculi quod, in Nobiliore Theatre de vico S.

Benedict! M.ignis Russie Ducibus Xicolaus Michaelius et Philip-
pus Calbo, Sapientes Aerario Prefect! ex. S. C. exhibueruiit XI.
Kal. Feb. MDCCLXXXII. Antonio Mauro [? Pictore] et
Archit. Prosp. ejusdem Theatri inventore atque Directore.

_
(2) Dessein du Spectacle, que leurs Excellences Messieurs

Nicolas Michieli et Philipe Calbo Sages prcposes au Tresor, ont
donne par Decret du Senat au Cirand Due et a la Grande
Duchesse de Russie, dans le tres Noble The.itre a S. Benoit le

22 Janvier 1782. Sous la Direction de Antoine Mauro Peintre
et .^rchit. Persp. du meme Theatre qui en ctait I'inventeur.

(3) (Lo-^cr down, on the left) Joan. Bapt. Canal delin. quoad
figuras.

(4) {Lower down, on the n,i;/i/) Antonius Baretti sculp. Venetus.
(5) {At the very bottom) Grave avec Privilege du Senat.

This engraving is published in D. Rovinski's
Complete Dictionary of Engraved Russian Por-
traits (written in Russian), Vol. Ill, No. 210,
pages 1465-6, S. Petersburg, 1888. Rovinski
reproduces the inscription cited above, and also
informs us that a second impression of the en-
graving bears the following inscription in addition
to the five others :

—

I'Auteur, Mons. Antoine Mauro la vend chez. Mess. Bertella
et Perlini Libraires dans la rue dite Mercerie.

This evidence tends to show that the picture
described by Mr. Simonson is not the work of
Guardi, but of a painter of the family of Canale.
This is a problem which I hope you will be able
to solve.

Rovinski also mentions, in the book which I

have quoted, several engravings of other pictures
painted at Venice in 1782 in honour of the Grand
Duke Paul's visit, and since Mr. Simonson
mentions analogous pictures, it may perhaps be
opportune to cite the engravings tabulated by
Rovinski, as follows :

—

No. 211. Engraving of the scene ... in the Square of S.
Mark, January 24, 1782. Dom'EHl de Fos^atis del.—J.ic. Leonardis
Sculp. Vcn'j^.

No. 2i2_. Amphitheatre set up in the Grand Square of S.
Mark at Venice for the evening of lanu.iry 24, 17S2 . . Drawn
by J. Moretti. Engraved by Baratii.

No. 214. Bull-light . . . J.uiiiary 24, 1782 . . . Drawn by
Grindis.

No. 215. Triumphal Arch . . . Drawn by Grandis.
No. 216, etc. Triumphal Chariots etc. . . . De Fossatis.

Mr. G. A. Simonson has written the following
reply :

—

It so happens that two of the fetes given in
honour of the Conti del Nord painted by Guardi
and engraved by Baratti are reproduced in Mol-
menti's ' Li Storia di Venezia" (Part 111) ; one of
them IS entitled La Festa data nel teatro San Bene-
detto ai Conti del -Yor^ (illustration page i6i) and
the other Lo Spcttacolo snlla Piazza di San Marco per
/eslcggiare i Conti Nord (illustration page 163), so
that without having recourse to D. Rovinski's
dictionary for information I c:in offer Count .Alexis
Bobrinskoy what appears to me to be the most
plausible explanation of the difficulty arising from
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a comparison of Guardi's picture of the ball with
the corresponding engraving which bears the in-

scription quoted by the Count : Joan. Bapt. Canal
delin. quoad figuras.

Count Alexis Bobrinskoy is quite right in stating

that the painting and Baratti's print are identical

in composition. That being so, how is it that

Guardi's picture, indisputably the source of the
engraving, is not mentioned on the plate ? One
would have expected Baratti to have inserted the

words :
" Francesco Guardi pinx.", and the omis-

sion of the latter's name is curious, though
plagiarism without acknowledgment was by no
means unprecedented in the case of Venetian
eighteenth-century engravers. The peculiarity of

the inscription on Baratti's print is the statement
that "Joan. Bapt. Canal delin. quoad Jii^iiras",

whereas as a matter of fact he has merely copied
them from Guardi's picture. As his Christian

name indicates, this Canal is, of course, not the
famous Antonio Canal, Guardi's master, who died
in 1769, that is, fourteen years before the date of

the visit of the Conti del Nord to Venice (1782),
but merely an obscure later illustrator concerning
whom very little is known. The inscription be-

comes intelligible only on one assumption, namely,
that there is a varied duplicate of the engraving.
This appears probable, not only from the fact

that Rovinski enumerates two separately published
impressions of the engraving, one of which has a
slightly varied text, but from a statement made to

me by the owner of an example of the duplicate of

the engraving. Mr. Ralph Curtis possesses an
example of Baratti's engraving in Palazzo Barbaro,
Venice, of which, referring to Guardi's picture of

the ball in the theatre of S. Benedetto, he writes

:

" Canal at the sacrifice of much breadth and move-
ment has individualized many of the figures,

adding quite a number to the original composition,
including tivo to the right of tlie central gronp which
evidently represent Michieli and the Grand Duke ".

Instead of varying the inscription according to

the requirements of truth Baratti seems to have
used the same for both representations, and has
thus caused the confusion.

It is evident that his engraving was a commercial
speculation, appealing to the vanity of the persons
who were present at the fete, and it was probably
in order to attract the interest of as wide a public
as possible that a bilingual title and description

were given to it

THE CROWN OF STATE OF GEORGE I

A BRIEF account of an original coloured drawing
of the state crown of George I has an especial

interest at the present timie. This drawing is in

the Print Room at the British Museum. It is by
Bernard Lens the younger, the miniature painter

andenanieller to the court of (ieorge II, and is

signed and dated Bern : Lens fecit 1731. This date



suggests that Lens had made a sketch of the crown
before it was re-set for the coronation of George H,
but did not finish it for some time afterwards.
The following description of the crown is in con-
temporary handwriting, presumably that of the
artist: " The Crown with which George the first,

King of Great Brittain was crown'd y" 2olh of
October Anno 1714. The cap is of crimson velvet

Notes on Various JVorks of Art

d'Alenfon. Further evidence of the presence of
this precious stone in the crown of state before the
coronation of James II might be cited ; but one
important instance will doubtless suffice. This
was the crown of Charles II, the actual setting of
which, showing the position of the ruby, was in
the possession of the late Lord Amherst of
Hackney, together with the setting of the

or purple, the welt of ermine, the circle and barrs of

beaten gold. The ornaments are only silver and sett

w**" diamonds ; the larger stones are saphirs and
emerauds, and a few small rubies. The balass in

y' cross in front was given to y" Crown by K.

James 2*. The ball on w"'' y° upper cross is fixed

is an aquemarine, but y" lower part is gold
enameled green ". The writer of this description

fell into an error in referring to the " balass ", e.g.,

the great ruby, in the crnss-patiie in front of the

crown as an addition made by James II. It is the

famous ruby which is believed to have belonged to

the King of Granada, who was murdered in 1367
by Don Pedro, King of Castile. The latter is said to

have given it to Edward the Black Prince after the
battle of Najera, near V'ittoria. According to

tradition, the ruby was set in the crown of Henry
V, worn by him at Agincourt in 1415—the crown
which saved his life from the attacks of the due

crown of George IV.' A comparison of Bernard
Lens's drawing with \V. Sherwin's engraving
of the crown in Sandford's history of the
coronation of James II, shows that very little

change was made in the shape of the crown and
the arrangement of the stones. The orb and cross,

with the three pearl drops, at the top are identical.

The stone in the middle of this cross is a sapphire.
In the middle of the arch, which connects the
cross-patcie containing the great ruby with the
globe or mound and cross, is a large rosette of

diamonds. Above this rosette is a large sapphire,

and below is an emerald. The seven large stones
seen set in the lower rim of the crown, between
the two rows of large pearls, are four emeralds and
three sapphires, one of the sapphires being in the

middle and the other two at the ends, as shown in

the drawing. The eight coloured stones in the

' The English Regalia, by Cyril Davenport, 1897, p. 24.
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other arch consist of four emeralds, two rubies and
two sapphires. At tlie bottom of each of the large

fleurs-de-lis is a ruby.
According to the original documents,- the new

setting of this crown of George 1 cost jCsSo, and
an additional sum of ^^1,060 was expended on
160 new diamonds, 6 emeralds, 2 sapphires and 265
pearls. The crown was entirely re-set for the coro-

nation of George II, but no precious stones were
added permanently. The large aquamarine globe or

mound at the top of the crown, which formed part

of the crown of state of James II and is seen
in this drawing by Lens of George I's crown,
has disappeared from the English Regalia and
no trace of it can now be found. In this

drawing it is shown encircled with a narrow band
of diamonds. This aquamarine would seem to

-The Old Plalc ill Ihf To2i'cr oj Lo/idoii, by E, Alfred Jones,

1908, p. 6g.

have been removed from the crown by order of

George IV, and was probably exchanged by his

court jewellers, Rundell, Bridge and Rundell. It

is mentioned in the following copy of their bill

for the crown': "To new making the diamond
globe to the old crown, in place of the aquamarine,
and 797 diamonds added, enrichingthe four arches

by addition of 332 large diamonds in them, new
mounting them in part, new lining and new setting

four fleurs-de-lis and additions of four sapphires
and rose diamonds to raise the arches and a very
large sapphire added in front of crown, and setting

that of the large ruby balais round with fine

brilliants and addition of fine pearl drops, ;f4,094".
The large sapphire here mentioned was from the
crown of James II, which was bequeathed to

George IV, when Prince Regent, by Cardinal
York. E. Alfred Jones.

^Ibid, p. 71.

LETTER TO THE EDITORS
" HUBERT AND JOHN VAN EYCK "

To the Editois oj The Burlington' Magazine.
Gentlemen,—In a recent number of " Les Arts

Anciens de Flandre" (Tom. V, Fasc. I, pp. 17-19)
M. Durand Greville complains that in a review of

Mr. Weale's "Hubert and John van Eyck ",

published some years ago in T/ie Burlington
Magazine (Vol. XII, page 247) 1 misrepresented
his attitude as to the ascription of certain pictures

to Hubert, relying on a mysterious "legend"
rather than on what he had actually written, and
echoing an unverified verbal judgment. May I

take this opportunity of assuring him that, such
as it was, the very brief allusion I made to his

theories was based entirely on my notes of his

articles entitled " Hubert van Eyck, son oeuvre et

son influence" in "Les Arts Anciens de Flandre"
(Tom. I, Fasc. I, II and IV, Tom. II, Fasc. I, dated

1905, 1905-6 and 1906-7); and in these articles M.
Durand Greville does ascribe the Uffizi Crucifixion

to Hubert and does suggest that the Ince Hall
Maclo)ina, signed by Jan, was " confu et dessine

par Hubert ". It was to this series of articles

that I expressly referred, though I plead guilty to

having dated them 1906-1907 by mistake for

1905- 1907. But because in his subsequent articles

on the Guildhall Exhibition in the same magazine
—articles of which I must admit I did not take
careful note—M. Durand Greville has withdrawn
both these hypotheses he considers that to have
mentioned them is as if anyone had accused S.

Paul of being a pagan in spite of his adventure on
the road to Damascus. Pagan is hardly the word
I should have applied to S. Paul either before or
after his conversion, though I find that a contem-
porary author did not scruple at a later date to

allude to the part which the apostle had taken in

the martyrdom of S. Stephen. However, in so
far as I did unintentionally misrepresent M. Durand
Gr^ville's maturer opinions, I offer him all my
apologies.

I am, yours faithfully,

Eric Maclagan.
1 5, Queen's Gate Place, S.W.

REVIEWS AND NOTICES
The Domestic Architecture of England
DURING the Tudor Period, illustrated in a series

of Photn^raplis and measured Drawings of Country Man-
sions, Manor Houses and smaller buildinfjs, with historical

and descriptive text, by Thomas Gaknkk and Ahthlk
Stratton. 2 volumes, folio. B. T. Katsford. £7 7s. net.

It is always a serious misfortune when an author

who has become unrivalled master of his subject

dies, leaving his projected book unfmislied. Such
a loss occurred in the case of the noble work just

completed on the domestic architecture of the

Tudor age. The late Mr. Thomas Garner (.formerly

partner with Mr. Bodley, with whom his name is

indissolubly associated) had for years been amass-
ing material for the book, when death overtook
him, and the work was found to be still so far

from completion that it was impossible to publish

it as it then was. After much anxious consideration

the publishers entrusted it to Mr. Arthur Stratton,

who has brought such care and research to

bear upon it as prove him well qualified to under-
take this arduous and responsible task.

The text (in the revision of which the Rev. Dr.

Cox, F.S.A., has been of the greatest assistance) is

accompanied by a prodigal wealth of illustrations
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from photographs, measured plans and details
;

and also from old original drawings which furnish

invaluable records of the condition of many build-

ings as they were in their ancient state before

disasters befell them, like the fire at Cowdray
or the modernization at Halnaker, both in Sussex.

The view by Hollar of the destroyed palace of

Richmond on Thames (p. 4) is reproduced from
an original, and hitherto unpublished, drawing,

which differs in some unimportant but interesting

features from the engraving by the same hand in

1638.

The work is more comprehensive even than its

title implies. Strictly the Tudor period begins

with the usurpation of Henry VII in 1485 and
ends with the death of Queen Elizabeth in 1603.

But, for the sake of tracing more completely the

evolution of English domestic work, the author
begins with the closing years of Henry VI's reign

and follows up the development into the reign of

James I. The period actually embraced, then, is

from about 1450 to 1625. In the same way the

original number of plates promised, viz., 180, has
been increased to 192.

In a general introductory essay the author
reviews the chief causes which led to the extraor-

dinary development of English architecture at this

period : viz., social changes resulting from the

Black Death ; the great .depletion of the old
noblesse by the internecine Wars of the Roses,
and the consequent rise of new men—not to speak
of a new dynasty—shaping new traditions for

themselves ; an advanced standard of comfort and
refinement fostered by the new learning ; and the
greater security of the times, which enabled the
domestic, as distinct from the military and
defensive, side of architecture to be cultivated.

These were some of the factors at work, but a
sudden and unparalleled impetus to domestic
building was given in the sixteenth century by
the suppression and spoliation of the monasteries
and by the immediately ensuing redistribution in

lay hands of the vast resources of the Church.
Some writers have laid stress on the appearance

of ground plans taking somewhat the form of the
letter H or E, and have detected therein a com-
pliment to Henry VIII or Elizabeth. This is all

imaginary. The plan arises simply from the
circumstance that the hall, with its lateral walls
both being outside walls, long continued to be
the nucleus of the Englishman's home. There-
fore, when the need for more accommodation
required expansion, if the parallelogram was not
to be prolonged indefinitely, it was convenient to
adopt the plan of a wing, or wings, at right angles
to the hall. When two wings flanked the main
block, and the latter had a porch in the middle
over the main entrance between the screens, the
house naturally assumed the outline of a letter E

;

or when these wings were extended back and

front, beyond the lateral walls of the hall, the
outline of a letter H resulted. It was merely a
matter of utility, and such that had not necess.arily
any ulterior motive. The long gallery, which
became a highly characteristic feature of Eliza-
bethan and Jacobean houses, is actually of earlier
origin. It first occurred at the Vync, Basingstoke,
completed in 1525 ; and next at Hampton Court,
completed in 1536.
The introduction is followed in order by short

verbal accounts of all the different buildings
illustrated. E.xccllent as the text undoubtedly is,

the magnificent plates wmH be sure to prove the
main attraction. If criticism be not ungenerous
in a case where author and publishers have
evidently lavished trouble and expense unstintingly
upon their labours, one may venture to suggest
that for the sake of elucidation, a plan ought to

accompany every pictured description—a sketch
plan, at least, when a scale plan is not available

;

and further a note as to the aspect—"from the
north " etc., as the case may be, is a very desirable

adjunct to the title of every elevation or perspective
view given.

The detail series, consisting of between forty

and fifty plates, is especially valuable. It in-

cludes illustrations of gatehouses and gateways,
masonry, finials, bays and oriels, chimneys and
chimney stacks, brickwork and terracotta, open
timber roofs, half-timber work details, panelling

and carved woodwork, staircases, chimney-pieces,

plaster ceilings and other plaster decorations,

timber ceilings, doors and door-heads, leadwork,

wrought ironwork, cast - iron firebacks and
andirons, leaded lights and glazing, and lastly,

painted glass.

A representation, on page 239, of some wrought
ironwork at Hawstead is stated to be remarkable

as an instance of external railings rarely left

standing of their date. This, however, is a mis-

take. Even in moments of hysteria our country-

men are apt to be sordidly ungenerous, and have

small scruple in despoiling a church or dis-

honouring the dead of long ago, under a pretext

of celebrating the hero of the hour. Thus it was
seriously proposed to destroy " the exquisite

mediaeval monument" of Aymer de Valence at

Westminster, to make way for one of General

Wolfe in 1759 ; and, again, on the death of King

Edward VII a correspondent of "The Globe"
advocated the removal of the only public statue in

London that can claim to be a work of art, viz.,

Le Sueur's superb equestrian bronze figure of

Charles I at Charing Cross, to devote the site for

a memorial of the newly deceased monarch. Thus
too, the loyal but parsimonious parishioners of

Hawstead, Suffolk, on the occasion of a jubilee.

Coronation or the relief of Mafeking, signalized

their attachment to the Crown, and the half-

crown at the same time, by planting a sapling and
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fencing it witli an iron railing, not made for the

purpose, nor at their own proper charges, but

appropriated from an ancient tomb in the

church ! The grate in question is of a familiar

and characteristic type of Enghsh design, belonging

to the late-sixteenth or early-seventeentli century
;

and, in the circumstances, ought not to be classed

in the category of external railings at all.

The present work, large as it is, does not pretend

to be exhaustiv^e, and, so long as a single Tudor
house remains undescribed and unillustrated, there

must always be room for more to be written on
the subject. It is too much to say, then, that here

is the last word on Tudor architecture, but it can
be asserted, without fear of contradiction, that the

subject never has been hitherto, nor is likely ever

again to be, treated in so thorough and illuminating

a manner. The book supplies a grand body of

evidence, showing how suitable, reasonable and
beautiful was the vernacular art of our fathers,

which grew up as part and parcel of the soil out

of which it had sprung. It goes without saying

that these two volumes should find a place in every

public library, and (since they can be had for less

than the price of a bicycle or a dress suit) in the

private library of every Englishman who cares

for the architectural glories of his country's

ancestral homes. F. S. A.

Early English Glass, a guide for collectors of

table and other decorative glass. By Daisv Wilmer. Second
edition. Upcott Gill. 6s. 6d. net.

This is avowedly a guide for the collector, and
not a serious work on English glass. Reprinted

from " The Bazaar ", Mrs. Wilmer's book has

reached a second edition, and evidently supplies a

want. The student must not expect any instruc-

tion, but the frequenter of curiosity shops will be

grateful to Mrs. Wilmer for her warnings about
fakes and forgeries. Mrs. Wilmer's language is

frankly commercial. We read of "beauteous art

twist", "quaintness of structure", "exquisite out-

line ", " lovely little glass ", and other expressions

suggestive of the auctioneer's catalogue. The
authoress more than once acknowledges her debt

to the late Mr. Albert Hartshorne and his great

work on early English glass, which still remains

the standard authority on a fascinating branch of

the arts, in which English craftsmen in former

days attained to great excellence. It should be

noted also that the specimens to which the

collector's notice is directed were in nearly every

case made for ordinary domestic use. It is difiicult

to imagine future collectors giving their surplus

time and money to our modern table-glass.

GRAVKLOT. By Veka Salomons, J. and E. Bumpus,

15s. net.

This little text-book (for presumably the authoress

does not intend her volume to be regarded from

any more ambitious point of view) is chiefly

valuable for its detailed catalogue of the principal

books illustrated by Gravelot, and for the photo-
gravure reproductions of a. number of his plates.

The exposition of his art and the review of his

career, while failing to throw any fresh light on
his genius or on the history of book illustration in

France during the eighteenth century, are carefully

drawn up, and the book as a whole should be
useful for reference. The illustrations, reproduced
from negatives by the authoress, are clear in detail,

and have been judiciously selected.

FINE ARTS AT THE CHARLEROI
EXHIBITION
We have pleasure in drawing attention to the
group of the Fine and Applied Arts, over which
M. Jules Destree presides, in connexion with the
Industrial Exhibition recently opened at Charleroi.
The exhibition represents primarily the mechani-
cal progress of the Wallon people within the
province of Hainault ; and the high appreciation
of the fine arts formed among a purely industrial

population, shows the solidarity of the Wallons in

this respect with the other peoples of the Nether-
lands. Although no Wallon school has exercised
the influence over Europe derived from the schools
of Flanders and Holland, the province of Hainault
has produced many species of art which are
widely known. Among the arts called minor we
think at once of the porcelains of Tournai, the
tapestries of Tournai and Enghien, the lace of
Valenciennes and Binche, the goldsmiths' work
of Mons, the pottery of Bouftiouls, and if we con-
sider the Wallon population onwards to the
Meuse, the class of objects called comprehensively
dinandcrie. As regards painting especially, many
artists celebrated in schools bearing the names of
other localities were natives of the Wallon country,
and endowed the foreign schools in which they are
respectively classed with individual and excep-
tional characteristics. In the twelfth, thirteenth,

and fourteenth centuries, a large number of
sculptors and miniaturists, such as Hugo d'Oignies,
were Wallons. The school of Tournai dates from
the fifteenth century, and now continually in-

creases in importance as regards the history of art.

From Tournai, Rogier van der Weyden carried his

tender pathos into the school of Bruges, Robert
Campin, whom Dr. Georges Hulin de Loo iden-
tities conclusively with the Maitre de Flemalle,
and Jacques Daret, the subject of another learned
essay by the same author in this Magazine, also
came from Tournai. Smion Marmion came from
Valenciennes. In the sixteenth century we find

with Quentin Metsys at Antwerp, the Wallons,
Gossart from Maubeuge, Henri de Bles, both florid

and archaic, and Joachim Patinier, who suggests
th.e germs of modern landscape-painting. Lucidel,

another Wallon, was distinguished in his time
as a portraitist, and is not forgotten. In
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the church of S. Waudru, at Mons, an
artist too little known, Du Broeucq, has left

excellent examples of his powers as a sculptor.
Bellegambe of Douai is also remembered in

Northern France. Later, the Wallons have less

cause for boasting, but they have some. Del
Cour, the Li^ge sculptor, deserves some record.
It was Valenciennes which produced at this period
one of the chief glories of French art, Watteau.
In the nineteenth century Xavez, of Charleroi,
painted remarkable portraits ; Gallait, Hennebicque
and Wiertz are characteristic of their period, such
as it is, while MM. Fourmois, Boulenger and
Baron are esteemed by their compatriots to carry
on with distinction the traditions of the Wallon
country ; and M. Felicien Rops's engravings enjoy
an European reputation. Of all artists, Constantin
Meunier, the offspring and the poet of the indus-
trial classes, is the most characteristic of Charleroi.
It has been the aim of M. Destree and his col-

leagues to unite the finest works of these Wallon
artists with the works of others similar to

them, century by century, and thus to illus-

trate the art at which Wallon industry has
aimed from the earliest lime. The objects of purely
historical import are wisely separated from those of
which the first aim is beauty. Prehistoric, Gallo-
roman and Frankish relics are consigned to the
buildings of the Societe archeologique de Charleroi.
Painting, Sculpture, Decorative and Industrial Art
are carefully housed in a permanent building,
recently built as a centre for the higher technical
education of the province. The main body of the
exhibition, the industrial objects, occupy buildings
temporarily erected for the purpose. The prefer-
ence for the Fine Arts thus shown expresses not
inaptly the object of Netherlandish industry from
the days of the city guilds—the patronage of artists

and the enjoyment of their works as the end of
labour.

SCOTTISH ART
The present year is of considerable significance
in the history of painting in Scotland. The
Glasgow Institute of the F^ine Arts celebrates its

jubilee, and the Scottish Academy moves into
new and larger quarters ; whilst this summer
Glasgow is again the scene of an interesting
exhibition, which includes a fine loan collection
of pictures. The visitor to the e.xhibition is there-
fore disposed to review the history of Scottish
art in the past, to consider its recent tendencies,
and to note the direction whither the chief
Scottish painters are moving at the present time.
But in a small space more than a mere epitome
is impossible.

From about the year 131 8, when Robert II

acquired the Scottish crow^n, until at least I748,
when the treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle ended all hopes
of a Stuart restoration, Scotland and France were
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always friendly. The "anticnt league " between
the two countries was proverbial in both of them,
and, accordingly, if it was not from F'rance that
Scotland first derived her arts, they certainly
reflect French influence throughout many genera-
tions. This may not be obvious in the great
mediaeval "makars" like Dunbar and Lindsay, but
it is discernible even in them ; while, for a long
time after James V summoned a PVench master-
mason to aid him in rebuilding Falkland and
Stirling palaces, the best Scottish architects
generally derived their ideas and inspirations
largely from France—witness Ardblair Castle at

Blairgowrie, Fingask near Perth, Bruntsfield in

the outskirts of Edinburgh, and numerous other
fine buildings which are still standing. As regards
painting, save for Van der Goes, the art was scarcely
known in Scotland till after the union of the
crowns ; and when it appeared, eventually, in the
person of Jamesone, the teaching which it disclosed
was Flemish. But throughout the Georgian era the
case was different, for Allan Ramsay evidently
owed much to Nattier if not to Watteau ; while
the great Scots engraver of this time, Sir Robert
Strange, studied in Paris under Descamps and Le
Bas ; and it was, as his biographer writes, " to his

studies in France that we must ascribe much of
his system." The men who followed these

—

Thomson, Raeburn, Geddes, and the like—cannot
reasonably be said to have given evidence of

French training
;
yet when this group was gone,

and the dreary period of Allan and Duncan was
over, the spirit which then suddenly awakened in

Scottish painting came unquestionably from
France. Nor is it less unquestionable that, of
those who are doing good work in Scotland to-

day, the majority are survivors of this revolution,

or are young men treading in the footsteps of

those who made it.

The 'eighties and 'nineties of last century were a
time of great artistic activity, which facilitated the

spread of fresh ideas and methods throughout
Europe. Nowhere were these phenomena more
evident than in Scotland, for there the former
decade saw the founding of two journals which
frankly encouraged novelty in aesthetics— the
" Scottish Arts Review " and the " Scots Observer

"

—while it was during the same ten years, roughly
speaking, that Scotland first really witnessed im-
pressionism in painting. At this time the new mode
of technique attracted a fine artist who hitherto

had painted almost in a Preraphaelite manner,
William MacTaggart ; and soon a group of talented

men followed his example. Of course they were
at first somewhat derided, but in 1890 their position

changed ; for the Munich Exhibition of that year

hung the works of various young iiupressionists of

Scottish training, notably Mr. John Lavery, Mr.
George Henry, and Sir James Guthrie ; while the

Grosvenor Gallery, in its summer exhibition of
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1890, gave prominence to the same school, and

among the strongest of its members so recognized

was Mr. E. A. Hornel, who was then only twenty-

six years of age. Three of these artists were natives

of Glasgow, or were in some way connected with

that city ; and so too were other impressionists

who appeared about this time, such as Arthur

Melville, Mr. E. A. Walton, and Mr. Harrington

Mann. Thus it became the custom to denote

the new Scottish Painters as the "Glasgow
School", but in reality the term was not strictly

accurate, for some clever Scottish painters at

this period came from other towns—for instance,

Mr. James Pryde, who was an Edinburgh man, and

Mr. John Lavery, who was born in Belfast. With

the exception of Mr. Walton, who was a Diisseldorf

student, and of Mr. Hornel, who studied at

Antwerp, and afterwards in Japan, most of the

foregoing received their training in France, and in

consequence generally showed the influence of

the group which exhibited in the Salon des Refus6s.

Asserting that painting had too long dealt with

the strikingly romantic and picturesque, they

declared that every phase of human existence,

however ugly and commonplace in itself, is a

fit subject for art ; and whereas, thirty years before,

beauty had been the accepted goal of most British

artists, the young Scotsmen of the 'nineties lost

sight of a definitely aesthetic aim, and, instead,

strove simply to re-incarnate life itself. In this

respect many of them proved themselves followers

of Bastien-Lepage,and numbered /)/t'/« (ur painting

among their ideals.

Among the still younger men who will be the

legitimate successors of this group, and in many
cases are directly indebted to it, may be named
Mr. S. J. Peploe, Mr. W. G. Burn-Murdoch, Mr.

J.
D. Ferguson, Mr. David Alison, Mr. Frederick

Porter, Mr. J<5seph Simpson, and Mr. William

Macdonald, who are all, in a greater or less degree,

carrying on the tradition of French influence and
remain faithful to the "antient league".

VV. G. B. M.

SWEDISH ART
With the view of chronicling efforts to arrange

exhibitions in the Provinces with a wider scope,

we publish the following communication concern-

ing the second exhibition of works by foreign

artists, formed by the energy of Mr. H. D. Roberts

in the Municipal Galleries at Brighton. Such
exhibitions seem to stimulate the interest of visitors

in the exhibits themselves, apart from any social

inducement merely to view the artistic productions

of their neighbours or acquaintances.

The first exhibition of modern Swedish art ever

held in England is now on view in the Fine Art

Galleries, Brighton, arranged by the director of

the galleries, Mr. H. D. Roberts. Opened at the

end of April, the exhibition has already attracted

more than 10,000 visitors, including the Crown
Prince of Sweden, who is the patron. The pictures

were all chosen by a committee in Stockholm,

which included the following artists: Messrs. Carl

Larsson, Gottfrid Kallstenius, and Carl Milles. A
unique poster has been designed by Gunnar Hall-

strom, who is also responsible for the striking

cover of the catalogue.

Though the number of paintings on view does

not reach two hundred, with drawings, and

between thirty and forty sculptures, the whole

exhibition is of high artistic merit, and in many
cases reveals abilities among modern Swedish

artists which were, perhaps, unexpected.

Mr. C. G. Laurin has written an interesting intro-

duction to the catalogue, in which he traces the

growth of modern Swedish painting during the

last thirty years. Space forbids detailed criticism

of the exhibits, but it is generally admitted that the

portraits stand out pre-eminently. The principal

portrait painters exhibiting are Bjorck, B. and

E. Osterman, C. von Rosen, and Anders Zorn.

The landscapes are mostly typically Swedish ; the

snow scenes of G. A. Fjaestad, perhaps, attracted

most attention.

The Brighton Committee has already decided

to hold an exhibition of modern Danish work

next year. F. S.

We regret that in our Editorial of last month we
gave currency to certain statements with regard to

the condition of the Tate Gallery which were, as

we are happy to find, exaggerated. We have the

best authority for stating that the dampness to

which we alluded was only temporary, being

due to the paste, with which the gold canvas was

attached to the walls, not having had sufficient

time to dry, and not to any structural defect in the

building, as suggested by us. Moreover the most

important part of the collection of watercolours is

on the ground floor and not in the basement. We
are relieved to find that the fears expressed by us

were unnecessary, and to have such definite

assurance of the good condition of the building.

RECENT ART PUBLICATIONS
ART HISTORY

HoURTlCQ (L.). Art ill France. (7x5) London (Heinemann),
64. net. " Ars una: species mille " ; illustrated. The
French edition (Hivtoirc generale de I'Art, France) is pjb-
lished by Hacliette, ilx. 50.

KUMMEI. (O.)- Has Kunstgewerbe in Japan. (9x5) Berlin

(Schmidt), 6 M. ; London (Null), 6s 168 illustrations.

Sauermanx (H. M.). Bcitrajje zur friinkischen Kunstgeschichte:

Die gnti>che Bildnerei und Tafelmalerei in der Dorfkirche

zu Kalcreulh. (8x6) Erlangen (Blaesing), 3 M. 10 plates.

Sizes (height X width) in inches.
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BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS AND MONOGRAPHS
Behn (J.). Leone Battista Albert! als Kunstphilosoph. {12 x S)

Strasburg (Heitz), 8 M.
Marcel (H.). Chasseriau. (8x=;) Paris (Gillequin), 3fr. 50.

" L'Art de Notre Temps "
;
48 plates.

RoESSLER (A.). Josef Danhauser. (10x7) Vienna, Leipzig
(Rosenbaum), 5 M. Plates.

Berteaux (E.). Donatello. (8x5) Paris (Plon), 3 fr. 50.
" Les Maitres de I'Art ". Illustrated.

HuET (R. P.). Paul Huet (1S03-18G9): d'apres ses notes, sa
correspondan..'e, ses contemporains, precede d'une notice

biographique par son tils. Preface de G. Lafenestre.

(10x6) Paris (Laurens), 18 fr. 17 plates.

Lapauze (H.). Ingres, sa vie et son ceuvre (1780-1867), d'apres
des documents inedits. (12x9) Paris (Petit), 50 fr, 400
illustrations.

Meavdre de Lapouyade. Un maitre fiamand a Bordeaux :

Lonsing, 1739-1799. (11x9) Paris (Schemit), 50 fr.

Photogravures.
LXz.iR (B.). Paul Merse von Szinyei, ein VorlSufer der

Pleinairmalerei. (12x9). Leipzig (Klinkhardt and Bier-

mann), 15 M. Illustrated.

Benson (A. C). Ruskin, a study in personality. (8x 5) London
(Smith, Elder), 7s. 6d. net.

Singer (H. W.). Julius Schnorr von Carolsfeld. (10x7)
Leipzig (Velhagen and Klasing), 4 M. " KUnstler-.Mono-
graphien". 100 illustrations.

Hellens (F.). Gerard Terborch. (8 x 6) Brussels (v. Oost), 3 fr.

50. " Collection des grands artistes des Pays-Bas "
;
plates.

ARCHITECTURE

BoiNET (A.). La cathedrale de Bourges :—Laran (J.). La
cathedrale d'Albi :—XoDET (V.). L'eglise de Brou. (8x5)
Paris (Laurens), each 2 fr. Illustrated.

Deshairs (L.). Le chateau de Bercy : architecture et decoration
fin du regne de Louis XIV. (20 x 13) Paris (Calavas). 40 fr.

36 plates.

Harvey (k). The castles and walled towns of England.
(9x5) London (Methuen), 7s. 6d. net. "The Antiquary's

Books". Illustrated.

WiLLMOTT (E.). English house design. A revie%v ... of some of

the best achievements in English domestic architecture from
the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries, together with
numerous examples of contenporary design. (10x6)
London (Batsford), ids. 6d. net.

Brinckmann (A. E.). Deutsche Stadtbaukunst in der Vergan-
genheit. (10x6) Frankfurt (Keller), 6 M. 50. Illustrations

and plans.

PAINTING

Pfuhl (E.). Die griechische Malerei. (10x7) Leipzig
(Teubner), i M. 3 plates.

Jacobsthal (P.). Theseus auf dem Meeresgrunde. Ein
Beilrag zur Geschichte der griechischen Malerei. (11x8)
Leipzig (Seemann), 3 M. 24 pp. illustrated.

Pica (V.). L'Artemondialea Romanel 1911 (11 x 7) Bergamo
(Istituto d'Arti grafiche), 1. l6 ; or in 8 pts., each 3 I. 50.

Catalogue des tableaux, pastels et dessinspar Jules Breton, com-
posant son atelier. Vente, a Paris, 2-3 Juin, 191 1. Paris
(Lair-Dubreuil) 94 pp. Photogravures.

BucHHEiT (H), Katiilog der Miiiiaturbilder im Bayerischeii
Nationalmuseum. (8x6) Munich (the Museum)

; 37 plates.

SCULPTURE
Enlart (C). Le Musee de Sculpture comparfe du Trocadfro.

(10x7) Paris (Laurens), 3 fr. 50. Illustrated.

VlTRY (P.I, and BiiiERE (G.). Documents de sculpture franijaise:

Renaissance, lere partie. (15 x 11) Paris (Longuet), 65 fr.

Collotype plates.

PiNDER (VV.) Mittel.alterliche Plastik Wiirzburgs. Versuch
einer lokalen Entwickelungsgeschichte vom Ende des 13. bis
zum Anfang des 15. Jahrhundcrts. (10x7) Wiirzburg
(Stuber), 12 M. 56 plates.

Raccolta delle vere da pozzo in Venezia. (13x12) Venice
(Ongania), 60 1. 200 collotype reproductions.

Vogelsang ( VV.). Die Holzskulptur in den Niederlanden. Vol. I

:

das erzbishofiiche Museum zu Utrecht. (17x13) Berlin
(Bard) ; Utrecht (Oosthoek), 50 M. 31 plates, reproducing
146 specimens.

SCHLOSSER (J.
von). Geschichte der Portriitbildnerei in Wachs.

Ein Versuch. (15x11) Vienna (Tcmpsky). "Jahrbuch"
of the Austrian Imperial Collections, XXIX, Heft 3 ; 66
illustrations.

GOLDSMITHS WORK
Rosenberg (M.). Der Goldschmiede Merkzeichen. Zweite

vermehrte Auflage, mit einem Arihang iiber byzantinische
Stempel. (10x7) Frankfort (Keller), 66 M., or 70 M. bound.

Crooy |L. and F.). L'orfevrerie religieusc en Belgique depuis
la tin du xve siecle jusqu'a la revolution fran9aise. (9x7)
Brussels iVromantI, 10 fr.

; 40 plates.

De RiDDER (A.|. Collectionde Clercq. Catalogue, VII. Les
bijoux et les pierresgravees: I. Les bijou.x. (14x11) Paris
(Leroux), 40 fr. 15 photogravures.

ILLUMINATED MSS.
Van DEN Ghevn (J., S. J.). Deux livres d'heures (nos. 10767 et

11051, Bibl. royale de Belgique) attribues a I'enlumineur
Jacques Coene. (8x6) Brussels (Vromant), 15 fr.

; 51 plates.

Durand (G.). Chants royaux et tableaux de la Confrerie du
Puy Notre Dame d'Amiens, reproduits en 1517 pour Louise
de Savoie, duchesse d'.Vngouleme (Bibl. Nat, ms. frang.

'45)- (15x^1) Paris (Picard), 20 fr. Collotype plates, in

portfolio.

DoRNHoFFER (F.). Hortulus Anima;, Cod. Bibl., Pal. Vindobon.
2706 : the Garden of the Soul. Elucidations by F. D. (11 x 7)

London (Ellis), Utrecht (Oosthoek) ; 23 plates.

ENGRAVING
Springer (J). Die Radierungen des Herkules Seghers. Erster

Teil. (15x11) Berlin (Cassirer for the "Graphische
Gesselschaft). 24 plates. '

Delteil (L). Le peintre-graveur illustre, vii. Paul Huet.

(13x10) Paris (the author). 15 fr. Illustrated.

KURTH (J.) Der japanische Holzschnitt : ein Abriss seiner

Geschichte. (10x6) Munich (Piper), 3 M. Illustrations and
facsimiles of signatures.

ITALIAN PERIODICALS
L'Arte. Fasc. I. Rome. 191 1.

Count Erbach von Fuerstenau writes on Bolognese
miniature-painting in the Trecento, and more especially on
Niccolo di Giacomo and his artistic development, amplifying

and completing alsoSignora Motta-Ciaccio's study of an earlier

miniaturist whom she has called Pseudo-Niccolo. Incidental

notices of the work of Sienese miniaturists are given, and many
illuminated MSS. of the late thirteenth and early fourteenth

centuries are discussed, which the writer believes to be the

work of Bolognese artists, including one in the British Museum
(Add. MSS. 18720) and the Bible of the cathedral at Gerona.
The author explains his reasons for differing from Dvorak in

ascribing to the school of Bologna certain illuminated MSS.
which the last-named writer held to be of Sienese or Neapolitan

origin. Niccolo di Giacomo, who usually signed his works,

was, till lately, regarded as the great innovator and leader

among his contemporaries for half a century ; it is now admitted

that tins honour belongs to another artist, designated Pseudo-

Niccolo, whose period of activity extended to about 1350.

Among his most important works area MS. in the Vatican (pal.

lat. 629), and another in Paris (lat. 18) ;
the missal in S. Peter's,

Rome (63-B) is in part by him. The numerous miniatures now
classed under the collective name of Pseudo-Niccolo are

certainly not all by one hand. Dr. Zippel has a third article

on Pope P.ml II and art (Nos. i and 2 in " L'Arle ", 1910).

Numci o»s illustrations of the Church of San M.arco, Rome—

a

very ancient foundation, d.ating from the time of Constantine,

restored and embellished by Paul II in 1465-are given, with

notes on the restoration drawn from account books and other

records of 1465-70. No record has been found of the bas-relief

of S. Mark in the tympanum of the central door, an important
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work by an unknown artist. Dr. Zippel proves that it was
pkiccd there during the time of Paul II, and that the " Loggia

della Benedizione " was still unfinished in nyo. The present

aspect of the interior of the church is due to Cardinal Querini's

restoration in the eighteenth century. Prof. A. Ventuki writes

on the frescoes of the little church—once belonging to the

Franciscans—of S. Marco, near Jesi, unfortunately repainted in

1834. The composition, of a church upheld by two angels, is

not, he believes, the Sania Caia ot Lorcto, as usually assumed,

but a symbolic representation of the church

—

Mater Ecchsia.

In spite of the modernized condition of these frescoes, he
recognizes in them the manner of composition, the spirit and
forms of that follower of Giotto who is designated the " Maestro

delle Vele d'Assisi ". DR. Pacchioxi has some notes on

Guercino, and reproduces two ^cnrc pictures by him, early

works in the Pinakothek of Cento. Two pen and bistre

drawings in the Louvre arc studies for these pictures. Dr.
Aldo FoH.iiTTi writes on P.dmesque polyptychs at Dossena, in

the Val Brembana and Serina. The writer believes that at

Dossena the painter was inlluenced by an early work of Palma,

and was assisted by the luaster himself in executing the half-

length figures of the upper course. Various panels hanging in

the sacristy of the parish church of Serina may be fragments of

a polyptych and in part by Palma hiinself, but it is impossible

to reconstruct a second polyptych (as attempted by a German
critic) from other panels in the sacristy and church. Moreover,

the panel in the church, representing the Rcsimcction, cannot

be accepted as a work of Palma. The date proposed for the

Serina pictures is 1500, and they are regarded as earlier than

the Tobias at Stuttgart and the Madonna and Sanils with a

female donor, Borghese Gallery (for a totally different opinion

cf.
" Monatsheft", May, 1911, p. 226, where the Serina panels

are considered mature works not earlier than 1515). In an
article dealing with Antoniazzo Romano, signed Mari.i
C1.4RTOS0, an attempt is made to ascribe to him the frescoes of

the Lcs^cnd cf the Holy Cross in S. Croce in Gerusalemme ; a
Madonna ami Child inscribed " Antonius", dated 1494, belong-

ing to the Sodalizio dei Piceni
; and a fresco in S Maria della

Consolazione—all in Rome. Perugino's early training forms
the subject of an article by Prof. A. Vknti'ui. No works of

the first thirty-two years of the painter's life are known. The
writer believes an Assumption, in the Pinakothek of S. Sepolcro,
to be identical with one ordered from Piero della Francesca on
October 4, 1454, the final payment for which was made to that

painter in November, 1469. Many writers have regarded it as

a work of the school of Perugino ; Prof. Venturi assumes that

it is an early work by Perugino himself, and ascribes to him
also four of the panels of the life of S. Bernardino in the
gallery at Perugia. With regard to this series he repeats what
he said in the seventh volume of his " History of Italian

Painting''—;.(., that two are by Neroccio di Landi and
Francesco di Giorgio Martini ; four, as stated, are early works
of Perugino, and two are by an Umbrian follower of Xiccolo
da Foligno. Further he ascribes to Perugino the Adoration 0)
the Mtigi (Peru.gia Gallery) attributed to Fiorenzo di Lorenzo,
a work proving, he thinks, that Perugino's eduotim took place
at Horence, and that he founded himself upon the works of

Pesellino and Pollainolo. Following this line of reasoning, the
writer takes from Pintoiicchio the Crucifixion irUh S. Jerome,
Borghese Gallery, and the portrait of a youth, Dresden," ascrib-
ing both to Perugino. His conclusions are, apparently, that
Perugino's first training was under Piero della Francesca, and
that later at P'lorence he was inlluenced by miniaturists as well
as by Pesellino and Pollainolo,

Fasc. n. March-April.
Prof. Corrado Ricci writes on certain painters of Forli.
Luca Pacioli in 1494 testified to the long connexion between
Marco Palmezzani and his master, Melozzo da Forli, and,
though the former was born in 1456, he seems never to have
become independent of Melozzo nor to have signed his own
work before 1492. Prof, l^icci believes that the frescoes of the
cupola and lunette of the chapel on the right in S. Biagio,
Forli, admirable in composition but poor in execution, were
painted in 1492 or 1493 by Palmezzani from designs and
cartoons of Melozzo. The unusual subject of the lunette repre-
sents probably a miracle of S. James. A portrait in the Morelli
Collection at Bergamo, formerly in the Cost.ibili Gallery at
Ferrara, where it was called Garo/alo, by Iliuiself, Prof. Kicci
believes to be a portrait of Palmezzani, from its resemblance to

the authenticated likeness of this painter in the Communa
Gallery at Forli. Another painter of Forli treated in this

article is Giovanni del Sega, who may be identical with the

Giovanni who was MiAoizo' s ^arzone in 1477 (wrongly identified

with Giovanni Santi by some writers). In 1505 Sega was
established at Carpi, where he was for many years employed
by Alberto Pio. In 1525 he is called " Pittore e Maestro della

fabbrica" of this prince, which Prof. Ricci takes to mean
superintending the building of Pio's new palace ; he ascribes

to this painter the frescoes in the spandrels of the cupola of

S. Niccolo at Carpi. By August, 1527, Sega was dead. Two
painters of Carpi were his sons-in-law, Francesco della Zizia

and Squarzotto Alghisi. Giovanni Batlista Rositi (or Rosetti)

was another pupil and assistant of Melozzo ; a signed work by

him of 1500 is at Velletri, and another, of 1507, at Esztergom,

in Hungary. Mme. Errera deals with the cope of Santa

Corona, Vicenza, which is probably identical with one
bequeathed to the church in 1261 by the Bishop Bartolomeo da
Breganze (given to him, according to tradition, by S. Louis in

1259). The vestment is said to have been represented among
the illuminations executed in 1504 by Domenico Vicentino in

the choral books of the church, which have unfortunately dis-

appeared ; some say they were sold between i860 and 1870 and
passed to England. It would be of great interest if they could

be traced, as the miniature might serve to throw light on the

original form of the cope and upon certain peculiarities of its

embroidery. The writer believes that it was produced in Sicily

by Mohammedan craftsmen probably not earlier than the

thirteenth century. The form and treatment of the birds

represented upon it are typical ot the best period of mediaeval

art. Prof. Muxhz writes on the Cosmatesque works, now
destroyed, of the Basilica of S. Pancrazio fuori le mura, Rome.
The Roman eighteenth-century architect, Giacomo de Sanctis,

made drawings of many medi:eval monuments in Roman
churches, and his accuracy as regards those still existing is a

guarantee of the fidelity of his drawings of lost works. Among
these last are the ambones of S. Pancrazio, destroyed 179S, and
the apse of the same church, now entirely transformed, with
careful notes, measurements and plans. The close connexion
between these ambones of 1249 and those of S. Lorenzo serves

to date these last-named w^orks, which Prof. Munoz considers
have been wrongly assigned to the time of Pope Honoiius III.

By the aid of the notes and drawings by De Sanctis, of the

descriptions and reproductions furnished by other writers (for

the moat pari extremely incorrect), and of a very full description

of the original Basilica, discovered by Prof. Munoz himself in

the state archives at Rome, he has been able to identify many
fragments belonging to S. Pancrazio, and in a measure to re-

construct its admirable scheme of decoration, thus " adding a

new and glorious page to the history of Roman sculpture ". In

a second article on Bolognese miniature-painting Count
FuERSTEN'AU examines the illuminations of the S. Peter's MS.
63-B, and concludes that they were executed by Pseudo-Niccolo,
with the aid of Niccolo di Giacomo, while the miniatures of the

Officinm S. Mariiv at Kremsmiinster, daied 1348 (closely con-
nected with the S. Peter's miniatures), are works of Niccolo di

Gi.icomo alone. Numerous other MSS. containing paintings by
Niccolo in the Vatican and the Ambrosiana, at Salsburg, Avig-
non, Jena, Munich (d.ited 1374), and elsewhere are treated of,

and one in the Cabinet of Engravings, Berlin—the Last Judg-
ment, containing the unique representation of Christ and the
Pope as Judges ; in the upper p irtion of the miniature Christ as

Judge of the world, in the lower the Pope administering
temporal punishment. The date of this curious composition is

approximately determined by its resemblance to the Munich
miniature of 1374. Among the last works of Niccolo the writer

places the Matruoli in the Museo Civico, Bologna, signed and
dated 1394-95. Pkcu'. Scumarsow notices a portable triptych

in the Arch;eological Museum at Madrid, which he ascribes to

."Xntonia/zo Romano. The painting, of great delicacy of execu-
tion, belongs probably to his mature period, and shows affinity

with the altar-piece of S. Francesco at Subiaco and with the

Annuneialion in S. Maria sopra Minerva, Rome. It was
probably commissioned by a Spanish prelate in Rome. Mr,
Mason Perkins reproduces a Last Jiuii^ment in the Church of

the Osscrvanza at Siena (variously ascribed to Pacchiarotto,

P.icchia, Signorelli, even to Sodoma), attributing it to Girolamo
di Beiivenuto, and thereby confirming an unpublished opinion
oi Dr. Giacomo de Nicola, who was the first to mention Ben-
venuto's name in connexion with this fresco. An article signed
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Mario Salmi treats of Angelo di Lorentino, a painter of Are/zo
of mode:it attainments, wlio belonged to ttic early sixteenth
century, and was influenced i[idirectly by Bartolonieo delta
Gatta. Vasari confused him with Lorentino d'Angelo, a feeble
pupil of Piero della Francesca, who in one document is

designated Lorentino d'Andrea. To Angelo di Lorentino
Signor Salmi ascribes various paintings in Arezzo and the
neighbourhood of 1501, 1512, and later ; documentary notices
relating to bim of 1511 and 1520, from which it might be inferred
that he was little more than a decorative artist. Frescoes by
followers of Lorentino of 1523-29, are in the little Church of

S. Biagio, at Monastero, near Arezzo, Prof. Mauceri writes
on choir-stalls in Sicily ; he believes that the stalls in the
Cathedral at Palermo, which are designated by Prof. Di Marzo
"maniera tedesca", are by a Catalonian carver. They are the
earliest of their kind in bicily, and " display that Gothic-Catalan
type so characteristic in Sicilian architecture of the Quattro-
cento". They were executed in 1466-67 by order of Arch-
bishop Niccolo Pu.xades. Sixteen stalls of intarsia and carvings,
portions of which are tifteenth-century work, once formed part
of the choir in the Cathedral of Syracuse, but now stand dis-

used in the sacristy ; on one is the date 14S9. From a MS.
chronicle in the Archiepiscopal Library at Syracuse Prof.

Mauceri proves that the author of this choir wasNardo Mirtello,
who agreed to undertake the work in April, 1483. Venetian
influence is apparent m these stalls which recall the work in

the choir of the Frari. The finest work of its kind, of the close
of the sixteenth century, is the choir of S. Martino delle Scale,
near Palermo. It is attributed by Di Marzo to Scipione di

Guido, but Prof. Mauceri believes it to be the work of two
reputed pupils of Fra Giov. da Verona—Benvenuto Tortelli, of
Brescia, and Bartolomeo Chiarini, of Rome, authors of the
choir of SS. Severino e Sossio at Naples. An old copy of the
contract for this last-named work is in the archives of the
monastery of S. Martino delle Scale. Many later carvings of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries are referred to. The
last article, by the editor, deals with " Raphael's First Master ",

and with the question of the painter's early training. Of great
importance are the documents discovered by Prof. Magherini
Graziani, and published by him in 1908 (in " Bolletino della
R. Deputazione di Storia patria per lUmbria"), from which it

might certainly be inferred that Evangelista di Pian di Meleto
was Raphael's first instructor. No works are known by this

painter, but Prof. Venturi proposes to ascribe to him an altar-

piece, hitherto attributed to Giovanni Santi, at Budapest—an
interesting and not improbable theory, but comirm.itory evidence
is lacking. A further proposal to ascribe to him four of tlie

very poorest of the series of the Mimes in the Corsini Gallery,
Florence (all reproduced), must be repudiated. The suggestion
that the painter of these four pictures could have determined
Raphael's early development is altogether untenable.

Arte e Storia. Florence. February 15, 1911.
Dr. Geisenheimer publishes documents copied from the
"Libri Consiliorum " of the convent of S. Marco, now pre-
served at S. Domenico Fiesole, and from other sources, referring
to certain pictures by Fra Bartolomeo removed from the Church
of S. Marco in the seventeenth century, among them the S. ilarh
and the Madonna Xi'ith Saints, called " dell armato " because of
the warrior saint who forms one of the group (now Pitti) ; an
Ecce Homo which hung over the door of the refectory and was
sold in 1621 to the Duke of Mantua. This notice is of importance
as the fact that such a picture existed is unknown to any art
historian

; it disappeared presumably at the time of the sack of
the Mantuan palace ; a S. Sebastian, the companion picture to
the S, Maik, which was sent to the King of France before 1689
and is now owned by Sig. Alaffre at l-'iizenas.

March 15.—Prof. Supin'O writes on the fountain of
Neptune at Bologna, and publishes a letter of Zanobi Portigiani,
the bronze founder, dated July. 1565. The design was made by
Tommaso Lauretti, the Sicilian painter and architect, then
employed at Bologna

;
he was commissioned to find a sculptor

to execute it, and chose Giovanni Bologna, the sculptor of the
Grand Duke Francesco dei Medici, who granted him leave of
absence to undertake the work. The contract was made in 1563,
but in consequence of disagreements to which the letter refers,
Portigiani threw up his share in the work. A new contract was
made in May, 1566, Giovanni Bologna undertaking the casting
himself. This proved detrimental to the work, the imperfect
fusing having at times imperilled the stability of the
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colossal figure of Neptune, which has been so many times
restored. Phok. Ravazzi.\i writes on the Palazzo dei Rettori
at Belluno, and proves almost conclusively from records that it

was built towards the close of the fifteenth century by Giov. Candi
of Venice. DR. Mauceri communicates the names of two
Sicilian sculptors of the eighteenth century discovered by him
in the archives at Syracuse : Sebastiano Alcssi, probably of that
city, and Nicola I-aus of Mars.ila. The statues referred to in
the document communicated (of 1732), were probably of wood.
Such works were much sought after in Sicily hi the eighteenth
century, and there is hardly a church throughout the island
which does not contain some example of this date, often of
admirable workmanship. A summary is given of Prof. A.
Venturi's lecture on Bianchi Ferrari, delivered at Modena in
February last. Among works ascribed to this painter by the
lecturer are the tondi hi the vault of the sacristy of the
Cathedral, Modena and the Crucifixion in the gallery

; the
altar-piece of S. Pietro in Modena, which he considers his best
work, and the little S. Jotm in the Louvre. The lecturer
set forth his reasons for ascribing this picture to Bianchi and
for refusing to accept the altar-piece of the Madonna, in the
same gallery, as a work of this same master. He believes
the ancona iu the Torlonia Collection, regarded as a master-
piece by Mantegna, to be by Bianchi. His last work, the
Annunciation at Modena, which is said to have been finished
by Scacciari, he considers to be in the main by Bianchi.

April.

—

Dr. Pasql'ALE Parente writes on the ancient church
of S. Angelo in Formis near Capua. In the eleventh century
it was adorned with a series of frescoes (still exi>ting) by
Desiderio, .\bbot of Montccassino. They have been fully
described and illustrated by Franz Xavier Kraus, and in a
future article Dr. Parente proposes to examine the various
opinions expressed regarding this important series. Dr.
PisTOLESi has a short note on five gold medals recently brought
to light in the Municipio of Montalto, now identified with some of
the medals c.ined by order of Si.xtusV in 15S8 for the Magistracy
of Montalto, and conveyed thither by Baldassare Giovannini.
Seven were of gold, and five of silver ; two of the former were
to be given to the Bishop, and two of the latter to be disposed
of elsewhere ; the remainder to be held in trust for successive
officials. In the case of the gold medals this was faithfully

observed, and the five have now been discovered intact ; but no
trace of the silver medals has been found.
May.

—

Count Bertoglio Pisani concludes an article (begun
in the April No.) entitled "Quali opere d'arte di Leonardo da
Vinci ci siano rimaste", which does not add much to the
existing knowledge on the subject. It is suggested that the
portrait of a goldsmith in the Pilti, which the writer inclines to

ascribe to Leonardo rather than to Ridolf > Ghirlandaio,

may represent the goldsmith, Michelangelo Viviani da Gaiole,

who is mentioned in Leon,ardo's notes in connexion with "una
catenuzza ". Leonardo is said to have painted in Rome the

portrait of Costanza d'Avalos, Duchess of Francavilla, according
to a passage in the " Rime " of Enea Irpino of Parma, but

nothing further is known of this work. DR. Aldo Foratti dis-

cusses the door ot the Church of S. Mana at Montiignana, of

later date than the remainder of the building, and ascribes it to a

follower of Sansovino. It bears the name of the Commune and
of Lodovico Basadonna (governor of the city in 1517 and 1540),

in whose honour it was erected. SiG. ToSTi has a note on the

house in Florence where Benvenuto Cellini's Perseus was cast.

Felix Ravenxa, Bollettixo Stokico Romagnolo. Fasc. I.

Ravenna. 191 1.

This new peri >dical opens with an article by Prof. Corrado
Ricci on the lion executed for the fortress at Ravenna by Marino
di Marco Cedrini, c 145S-60, which has now, after many
vicissitudes, been replaced in its original position on the tower
above the drawbridge. The writer recalls other works in the

Ro;nagna and the Marches by this Venetian sculptor and
architect of striking individuality. For S5me years (from 1471)

he was connected as architect with the Santuario of Loreto,

and seems to have died c. 1476. Dr. Boren'Ils has a note on
Niccolo Rondinelli, taking as his text a p issage from Vasari

referring to the followers of Giov. Bellini :
" Piii di tutti I'imito

e gli fcce onore Rondinello da Ravenna, del quale si servi

mollo Giovanni in tuite le sue opere" (ed. Mil. Ill, 170). A
Madonna in the Kaiser- Friedrich Museum, attributed to Giov.

Bellini, he considers an apt illustration of this passage, and
concurs with Mr. Berenson in ascribing it to Rondinelli.
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Many pictures of widely dissiinilar cliaracter have in recent

j-ears been attributed to tliis painter, wlio is not unworlhy of

more accurate study, and relating to whom but one contem-

porary record is at present known. The writer repudiates the

attribution to Kondinelli of pictures in the Barberini Gallery

(No. 75) and the Louvre (N'o. 115S). Dr. Gerol.\ notices a

group of works in the museum at Kavenna of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, to which he assigns a Russo-Byzantine

origin'and more especially a small carved triptych in boxwood
whkh he studies carefully, deciphering the Greek inscription.

From it he gathers tha' the carver was named '•Nistore" (or

more probably Nestore), and that the date is 1670. There is

a first article by Prof. Saxti MuR-VToRI on coins of

Ravenna bearing the legend, " Felix R.ivcnna" ; and another

by Dr. Ball.vruinm on the " Ceramics of the Campanile of

S. Apollin.areXuova at Ravenna". Dr. Ballardiiii thinks, contrary

to the opinion of many other historians, that the Campanile is

not earlier in date than the eleventh century.

BoLLETTiN-o Storico Pi.iCEXTixo. Fasc. I. Piacenza. 1911.

Prof. E. Solmi writes on Leonardo da Vinci and the Cathedral

of Piacenza at the time of Fabrizio Marliani, an intimate friend

of the Sforza, who became Bishop of Piacenza in 1476. Desiring

to adorn the facade of his cathedral with bronze doors and the

interior of the building with candelabra and other ornaments,

the bishop applied to Lodovico Sforza to send him an artist

capable of executing the work. That Leonardo entertained the

idea of offering his services to Marliani is proved by the draught

of a letter relating to the project in the Codex Atlanticus (f. 323

r. and v.), the sense of which was misunderstood by Amoretti.

From the letter it is apparent that Piacenza possessed few artists

of note at that date, and the terms in which it is couched reflect

Leonardo's indignation at seeing incapable craftsmen constantly

preferred to competent and gifted artists. It is not known if

the letter was ever sent, but Leonardo certainly had no part in

the work at Piacenza, which was subsequently interrupted

owing to political disturbances and to the imprisonment of

Marliani by Louis XII.

R.\SSEGN".\ d".4rte. Milan. February, 191 1.

Under " Notizie" Dr. A. Del \nx publishes the entries of

death from the Rcgistiv dei moiti (.Archivio della Fraternitci

dei Laici di Arezzo) of the painters Angelo di Lorentino and
Domenico Pecori (pupils of Bartolomeo della Gatta). Both
died of plague in 1527, the latter in May, the former in .August.

Dr. FrizzoN! discusses the catalogue of the Mond Collection,

and illustrates several of the pictures, reproducing also, for

purposes of comparison, the fine S. Scbcisliau by Cima in the

collection of Mr. Berenson. Dr. M.\rangoni has a short note

on the twenty-eight heads of lions and lionesses—reliefs on tlie

inner side of the north door of the Baptistery at Florence, by
some assistant of Gliiberti. Dr. Achille Patricolo begins an
exhaustive account of the Church of S. Francesco at Mantua,
the ancient Pantheon of the city. For a century and a half

the chapel of S. Bernardino in thischurch was the burial place

of the rulers of the city during a period when the greatest

artists of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries were employed
at the Mantuan Court. Relerence is made to paintings removed
to the gallery from tliis church, to fragments of fresco still

existing there, and to traces of others at present hidden by
whitewash. Dr. Ber.vardini reproduces various pictures in

the galleries of Vienna, Munich and Berlin ; the re-attributions

proposed do not call for speiial comment.
March. Dr. Frizzoni concludes his review of the Mond

Catalogue. Noticeable is the reproduction of a portrait by
Boltrafho in the Stro^anolf Gallery, S. Petersburg, which
closely resembles the portrait of Casico at Chatsworth (at

S. Petersburg it figures as a S. I.ciih). Dr. Patricolo gives

much interesting historical information in his concluding article

on S. Francesco at Mantua, and reproduces, ainong other works
there, the fresco of the Apse (commissioned in 1470 by Francesco
dc la Rama, a Mantuan gentleman) which the writer ascribes

to Mantegna. Judging from the reproduction, such an attri-

bution seems hardly justilicd, though the painter evidently

worked upon a composition by the master. Prof. Diego Sant'
Amukogio writes on the Barbarigo cross in the Porta Giovia

Museum, .Mil.m—Venetian goldsmith's work of the end of the

fifteenth century. Inscribed upon it is the name of Francesco
Barbarigo, the first Governor of Cyprus after C.itcrina Cornaro
had renounced the throne.

April. Prof. Novati has a scholarly article on the represen-

t.ition of heroines of antiquity in Italian art of the fourteenth

and fifteenth centuries, with speci.il reference to a marriage-chest

belonging to the Marchese Chigi Zondadari at Siena which has

been attributed to Matteo di Giovanni (?). The heroines here

represented are: " Hippo Virgo Greca ", " Camilla Virgo Vol-

scorum Regina " and ' Lucretia ", and the writer exphrins as far

as possible the reason of this rather curious selection. Illus-

trations are given of the nine amazons represented in a MS. of

the Bibl. Nationale and in the frescoes of the castle of Marita

near Saluzzo ; a MS. of the Vienna Hofbibliothek :
" Histoire

des neufs Preux et des neufs Preuses", by Sebastien Mamerot,

is referred to. In an appendix Prof. Novati publishes a col-

lection of sonnets in a codex of the Magliabecchiana at Florence,

some of which he holds were written as an accompaniment to

a Trecento series of portraits of fifteen " Donne antiche in-

namorate ". The suggestion of Sig. Volpi, that the poems were
written by Ser Giovanni, author of the " Pecorone ", is

erroneous ; Ser Giovanni only adapted these early sonnets to

his own purpose. One of the Editors writes on the picture

known as La Schinvoiia, lately in the Crespi collection at Milan

and now sold, the committee of experts appointed to adjudicate

on its merits having pronounced it a "copy". Many dis-

tinguished critics have thought differently, and have considered

the picture of great interest ; it might be inferred from this

cai-efully worded article that the writer shares their view. He
concludes by expressing the hope that the regrettable sale of

this picture does not foreshadow the dispersal of the whole of

the Ci-espi Collection, which contains so many masterpieces of

art. Dr. Morixi ascribes to the workshop of Antonio Rizzo

some carved figures in S. Agostino at Cascia. Sigkora
Lisa De Schlegel contributes new information relating to

" Raphael's first master ", Evangelista di Pian di Meleto, drawn
from the Archives at Urbino, and, following Prof. Venturi,

inclines to ascribe to him the Madonna and Saints at Budapest,

dated 1488, and originally the altar-piece of the chapel of the

Ducal Palace at Urbino. The theory, as already stated, is by no
means improbable, but being at present unsupported by docu-

mentary evidence can be received only with extreme caution.

Prof. U.mbekto Gnoli reproduces a panel-picture by Ott.aviano

Nelli in the Pio Fabhri Collection, Rome. With the polyptych

of Pietralunga and the fragments of a predella in the Vatican,

the only known panel-picture by this master.

May. The number is entirely devoted to a discussion of the

Italian Portrait Exhibition, from the end of the sixteenth century

to the year 1S61, in the Palazzo Vecchio, Florence, by Dr.
Nello Tarchiani, with forty-five well-chosen illustr.itions in

the text, and two plates. The exhibition, which was organized

primarily to demonstrate that the art of portraitui'e in Italy

always maintained a high level, and that even in the age of de-

cadence and artificiality the portrait-painter never lacked

sincerity of purpose, h.is amply fulfilled its aim. Among the

eight hundred and more works in the Exhibition, some, such as

those by Fra' Vittore Ghislandi, have aroused the greatest en-

thusiasm and admiration among distinguished modern painters,

while others, until very recently, passed unrecognised as Italian

work, "having been attributed to foreign artists of great repute.

To this group belongs the celebrated and baffling portrait of

General Del Borro, which was long ascribed to Velazquez, a

namj still held by many to be the most appropriate, though the

writer of this article maintains that the work is undoubtedly of

Italian origin; and the magnificent portrait of Bartolozzi which
always passed as a Romney until Dr. Fogolari recognized it as

the work of Domenico Pellegrini. Little known pictures,

brought from collections not easily accessible, have served to

place their authors in a new and unexpectedly brilliant light,

such for instance as the portrait of Fv.i Arnuho De' Bardi by
C.n'lo Doki (executed at the age of eighteen) which WMS little

short of a revelatiim, and a number of works of remarkable
excellence by Mar.itta, Baciccio, Padovanino, Bernardino

Strozzi, and others ; while the eighteenth and early nineteenth

centuries were represented by very good examples of Rotari,

Giov. Hattista Tiepolo. Rosalba Carriera, Pompco Batoni, Giov.

Battista Lampi, the two Longhi (the works ascribed to them
reviving the controversy as to the place to be assigned to Pieti'o

and his"son Aless.mdro among portrait-painters), Gaetano Forte,

Filippo Agricola and many more. Under " Corriere da Verona "

Dr. Vittorio Sai.varo h.as a note on the Piazza delle Erbe at

Verona, which in igog was declared a national monument by

the Italian Government.
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EDITORIAL ARTICLE: LONDON AND THE FINE ARTS, 1911

'T is seldom that in the

(course of one year so many
important pubhc events take

place in London which call

ffor the intervention of the

fine arts as have occurred

during the present season. The duty

laid upon those persons who are respon-

sible for the administration of the fine

arts in the metropolis has been severe,

whether those persons be artists, ministers,

or civic authorities. It would have been

a real pleasure ifwe had been able to record

in this magazine that the stirring events

of the Coronation year had been a stimulus

to the world of art, and had produced

results satisfactory in themselves and likely

to be regarded as creditable by posterity.

At the risk of reDeating what we have

felt it our duty to say before, we have to

state that in no single instance does there

appear to us to have been any creditable

or satisfiictory effort on the part of artists

or public authorities to meet the national

demands, at all events in London.
The unveiling of the National Memorial

to Queen Victoria was a matter of serious

historical and sentimental import, but it

certainly failed to add a fjreat work of art

to the important monuments of the world.

The subsequent question of the London
memorial to King Edward VII has already

been noticed in this magazine. We learn

as we write that, undeterred by the scathing

criticism passed upon the abortive scheme
to place this memorial in S.James's Park,

the Memorial Committee has come to the

surprising decision to place the memorial at

the Piccaiilly end of the new broad walk

which leads to the Victoria Memorial. This

walk was one of the most criticized and in

some quarters most deplored features of

the scheme connected with the Victoria

Memorial, and the only excuse for destroy-

ing the chief feature of the Green Park

was that by so doing a vista was obtained
of the Victoria Memorial from Piccadilly.

The proposal to place the King Edward
Memorial in this walk destroys the vista

and the excuse for the walk itself If

the scheme be carried out, it would be
better to re-turf the ground intervening

between the two memorials, and thereby

not only recover some of the former
amenities of the Green Park, but reduce

the sense of inferiority which must occur

if a statue of King Edward VII of lesser

importance be erected in direct connexion

with the immense memorial to Queen
Victoria. Upon this committee the fine

arts were insutiiciently represented. Indeed,

but for the good fortune which placed so

keen a lover of art as Mr. Christopher

Head in the position of Mayor of Chelsea,

no effective protest against the decision

would have been heard. We have already

expressed our opinion that the arbitrary

selection of an artist by a committee of

gentlemen who, however distinguished in

other capacities, have no special qualifica-

tions for such a duty, will be an injurious

blow to the interest and welfare of British

art. We maintain that, in spite of the

Royal Academy and other stumbling-

blocks to progress, there exists in this

country a sufficient number of artists

who are fitted and entitled to show their

mettle, and compete in the case of any

national commission for a work of art.

We have also stated that the choice of

Mr. Bertram McKennal, A.R.A., might

prove justifiable, even in a national com-

petition. We are compelled to modify

this statement in view of the fact that in

those commissions which have already

been showered upon him by the Govern-

ment—the new coinage, the Coronation

medals and the new postage-stamps

—

Mr. McKennal has not shown any qualities

as an artist which would justify him for
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exclusive selection as an exponent of

twentieth-century British art. To design

a coin or medal, or even a postage-stamp,

demands artistic power of the same quality

as that of a painting or a piece of sculpture.

Even in spite of official parsimony, satis-

factory results can and often have been

produced within the restrictions of these

particular arts.

Turning again to the events of the past

few weeks, is there any event of greater

national importance than the coronation

of a king and queen, and one which should

have evoked a greater display, a more

fervid expression of the fine arts, at all

events in London ? Here and there in

the wilderness of scaffiolding and cheap

decoration some efforts appeared of con-

centrated design and thought honourable

to the designer and honourable to the

sovereigns whom these decorations were

intended to honour. These efforts were,

however, submerged beneath a fiood of

inept and ridiculous philistinism. London
has never presented a sorrier, a more

ignoble front to the stranger. All, who
could, fled from the spectacle and left it

to the colonial or foreign visitor to behold

and to wonder. Li the streets, on the

boards of the theatre or the opera, self-

advertisement reigned supreme. It was

only within the portals of Westminster

Abbey that a proper note was struck, one

in harmony with the unique solemnity, the

incomparable beauty and dignity of the

Coronation ritual. Outside the Abbey
the whole effect was garish, vulgar, futile,

an atmosphere through which no illu-

minating spark of artistic intelligence

could hope to penetrate.

The trend of modern legislation, irre-

spective of party differences, has been

towards accustoming the people to have

everything done for them, and discourag-

ing individual effort and initiative.

Criticism, it may be said, has never been

so frequent or so strident in the press, in

the club, or at the street-corner, but it is

for the most part destructive, and as likely

to be directed against anything which is

novel or unexpected as against that which

is inadequate or thoroughly bad. Hence it

has become a general custom to acquiesce

sullenly in the mediocre, in the compro-

mise, which satisfies nobody, but is the

only point at which diverse opinions can

meet without friction and disagreement.

Li the region of the fine arts such an

encouragement of apathetic indifference is

one of the most difficult obstacles in the

way of national progress. It is here that

leaders of public opinion are at this

moment conspicuously lacking, or at all

events silent. It is only by evoking a

genuine national spirit that a broad con-

structive policy in the fine arts can be

created and carried out. Of this we
regret at this moment to see no sign.
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NOTES ON SOME FIFTEENTH-CENTURY SILVER-POINTS
BY F. SCHMIDT-DEGENER

iN reproducing this rare set of delicate

Isilver-points, I do not claim to reveal

treasures that are quite unknown. Two
)oi them belong to the Amsterdam
(Print Room ; the four others are to be

found in the portfolios of the Boymans Museum
at Rotterdam. But in spite of their evident line

quality, and of the great names attached to them,
and notwithstanding their being preserved in

public collections, and their having been photo-
graphed and even published (so far, at least, as

regards those at Amsterdam), I have never seen
them mentioned in any of the numerous mono-
graphs on fifteenth-century P'lemish art and artists.

]n asking the Editors of The Burlington Magazine
to reproduce these drawings, it was chiefly my
intention to submit them to the judgment of as

wide a circle of connoisseurs as possible, and to

avail myself, besides, of the opportunity of dis-

cussing their authorship.

Since, with the exception of one silver-point

[Plate I, a], they all belong to the Flemish
school of the fifteenth centuiy, we might begin our
analysis with the exception. This is the head of an
aged woman, looking to the left, and wearing an
elevated head-dress. It came from the Boymans
bequest, and the catalogues of 1852 and 1869
mention it as being by A. Diirer. The measures
are 0,136 by 0,107 (5^ ^YAi inches). In 1900, my
predecessor, Mr. P. Haverkorn van Rysewyk,
described it, in his manuscript catalogue, as the
work of a Netherlandish master of the fifteenth

century. Revising this catalogue in 1903, he
dated it about 1550. I think that everybody will

agree with me that the German character of this

work is evident. Am I going too far astray in

giving it to Hans Holbein the Elder and dating
it about 1500? The numerous drawings, repro-
duced by Dr. Eduard His' and scattered over
Basle, Berlin, Bamberg, Weimar, Copenhagen, are
very similar. This drawing and the sheet with
several heads in the Staedclsches Institut at

Frankfort show the same kind of paper and the

same preparation ; the technical execution appears
to me in these drawings absolutely identical.

The small, circular silver-point [Plate 1, b]
on paper covered with a preparation, repre-
senting the head of a man, about forty-five

years of age, turned to the right, with shaven
face and thin, curly hair, was attributed, in the
first catalogues of the Boymans drawings, to Hans
Holbein (diam. 0.84 ; 3^ inches). In 1900 my
predecessor, in his manuscript catalogue, put it

down as a " Netherlandish drawing of the fifteenth

century". In 1903 he gave it to Hans Memlinc,
pointing out the affinity with the heads in the
altar-piecesof William Moreel, at Bruges. Itscems

' Dr. Eduard His, Hans Holbein cies AiVerm Fedei- uiul
Silb.ntijt Zeicluuingcn (without date).

to me that this attribution is perfectly right. Still

more convincing is the comparison with some
of the male portraits from the Floreins altar-
piece in the Louvre. Here the heads are
seen at exactly the same angle as in the silver-point.
This too is the case with the portrait of Charles the
Bold, taken from The Adoiaiion oj the Magi in
Bruges, and reproduced in Ihe Bnilingtoii Maga-
zine, Vol. XVII, p. 175. The perfect'identity of
conception appears to me very conclusive. As an
approximate date for this drawing, 1480-1485
might be proposed. The present portrait is proba-
bly meant as a study for a donor, whereof this

placid gentleman has the whole look and demean-
our. He has moreover the honest expression and
the meek character of nearly all Memlinc's male
sitters, their v.igiie staring look and their lack of
penetrating psychology. Much refinement is

shown in the modelling of the face. But lingering
over the subtle distribution of light and shade,
Memlinc clung to the surface and did not even try

to detect the traces of an individual mind. The
design, far more incisive than in the case of
Holbein the Elder, yet shows a tendency to soften

down the personal characteristics of the features.

As to the authorship of the marvellous silver-

points Studiesfor a Madonna's Head, in Amsterdam
and Rotterdam [Plate II, E and f], I suppose
no objection will ever be formulated against their

being given to Hugo van der Goes. They
apparently date from the same year, being perhaps
fragments from the same sheet cut apart. The
back of these drawings has a yellowish tone
and looks like vellum, having perhaps been
polished with a smooth piece of ivory.

The one in the Boymans collection, subse-

quently given to Albert Diirer and to the

Netherlandish school, was restored to Van der

Goes by Mr. P. Haverkorn van Rysewyk in 1903
(measures : 0,131 by 0,155 '< Si W 6 inches). He
describes the male head as a study for S. Joseph.
Considering the jewel, sketched on the border of

the collar, this figure might rather have been
intended for one of the Magi.
The drawing in the Print-room of Amsterdam

has been published by Mr. E. W. Moes' who kept

to the old attribution to Van der Goes (measures

0,172 by 0,155 ; 6J by 6J inches).

A third silver-point given to Van der Goes in the

Amsterdam Print-room is of inferior quality, and
has nothing in common with the master.

The strenuous attempt at a higii degree of

plasticity, so evident in the way in which the king's

neck is emerging out of his collar, is the striking

feature of these drawings. The morose expression

of the Mage may surprise us, as he is supposed to

-Ancient Diawin:J,s of the Dutch and Flemish School in the

Print-room of Amiterdam. Selected by E. \Vi Moes. Tlie

Hague. (Without date.)



Notes on some Fifteenth-century Silver-points

be contemplating the new-born Child. But the

same morose feeling manifests itself in the abrupt,

harsh and angular outlines ; in the broken folds

and restless arrangement of the Madonna's
kerchief, in the roughly chiselled plasticity of the

faces. We get the impression that in working

out these drawings, a great deal of energy has been

spent, an energy perhaps belonging less to the

mind than emanating from the nerves.

The silver-point in the Amsterdam Print-room,

representing the Adoration of the iV^rf/ (measures

0,125 t>y 0,127 ; 5 '^^y 5 i'lches), executed on paper

covered with a greenisii preparation, has been

interrogatively given to Johannes van Eyck by

the catalogue of 1809, where it is registered

as No. 534 [Plate 1, c]. In selecting tlie

drawings for the above-mentioned publication

Mr. E. VV. Moes kept to this designation.

Examining this drawing, I was struck by its

close connexion with the famous sluitters in the

Hermitage Gallery, the Calvury and the Lmt
Jui{g}nciit, now generally given to Hubert van

Eyck. In comparing the drawing with the

excellent photographs of the Petersburg paintings,

published by Braun, Clement et Cie, I found that

there is not only a great likeness, but even an

absolute identity of style. The M.idonna of the

silver-point and the Madonna from TJtc Last

fiitliiniciil have identical features ; on comparing
them we find tlie same gestures, the same folds of

the garments, the same bearded profiles, the same
small divided beards. A detail, the pointed turban,

with the striped scarf round it, occurs too in the

Calvary, without the least alteration. Now,
recalling to mind that, according to the Hermitage
catalogue, the lost centre panel of the Petersbuig

shutters represented also an Adoration of the Mat^i,

would it be too venturesome to suggest that this

silver-point might be a copy either after the chief

group of this Adoration or after a study for it ?

Being, of course, conceived in the style of the

shutters, this Adoration must liave been represented

in the true Epiphany spirit, presumably crowded,
just as the wings, with small figures and thronged
with a picturesque host on horseback.

It is curious to note that one of the most
important arrangements in the Berlin C/toir of

Siit'^ing Ant^cls occurs already in this drawing.

The long triangular fold, formed by the lining of

the crimson cope, produces a fine consistency in

the wiiole composition, as w^as first pointed out,

I believe, by Mr. Fierens Gevaert. The same
disposition is shown in the mantle of one of the

Magi.
As to the question whether this silver-iiuint is to

be cons:dered as .a liftcenth-century copy alter an

original study or aflL-r a iinished picture, I will

venture the opinion that the absence both ol

landscajie and details of architecture (the figures

being its sole object) suits the idea of a preliminai y
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study better than the idea of a repetition from a

fmished picture.

There is a detail which, proving nothing in

itself, yet corroborates strongly the attribution of

the Hermitage paintings—and consequently of

the present silver-point— to Hubert van Eyck.
At the foot of the cross, on which the bad thief

is writhing in dreadful contortions, is seen a man,
having a wand in liis right hand and wearing a

lieaddress of the fifteenth century. I know but

very few examples of portraits in which the

peculiar turn of the head, combined with the

direction of the eyes, conveys to the spectator so

powerfully the impression that the artist has here

portraved himself out of a mirror. The features

of this man correspond exactly with the expressive

face of one of the Jnst yndgcs in the Berlin panel,

called by tradition Hubert van Eyck ; here the

person represented seems to be eight or ten years

older than on the Petersburg shutter.

The last silver-point [Plate I, d] that remains to

be discussed is certainly the first in quality, and one
of the chief treasures of the Boymans Museum.
It represents the bust of a young woman, perhaps
twenty-five years of age, turned to the right and
looking at the spectator, the hands resting on a

})aiapet. The paper is covered with a rather

thick preparation of delicate pure grey, showing
in no way a yellowish or greenish tone, and being,

indeed, almost colourless. With the exception of

the eyelids and of the outlines of the parapet, the

drawing has nowhere been retouched. The
measures are 0,129 byo,88 (5 by3| inches). In the

catalogues of 1852 and 1869 it was attributed to

Holbein, but was given subsequently by Mr.
P. Haverkorn van Rysewyk to a Netherlandish
master, and in 1903 to Kogier van der Weyden.
As a point of comparison my predecessor indicated

the Portrait of a IVonian, by this artist, in Worlitz.

Perhaps the seventeenth - century inscription
" Rogier ", to be read in the right top corner of

the drawing, contributed to the suggestion of his

authorship.

Taking this attribution for granted, I under-
stood that, according to the costume, the portrait

evidently did belong to an early period in the

artist's career. The comparison with the Worlitz
portrait never convinced me, but, this work being
later in date than the silver-point, I supposed
there might turn up an early production, showing
identities of style. But ever since, in the beginning
of 1908, a newly-discovered and very early Pi;r/;7z/7

of a Woman, by Van der Weyden, entered the

Kaiser-Kriedrich Museum, I felt quite certain that

this beautiful silver-point was wrongly attributed

to the master.

First, there is an essential difference in the

degree of plasticity. In the Berlin portrait, all the

details are made as tangible as possible, being
powerfully modelled ; the lips and the eyes
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Notes on some Fifteenth-century Silver-points

becoming almost abnormal ; as to the expression
of the face, the heavy plasticity of detail has rather

a dull effect, just as in the portrait at Worlitz.

This aiming at a " flcmallesque " plasticity, if 1

may call it so, brings the face of the portrait

forward and nearly out of the frame. In the

silver-point it is just the contrary; the worn in

keeps behind the frame, as if she had been placed
in a niche ; here, too, is plasticity, but it is of a

subtle kind, as will be shown further on ; it is not
the plasticity of the pin, painted so that it might
be taken out of the kerchief, as in the Berlin

portrait.

In the second place, there are the essential

differences of the ;;j/s(;c;i,''rtrfd'. Both Rogierand the

master of the silver-point tried to put the hands mto
the portrait. A simple comparison shows in what a

very different way this is done. With Rogier
head and hands are nearly in perfect proportion.

In the silver-point, on the contrary, hands and
body are far too small for the head, and it is only
due to the subtle and compact arrangement that

this incongruity is not at all disagreeably felt.

This last remark suggests at once another
attribution ; but yet I hesitated for nearly two
years before definitely associating this precious

\\\.\\e. grisaille with so eminent a name as Johannes
van Eyck. I examined scrupulously the technique
and style of this drawing, and the assthetic qualities

too. I found that its flawless execution denoted
an ease and a certainty that only the highest skill

and a long experience can produce. This is a

last reason why it cannot possibly be considered
as the early experimental work of a young painter.

As to the analogies of the silver-point with
acknowledged works by Johannes van Eyck, I

shall only point out some of them, leaving to the

reader the function of controlling them.
The woman's right hand must be compared

with the right hand of John dc Lccnxv, in Vienna.
For the composition and the filling up of the

space the so-c<illed Tyniotlicos is to be considered.
Exactly as in the silver-point, one forearm is

stretched along the parapet, the lower part of the

sleeve being hidden by it ; the other forearm is

seen foreshortened ; the hands meet at a corner
of the composition. This arrangement is likewise

seen in the portrait of Baiulouin de Laiinoy, in

Berlin. Compare, too, the folds of the sleeve.

For the penetrating look of the eyes, going straight

to the spectator while the head is turned in another
direction, there is an example in the portrait in the
National Gallery, dated 1433, and identified by
Mr. W. H. James Weale as being John van Eyck's
father-in-law. For the spirit of the whole ccmi-

ception the portrait of Mtiigaret i\in Eyck, in

Bruges, is to be taken into consideration. The
characteristic twisted lips the silver-point has in

common with all these portraits.

As to the technique, a precious document for

testmg it is afforded by the famous silver-point in
the Dresden Print-room representing the Cardinal
Nicholas Albergati. There is an essential difference
to be pouited out first : the Dresden sketch is a
rapid study, intended as a memorandum for a later
portrait, whereas the silver-point in the Boymans
Museum is a highly finished creation in itself.
Seen through a magnifying glass, however, we
discover the same pattern of short dense hatchings
as is to be found round the head and on the
shoulder of the Cardinal of Santa Croce. These
hatchings are so minutely executed that their
effect becomes hazy, and we get the impression of
a delicately washed grisaille. The magnifving
glass discloses many hidden subtleties ; in par-
ticular, and in spite of their lids being spoilt by
new contours, the astounding execution of the
fine, pale eyes, with the light penetrating into the
irides.

In a subtle, unobtrusive manner, space is

suggested everywhere
; yet there are no gaps in

this beatiful compact arrangement. P'irst there is

the parapet as a firm basis ; the right arm as a
second step. Thence arise the large fur borders
modelling delicately the bust and indicating with
their curves the covered shoulders. Over the
latter the large inclining planes of the wings of the
kerchief bend forward and then disappear behind
the head. The eye follows their movement ; as it

follows, too, the graceful lines of the linen wrapper
folded round the tiny neck ; the folds of the fore-

shortened sleeve invite the eyes to move onwards
into the background, as along a flight of steps.

The flat, quiet surface, expanded round the head
by the transparent wings of the linen kerchief,

enhances, by contrast, the plasticity of the features.

And this pl.isticity is obtained, not by modelling
to the extreme, but by an apparently simple
arrangement of lines and planes.

No detail exists for itself, nor could be dispensed
with. This perfect harmony of composition corre-

sponds with a psychological unity. The hands,
resting discreetly on the balustrade, reveal the

same prudence as the intelligent eyes. The inner

woman accords with her surroundings. Fur, linen

and cloth, with their hidden logic of arrangement,
prove a fit setting for the alert, sensitive counte-

nance, and suggest a close connexion between the

exquisite neatness of the dress and a clear, simple

mind. In order to make them attractive, portrait

painters of all times bestowed imaginary qualities

on their models, some beauty and others good-
humour, Leonardo mystery. Lotto melancholy. Van
Dyck distinction, Maurice Quentin espril. Nearly

five centuries after her likeness was set down on
frail paper, this little hourgeoise still excites keen

interest. This largely depends on Johannes van

Eyck, who even to his dullest sitters gave, instead

of fictitious charms, the durable fascination of

intelligence.
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ON SOME OLD CHINESE POTTERY
BY R. L. HOBSON

OR the last two years the attention of

collectors has been attracted more and
more to a large and varied group of

Chinese wares which had previously

been almost unknown and certainly

quite misunderstood in Europe. A fairly repre-

sentative series of these was exhibited at the Bur-

lington Fine Arts Club in the spring of last year,

and since then many more examples and some
fresh varieties have reached this country. The
illustrations which I have been able to give, thanks

to the kindness of Mr. William C. Alexander, will

explain the nature of the ware to which 1 allude,

though they have been selected chiefly for purposes

of comparison and do not pretend to be individu-

ally the most remarkable examples of their kind.

Tire body of the ware varies from a greyish

semi-porcelain to a reddish brown stoneware and

it is usually thick and strongly potted, though the

forms are rarely lacking in graceful simplicity of

outline. The surface decoration is somewhat
complex and it will be convenient to divide it into

the three broad groupings generally employed by

Chinese writers, viz. : painted, carved and relief

decorations.

In the first group the grey or brown body is

almost always dressed with a coating of white slip

and finished with a transparent glaze of warm
creamy tint which is more or less liable to break

into ci'ackle according to its thickness. This com-
bination resulted in an ivory-like appearance

recalling the celebrated Tmg-chou porcelain on

the one hand and the finest white Satsuma on the

other. The painting was e.Kecuted largely in brown-
black slip on the glaze, sometimes in a brown
earthy pigment under the glaze, both of which were

supplemented by a maroon-coloured slip laid on
thickly and in slight relief somewhat after the

manner of the so-called Rhodian red on Turkish

faience. Where the black slip was used in quantity

it often assumed a mottled appearance, lustrous

brown on black, like the " hare's fur " glaze of the

Chien yao tea-bowls. These colours were sup-

plemented later by an orange-red and a green

enamel, and occasionally by underglaze blue.

But a few concrete examples will be more satis-

factory than these generalizations. P'iGURE A is

of red ware with a white slip-coating painted in

thin brown slip with a rapid, impressionist sketch

of a lily on one side and on the other with a

cartouche inscribed with the fancy name of the

artist, Ch'iu-wu (autumn mist) ; on the shoulder

is an oblique band of petals. On the neck is a

passage of glossy black, formed of a black slip

under the transparent glaze. Occasionally, large

areas, as much as half the surface, are covered

with a black or brown glaze of this kind, the

remainder being white with painted ornament.

Figure B is a curious vase furnished with two

tubes on either side of the mouth. A bronze of

similar form is exhibited in the British Museum,
and it is said to have been used in a game, the

object of the competitors being to throw arrows
into the mouth of the vase or, failing that, into the

side tubes. Mr. Alexander's vase is of red-brown
stoneware with the usual white slip coating painted

in black-brown and maroon slips which blend
together in a singularly effective harmony. On
the body are three lions and pearl-symbols and a

band of peony-scrolls, besides formal borders
;

and on the neck are two shaped panels enclosing

Taoist sages under trees, a favourite design with
the painters of these wares, and belts of formal
ornament, rocks and diapers. Figure C shows a

further development in the painting. It is a

similar ware with white wash outside and black-

brown glaze within. The main decoration is in

four panels strongly outlined in black, enclosing
figure scenes traced in red pigment and washed in

with green enamel. In each scene is a nude
infant, first shown on a bed beside his mother who
is fanning him ; next he is held in the arms of a

nurse while his mother is finishing her toilet with
the aid of a mirror ; in the third panel he is standing

by a seated figure in a garden, and in the last he
is walking beside a person whose sex is not easy

to determine, with an attendant following.

Figure D is a flower-pot with grey porcel-

laneous body, slip-wash and a lotus-scroll painted

in brown ; and Figure E has a floral scroll in

similar style but painted in black under a brilliant

turquoise-blue glaze. This last example, while

evidently connected in style with the previous class,

introduces us to a new phase of the ware ; the use

of black under turquoise-blue glaze in a manner
strongly recalling the old Persian and Syrian wares.

There are two vases in this style in the British

Museum decorated in panels containing a Taoist

sage precisely as in FIGURE B, a phoenix-like bird

alighting on the ground, and a hare in foliage.

The last motive has a decidedly Persian flavour,

but the rest of the ornament is purely Chinese.

But we shall return to the question of Persian

aflinities later.'

Figure G serves as a link between the painted

group and that with "carved" decoration. Here
we have the same red-brown body, white slip and
transparent creamy glaze, and the same style of

ornament, this time a camellia-scroll ; but instead

of being painted, the design is incised through the

slip-coating, exposing the dark body beneath, and
the background is marked with small impressed

circles. This is the graffiato decoration used all

the world over, though nowhere, perhaps, more
effectively than in ltaly,and curiously enough many

' Occasionally the tuiquoise glaze is associated with green and
auber.ulMe-purple, as on the sait Is'ai or three-colour Ming
porcciaiji. Mr. K. H. Bensuii has a vase of this kind.
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of the Chinese examples with bold floral designs are
so Italian in feeling that they might easily be, and
indeed have been, taken for quinquecento Italian

work. The Chinese potters made full play with
this grafliato method, and the varieties of effects

which they obtained is astonishing. Changes were
rung on the black, brown and white slips, now
one colour being uppermost and now another.
Sometimes, too, the ground was cut clean away,
and the pattern left standing in contrasting colour,

as in the magnificent black and brown jars with
floral scroll upon the shoulders, of which a fine

example has been recently acquired by the Victoria
and Albert Museum. Elsewhere I have seen a
similar large, wide-shouldered jar with brown
glaze through which the familiar panels with
Taoist sage, etc., are traced with a fine point

;

while another variety has the graffiato decoration
in a white slip washed over with a thin brown or
green glaze. Another effective decoration is

shown in Figure H where the ground is coated
with white slip and the design lightly traced
with a point and then washed in with jet-black

slip. Among the many remarkable specimens
of these wares lent by Mr. Eumorfopoulos to the

Victoria and Albert l\Iuseum there is a wonderful
leaf-shaped pillow decorated in this style with a
tethered bear holding a ragged staft' which might
well have been made for one of the old earls of

Warwick. In the next case is a jar with curious
leaf-decoration which seems to have been made by
actually tracing round living leaves and then cutting
away the design. This mechanical form of graffiato

is combined with a brown-painted inscription

which reads ji'n is'iin Vang (hall of mercy), a kind
of " hall-mark " which seems to point to a compara-
tively recent date of manufacture. Of the third

subdivision, that with decoration in relief, I can
only mention the large fish-bowls with raised

designs, one of which may be seen in the
Eumorfopoulos loan at South Kensington.

It remains to consider the provenance and age
of the various pieces which form this large and
cognate group of wares. The early date usually
assigned to every piece by its vendor should be
received with caution, and due weight must be
given to the obstinate conservatism of the Chinese
potter ; for there is no doubt that these wares were
made in the Sung dynasty and continue to be
made at the present day with differences which
a superficial glance miglit easily fail to detect.

Most of the recent arrivals are reputed to come
from tombs which railway-engineering has laid

bare in Northern China, and many of the finest

pieces show undoubted signs of long burial. But
unfortunately, there is rarely any trustwortliy evi-

dence as to the dates of the tombs in which the
vessels have been found : hence the unusual
interest attaching to the one published instance of

scientific excavation, made by Mr. F, H. Chalfont

O// Some Old Qhinese Pottery

near Wei hsien in Shantung in 1903 and described
by Dr. B. Laufer^ with full illustrations. The tombs
in question were of the Sung dynasty, and not later
than the eleventh century, and their contents
included four examples which bear directly on the
subject of this article. One was a jar similar in form
to Figure C, with light-reddish clay and white
exterior painted in brown with a banc! of light and
rapidly sketched scroll-ornament : another, a bottle,

was dark brown in the lower half, and the upper
half white with sketchy design in brown resem-
bling a bird's wing : a third was a dish of greyish
ware with partial coating of creamy white and
rapidly sketched fungus-ornament in brown. There
is no mistaking the identity of these pieces with
types already described ; and though they afford
little enough ground for generalization, it is clear
at any rate that free, sketchy designs in brown
were characteristic of the Sung period. The
fourth specimen described by Laufer is still more
interesting. It was a dish "with a beautiful gobelin-
blue crackled glaze", painted in black with a
circular panel enclosing "the head and neck of a
bird emerging from the character fn (happiness)
in cursive script". Burial had changed the colour
of the glaze to green in places, but the whole
description and appearance of the piece leave no
doubt in my mind that it belongs to the class with
black designs under a turquoise-blue glaze. If this

is so, we have a Chinese specimen as early as the
Syrian faience with still black painting beneath a
turquoise-glaze found at Rakka, and the question

of Syro-Persian influence again comes to the fore.

The earliest Persian and Syrian wares of this class

do not show the slightest sign of Chinese influence

in their decoration, and there is little doubt that

their origin should be traced to Egypt. On the

other hand intercourse between China and Western
Asia was fully established centuries before the date

of Laufer's dish, and it is likely enough that the

Chinese potter may have borrowed this particular

scheme of decoration from a piece of Near-Eastern

faience. At a later date we see a perfect inter-

change of ideas in this class of ware, Persian

character in the Chinese (witness the hare in the

thicket mentioned above) and borders of Chinese

ju-i heads on Syro-Persian vases.^ Other speci-

mens figured by Laufer include two with dark

brown glaze and others with black, showing
that most of our types are as old as the Sung
dynasty ; but on the other hand we read that

almost all the types found in these Sung tombs are

made at the present day at the neighbouring Po
Shan hsien potteries ; from which Laufer conjec-

tures that the Sung funeral wares might also have

been made at that place. If he is right, we have one

place of origin established for our pots. Another

^Chittcsc Pottery of the Hnn Dynasty, Appendix II.

s There is a Syro-Persian vase of the fourteenth century with

this ju-i ornament in the British Museum.
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claimant with an equally long pedigree is TzTi
Chou in Honan, where, according to Dr. Bnshell/
" at the present day the potteries supply the coarser
articles used by the common people of Peking and
throughout northern Cliina". Dr. Bushcil goes
on to describe a modern example which is now in

the British Museum. It is a wine-flask of greyish
stoneware with creamy white crackled ghize painted
in brown and maroon slips with a floral sprav.

There is no mistaking the method of decoration
which is exactly that of Figure B, and the ware
is superficially similar though differing in having a
lighter coloured body, no slip-coating and a more
crackled glaze of far less solid appearance. Still,

in spite of these discrepancies, which are readily

explained by slight changes of method in the course
of many centuries, the painting of this little flask is

so close in principle to that of Figure B that

on its evidence alone one would not hesitate to

attribute the whole group under discussion to the
Tz'u Chou factories. We must, however, concede
the possibility of two sets of potteries making
ware in deference to Dr. Laufer's conjecture. The
history of the Tz'Ci Chou potteries is traceable from
Sung times.-' A brief reference is made to them in

the " Ko ku yao lun " to the following effect :

"The good specimens are like Ting ware, but
without tear-stains. There are pieces with engraved
ornament and others with painted" ornament : the
plain white wares are more valuable than the Ting.
The recent" specimens are not wortii discussing".
The " Ching-te-chen t'ao lu ", in a fuller account
in Bk, 7, states that the ware was first made at

Tz'u Chou, formerly a dependency of Chang-te fu

in Honan, and now a dependency of Kuang-p'ing
fu in Pechili, and it is called Tz'u ware. The reason
for taking this name is that Tz'u stone* is used here
too as the basis of the pottery body. Fine
specimens of this ware are equal to Ting ware, but
they have not the tear-stains ". There are also

pieces with engraved and painted {Jisin) decoration.

The plain white pieces command a higher price

than Ting ware. In the Sung dynastv the ware
was quite celebrated. It appears that the Tz'u
Chou potters were neighbours to Ting Chou and
used some of the same materials for their pots,

and that the wares of both centres had many
points of resemblance. Indeed, it is stated in the
" Ko ku yao lun" that the inferior Ting wares
had painted (lisiii) dec(jration, from which it will

be inferred either that some of the brown-painted
wares emanated from Ting Chou, or, as is likely

enough, that the Chinese writers did not clearly

* Oriental Ceramic Art. p. 164.
' Burlington Magazine, " Wares of the S.ing 'and Yuan

Dyn isties ", Vol. XV, p. 207 (Au.iJ., IQ09).
" li-Jii hiiJ, lit. cmhroiilercd ornament, which seems t') be a

stick expres.sion in Cliinjse liooks for painted desij^ns.
' The A'l) ku yao lun was first pulilished in 13S7.

"The word tzui, liereuscd, is that in general use for porcelain.
"These tear-stains are merely drops of jjlaze which collected

under the Ting wa' es and were regarded as signs of genuineness.
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distinguish the productions of these neighbouring
potteries. However, in view of these conflicting

claims and our present inability to test them fully,

it will be safer for the time being to describe our
group of pottery as of " T'zu Chou type ". With
regard to the dates of our examples, we have the
Sung specimens with light and sketchy decoration,

figured by Laufer, and the modern flask described
by Dr. Bushell, and we are left to fill up the long
period between these extremes chiefly by analogies

with other wares and by our general knowledge
of the style of various ages—in other words, with
whatever training, taste and instinct we can com-
mand. There is, however, one recorded example
t(T guide us to the intermediate period. In his

exhibition in 18S4 at the Boston Museum of Arts,

Captain Brinkley described a vase similar in

material, size and form to FIGURE C, and like the

Litter painted in red and green, the design

including three panels of Taoist figures

and bands of formal foliage. It was, indeed,

classed in the catalogue as Corean,'" and,
chiefly no doubt for that reason, dated about
1300 A.D. ; but both of these assertions may
be safely disregarded. There is, however, no
reason to doubt the appended note which states

that "the present specimen has been preserved in

the province of Kaga, in Japan, since 1598 ". This
would make it at any rate a Ming specimen of the

Wan Li period, the very time when red and green
decoration was in full vogue on porcelain. We
may fairly assume then that Figure C belongs to

the sixteenth century. P^IGURE B belongs in style

to the same period ; but F'iGURE D and the cog-
nate examples [Figures E and F] I should regard
as a century earlier. That at least is the period to

which the analogous vases with black decoration
imder turquoise-glaze in the British Museum are

considered to belong. The charming beaker
[Figure G] with crackled ivory-glaze and dainty
spray of prunus in brown and maroon is probably
a later example, perhaps of the K'ang Hsi (1662-

1722) or even Yung Cheng period (1723-35).
Potters' marks, though rare, are not unknown

on the Tz'u Chou types of pottery. I have seen
two painted vases with a lightly sketched flower
in brown under the base, and another," with the

character Kung incised in the same position. Mr.
luimorfopoulos has a pillow with impressed seal

of Wang Ch'ih-ming,'- the brown-painted panels
signed with the brush-name Chang ning i jen
(idler of Chang-ning) ; and another with the
name Chang chia, above which are the words Kit

h^inng (old representation) apparently in allusion

to the well-painted figure-subject on the upper

"• The Japanese are responsible for the erroneus attribution of

these wares to Corea. The painted Corean ware is executed in

brciwn under a .greenish or brownish jjl-ize, and has only a
Very superMcial resembl.ince to the T/'u Chou types

" Ilinlni^ton Fine Arts Cataloiiuc, 1910, D. 40,
'- Ibidem, D. 63 and mark 9,
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surface. The brush-name on Figure A and a

"hall-mark" on another piece have been already

mentioned.
Needless to add, there is much more which

might be said and still more to be learnt about
the Tz'u Chou types, including as they do vases

which for breadth of design, fine carving and free

On Some Old Qhiricse Pottery

brush-work can hold their own with the pottery
of any age. But for the present it is enough to
have brought together a few scattered members of
this large and varied group in the hopes that
further collating of examples may bring a fresh
and much-needed increase of information on an
interesting subject.

THREE MORE PIECES OF TZ'U CHOU WARE
BY THE EDITORS
We here publish three more pieces of ware which
undoubtedly belong to the Tz'ii Chou type de-

scribed by Mr. Hobson.
Both the figure, of which the front and back are

illustrated, and the smaller of the two vases have
the ivory-white slip ground over the reddish-brown
substance of the clay, the vase being coated inside

with a brown glaze. The vase measures 12^ in.

by 12 in., and its panel decoration is typical of the

Ming period. The freely drawn floral design may
very well be the work of a fifteenth-century pot-

painter. On the reverse of the side illustrated

is a mysterious figure, with the face half concealed,

plucking an ear of barley. The whole design is

painted in vivid black.

As regards the figure, which measures 8^ by 8,

the date cannot be so easily guessed. It is well

known that the Tz'u Chou potteries make at the

present time large quantities of statuettes of various

deities for the people of Western China, and they

have, no doubt, continued making them in exactly

the same manner from the earliest times. In our
present state of knowledge great caution is required

in assigning a particular image to a definite period.

Mr. Eumorfopoulos exhibited a splendid seated

figure of the Taoist Immortal Chung-li Ch'uan
at the Burlington Fine Arts Club Exhibition of

1910. It was 10^ in. high, powerfully modelled,

and in the typical ivory-surfaced ware of Tz'ii

Chou, the hair and beard and details of the drapery

being finely shaded in brown-black. This was
assigned by the compilers of the catalogue to the

early Ming period, and there is no reason why the

present example should not belong to the same
time. The figure represents Hoshang, better

known tons as the genial Hotel of Japan, the God
of Contentment, who is a favourite everywhere for

his laughing, jovial face and the Falstaffian

rotundity of his figure. Pu-tai Ho-shang, "the
monk with the hempen bag", like another S.

Boniface now to the people of Munich, is reputed

to have appeared as a Chinese priest in the tenth

century, and to have been remembered for his

fatness, his love of children, and his bag contain-

ing " the hundred precious things ". He is seen
here holding the neck of his bag, which appears
behind his back and on which he is resting his

elbow. In addition to the painting in black so

characteristic of this ware, the bag and edges of

the drapery are washed over with a thin reddish

buff slip, which is also used on the mouth. It is

difficult to realize that this plump, laughter-loving

person represents to the Chinese Maitreya, the

Buddhist messiah, and that he is regarded as a

Bodhisattva, and the eighteenth of the Arhats. In

the present example the modeller has emphasized
the humorous aspect of the deity almost aggres-

sively. He is the incarnation of joviality and
good cheer.

The larger vase, which measures 19^ by 12^ in.,

is evidently of exactly the same type as the large,

wide-shouldered jar with brown glaze, and the

figures of a Taoist sage, referred to by Mr. Hobson,

and may possibly be the actual piece. The ware

of which the vase is formed proves to be reddish

where it is exposed under the base. The surface

has been dressed with a white slip, and a coat of

brown slip has then been laid over it. The
decoration has been very distinctly etched through

the brown slip, thus exposing the lighter stratum

beneath and forming the pattern. There are three

panels: in one a taoist sage watching a duck

swimming in a river ; in the second, the same

sage in a similar attitude, who seems to be watch-

ing for the duck to reappear on the surface, for it

has apparently dived ; and in the third a large

flower. There is a floral scroll with large

blossoms on the shoulder of the vase, and formal

bands of ornament distributed over it. Subject

to the reservations already stated, the vase

may be assigned with probability to the sixteenth

century.
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HlSPANO-AR\BIC ART AT MEDINA AZ-ZAHRA
BY BERNHARD AND ELLEN M. WHISHAW

Almansu

HE excavations recently begun at

Medina Az-zahra, the pleasure-city

built in the tenth century by Abder-
rahman III of Cordova, extended by
his son Al-Hakem, and completed by

the Wizir of his weak-witted grandson
Hisham II, are carrying us a long step forward in

our knowledge of Moslem art in Spain during the
most glorious period of Andalucia.' Medina Az-
zahra, " the city of orange blossom," according to

a Spanish play upon the name, was begun in 936
by Abderrahman, to please his mistress, Zahra,
whose statue was sculptured over the principal

entrance.- The city was not completed until 988,
when Almansur was at the zenith of his fame, and
less than a quarter of a century later it was
destroyed and deserted. In 1009 or loio (tlic

precise date is uncertain) the hostility of the

Mudarite-Sunnite party towards the Yemenite-
Shiite Arabs, of whom Almansur was the chief,

culminated in a rebellion against the Khalif
Hisham and the murder of the then Hajib
Abderrahman, son of Almansur, who had died
some eight years previously. The result was a
civil war and the reduction of the capital of the
Cordovan Khalifate to the position of a city tribu-

tary to Seville, which during the whole of the
eleventh century was the court of the powerful Abba-
dite dynasty. From that date Az-zahra has been
uninhabited, and so rapidly had its ruins been
concealed by detritus from the mountains on the
skirts of which it was built, and by the quick
growth of vegetation, that when the geographer,
Idrisi, described Andalucia in the twelfth century,
Az-zahra had almost disappeared. Thus the
period of objects excavated from the buried city

is not open to doubt—a fact wliich gives them a
unique value in the artistic history of the time.

A very cursory glance at the plates illustrating

this paper will show that the class of design in

vogue at .4z-zahra differs radically from the intricate

geometrical decorations which are commonly
known as Arabic. And, stranger still, we perceive
that these designs have little or nothing in common
with the Byzantine-Arabic school of the great
Mosque of Cordova, where even the additions
made by Abderrahman himself bear the impress
of Greece, to which the flowing naturalistic lines

of the sculpture at Az-zahra have no affinity. We
must look to Seville for the explanation of this

difference between the art of Az-zahra and that of
Cordova in the tenth century, when in science,
literature, and history, C'ordova led the world.
And to make the conditions nl the lime clear to

' For a full accoiiiil of tliusc excavations down to Novciiihor
last, see an article in The Tunes, 28 Ucccniber, 1910, entitled An
Arahic PoiVif'tii.

'' On the representations of animate life in early Arabic art,
see an article by the writers in The Ninclcciilh Ccninry. June,
lyio.

our readers we must burden them with a short

historical digression, for we have to show how this

obviously Christian influence found its way into

the Arabic art of mediaeval Andalucia.
The parentage of Abderrahinan III—which is not,

we believe, clearly set out in any published trans-

lation of the Arabic historians—shows that he was
intimately connected with Seville, until the tenth

century the seat of a dynasty hostile to the

Cordovan rule. His mother was a Christian

named Mary, who belonged to the Sevillian royal

family. She was a descendant of the Princess

Sara, grand-daughter of Witiza, the last legitimate

king of the Goths, and of her first husband, Isa

Ibn Musahim, to whom the Princess was given by
the Khalif Hisham of Damascus after the death of

her father Almond, the eldest son of Witiza. Sara,

left an orphan when quite young, went from
Seville to Dainascus and obtained the Khalif's

ratification of a treaty made by her father and his

younger brothers, Artebast and Romulo, with the

Khalif Al-Walid, at the time of the Moslem invasion;

and thus Almond's share of Witiza's estates was
confirmed to Sara and her descendants for ever.

Seville was the capital of Almond's dominions, and
there Sara and her hrst husband Isa, her second
husband Omar Ibn Said Al-Lakhmi, and their

descendants ruled as kings for tw^o centuries after

Andalucia was nominally subject to Islam. For
many years before the accession of Abderrahman
III, the throne of Cordova had been tottering

under the prolonged civil war provoked by the mis-

government of the Ommeyad Sultan, Abdullah, and
his younger son, Al-Motref. Their adversaries

were a powerful Gotho-^'emenite coalition com-
posed of all the Christians, Yeinenite Arabs, and
families of mixed Christian and Moslem descent in

the territory of Seville, aided by other descendants
of Witiza and their friends and allies from
Toledo and Kashtulah (the Roman Castulo).

For reasons which need not be here given,

Mohammed, Abdullah's eldest son, joined the
forces that were fighting the Cordovese ruler,

became their leader, and married his wife Mary
at Seville in 980. Five years l.itcr he was captured
by his brother Al-Motref, and thrown into prison,

where he is said to have been murdered. His
only child, Abderrahman, was then four years old,

and in the court of the Beni Hejjaj (chiefs of the

eldest br.mch of Princess Sara's numerous
descendants at Seville) he was known as Ibn al-

Maktul, " the son of the assassinated one ". Before

913, when Abdullah died, he named Abderrahman
as his heir, the young Prince having then been
living for some years with his gr.mdfather at the

Ommeyad court at Cordova. And when Abderrah-
man ascended the throne the whole of the Gotho-
Yemenite coalition in the territory of Seville

volunl.irilv suliiuitted to his rule. Here then we
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have an explanation of Abderrahman's fondness for

the art which flourished in Seville, his own and his

mother's birthplace, and the home of his early

youth. Xow let us see what were the influences

which had combined to make that art so widely
different from the contemporary school of Cor-
dova. At the time of Witiza's death Seville was the

centre of the wealth and culture of the Gothic
aristocracy. Consequently, when the Yemenite
Arabs were established here by Musa Ibn Noseir,
himself a Yemenite, they found an advanced
material civilization displayed before their

assimilative minds, and the strong Gotho-Roman
feeling in the ancient architecture of Seville proves
how readily they accepted what was offered to

them. But another factor played a part in the
art-history of this cosmopolitan city ; for the

Yemenite Arabs brought in their train numbers
of servants, workmen, and artists, described by
their own historians as "Egyptians". These
were the Copts, whose compatriots were freely

employed by the earlier Moslems to build mosques
and palaces in Kgypt, and who under the protec-

tion of the Fatimite Khalifs developed their art to

a high pitch of excellence.^

To this day, wherever—according to Akhbar
Majmua and other early histories—Egyptiansdwclt
in Andalucia under Islam, we notice the survival

of Egyptian tradition. Egyptian symbolism
figures in an infinity of conventionalized birds,

lions, gazelles, eagles or vultures, jackals, and so

forth, in pairs and affronted, alongside of the Tree
of Life, or Paradise, as no " lions of Leon " ever

were. Egyptian, too, is the deeply-rooted love of

strange denaturalized forms of the hare, the dragon-

fly (which to the Copt symbolized the Holy
Spirit) the Uranus or royal serpent, and above all,

the sun and the lotus. And curiously Egyptian
in feeling are certain rude stone images which we
find especially in what was " the territory of

Seville ", representing oranics or praying figures

derived from the mystic Ka, S. Mary of Egypt in

the wilderness, S. Catherine of Alexandria with

her wheel, and seated figures of the Virgin and
Child, obviously suggested by ancient sculptures

of Isis with Horus on her knee. In San Andres,

an imrnemorially old church in Seville, which
must once have been a Christian-Roman basilica,

there are even Hathor-headed capitals of singular

design, flanked by lolus-brackets projecting from
the wall. We see then how completely this Coptic

Christianity worked hand in hand with the

Christianity of the Visigoths in the mixed commu-
nity ruled by the Christian Princess Sara and lier

Moslem husbands in the capital of the Gotho-
Yemenite dominions.

It is not surprising that the art of Seville

advanced along the same lines as that of Fostat at

' For evidence of the settlement o( Ccpts in Seville see an

nrliclc by the wi iters in 7//t SiiicUciilh Ccutuiy, Marcb, igii.

this period, for not only were there Copts living
and working here all the time, but the Beni Hejjaj,
who ruled as kings at Seville in virtue of their
descent from the Gothic royal family, exchanged
gifts and commerce with Egypt, and, like the
Fatimites, maintained a refinement of manners far

in advance of what is commonly attributed to
mediaeval monarchs. Ibrahim Ibn Hejjaj, the
last ruler of the line, whose son acknowledged
the supremacy of his cousin Abderrahman, is

said to have l^een one of the noblest princes
of Islam, and at his court even slaves and
singing girls were educated, and often attained
a high level of literary and artistic excellence. In
short, there is no indication in the narrative of
Ibn Hayyan, who wrote from the Cordovese
point of view, that that capital was at all on
a level with Seville in civilisation or refinement
previous to the reign of Abderrahman III. It is

therefore not surprising that the youthful ruler of
a now united nation should have introduced in his

own capital the artistic and other ideas of his

mother's people. The Gotho-Yemenite civilization

was essentially domestic, artistic, and industrial,

while the Mudaritc Arabs were fighters first and
litterateurs next, heartily despising the peaceful
tastes of their racial adversaries, and not distin-

guished for any special artistic talent themselves.
But when the Gotho-Yemenite arts and industries

became fused with the Mudarite military activities

and passion for literature, an amazing progress
was made in the power, wealth, and general in-

tellectual development of Moslem Spain. The
Moslems were for the time being welded into

homogeneity by the accident that their hereditary

monarch had the blood of both the opposing races

in his veins. And while the nation prospered so
greatly both at home and abroad, the p.ilace and
city of Az-zahra were built by the finest artists to

be found among both peoples, and became a
dream of beauty which, if half what its historians

tell us be true, must have rivalled the fairy visions

of the Arabian Nights.

As yet only a very small part of the buried town
has been exposed, and, owing to injudicious

activity on the part of workmen unskilled in this

especially delicate labour, at lirst little or nothing
was extracted whole, and only scanty fragments are

as yet exhibited in the archaeological museum of

Cordova. It cannot but be a matter for deep
regret that greater care was not exercised in the

excavation of such invaluable relics of a past

civilization, for it is difficult to believe that it

would have been impossible for skilled diggers to

extract some, at least, of them in a better con-

dition. Fortunately, the Spanish Government and
the Academies of History' and Art are now interfer-

ing to secure that the excavations shall in future be
more carefully conducted, and we may hope that

ere long not only glass in larger pieces, but vessels
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of baked clav—an industry carried to great per-

fection in tiiis country—and many other relics

may be obtained for the instruction of students of

this period in Arabic art. Meanwhile, in the

absence of better specimens, we hope that the^^e

examples, broken and fragmentary though they

be, will have an interest for amateurs of early

Mohammedan art. There are, it is true, exhibits

in the modest little museum at Cordova which

were found in previous years on the land beneath

which Medina Az-zahra lies awaiting resurrection

;

and happily some of these are not only whole, but

highly instructive. Undoubtedly, however, the

most 'important result of the excavations so far is

the sculpture, no matter how damaged, for this,

like the Fatimite work, gives evidence of its direct

descent from that of the Copts in the early

centuries of Egyptian Christianity. We have

placed various examples together in order to show
the family likeness.

DESCRIPTION OF THE ILLUSTRATIONS
Of the line blocks in the text, figure i represents

carved decoration in the primitive Coptic Church

of Akhnas in Egypt, and is reproduced here from
" L'Art Copte ",' by permission of the author.

Monsieur Gayet, and the publishers, MM. Alcide

Picard et Kaan, Paris ; figure 2 represents a piece

of Fatimite sculpture, dating between 1036 and

1094, and is reproduced from M. Gayet's " L'Art

Arabe ", by the same permission.

[Plate I, Figs. A and B.] These portions of

Almansur's well-head or fountain-basin constructed

for Az-zahra were found at Seville some years ago.

In Fig. A appear the ancient idols of Yemen, the

winged lions and the eagle. The eagle, from what
remains of the head, might be the vulture of Mut.

The jackal of Anubis, god of the shades of night

and enemy of Osiris and the sun ; and the gazelle,

the emblem of impurity, are trampled upon by the

eagle of Yemen. All the animals are in pairs and
affronted in accordance with Egyptian symbolism.

This sculpture bears curious witness to the in-

eradicable force of tradition among the people

exiled from Arabia Felix, and of the equally per-

sistent Egyptian mysticism piercing the thin skin

of Coptic Christianity. Figure B has a special
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interest because it bears the following inscription,

according to the Spanish translation made by Sr.

Don Rocirigo Amador de los Rios on the discovery

of the fragment :

—

Al-mansur .\bi Amir Mohnmmcd Ibn Ahi Amir (God prosper

him) of th.it which he ordered to be done for the Alc.izar of Az-

z.ihira, and it was finished with the help of God and his good

assistance under the direction of . . . (part of name missing)

Annasir Al Amiri the year 377 (a.d. 988).

We are indebted to SeiTor Gestoso for permission

to reproduce a photograph already produced in

his " .Sevilla monumental y artistica ".

[F"iG. C] There is no evidence at present to

what use this fine and well-preserved entablature

from Az-zahra was originally put.

[Plate II.] P'igure D also represents carved

decoration in the church of Akhnas, and is

reproduced from "L'Art Copte", in the same
circumstances as the line blocks. We take this

opportunity of making our grateful acknowledg-

ments to Monsieur Gayet for other valuable in-

formation concerning Copto-Arabic designs, which
he has acquired in Egypt since his book was
written.
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Hispafw-Arahic Art at Meditia Az-zahra
Figure E is given to show the decoration of

an archway in tlie Alcazar of Seville (of course
restored), which appears to us an eleventh-

century development of the Copto-Arabic style of

the previous century at Az-zahra and in Egypt.
It is not the only ornament of this beautiful style

in the Seville palace, although the best of the

others, which are bordered by Arabic inscriptions,

have suffered severely by the addition of details of

a very different school at the time when the Alcazar
was " restored and improved " for the wedding of

Charles V. The numerous capitals from Az-zahra
which we see in this Alcazar constitute another
interesting problem. Arabic authors state that no
less than three thousand were employed in the
palace of Abderrahman, and such minute details

of their place of origin and cost are given, that we
are compelled to accept the statement as based
on fact.

Figure F includes several fragments of sculp-

tured stone of the Sierra of Cordova, recently

excavated at Az-zahra. They show, we think, to

what a height of technical skill the artists trained

in the Copto-Arabic school of Seville had arrived.'

The carving is executed much more sharply and
s better defined thafi that of the Seville well-head.

But the latter was doubtless worn down by several

hundred years of use and exposure in Seville

before it was walled up in the place where it was
found, while the other work has been protected
by the earth since the tenth century. Whether
Almansur rejected the well-head because it was
not completed in time—his palace having been
finished in 988—or whether Motamid Ibn Abbad,
the Yemenite king of Seville, brought it here from
Az-zahra at the time when he used so many of

the Az-zahra capitals in the building of his new
palace within the walls of the old Roman citadel,

there is nothing to show. The last seems most
probable.

[Figures G and H.] These two figures illustrate

some fragments of exquisite glass from the excava-

tions at Az-zahra, which were sold to us by a

woman who collects curios for dealers in Cordova
and Seville. Having seen many such pieces lying

about the hut of the labourers employed on the

work of excavation, we knew that she was quite

correct in asserting that this glass came from there.

Figure G represents the neck of a bottle of dull

green glass flecked with what look like specks of

gold, with two fragments of a drinking vessel

flaked with a metal which shines like silver.

Of course it would be easy to have the material

tested, and learn what it actually is. But the

relics are so excessively fragile, and their surface

has been so injured by exposure to sunshine and
* This work should be comp.ired with the marble tracery of

a window lately exposed in the course of the restoration of the
Mosque of Cordova. The technical perfection of the pierced
marble is not surpassed in any later example. It is of a design
popular in Egypt under the Fatiiiiitcs.

rain at the works since their excavation, that we
have not cared to have them handled. Although
their composition would doubtless interest a
chemist, we ourselves set more store by the artistic

side of our nine-hundred-years old glass. The
drinking vessel is very like a small glass still in use
here, known by the traditional name of a caiia
because it was the measure of a portion of a drink
prepared from the sugar cane (cai'ia) and given to
servants in the morning by their masters before
the day's work began. The Moslems also had a
drink extracted from the juice of the sugar-cane,
and it seems more than probable that the liquor
as well as the form of the vessel known by that
name was in vogue at Az-zahra previous to 1009.
F"lGURE H represents the bases of five cups or
bowls and a portion of one side of a bowl of the
same beautiful silvered glass as the drinking vessel

in F^IGURE G. All these small fragments of glass are
so heavy in proportion to their size that at the first

touch casual observers take them to be silver, not
glass. The high light on the glistening silvery

sheen detracts from the clearness of the designs in

the photograph, but enough is visible to show
their extreme delicacy and advanced technique.
Figure

J
represents some of the capitals already

mentioned, as they are exhibited, piled one on the
other, in the Cordova Museum, and a fair idea of

their general design may be obtained from our
examples. The style would seem to have origi-

nated in the Corinthian capitals set up in Spain
under the Roman dominion, and still freely

scattered about the country when the ^Moslems
came, combined with the favourite palm-leaf
capital found in Egj'pt. But the whole surface

of the Az-zahra capitals is covered by so great a

wealth of decoration that the root- ideas are prac-

tically lost sight of. This especial work is, we
believe, peculiar to Az-zahra, for we have not as

yet found it anywhere save in places to which the

Az-zahra remains may well have been conveyed.
But among all the examples that we have studied

in Seville and at Cordova we have found no two
precisely alike. The fertility of invention in these

tenth-century artists seems to have been inex-

haustible. There are over fifty Az-zahra capitals

in the Seville Alcazar and in the arcade which
bounds one side of its gardens. Unfortunately,

in the arcade the exquisite work is defaced by a
ghastly travesty of rockwork, set up, so we have
been told, by Fernando VII during his two years'

residence there. But within the palace they

are seen in all their beauty, and many hours
may be spent in examining their variety of detail.

Almost all the rest of the three thousand must
still be buried in the ruins of Az-zahra. Whether
similar capitals were ordered by Almansur for

his own buildings at Az-zahra remains to be
proved. In the three terraces of villas so far

exposed they have not been found. Our
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impression, juds^ing from tlie stern simplicity of

his addition to tlie Mosque of Cordova—where

the capitals, although of the palm-lcaf form, are

entirely destitute of other decoration— is that he

had a severer instinct in art than the magnificent

Khalif.

Finallv, we would again call attention to another

extremely interesting relic whicli is already well

enough known by iUustration to dispense us from

reproducing it again : the bronze hybrid, half

horse, half stag, which was procured for the

Museum of Cordova when the Hieronymite Monas-
tery built over the ruins of Abderrahman's palace

at Az-zahra was dissolved. It may well be one of

the many creatures which, according to the his-

torians, Abderrahman placed on his fountains, for

the water to pour through their mouths. A mini-

ature animal of the same style has recently found

its wav from Cordova into the shop of a curio-

dealer in Seville.

NOTES ON THE COLLECTIONS FORMED BY THOMAS
HOWARD, EARL OF ARUNDEL AND SURREY, K.G.

BY LIONEL CUST
' HERE is no name more familiar in the

history of art than that of Thomas
Howard, Earl of Arundel and Surrey,

who is usually looked upon as the

pioneer of art-collectors, certainly in

England, and as equally distinguished for his

connoisseurship and the value of the collections

which he made. The importance of these collections

for art-historians is so great that any information

bearing on Arundel and his methods and oppor-

tunities for collecting can hardly help being of

some use to students. As for the Earl of Arundel

himself, it can be shown that in him the instinctive

craze of collecting was probably hereditary, that

it was promoted and carried on by his wife, Lady
Alethea Talbot, a lady of singularly strong

character with a powerful influence over her

husband, and that the motive of collecting was

stimulated by rivalry with great collectors on the

Continent such as the Emperor Rudolph U, at

Vienna.
For the hereditary instinct it is necessary to go

back to the days of Henry FitzAlan, twelfth Earl of

Arundel, born about 151 1, the godson of King

Henry V'lll. This Earl of Arundel, who was one of

the most powerful noblemen of his day, was Lord
Chamberlain to King Henry VHI and King

Edward VI, and Lord Steward of the Household

to Queen Mary and Queen Elizabeth, until his

deatTi in 15S0. Alter the death of Henry VIII, to

whom the E.irl of Arundel was related through

his marriage with Lady Katherine Grey, daughter

of Thomas Grey, Marquess of Dorset, K.G., who
was first cousin' to the King, the Earl of Arundel

became possessed, by exchange of lands, of the

incomplete palace of Nonsuch near Cheam, where

he resided and entertained Queen Elizabeth.

There and in his London residence he formed a

collection of pictures and works of art and a

library, which is described as " righte worlhye of

remembrance ". This I'.arl of .Arundel was the last

male representative of the house of FitzAlan, for he

had onlyoneson, Heniy, l.ordMaltraverSjWhodied
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young while on an embassy in the Netherlands in

1556, and two daughters of whom the eldest, Jane,

w-asmarriedto John, Lord Lumley,andtheyounger,
Mary, to Thomas Howard, fourth Duke of Norfolk.

Nonsuch Palace and its books and pictures devolved

upon Lord and Lady Lumley, who had resided

there with the Earl of Arundel. John, Lord
Lumley, deserves to rank with Thomas Howard,
Earl of Arundel, among the great English col-

lectors of works of art. The inventory of his

collection at Lumley Castle of " Marbles, Pictures

and tables in Paynture", etc., taken in 1590, the

manuscript of which still exists at Lumley Castle,

and has been presented in Miss Edith Milner's

" Records of the Lumleys ", is a startling proof of

Lord Lumley's collecting proclivities. The fame

of his library has been handed down to genera-

tions of bibliophiles. The bulk of the books and

manuscripts came to Henry, Prince of Wales, and

by degrees into the British Museum. Some of the

pictures described in the Lumley inventory of

1590 can be traced into the possession of Thomas,
Earl of Arundel, a half-century later.

Jane FitzAlan, Lady Lumley, died in 1577, and

in i=;82 I^ord Lumley married, as his second wife,

Elizabeth, daughter" of John, Lord Darcy of

Chiche, who survived him. Lord Lumley died

himself in April, 1609, leaving no children by

either wife, or any direct heir. His great collec-

tion of portraits and other pictures was for the

greater part dispersed after his death, but it may
be conjectured with some probability that a certain

number of them, especially portraits of family

interest, passed by virtue of direct descent to the

only surviving representative of Henry FitzAlan,

Earl of Arundel, namely, the aforesaid Thomas
Howard, Earl of Arundel, by right of his grand-

mother, Mary FitzAlan, Duchess of Norfolk.

This ladv, who married Thomas Howard, fourth

Duke of' Norfolk, in 1553, died shortly after her

marriage, leaving an only child, Philip, godson of

the King of Spain. The Duke of Norfolk took

part in the conspiracies relating to Mary, Queen
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of Scots, and was attainted and beheaded in 1572,
when all his honours were forfeited. His eldest
son, Philip, succeeded, however, by right of
inheritance through his mother to 'the feudal
earldom of Arundel with the baronies of FitzAlan
and :\Ialtravers. He was, however, involved in

political troubles, attainted and deprived of his

honours, and thrown a prisoner into the Tower in

1595. His only son by his wife, Anne Dacre,
Thomas Howard, succeeded only to the barony
of Maltravers by courtesy, but on the accession of

King James I in 1603 he was restored to the
earldom of Arundel, and in addition to the earl-

dom of Surrey, which had been dormant since
the attainder of the fourth Duke of Norfolk. He
was thus in possession of the titles of Arundel and
Surrey at the death of Lord Lumley in 1609.

It was in this very year, 1609, that Thomas Howard,
Earl of Arundel, started on his lirst journey to the

Continent. He had in 1606 married LadyAlethea
Talbot, daughter of Gilbert, seventh Earl of

Shrewsbury, a god-daughter of Queen Elizabeth,

and grand-daughter of the famous " Bess of

Hardwick " many of whose imperious characteris-

tics she seems to have inherited. In 1608 Arundel
had succeeded in recovering Arundel House in

Devon, the former residence of his ancestors the

FitzAlans. The first journey of the Earl and
Countess of Arundel to the Continent seems to

have been incurred for reasons of health. It

extended to the Netherlands, France and Italy, and
it was evidently during this journey that they

acquired the taste for collecting works of art and
rarities. Arundel himself was a poor man for his

great position as Premier Earl, since the King,

while restoring to him some of the dignities of the

FitzAlan and Howard families, had not restored to

him all the revenues of their estates. The countess,

however, as an heiress of her father, the Earl of

Shrewsbury, w^as possessed of great wealth, and it

would appear that it was mainly with her money
that the great Arundel art-collections were formed.

On his return to England Arundel was advanced
in the royal favour and in 161 1 was made a Knight
of the Garter. At the marriage of Princess

Elizabeth to the Prince Palatine in February 1613

the Earl of Arundel officiated as one of the chief

offtcers of state, and he was one of the four noble-

men especially selected to escort the bride and
bridegroom home to Heidelberg, where he was for

a short time their guest. After the earl's return

from this m.ission, he and the countess went
abroad again to Italy, and returned in November
1615. It was probably during this journey that

they became known as collectors of works of art

on a very compreiiensive scale, and th.it they

were specially interested in paintings by Titian and
Giorgioneand other North Italian artists. So much
did they believe in the advantage of Continental

experience, that they determined to educate their

own sons abroad. Moreover, Arundel began to
find it necessary to employ agents on the Continent
to look out for works of art and acquire them.
Edward Norgate, a miniature painter and heraldic
pamter, who had been instructor in these arts to
Arundel's sons, was employed to go to Italy for
this purpose. At Frankenthal in the Palatin.ite,
Arundel picked up one Hendrik van der Borcht, an'

artist and dealer, settled there from Brussels, and
took the son of the same name into his permanent
service as a custodian of his collections.

Amb.issadors at various courts were pressed into
Arundel's services, and were anxious to do him,
and themselves, a good turn. Sir Dudley Carleton
at The Hague, Sir Isa.ic Wake at Turin, Sir Francis
Coftington in Spain, all contributed to the forma-
tion of the Arundel Collection. Sir Thomas Roe,
ambassador to the great Mogul and to Persia, was
a Iriend and correspondent of Arundel, and on his
recommendation the earl employed a special agent,
William Petty, a scholar, who became chaplain in
the Arundel household, to collect marbles, in-

scriptions and manuscripts. In this latter venture
Arundel found a formidable rival and antagonist
in George Villiers, Duke of Buckingham, who
employed Petty's services for a similar purpose.
Through Carleton, Arundel became connected with
Daniel Nys, who was the chief agent in negotiating
the sale of the great Manluan collection to King
Charles I, and Arundel took a great interest in the
break up of the collections at Mantua. From
1615 until after the accession of King Charles I,

the Earl of Arundel himself seems to have remained
in England, and to have carried on his collections
by the agencies alluded to. In 1618 portraits were
painted by Paul van Somer of the earl and countess,
the earl seated in his sculpture gallery, the countess
in the picture gallery. One pair of these portraits
is at Arundel Castle, and another at Welheck
Abbey. In these portraits the Countess of Arundel
wears the famous I.H.S. brooch in diamonds,
which had been the property of Anne Dacre,
Countess of Arundel, and remained in the posses-
sion of the Countess Alethea up to the day of lier

death, and is mentioned in the inventoiy of her
effects. In 1620, however, the Countess of Arundel
was again on her travels, for in June of that year
she was in Antwerp, on her way to Italy, where
she was taking her sons to be educated. While at

Antwerp she sat for her portrait to Rubens, and
became acquainted with the young Anthony van
Dyck, then an assistant in Rubens' studio. It was
almost certainly owing to this meeting that Van
Dyck was persuaded to try his fortunes in England
that year. The countess then proceeded to Italy,

vviiere siie resided for some time in a I.irge villa

near Venice, and became rather a notable per-

sonage. In August, 1622, Tizianello, cousin of

Titian, dedicated to her an anonymous life of

Titian, and the number of works in the Arundel
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Collection ascribed to Titian is a proof of the

special interest taken by the Arundels in the works
of the Venetian school. Van Dyck fonnd the

Countess of Arundel at Venice in 1622, and
became attached to her suite. He followed her

back on her return journey across North Italy,

but resisted an invitation to accompany her to

England, whither she returned early in 1623. The
Earl of Arundel, now Earl-Marshal and Premier
Earl, at the time of the accession of King Charles I,

fell into disgrace at Court owing to the marriage

of his son, Lord Maltravers, with Lady Elizabeth

Stuart, daughter of the Duke of Lenox, and a

cousin of the King. For this offence Arundel

was confined in the Tower of London until

the royal anger had abated. He was, how-
ever, too important a personage to remain for

long unemployed, and when, in 1632, the King's

sister, Elizabeth of Bohemia, was left a widow
in Holland, the King deputed the grave and
serious Earl of Arundel, who had escorted her

on her bridal journey, to convey to the Queen a

letter of condolence, and an invitation to take up
her residence in England. With this royal lady

the life of the Earl of Arundel was still

further to be connected. The recovery of

the Palatinate for his nephew, the Elector

Charles Lewis, was an important part of Charles

I's policy. France, England, Holland, Spain,

Sweden, and Austria were all involved in these

intrigues, and the Continent was devastated by war.

In 1636 Charles I sent the Earl of Arundel on a

mission to Vienna to try to negotiate with the

Emperor on behalf of his nephew, the Elector

Palatine. As Envoy Extraordinary he travelled in

state to Austria, and was received as a state visitor in

Holland by the Queen of Bohemia, the Prince and
Princess of Orange, and the States-General, at

Nuremberg, Ratislion, and Vienna. The mission

was a complete failure, and Arundel, who was no
diplomat and not sanguine of success in his

mission, seems to have been more interested in the

acquisition of works of art and curiosities than in

the tiresome business which he had been sent out

to negotiate. It was on this journey that he was
able to indulge his special taste for the works of

Holbein and Albrecht Diirer. Presents were

made to the English Ambassador during his

progress: the Bishop of Wurzburg gave him a

MadoiDia by Durer ; the town of Nuremberg two
pictures by Durer as a present to the King ; while

at Nuremberg Arundel bought for himself the

famous library of Bilibald Pirkheimer, the friend

and correspondent of Durer. Diner's Madonna
travelled with .Arundel in his coach " more worth
than all the toyes I have gotten in Germany". At

Antwerp on this journey he became acquainted

with the engraver W'enzel Hollar, and brought

him over to England to engrave his collections.

On this journey also he acquired the famous
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cabinet of rarities collected by Daniel Nys, of

which more was to be heard hereafter. These
were packed ready on board ship early in 1637, the

goods comprising " many thousands most excellent

pieces of painting and Bookes", which were
delayed at Rotterdam by the ice in the river.

Eventually the collections reached London safely

and were bestowed at Arundel House, where the

King in person made a special visit to the earl and
countess to inspect their new treasures, including

the two paintings by DiJrer, sent by the town of

Nuremberg. The Earl of Arundel now found him-
self forced into a prominent share of the civil and
military troubles, just about to begin. Though
no soldier by instinct or profession, he was
appointed general of the King's army in the north
of England. Two years later, in 1640, he was
made Lord Steward of the Household and Captain
General of the forces south of the Trent. In 1641
he acted as Lord High Steward at the trial of

the Earl of Strafford, but found himself quickly

out of sympathy with either the Court or the

Parliamentary party. Born and bi"ed in the

Church of Rome, he had conformed to the

Protestant religion in England, but his sincerity

was as much doubted by the one party as by the

other. The eccentric and imperious demeanour of

the countess no doubt added to his difficulties. A
relief from his Court engagements was afforded in

July 1641, when the exiled Queen of France, Marie
de' Medicis, brought to a close her long and
unwelcome visit to her daughter and son-in-law

the King and Queen of England. The Earl and
Countess of Arundel were appointed to escort the

Queen Mother to Cologne, where the countess
remained in attendance. The earl himself went
to Utrecht, where liis grandsons were being
educated, one of whom is represented with his

grandfather in the famous double portrait by Van
Dyck, and then returned to England. This was
only, however, for a short time. In May, 1641, the

Princess Royal, the eldest child of Charles I and
Henrietta Maria, was married in London to the

young Prince William of Orange. The trouble

between King and Parliament increased to

such an extent that when it became necessary for

the young couple to start for the Prince's home in

Holland, the Queen decided that she would escort

her daughter in person. She started in February
1642 and crossed from Dover to the Hague. The
Earl of Arundel was again deputed to convev the

royal party to Holland, and it would appear that

he now determined not to return to his native

country again, but to remain permanently on the

Continent. After parting with his wife in the

]irevious year he had made a will at Dover on
September 3, 1640, leaving all his goods to her.^

He now left the countess at Antwerp and travelled

' See Historical Anecdotes ofSome of llic Howaiil Fninily, by llic

Honuurable Charles HowarJ, Esq., 17C9.
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once more tlirough F'nince to Italy, accompanied
by his grandsons, and eventually settled at Padua.
Not wishing to be parted from their collections, the

countess ordered that everythingwhichwas portable

in the way of pictures, statuary, drawings and rari-

ties should be sent out to her in Holland. Mean-
while Arundel was summoned back to England,
but declined to return, though he contributed

liberally to the royal cause. For this reason and
because lie was reputed with his wife to be of the

Catholic religion his estates and houses in England
were seized by the Parliament and their revenues

sequestrated.

In lune, 1645, J^^''^'^
Evelyn was at Padua, and

met the Earl of Arundel, " a famous collector of

paintings and antiquities", who showed him some
of the sights of the town. On the Easter Monday
of the following year Evelyn was again at Padua,
preparing to return to England. He writes that

he " was invited to breakfast at the Earle of

Arundel's. I tooke my leave of him in his bed,

where I left that greate and excellent man in teares

on some private discourse of crosses that had
befall'n his illustrious family, particularly the un-
dutifulness of his grandson Philip's turning

Dominican Friar and the miserie of his Countrie

now embroil'd in civil war. He caused his gentle-

man to give me directions, all written with his

owne hand, what curiosities I should inquire after

in my journey ". Arundel did not survive much
longer, as he died on October 4 following at

Padua. His body was conveyed by his son Lord
Mowbray, and his grandson Henry, who eventually

succeeded him as Earl of Arundel, back to England
and buried at Arundel Castle.

The Countess of Arundel had remained in the

Netherlands, and does not seem to have seen her

husband again after they parted at Antwerp in 1642.

Under her husband's will she became possessed of

all his collections, but as their estates were still

sequestrated by the Parliament, she was unable to

get access to the collections, which remained in

London at Arundel House, and Tart Hall, S.

James's. The countess took up her residence at

Amersfoort in Holland, in the neighbourhood of

Queen Elizabeth of Bohemia, with whose fortunes

those of the Earl and Countess of Arundel had

been so often associated. Their third son William
Howard, who had married the heiress of the Stafford

family, and been created in 1640 Viscount Stafford,

seems to have been her favourite son and to have

shared her exile, after a rather varied career as a

young man on the Continent. The countess's eldest

son had died young ; her secondson, who was with

his father at the time of his death at Padua,

succeeded to his titles and estates, but died at

Anmdel House in April, 1652. His eldest son,

Thomas, had been afflicted mentally, while with his

grandfather at Padua, where he remained in seclusion

until his death in 1677, although the dukedom of

Norfolk was revived by King Charles U in his

favour. When the Countess of Arundel fell into

weak health she moved herself and her collections

to a house on the Cingel, one of the principal canal
th(n-oughfares in Amsterdam. There she died in

1654, and her son, Lord Stafford, at once pro-
pounded a nuncupative will in his own favour and
proceeded to dispose of her collections at

Amsterdam as quickly as he could. Meanwhile
the representatives of the Howard family in

England, the head of the family being a lunatic

at Padua, were his brothers Henry Howard, after-

wards sixth Duke of Norfolk and Charles Howard
of Greystoke. They intervened on behalf of the

family and sent Sir Edward Walker, Garter King
at Arms, who had formerly been in the Earl of

Arundel's service, to stop the sale. A number of

pictures had, however, already been disposed of to

the Spanish Ambassador in London, to Jabach, the

Cologne merchant, and to the agent of the Arch-
duke Leopold. A lawsuit ensued and an inquiry

into the disposal of the countess's effects. A copy
of these proceedings has lately been discovered in

the Public Record Office by Miss Mary Cox, but the

original papers cannot at the moment be traced.

Among other details of extreme interest relating to

the disposal of the Countess of Arundel's property,

a complete inventory is given of the pictures and
rarities in possession of the countess at the time of

her death. It would appear that the lawsuit ended
in a compromise, the remaining property being

divided among her sons : Arundel House and its

contents to the holders of the Arundel title. Tart

Hall and its contents to Lord Stafford, whose name
is connected with the site in S. James's Park to

the present day, and another share to Mr. Howard
of Greystoke.

The' dukedom of Norfolk was revived for the

above-mentioned Thomas, who was a lunatic at

Padua, and again for his brother. On the failure

of that line, the dukedom was again revived for

the children of the aforesaid Charles Howard of

Greystoke, whose line in turn failed, so that the

dukedom came to the descendants of a still younger

branch. During the transitions the remnants of

the great Arundel collection suffered more than

one dispersal by sales or inheritance, so that little

remains at this day in the possession of the present

Duke of Norfolk, as a direct inheritance from his

great ancestor, the Earl of Arundel. In view of

these circumstances it is of particular interest

to note that one painting, the famous whole-length

portrait of Christina, Duchess of Milan, by Holbein,

can be traced as forming part of the Arundel col-

lection from the days of the great Fitz.Alan, Earl of

Arundel, through Lord Lumley at Lumley Castle,

through the great Earl of Arundel, through the

countess in her exile at Amsterdam, and through all

the dispersals of the family property down to the

day when it was acquired from the present Duke of

Norfolk by the National Art-Collections Fund as a

gift to the National Gallery.
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IXVEN'TORY OF PICTURES, ETC., IN THE POSSESSION
OF ALETHEA, COUNTESS OF ARUNDEL, AT THE
TIME OF HER DEATH AT AMSTERDAM IN 1654.

The following list of pictures and objects of

art, forming part of the Arundel Collection m
1654, has been found in a bulky volume of pro-

ceedmgs in the Court of Delegates in the case of

Arundel v. Stafford, now preserved in the Public

Record OtSce.'

In September, 1641, Thomas, Earl of Arundel,

the great collector, when waiting at Dover to

conduct the Queen Mother to Flushing, made a

will providing that liis treasures should be declared

heirlooms by a deed, which, however, was never

executed. A few months later he and his wife

escorted the Princess Mary to her husband, the

Prince of Orange. From this mission the earl and

countess never returned to England ; the pictures

and art treasures which they had left in England

were sent after them, with few exceptions, m
1643.- The earl spent his time in travelling, and

"patronized the arts", till he died in Padua

in 1646.

After his death the countess remained m
Holland, and died in 1654 in Amsterdam, in a

house in the " Cingel ", where she had but shortly

removed from the"" Beeregrafte ". With her, at

the time of her death, was her only survivmg son,

Lord Stafford, who propounded a nuncupative

will in his own favour. This was disputed by the

children of her deceased son, Henry, Earl of

Arundel, and the list printed below forms part of

the proceedings in the litigation.

The whole of the contents of the volume is a

copy of depositions, etc., the originals ^ of which

were authenticated by the magistrates of Amster-

dam. These inventories were in the first place

drawn up in Italian, and copied by some one

ignorant of that language. As preserved at the

Record Office, they are in a different handwriting

from that of the remainder of the papers. On folio

678 of the volume is a copy of Cromwell's letter to

the magistrates of Amsterdam, asking them to take

Lord St.dTord's oath upon the truth of an inventory,

to be exhibited before them, of the goods, etc., of

the Countess of Arundel. The inventory of the

household goods (folio 692 J.) is dated 10 April

1655, and the copy attested 25 June, 1655. It im-

mediately precedes the lists of pictures and objects

of art in "another hand.

Sentence was pronounced (folio 1347 i^) against

the nuncupative will, and letters of administration

granted to Lord Stafford ; but it seems impossible

to tell to what extent the collection was depleted,

while the treasures were in Stafford's charge in

^ DeU.fitU-s' Processes, vol. vii.

^Lords' Joiiriujli, vol. vi, p. 55S.

"Inquiries at Anistcrdain for tlie orii;iiial papers have licen

(ruitl-ss. Tlicy would have been sent straight to England in

the ordinary course of procedure. The oliicial letter-book con-

t.iins an eniry of the letter forwarding the papers to England.
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Amsterdam and Amersfoort ; because not only is

there evidence of his sale of pictures, jewels, etc.

to the Spanish Ambassador in England, and of

the sale and pawning of a considerable amount
besides, but the records state that, when the

inventory was taken, many cases were known to

be standing in Lord Stafford's own room, which

was locked at the time, so that none of its contents

could be included in the list.

Mary L. Cox.

[The inventory in the original manuscript, as

transcribed with great care by Miss Cox, is

evidently the work of a clerk unacquainted with

the Italian language or the meaning of the words

transcribed. Errors in transcript are so numerous,

that it has been thought better to correct them, in

so far as this can be done without altering the

general text of the inventory. The names of the

artists have been entered sometimes in the margin

(in w'hich case the clerk has been careless or un-

certain as to the entry against which the name
should be placed), and in other instances at the

end of the entry ; in each case the names are indi-

cated in lai-ger type, although this is not the case

in the manuscript. For these alterations Miss Cox
is not responsible.—L. C]
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and 2 forcleri.

Holbein.

corregio.
Andre Schi.^uun.

GlORGION.
SOTTO CLEEF.

P.\RMEGI.\NO.

CoKREGK).
HuLHElN.

Casse con disegne tra gli quali

sono 2 forcieri con disegni

d Architetlura de Vincenzo
Sc.\Muzzi.

Inventaiio.

N^ Sig. con St. Giovanni.
Una Mad: con N' Sig".
il ritratto del Cavaglier Wyat.
4 Evangelisti in quatro pezzi

chiaroscuro Blomm.^ert.
Christo fanciuUo tenendo in

mano il mondo.
porta croce. fr.\ : SEB.\sri.\NO

DEL PlOMBO.
Mutivo Sccvola. Tintoretto.
Mad : con n'« Sig. & St. Giuseppe

di man fiainengha.

St. Cicilia. GeiDO Reni.
Phillippo Melancton di man di

Luc.i Cr.\n.\ch.

5 pezzi piccili Lavorati con oro

Manicra di miniatura.

Una Mad: in aqucvzo con figure.

Europa.
Teste di X^o sig'- Titiaxo.
Una testa di homo con Beretino.

Bacchanalia di lanciuli.

Una Venere con Cupido pin

grande dal natur.ale di man
de FR.^: SebastiANO. Inven-

tione di Michelangelo.
Leda di Lionardo da Vinci.

ritratto de Gio: della Casa.
Veronica,
ritratto d'una donna—con

gli mani giunti e un agato
atacato al beretino.

ritratto d'un homo vecchio con
una catena doro tenendo nelle

mani una Croce pendendo a,

la Catena
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Andre Schiauon.

copia.

Maniera fiamengha.

Bassano scizze.

Paulo van V'ianen.
Michelangelo Buonaruota.
Tintoretto.
PlERINO OEL VAGA.

Titian, Pordenone
& Tintoretto.

Holbein.

Holbein.
Julio Romano.

Raphaell.

Luca d'Holannd.

Holbein.

Sebastiano del Piombo.
Luc.\ Van Leyden

TiTIANO.
Fruitiers.

Marten Van Valckenborch,

Bassano.
Tintoretto.

Veronese.
Veronese.

Parmegiano.
LiGOTIO
Corregio

Raphael d'Urbino.

Luca d'Holanda.
Holbein.

Christo nel horto con L'angelo.
ritratto di donna tenendo un
bichicro con vino in mano
maniera fiamenglia.

2 pezzi ritratto di Marito e
moglie in Croion.

ritratto de Luca d'hollanda.
querella de Carnavale & quares-

slina in aquazzo breugel
Vechio.

Nativita de N' Sig'- Inventione
da Titiano.

Teste de N'" Sig' & la Madonna.
St. Jeronimo & St. Agostino.
Un quadretto con unghari.
Jupiter con Ganimcde.
ritratto di .\le.\andro Vitorio.

Mad : con N' Sig' St. Giovanni
& St. Anna,

trc ritr.itti in un quadro.

Venere de Titiano dormendo
grande del naturale.

ritratto de ffitzwilliams Gonte de
Soutliampton.

ritratto de S' Edward Gage.
Hylas tiratc dell' aqua da 3
nimphe.

ritratto d'un pittore fiamengho.

( St. Sebastiano.

I,
St. Christofano.

Disegno per Ornamcnto d'un
Camino,

Paese de . . . Carratio.
ritratto de principe d'oria.

un mad ; con N'° Sig"'" & St.

Bernardo.
Venere & Cupido.
ritratto de Marito & Moglie in

duoi quadri.

porta Croce in Miniatura.
Chiesa in aquazzo.
Testa do Donna Palma Vecchio.
Moise con le pccore.
Donna Romana che porta aqua

alia Crivia.

ballo de Puttini. PlERiNO del
Vaga.

Teste disegnate de LiUENs.
ritratto de gentildonna.
altro ritratto de gentildonna.
Paese con un Cavaglier ct una
Donna & homini che tcngono
gli cavalli Giorgion.

Donne chi se batteno . . . aquazzo
ritratto d'un giovane.
Coronatione della Madonna.
Jlidas con 4 altre figure, prima

maniera disegno.
Ritratto di John Cowpland.
Ritratto di Willcm Cowpland.
Ccna Domini chiaro scuro in

piccolo.

Testa d'homo Francesco Flokis
Paese de . . . Breugel.
un angelo.

St. Agostino Luca Chronacii.
Ritratto della Contcssa d'Arondell

Madre del Sig^ Conte Vecchio.
Disegno in cornice. Hans BoL.
Frater .Mathias in aquazzo. A.D.

(monogram).
Disegno d'una donna Crolon.
chiaroscuro de Francesco
Flokis.

Prospettiva del Vecchio Sieen-
WYCK.

St. Cosmo & Damiano
2. Ritratti in un quadro col notnc

di Thomas Godsalve.

Maniera vecchia
Raphael d'Urbino

Rottenh^emer.

Franck Giovane
Parmegiano.
David Tenieres.

Maniera Fiamengha Vecchia
Holbein.

Luca Cronach.
Chiaro Scuro.

Maniera Todesca.

Andrea Schiauon.

Chi.aroscuro de Breugel
Corregio

Ldca Chronach
Man. Todescha

Parmeg :

Baratio.
Tintoketto.

Alberto Durero.

Alberto Durero.
Alberto Dukero.

Raphael d'Urbino.

Rynbrandt.

polidoro.

5. teste messo inslcme.
Monte Tabor disegno.
Testa de Diana. Geldorp
Vkcchio.

Mad : con tre figure. Maniera de
Titiano.

Christo criicefisso, chiaro scuro.
Vitoria chiaro scuro.
Tesla d'un Vecchio in aquazzo.
Tesla de doima con un serpentc
disegno in Curnice. Michel
Angelo.

St. Sebastiano depinto sopra
rame.

Pieta in aquazzo.
le sept Art. liberali.

Venere con Cupido.
2. pezzi, DrolleriL-.

ritratto di homo con beretino
rosso,

ritratto del Sigr. Edward
Howard.

S.icrililio de Cain & Abell.
ritr.ilto de Cromwell,
ritratto del cont d'Arondell

I'eta de 2 anni
un quadro con Vascelli
una Mad. con N' Sig'

.

St. Maria & Elizabetha.
un quadretto piccolo ccn Vas-

celli

pitlura d'un pernice.
Test, de Mad. con. X" Sig'.
Disegno de Teste di Donna. A.D.

(monogram).
Grotto dove lavorano de ferro.

Paesetto di Pokt.man.
Christo morto discgnato sopra

tavola.

4 pezzi.

Testa de Puttino.

un quadretto con Vascelli.

un quadretto de mano de Bi.oM-
maert teste de Moloniet Ajtri.

un quadretto con parecchie Santi.

ritratto di donna in profilo.

Venere dormendo con due
puttini.

Ballo de puttini disegno.
David et Goliath.

Un angelo.

St. Christofano.

ritratto d'homo
St. Gioanni con r.igncllo & un
cane.

Teste de puttino ridende.

St. Pictro.

Pittura dun Aurochs.
Un M.atto beuendo scdcndo sopra
un ovo,

Tcmptationc de St. Antonio,
ritratto de Conrado Weys Patri-

tio Augustano.

ritratto d'un vescovo de Bam-
bcrgo.

2 ritratti de donna in aquazzo
2 ritratti disegnati con lapis

negro.
Ritralto d'Erasmo Roterodamo.
Judltio de Paris.

Ariosto Laurato.

St. Jeronimo Guercino da Cento-

ritratto d'homo in Croyon.
Testa dhome in piccolo.

St. Gioanni.
Donne con caprctto ct fanciullo

ritratto d'homo prcgando.
Porta Crocc. Lavorato con oro.

Juno ncl Inferno.
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Parmegiano.

Ll'CA d'hollanda.

Holbein.

HOLBElN",

Pakmegiaxo.
GlORGIOX.

Van Eyck.
Hans Sebalt Beiiam.
GlOKGlOX.

OlORGIOX.
Maxtegxa.
Jllio Ro.maxo
guasto

LncA Chroxach

Andrea Scihauox

ritr.itlo di Guillelmo principc
d'Orange.

Judith.

2 Locusti.

Philippo sccundo in habito de
Duca de Brabandt.

un quadretto con vascelli.

Paesetti de Kaphaell d'Urbino.

Juditio de Solomon. Giorgion.
Maria Magdalena Manieia de
Luca d'Holandt.

Disegne con parecchie Santi.

bordello de Pietro Baltexs.
Festa de Contadini in aquazzo.

Inventio de Bruegei.
Disegn. de Car.\tio la Mad., N'r

Sigr St. Margareta and St.

Agostino,
Testa de donna disegnala

d'ALBERTO DURERO.
ritratto d'honio.

Dn Mare de Porcelis.

Un Juerno t'lndo.

Un qiiadrocon3vasi. Inventione

del Vianen.
Un bordello in aquazzo.

Feste delli dei disegno JoCHiM
Wtenwael.

Un homo ridendo tenendo un
Bicchiero in Mano.

L'angelocheapariscealli paslori

Paese de Momper.
Un quadretto piccolo paese con

hosteria,

Paese MoMPER.
6 P.iesetti tondi Breugel,
ritratto d'homo con beretlino

negro,
ritratto d'Arettino disegno d.i

Raphael de Urbino.
ritratto de homo con berettino

negro.

Jane Stimour.
Testa de donna vecchia de

Blomaert.
II Scizze de VAX DvcK.
Paesetti de MaRtex van Valck-
EXBORCH.

Fanciullo in aquazzo.

Un homo a cavallo.

3 Kanciulli di Mabuse.
Un ritratto de homo in protill,

disegno de Jan van Eyck.
Testa de donna vecchia.

ritratto de 3 fanciulli.

bagno de Donne.
Vasetto de iiori.

Un paesadgio grande, poeo
importanza,

Rcsurrectione de Lazaro.
Apollo col ('arro in aquazzo.
St. Catherina.

N Sigf Coronafo con Corona
de Sjiina A. D. (monogram).

Testa di donna H. S. B. (mono-
gram).

Xr Sigrcon gli fanciulli.

Christo crucef'isso.

Kadicofano de MoMi'ER guaslu.

il piano della villa iladri.uia.

Christo ncir horto.

2 cartoni di Pii-.rinu DEL Va(;a
grotcsca con fancinlla.

un paese de IIokxder Couter.
bagno dipinto—sopra r.ime.

Christo a la Croce con 3 .dtre

lignre. Cartone grande.

M.iria Magd.deiia—Axdkka di-.l

Sarto.
Una Mad : con NrSigr .

Parmegiano
Holbein

TiTIANO

Holbein
Holbein
Holbein
Bassano

Paulo Veronese
TlTL^XO
Veroxese
TiTlANO
PoRDENON
pordenon
poruenon
Tintoretto

TtTIANO

Bellino

Andrea del Sarto
Breugel

Titiano
Tintoretto
Pordenon
Schiauon
Titiano
Titiano
Titiano.
Titiano.

Henry van Cleeve.

Par.megiano,

PlERIXO DEL VaGA.

Giorgion.
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Orpheo ncl inferno.

Una Mad: de Quintin Masys
con N'' Sig''

.

L'arnie d'Ingliterra de Hiilbein
aquazzo,

Una Mad: Nr Si.g"- S. Gioanni,
St. Anna et St. Eli^abetha.

St. Luca depingendo la Mad.
Testa d'homo disegnato da
Bronzino.

8 ritratti de Van Dyck—St.

Bozzati [?].

Una Mad : con N>- Sigr S. Gio-

anni et St.Gioseppe.
Mad : con Nr Sigr in aquazzo.
ritratto de donna con bcretino

& pinnachie bianche.

un quadretto piccolo de Jero-
NIMO Bos.

nella galleria.

St. Sebastiano d'ANTONELLO DA
Messina,

St, Brigila aquazzo.

il ritratto del Conte de Surry
grande del naturale.

ritratto di gentildonna con
beretino in mano.

Triumplio della Richezza.

Triumpho della Poverta.

Tomaso Moro con la sua famiglia

Christo coronato con Corona de
Spina.

Assentione de N'' Sign's.

Marsias Scortigato.

St. Helena.

St. Katherina.

Gentildonna con un ragazzo.

Susanna con le duoi vecchie.

ritratto di unhomo. Tintoretto.
il patriarcho Isaak dando la

benediction a Jacop.
bagno di Diana,

pieta de Caratio.
Christo con gli duoi discepoli a

Emaus.
ritratto de gentilhomo Vene-

tiano
Christo morto con la Mad: Sig"

St. Francesco,

ritratto di gentildonna.

vaso con iiori.

Ecce homo.
Donna trovata in adulterio.

ritratto di Bassano.
prospettiva.

circumcisione,

S. Sebastiano grande del naturale

Testa de St. Giacomo,
Testa de St. Gioanni.

Testa de St. Gioanni in un
piatto.

Un pastor fugendo Breugel in

aquazzo.

2 pezzi teste d'homo & donna.

I angelo.
Nascita d'Adonis chiaro scuro

de MosTARi).

3 quadretti d'AXDREA ScHIAVoN
Pallas in piccolo.

Un homo vecchio disegnato de
Rynubr.vndt.

Acis c& Galatea chiaro scuro.

ritratto de Kubens disegnato.

Un paese Inventione d'ELS-
IIEIMI-R.

homo i.iinudo.

ritratto d'honio de mano d'ALDE
grave.

Una dama tenendo una testa de
morte piccola.
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Parmeg :

rottexhaemer.

Par :

PalmA Vecchio.

Barckmayer vecchio

Primiera maniera di

CORREGIO
L. Cranach
Gior:

Tintoretto.

Tintoretto giovane.

Testa d'homo discgnato d'AL-
berto Durero.

Testa d'homo vecchio,
St. Gioanni Icgeiido.

2 Libri dipento sopra tavolc.

St. Ainbrosio.
St. Augostino.
(anciullo portando il globo de-

pinto sopra vctro.

Nozze de Cana in Galilca
discgno colorito.

paese tondo inverno.
quadretto con Vascelli.

Una Mad: con Nr Sigr St. Mar-
garita St. Agostino disegno
Car.

St. Jeronimo.
Una donna orando.
Testa d'homo decapitato.

Testa d'homo. Glercino da
Cento,

il ritratto delta Regina Elizabeth
in tappezzeria.

Testa d'una Santa.
Testa de donna—maniera To-

descha.
Testa de St. Bernardo,
ritratto d'.-Vntonio de Leva,
Una Mad : piangcndo.
rheremito.
Testa de puttino in Croyon.
Testa d'un Giovane Bhonsino

disegnato.
ritratto d'homo tenendo una

lettcra in mano sopra Ic quale
e scritto 1 508. fui in terra santa.

Testa de puttino in Piccolo.

3 pezzo piccoli con sacerdoli a
la Greca,

Christo con la Samaritano.
chiaro scuro.

St.Gio. Baptista con duoi apostoli

de Spkaxgher.
10 Scudi de Legno & depinto et

lavorato con oro.

2 de ferro una essendo stato del

Re henrico octavo.

6 basso relievo delle passion

Bronzo.

5 figure ingiocchiato

Philippo Secundo in Piombo ct

depinto.
Testa de donna.
Un quadretto con homini chc

fanno spille.

2 helmi da (erro.

Copia de Jokdaens Nimphe &
Satiri.

Testa de St. Francesco.
6 Teste de Breugel vecchio.
12 tondi depinto da Van
Cleeve

2 quadretti con vascelli

5 tondi con droUcrie de
Mostard

Un quadretto con 6 angeli.

Un St. Sebastiano
Testa di St. Gio. & St. Jeronimo.
Hercules & Achelous
Orpheo.
Ecche homo. Caratio
Juditio de Paris
Un giovane con una flula

6 pezzi di Cucina
St. Giorgio
fede di Tintoretto
Gloria con niotte figure.

Duchessa de Norfolk,
figliola con un Cane,
un altra con ago et fila.

Copia do Van Dick.

TiTIANO

Fra Bartolomeo
LlOXARDO
Lionaruo

Veronese

GlORGION

TiTIANO
NiCOLO DA Mode.va
TlXTOKElTO
TiTIANO
Bassano

Pai.m.v

Blocklandt

Giorgion

Parmegiano

Parmegiano
CoRREGlO
Rosso
Par.m :

PORDENONE

Passerotto

ritratto d'un pittore.

Concerto do diverse personagie.
b.itiglie fra Contadini & soldati.

paese con Monlagne doue
cavano 11 ferro.

bagno de Titiano non finilo.

quadro con herbe ct frutti con
une femina.

donne con liercttino & pennachio,
il carro con licnc Jekonlmo bos,
Carolo 5.

Philippo Secondo.
Margarite de Parma.
Alcxandro Farnese.
Gentilhomo venetiano.
Ecce homo. Titiano.
St. Catherina. RaphaelL.
Tobia con I'angelo
Mad : Coregio,
Testa de Mad : Coregio.
Maria Magd : del Sodoma.
fanciullo. Parmegiano.
St. Jeronimo. Bassano.
Testa di donna. Andrea del
Sarto.

Ultimo Giuditio disegnato de
Jean Cosin.

Christo porta Grocc.
St. Cathartna in aquazzo.
ritratto d'homotenendo un fior

in Mano.
2 gemelli.
Musico. Andrea del Sarto.
ritratto di gentilhomo.
ritratto di donna,
ritratto di homo vecchio.

David con la testa de GolLih.

Adoratione delli 3 Re, fatto per
mano de Keinier d'Anjou, Re
de Sicilia.

ritratto della Contessa d'Arondel
Moglic del conte Philippo.

ritratto della Infanta,

ritratto d'Arostino.

ritratto d'un fanciullo.

ritratto di nobil Venetiano.
Musica.
ritratto d'un Sigr. de Casa Ursino.

ritratto de duoi sculptori.

Anunciata. Veronese.
St. Andrea messo sopra la

Croce.
Mad : con Nr Sigr . St. Gio : &

St. Catherina.

NativlLa de N" Sig™
ritratto de Michel Angelo.
fuga d'Egipto.
Mad : con N'ro Sigr., St. Pictro &
un vescovo.

Satira con Cupidine.
Christo Mortu.
Cagnolino.
quadretto con vascelli.

Cristo nel horto.

tre sorelle fatalc.

ritrattro d'homo con bercttino

negro.
Mad : con \w Sigr. St. Gio :

Maria Magd. St. Joscpho.
Mad : con paese.

Orpheo. Giorgion.
St. Gio: tenendo un libro.

Paese de Marten van Cleve.
2 Angeli volandocon Trombetto

in Mano.
quadretto con homini armati.

ritratto della Infanta Eugenia
Clara,

disegno grandc. Christo a la

Croce con mollc figure.
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Bellino

Paris bordone

Philippe fruitiers

Bassano

AKDREA SCHIAUON

LlOXARDO DA VINXI

Paolo Veronese
Veronese
Veronese
Veronese
Veronese
Parmesano

Palma Vecchio

Palma Vecchio
BOSCHAERT

Rottenhaemek

Parmegiano
Holbein

Holbein

TiTIANO
Parmeglvno

Palma Vecchio
Bassano
Veronese
Pohuenone

Holbein

Adam Elsheimer
Paolo Brill
Holbein
Holbein

Venere con Cupido.

Nascitade NrSig^
2 Vasi con fiori.

ritratto d'homo che serine,

Christo nioito.

Mad: con N-^ 5^ St. Jacomo &
St. Gioanni.

ritratto d'liomo con cornice

d'oro.

Morte delta Madonna.
Edwardo quarto Re de Inghil-

terra.
. , ,,

2 Gentilltiomini giocando alia

sctiacca.

St. Francesco,

ritratto del Sis'' Conte con

Madama & Nepoti.

una copia del delto.

uno quadro con (rati et monache.

ritratto de M >. Gage.

L'angelo che apparisce .'^'i

pastor).

Christo coronato con la Corona

de Spine,

Ccna Domini.

La Mad: Palma Vecchio.

St. Gioanni decapitato.

Nascita d'Ercole.

qualro stagioni 4 pe^zi.

Le tre Re.

Ida & Hercule,

Vertu & Vitio.

Ritratto de Paulo tertio con suo

Nipotc.

Madonna et St. Jacomo che

legge.

Musica de tre Donne.

Vaso con fiori.

St Elizabethareginad'hongena.

Nascita de N'' Sigr in argento

con 2 pitture, I'annuntiatione

e la resurrectione de N'' Sig'.

St. Gio: Baptista fanciuUo con

I'agnello.
. , , ,

Una Mad: con una girlanda de

fieri depinto per Seoers.

Coronatione delta Madonna.

Vaso de fiori sopra tavola.

2 vasi con fiori in aquazzo.

Un Mad: con girlanda de frutt.

et altri.

Nascita de Nr Sig'.
. .

Regina de Saba m mimatura

chiaroscuro.
.

Nascita de N™ Sig"^ Mimatura

col cornicio d'amatiste.

ritratto d'homo con beretino

negro piccolo,

ritratto de Gio: Van Evck de

mano sua.

ritratto de Bourbon.

Madonna de Parmegiano con

diverse figure.

Madonna.
Mad :

, ,,
ritratto de Paulo Veronese,

il pastor bono.

Erasmo de Holbein.

Testa de Morte con osse,

St. Jeronimo in piccolo. P. Van
VlANEN.

Prospettivade Steenwyck Gio-

VANE.
Mad: Breugel Vecchio

Mad : discgno A.D. (monogram)

Latona.
Paese do
Derichius a Born.

Doctore John Chambers.

il hgholo de Tomaso More.

Holbein

Holbein
Holbein

Mantegna
TITIANO
pordenone
Parmegiano

Del Sarto
Meccarino
Veronese
TlTIANO
Julio Romano
corregio
Bassano

Bassano
Schiavon
Julio Romano
Parmesano

PlERFACINO
L'ab.xte
GlORGlON

Titling
lionardo
Bassano
DoSSO DE P'ERRARA

Andrea Schiauon
PoKDENONE

Julio Romano
Bellino
Raphael

pordenonb

Raphael

Titiano

Parmegiano

Barratio

Pordenon
Mabuge

ritratta d'una Dama d'eta de 40

anni con lettere In all Ihmgs

Lord thy wilbe fulfilled.

ritratto d"un Musico. ^

ritratto del Cavaglier Points,

Una Madonna.
Nativita de N-' Sig« de man

Vecchio.
Christo nel horto CorREGIO.

Mad : del Salviati.

St. Agostino.

Christo messo nella Sepoltura

Musica.
Christo Morto.

Mad: Hugo da Carpi.

Nativita della Mad:
Resurrectione de Lazaro,

Venus et Cupido.
Materisaticne de St. Lorenzo

Resurrectione de N"^ Sig'".

Bauno de 3 Nimphe.
L'apparilione del angelo agli

pastori.

Mad :

Mad:
Marte et Venere.

Madonna. • , j^i
St. Maria Maria (s/t) co; lato del

Veronese doppo Titiano.

Porta Croce.

St. Giorgio aquazzo.

Christo nel horto.

Mad : in Inccolo Materita di

Musica.
"roppo de Cavalli.

Viagio del Patriarcha Jacop.

Adoratione delli 3 R<^-

Porta Croce.

Angeli. Carratio dopo Cor-

regio.
Giovane con una Giovane.

Christo sopra I'asino.

Giuditio de Salomone.

Annunciata de T1TI.A.N0.

Ritratto d'ALBERTO DuRERO.
Christo alia Colonna.

Testa de Christo.

Mad: con Nr Sigr St. Gio: et

St. Giuseppe,

dosso a.

Samsone.
M.aria Magd.alena.

Mad: de Titiano con Nr Sig' St.

Gioanni & St. Catherina.

Mad: con N' Sigii^ & St. Gioanni.

N'l-o Sigr Parmegiano.
Mad. in piccolo

Nativita di Christo. Parme-

giano.
Musica.
Mad: Corregio.
Nativita de Christo.

Materisatione delli undeciimUe

virginc.

Attalanta & Meleagcr.

Eccc homo.
Marsias cS: Apollo.

Christo alia Colonna.

St. Margarita.

historia de St. Paulo a M:ilta.

Mad: Lionardo Corona de

Murano.
Porta Croce. Sodoma.

Testa di donna.
Henricus Morley aquazzo

A.D. (monogram).

ritr.atto de Donna vecchia.

ritratto d'homo pregando.

(To he conliniicd.)
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AN UNCATALOGUED SOLARIO
BY SIR CLAUDE PHILLIPS

HE portrait by Solario reproduced on
page 252 was, strangely enough, exhi-

bited at the Winter Exhibition of the

Royal Academy of the year 1881 as a
work of Francesco Francia, and de-

scribed as the likeness of Giovanni Bentivoglio of

Bologna. What may have been thought and written

in regard to this singular attribution at the time of

the exhibition I am unable at the moment to say.

That it did not find general acceptance is proved
by the fact that the work has not been admitted

into the category of portraits unquestionably by
the Bolognese master, such as those in the

Uffizi, the National Gallery and the Liechtenstein

Gallery respectively. The ascription is, indeed, a

preposterous one, and it is difficult to imagine how
even in the days of the less exact criticism it could

for a moment have been accepted. It is obvious,

too, that the designation of this quiet yet alert

jurisconsult or functionary as Giovanni Bentivoglio

the ruler of Bologna—the man whose marked
features Francia more than once reproduced both

in medal and painted portrait—followed the

ascription to Francia and was but so much guess-

work. Both names—that of the sitter as well as

that of the painter—must be resolutely put aside.

The panel was shown to me by Messrs. Christie

with many others some weeks before the sale of

Sir William Abdy's pictures, and I recognized it at

once—no doubt to-day most unprejudiced students

of Italian art would have done the same—as a fine

production of Andrea da Solario's earlier time.

With the reproduction before us it is hardly

necessary to justify an attribution which has been

very generally accepted and will, 1 venture to assume,

commend itself to all who have made a special or

even a general study of Milanese art. The power-

ful, exact modelling of the face, the reddish, or

rather yellowish flesh-tones, the enamel-like quality

of the painting, the light yet firm touch in the

rendering of the hair, which is almost Diirer-like in

incisiveness and mastery—the drawing of the broad,

fleshy hand, the peculiar type of the beautiful

landscape seen through the window—all these

things supply proof, if proof were wanted, that we
have before us a typical work of the greatest and

most independent among the Milanese painters

affected by Leonardo. For Solario, though his

artistic education was received at Milan, and, like

his contemporaries, he came within the shadow of

the mighty Florentine, was not his pupil or direct

imitator, nor ever slavishly copied the suave,

mvsterious smile or adopted his formulas in sacred

subjects. He is, indeed, much more Milanese, even

in his earlier phase, than of late years it has been the

fashion to admit. The actual method, the style of

draughtsmanship, the opaque flesh-painting, the

comparative lack of fusion and envelopment, show
him as regards technical grounding, no Venetian,

but a true Lombard. On the other hand, he adopts
the Venetian standpoint in portraiture, and, judged
by this branch of his art only, might not unfairly be
styled mezzo Milanese mezzo Veiieto. According to
Morelli, Solario, then a man of thirty or thereabouts,
went to Venice with his brother, the sculptor and
architect Cristoforo (// Gobbo), in 1490, and
remained there until 1493. The direct influence
on his art of Giovanni Bellini was, as I hold, small,
and can be detected neither in the conception of
his Holy Families nor in the characterization
of his portraits. In these last the commanding
influence of Antonello da Messina is recognizable,
though at the same time it is to be inferred that
this attraction was not exercised direct but
through Alvise Vivarini, whose art as a portraitist

is coloured through and through with that of
Antonello. In the panel here reproduced the Alvise
Vivarini influence is noticeable in the uncompro-
misingly severe modelling of the flesh and, above
all, in the treatment of the long upper-lip and the
mouth generally. During Solario's sojourn at

Venice Alvise was, after Giovanni Bellini—central

sun of the late Qnaltrocento in those regions—the
man of the day, and one may fairly accept the
inference that Solario came into close contact with
him. Antonello's finest portraits were done in

Venice some twenty years earlier than this

Solario. Take for comparison not the famous
Condoltiere of the Louvre, not the Portrait of a
Yoitiig Man in the National Gallery, which by
some has been accepted as the Sicilian master's

own likeness ; but the precious little Portrait of a
Yonug Man in the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum, which
in breadth and subtlety is superior even to these.

I refer not to the panel No. i 8a, which came from
the Hamilton Palace collection, but to the No. 18,

once in the Solly collection, which is an excep-
tion in the ceiivre of Antonello, inasmuch as it

shows at the back of the figure a peepof deliciously

green, fresh landscape. Technically, it may be,

there is an advance in some respects upon the

Antonello portrait in Solario's masterly presentment
of this resolute personage. Yet how infinitely

greater is the Sicilian's grip on life, on the individual

man ! He underlines not only, or mainly, the most
salient but above all the most significant traits of the

human physiognomy, and presents it as a whole,

with its depths to be interrogated and divined by
the onlooker, but also with its own living

personality that seems to interrogate, to divine in

return. I n the Solario we see before us a personage

who, although by profession a man of peace,

is resolved, aggressi%'e, unyielding—a man in

whom physical strength matches a mental vigour

that advancing years have not abated. But beyond
this it is impossible to go. The depths are closed

to us because the Milanese master has not seen

them ; hisrepresentation is perfect, his interpretation
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An Uncatalogued Solario

goes but a little way. I may note here a point

wliich should have been brou<^ht forward before

—

that is, the peculiar exquisiteness of the landscape
revealed through the wmdow to the left of the spec-

tator. This in itself is so characteristic of Solario

that it may be said to constitute a signature. We
have at the National Gallery two superb portraits by
him dating from different periods in his career. The
one the Portrait of a Venetian Senator (No. 923),
the other the PL)r/;v(/7c)/G/ci2vn;;i/' Cristoforo Loiigoiii

(No 734I. Between these I would place the newly
identified Solario, which is inferior in character to

neither, while in preservation it is superior both
to the one and the other. Morelli believes the

Portrait of a Venetian Senator to have been painted
by the Milanese master at Venice somewhere about

1493 and holds that it reveals the influence of Giovanni
Bellini. To me it appears much more nearly akin to

the work of Alvise Vivarini, especially in the treat-

ment of lip and mouth. The Portrait ofa Man now
under consideration must, in my opinion, be placed

a year or two later than this, but certainly before

1500. It is more concise and masterly, more
compact and complete than the considerably
larger portrait painted in Venice, yet in characteri-

zation less distinctive and therefore less interesting.

To the maturity of the artist (1505) belongs the

presentment of the sleek, sly Milanese nobleman
and lawyer, Cristoforo Longoni, a painting less

incisive, more fused and enveloped, and an

interpretation of a higher refinement, if of

a less demonstrative vigour. Morelli refers to

three other portraits by Solario, all of them in

Milan : one in the collection of Duke Scotti, a
second in that of Count Castelbarco, and a third

—of splendid quality—in that of the late Sigr.

Crespi, who owned a number of representative

works illustrating the Milanese, Veronese, and
Venetian schools. In the Louvre is the imposing
yet somewhat empty portrait of Charles de
Chaumont (or d'Amboise), French Governor of

Milan and nephew of Cardinal Georges d'Amboise.
With the high approval of Morelli, and I believe

of almost all special students of the Milanese
school—among the dissentients being, however,
if I remember rightly, Commendatore A. Venturi

—this portrait, so familiar to all who pass through the

Louvre, has been attributed, or rather has been con-
fidently put down, to Solario. I must confess, all

the same, that I have never been able wholly
to convince myself of the accuracy of this

ascription. In a line with this work, in the Long
Gallery of the Louvre, are three of Solario's

masterpieces, the Crucifixion, the Vierge an
coussin vert and the Head of S. John the Baptist

;

and the more closely these are probed and examined
the less do they afford evidence in support of the

contention that the same brush is answerable for

them and for the in many essentials different

Cliarles d'Amboise.

A NEWLY-DISCOVERED STATUE OF THE VIRGIN
BY FREDERIC LEES

'HE revelation of an unknown
masterpiece of sculpture representing
the Virgin is now so rare an event
that I need be at no pains to offer

excuses for once more re-opening a
well-known chapter in the history of art. The
position which the subject of the Madonna and
Child assumed throughout the Middle Ages was
of very great importance, and it is always interesting

tonotethe changesin treatment which it underwent
as Christian Art developed under the protection of
the Church. Referring to the art of the sculptor in

particular, we find that it was about the middle
of the twelfth century that a marked change took
place in the direction of greater elaboration. From
causes well known in the history of the Church,
the Mother of Christ had become the object of a
special cult, which was strikingly reflected in the
sculpture of the period. In the earlier statues
inspired by the works of Greek artists, the Virgin
is represented seated on a throne, with the Infant
Christ on her knees. Although crowned, her crown
seems at first to emphasize the Divinity of her Son
rather than her own eminence in the Christian
hierarchy. Later works, produced when the cathe-
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drals in the north of France were being rebuilt and
placed under the protection of the Virgin, gave her

all the importance and circumstance of a titular

patron. She is no longer seated but standing.

Her crown may now be regarded as possessing

more personal significance, and her presentment

is often that of the Regina Cctli. The petition

"Ora pro nobis peccatoribus " now supplements

the Angelic Salutation. On her left she bears

her Son ; in her right hand, when it is not

extended as though to grant a blessing to

her worshippers, she holds her lily or a

bouquet of flowers ; and on her face rests the

calm expression of one receiving homage quite as

often as the loving smile of a devoted mother.

There are hundreds of these statues in France,

dating from the twelfth to the fifteenth century,

and nearly all are distinguished for their grace,

their sincerity and purity of expression, and their

simple yet strong beauty. Nevertheless, those

which date from the first half of the thirteenth

century should, according to the leading autho-

rities, be considered as in the best style. At the end

of the thirteenth century and at the beginning of

the fourteenth were produced several of these
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A Newly-discovered Statue of the Virgifi

works, which, for their grace and delicate natu-
ralism, are veritable masterpieces. One is the

well-known statue of the Virgin which nowadorns
the northern front of the Cathedral of Notre-
Dame, in Paris, and until 1818 belonged to the

church of S. Aignan. Another is the work which is

attached to a pillar in the interior of the same
cathedral [Plate II]. A third is the Virgin and
Child of the Cathedral of Amiens ; I do not refer

to the statue of the western front, which dates

from the beginning of the thirteenth century, but
to one of a later period which gives its name to

the fapade of the Vierge Doree [Plate II]. A
fourth is the v/ork of Ciaus Sluter (1404-1465) at

the church of the Chartreuse de Champmol, near
Dijon. A fifth, the exquisite beauty of which was
hidden until quite recently within the walls of a
French seminary, is the statue which is the subject

of this article.

One would have thought that, in these days of

ardent research and widespread knowledge, there

was little left to discover in this species of art

treasures. Yet, as the present case clearly shows,
important additions can still be made to this

section of the history of art. Until the Seminary
of Meaux was secularized, this newly-discovered
statue of the Virgin and Child had been known
only to priests presumably more concerned with

the ideas which it represented than with the form
of their representation. No local historian even,

proud of the architectural beauties of his district,

seems to have noted its presence ; no art-critic,

searching the I lede France for examples of the works
of the celebrated school known under that name,
had come upon it unexpectedly, and discoursed on
its beauties. But when the Seminary of Meaux was
taken from the Church, the masterpiece was
restored to the world. A Parisian antiquary,

immediately recognizing its great artistic value,

purchased it, brought it to Paris, and placing it in

his shop on the Quai Voltaire, awaited the arrival

of the connoisseur who, he knew, would appear
sooner or later. It was suggested at one time that

the statue should be bought on behalf of the State,

but purchasing committees meet only at certain

fixed dates and are not always quick in coming
to a decision, and the opportunity having been
lost by public authorities, a private buyer had
the perspicacity to avail himself of it. Thus, the

Virgin oj Meaux, surrounded by a fine collection

of drawings by the old masters, now stands in the

gallery of M. Emile Wauters, the celebrated

Belgian painter, in the Rue Ampere, in Paris.

Known as yet only to a few connoisseurs, it is my
privilege to bring its beauties to the notice of a

wider public, who, I do not doubt, will share the

enthusiasm which this fine work has aroused in

those who have already seen it. In the opinion

of Dr. Voge, one of the curators of the Kaiser-

Friedrich-Museum of Berhn, the Virgin oj Meaux

and the Virgin by Glaus Sluter are the two finest

works of the end of the fourteenth century now in

existence ; and after comparing the various well-

known examples of the work of the school of the

He de France, I have no difficulty in agreeing

with his judgment. With the exception of the

right hand, which was broken and skilfully re-

modelled at the time of the Renaissance, the Virgin

of Meaux was fashioned, as Dr. Voge has said,

during the second half of the fourteenth century.

Its height is 1.80 metres. The crown and the

ornaments which adorn the dress—the buckle of

the waistbelt and the jewel %vhich attaches the

mantle—are gilded, and traces of polychrome on
the drapery show that at one time colour was
used to enhance the beauty of the sculptor's work.

The Virgin is represented, as usual, with the

Infant Christ on her left arm, and, as in all the

finest examples of such statues, her eyes are fixed

on the Child. If we compare the attitude with

that of a statue a little earlier in date, such as

the Virgin of the western front of the Cathedral of

Notre-Dame at Amiens, which I have already

mentioned, we realize the immense strides which
the school of the He de France had made
during the second half of the thirteenth century.

In the one case, Mary, whose right hand is

extended towards her devotees, is looking, with

grave face, straight in front of her ; in the other,

her whole attention is fixed on her little Son.

Naturalism has indeed reached its highest expres-

sion in the Virgin of Meaux. Charming though

the smile of the Virgin of the end of the thirteenth

century at the Cathedral of Amiens may be,

skilfully modelled though the heads of both

Mother and Child certainly are, there is something,

to my mind, very much more subtle in the master-

piece owned by M. Wauters. In the look with

which Mary envelopes her Son, in the smile which
hovers on her lips there is a shade of sadness which
occurs in no other statue of the period. It is as

though, in the midst of an outburst of motherly

love, she suddenly foresaw her Child's future and
knew not whether to smile or weep. Where the

Vierge Doree of the Cathedral of Amiens is superior

is in the fine modelling of Mary's head and the

marvellous execution of the draperies, which are

arranged in beautiful broad folds ; but I am inclined

to the opinion that the Child of the Virgin ofMeaux
is much the more realistic of the two. In com-
paring the Virgin ofMeaux with Sluter'smagnificent

work, it should be pointed out that the latter is not

really in the style characteristic of the fifteenth

century. It recalls a much more modern school

of sculpture ; and on looking at the draperies,

the work of Germain Pilon immediately occurs to

one. But although these and the adorable head

of Sluter's Virgin suggest the charming grace of

the Renaissance, the Child truly belongs to its

epoch, and must be classed rather among the
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ruder than the finer productions of the fifteenth

century. This primitive rudeness is noticeable in

a large number of statues of the Virgin of the

fourteenth, fifteenth and even sixteenth centuries.

Those of the churches of Kochefort and S. Galmier,

in the Department of the Loire, may be cited as

striking instances of the survival of the archaic style

of the founders of the School of the He de France.

Now, there is nothing of this barbarism— if I

may use the word— in the Virgin of Mcaiix. Like

the two statues at the Louvre of Charles the Wise
and Jeanne de Bourbon, which also date from the

second half of the fourteenth century and are

executed in a similar style and in the same kind of

stone, it is a remarkable instance of the appearance

of realism at an epoch when sculpture had not yet

shaken off primitive traditions. The child in

particular, with its grace of movement, its finely

carved hands and feet, and its smiling face,

although of the School of the He de France, seems

to foretell the coming of that realism and subtle

skill in the arrangement of draperies which
characterized the work of certain Florentine

masters. The modelling of the left hand of the

Virgin is very much more artistic and true to life

than the hands of the majority of similar statues

of the Middle Ages, and there is nothing of that

exaggerated prominence of the hip which is one
of the characteristics of primitive works.

The statue which is on the pier of the northern

front of Notre Dame de Paris, and even more
especially a second work which is in the interior

of one of the chapels, are also somewhat primitive

in their style. The expression on the face of the

former is rather hard, but this is amply compen-
sated for by the manner in which the drapery has

been treated. The folds, which remind us of the

draperies with which Raphael loved to envelope

his figures, are exceedingly fine and denote great

skill on the part of the sculptor who fashioned it,

considering that this work dates from the second

half of the thirteenth century. Unfortunately the

Child is missing, so further comparison with M.
Wauters's statue is impossible. As to the Virgin and
Child in the interior of the cathedral, it possesses

very great character, in spite of the fact that the

Madonna's expression is hard, the draperies are thin

and stiff, the Child is primitive in style, and the

hands of both figures are large and badly modelled.

It is absolutely lacking, however, in realism—in

short, it is the antithesis of the Virgin of Mcatix.

The school of the He de France, as Viollet-le-

Duc has truly said, " appropriated and remodelled

Byzantine art, did not absolutely neglect those

scattered traces of art which we call North-

European, but knew how to develope from all its

foreign elements a unity in style, composition and
execution." That so fine an example of that

school as the Virgin of Meaux should not yet be

on view in public galleries for the benefit of

students is a matter for regret. But I understand

that the want will soon be partially supplied. A
cast will shortly be taken, thanks to the generosity

of an American amateur, who is anxious to see a

copy in the Metropolitan Museum of New York,

and in all probability other copies will at the same
time be placed in other galleries of comparative

sculpture in the great art-centres of Europe.

LACQUER WORK IN ENGLAND—I. ORIENTAL LACQUER
BY HERBERT CESCINSKY

T is necessary, before we consider the

development of lacquer decoration as

applied to English furniture, during the

latter half of the seventeenth and the

early part of the eighteenth centuries, to

define the terms to be used, as otherwise some con-

fusion may result. The name "lacquer" has a

dual meaning, even at the present day, indicating a

varnish-colour decoration for furniture, and a pro-

tecting coating of shellac and other ingredients

applied to brass and silver to prevent tarnishing.

The term is used during the eighteenth century in

the latter connexion only ; thus, according to "The
Present State of England" dated 1683, the "in-

genious Mr. Evelyn, of Says Court, near Deptford "

is referred to as being the first to introduce

"lacquer varnish" into England in 1633' which in

" imitating the gold colour, has saved much cost

formerly bestowed on the gilding of coaches ".

When the fashion for lacquer reached its height,

' At tliis date tlic diarist was thirteen years old !

early in the eighteenth century, the name "lack-

work" was sometimes applied, but the general term

in use was "japanning",—sometimes spelled

"japaning" or "jappanning"—the derivation of

which is obvious. Chippendale refers, in the

explanatory text to the first edition of the
" Gentleman and Cabinet Maker's Director"(i754),

to certain of the illustrated designs as being
" intended for Japan ", although at this date the

term had begun to have a wider significance.

During the latter half of the eighteenth century,

furniture, the wood of which was completely

covered with varnish-paint, whether left plain or

decorated, was referred to as "Japanned", and
this use of the term has survived to the present

day, where common kitchen, or inferior bedroom
furniture, roughly grained and varnished, is known
in the trade as japanned. The term lacquer,

however, has acquired such a definite significance

that it will be as well to retain it for the present

purpose, although the foregoing explanation is not
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without its use, to avoid the charge of confusing
terms.

Lacquer decoration is of purely Oriental origin
and of considerable antiquity. The art appears to
have been known and practised in China before
the Christian Era. The gum of native trees

—

R/tiis Succcdanea or Rhus Varnicifera, both varieties

of the Sumach— is exuded at certain seasons
of the year when the bark is pierced, and while
in a fluid state is flowed on to wood. It hardens
in a few days, on exposure to the air, and when
thoroughly dry it cannot be affected by even
powerful solvents, such as spirit of wine. The
decoration of these lacquered surfaces was effected
in various ways. In China the ornament was
traced in gold, in very low relief, whereas in Japan
figures were modelled in a raised gesso and then
gilded. In fine examples, portions of the design
were sometimes inlaid with solid gold, which was
burnished with a hard stone tool. In the lacquer
work from Korea, the lacquering was done in

several processes, the first coating—usually a black
ground—being cut or incised, a second layer, in

various colours, being applied so as to emphasize,
but not to fill up, the incised work. This cut
lacquer was usually described as " Bantam work "

during the early eighteenth century. Bantam being
the name of a trading station of the Dutch East
India Company in Java, where this work was
collected for export. It was abandoned in 1817,
when the settlement was removed to Sirang, nine
miles inland. When the fashion for lacquer work
engendered an important industry in England to

meet the demand, this cut lacquer was also imitated,

but the methods adopted differed very materially

from those of Korea, as we shall see later.

Untouched specimens of either Chinese flat,

Japanese raised, or Korean "cut" lacquer are

exceedingly rare, if we exclude those specimens of

European cabinetwork which were sent to the

East in the tea-ships to be lacquered. There was
no attempt made at any departure from the Chinese
forms, at this date, and the pieces produced were
ill-adapted, either in form or purpose, for use in

English mansions. The usual plan was to import
large panels, which were cut up here, to form
screens or cabinets. In " A Treatise of Japaning
and Varnishing ", by John Stalker of the " Golden
Bull" and George Parker of Oxford, published in

1688, which is usually referred to as a text-book

on the subject of English lacquer, and of which
we shall have more to say later, the authors
instance " Some who have made new Cabinets out

of Old Skreens : and from that large old piece, by
the help of a Joyner makes little ones, such as

Stands or Tables, but never consider the situation

of their figures, so that in these things so torn and
hacked to joint a new fancie you may observe the

finest hodgpodg and medley. ..." That this

practice of cutting up large panels was extensively

Lacquer JFork />/ England
followed is evident from a study of examples such
as the screen and cabinet illustrated in the accom-
panying Plate. In the first the folds have been
roughly cut with a saw, and the edges merely daubed
with black varnish-paint. The top and outer edges
are finished as smoothly as the faces of the panels.
The ornate cabinet is an even more evident
instance of this practice. Here the doors and the
fronts of the drawers have been cut without any
reference to the design, " torn and hacked to joint
a new fancie ", the result being a "hodgpodg and
medley".
From 1670 to 1695 these square cabinets and

tall screens appear to have been the only lacquered
pieces which were known ; they were probably the
only forms which were possible of construction
from the large Chinese and Japanese wall-panels
which were imported at this date. These specimens
of Oriental lacquer were highly esteemed, and
figured in the inventories of the time for large sums.
A wealth of elaborate carving and gilding was
lavished on the stands of these square cabinets, and
although the pierced and engraved lock-plates and
hinges are nearly always of English workmanship,
they were evidently based on Chinese originals, as,

in certain rare instances, cabinets are to be found
where the hinges and lock-plates are of Japanese or
Chinese workmanship. The writer had a cabinet
of this kind in his possession where the metal-work
was of gilded copper, very thin and flimsy, accord-
ing to our notions, and where the doors and the
fronts of the drawers inside were completely
lacquered on the faces and edges, the sides of the
cabinet and the interior of the drawers
being of English work. It is difftcult to say
whether the hinges, which were undoubtedly
of Chinese workmanship, were copied from English
models or no. The unnecessary number of the
hinges on each door suggests an Oriental rather
than an English origin for the custom. The strong
similarity of the lock-plates on these square cabinets
suggests a slavish copying of the one original,

more indicative of China than England.
Although complete pieces, such as grandfather

clock-cases, were sometimes sent to the East in the
tea-ships to be lacquered, such examples are so
rare that the custom could not have been a general
one. The East India Companies of England,
Holland, Portugal and Sweden were frequently
engaged in open warfare with each other at this

period, and the time taken in the outward and home-
ward voyages, and other dangers and vicissitudes

attendant thereon, must have been so great, that the

venture was too hazardous to have been risked with
any hope of commercial success. From five to ten

years was no extravagant allowance of time
between the dispatch and the return of such a
piece as the clock-case illustrated in the Plate.
This case has a ground of the imperial yellow
Chinese lacquer, and the whole piece is covered
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with figures and Chinese forms, executed with
extraordinary minuteness. This William Webster
clock recently changed hands for 250 guineas,

which gives some idea of the present-day value of

such a specimen.
It is unsafe to attempt any classification of

lacquer pieces imported into England during the

eighteenth century, from the countries of their

origin—China, Japan, Korea, etc. Had the

workmen of each confined themselves to the one
particular method of workmanship, such classifi-

cation would have been of great value ; but this,

unfortunately, is not the case. The earliest flat

lacquer was undoubtedly of Chinese origin, and
in the desire to establish a distinction between this

and the " raised " and " cut " lacquer, the two last

were described as "Japanese"and "Bantam" work
respectively, whereas, in many instances, these

"raised" and "cut" specimens were equally of

Chinese origin. To the careful student of Chinese,

Japanese, Korean and even Javanese decorative

forms, the lacquer work of each is quite distinct
;

but although Oriental lacquer may be roughly
subdivided into " flat ", " raised " and " cut ", these

must not be held to distinguish the handiwork of

differing nations, but merely different expressions

of the same craft. Each of the above may be
further subdivided into colours of ground, although
the gamut is much more restricted, as far as pieces

imported into England during the late seventeenth
and early eighteenth centuries are concerned. The
usual ground-colours are black, yellow and silver;

red, although fairly common in the case of English
lacquer, is rare in original imported pieces. The
decoration is usually in gold, plain or etched with
the needle, in the flat or raised lacquer, but in the

"cut" lacquer specimens a wide range of colours
is often attempted, white, green, blue, yellow and
red being frequently found on the same piece.

The lapse of centuries has affected Chinese and
Japanese lacquer methods very little, if at all.

While pottery was evolving in a comparatively
rapid degree, the same lacquer grounds—black,

coloured, metalled, or sprinkled—and the same
character of ornament were repeated on succeeding
examples with little modification. Towards the
latter part of the seventeenth century, when

European commercial methods began to pervade
the East, we find an evident attempt to con-
form to Occidental fashions, apart from the actual

European pieces which were specifically sent to

China and Japan to be lacquered. The decorative

value and wonderful permanence of the Eastern

lacquer was highly appreciated in England at this

date, as is shown by the large suras for which fine

pieces were sold during the early eighteenth

century. The relief given by lacquer to sombre
oak and walnut, and its harmonious effect with

mahogany or satinwood caused the lacquer pieces

from China and Japan to be greatly prized.

Unaffected by acids, solvents, or atmosphere, they

retained their original character for centuries.

The appreciation of the qualities of Oriental

lacquer engendered a wide fashion, both for the

decoration and for the Chinese style in the design-

ing of furniture, although, curiously enough, the

two were seldom combined, lacquer-work being
applied to characteristically English forms, and
pieces in the " Chinese Tastes" being made from
mahogany, varnished and polished in the usual

way, with no attempt made at lacquering or

"japanning". Although Chippendale refers to

certain of his designs as being suitable for
" Japan ", these designs are in his Gothic rather

than his Chinese manner, and pieces of lacquered
furniture in the Chippendale style are exceedingly

rare. The Chinese bedroom at Badminton is an
exceptional instance.

The demand for lacquer pieces soon exceeded
the available supply, and the Chinese and Japanese
pieces began to be imitated in Holland and Eng-
land—in the former country mainly to supply the

English market. The date of the earliest English
lacquer is very obscure, too much authority having
been attached to such treatises on the art as the

work of Stalker and Parker, before referred to,

published as early as 1688. The consideration of

the value of this and other books on the subject

will have to be reserved for a future article, but it

is necessary to form an exact estimate of their

practical value before proceeding with the history

of English lacquer work, and with an account of

the methods of the lacquer worker at different

periods during the eighteenth century.

NOTES ON PICTURES IN THE ROYAL COLLECTIONS—XXII
BY LIONEL CUST

has met with similar success.- Both the French
and English editions are illustrated by numerous
portraits, some of great interest. With reference

ON A SUPPOSED PORTRAIT OF LOUISE
DE LA VALLIERE AT WINDSOR CASTLE

HREE years ago an interesting

biography was published by M. Jules

Lair of that frail but attractive heroine,

Louise de la V'alliere,' which has
passed through several editions. An

Engli-,h translation has since been published which
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' Louise dc la Valliire et La Jeuiiesse de Louis XIV, d'apiej

les documents inedits par J. Lair, Membre de I'lnstitut. Paris :

Librairie Plon. 1907.
- Louise de !u yalliiie atid the Early Life 0) Louis XIV. By

Jules Lair. Translated from the fourth Kiench edition by
Ethel Colburn Mayne. London : Hutchinson and Co,
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Notes on Pictures in the Royal Qo/lections

to two of the illustrations, I had been in correspon-

dence with M. Lair which was interrupted by his

death shortly after the couiplction and pubHcation

of his book. This correspondence related to two

portrait-groups, one at Versailles and the other in

the collection of the Marquis d'Oilliamson, both

attributed to Pierre Mignard, which M. Lair

published and sought to establish as the portraits

of Louise de la Valli^re and her two children by

Louis XIV, Mdlle. de Blois and the Comte de

Vermandois. These portrait-groups are very well

reproduced in the French edition and very in-

differently in the English, and it is therefore to the

French edition that students of iconography

should have recourse. Such students will hardly

fail to recognize the impossibility of accepting the

identity of the lady, painted by Mignard, in the

frontispiece to the book with that in the two

portrait-groups aforesaid. The former agrees with

the engraved portraits of La Valliere and may
safely be accepted as an authentic likeness. One
of the other portraits possesses all the accessory

attributes of a princess of the royal house of France,

a distinction to which no mistress of Louis XIV,
however high in favour, could ever have been

allowed to make a claim. Taking the portrait group

at Versailles first, this painting, which is no longer

on public exhibition, is a copy by Jean Murat

from a similar portrait group at Windsor Castle.

The Windsor version was acquired in 1848 by

Queen Victoria from the collection of King Louis

Philippe at the Chateau d'Eu under the name of

Henriette, Duchess of Orleans and her children.

It had for some time been known that this group

could not represent the daughter of Charles 1 and

her two daughters, since the children represented

are a boy and a girl, and the lady has no resem-

blance to the Madame of English birth. The copy

at Versailles, however, had been correctly named
Elisabeth Charlottede Baviere, Duchesse d'Orl6ans,

with her son, Philippe, afterwards the notorious

Regent, and her daughter, Mdlle. de Chartres.

This princess, who succeeded Henriette as Duchess

of Orleans, is the famous Madame of the Letters,

La Palatine. Later in life she became fat and

gross in appearance, almost grotesque, as depicted
in the well-known portrait by Largilliire. At the
time, however, of her marriage to Monsieur, the
Palatine princess was by no means unattractive in

appearance, as befitted tlie granddaughter of

Elizabeth of Bohemia, although she was quite of

a different type and build to her cousin and pre-

decessor, Henrietta Stuart. Her likeness at this

period is preserv'ed in a painting at Versailles and
in portraits engraved at the time. A comparison
of these with the lady in the portrait-group at

Windsor is convincing enough as to her identity

with the Palatine Duchess of Orleans, apart from
the support given by the royal mantle of fleur-de-lys

and other accessories.

The same lady and the same children appear in

the portrait-group belonging to the ^Iarquis

d'Oilliamson, at the Chateau de Saint Germain
I'Angot, near Falaise, and it would seem that it was
a traditional identification of this group with Louise

de la Valliere and her children which impelled M.
Lair to the false step of questioning the authenticity

of the paintings at Versailles and Windsor. In

the d'Oilliamson painting the discrepancy of

likeness between this and the engraved portraits of

La Valliere is even more marked perhaps than in

the Windsor picture. The princess and her

children are a few years older than in the Windsor
picture, and the group is of a more domestic nature,

the royal attributes not being present. The identity

of the persons in these groups is accepted by M.
Lair and need not be questioned, but whereas NL
Lair sees in them the likeness of Louise de la

Valliere and her children, it may be asserted with

some confidence that the three groups, Windsor,
Versailles, and d'Oilliamson, all represent Elisabeth

Charlotte, Duchess of Orleans and her children,

Philippe, afterwards Duke of Orleans and Regent,

and Elisabeth Charlotte, Mdlle. de Chartres, after-

wards Duchess of Lorraine. In the case of the

d'Oilliamson version this would seem to be

corroborated by the statement made by M. Lair

himself that the picture was given to the

D'Oilliamson family by the Regent himself in

1720,

NOTES ON VARIOUS WORKS OF ART
ON A PORTRAIT OF SOPHIA DOROTHEA
OF ZELL
In the series of portraits belonging to the royal

houses of Great Britain and Brunswick, one

portrait is nearly always lacking—that of the ill-

fated Sophia Dorothea of Zell, consort of King

George I, then electoral prince of Hanover. This

deficiency is due to the vindictive conduct of the

elector, after the tragedy of Koningsmark, since

the princess was not only condemned to solitary

exile in the remote castle of Ahlden, but her

husband ordered every portrait of his wife to be

collected and destroyed. It is not likely that any

portrait of importance survived, but portraits

claiming to represent the unfortunate princess are

in the National Museum at Zell, near Hanover, and

in the collection of the Duke of Cumberland at

Gmunden. These are the only two portraits which

seem to have any claim to authenticity. In recent

years a portrait has been discovered in the private

possession of a German family, which purports to

be a portrait of Sophia Dorothea as a child, painted

by Sir Godfrey Kneller, and given originally to the

family in return for some service to the Court. It
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is more probable that a portrait of the princess as a

child should escape the vigilance of the destroyer.

We give, therefore, a reproduction of this portrait,

in order to help in the elucidation of what may be

a matter of historical interest. LIONEL CUST.

A FURTHER NOTE ON GOWY
To the notes on the painter Gowy, printed in one

of your recent numbers,' I may add the following:

In the Menke collection of Antwerp, sold in 1 903,

there was a Pionctluiis in Chains on the Caucasus,

' Biiiliiigtoii Magazine, Vol. XVII, p. 300 (Aug., 1910), Vol.

XVIII, p. '236 (Jan., 191 !)•

a painting evidently based upon the drawing of

Rubens, formerly in the collection of King

William II of Holland. The body of the Prome-

theus shows, besides, a very close resemblance to

the Hippolytiis of Rubens. The signature of this

picture ran as follows :

—

"
J. P. Gouvi pinx(it).

P. P. Rubens inv(enit).

F. S(nyders) aq(uilam) p(inxit) ".

The painting is mentioned by Rooses in " L'CEuvre

de Rubens", III, p. 153, and reproduced in the

catalogue of the Menke sale.

M. H. Bernath.

LETTER TO THE EDITORS
TUDOR DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE
To the Editors of The Burlington Magazine.

Gentlemen,— In your review of Messrs. Garner

and Stratton's " Domestic Architecture of England

during the Tudor Period"^ are two statements

which may be questioned. The first is that the

earliest occurrence of a " long gallery " was at the

Vyne, Basingstoke, completed in 1525. The long

gallery in the building from which I write appears

to have been built earlier than that. Allington

Castle was purchased by Sir Henry Wyatt in

1492. It appears to have been in bad repair at

the time, Wyatt restored it throughout. Originally

it consisted of a single courtyard, and the only

way of passing from one side to the other was

through the open air—a very inconvenient route,

especially from first-floor rooms. The first addi-

tion Wyatt made (judging by the architectural

detail) was a cross-building dividing the courtyard

in half. Through its ground floor went an arch-

way, and there were offices beside it. The first

floor was a long gallery. It must have been built

by 1500 at latest. It was burned down about

1820, so that only the ground floor remained ; but

several sketches and engravings of it exist, and

there is a note in the Maidstone Museum that

" the ceiling was ornamented with oak mouldings

arranged in octagon forms on the white stucco ".

The room was of moderate dimensions, about

65 feet long by 13 feet wide. Here, then, is an

>Vol. XIX, page 242 (July, 191 1).

REVIEWS AND NOTICES
Nietzsche and Art. uy an-thony m. ludovici.

Constable, 4S. 6d. net.

Nietzsche has left behind him an even moreimpor-

tant legacy than his works—the challenge to in terpret

him. He says somewhere that this challenge is

the most important part of a philosopher's contri-

bution, and the dictum is certainly true of himself,

whatever may be the case with other philosophers.

instance of a "long gallery" of earlier date than

that of the Vyne.
The second questionable statement is that the

statue of Charles I at Charing Cross is " the only

public statue in London that can claim to be a

work of art". What about the statue of James II,

by Grinling Gibbons, now on the S. James's Park

side of the Admiralty ?

Yours faithfully,

Martin Conway.
Allington Castle, Maidstone,

Our reviewer replies as follows :

—

I gratefully acknowledge Sir Martin Conway's
corrections. The first instance, however, which
he quotes goes rather to show that my error was

that of understating my case than otherwise. I

mentioned that the " long gallery ", a feature usually

associated with Elizabethan house-planning, was

in point of fact of earlier introduction, and I named
the Vyne (1525) as evidence. In adducing an
example of some five-and-twenty years earlier at

Allington Castle, Sir Martin only strengthens my
argument.
As to the statue of James II, I confess I had for

the moment forgotten it, thrust away as it is in

its present obscure position. But even had I re-

membered it, I submit that it is not worthy to be

named in the same breath with Le Sueur's achieve-

ment ; the affected costume and the Macready
pose of Gibbons's figure entitling it to rank less as

a work of art than of artifice.

For he was before all things an aggressor, an

iconoclast breathing defiance and destruction, and
many of his critics never get beyond this primary

aspect of his message. Nietzsche's challenge has

been widely taken up : rather too widely in fact,

and there has been plenty of vapouring on the

subject. There have also been many refutations.

The philology on which he based so much of
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his ethical criticism has been proved erroneous,
his historical science has been shown to be
inadequate, his constructive ideas have been
convicted of self-contradiction. In spite, however,
of his foes and also of many lamentably indiscreet
friends, Nietzsche lives and will go on living. For
he brings in his hand the one gift which humanity
needs and must have, the gift, the temporary
obscuration of which is the cause of our " present
distress"—or, at least, gives it its occasional quality
—the gift of Faith. Up and down Europe in

every class of life are men to-day, who know
everything but this—how to live, and they do
not know how to live because they have no
faith. The faith which Nietzsche offers is,

indeed, very different from the Faith in which
our civilization was born. That P'aith is now in

its agony like the irremediably decadent society
which it has produced. Christianity survives
legitimately only in the semi-conscious brains of
the simple. It ultimately comes to mean faith in

the non-human : religiously speaking in God,
intellectually in knowledge ; in something, that is

to say, which is what it is independently of human
effort. The decadence of the Greeks who are, on
the whole, with the modern French, the wisest
interpreters of life, began with the rationalism of
Socrates whose pertinacious and childish question-
ings bored through the life of the great tree of
Athenian culture. In modern times men of
science who think themselves completely purged
of all Christian sentiment and belief, are really

dominated by both, for the conception of objective
truth is but the shadow of Theism, and the self-

sacrifice with which these men pursue it is no other
than the mood of the saint on his pillar and the
martyr at the stake. For their ideal involves, by
its recognition of an absolute value in the non-
human, the ultimate sacrifice to its fetish of the
spirit of man. Nietzsche's faith, on the other hand,
is faith in that spirit. It is not by accepting
with humility and resignation (which are but fine

names for poverty of mind and indolence), the

limitations that he finds at every turn across his

path that man advances, but by overthrowing
them and thus proceeding from strength to

strength in the long process of self-achieve-

ment. And the more resolutely he refuses

to bow the knee to the nature, which, after all,

is but the creation of his own mind, the more
surely does he enter into the joy of the terrible

adventure of human experience. Nietzsche's views
on art—he can hardly be said to have had a formal
aesthetic—are closely connected with, are indeed one
aspect of, this general view of the problem of life.

The problem in its totality, as we see it, is incapable

of solution in ethical terms, whetherethics beheld
independently or as a department of theology.

Nor can any solution in terms of our sentimental

sensibility be conceived. The Socratic method

Reviews and Notices

reinforced by the latent rationalism of Christian
theology has at least established that for all com-
petently informed intelligent people. But the
world may be, and frequently has been, considered
in a totally different way. i.e., as an ajsthetic
phenomenon. It is possible to contemplate it, or
parts of it, in such a way as to attain a supreme
<x-sthetic joy in its contemplation. In pre-scientific
times man instinctively did so and drew from his
contemplation a "life-enhancing" mythology.
" Think of the joy " says Mr. Ludovici, " that must
have spread through a wondering people like the
Greeks, when they were told that Earth, as the
bride of Heaven, and fertilized by his life-giving

rain, became the mother not only of deep eddying
Ocean, but also of all that lives and dies upon her
broad bosom !

" Such a view of things as this was
only an explanation in the sense that it reduced
the distant and unfamiliar to familiar terms ; there
never could have been any " evidence " for it as
Science understands the word. People could not
have argued that it was true or not true, probable
or improbable. It was a direct creative vision.

Man is older than he was, and now such an
original vision is the privilege of the creative artist

alone. But he is gifted to express it in such a
way that all who are capable of it may share it by
contemplating his work. This faculty of creative

vision and execution is called by Nietzsche the
Apollinian faculty. The arts produced by it are
Sculpture, Painting, and Epic Poetry. The Apolli-

nian man escapes pessimism by the contemplation
of this imaginary world of beauty which he has
created himself in fullconsciousncssof its unreality,

of its "untruth ". His mood which results from his

consciousness of his own absolute supremacy as an
individual grows more complex when he perceives
that in so far as he is an individual, he is a

Will or rather a part of the general Will of the
Universe. Then he begins to identify himself with
everything that lives and suffers. He thus reaches
what Nietzsche calls the Dionysiac mood. Of this

mood the supreme expression is music, expressing
according to Schopenhauer the Eternal Will incar-

nate in nature. This communion with universal

suffering inclines the thinker at first to pessimism,
the stage at which Schopenhauer remained, but
he soon realizes that the death of the individual

does not affect the eternity of the Will, and so
emancipates himself. Such, very briefly is

Nietzsche's doctrine of art, and Mr. Ludovici has
expressed it with great clearness and aptness of

illustration in the volume before us. Some of the

applications which he makes of it are not a little

disputable. That a democratic Society is neces-

sarily a bad ground for art to grow in is, we think,

particularly disputable. One should not take the

rhetoric of democrats too seriously. When they

speak of removing the inequalities (jf men they do
not really (if they arc philosophers) mean more
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than removing those artificial equaUties that mask
and render impotent the true ineqiiaUties of

human nature. Aristocrats, for instance, are
bound together in the purely artificial equality of

their class which may go far to destroy their natural
inequality vis-a-vis of each other. Here, then, the

individual is so far lost. In Anatole France's
words " we cannot do without the co-operation
of all men in the exploitation of the Kingdom of

Man ". As Mr. Ludovici well knows, it is to that
great task that the whole philosophy of Nietzsche
reduces itself. And this is why we hail in it the
faith of the future. A. L. T.

Die Radiekungen des Herkules Seghers.
Erster Teil. Herausgegebcn von Jaro SrRixriEl! (Graph-
ische Gesellschaft, XIII. Veroffentlichung). Berlin,
Cassirer.

The enjoyment of the etchings of Herkules
Seghers has hitherto been the privilege of visitors

to the print-rooms of Amsterdam, Berlin, Dresden,
London, Paris, and Vienna, for these excessively
rare prints hardly exist elsewhere, and it appears
that there is scarcely a single example in private
ownership. Collectors should welcome all the more
the appearance of a first instalment of Professor
Springer's long expected work on Seghers, and it

is a matter for congratulation that it takes the form
of a publication in facsimile of all the etchings,
appearing under the auspices of the GraphiscTie
Gesellschaft. That alone is a guarantee of good
workmanship, and the twenty-four plates of this

first part reach the highest possible level of photo-
graphic reproduction. The possessor of the book
can appreciate in the fullest measure those restless

experiments in untried processes, culminating
occasionally in a brilliant success, and ending
occasionally in a no less questionable failure,

which give the work of Seghers its peculiar
charm for those who not only enjoy a print
when finished, but also want to discover for

themselves how it has been produced. The

RECENT PRINTS
The index to the first ten portfolios issued by the

Diirer Society has just been published, compiled
with most praiseworthy accuracy by Messrs.
Campbell Dodgson and S. M. Peartree, who have
added a series of supplementary notes, bringing
the text of these ten portfolios up to the most
recent date of research. It is impossible to over-
rate the debt which art students, and especially all

those who know and venerate the works of
Albrecht Diirer, owe to the combined efYorts of

Messrs. Dodgson and Peartree. Not only do
these portfolios contain the bulk of what is

important for a thorough study of Diirer's work
and that of his contemporaries, but they proclaim
to the world of art that such publications can be
produced in England, and that the textual criticism,

use of coloured inks on white or coloured
paper, or of black ink upon toned or stained

paper, and the substitution of linen for paper as

material to print upon, can all be exactly observed
in these facsimiles, and occasionally two impres-
sions of the same plate are reproduced, when the

artist has aimed at widely different effects. The
first instalment does not, indeed, contain one of

those curious prints in white upon a dark brown
ground, which seemed to be justified in a

Londoner's eyes when, a few years ago, the trees

in the gardens on the north side of the print-room
were seen one morning thick with newly fallen

snow, standing out against the rich brown sky
which goes with some of our famous fogs. The
Seghers volume was sent for on the spot, and Nature
was seen to be doing her best to rival art in being
rare and strange. The London collection of

etchings by Seghers happens to contain nothing
but landscape, or landscape combined with

architecture. The present volume, in addition to

exceedingly beautiful landscapes, such as the Toivii

zvith Tit'o Cliuirh Toivcrs (PI. 7), Laudscapcu'Hh an
Oak (PI. 15), Suiall view of RJienen (PI. 16), and
Esliiaiy of a River (PI. 19), contains specimens of

absolutely different subjects, the Rearing Horse,

Tivo Skulls, a very striking still life of Three Books,

two marine pieces, and that most fascinating

example of pure bitten line, the Ships (PI. 22) in

the Dresden collection. It must be added that

the volume is only issued to members of the

Graphische Gesellschaft (Secretary, Dr. Paul
Kristeller, Uhlandstrasse 40/41, Berlin W.) who
obtain two or three books of this class yearly for

the very moderate subscription of thirty marks.
C. D.

We are indebted to Messrs. Dow'deswell and
Dowdeswell for enabling us to reproduce the

portrait by Solario, the frontispiece to this

number, from a pliotograph taken while the

picture was in their possession.

involving the most profound research and tech-

nical experience, can be provided by English
connoisseurs. It is not that we wish to depreciate
the work of such critics as Von Seidlitz, F"ried-

lander, Jaro Springer, Weixlgartner, and others,

but that we are proud to think that in Messrs.
Dodgson and Peartree we have as good and as

well-recognized authorities. It is gratifying to

receive with this index a portfolio on a smaller
scale, containing reproductions of drawings by
Durer of minor importance in the British Museum
and elsewhere, with text by Mr. Dodgson. We
trust that thispulilication is intended to inaugurate
a new scries, and that the subscribers to the Diirer

Society may look on Part XII as an instalment of
yet further publications in the future.

More examples of the work produced by the
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Medici Society lie before us : Madame Vigce Le
Brim's three-quarter length Portrait of Muric
Antoinette (17s. 6d. net) and Domenico
Ghirlandajo's Old Man and his Grandson (17s. 6d.

net), neither of which reproductions can fairly

be described as successful. The delicate colour-

ing which forms the ciiief charm of the former has

become mere flatness in tone ; whilst the

unpleasant details of the latter, so subtly controlled

by the painter's own peculiar genius, are

distressingly coarsened and accentuated. No. 39,

the allegorical figure of Hari'est {lysJid. net), by

Cossa in the Kaiser-Friedrich Museum at Berlin,

is one of the strangest and noblest creations

of Italian art. That it should be found popular

enough to be worth reproducing is an indication

of the rapid growth of taste and understanding

in recent years. The reproduction is on the whole

excellent,'a slight blurring of yellow, here and there,

being the only defect in the specimen before us.

'i he Portrait of a Girl (15s. net) catalogued in the

Kaiser-Friedrich Museum under the name of

Botticelli, independent of its merits and authorship,

is another example of a picture which is quite

outside the range of colour reproduction.

The society's attempt is a respectable failure;

surely it was scarcely worth the effort. The
famous PoHrait of Captain Bartlwloniniaiis Borro

(17s. 6d. net) at Berlin has been the subject of

so much discussion as to its authorship that

mere rixlanie may make it worth publishing; but

it is hardly a picture which the average person

would wish to frame and hang on the wall. The
same might be said of the famous S. Petersburg

Fragonard The Stolen Kiss, in which the brilliance

of colour of the picture is quite lost by rather

heavy printing. The portrait at Leeds of II 7//m>H

Pitt (15s. net), attributed to Gainsborough, is very

well reproduced— in fact, so well as to make us

feel sure that the original cannot be by Gains-

borough himself, but rather by his nephew,

Gainsborough Dupont. The Boy with a Rabbit

(25s. net), after Sir Henry Raeburn, seems likely to

be the most popular of the prints recently issued.

The selection made is not always of the wisest,

since in seeking to catch the popular eye and

also to satisfy the demands of art-scholarship, the

subjects selected sometimes fail to achieve either

object. We trust, however, that the enterprise of

the Medici Society meets with fitting reward.

Of quite a diflerent character is the engraving

(21S. net) of Balliol which Mr. E. H. New has

added to his series of O.xford Colleges in the

manner of David Loggan's seventeenth-century
" Oxonia Illustrata ". As in the view of Wadham,
which was noticed in these columns some time ago

(Vol. XVII, page 378), the new buildings of

Balliol as rccentasiQosare scarcely distinguishable

from the older ones dating back to the fifteenth

century. The bird's-eye view is a distinctly happy

one, and many old Balliol men will, no doubt, be
glad to have so picturesque and pleasant a
reminiscence of Alma Mater. Mr. New publishes

his own work from 17 Worcester Place, Oxford
;

the reproduction in photogravure having again

been executed with success by Mr. Kmery Walker.
The " Oesterreichische Kunstschaetze" (Vienna,

Loewy), Heft 3, is devoted exclusively to examples
of Austrian and allied schools. It opens with two
highly important little panels ascribed to Michael
Pachcr and considered to be of c. 1489-1490, the

period when the master was engaged upon the

altar-piece for the cathedral at Hrixen. The
subjects—martyrdom and burial of a Bishop

—

are usually taken to refer to S. Stanislas, but

the Editor points out that it is S. Thomas of

Canterbury whose death and obsequies are here

represented. On the reverse of each panel is

depicted the symbol of an Evangelist (S. Mark and
S. Luke). Two further panels, with episodes from
the life of S. Thomas and symbols of S. Matthew
and S. John on the reverse, must have belonged to

the series (according to Dr. Keichel, Monatslufte,

1909) and it would be extremely interesting if

more of their history could be elucidated. It is

possible that, with the missing panels, they may
have formed part of the decoration of the door of

an almcry containing relics of S. Thomas, which

were eagerly sought after and highly revered in the

fifteenth century. All that we know at present

is, that they were in the collection formed

between 1819 and 1861 by Count Ferdinand

Attcms and his son, and that they were presented

to the Graz Museum by Count Ignaz Attems in 1861.

No. XVIII, Styrian Master of 1490; a Knight

of the Teutonic Order, Konrad von Schuchwitz,

kneeling before the Madonna and S. Anne to whom
he is presented by S. Christopher, is another very

characteristic and charming example of this

school. Nos. XIX and XX again deal with the

history of an English Saint, S.Oswald ; they came
originally from the church dedicated to this saint

at Eisenerz in Styria, which explains the presence

of these rather unusual subjects in a foreign land.

They are now the property of Dr. Albert Figdor at

Vienna, who owns two more panels of the same

series. No. XXI is a 7n';;;7v with the Madonna
and S. John, who kneel on either side of the

Saviour, kissing his wounded hands with ardent

devotion ; the background is filled by a group of

angels with upstanding wings holding the instru-

ments of the passion; by a fifteenth-century

Master of Upper Austria, the property of the

Stiftof S.Peter, Salzburg. No. XXII, the unknown

donor of this picture is^resented to the M.adonna

and S. Anne bv SS. Ulrich, Leopold and Andrew.

The painter is Rueland Frueauf, the younger ;
the

attribution is proved by the similarity, in type,

colouring and treatment of light, to the artist's

signed work of 1501 at Klosterneuburg. He is
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known to h:ive painted a large picture with S.

Leopold for Klosterneuburg in 1508, and the Editor

places the picture under discussion rather later,

i.e., about 1510. Eight panels, early works of this

master, are" at Stuttgart and two small panels of

Saints by him (ascribed to the Master of INIes/.kirch)

were acquired bv Prince Liechtenstein in 1909 and

are now in the' Sacristy at Schloss Seebenstein

in Lower Austria (shortly to be reproduced for

this publication). No. XXII is the property of

RECENT ART PUBLICATIONS
ART HISTORY

Helbig (J). L'.irt inosan. Tome II : du debut du XVle a l.i

findii XVIIIesiede. (13x10) Brussels (v. Oest).

Wl-NDEUi.icH (T.). Zeicheiikunst, Zeichenunterncht und allsje-

meine Kun^tbildung ini XIV.-XVIII. Jahrhundcrt. (lox 7)

Berlin, Coloi^ne (Ashclm), 4 M. 5°-

Lafenestre (G.). St. Kr.mvciis d'Assise et Savonar.ile, in-

spirateurs de Tart italien. fy x 5) Paris (Hachette), 3 Ir. 50.

TOPOGRAPHICAL ANTIQUITIES
Antiquites cretoises. De xieiiie sirie. Cinquaiite planches par

G. Mara.uhiannis. texle de G. Karo. (10x12) Candia

(Marashiaiinis). 24s.

Struck (A.). Griechenland ; Land, Leute und Denkmaler. I,

Athen und Attika. (10 X 7) Vienna, Leipzi.i,' (Harlleben).

SARTlAfX (F.). Villes morles d'Asie Mineur : Perg.ime, Ephese,

Priene, Milet, le Didymeion, Hierap. lis. (8x5) P.uis

(Hachette). 4fr. Illustrated.

SaRRE (K.) and Herzfeld (E.). Archao'ogische Reise im

Euphrat- und Tiyris-Gebiet. Mit eineni Beitrage : Arab-

ische Inschrilten'von M. von Berchem. 3 vols. (16 x

Berlin (Reimer).

Repertoire archeologiquedel'arrondissemeTitde Reims : Cmton
de Bourgogne ficre partie). Par H. Jadart el L. Demaison.

(g X 6) Reims (Michaud), 5 fr. 4 pl.aes.

Manghi (A.). La Certosa di Pisa : storia (1366-1866) e descri-

zione. (8xi) Pisa (Mariotli). 65 illus.

Fowler (Sir J. K.). A history ol Beaulieu Abbey, A D. 1204-

1539. (9x6) London ("The Car Illustrated"). Illustrations.

BIOGRAPHICAL WORKS AND MONOGRAPHS
NoCQ (H.). Lcs Duvivier : Je.in Duvivier, 16S7-1751 ;

Benjamin

Duvivier, 17S0-1819. Essai d'un catalogue de leur.s <euvres

precede d'une notice biographique ct bibliogr.ipliique,

(12 X 8| Paris (Soc. de Prop.ig.ition des Livres d'Art), 25 fr.

Laxge (J) Studien iiber Leonardo da Vinci. Aus dem
diinischen iibersetzt von I.Jacob-Anders. (12x8) Strasburg

(Heit/), 3M. „ ,

Oldenboi-R(, (R.). Thomas De Keyscr's Tatigkeit .als Maler.

(gx6) Halle a. S., igii. Inaugural-dissertation.

Semi'EH (H.I. Michael und Friedrich Pacher, ihr Kreis und

ihre N.ichlolger. (lox 7) Esslingen a. N. (X'ell), 24 M.

1S6 illustiations.

Greaves, Whistler and Chelsea. A personal note. Chelsea

(West London Book Store, 157 King's Rd.), is.

ARCHITECTURE
Lem.ure(R.). L'origine de la basilique latine. (9x3) Brussels

(VromanI), 7 fr. 50. Illustrated.

ThoMPSO.n (A, H,). The ground plan of the English parish

church. (6x 5) Cambridge (Univ. Press), is. net. Illustrated.

Godfrey (W. H.). A history of architecture in London

arranged to illustrate tlic coiirse of architecture in England

until 1800, with a sketch ol the preceding Ei>ropean slyles.

(8 X 5) London (Batsfoid), 7s. 6d. net. 250 illuslratii ns.

Frev (K). Zur Haugeschichle des St. Peter. Milteilungen aus

der Revcrendissima Kabbrica di S. Pictro. (14x10)

Beiheft to •• Jahrbuch der Kgl. Preus/. Kunstsammluiigen ",

Vol. XXXI. 6M.50.
. „ .,

HoEBER (F.). Die Friihrenaissance in Schlcttst,adt : em Beitrag

zur elsissischen Architekturgeschichtc. (13 X 10) Strasburg

(Elsiissischc Rundschau), 10 M. 83 illustrations.

• Sizes (height X

Stiff Neukloster, Wiener - Neustadt. A richly

carved altar-piece with paintings (School of

Carinthia, si.xteenth century), is the last work
illustrated in this Heft (Nos. XXIII, XXIV).
It was formerly in the church of the hospital at S.

Veit (Carinthia) and is now in the Rudolfinum at

Kiagenfurt. The back and the outer sides of the

shutters are decorated with paintings which, judg-

ing from the illustration (No. XXIV), seem to be

poor in quality.

Ki.oPFER (P.). Von Palladio bis Schinkel, eine Charakteristik

der Haukuiist des Klassizismus. (11x7) Esslingen a. N.

(.Veil), 15 ^f. " Geschichte der neutren Baukunst ", vol. ix.

261 illustrations.

Mawson' (T. H.). Civic art. Studies in town planning, parks,

boulevards and open spaces. (14 x 10) Loudon (Batsford),

50S. net. Illustrated.

PAINTING
HiN'D (C. L.). The Post-Impressionists. (10x7) London

(Methuen), 7s. 6d. net. 24 plates.

Bopi'E (A.). Les peintres du Bosphore au dix-huitieme siecle.

(7 X5) Paris (Hachette), 3fr. 50.

Reylaexuer (C). Die Eiitwicklung des charakterislischen

und siltenbildlichen in der niederliindischen Malerei des

XV Jahrhundcrls (v.m Eyck bis Meinling und G. tot Sint

Jans). (9x6) Tihit (Reylaender). Inaugural-dissertation.

SCULPTURE
Hasse (C). Antike Bildwerke : Venus von Milo, Ilioneus,

Torso von Belvedere, Torso von bubiaco. (11 x 8) Strasburg

(Heitz), 4 M. 13 plates

D.VNii.owicz (C. de). Naoum Aronson, sculpteur. (14x11)
Paris (Fontenioing), 50 fr.

KODIN (A.). L'Art. Entretiens reunis par P. Gsell. (gx6)
P.iris (Grasset), 6 fr. net.

MANUSCRIPTS
Loo (G. H. de). Heures de Milan. Troisieme partie des tres-

belles Heures de Notre-Dame, enluminees par les peintres

de Jean de France, due de Bcrrv, et par ceux du due
(iuiilaunie de Baviere, comte du Hainaut et de Hollande.

Vingt-huit feuillets d'.ipres les originaux de la Bibliotera

Trivulziana de Milan. (14X11I Brussels (v. Oest), 100 fr.

Photogravures.
Martin (H.). Le Boccace de Jean sans Peur, Des Cas des

Nobles Homines et F'emuies. Reproduction de 150 minia-

tures du manuscrit 5193 de la Hinliotheque de I'Aisenale.

(13 X 10) Brussels (v. Uebl), 30 fr. Collotypes.

Kii.i.ermanx (S.). Du Miniaturen iin Gebetbuche Albrechts V.

von Bavern (1574). Ein Beitragzur Geschichte der Insekten-

und Ptlanzenkunde. (10x7) Strasburg (Heitz), 10 M.

29 pl.ltes.

Merton {\). Die Buchmalerei des IX Jahrhunderts in St.

Galleii unter besonderer Berucksichtigung der Initial-

Ornanientik. (g x 6) Halle a. S., 1911. Inaugural-disser-

t.ition.

CERAMICS
Burlingt.m Fine Arts Club. Exhibition of early Chinese pottery

.mil porcelain, 1910. (16 X 13) London (printed for the Club).

56 pl.ltes, some in colour.

Catalogue of the collection of old Chinese porcelains formed by
Richard Bennett, Esq.,Thornby Hall, Northampton. (12 x lo)

London (Gorer), 52s. 6d. Colour plates.

Church (Sir A. H.) English earthenware made during the

SL-vcnteciith and eighteenth centuries. (gx6) London
(Victori.i and Albert Museum Handbook), is. 6d. or 2s. 3d.

Van ue Put (.A.). Hispano-Moresque Ware of the fifteenth

century : Supplement.iry studies and some later examples.

(10x7) London ("The Art Worker's Quarterly", 29

Newman Street), 7s. 6d. net. Illustrated.

width) in inches.
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Jones (E. A.). The j;old ami silver ol Windsor Castle. (17x12)

Arden Press, Lclchworth (inintcd), 7 guineas. 103 collo-

type plates.

M.\RSH.\Li. (F. H). Catalogue of the jewellery, Greek, Etruscan

and Roman in the Departments of Antiquities, British

Museum. (11 v 9) London (Longmans; Quaritch). 83

collotype plates.

Diirtr Society. Publications, x. Index to portfolios i-x, 1S98-1908,

By C. Dodjjson and S. M. Pcartree ; with supplementary

notes.—xi. Notes and sketches by A. Diirer. Selected and
edited by C. Dodj.json. (irx8) London (the Society).

These terminate the Society's publications.

SiMO.N (P.). La Grande Kose de la cathedralede Reims : etude

historique et descriptive, sa constitution a I'aide de docu-

ments certains, sa restauration. (iixg) Reims (Michaud),

25 fr. Illustrated.

Paz.aurek (G. E.). Glasperlcn und Perlen-Arbeiten in alter und
neuer Zeit. (12x8) Darmstadt (Koch). 6 M.

Dietrich (B.). Kkinasiatische Stickercien. (9x7) Plaucn (the

author). 16 M. 50. lUuitrations, some in colour.

GERMAN PERIODICALS
Jahrbuch der K. Preuszischen 1Ccnsts.\mmun-gen. Heft

II. Berlin, igii.

Dr. H.4LM writes on '' Der Meister von Rabenden und die

Holzplastik des Chiemgaues " (the district between the Inn and

the ,^1/,) with reproductions of the altar-piece of Kabenden (c.

1510-15) and other woiks ; he combats the usual assumption

that the (:evelopment of religious art in this district was due to

the dominating intluence of Salzhur.«, and shows that the

Chiemgau school was closely connected with Tyrolese art. The
anonymous sculptor called by the author " the Master of

Rabenden " is one of the most individual Bavarian artists

of this period. Dr. Halm ascribes to hnn many sculptures,

among them some figures at Berlin—fragments of an A,:ioin in the

Garden—and other single fmures in ihe National Museum at

Munich ; his earliest work yet known isthe5. Tn"(« at Rohrdorf

on the Inn, which the author dates c. 1500. Dk. Kkikdlanuer

has a short note on nine studies on one sheet for a figure of S.

Christopher bv Albrecht Diirer dated 1521, acquired for the

Print Room, Berlin, from the Duval sale at Liege in June 1910.

The writer suggests that Diirer may have made these

studies for Joachim Patinir, though there is no positive proof.

They cannot be ideiitilied with Ihe studies mentioned, in

Diirer's Diarv (Whitsuntide 1521), as having been made for this

master ; these were four in number, on grey paper heighlenid

with white, whereas the Berlin sheet contains nine figures

drawn with a pen. Dr. Schm.\ksow has a long article, " Knt-

wicklungsphasen der Germanischen Tierornamentik von der

Volkerwanderung bis zur Wikingerzeit (IV-IX Jahrhundert) ",

in which he examines minutely Dr. Bernhard Salin's standard

work on the subject, alter the Swedish MS. by J. Mestorf.

Dk. DiEZccntinues his studies of painted ivory caskets and pyxes

(article I, in Heft 4, 1910) ; a contribution full of impoitant data.

Jahrbuch der K. Preuszischen Kun-sts.\mmi.un-ge\-. Beiheft

ziM EixuNDDREisiGSTKN Band. 1911.

Dr. K,\kl Frev, under the tiile"Zur Baugeschichte des S.

Peter, Mittheilungcn aus der Rev.""^ Kabbrica di S. Pietro",

publishes a n-.ass of valuable documentary matciial—studies for

a critical and detailed history of S. Peters from the earliest

times, through all the stages, of its architectural development.

The volume is in live sections": "The Vatican"; " C.istle of S.

Angelo"; " LaMagliana "; " S. Ma^ ia in Dominica (La Navicella)"

and "S. Pieiro". The entries range from 1506 to 1513, with a

further chapter on the building under Clement VII. Numerous

incidental notices of painters, sculptors, architects and goldsmiths

will interest all students of the history of art in the publication.

Repertorium FUR KCXSTWISSEN-SCHAFT. Heft 2. Berlin, 1911.

I.\- an article entitled " Zur Byzantinischen Frage. Erne Ilan-

dels^esctiichtlichc—Kunstgesc'hichtliche Untersuchung ", Dr.

Berthold Haendcke critically examines accepted opinions as to

the supposed contiinious intercourse between Byzantium and

Western Europe in the early Middle Ages, and the theory

that as a natural result, ivories, goldsmiths' work and miniature-

paintings poured into Europe, and that Western art, irom the

Carlovingian epoch to the first decades of the thirteenth century,

was perme.ited by Byzantine ideas. Dr. Haendckc's conclusions

Recent Art Publications
E'posizione intcrnazionale di Koma : guida ijenerale delle

mostreretrospittivein CastelSant' Angelo. (7x4) Bergamo
(Islituto d'Arte graliche) ; 200 pages. Illustr.ited.

Stein'kr (P.). Xanten : Sammlung dc» Xicderrheinischen
Altei turns-Vereins. (10X7) Fr,inkfurt(Bacri, .) M. 25platcs
and map.

Das Kaisei-Friedrich-Museuin. KGhrer. 2. .\ullagc. (7x5)
332 illustrations.

Bohatta (H.). Liturgische Bibliographic des XV Jahrhunderts,
mit Ausnahnie der Missale und Livres d'Heures. (11x7)
Vienna (Gilhofer &. Ranschburg), 12 M.

MoLSDoijF (W,). Gruppierungsversuche im Bcreicl e des
altesten Holzschnittes. (10x7) Strasburg (Heitz), 7 M.
Illustrated.

Binetti-Vertia (C). Trine e donne siciliane. (I2x8) Milan
(Hoeplij. Sf plates.

Annuairc de la Curiosite ct des Beaux-.Arts : Paris, d^parteracnls,
etranger. (9x6) Paris (90, rue Saiiit-Lazare), 6 fr.

MiREUK (H.). Dictionnaire des vcntes d'arl faites en France et

.a I'etranger pendant les XVII le ct XlXe siecles. Tomes
III-V, C-H. (11x7) Paris (Vincenti), 40 fr. per vol.

are. that the question is still unsolved. His attitude towards the
view regarding the triumphant Byzantine inllucnce in

Germany at the clo.e of the twelfth century is equ.illy sceptical.

Far more prominence, he thinks, should be given to the indi-

genous and Italian element in the earliest limes and tar less to

the Byzantine. IJR. RoMHE publishes two documents in

Florentine archives concerning a lost altar-piece. The Virfin-Linlh

S.S. I'elcr, I'^iiil, Louis and Anthony, painted by Filippo Lippi
for S. Domenico (Vecchio), Perugia, in 1451 ; some ol the
panels still remained at Perugia in 1784 but have now disap-

peared. Du Hkhmaxn Voss in a concluding article on Painters

of the Seicento in Roman galleries, proposes some apparently
well-founded re-attributions of pictures to little-known painters

and identifies a so-called Schedone as an early Guercino. He also

refers to a bronze horse, often regarded as antique, which he h.is

identified as Francesco Mocchi's model tor his Rannccio Faniese,

at Piacenza. Dr. Voss's discovery, with that iif a wax model for

Mocchi's Alcssandiv Farncse, has thrown new light on the history

of this sculptor. Dr. GI'mbel continues to publish the build-

ing accounts of the choir of S. Laurence at Nuremberg from
1462-67. The existing registers end with that year, but the

choir was not completed until May 1480, as proved by an entry

in the Nuremberg " Ratsbiichcr " of that year, which Dr. Giimbel
al.so publishes. Dr. WrrriXG writes a Latin note, " De non-
nullis memoriispertinentibus ad artem antiquam Gallorum ".

MONATSIIEFTE FUR KUNSTWISSEXSCHAET. Heft 5. Leipzig,

I9II.

Dr. Steixmaxx writes on the works of Houdon in the museum
at Mecklenburg-Schwerin. Kkeiherr vox Hadei.x reproduces

two panels in the gallery at Buda-Pesth, which he ascribes to

the early period of Palma Vecchio. and sums up the remarks of

two other writers about them, proving that both pictures were
once in the collection of Archduke Leopold, and appe.ir in the

younger Teniers's picture of that gallery in the Munich Pina-

kothek. The writer regards as an early work of Palma the

bust of a young man in the Museo Civico, Verona, which

Mr. Bercnson attributed to Moretto. Dr. Baum criticizes

Dr. Lange's reconstruction, with pictures at L'lm, Niircmbiig,

Stuttgart and Karlsruhe, of the dispersed altar-piece of the

Wengenkirche, Ulm, by Zeitbloni and his assistants, considering

that the " Wcngcnaltar " must have been constituted much as

the Blaubeuren altar-piece, though without plastic ligures, and
that it must have been of much larger dimensions than the

altar-piece assumed by Dr. Lange. the date could not have

been earlier than 1405. The Strassburg copies after Leonardos
Cennailo are the subject of an article by Dr. Haxs Ki.aiber.

In 1907 interest in these cartoons was revived by Dr. Hoerth,

who ascribed them to Leonardo himself and defined their

relation to the Ccnacolo. Dr. Kl.iiber shows that they dilfer

from the composition in S. Maria delle (Irazie as well as from

the principal copies, both in the treatment of some of the

Apostles and notably in the bead of Christ, which is beardless

and with parted lips. They are not by Leonardo, but were
probably drawn by some painter of his school in the beginning

of the i6th cent., not as a reproduction of the whole com-

position, but r.s independent studies of separate figures. Dr.

Klaiber appears to incline to Prof. Dehio's suggestion that

Boltrafiio may have drawn these cartoons.
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Heft 6.

Dr. Eaumstakk has a well-illiistrakd arlicle on ccifnin

Armerinn illumiiKitcd MSS. of the Gosrels (17th and iSili cent.)

at ]eiu?aleni. Dk. Fkeyek writes on llie srowtli and di.vtIop-

nicnt (if e (.nipt lire in Saxony in the i2tli and 13th cciit., with

more particular reference to the works of the master of the

Kaumburj; sculpture)^, whose activity bigan c 1250. Kkeihehr
vox Had'kln identities a picture iu the Berlin Gallery signed
" Petrus Maria " as an early work |c 1494) of I'ennacihi, a pupil

of his brother, tlie elder Girolamo da Tieviso, his senior by nine

years. The Berlin picture shows a close connexion with

Girolamo's signed and dattd work belonging to Count Collalto

at S. Salvatore, near Sussegnana. Dr. Voce has a note on Vtit

Stoss and the works ascribed to him and his school—an ampli-

fication of tlie same writer's article in Heft 3, loio, of this

periodical.

Heft 7.

Dr. Burg writes on a portrait lately in a Russian private

collection (now belonging to a dealer in Munich) by Antonius

Palamedesz, and seeks to'idenlify the sitler as Palamedes, the

younger brother of Antonius ; he considers the portrait important

for the light which it throws on the painter's development. Dr.

BOMBE in an important article, " Raft'aels I'erugincr Jahre ',

deals with the master's earlv training and artistic activity at

Citia di Caslello and in Perugino's bollci^tj. Ostensibly a

discussion of Dr. Gronau's revised edition of Rosenberg's
•' Raft'ael ", in Khisfikcr dcr Kniisl, it sums up the most important

results of recent criticism on the subject of Raphael's earlier

years and makes some new contributions. That Raphael at eleven

was taught in the joint-workshop of Evangelisia di Piandimeleto

and Timotco Viti seems now almost certain, and Viti's influence

on the boy, supposed by Morelli from analytical methods, seems

to be conlirmed. The fiist traces of Raphael as an assistant of

Perugino, the aulhor sees in Peiugino's altar-piece of 1500, for

S. Agostino Perugia (now in the Pinacoteca, Perugia ;
the

predella at Berlin). He proves from documents that the

S/osn//;/o (Caenl was first commissioned from Pint(Ji iccliio in

1489; on his failure to execute the order it was given (1499) to

Perugino, who by 1503 had not completed it. Raphael's

Sposali::io (Hrera), completed in 1504, was therefore painted

contemporaneously w-ith it and perhaps in Perugino's workshop.

The portrait of a young prince in the Pilti, till recently ascribed

to Giacomo Francia, is considered to represent Francesco Maria

della Rovere and to have been painted by Raphael at Urbinoin

1504. Dr. Gall in an article, " Ncue Beitr;ige zur Geschichte

vom Werden der Gotik " treats especially of the Abbey churches

of Lessay and Sainte Trinite in Normandy. Dr. J antzex writes

on a signed and dated work (iGio) discovered by him in the

church of the Madonna at L'lzcn {Prov. of Hanover) under the

name of Correggio. The subject of a striking picture by Greco

(Paris, D. Ignacio Zuloaga), wrongly called Amor Pivfnno is

explained by Dr. KichreR as representing one of the Apocalyptic

Visions'— J7i( Opann.i of Ihc Fifth Seal, a subject which also

forms pait of Diiicr's composiiion in his woodcut of the

Opcuiiiii oj Ihc Sixlh Siiil. Dr. Kehrer dates the picture c. 1610,

four years befoie the death of Greco. Dr. Gebhardt proves

that the painter Conrad F.iber, a citizen of Frankfort-A.M., is

identical with Conrad of Creuznach and with the painter of the

Holzhausen portraits, who uses the monogram C. v. C. The
Master of the Holzh.iusen portraits has been much discussed

among German critics, but Dr. CSebbardt's arguments in favi.ur

of Comad F;iher appear to be conclusive. The Ilol/liaiiscn

Collection has been lent by its owner to the St.iedel Institute,

Kiankfort.

Dfr Cici'Ro.NE. Hcfl 9. Liip/ig, May, 1911.

Dr. Marie Sent ette writes (ju the Kxliihition of Old I.acc in

the Kunstgewerbe-Muscum, liip/ig, and Dr. Stfinmann on
" Arte Retlrosptttiva " in the Castle of S. Angelo, and especially

on the small Michel.ingelo-Kxhibition on the upper lloor.

Nos. : I and 12, June.

Dr. Bai.et writes on two Swabi.ui glass-painters of the i-lh

cent.: Christoph Alt Maurer and II.ms Christoph Maurer
both of Reutlingen, and identities works signed with the niono-

'[This correction was snrn iied 1 y Fr. Cossi'o and has been

already confirmed by Sr. San Roman y Fernandez's jHiblicalif n of

EI Greco's will.

—

Ed]

gram M R and in one instance CAM (of 1627), as by
the former, and others signed C M, as by the latter. Though far

inferior to their predecessors in the i6th cent., they are neverthe-

less ''decadents interesting lor their originality ", and not un-
worthy of study. Dr. Biermann' gives a short account of the

magnificent Nenics Co'letlion (at Buda-Pesth) now on loan to

the Old Pinakothek, Munich. Dr. Steinmann discusses the

exhibition, which opened in June in the Museum of Mecklenburg-
Schwerin, of the woiks of Geoi g David Matthieu (b. 1737), who
woiked at this court from 1764 until his death in 1778.

No. r3, July.

Dr. Zi.mmermann, who last September received an official

summons to Constantinople to catalogue and value the porcelain

in the Imperial Treasuie House and the Museum at Constanti-

nople, gives the results of his studies. The immense number
of specimens of Chinese porcelain and their quality and preserva-

tion far exceeded his expe. t.itions. The specimens of European
china which he found afford proof that in the i8th cent, porce-

lain destined for export to the East differed materially in form
and decoration from that produced for the European market.

Herr G. Chodowiecki reproduces and discusses a hitherto

unknown picture in his possession at Valparaiso—a family group
of 1766 by Daniel Chodowiecki, his ancestor.

Zeitschrift fur Bii.dende Kunst. Leipzig, May, 191 1.

Dr. CdRKADO Ricci has an article on the Florentine Pertrait

Exhibition in the Palazzo Vecchio. Frfiherr von Boden-
H.\i sen and Dr. Valentiner write on Gerard David and
works by him in American Collections and elsewhere since

the publication by the first-named writer of a monograph on
the master (1905). The known works of Gerard David now
amount to 55 or 56, not including three studies published by
Sir Claude Phillips in Tlic BinUiis,ton M<iga:iin:

June.
Dr. Rolfs argues that Raphael painted the portrait of

Michelangelo at the age of about thirty-six, in 1511. In the

bearded man on the extreme right of one of the frescoes in the

Vatican Slanze, IJio G/s'/;;," 0/ the Decretals, the lineaments

agree in the main with Condivi's description of Michelangelo's

appearance. Elaborate evidence is produced to support the

theory, which, if correct, is of gieat interest, since no portrait

of the master in early life is known.

Kuxstchromk. Leipzig, June 9, 1911.

Dr. Stokck writes on Maximilian von 'Welsch (d. 1745) and
his school, and the baroque architecture in the Central Rhenish
districts. He shows that Ma>ence played a leading part in

the development of the baioque style and that, far from
drawing inspiration from elsewhere as is often assumed, its

intlucnce, exereised by Maximilian Welsch, dominated a large

part of Central tlerniany. Welsch was the immediate
foreiunner of a whole generation of architects, artists and
craftsmen ; his most distinguished pupils were the architects

Ritter and Thom.inn.

June 30.

Dr. von Bexkard carefully describes the portraits of the

Holzhausen family and em merates works in different

C(illeitions with the monogram C. v. C. and others unsigned,

whieh are evidently by the same hand. Among other pictures

ill the Holzhausen Collection, he cites the unsigned portrait

of a man which ci ilics ascribe to Diirer's pupil M.rlin Hesz,

and a signed worked by Philipp Uffenbach, dated 151-8, in its

dramatic force and pathos involuntai ilv recalling ihe early

work of Rembrandt, and in its remarkable colour-scheme
appioaching Giirncwald. This is explained liy the fact that

Pifcnbach was the master of Rembrandt's forerunner,

Elsheiincr, and was himself taught by Griincwald's pupil,

Hans Grimmer. This picture, an important link between
earlier and later art, was one of the surpri-es of this interesting

collection, which cfjutains also many good portraits of later

gencr.itions o( the Holzhausen family.

July 7.

Dr. Waldmann writes on " Perspektive und Korper-
rnodellirung," in Minoan wall. paintings, in the palaces at

Knossos aiiel I'haistos.
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ANCIENT CHINESE BRONZE MIRRORS
BY KIMPEI TAKEUCHI

SPLENDID specimen of a Chinese
bronze mirror was acquired last year

^

hy the British Museum. The work-
manship is indeed admirable, and
,the colour, originally white, but now

slightly tinged with green, the result of corrosion,

is most pleasing. This mirror is of the kind

classified by Chinese authorities as grape-mirrors,

and attributed to the Han dynasty. Surely it is

one of the finest specimens ever seen in this

country, not only among bronze mirrors, but
among Chinese bronzes as a whole, and I do not

hesitate to express the liope that this acquisition

may lead to the wider study of Chinese art in this

particular phase. While the interest of English

connoisseurs in Chinese pottery, and also, latterly,

to a large extent in Chinese painting, is continually

growing keener, very little attention seems to have
been paid yet to bronzes. The most ancient

Chinese pottery known dates from the Han
dynasty (206 B.C.-264 A.D.), but bronzes stretch into

the dim and distant past, back to the Hsia dynasty

(2310-1871 B.C.), or perhaps even earlier still.

The finest productions in bronze are, generally

speaking, attributed to the San Tai—that is, to the

three dynasties of Hsia, Shang (1871-1 127 B.C.) and
Chou (1127-255 B.C.). Next in order come those

of the Han and the Tang (618-907 A.D.) dynasties,

but from the end of the Tang period we find a

general decadence in the art, and there is but little

worth recording about it after the reign of Hsiiante

(1426-1436 A.D.) of the Ming dynasty, in whose
reign the blue and white porcelain "Canton" was
introduced.

Although " Huangti Neichuan" says that Huangti

(2697-2598 B.C.) made twelve mirrors at Wangwu,
and that tlie Emperor Chienlung (1736-1796 a.d.)

ascribed an old plain mirror in his collection

to that age, and himself wrote an inscription

engraved on the back of it, as is described in

" Hsichingkuchien", we have no authentic specimen
attributable to any period before the Han. But
by reading many legends concerning the mirrors

in " Tsochuan ", " Chiinkuotse ", and several other

books, and also by following in imagination the

intervening stages of their development till we reach

their full perfection in the Han dynasty, which
may be reckoned the golden age of these particular

products, we may reasonably conclude that bronze

mirrors have been in use from almost prehistoric

ages down to quite recent times, among all grades

of the people, from the highest to the lowest.

The shape of the mirrors is generally circular,

though a few are square, or on an octagonal plan

broken by ornament [PLATE II, F, G], and a few

others are bell-shaped, or follow the lines of other

utensils.' According to " Weishu " (the history of

' The earliest record of a square mirror is in " Wutsatsu ",

which says, " The square mirror of Chin reflects the heart."

The Burlington Magazine, No. 102. Vol. XIX.—September, 191 1. ^^^

Wei), the octagonal mirror was introduced into
China at the time of Wuti (424-452 A.D.). Taking
into consideration all the mirrors described in

"Pokutulu", "Chinshihso", and "Hsichingku-
chien", with those which I have examined myself,
the size varies from 2-6 to 15 Chinese inches in

diameter, and in most instances measures from
5 to 6 inches.* Those over 10 inches occur only
among the Tang specimens.' The surface of the
mirror itself is made convex to admit of its

reflecting the whole human face ; consequently,
the smaller the mirror the more convex it is. The
thickness differs according to the age. The
thickest are found among the grape-mirrors, and
the thinnest among those of the earlier Han
period, and those attributed by some antiquaries

to a period earlier still. The most noticeable

peculiarity of the Chinese mirrors consists of a
knob, with hardly any exception, in the centre at

the back, through which is passed a silken cord,

varying in colours, length, and pattern, probably
according to the class of the owner, and intended
to serve as a handle as well as for ornament.
The shape and design of the knob often determine
the age of the mirror. The knob of the earlier

Han period is large, plain, and hemispherical

[cf. Figures d, h], and that of the later Han and
afterwards is a small plain cone [FIGURE a].

From the Tang period onwards it is, however,

sometimes in various cleverly-designed shapes

[(/. Figures b, e, l]. In the Sung period and later

it is small and carelessly cast.* All the decora-

tion is always placed on the back and is

cast in the substance of the mirror itself, the

method being thus quite different from that

used in Greek and Roman mirrors. It should

scarcely be necessary to say that the design varies

according to the age when the mirrors were

produced, but it is a remarkable fact that through-

out the ages through which our knowledge reaches

the design of mirrors remains almost wholly inde-

pendent of the design of other bronze objects.

The influence of different schools of thought, of

varying religious sects, and also of foreign art is

often traceable. I n Han specimens, the decoration,

being more derived than at other times from the

philosophy of divination, which governed the

thought of the people of that time, is mysterious

and symbolic ; while towards the Tang period, in

consequence of the change in the ideas of the people

and the increased influence of foreign civilization,

it becomes more natural and realistic. In the

Han period the decoration may generally be

» The Chinese inch is equal to 1-264 English inch.

' It is unnecessary to dwell here upon those huge many-

footed mirrors mentioned in some of the Chinese legends,

or upon a number of very large ones which have been

excavated in Japan.
* The mirrors with handles are modern, and those referred

to in some legends seem to be foreign.
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Ancient QJiinese Bronze Mirrors

divided into three concentric sections ; the centre,

consisting of the knob with or without some
design round it ; tlie middle section, forming the

principal field of decoration, sometimes containing

an inscription, and in most cases having an outer

band in the comb-pattern ; and the outermost,

forming a slightly raised border, which contains an

inscription only in exceptional cases. The decora-

tion is chiefly composed of hiunan figures, mon-
sters, fabulous animals, mystic symbols, " nipples"

and other objects such as clouds, which were once
significant, but became in time mere conventional

patterns. From the end of the Han dynasty, the

border section becomes smaller and plainer, and
the central section is slightly extended, so that the

decoration may he regarded as then consisting

of two sections only.

In the Six Dynasties up to the beginning of the

Tang, Buddism was at its climax in China, and
intercourse with India through Chinese Turkestan

was constant, while Chinese Turkestan became also

the inlet for the civilization of Western Asia.

Consequently other mirrors of a foreign type, quite

unknown before in China, are first traceable to this

period. The most remarkable are the grape-

mirrors. The design of these consists of the

fruit and leaves of the vine frequently with birds,

beasts or butterflies, and is, no doubt, Greco-

Roman [F'IGURES E and l]. These foreign orna-

ments were probably introduced gradually among
the traditional elements in two of the sections into

which the mirrors are divided. The transforma-

tion of the knob into the form of an animal seems
to have followed later, until at last die fully de-

veloped style caused these grape-mirrors to be

placed in a class by themselves. Considering the

comparatively large number of grape-mirrors still

to be met with, they must once have been very

much in fashion. Nevertheless, the old style

of decoration in three concentric sections still

survived too, but by this time the living creatures

had been conformed to the natural and realistic

type. The grape-mirrors are attributed without

controversy to the Han period by all authorities,

as I have already stated, on the ground of

an historical incident, Changchien's mission in

122 B.C. to Eastern Turkestan, whence he is

related to have brought home the vine and
planted it in the palace garden. The authenticity

of this history, however, is very doubtful. The
well-known treasury "Shosoin " at Nara in Japan

DESCRIPTION' OF THE MIRRORS
All the mirrors .ire in the author's collection

;

[a] Knob, small, surrounded by ornamental circle
;
principal

section, eight birds in pairs and four " nipples "
; border

,

plain. 4'2 inches. White. Late Han.

[b] Knob formed of the stem of a cassia-lree, with a bare and
frog on either side. The Chinese and Indian legends
agree most strikingly as regards the creatures which
inhabit the moon— namely, the hare and the frog. Also,

according to the Chinese legends the cassia-tree grows

contains a number of Chinese mirrors sent from
the Chinese Court during the Tang dynasty to the

Emperor Shomu (724-728 A.D.) ; among these are

several grape-mirrors. All these mirrors have

been so carefully preserved that they still look as

if they were quite new. Besides, a dated manu-
script still exists with the sketch and detailed

order which were sent to China, and these coin-

cide with one of the mirrors which is decorated

with two dragons; indeed, it is highly probable

that all the mirrors were cast contemporaneously

at this period. Considering, further, that Chang-
chien is anterior by over eight hundred years, it

seems impossible that the grape design remained
quite unchanged for so long a time as down to

the Tang period. Therefore I believe that it

must have been introduced some time about the

beginning of that period.

In the Tang period the boundaries of the con-

centric decoration sometimes became unimportant

and were even entirely disregarded, the whole back

of the mirror being occupied by one complete

design. The dragon, pha;nix, " suling " [FIGURES
J, K, L and m], argus, zodiac animals [Figures
J and m], duck, butterfly, water-chestnut flower,

cloud-flower, and other objects are very common
during this time. In the Sung period and after

it, we find principally copies of Han and Tang
and hardly any originality except in a few
instances, such as decoration in Sanscrit characters

[Figure c] ; in fact, all the specimens known are

poor and degenerate in design, as well as in work-
manship.
Although it is impossible to draw a distinct line

between the ages of mirrors by means of differences

in the style of the characters inscribed upon them,

there is no doubt that such distinctions may often

be of great help in fixing the date of a particular

specimen. It is also true that, as there are many
conflicting opinions concerning the age of each
different style of writing, comparison between
the inscriptions may eventually help to solve

the question. For our purpose, however, we
may roughly state that in the Chou and Chin
periods the style "Tien" was in use ; in the earlier

Han, the " Tien " and " Li " styles ; in the later

Han, the " Li " style ; and from the Six Dynasties

onwards, the " Kai " style. The characters on
the mirrors of a certain age often coincide with

those on the coins contemporary with them, but

even in a single style of the three just enumerated

illustrated OPPOSITE: PLATE I.

the periods can be assigned only with probability.

in the moon. In this specimen the mirror was, no doubt,
identified with the moon. 48 inches. Black. Tang.

[c] Knob and whole design in Sanskrit characters. 3'4 inches.
Dark brown. Yuan,

[u] Knob, large, surrounded by two monsters; principal
section, seven supernatural animals, alternately with
seven " nipples" ; round them an inscriptiim in the style

between Tien and Li ; border, decoration of seven
animals. 86 inches. Lacca-black. Hsihan.
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Ancient Qhinese Bronze Mirrors
several differences are noticeable in the " jots and
tittles " and in the arrangements of the component
parts of some of the characters. These minutias
were the peculiarities of an age, or even of a partic-

ular court, when there was more than one ruler

during the same stylistic age. " Chinshsihso

"

mentions the first inscription on the mirror
composed by King Wu of the Chou Dynasty,
which reads " Reflecting ourselves in the mirror,

we see our faces, reflecting ourselves in man-
kind, we see our fortunes". The name of the

maker or owner is also sometimes found in the

inscription. The Shiangfang mirror was made by
the court artisans of the Han period who bore
that name, and it has in many cases an inscription

beginning with " Shiangfang", such as " Shiang-
fang makes this mirror ", or " Shiangfang's fine

mirror is without fault". Other inscriptions begin
with the name of the dynasty, such as " Under
Han " or " Under Hsin "—" is found fine copper ",

" Hsin " in the latter being the name of the dynasty
temporarily established by the revolt of Wang
Mang {8-24 A.D.). The terms such as "Changlu ",

"Weiyang", etc., meaning "long happiness" or

"endless pleasure", were very fashionable in the

Han period, and are found on many Han mirrors,

as well as on tiles. The inscription beginning
" Up Tai mountains a genius is met, etc.", is attri-

buted to the time of Wuti (25-76 A.D.), who was
a devoted scholar of Tau, and erected an altar on
the mountain (56 A.D.). Phrases in accordance
with the class of owner, royal, official or mer-
cantile, and so on, seem to have been chosen for

some of the mirrors. "Chinshsihso" describes

five mirrors, dated respectively :

—

" First year Yuankang of Chin " (291 A.D.).

"Jen shou of Sui" (601-605 A.D.).

" Yuanyu of Sung " (1086-1094 A.D.).

" First year Chenghe of Sung" (11 11 A.D.).

" Fourth year of Chihyuan of Yuan " (1267 A.D.).

" Pokutulu " gives one specimen dated " First

year Wute of Tang" (618 a.d.).

" Chouli " defines the percentage of tin and
copper in bronze mirrors at 50 per cent, each, but

in other mirrors, according to the Han inscrip-

tions, it seems that silver also was an ingredient.

Thus the mirrors must always have presented a

DESCRIPTION OF THE MIRRORS
[e] Grape-mirror ; knob placed on an animal. 4-5 inches.

Black. Tang.

[f] Square ; knob, small and deformed ; two crocodiles, after a

Tang pattern, 44 inches. Light green. Sung.

[g] Knob, small
;

principal section, four birds with vine-

tendrils ; border, sprigs of flowers and butterflies. 5*5

inches. Black. Tang.

[h] Knob, large, surrounded by ornamental circle
;

principal

section, six gods with monsters, among them eight round

matrices in which, according to some authorities, precious

stones must have been set and have since been lost

;

white silvery colour when they were first made.
There is no doubt that workinen in those ancient
times excelled in the art of casting, but they must
also have had ready access to a special kind of

natural alloy suitable for their work, and to par-
ticularly fine sand convenient for making their

models. Generally speaking, in Han mirrors the

decoration is sharply cast, and the finer the mirror
the sharper is the casting, while in the Tang period
it is softer. Later than that it is rough and alto-

gether of poor workmanship, while even the metal
is of a brown or yellow colour, and the surface is

in many cases flat instead of being convex. Among
these inferior specimens are many modern imita-

tions, made bona fide after ancient patterns, for

ordinary domestic use.

It is not easy to state any summary rules for

defining the age of mirrors by the condition

of the metal itself ; the decision greatly depends
on the Jlair and experience of the individual.

Almost all the mirrors down to the Tang
dynasty still in existence have been, earlier

or later, excavated from the tombs, and the

present condition of the metal of which
they were made varies according to the nature

of its alloy and of the surroundings in which
the mirrors were laid away. Those which,

owing to peculiar circumstances, remain quite

free from rust in a fresh and perfect condition,

are called " hereditary old ", in contradistinc-

tion to the rusted examples, which are called

"underearth old". Any which are bright and
almost transparent are compared to jade, the

green ones are called "melonskin green", while

the black are called "black lacca old". There

is a Chinese saying :
" The bronze in the earth

over a thousand years is rusted to the bones ".

The chemical action, first on the superficial

particles of the metal, in process of time penetrates

to the inner ones, until, after a certain period, the

whole body is affected. Then it loses its cohesion,

and becomes excessively brittle. Thus particles

on the surface often come off and leave holes, or

the corroding action within sometimes pushes

particles out to the surface, which appear upon

it in the form of spots. Roughly speaking,

copper produces malachite (green) and azurite

(blue) by carbonization, and cuprite (red) and

ILLUSTRATED OPPOSITE: PLATE II.

inscription in thirteen squares, four characters in each,

in the style between Tien and Li ;
between the squares

thirteen half-disks of a cloud pattern ;
border, animals

and a cloud pattern. 6-5 inches. Black. Hsihan.

[j] Knob, small, surrounded by twelve Zodiac characters and

twelve " nipples " arranged in a square
;
prmcipal section,

eight supernatural animals, eight " nipples", and mystic

symbols surrounded by an inscription m the Li style
;

border, a circle of chevrons (the most prevalent pattern

of the Han period, found also in bronze vessels), and a

conventional scroll supposed to represent floatmg clouds.

7-5 inches. White, with a little green rust. W uti of

Han dynasty.
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tenorite (black) by oxidization, while alloys of

other metals each produce their respective

chemical combinations. The products also vary

from thin films to rough layers. The clay or

sand closely packed against the metal, often

becomes incorporated with it by means of a kind
of solution produced from the metal, and in-

separable from the body without detaching some
of its particles. New or imitated rust rests only
on the surface, and can be scratched off, even by
the finger-nail, without leaving any trace of

corrosion. Genuine rust is not soluble, even in

boiling water. The true old excavated bronze
has no smell of metal, but of earth. In some
instances the surface of rust has upon it traces of

threads of cloth that probably wrapped the

mirrors, and these traces cannot be imitated.

The Chinese regarded these mirrors with super-

stitious veneration and held them as sacred. In

olden times people hung them about their bodies,

in the belief that they would thus avoid all worldly
evils, and at their death were buried with them, the

mirror being supposed to illumine the darkness and
to act as a charm delivering them from evil spirits.

They were also regarded as synonymous with truth-

fulness and stedfastness, quite contrary to the

Western notion of mirrors being an image of false-

hood. In thepreface to" Pokutulu" isthe following

reference ;
" Huangti cast in metal sacred vessels,

among which were fifteen mirrors. In making
these mirrors he put into them the vital essence

of creation, therein following the fundamental

DESCRIPTION OF THE MIRRORS
[k] Knob, small, surrounded by six circles, two containing a

tiger, two a phcenix and two a flower-design ; border-

section, inscription in Kai style, surrounded by a band of

highly conventionalized birds. 5'2 inches. White.
Piobably end of the Six Dynasties.

[i.] Knob, in the shape of an animal, surrounded by four other

animals, modifications of " Suling", the unicornute mon-
ster ; border-section, birds and branches of vine with

principles of the universe so that they compare in

brilliancy with the sun and moon, and communi-
cate the will of the gods, thus defending us from
evil spirits, and curing our diseases". Mention

is then made that in the reign of Kaiyuan

(713-742 A.D.) in Tang, there was a famine, and the

emperor prayed to a certain mirror, whereby a

cloud came out of the mouth of a dragon on the

back of the mirror, and made seven days' rain.

It is further stated that Kaotsu (206-194 B.C.), the

founder of the Han dynasty, before coming to the

throne, obtained a square mirror at Kanyang
which secured good fortune. " Paokuatzu " says

that a Taoist hung a nine-inch mirror on his back,

and evil spirits would not approach him lest their

real features should be detected in the mirror. The
same book says that one asked if there is any way
of knowing the future, and the answer was,
" Reflect yourself in a nine-inch mirror, meditat-

ing the subjects, and after seven days you will

know the things in the future as well as those

beyond a thousand miles". "Sheniching" says

that a husband and wife on separating each took

a piece of a broken mirror for remembrance ; that

afterwards the woman married another man, and
thereupon the piece of mirror converted itself into

a jay, and flew to the husband and informed him
of the fact. Chinese literature abounds not only

in legends of the miraculous power of the mirror,

some of which fonn complete works by themselves,

such as " Kuchingchi ", but also in pretty poems
written by famous poets, such as " Sutungpo".

ILLUSTRATED OPPOSITE: PLATE III.

grapes. The design is in the transition.^1 stage of grape-

mirrors. 5'8 inches. Red and black. Tang.

[m] Knob, small, placed on a monster
;
principal section, four

supernatural animals, " Suling ", a phcenix, a tortoise,

and a dragon ; border, inscription in Kai style, surrounded

by twelve Zodiac animals. All the animals have become
realistic and very little trace of mystic symbolism is left.

9-4 inches. Red and green ; very much rusted. Prob-

ably Hsin.

S. JEROME BY CIMA DA CONEGLIANO
BY TANCRED BORENIUS

>HE beautiful painting of S. Jerome in

his solitude [Plate] which we are

enabled to reproduce by the courtesy

of its owner. Major L. E. Kennard of

Market Harborough, is apparently

at present very little known among students. Some
thirty years ago (1883) it was lent to the Winter
Exhibition at Burlington House, and was on that

occasion put down in the catalogue as a work by

Marco Basaiti, who, as is well known, frequently

treated this subject in a similar vein. The name of

Cima da Conegliano seems, however, to me to be

more appropriate for this picture. The general

conception of the scene is marked by that freshness,
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innocence and gentle rusticity which charm us in

the works of Cima. The composition, with its

accomplishment in the balance of lines and spaces,

is eminently characteristic of that master ; and so

are a number of details. A passage in the fore-

ground to the right—the rock, surrounded by trees,

on one of which a falcon is perched— is almost

literally repeated in another S. Jerome by Cima, the

little painting in the National Gallery (No. 1120)

which, by the way, also at one time was ascribed to

Basaiti. The two partridges to the left of the

saint are identical with those in the Madoiuia under

the Orange Tree in the Imperial Gallery at Vienna
;

this picture is also recalled by the singularly
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u
S. Jerome " by Qima da Qoriegliano

beautiful painting of the flowers and the foliage

in the foreground. The facial type of the saint is

the same as in the National Gallery S. Jerome ',

indeed, it constantly occurs in the works of Cima.
The drawing of the saint's drapery, particularly

over his right leg, is typically Cimesque. Finally

the clear, cool colouring in general and certain

notes such as the blue of the drapery and the green

of the shrubs behind the saint point to Cima. The
atmosphere effect, suggestive of the light of an

early morning just before sunrise, has rarely been

rendered by Cima with similar felicity. Here, in-

deed, there is a certain reminiscence of Basaili, as

he appears in a group of paintings ascribed by some
critics to a different artist, the " Pseudo-Basaiti ".

An additional interest attaches to this picture

through the fact that it obviously is the original

of the only known S. Jerome which is inscribed

with the name of Basaiti. The picture in

question [Plate] now belongs to the Budapest

Museum (Mo. 109), and bears on the scroll in the

foreground to the right the signature MARCVS-
BAXAITI FS.' (The scroll in Major Kennard's

1 1 am indebted to Dr. Z. de Tafcacs, of the Budapest Museum,
for a photograph of this picture, and for the information that it

was acquired from the Piccinelli collection in Bergamo. Tne

painting probably once bore an inscription, but
nothing can now be made out of it.) A com-
parison of our two plates will show that the

Budapest picture reproduces Cima's composition
fairly faithfully, though with some liberty and also

without much understanding ; for instance, the

mountain in the background to the right, which
is one of the cardinal points in Cima's design, is

here far less accentuated than it ought to be. The
painting is quite different in both works, being
careful and precise in Major Kennard's picture,

and extremely coarse in that at Budapest. Since
the latter is known to me only from a photograph,
I am unable to say whether its colouring is like

that of Basaiti ; but it seems a priori very im-
probable that he would have condescended merely
to reproduce the work of a rival artist. If the

Budapest picture is a contemporary copy, we are

probably justified in assuming that the signature

has been added in comparatively recent times,

when the name of Basaiti had becoine a kind of

general label for Venetian paintings of S. Jerome
dating from the time about 1500.

two panels are of slightly different size : Major Kennard's
picture measures 25 in. by 40 in. (64 by 1023 cm.), and the
Budapest picture 27! in. by 37I in. (70 by 995 cm.).

INVENTORY OF THE ARUNDEL COLLECTION
BY MARY L, COX

[By an oversight in the first instalment of the Arundel Inventory contributed by Miss Cox,

the proper heading, together with the reference to the Inventory in the list of contents,

was omitted.

—

Ed.]

INVENTORY OF PICTURES, ETC., IN THE POSSESSION
OF ALETHEA, COUNTESS OF ARUNDEL, AT THE
TllktE OF HER DEATH AT AMSTERDAM IN 1654.

(Continued jrom page 286.)

Holbein
Holbein
d'Alberto Durero

Van Dick

Raphael Urbino

Rubens

HOLBKIN
Holbein
HOLBBIN
Holbein

Bassano
Holbein
Parmegiano

Alberto Durero
HOLiEIN
Salviati
Brguoel

ritratto d'Annc de Cleves.

rilratto della Moglie de Holbein.
Chrislo portando la Croce con

molte figure disegnate.
ritratto del Sig^ Conte d'.\rondell

con suo Nipote.
Ritratto di ferrico Carondelet

Archidiacono Bissantino con
suo Segrctario guitciardino
& un altro tesa dclla sua
Migliora. Maniera e ben
conservata.

ritratto di Madonna la Contessa
d'Arondell.

Vcncre et Cupido.
Madonna de fra .Sebastiano
DEL PlO.MBO.

un ritratto.

ritratto del Cavaglier Guilford,
ritratto dclla moglie sua.

Ritratto d'un Orifice Hans von
Zurch.

Susanna.
Eduardo Sesto Red'Inghilterra.
St. Francesco.
Mad: Barotio doppo Corregio.
Un p.aese.

ritratto d'homo aquazzo.
Decolatione de St. Gioanni.
Botcgha de Barbiere in aquazzo.

Breugel
Bassano
Breugel
Palma
schiauone
BREL'GEL
Holbein

Campagnola
LucA d'Olanda
Ll'CA

Breugel
RaI'HAELE

Julio Romano

Holbein

Holbein
TiTIANO
Breugel
Holbein

Van Balen
Holbein
Holbein

Parmegiano
Breughel
Parmegiano
A. VAN Avenne
TlTIANO

Conladino che si batteno.
Viaggio del Patriarcha Giacoppe
Un qnadro con assassini.

St. Seb.astiano.

Nativita de Christo,
fiera o feste de Contadini.
Conte de Southhampton Filz-

Williams.

Paese.
Tcntatione de St. Antonio.
Le tre Re.
Duoi Arme A.D. (monogram).
Ballo de Contadini.

5 quadretti le historic de St.

George.
Ecce homo, Titiano.
Madonna.
Unquadrettocon N' Sig"congli

segni delle 4 Evangelist!.

Un quadretto con divers figure

Jocatori, etc.

ritratto d'un Mathematico.
Philippo del Rio.
Con quadretto.
Duchessa de Lorcna grande del

naturale.

Venus Ceres & Bacchus.
EdwarcJoScslo Red'Inghilterra.
Warramus Vescovo de Canter-
bury.

Ritratto d'homo.
Fcsta de Contadini.

3 paesi.

Drolleric in Cbiaro Scuro,
Ritratto del Duca d'Urbino.
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sotto ci.eef
Parmegiano
Paulo fiamengho
Alberto Dlrero
Altorfer

Raphaele

corregio
LUCA Chronach
Holbein

HOLBEIN'

Van Dyck

TiTIAXO
TiTIAXO
TiTIANO
TlTHNO
TiTlANO

Holbein
Veronese

Bassano

PlERIXO DEL VaGA

GlORGION

Tintoretto

Parmegiano.
schiavone &
Paulo Fiamengho

Blomaert

Mytens
Van Uyck

Van Dyck
Holbein

Sileiio chiaroscuro.

Ritratto de Donne
4 stagioni in 4 pezzi.

Veronica.
St. Jeronimo,
un altro St. Jeronimo.
Ritratto d'homo.
ritratto d'homo.
Sti Gieronimo,
St. Lorenzo.
Ritratto del Cavaglier Guiltfort

in piccolo.

2 scizze di Van Dyck.
un ritratto d'un niusico.

un altro d'un Architetto.

Christo nel horto.

ritratto de Henrico Howard,
Conte de Surry.

Ritratto de Toinaso Howard,
Ducha de Norfolk.

32 ritr.itti de chiaroscuro.

Una Mad: con N'-'^ Sig™ St, Gio-

anni copia de Raphael.
Adone e Venere No, 20.

Mars & Venere No. 21,

Venere cS: Cupido.

Christo fra gli nicouoli.

Un pastore con una femina &. tre

putti.

ritratto d'homo armato.

5 pezzi fatto per tapesseria.

ritratto de Paolo Veronese,

il Centurione grande.

il Genturione piccolo.

Christo cacciando gli mercanti

(uore del tempio.

Poeta Dante con varij figure.

Cinque cartoni in aquazzo gli

furti de Giove.

un homo & Donna con una testa

in Mano.
Christo levato delta Croce.

Henrico octavo.

Letre Marie,

corame d'oro depinti.

Pliilippo Conte d'Arundell.

3 ritratti sopra tavole tonde.

Madonna d'ALBERTo Durero.
Quadretto il ritratto del Visconte

Montague ca 3 fratelli—Izaack

Oliver in mano del Cavalier

Wallcker.

David et Goliath.

Mad: Innocentio
St. Pietro in prigione.

2 ritratti d'homo &
pezzi.

testa d'homo di guast.

un passadgio con una chiesa

dove danno Elemosine agli

poveri.

ritratto d'homo tenendo Corona

in Mano.
I doge de Venetia,

litratto de Stcphano Laughton
Don Carolo Colon na.

Ritratto del Sig"- Conte con
Madama.

Ritratto del Re & Regina.

Legge Vecchio li Xove.

d'Imola.

donna in

[After the inventory of pictures follows the list

of curiosities and other objects, now added to Miss

Cox's transcript.

—

Ed.]

2. Calamari de bronso con figurini.

8. Tondi Lauoro di Limosin.

3. piatti.

6. salieri.

una Tazza con un serpente al piede,

apeziii tonde con figure.

1 bocale,

b;anco de Corale con una figura.

un spccchio d'aciaio.

un ciichiaro d'eliotropio.

uno scatolo d'accoglio.

un Christallo con la figura de St. Gieronimo.

una scudella di Madre perle.

Tazza d'isada con coperchie.

pezzo de legno impietrita.

una Lampa.
una pietra per macinar colori de porfido rotto.

Diversi pezzi, figurini Ritratti & Altre intagliata in pietra & in

legno.

Ritratto de Stephano brechel pietra.

S pezzi intagliate in pietra 7 de quelli sono le 7 vitie.

un homo ignudo mettendo calzetti legno.

homo portando un peso legno.

Adam & Eva intagliata in pietra.

Cleopatra in pietra.

piramus & Tisbe.

una donna salvatica.

32 figure intaglio di legno per il giuoco de Schacco.

32 Ritratti de Signori grande c d.une legno.

2 figure in 2 scatole home e donne legno.

Landgravia di hessia A.D. (or A.O., monogram) legno.

Ritratto de Ulrico Zwinglio.

figura de argento.
tazza de rinocero.

Monumento A.D. (or ;\.0., monogram).
le 7'« virtu con une Lucretia tagliala in pietra.

Venere & Cupido \

Donna con agnello
Donna pregando
puttino con libri

\ pjpi,.,
testa di donna (

Gregorius Thurlke
arma sopra un ballo con ali

battagli a cavallo j

Duca de Richmond legno.

St. Giacomo con un homo inginoehiato legno.

Ritratto d'homo in Bussala.

Sphinx \

Lionessa A,,„r„^ ,, \ Avoho,
Cavallo
Cane )

puttino con pennt in una Mano un pese atacato a I'.iltra. pietra,

Testa de Lione Pietra,

Satiro & Saturina con due puttini & grotesca legno.

Una scatola con St. Martino
duoi cavalli marini attacato insieme
Arma pietra.

palas pietra.

Testa di Marte pietra.

Donna con un libro braccia rotto,

un frate con un bracio rotto:

puttino.

S.imsone col Lione manico de Corello.

Ritr.itto d'liomo in una scatola Legno.
un Turco.
hercolo & Caco pietra.

Testa di donna.
ritratto dc Melchior Schedel.
busto di donna coronata.
Buslo de hercole.

St. Roch in legno.

donna con un bracchio rotto.

2 capitelli intagliato in legno,

Guarcia di Cortello legno.

un contadino pietra.

St. Margarita pietra.

Magro pietra.

Mercurio pietra.

(anciullo con pesceiSt fiore in mano pietra.

Donna con fuoglio in una scatola pietra.

Lucretia pietra.

Testa di Cavallo.

I pezzo d'Avolio rotto con figure.

una mad; con Nr Sig avolio.

legno.
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una Mano in Legno.
donna tenendo un compasso in mano legno,

puttino con uccello in mano pielra.

Massimiliano Imperadore.
un altra.

fanciuUo tenendo due arme legno.
ritratto de llmptradore Massimiliano.
Erasmo Rotterodamo.
un anello in legno V.Z. (monogram).
pietra de la moto hispano.
Testa de donna.
Coronatione della Mad

:

Sigismondo Re di polonia.

Jorg Kootzler,

Andrea Doria.
Lorent Schaw.
homo con beretino.

Tartarugua.
Vecchio con fanciullo.

Paulus Kremer.
Leonora sorell i de Carolo quinto.
ritratto d' Anna fuchsin.

Stephen Brechiel.

herman bockmann,
ritratto senuza scrittura

2 frati.

Benedict Mulner.
angelo con una Torchio.
Noach con la donna & 4 fanciuUi.

Arme.
testa di giovane.
testa di giovane & giovana avolio.

Joan Shorn advocate.
Vaso in una nischia.

testa de donna.
Ceres & Bachus. Pietra bianca.
ritratto d'homo & donna d'una banda de I'altre Maximiliano

primo.

furleger de Norenberg.
luna intagliata in pietra.

Sol . . . pietra.

donna con ali tenendo un specchio pietra.
testa d'homo con beretino.
ritratto d'homo in bussola.
ritratto d'homo con Inscriptione.
un apostolo in piccolo,

un homo tenendo una rotolo.

Dio Padre.
donna sedendo sensa braccie.
un matto con un braccio.

Sirena.

donna li gambe & breccie rotto.

donna le braccie rotte.

Carlo quinto.

ritratto d'homo.
ritratto disegnato.
donna nelle copie con serratura alia boca.
busto de donna,
ritratto d'homo.

testa d'un turco.

homo vecchio con coron.
homo sedendo.
un matto,
piccolo pezzo con fogliame.
un santo con una chiesa.
fanciullo sopra un cane.
rittratto d'homo.
ritratto d'homo vecchio con Lettere Sem/er laiis ejus in ore mco.
testa di donna come Medusa, pietra.
Seb.istian Underholtz. pietra.

Grotesca con una testa armata in mezza.
testa d'homo laurata.

ritratto non finito con una garlanda sopra il beretino. Pietra.

arme con un moro
anna de bessia & Sassonia.
festone.

Venere.
Lione.
ritratto d'un duca di Sassonia,
Ismaeliti che vendeno Joseph.
mezza donna.
homo armato in ginocchio.
Caciatore.
Frederico Imperatore.
Grotesco con testa de donna in mezzo.
Maximiliano I legno.
ritratto d'un Signore de L'ordine della vele d'oro.
Diana con Nimphe. Pietre bianche.
Francesco Primo Re di Francia. Legno.
Donna sonando sopra una liuta. Legno,
testa di donna bozzata in ccra.

testa di fanciullo bozzata in cera
Un zoppo. legno.

2 teste bozzate in cera guasto.
2 ritratti una d'homo I'altra di donna in una scatola legno.
un homo come un Apostolo con le braccio rotto. legno,
uh homo con donne.
donna con spada.
homo mezzo. Grotesca.
figuretto come un S. Giovanni, legno.
Jonas nella balena cortello & guancia. legno.
ritratto d'Alberto Durero. Concha.
un angelo. Legno,
testa d'homo grasso. Pietra.
Struzzo.

un angelo in avolio.

una pew.
plico ultr. tagliato in aciaio.

Carlo quinto con bellisimo compertimento.
Jacop Wolckenstein,
Isabella Carlo Quinto uxor.
6 teste intagliato in bussola,
una Mad; con N^ Sigr & dui angeli. H.S. (monogram).
un palalino vescovo de Freisingen.
Chribto morto con 7 figure avolio relievo.
Satirina in bronso.

34 teste in Basso relievo legno.
un candeier de Bronso essendo homo con Ic braccie distese.
Anatomia d'una Lioncssa. bronso.

ETCHINGS BY SEYMOUR HADEN (UNDESCRIBED STATES)
BY CAMPBELL DODGSON

iX e.xamination of the British Museum
collection of Seymour Haden's etch-
lings with the aid of Dr. H. Nazeby
Harrington's catalogue has brougiit to
.light certain states and trial proofs

whicli had escaped the vigilance of that experienced
student and collector. Since the Print-Room
possesses over 280 impressions from 193 of the 251
recorded plates, the fact that so few additions need
to be made bears witness to the accuracy and

Harrington'sapproximate completeness of Dr.
description. Few as they are, it seems worth
while to place them on record.

H. 19. Fnlliam. The first published state, un-
described, should follow trial (6). The plate was
published without a signature, but still bearing the
etched title Fulhavi on the Thames, in Cadart's
" Societe des Aqua-Fortistes ", Premiere Annee,
Paris, 1862-63. It has a long engraved inscription,

giving title, name of publisher and printer. The
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Etchings by Seymour Haden (Uridescribed States)

trial proofs (cl and {d) are, consequently, not early

impressions from the plate, but intermediate proofs

between two published states.'

H. 56, 57. Kcar the Grande Cliarlreiise (after

Turner). Dr. Harrington describes but two proofs

of Xo. 57, one in the Lenox Library, New York, the

other (in 1905) in the possession of Mr. Dunthorne
(since sold), bearing a note in Haden's writing :

" From a drawing by Turner in my possession,

F. S. H.—unique proof—plate destroyed ". A
third proof, in reddish ink on Japanese paper,

was bequeathed to the British Museum in 1900 by
Henry Vaughan, along with trial (a) of H. 56,

which seems also to be very rare. H. 57 bears,

etched on the lower margin, the inscription

partially quoted by Dr. Harrington :
" Drawn by

J. M. \V. Turner, R.A. Near the Grande Char-

treuse, Dauphinc. Etched by F. Seymour Haden,
1863". The words "unique proof" suffice to

show that Haden's recollection of the history of

this plate was not faultless. But a much more
serious blunder was committed, apparently on
Haden's own authority, when Nos. 56 and 57 were
described as being from two different plates. The
error goes back to Drake's original catalogue,

where No. 50 (H. 57) is described as a study for

No. 49 (H. 56), and the note is appended :
" Both

plate and proof are believed by Mr. Haden to have
been destroyed ". The plate was not destroyed,

but re-worked, for H. S7 is simply the first state

of H. 56. The "triaf" (a) of H. 56 l^ears clear

signs of having been through some earlier stage
;

the marks of the burnisher are apparent in many
parts of it. A very large amount of the original

work was scraped out, but what remains proves, on
the closest examination, to be identical in H. 57
and 56. After all this work with the burnisher

had been performed, and the marginal inscription,

with much besides, had vanished, a local mezzotint

ground was laid to bring out the rock on the left

and the two trunks on the right as dark masses.

In a third state (H. 56, "first state") some addi-

tional etched foliage appears, partly undoing the

work of destruction and restoring with a lighter

touch a few details which had seemed too heavy
when first printed. But the plate remained un-

' This tiad already been observed, independently of my dis-

covery, by Mr. A. M. Hind, and is mentioned in his article on
Haden in Die Grapliischcn Ktiustc, 191 1.

finished, and was abandoned. Mr. Rawlinson
{Liber Stiidiorum catalogue, 1906, p. 131) refers

to Haden's plate as a spirited copy of the

etching for plate 54 of the Liber. Haden him-
self, it will be observed, has given a different

account of the original from which he worked.-

H. loi. Horsley's Cottages. The Museum
possesses an undescribed trial proof between (c)

and {d). It shows all the alterations described

under (d) except the change of inscription.

H. 145. Breaking Up of the " Againeinnon".
In addition to trial (c) and the first state, the

Museum possesses an undescribed trial proof,

which should be called (J), between (e) and the

second state. There is fresh dry-point work in

the sky near the right upper corner, and the waves
have been altered as mentioned in the description

of the second state ; but none of the other changes
noted had as yet been made. This proof is

described in the margin, apparently in Goulding's
writing, as the first impression of the second state

;

but it is evident that further changes were found
advisable before the printing of the edition went
on. The cancelled plate of this famous etching

has recently been presented to the Museum by
Sir Seymour Haden's executors.

H. 199. Windsor. The Museum possesses a

trial proof between {a) and (b).

A few slight errors in Dr. Harrington's catalogue

are of less importance. H. 71. The Lovers' Walk.
The trial proof in the British Museum is not (6),

but (a), touched with pencil with a view to the

alterations carried out in (b). H. 152. Dol-

inellyniyn. The trial proof in the British Museum
is {a), not (6). H. 158. Pool Dornie. The trial

ia) in the Museum is a counterproof. H. 218.

Encoinbe Woods. The Museum possesses trials

(b) and (c), but not (a). In H. 94, first

state, the signature is in the right corner, not

the left ; in H. 204 it is in the left corner, not
the right.

On the back of the Museum proof of H. 237,
Sketch near Longparish, Haden wrote in pencil :

"Date ? A fragment of an abandoned plate and of

some unremembered place, probably Longparish,
looking towards the long bridge, at the Hurstpier-

point end. S. H."
" The Lihcr drawing was bequeathed to the National Gallery

by Henry Vaughan (A. J. Finbergs Inventory, 1909, p. 321).

THE PAINTER OF
BY P. M. TURNER

'HERE are only two paintings in the

National Gallery catalogued under
the name of John Sell Cotman, A
\liiver Scene (No. iiii)and A Galiot

ill a Gale (No. 1458) reproduced
here [PLATE I,b]. A River Scene, though by no
means remaining in its original state, may be

A GALIOT IN A GALE
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regarded as a

Cotman's work,
purchased for

sale in 1895, it

fairly satisfactory example of

When A Galiot in a Gale was
the nation at the James Price

was welcomed as a notable

acquisition which filled a glaring gap in the repre-

sentation of British art. But from the very first

the attribution of this pretentious picture to the
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The Painter of^^A Gallot in a Gale'''*

elder Cotman was not generally accepted by
careful students of the Norwich school, though
the difficulties in suggesting another author have
deterred them from carrying their objections

much further.' It may be remembered that the

Master's elder son, James Joseph Cotman, declared

that his father never painted a large oil picture
;

and A Galiot in a Gale measures 43 by 54^.
This statement, however, is quite inconclusive

against the authenticity of the picture,

since the Viciv on the Nonvich River in the

Norwich Castle Museum (No. 7), the genuineness

of which is indisputable, measures 25^^ by 36J,
and cannot therefore be called anything but large.

The reasons for rejecting the present attribution

rest on the firmer ground of conception and
technique, as may easily be seen by comparing
A Galiot in a Gale with other known works of

the Master. For instance, the beautiful Fishing-

boats off Yarmouth in Norwich Castle (No. 8),

reproduced here" [Plate II, D], which was painted

at some time previous to 1834,^ shows a realiza-

tion of atmosphere and motion entirely absent

from A Galiot in a Gale. In the Norwich Castle

picture there is no melodramatic appeal nor

striving after effect ; on the contrary, directly we
see it we are struck by the constant characteristic

of the nervous, strenuous Cotman through all his

varying moods, his unvaried pursuit of truth to

nature. We feel at once that only a moderate
breeze is blowing and the diffused sunlight

gleaming from behind a rising mass of vapour

illuminates for us inevitably, as it does in nature,

the foreground and middle distance, with its clear

delicate light. The eye of a lover of the sea is

instinctively satisfied by the truth of the swell of

the water against the boat, the shape of the clouds

and the course which they are travelling, recogni-

zing that such details interpret truly the direction

and velocity of the wind. On the other hand, in

A Galiot in a Gale, we perceive that the painter

designs to make us hold our breath before his

exhibition of the violence of the wind, and the

fury of the seas with which he lashes his boat.

While all the time his sea is curiously lacking in

the form which vast bodies of water actually

assume under stress of a gale. His sea is merely

technically violent, and so is quite unconvincing.

His sky, moreover, is singularly inappropriate
;

the clouds do not seem to be moving at all,

whereas, with such a hurricane blowing as he lets

loose upon his sea, the clouds would be piled up

and driven helter-skelter before it. But most

un-Cotmanlike of all are the boat and figures. The
peculiarities of Cotman in the drawing of figures,

well defined to students of his work, are unmis-

1 See Mr. C. J. Holmes's article, Vol. IV, No. 10, p. 74,

etc. (J.-in., 1904).
.

^ By perir.ission of the Corporation of Norwich.

» The year of Cotman's sale.

takcable when once observed, and the three sailors

in the galiot do not present any of them.
If then .1 Galiot in a Gale is not by John Sell

Cotman, by whom is it ? The names of his sons,

James Joseph and Miles Edmund, have been sug-

gested—rather perhaps mentioned— in connexion
with it, since it is too unlike anything which we
know was painted by either of them for their

claims to be considered seriously. It was then

assigned tentatively to George Vincent, asuggestion

more within the bounds of probability, particularly

considering the treatment of the sky. Other critics

have put forward George Chambers on the credit

of a similarity in composition with works which
have latterly passed through the auction rooms under
his name. But all these guesses present insur-

mountable difficulties on technical points which it

would be tedious to enumerate here, and it seems

that no very serious efforts have been made lately

to solve the problem.
Now to students of the English School, I think

that one or two points will be obvious. First,

while the picture is undoubtedly English, it has

nothing to do with any painter of the group

commonly called the Norwich School. Secondly,

regarding the development of English painting it

evidently falls between the dates 1820 and i860.

And lastly, it is the work of some artist accustomed

to the use of water-colour. Some months ago I

observed in the Kunsthalle at Hamburg, among
the English pictures and drawings bequeathed to

the city by Mr. G. C. Schwabe, a sea-painting by

Copley F~iclding, otherwise unnamed. Thanks to

the Director's kindness, I was able to have a

photograph taken which is reproduced here

[Plate II, Cl. To assist comparison between

the oil-painting and the same artist's water-colour

drawings, his well-preserved and singularly com-

plete water-colour Off Scarborongh, of the Salting

Collection in the British Museum, is reproduced

also [Plate I, a]. It is well known that Copley

Fielding was fond of painting storms at sea,

and it will be seen that the Kunsthalle picture

represents a rough sea with a boat running before

the wind and a sky which I should call theatrical.

After a close study of the Kunsthalle picture and

careful comparison between it and photographs of

the pictures which 1 have enumerated, with some

others besides, I am now strongly inclined to think

that Copley Fielding and no one else was the

painter of A Galiot in a Gale. In it and the

Kunsthalle picture the composition is built on

identical lines ;
there is the same massing of the

clouds with the light suddenly gleaming through

them; the treatment of the waves and the motion

of the sea could hardly be more alike ;
and the

boats with the figures in the sterns must surely

be products of the same hand. I would

also draw particular attention to the hand-

ling and colour of the distance, and to the
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The Painter of''''A Galiot in a Gale'"

disposition of the gulls which, with Fielding, have

almost invariably black tips to their wings—

a

peculiarity to be observed in both pictures.

Further, anyone well acquainted with his pencil

drawings will have no diiiiculty in recognizing his

hand in the figures, and in details of the galiot,

such as the hard lines of the tiller and the canvas by
which the boat is carried.

LACQUER WORK IN ENGLAND—II. ENGLISH LACQUER
BY HERBERT CESCINSKY

}OME considerable confusion among
i|the authorities appears to have occuned
'regarding the period when English, or

'rather European, lacquer work began

Jto supersede the Chinese and Japanese
imported varieties. The whole question is far

more complicated than would at first appear. The
idea of imitating the Eastern lacquer appears to

have originated in Holland, somewhere about

1670, and after a considerable number of pieces

had found their way thence into England, the

methods were introduced by Dutchmen who fol-

lowed William the Stadtholder to England after

16S9. Various books dealing w-ith the art had
already been published, and advertisements had
appeared offering instruction in the new decora-

tion, but none of these can be accepted as genuine

contributions to the history of English lacquer

work. The folio of Stalker and Parker, " A
Treatise of Japaning and Varnishing" (already

referred to in the first article of this series, page 295),

although published during the reign of James II,

is absolutely worthless, the work of charlatans

who had not even a prentice knowledge of the art

they professed to teach. Absolutely unacquainted

with the composition of either oil or spirit var-

nishes, they endeavoured to escape from the diffi-

culty by recommending a mixture, a solution in

spirit of wine of practically every kind of resin

and gum known to commerce. Thus, "To make
Varnish you must have Spirit of Wine, which must
be strong, or you will Spoyl the Varnish". The
recipe propounded by these experts was to make
separate solutions of the following, in spirit of

wine ; Gum Sandrick (Sandarach), i lb. ; Gum
Mastick, i oz. ; Gum Copal, i^ozs. ; Gum Elemni,

ijozs. {?Gum Animee from the Courbaril tree)

and White Hosine, ^ oz. The above, when mixed
together with 3 ozs. (!) of Venice Turpentine,

formed the famous varnish which Stalker and
Parker announce as a "Compleat Discovery".

The other treatises published about this time

appear to be all of equal value to that of Stalker

and Parker, and the fact that "lackering" was
taught as an elegant accomplishment in young
ladies' schools at this period indicates that it had
not reached a serious technical level, and if prac-

tised at all in England, was in the hands of a very

few, who were by no means anxious to popularize

the art by the publication of treatises dealing with

the subject.

An examination of the books on lacquer work
during the last quarter of the seventeenth centui-y

revealing an utter lack of knowledge of the art by
its professors, we are compelled to adopt one of

two courses : either to date all specimens of

lacquer work, other than the Oriental, later than

1690-
1
700, or to acknowledge that those examples

which exhibit totally different methods of decora-

tion from those of Stalker and Parker, and others,

must be of foreign origin. The first of these

alternatives is inadmissible. If we date later than

1700 the square cabinets on carved and gilded

stands (where the lacquer work is obviously of

Occidental workmanship) we have no reasonable

period in which to account for the subsequent
developments of English lacquer work. That
some of these square cabinets are later than 1700
is indisputable ; but it may be accepted almost as

an invariable rule, that where the ground is hard

and brilliant, the raised gesso in high relief and
overlaid with pure gold as distinguished from
bronze dust, the drawing sharp, and showing con-

siderable acquaintance with the spirit of Oriental

forms, such examples are prior in date to 1695
and are of Dutch origin. At no subsequent period

does English lacquer work reach the high standard

of that of Holland at this date. It is very doubtful

whether many of the elaborate gilded stands of

these cabinets are of English workmanship

—

although this is possible, as the requisite degree

of skill was certainly possessed by the carvers of

the East Anglian counties at the period. In the

case of the lacquer decoration, English origin is out

of the question, unless we are to assume that

examples of the highest order and others beneath

contempt were produced at the same date and in

almost identical localities.

Although the ground of English and Dutch
lacquer pieces varies widely in different examples,

some possessing almost the hard brilliancy of the

Oriental work, and others being merely daubed
with varnish, they have all one characteristic in

common : the polishing ofthe ground is subsequent

to the execution of the ornament. Lacquer artists

do not seem to have been able to devise a raising-

preparation which would adhere properly to a

liighly polished surface. The ground colours were

therefore flatted, and after the design was finished,

in gesso and tracery, several coats of varnish were
applied, each being carefully felted down, in such
manner as not to destroy the sharpness of the
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ornament. Some detriment in this respect was
inevitable, owing to the tendency of the overlying
varnish to level up irregularities of surface. Good
English lacquer is always executed on an oil

ground. Spirit varnishes appear to have been used
only for inferior work, and the modern method of

"French polishing" (where shellac dissolved in

spirit of wine was applied with a "rubber") was,
of course, unknown until the first half of the

nineteenth century. In fine English lacquer work
the ground is hard and bright, with the peculiar
" sticky " appearance of oil varnish. The varnishes

being applied very thinly, with each coat well

felted down, the sharpness of the raised gesso is

usually very little impaired. An absolutely glassy

surface in English lacquer indicates spirit varnishes,

and inferior methods or, more probably, modern
lacquer applied to an old piece.

The square cabinets on carved gilded stands

appear to have remained the almost exclusive

fashion, until the very end of the seventeenth

century. The idea may have prevailed that these

square cabinets, with the doors fitted with five or

six hinges, with pierced flanges and lock plates,

and corner-pieces made to match, were typically

Chinese in design : certainly their decorative value

was undeniable. During the reign of William III

furniture relied on ornamentation rather than on
form for its decorative effect. Marqueterie

cabinets and bureaux were almost as severe in

general outline as these square lacquered cabinets.

During the first years of the eighteenth century,

however, this severity was somewhat relaxed,

marqueterie declining in favour and being replaced

by plain walnut. The new forms taken by this

plain walnut furniture were also adopted by the

lacquer worker, and the general contour of lacquer

cabinets began to approximate to the prevailing

styles of the various periods from the reign of Anne
to the end of the reign of George II. The square

cabinet, however, persists for many years, due
probably to the advantageous field offered to the

lacquer worker for the display of his skill. In

Plate !, P'igure a, is shown a square cabinet of a

representative type of this period, about 1690. The
carved stands of this date bear a general

resemblance to each other, all exhibiting the

influence of the school of Gibbon, It is the stands

rather than the cabinets themselves which mark
the varying stages of development until the end of

thereign of Anne. In Figure lithe stand is of pro-

nounced French character, the legs and stretcher

rails being purely Louis Quatorze in design. In

Figure c, another fashion is introduced, that of

the Dutch cabriole-leg, the stand here being

lacquered to match the cabinet. The black lacquer

demanding some relief, this is supplied by the

carved and gilded pediment, in lieu of the usual

gilt stand. This example is notable as being an

excellent specimen of purely English work. The

Lacquer PP^ork in England
ground, especially of the interior, is hard and
brilliant, the ornament highly raised and sharply
modelled, and quite characteristic of the best
attempts at copying the Oriental forms at this date.
The same fashion of providing each door with
elaborately pierced hinges, lockplates and corners
is general in nearly all these square cabinets, and
these brass mountings vary very little in design.
The imitation of the Korean "cut" lacquer

appears to have been rarely attempted, and it is

curious to discover, in the two examples shown in
Figures d, e and v, how the difticulties have been
evaded rather than surmounted. In each case the
ornament has been first cut into, or grounded in

the wood, the lacquer being applied afterwards.
It would appear that to be absurd was to be
Oriental iniyoo-iyio, as in the interior of Figure E
the two panels of the inside faces of the doors are
intended to be complete only when the doors are

closed—in other words, when the design cannot be
seen at all.

The general fashion of the Queen Anne
lacquer furniture following the general fashions
of the walnut furniture of the same date, the double
dome-top was frequently adopted in both. The
custom of fitting these cabinets with lock plates,

hinges and corners of pierced brass appears to have
declined between 1700 and 1710, as these double
dome-top cabinets are found, either plain, as in

Plate II, Figure g, or embellished in the older
fashion.

During the latter part of the reign of George I

the corner cabinet became a favourite article of
furniture, and numbers of these must have been
decorated with lacquer work, examples such as

Figure h being frequently met with at the present
day. Not only do the forms of these corner
cabinets exhibit a strong similarity, but even the

design of the lacquer work is usually based on one
or two patterns, such as on this example.
The care and attention hitherto lavished on
the finer specimens of English lacquer work
began to exhibit strong decadence at this

period, the design usually being poor, the

ornament badly spaced and meaningless in drawing,
and the relief usually very low. Clock-cases are

the notable exceptions in the whole history of

English furniture which remain unaffected by the

general trend of fashion or the decline in quality of

workmanship. The trade of theclockmaker was a
powerful industry during the latter half of the

seventeenth and nearly the whole of the eighteenth

century, regulated by a wealthy, influential and
autocratic guild. The greatest possible skill and
labour was lavished on the early clocks, and to the

student of English clockmaking it is surprising at

how high a level not only the workmanship but

also theinvcntiveability of the craft was maintained.

The cases of fine London clocks, especially those

of the "grandfather" type, which were nearly
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always made to the order of the clockmaker,

exhibit an equally high grade of workmanship

and design until about 1750, when the trade of the

clockmaker began to decline. Figure J, a clock

by Windmills and Elkins of London, is a good

specimen of a lacquered clockcase of fine propor-

tions and high quality of about 1730-5. The
ground is of a dull green, a colour which

appears to have been the hcic noir of the lacquer

worker, as it is exceptional to find a good green

ground in English lacquer-work of this period.

With the advent of Robert Adam and George

Hepplewhite, lacquer-work, which had declined in

favour during the period of Thomas Chippendale,

was again revived in an altered form, the fashion

being for furniture enamelled with varnish paints,

and decorated in the style of Adam, this method

being generally referred to as "Japanning".
True lacquer, with the ornament of raised and
gilded gesso, was very sparingly produced, although

Figure k, a cabinet of about 1780, is an instance

of the fact that the art had not been entirely lost

at this date. As a general rule, however, the

whole subject of lacquer work in England may be

subdivided into two periods, that of the Oriental,

from about 1665 to i69o,and thatof the Englishand

Dutch, from 1690 to about 1750. Fashion plays

such an arbitrary part in the history of English

furniture during the whole of the eighteenth

century, that it is possible to make certain

apparently arbitrary systems of classiftcation, in a

manner which would be both incongruous and
inaccurate if applied to furniture manufactured in

England at the present day.

SOME APPROXIMATIONS
BY SIR MARTIN CONWAY

'HE omnivorous collector of photo-

graphs of works of art, who not only

gathers together things from all

I

quarters representative of the work of

man in the past, but also tries to dis-

cover as truly as he may the co-ordinates in time

and space for each object depicted, stumbles now
and again on surprising approximations. The
process of arrangement, after books of reference

have been exhausted, is one of successive experi-

mental grouping of objects together—an exhaustive

trial of all promising permutations and combina-

tions, till at length the right one proves itself to

the surprised but instantly recognizing eye.

Some—nay, I believe, most—photograph ' col-

lectors solemnly go to work and buy the particular

photograph they may want at a given moment.
In such collecting there is no romance. I have

always acquired, and greedily, whatever came my
way, whether out of sale catalogues (of which I once

purchased 2 cwt. at a time—glorious moment !) or

from penny boxes at the second-hand dealers, or

by tearing up books or illustrated museum cata-

logues, or—however. A year ago there came to

me some eight-and-twenty boxes and portfolios

full of miscellaneous cuttings, prints, proofs,

photographs, sketches, and what-not, all in abso-

lute confusion, being the residue of the gatherings

of the late Mr. Romilly Allen, after the British

Museum and I know not who else had taken their

pick. It took six months of hard work to bring

order into that chaos.

Such collecting leads one over all fields of art

in process of time. Now it is a Cypriote earring,

now an Anglo-Saxon fibula, now an Achacmenian

' Of course, " photograph " is here used in brief for nny kind

of reproduction or image of an object, whether drawing, print,

or process reproduction of any sort.

cylinder, now a mediaeval spur that howls to be

located. To hunt each down in turn is most
attractive sport, especially after middle life. Each
problem solved is a new discovery for the man
who solves it, though experts may have revealed

the solution long ago. An example or two may
provoke emulation, and some are here recorded.

Amongst Mr. Romilly Allen's stuff were some
plates representing the fragments of a silver

vase or cauldron, called the Gundestrup vase,

from the bog in Jutland where they were

found in 1891. They came from a publication

by Dr. Sophus Muller (Copenhagen 1892).- Some
thought the work to be Gallo-Roman or a copy
of Gallo-Homan made in Denmark. Monsieur

Reinach put it to the time of the Barbarian

invasions, but no one seems to have looked

eastward for the origin of its forms.

The thing itself, as found, was a heap of a dozen

silver plaques. They originally decorated the out-

side and inside of the upper part of a large bowl
[Plates] and one of them was fixed to the bottom
inside. The designs upon them are ugly in a high

degree. The outside plaques bear the busts and
anns of male and female figures. The inside

plaques have complicated compositions. Individual

figures have been identified as Gaulish divinities

and the like, whether correctly or not I cannot

say.

The process of permutations and combinations

brought these silver plaques (the photographs of

them, of course) into the neighbourhood of certain

Sassanian silver discs, and finally made one in

particular claim close kuiship with the Danish find.

The disc in question [Plate II] was represented

2 other descriptions are in Montelius-Re'nach. Lcs temps

pii'hist. en Suede (Paris, 1S95), and S. Reinach, L'limbo iVHerpaly,

Bull, atchco., 1S95, p. 41.
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by a photograph ruthlessly cut out of a plate which
appeared in The BtirUn^ton Magazine, in August,

1910 (Vol. XVII, p. 285). It depicts a silver dish

belonging to the Hermitage collection at Peters-

burg on which is shown a Sassanian prince thrust-

ing a beflagged lance down the throat of an accom-
modating lion who opens his mouth at a convenient

altitude alike for the mounted hunter and the artist.

The disc or plate is not very closely dated, but

a comparison with Sassanian coins (the method
employed to run down Sassanian princes) indicates

a high degree of probability that the prince in

question was Hormisdas II (301-309 A.D.),and that

date is not sworn against by the character of the

work, so far as I can discover.

Hormisdas, on the plate, holds up his little

arms in a queerly ineffectual manner, after the

fashion of the Egyptian hieroglyph for Ka, and it

occurred to me that the prehistoric Dane
who made or ' superintended the making of the

Gundestrup vessel must have had before him a

Sassanian prototype like this Hormisdas plate.

Once set on the trail, it is easy enough to find

in other Sassanian works prototypes for all

manner of details on the Jutland imitation. There

are winged griftins and elephants ; there is a man
wrestling with a lion for all the world like Izdubar

of Babylon, whilst the dead huddled-up beast on

the bottom roundel has resemblances (if you bring

a little goodwill to the comparison) with the beast

in the British Museum silver plate with the hunt-

ing of Sapor II.

I am afraid all this reads like the outcome of a

terrible lot of learning, but it is really nothing of

the sort— merely permutations and combinations

which anyone could effect who happened to have

access to the photographs, and power to detach

them from the publications into which our

modern unwise habits of publication fasten them

to the detriment of study. Wondrous, however,

is the efficiency of a pair of scissors ruthlessly

wielded. It is true the text suffers, as my own
copy of the " Proceedings of the Society of

Antiquaries" (for example) sadly witnesses, all

gaping with holes where prints have been. But

what of text? It goes out of date sooner or later,

generally very soon ; whilst a good illustration of a

genuine object never goes out of date and is all

the better for being rescued from a swamp of print.

Let me be permitted to give another example.

Here is a pair of curious gold and garnet ornaments

now in the Berlin Mus'eum [Figuke i]. They
were published in the " Amtliche Bcrichte " at

some date which I do not seem to have recorded,

and I am certainly not going to spend half a day

travelling from Maidstone to the British Museum
to find out. The form of these objects is enigmatic

enough, and the best suggestion that could be made

of their purpose was that they were intended to

2 They find two or three different hands at work on it.

Some Approximations

decorate the scabbard of a sword. The setting of

cabochon and flat stones, the triangles of tiny

gold balls, and the general look of the things rank

FIG. I. PAIR OK GOLD AND GARNET
ORNAMENTS FROM VARNA IN THE BERLIN
MUSEUM

them at once among the produces of barbarian art,

such as were made in a vaguely defined region

north of the Black Sea, about the third and fourth

centuries A.D., where the Goths and other

ancestors of the barbarian invaders of Western
Europe learned the style which they brought with

them, even into England, in the days of the Folk-

wanderings. All that could be discovered about
the provenance of these two objects is that they

were sold at Varna ; but how they came there or

whence no one will ever know.
As to the origin of what we may for brevity call

Gothic art, it is not for me here to dilate. Suffice

it to say that the elements that went to the making
of it are to be identified in Scythia even as far as

Siberia, in Sassanian Persia, and (some have

thought) even in India. The inlaying of flat

stones, especially garnets, after the inanner of

enamel is, perhaps, the most characteristic feature

of such work. A golden relic box thus adorned

was found in a Buddhist Tope, near Jelalabad,

dating from not later than 150 B.C. It is now in

the British Museum. Garnets are the commonest
of stones in Northern Kashmir. The Hunzakuts

(in the N'ilt campaign of 1891), being hard up for

lead, put a garnet into the bullet mould before

pouring in lead, and thus fashioned the missiles
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thev fired at our troops out of Enfield rifles. I

collected some of these bullets on the spot a few

weeks after the fight. A few days later I came

across a stream the bed of which was wholly and

deeply covered with garnets. One could have

scooped them up by the coal-scuttle full. Thus the

hill country at the north-west corner of India is

just where'garnet decoration is to be expected.

In attempting to place tlie photographs of the

Berlin objects I was, therefore, naturally led to

turn over my Indian photographs, and the first set

I took in hand were those of the sculptures of the

Bharhut Tope (date about 250-200 B.C.).* There

FIG. 2. EARRIN-GS AS REPRESENTED ON THE SCULPTURES

OF STUPA OF BHARHUT

(on Plate 49) I found the very thing wanted,

amongst a set of drawings of earrings as depicted

on the sculptured figures. The illustration here-

with [Figure 2] shows two which appear to be

earlier types of the Berlin examples, whilst

another Bharhut earring is fringed with bells, and

thus further countenances this Indian connexion.

It is true that six or seven centuries intervene

between the Indian and the Gothic examples, and

there is a considerable degradation in type visible.

The Indian ornaments were trumpet-shaped, and

*A. Cunningh.im, The Sli'ipa of Bharhut. London, 1879.

India Oflice publication.

SOME FIFTEENTH-CENTURY
BY A. VAN DE PUT

HOSE who have followed the literature

upon the Exhibition of Mohammedan
Art at Munich in 1910, will have been

surprised to find that so distinguished

_ an authority as Dr. Sarre postpones to

the end ol the sixteenth century the Spanish carpet

bearing the Enriquez arms, which has hitherto

been generally assigned to the fifteenth.' Dr. Sarre

' The carpet (No. 187 of the oflicial catalogue) has been illus-

trated and described in The !lurlni,!iton Magazine, Vol. XVIII,

pushed through a huge hole in the lobe of the

ear ; the Gothic form is flat and evidently intended

to hang from a loop at the top. The garnet

decoration has also come in between the time of

the earlier and later example. But that the two

are oft'shoots of a single type seems hardly

doubtful.

The above instances of approximations are

related not as in themselves important discoveries,

but merely as examples of the kind of result

that arises automatically from the chronological

arrangement of a collection of reproductions of

miscellaneous works of art, and the facility of

reference which the detachment of prints from

books and from one another provides. A collec-

tion thus arranged is, in fact, a new and incom-

parable instrument of research. The necessary

features in such a collection are two : the repro-

ductions must not be larger than a moderate

maximum size, and they must be as nearly chrono-

logically arranged as the present state of knowledge

renders possible.

The first condition means that all the prints

must go into a box of standard size, not too big to

be easy of handling, not too large to stand like a

book on a shelf, not too heavy to prevent rapidity

of reference. A print may, indeed, be of any size,

but if larger than the area of the box, it must be

cut to fold, and not relegated to some larger box
involving separate and laborious consultation.

The second condition is poison to prigs. The
date of few objects is known. We must be

satisfied with approximate dates, and often with

dates assumed, always subject to repeated correc-

tion. Within a given century geographical sub-

division is first indicated, and within the geo-

graphical divisions the various arts can be further

subdivided from one another as numbers increase

and boxes grow to be over-full.

It is to be hoped that before long the utility of

such collections of reproductions will become
generally recognized, and that museums contain-

ing a chronologically organized representation of

all the arts of all the world— in fact, of the works

of man—may spring up in at least the great centres

of civilization.

SPANISH CARPETS

detects native American influence on Spanish six-

teenth-century design in the human and brute

p. no, PI. I, A (Nov., 1910), " Hispano-Moresque Carpets", by
W. G. Thomsnn. In Die Tcppichc atif iter Mohammedaiiischcn

Aiisatelhnii in Miiiicheii, by F. S.irce, Knust uiul Kitnsthandwe.ik,

XIII, p. 486, igio, Dr. Sarre writes: " In diesen Tierbildern

mid Kiguren zum Beispiel in dem k.ampfenden Affen, mochte

man fast an indianischc aus Ameiica nacli Spanien importierte

Einllusse dt-nken. Der Teppich soil aus dem Kloster Sancta

Clara in Palcncia stammcn uud diirfte friihestensEnde des XVI
Jahrhunderts entstanden sain". The title to fig. 19 of the

article also gives the date as sixteenth-seventeenth century.
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forms which ornament the outer border. In
order to establish his theory (i) comparison must
be made between Indamerican and fifteenth-

century Hispano-Moresque figure ornament ; and
(2) the armorial bearings at least must be shown
to be of a later date than the fifteenth century.
But these tests surely fail either to strengthen Dr.
Sarre's assumption or to diminish the probability

doubt find suggestions in objects imported from
the Near East, in Spanish-Gothic panel-paintings
and carvings, and even in the conventions of
armoury, but compositions so derived cannot
easily be classed according to style. Lustre
decoration, indeed, docs give some criterion of
Moorish artistic expression (Figures i, 2, 3) in

the restricted sphere of pottery. The antithetic

FIGURE I FI

of the earlier date. The first test, indeed, is

scarcely applicable, because there is no body of

pictorial art, nor of figure decoration, sufficiently

comprehensive to establish the general character of

an Hispano-Moresque style in this particular field.

It is most diittcult to estimate the general artistic

attainment of the Moors of Granada, of the Mude-
jares or Moors of Castile and Aragon, in a field

whither, by the close of the middle ages, they could
hardly have developed a tradition or coherent style.

The comparative paucity of representations of the

human form did not, in this case, result entirely

from the extent to which the prohibitions of the

Koran were actually observed in Islamic art.

Towards most of its finer achievements the latter

drew material from Christian sources at a time when
paintingand sculpture were either declining oronly
beginning to revive. Failing such inspiration or

the patronage of princes, Hispano-Moresque art

sank into mere decoration, because the innate

capacity of its practitioners lay in that direction.

This phenomenon seems to me to be illustrated in

the Enriquez carpet.

Skill in figure-design, which is the standard of

European art, was beside the aim of most Moham-
medan craftsmen, and this defect was not remedied
by the cross-currents of influence in operation at

the various Spanish courts. At Granada, in the

fourteenth century, the human figure still remained
an insuperable difficulty to the Mussulman in spite

of some practice in the use of animal motives.''

Moors working for Spanish patrons could no

^M. Gomez Moreno, Arlccrislianocnln los Moras dc Granada,

1903 (Homenaje a D. Francisco Codera, p. 262).

E 2 FIGURE 3

group of the West Asiatic nations of antiquity is

here reinforced by pose and contour peculiarly

Assyrian in conception. The proportion of figure-

subjects is much smaller in lustre than in the con-
temporary blue-and-white tiles for which Valencia
was famous also. The lustre was made by Moors,
either native to the province or immigrant from
the south, who worked for Valencian masters
among fellow-workmen who, as the documents
show, were Valencian Spaniards. It is, probably,

no mere coincidence that few designs are common
to both wares, that the figure designs of the tiles

are generally more accomplished than those in

lustre and are obviously based on Gothic traditions.

Passing, for the moment, from the Enriquez
carpet, I will endeavour to establish the periods of

two similar examples. These three carpets were
all made for a family of cousins of the kings of

Castile and for a contemporary queen of Aragon.
They are among the earliest known specimens of

their kind produced in the Peninsula, and are

undoubtedly representative of their period.

As regards the inception of armoury in carpet

ornament, a form of decoration which made no
large demands on the weaver had already long been

utilized in countries where European chivalry

and the Moslem crafts flourished side by side.

The manuscript Bible called the Bible of Manfred,

preserved in the V^atican library, was written by an

Italian hand, and is held to have been completed

before 1258, the year in which Manfred was
crowned king of Sicily. It contains a miniature

illustrating the presentation of the book to some
member of the imperial family, who may very well
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be Manfred himself. The action takes place upon
a brown and white carpet, the middle of which is

trellised with brown lines ; the central band of a
triple border bears a mock cufic inscription broken
by circles containing single-headed, displayed
eagles in brown or black, their extremities
"couped ", and also by shields or charged with a
pale gules. Although the recipient of the volume
cannot be certainly identified, the miniaturist is

evidently illustrating such a scene as book-
illuminators have ever portrayed with as much
of courtly accessory as was permitted by the
artistic canons of the time The fringe, the
borders, the Arabic inscriptions and the armorial
bearings are plainly indicative of Sicihan textile

resources even if the carpet be possibly of Spanish
origin.^ Further, in the British Mu^eum (Add. MS.
28962)* is the Book of Hours, written about 1450
for Alfonso V. "The Magnanimous", whose
characteristic if coarsened profile there is no mis-
taking, is represented in one of the miniatures,

kneeling between friars before an altar which is

vested with a red frontal and stands on steps covered
with a pale green carpet powdered with darker
green sprays and five shields bearing the arms of

Aragon. A carpet of the same pattern appears in

other miniatures in the volume, and a white carpet
powdered with red rosettes and black motto-
scrolls is also represented.

The minutest evidence concerning the carpets
generally used in Northern Spain and more par-

ticularly in the north-eastern littoral, at the be-

ginning of the fifteenth century, is to be found in

the inventory of the effects of Martin, the Elder,
of Aragon, in the Palau Major at Barcelona, made
after his death in 1410. In spite of many, and
sometimes unsurmountable, difficulties concern-
ing the meaning of the terms used in this list, it

gives a vivid general idea of the salient orna-
mental features of the various woven floor-coverings

now recognized as Spanish. The portion of the
inventory published^ includes thirty-four pieces

(No. 1587-1609), each of which is distinguished

as a " catifa " (alkatifa, a derivation obviously
denoting a Moorish provenance), or as " tapit ".°

•* Reproduced in Count zu Erbach Furstenau's Die Manfred-
bibcl, igio. Manfred's father, tlie Emperor Frederic II,

married iir.-.t, in 120S, Constance, daughter of Alfonso II of
Aragon. Tlie pale ilulcs on or, not found among the Italian

or German kin of the Emperor, is, I do not doubt, a version of

the arms of the house of Barcelona, and represents Constance
(d. 1212). At the time of their marriage Frederic was king of

Sicily. The possible origin of the carpet need not be dwelt upon.
•* This minialure is reproduced in Fi/ly Pictures of Gothic Attars,

selected and described by Percy Dcarnier (Alcuin Club), 1910,
'' Revue hispaniqnc, XII, 552, 1905, Reg. 2326. Archives of

Aragon, Barcelona. The indescribable decoration of seme of

the carpets seems to have necessitated the giving of measure-
ments, which are stated in the old Catalan terms : 4 palms =
I vara, 2 varas^ i cana or 2 yards.

"J. Gudiol y Cunill states that the "tapits serrains" or " bar-
berenchs"and the "catifes morisques " were apparently dis-
tinguished from commoner varieties by their design and pile
surface ("superhcie (ormant pel"). Nocions lic anjiicologia
iugrada catalaiia, p. 496.

' Translat del Memorial o inuentari fet dels bens lo quals eren
en la guarda roba del molt alt e moll e.xcellent Princep e
scnyor lo senyor Rey en M.arti de gloriosa memoria, . .

".

1587.—Item .I.a catifa gran
rasa lauorada de colors blau
blanch groch e vermey tren-

cada.
1589.—Item.I.t ipit pelos morat
dediuerses colors de largaria
de dues canes dos palms.

1590.— Item dues catifes qui
ban lo camper vert e la.l."

ha entorn .I.» vie vermeya
ample e per lo mig de la vie

un brot tot bl.inch a manera
de serment e 1 altre ha al

entorn .1." altre vie vcrmeya
ample ap letres morisques.

1591.—Item .I.a altre catifa qui

ha lo cap vert en lo qual ha
.V. senyals foes vn acascun
cap e vn al mig e en quescun
senyal ha .1111. barres

blanques e tres vermeyes e

per lo mig del senyal una
vie blaua.'

1592.—Item vn tapit qui ha lo

camper tot fet a cases" blaues
verdes e moradcs e per lo

lonch ha .III. vies amples
la .I.» gro-;ue 1 altie blancha
a 1 altre blaue e .l.=' blancha
fete a ondesde la.l." part son
totes les ondes blanques e

da la altre la .1." cs verde e 1

altre morada 1 altra blaua.

15Q3.—Item tres tapits en la .1.

dels quals ha entorn tres vies

grogues e en mig de les vies

.1." bLineha e ha y alguns
baboyns e al mig del tapit

es lo camper vermey ab .II.

senyals grans e a cascun
senyal ha .Vlll. senyals

bl.uichs e en c.iscun senyal
blanch ha .1. drago vermey
e I altre ha lo camper tot

blau ab dues vies stretes

entorn blaues e .1.* vie

Vermeya ample per tot en-

torn del tepit e 1 altre ha
camper negre ab senyals
Salamons " vermeils e entorn
.III. vies stretes blaues ab
.l.a vie ample qui jau en
vermeil.

' Except for the first part of the wording, the shields might
be supposed to figure in each corner. Cap appears to designate

the end or each side of the carpet. The arms recall the shield

with the pales of Barcelona-Aragon and a bend azure ; for

Majorc;u
' One would suggest, but with all reserve, that (iiS['s= houses or

edifices, a description which might well be applied to the central

ornaments of the "tree " carpet at Berlin (Biiilnigtoii Mai^acine,

XVIII, 107, I'l. II, c). John I of Aragon ordered in 1391 that

the arms of himself and his consort were to be displayed upon
all discs; Coroleu, Docnincnts historichs Catalans del sigtc XIV,
p. III. [We cannot confirm Mr. Van de Put's ingenious

suggestion ; the words seem to us to mean rather "chequered
blue, green and murrey ".— til).]

^Opus Salomonis or iviivrc salemon was (.\, de Longpiirier,

Qiuvres, 1, 442) a term drawn from the name of Sijloinon as the

type of enlightened wisdom, and applied to any cunningly
wrought or ornamented work in whatsoever material. Here,

however, it may possibly have designated the geometrical com-
positions known as the seal of Solomon.

[A large . . . carpet worked
in blue, white, yellow, and
red interchanged.]

[A . . . pile carpet of various
colours, in length 4 yds. i ft

6 in.]

[Two carpets with green fields,

and the first has around it a
broad red band and through
the middle of the band a
white . . . after the manner
of a motto (?) ; and the other
has around it another broad
red stripe with Arabic
lettering.]

[Another carpet with a green
.... with five shields upon
it, one at e.ach . . . and one
in the centre, and on eich
shield there are four white
and three red pales and
through the centre of each
shield a blue band.]'

[A carpet which has a field

made up of blue, green and
puiple . . .' and along its

length it has three broad
bands—one yellow, another
white, and another blue

;

and one white waved band.
On one side (?in one place)

all the waves are white, on
the other one is green, one
purple, and one blue.]

[Three carpets, one of svhich

has around it three yellow
bands, in the centre a white
one on which are some
monkeys, and in the centre
of the carpet the field is

red with two large shields,

and on each shield are eight

white shields, on each white
shield is a red dragon ; the

second carpet has a blue

field with two narrow blue
bands, and a broad red one
right round it ; and the other
has a bl.ick field uith Solo-

mon seals* in red, and three

narrow blue bands around
it, and a broad red one]
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1599-—Item vn catifa migen-

cere pelosa ab cases
blanques en los pelos e ab
baires negres per lonch e
per treue?.

1600.—Item IIII. Tapits bar-
bereclis de diuerscs colors
ab les vores blaues de vert

clar e blanch les dues tiren

entorn .III. canes .VI, palms
e .I.''altre entorn .1111. canes
e 1 altre tres canes o entorn.

1604. Item .1. altro tepit poch
de larch de 1* cana o entorn
senibrat de senyals salamons
qui corre en blanch ab scor-
pins al mig.

[.\ medium-sized pile carpet
with white ... on the pile

and with black stripes

lengthwise and across it.]

[Four Barbary (?) carpets of
different colours with bor-
ders of blue, light green and
white

;
two measure about

7 yds. I ft. 6 in., another
about 8 yds, the other about
six]

[Another smallish carpet about
two yards in length, pow-
dered with Solomon signs
in white with scorpions
in the centre {or among
them).]

II

Obscure as are many details in these descriptions

of the carpets owned by Martin the Elder, and
meaningless as some of their ornamental devices

appear to have been to a contemporary even, it is

with confidence that one passes from them to the

contemplation of such an imposing speciinen as

the carpet from the Spanish Gallery's collection

reproduced on page 310.'" Though of proven-
ance identical with that of the Enriquez carpet

first mentioned—it comes also from Santa Clara
at Palencia— it is comparatively much deteriorated.

To judge from its unusual proportions (27. ft. by

7 ft. 8 in.) the carpet appears to have been made
for a special room or corridor in the convent.

The outer border is a broad blue band with an
inscription in yellow cufic characters, such as, in

No. 1590 of King Martin's inventory, is designated

a vie venncva ample ap Iclrcs morisqiics ; within

this and separated from it by a narrower partition

is a second border containing the curiously inter-

preted animal and other forms which one may
suppose the compiler of the list included in a

designation he employs, as regards certain other

specimens, i.e., clinerses obtes de diiierses colors.

Upon the red central field of star-shapes formed
by meandering blue lines are nine shields of arms,

ranged one and two in a triple but irregular

repeat of three exemplifications :

—

(i) Argent two wolves sable and a bordure
gules powdered with couped saltires or, for Ayala.

(2) Argent a lion purple mantled oi gules and
two triple towered castles or, for Enriquez.

(3) Or a cotice gules, for the Order of the

Banda of Castile.

Throughout the carpet's length these arms" are
between them allotted the nine shields as follows,
the grouping of Enriquez with the Banda and the
isolation of Ayala being noticeable :

—

(2)

(3)

(')

(I)

(0

(3) Enriquez

(2)

(3)

The Banda

Enriquez

Ayala

Ayala

Ayala

The Banda

Enriquez

The Banda

FIGURES 4 AND 5

(2)

It will be admitted by those versed in the subject
that the genius of Spanish armorial representation
offers peculiar obstacles to the framing of an
hypothesis such as would account, in nine cases
out of ten, for a similar selection of arms, at the
same period, in northern countries. Whilst the
present instance is not without its stumbling-
block, to which attention will be devoted later,

means of differentiating the shields are afforded
by what is known of the history of the religious

house at Palencia, to which the carpet at one
time belonged : the convent of Santa Clara was
the foundation of an Enriquez who was head
of his family ; and also by the probability that, of

the two shields which here exemplify individuals,

Ayala and Enriquez, the latter, in juxtaposition to

the insignia of the royal order of Castile, desig-

nates a male personage.

The convent of Santa Clara was founded by
Alfonso Enriquez (or Henriquez), lord of Medina
de Rioseco, admiral of Castile, and his consort,

Dona Juana de Mendoza. As the components of

the Enriquez shield denote, the founder was of

the blood-royal of Castile, the son of F"adrique,

master of Santiago, who was a brother of Henry II,

and like him one of the sons of Alfonso XI by
Leonora de Guzman. In his Chronicle of John II

of Castile, Fernando Perez de Guzman records

that Alfonso Enriquez " died at Guadalupe in

1429 at the age of seventy-five years, and was buried

in Santa Clara at Palencia, which he founded,

together with Doiia Juana dc Mendoza, his wife'

{Cronica del serenissiuio rey don Juan el segiindo,

1517, f. ccxliiij verso). Of Juana de Mendoza, the

foundress,'- Salazar de Mendoza states that she

died in 1431 {Origen de las dignidadcs seglarcs

de Casiilta y Leon, 70). She was daughter of

Pedro Gonzalez de Mendoza, first lord of Hita, and
of Aldonza Fernandez dc Ayala. But the arms of

the Mendozas of this generation are to seek upon
the carpet, nor is it likely that the Ayala coat can

refer to the lady of Hita.

It is in the next generation of the Enriquez that

" Munich Exhibition, No. 188. The colour scheme is

generally of yellow, red and blue. The inscribed border is

dark blue relieved for a space .at the lower end by blue of a

paler shade.
" See also Figures 4 and 5, .after Lopez dc Hare.
'- Riano mentions an ord^r of Juana dc Mendoza, probably of

the year 1422, for tiles which he supposes were required for

Santa Clara ; The Industrial Ails in Spain, p. 167. 1879.
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conjunction of the personal armorials seen upon

the carpet is found. The son and heir of Alfonso

was Fadrique Enriquez (d. 1473), lord of Medina

de Rioseco and admiral of Castile, created count

of Melgar and Rueda by Henry IV, He took for

wife Marina de Ayala (otherwise Cordova, Ayala y
Toledo), only child of Die.i^o Fernandez de Cor-

dova I (d. 1435), lord of Baena, by his second

wife, In6s de Ayala y Toledo (d. 1453), lady of

Casarrubios and Arroyomolinos, and of "the

houses of the parish of San Antolin of Toledo ".

It was Juana Enriquez, the daughter of Fadrique

and Doiia Marina, whose marriage with John II

of Aragon made them the maternal grandparents

of Ferdinand the Catholic.

From the preceding, it w'ill have been seen that

Marina de Ayala bore the patronymic of her mother,

whose heir she became in Casarrubios and Arro-

yomolinos, etc., in 1453 : in Spain hereditary

succession to lands being invariably accompanied

by an assumption of the name and arms of the

line so represented. Thus her mother, Ines de

Ayala, paternally not a member of that famil}', was

probably a Suarez of Toledo; her tomb in San

Antolin nevertheless bears the Ayala shield only,

and she is named Ayala in her husband's will.

The first wife of Fadrique Enriquez is recorded

by Lopez de Haro (1622) as "Marina de Ayala,

seiiora de Casarrubios del Monte, hija de Diego

Hernandez de Cordova, Mariscal de Castilla, sefior

del estado de Baena, y de dona Ines de Ayala,

senora de Casarrubios su primera muger ". Imhof

(1701), probably following him, calls her, likewise,

Marina de Ayala ; Salazar de Mendoza (1618)

names the lady Maria de Toledo ; Salazar y
Castro (1694-67), Marina de Cordova ; and
Fernandez de B6thencourt (1905), Marina de

Cordova, Ayala y Toledo. Such discrepancies in

the statement of her patronymic will not, for the

reason already mentioned, surprise any student of

Spanish genealogies. They are seen to vary

between the surnames of her father and of her

maternal grandfather ; whilst the last-named is a

comprehensive recital of her ancestry rather than

the name Dofia Marina used after succeeding to

her mother, Ines de Ayala, in 1453.

The shield of the Banda, most famous of Spain's

mediaeval orders, next claims attention. Instituted

in 1330 by Alfonso XI of Castile, progenitor of

Peter the Cruel, of the houses of Trastamara and
Enriquez, its insignia were worn as a gold scarf or

ribbon falling from the right shoulder to below

the left arm. The scarf or bend (banda) is seen

also as an integral part of several Castilian coats-of-

arms, issuing from dragons' jaws. John Il's

coinage shows the shield of the order, its bend both

with and without heads of dragons. Of this reign

(1407-54) and coeval with the carpet is the dohla

dc la Banda figured here [F"lGURE 6]. To any
selection of arms that includes Ayala and the Banda

the fact is of importance that Pedro Lopez de

Ayala, the chronicler of Peter the Cruel, bore the

FIGURE 6

royal banner of the Banda at the battle of Najera

(1367) ; Fernan Perez de Ayala, his son by Leonora
de Guzman, was standard-bearer of the order.''

That the Banda, always depicted beside the

arms of Enriquez, may refer to Don Fadrique's

possession of the order rather than to its associa-

tion with the name of Ayala appears probable.

The chronicler of John II (aiio xxvi) makes it

clear that, at his father's instances, Fadrique was
allowed to succeed him in the admiralship, "to-

gether with certain other grants or favours " held

of the king.

Ill

As regards the office of admiral (Ahniran-

t(izgo), it is desirable to consider the insignia

pertaining thereto in connexion with the carpet

first mentioned, which has been attributed by
Dr, Sarre to the end of the sixteenth century.

In this instance the Enriquez arms are thrice

figured along the centre. The lion is reversed,

and the castle towers have three instead of two
battlements, but the shield-shape is the same. At

the sides of the latter are depicted, moreover, two
pairs of anchors attached together by ropes twisted

in loops.

That the office of admiral of Castile held by the

'^ It must be observed th.it the authorities leave in obscurity

the derivation of the Ayala strain in Marina de Ayala. Her
mother, Ines de Ayala, was, according to Fernandez de Bethen-

court (VI, 515), daughter of Pedro Suarez de Toledo, alcalde

mayor of Toledo, killed at Aljubarrota (1385), and of Juana
Melendez de Orosco. dame of Pinto. Dona Ines (d. I453) '^

buried in Santa Isabel la Real at Toledo, and the question

arises whether her father was not in fact that Pedro Suarez
whose tomb, in the same foundation, records that he was the

alcalde mayor of the city, slain at Troncoso in 1385, and names
his parents Diego Gomez, also alcalde mayor, and Ynes de
Ayala. In the Ayala pedigree given by Argote de Molina
{Xohleza del Andctliizia. cap. Ixxxi) Pero Lopez de Ayala, lord

of Salvatierra, the chronicler, is given a sister Ines Alfonso,

wife of Diego Gomez de Toledo, alcalde of Toledo. Two other

Ayala relationships of Fadrique, the second Almirante, may
here be dismissed in connexion with the arms upon the carpet :

that of his cousin, Maria Sarmiento (maternally Enriquez), wife
of Fernan Perez de Ayala, the Banda standard-bearer ; and the

alliance of his maternal grandfather, Pedro Gonzales de
Mendoza, of Hita, with Aldonza Fernandez de Ayala. Neither

Sarmiento nor Mendoza is exemplitied, and, in fact, neither

individual was an heiress,
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Enriquez should be indicated in connexion with
their arms upon one carpet, but not upon the other,

is at first sight strange. Yet whether this omission
was dictated or not by the exij^ences of symmetry
in the Enriquez-Ayala-Banda specimen there is no
question that, from the early fifteenth century, the

house of Enriquez possessed the admiral's office."

Alfonso Enriquez was created Abiiiiaiitc mayor
cle la Mar on April 4, 1405, which dignity was
confirmed to him in 1416 and 1419. On January
28, 1429 [o.s.], his son Fadrique received from
John II a patent of the title admiral of Castile, so

that on May 30 following he could subscribe him-
self, according to Perez de Guzman {Cronica del

seren. rcy don jiian el segiiiulo, xcviij verso), "Don
Fadrique almirante mayor de Castilla, primo del

ray ". The inference to be drawn from the

omission of the anchors as adjuncts to the arms
upon the Enriquez-Ayala carpet is apparently

governed by the question whether Don F'adrique

Enriquez was already admiral at the time when
he contracted a union with Dofia Marinade Ayala.

And to this no authority has been found to yield

an answer by supplying the dates of the marriage.

From the circumstance, however, that their

daughter Juana became the second wife of John II

of Aragon in 1444, her birth must have occurred

before 1429, when the admiralship was granted to

her father. And it would follow, therefore, that

the Enriquez-Ayala marriage had, in 1429, for

some years been an accomplished fact.

It is a matter for regret that the carpet's date,

within the early and mid-fifteenth century, cannot

be more exactly formulated than by the statement

that the alliance it exemplifies was followed by a

second, on the part of Don Fadrique Enriquez

(d. 1473)-"

The evidence of such authentic armorials as

seals'" shows that until late in the fifteenth-century,

the bordure charged with anchors, as occasionally

attributed to the Enriquez of Medina de Rioseco,

had not yet made its appearance in the arms of the

admirals of that house. A seal of Don Alfonso,

first admiral (d. 1429), preserved in the muniments
of the dukes of Osuna has the mantled Enriquez

quarterings pure and simple ; that used in 1440 by

his successor, Don Fadrique (d. 1473), is in agree-

ment with his arms upon the carpet as to the

absence of a bordure. Of the third Almirante,

Alfonso (d. 1485) we are unable to cite any armorial

record ;" it is in the next generation of the family

"The best account of the ancient admiralty of Castile is tliat

of Fernandez Douro, " La marina de Castilla" (in A. Canovas

del Cistillo, Historia general dc Espciila), 1894.

"That the admiral and both his wives were buried in Santa

Clara appears certain from statements by Quadrado (1885) and

others.
"To Don J.

Menendez Pid.^1, of the sigillographic section of

the Archivo histurico Nacicnal, Madrid, the writer is indebted

for information concerning Enriquez seals. No seal of the

family exists in the Madrid collection as classified so far.

"His half-sister, Queen Juana Enriquez, bore Ar.igon im-

paling Enriquez without bordure ; and the latter did duty also

that we can first trace the bordure, in the arms of
Fadrique Enriquez, fourth Almirante (1485-1538)
whose achievement may be seen in the stalls of
Barcelona cathedral and in the armorials of the
Order of the Golden Fleece to which he was
elected in 1518. From his lifetime would appear
to date a chair with Gothic tracery of the last
years of the fifteenth-century (exhibited at Madrid
in 1892 from the Valencia de D. Juan collection)
and the Enriquez arms within a bordure powdered
with anchors." For his brother and successor,
another Fadrique, Charles V erected Medina de
Rioseco into a dukedom in 1538 ; the patent of the
dignity, preserved in the Berwick and Alba collec-
tions, shows the mantled Enriquez coat alone, or
impaled, for the duchess, with that of Giron : the
shields alternating in one instance with pairs of
anchors crossed in saltire.

I close my observations upon these most inter-
esting floor-coverings by illustrating a third that
was formerly the property of the convent of Santa
Isabel la Real, or de los Reyes, in the south of the
city of Toledo. A glance at the arms upon the

portion [FIGURE 7] reproduced here suffices to

establish that the carpet is of the same period as

that owned by the Spanish Gallery; the shield-

shapes are the same and are identically disposed :

2, I and 2 throughout its entire length. Certain

circumstances in its history as they can be deduced

from the carpet's provenance and armory go far to

corroborate the theory that it may have been pro-

duced at the same fabrique as the larger of the two

Enriquez specimens. The convent of Santa Isabel

was founded about 1477 within the area of " the

houses of the parish of San Antolin ", and adjacent

for a nat. daughter, Teresa, wife of Guticrre de Cardenas, lord

of Maqueda (d. 1493), whose arms arc upon a ceiling from

Torrujon in the Victoria and Albert Mu>euin.

"Reproduced in Las Joyas, PI. CLI, and by L. Wilh.ams,

The Arls ami Cra/ls 0/ Older $paiti, II, PI. I. The lion in base

faces to the sinister.
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to the Mozarabic church of that name which it

absorbed, and within which, as has been stated,

was buried Ines de Ayala, mother of Fadrique
Enriquez's consort. Ferdinand the CathoHc granted
to the foundress of Santa Isabel, a certain Maria
de Toledo, a palace, one of the houses of the

parish of San Antolin, that belonged to the patri-

mony of his mother Juana Enriquez (d. 1468), as

grand-daughter of Ines de Ayala (d. 1453).'" The
property that passed from Ferdinand to the con-

" Over the door of the house of Ines de Ayala is a defaced
shield of arms, the dexter half of which shows a castle and a

lion per fesse, the first half of quarterly Castile-Leon, or a di-

midiation of the arms of Ferdinand and Isabella, the latter's

insignia being given the priority assigned by the agreement
of 1475. Figured by K. Amador de los Rios, Toledo, p. 200,

1905.

vent in 1477 could therefore have included a

carpet bearing the arms of Mary of Castile, the

queen of Alfonso V of Aragon, which had been pre-

sented by her to Dona Ines. Or the carpet might
have accrued ancestrally to Ferdinand through
his father, John II, heir to Alfonso V, and to the

latter's consort, Mary of Castile. The arms are

at all events those of this royal lady and not of

Ferdinand and Isabella to whom they are tradition-

ally ascribed.""

" R. Amador de los Rios, 0/. cit, p. 303, from which P'igure 7
is taken, and which reproduces also the monuments of Ines de
Ayala aud Pedro Suarez, the alcalde of Toledo. For the tomb
and a seal of the consort of Alfonso V, and further remarks
uron this carpet, see the writer's Hisf<ano-Moi'csqiic Wnrc of the

Fittccnth Century, 1904-11. Mary of Castile married Alfonso
(then prince of Gerona) in 1415, and reigned with him, 1456-58.

NOTES ON VARIOUS WORKS OF ART
THE ABBAZIA OF SAN GREGORIO IN
VENICE
An interesting account from the pen of Signor Aldo
Rava, the author of a clever monograph on Pietro

Longhi, has appeared in the number for July 23,
of the " Marzocco ", describing the restoration and
re-openingof the Abbazia of San Gregorio in Venice,
which took place there a few days previously.

Very little is known, Signor Rava tells us, of the
origin of this beautiful Gothic building, beyond the

fact that it owed its existence to the Benedictine
monks of Sant' llario, who were driven from their

quarters on the west littoral of the lagoon by
Ezzelino da Romano in 1247, '^""^ took refuge in

Venice. They established themselves beside the

ninth-century church of San Gregorio, which
they rebuilt in 1342, adding at the same time the

cloister. In 1450 San Gregorio passed under the

rule of Abbots, one of whom restored the Abbey,
using for this purpose the stones which had
served for its original structure. In the latter half

of the eighteenth century the order was suppressed,
the title of Abbot was abolished, and llie com-
munity was merged into an ordinary parish and
its parishioners. Worse days, however, were to

come, for in 1808 the church itself was suppressed
and turned into a refinery for the gold used for the

Mint, and the Abbazia was converted into a store-

house for barrels. A right-of-way, which was
exercised by night as well as by day, was allowed
through the building, and was answerable for a

series of abuses, together with much damage done
to the place. The rooms on the upper floor were
let to artists, but even their presence and influence
availed little to check the ravages of time, or the
damages inflicted by hoineless roughs. A few
years ago the Commendatore Spada bought the

whole place, and determined to save it from the
fate which too surely threatened it. He first of all

succeeded in getting the right-of-way stopped,
and put an end to its being used as a night shelter.

He then settled, after much deliberation, with the

Government and the Municipality of Venice, to

hand over the work of restoration to the "District

Office for Monuments" {Ufftclo Ri'j^ioiidle del

Mouiiiiicnti)—an oftice which owes its being to

the State, and which, consequently (according to

soine cavillers), should not be at the beck and call

of private enterprise. Be that as it may, and
assuming, too, that there are moments when
" restorations " may not only be allowed but wel-
comed, it must be recognized that in this case at

least the work of restoration has been beautifully

carried out, and that, too, in a spirit of reverence
and understanding befitting the spot and its sur-

roundings. Inside the cloister the columns with
their carved capitals have all been taken down,
repaired and put back ; new pieces of the ornate
wooden superstructure above the columns have
been remade from the few old models reinaining

and carried all round the court; the low brick wall

on which the columns rest has been re-arranged
so as to display to the full the ornamental pieces

with w^hich it is decorated ; the ceiling has been
renovated and its polychromatic decoration
lightly re-touched ; the rubble flooring has been
replaced by bricks set in herring-bone device,

while the wall which blocked the two side

ogival windows has been removed, so that these

windows now serve to bring light into the atrium
and enable the passer-by on the Grand Canal to

have a glimpse of the interior as he glides by in

his gondola.

Of no less importance is the work that has been
done on the exterior of the building: some
rectangular windows have been closed up and a

small square one opened out ; the balcony has been
moved to the left, and on the right, thanks to

some clear tracing on the walls, a lovely irifora,

or group of three windows, has been brought to

light ; a carved stone boss, till now walled up, has
been found and set up over the central bas-relief,



above whicli, judging from a picture by Grevem-
broch, tlie Lion of S. Mark once stood and which
was doubtless swept away when the fury of

revolution raged through Venice at the moment of

the fall of the Republic ; in front of the chief door
and windows iron gratings, copied from old designs,

have been placed, and finally a " loggia" has been
opened on the side towards the Church of the

Salute, supported by simple columns, forming a

delightful feature along the otherwise straight wall

of the angle, and only requiring the removal of

the glass panes which at present close it in to

render it absolutely Venetian in character and to

complete the scheme of beauty.

What Signor Rava does not allude to, but what
is all the same a whispered hope and belief in

all Venice, is that the Church of San Gregorio,

which now serves as a warehouse, may in time be
adapted for a concert room—a purpose in any
case of nobler import than its present one, even if

not fuliilling in the highest degree its original

destiny. Alethea Wiel.

Notes on Various JVorks of Art
artists who seem to have been near to Belizad.
It is dated 1494.
MS. Add. 16,561, a famous collection of poems,

illuminated, was written in Shirwan in 1468, and
is therefore remarkable as an authentic example
of another school. The miniatures are very
softly executed, but still show^ plainly the Mongol
reminiscences which had then been already out-

lived in Herat.

Among the manuscripts of the sixteentii cen-
tury, MS. Or. 5302 deserves especial attention.

It was written in Bokhara in 1567, and in its

miniatures, which show a decline from those of

Safaid Persia, has indications of the Indo-Persian
school, which must therefore have already reached
its perfection in Central Asia.

Next, MS. Add. 18,579, with miniatures by
Mirza Ghulam, dated 1610, offers a fine example
of the developed Hindu style.

There are, besides, further productions of

Persian, Indian and Turkish book-illuminators

which enable the visitor to make a good survey
of the whole subject. E. K.

AN EXHIBITION IN THE BRITISH
MUSEUM
A series of Oriental illuminated manuscripts

recently arranged for exhibition in the British

Museum deserves especial notice. Attention must
first be called to MS. Add. 18,113, which is im-

portant for several reasons. It is written by Mir

Ali of Tebriz in the Nastalig handwriting (as this

caligraphy is called from the name of its inventor),

in Baghdad in the year 798, H. (1396 A.D.), and
contains nine whole-page miniatures. These

already point to the Mongol style of the fifteenth

century both in composition and detail. They
are in a very bad state of preservation and have,

perhaps, been retouched in places, but nevertheless

they are important as early examples of the

tendency then general in Persia.

MS. Add. 25,900 must be noticed as one of the

finest works of the maturer period. It is dated

846, H. (1442 A.D.), and contains the Khamse of

Nizam. The script is very graceful ; four title-

pages are illuminated with extraordinary delicacy

in very close arabesques on a blue ground ; and

some of the twenty miniatures bear the names of

Behzad, while the rest, in the same style, are by

his pupils. From the works of Behzad already

known^ we should scarcely have supposed them

to date from so early a period of his activity, but

there is no doubt that he illustrated this manu-

script and therefore must at that time have already

become famous. The lively drawing and rich

colouring give plain evidence of his hand, even

though the full green, which became so typical of

him later, is not yet predominant here.

MS. Or. 6810 contains the same poetry with

some fine miniatures by Qasim Ali and other

AN EXHIBITION AT THE CRYSTAL
PALACE
The frescoes of the cave-temples of Ajanta, which
date from the first to the seventh century after

Christ, have recently aroused much interest on
account of their significance in the history of art.

They have already found especial appreciation in

this Magazine (Vol. XVII, pages 136-138, June,

1910). An excellent opportunity for the closer

study of these documents of Buddhist art is now
offered by the accurate copies recently presented

by Mrs. Herringham to the India Society and now
being exhibited in the Indian Pavilion at the

Crystal Palace. The drawings reproduce some
thirty of the frescoes, and are effectively supple-

mented by an exhibition of photographs taken by
Dr. V. von Golubew.

It is quite amazing to find in frescoes deriving

so early from so exotic a sphere of culture, so

great a mastery of the problems of form and
composition, with nothing primitive about it, but

displaying rather a great and matured style of

painting. There is no stiffness in the movement,
nothing grotesque in the proportions, and above

all not the least trace of that schematization whicii

often places Buddhist art entirely outside the

range of our comprehension. We have to deal

here with symbolic scenes of religious art ; these

scenes are so treated that their hieratic import is

forgotten in their purely human presentment

—

the simplicity of their conception and the abund-

dance of their naturalistic detail. Many of the

representations may be directly paralleled by

Persian miniatures of the fifteenth century. The
animal kingdom is represented simply according
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to its natural appearance without any conven-

tionalization, and it is the same with plants. As
achievements in colour also these frescoes must

rank high. A green-yellow-red scale certainly

preponderates, but there is no lack of interesting

contrast and degradation of tone.

From the historical point of view the Ajanta

frescoes gain in significance from their affinity to

the Buddhist and Manchu monastic art of

Turkestan, which has been recently becoming
better and better known to us through the efforts of

REVIEWS AND NOTICES
Cento VEDUTE DI Roma AnTICA, raccoltee illustrate

da Alfonso Bartoli. Kirenze : Alinari.

The publication of rare objects always offends us

at first, like the destruction of a ring fence, for we
naturally love to keep our giardini segrdi to our-

selves. On a cursory glance at the topographical

exhibition recently opened in the former barracks

of Urban VIII, we feel that the peciiliiim which

we have been collecting during years of critical

study is offered to the public too prodigally. But

it is retrograde, and moreover futile, even to

attempt opposition to the spirit of the time, and

the science of artistic topography fares like every

other : the unique print, or map, or drawing,

which was itself the end of our study, and often

surprised us by its revelations, has become, whether

we like it or no, a mere item in the scheduled

category of evidence which will lead other students

to conclusions beyond ours. Fortunately, the

multiple reproduction of graphic documents is a

new craft. There is no corpus of facsimiles,

mouldering into classic authority in cellars, to

upset the classification of those we already have.

On this new craft the science of topography is

based. Like art-history, it is modern, and admits

of whims, fancies, and excursions. It makes no

claims to canonization bysomevenerable academy.

This is as well, for its own little Areopagus is at

times embarrassed when a mere pencil tracing is

sufficient to abolish its canons. The science of

Roman topography, in the form in which it now
occupies the scientific world here in Rome—as

Roman epigraphy must have been in its time— is

a subversive force. The owner of a forgotten

album of drawings or a set of prints even so late

as the seventeenth century, if only they chance to

represent a disputed locality, is received with all

the attention due to an explorer. We often beg

that his unexpected treasures may be reproduced,

so that we may keep them by us and extract their

secrets at close quarters. In the time of de Rossi,

some general resemblance to fact was sufficient

;

critics had to be satisfied with the reproductions

possible to the technique of the period. These

old-fashioned representations are the incunabula

of our science. Now, the technique of repro-

the various missions of exploration. Some results

of one of these, the paintings on silk which Dr.

M. Aurel Stein discovered in the Temple of the
'1 housand Buddhas at Tunhuang, are also now
being exhibited in the Indian Pavilion. They
show the Mongol tendencies which in the Tarim
basin are bound up with Indo-Iranian and other

elements and by the side of monumental painting

produced an art of book decoration also, which
was to become later the point of departure for

Persian miniature-painting. E. K.

duction has advanced so far that it can even

reveal details originally obscure. In this depart-

ment of artistic science the Vatican Library

takes the lead. De Rossi never dreamed that

photography could condense into folio size

inscriptions covering entire walls. But in one

of the latest publications of that library this has

been done, as regards the museum of S. John
Lateran, and done in an exemplary manner. So
far as can be judged from the specimens already

published, and some others in course of prepara-

tion, within a few years we shall have from the

Vatican Library a set of Roman maps, splendidly

reproduced, covering the century from 1550 to

1650. This will place Rome in our hand, and we
shall feel as proud as the saints in mediaeval

art who carry models of their favourite towns.

Such topographic artists as Duperac, Maggi,

Tempesta, Falda, are already established masters

of the physiognomy of Rome, but other portrayers

of her disjecta membra now become important.

In the long line of Dutch engravers, the first, the

studious Heemskerk, is always quaint and

sometimes artistic, and the last, Swanevelt, always

shows his taste for the picturesque. Among the

Italians, Bosio is fragmentary in his details and
comprehensive in his coup d'ceil. Later, the

elaborate, somewhat magisterial, elegance of the

true Romans culminates in Delia Bella, the

amateur of the waving plumes of the Seicento.

Then we have the Dutchmen again who regarded

Rome each from his pet standpoint and always

framed his view in some forgotten archway. Last,

there is Grimaldi whose reputation as a

topographist of Rome has taken several hundred

years to appear. The publications of the Vatican

Library will enhance the merits of all these artists

and will set them to besiege us with their

multifarious information. After these we may
hope for similar facilities for studying the Roman
frescoes, and after them even the paintings.

The publication of Signor Bartoli's hundred views

of Rome is the first attempt in topography to edit

material referring to a closely-defined subject.

The editor has carefully avoided the rocks con-

cealed under this mare magnum and has set an
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example of how such a publication should he pro-

duced, as regards selection, comment and/on;;^/.
He has given us a well-written introduction,

references to the principal literature on his subject,

several indexes, and an explanation of every view
printed conveniently on the guard-papers. His
references to earlier writers show how extremely
important Lanciani's " Storia degli Scavi " is to

ever>' student of Roman history. Signor Bartoli

follows a well-defined itinerary through classical

Rome, starting with the Forum and ending with
the ancient bridges, and he helps his readers at

the outset by giving them a reproduction of the

whole of Maggi's map of Rome, quite adequate to

represent the excellence of that masterpiece. We
have also the oldest representation of the Palatine,

the view by Cronaca, discovered by Bartoli ; draw-
ings by Bosio, the originals which Cavalieri altered

in his prints ; the trustworthy if inartistic docu-
ments of A16 Giovannoli, an engraver of the first

quarter of the seventeenth century; prints by
Maggi of which one, illustrating antique fragments
from the palace of Paolo Giordano Orsini,

seems to be edited for the first time ; several

of Poelenburg's drawings from his sketchbook
preserved in the Uffizj ; the Sadeler's, already
obtainable in the very cheap reprints of the
" Calcografia reale "

; and the prints of Nieulant.

The importance of these prints in revealing the

ruins of ancient and mediaeval Rome is only
beginning to be recognized. They comprise in-

tricate views between 1 550 and 1650 which
Bartoli's close observation has located correctly

;

views of certain districts altered for ever by the
modernization of the city, such as the garden of

Cardinal du Bellay, in the Baths of Diocletian
;

the Pantheon in its less purely classic aspect and
environment ; the Coliseum and the Via Crucis

;

and, further afield, more modest remains hardly
recognizable without the help of the text. This
collection not only contains material rarely or

never reproduced before, but it places views well

known to archsologists in very convenient
juxtaposition within the space of a single volume.
It will save the inquirer many a whole morning's
work in a special library. It will, moreover,
prove of immense service to historians of art and
directors of museums by providing them with a
trustworthy pictorial handbook for comparison
with original descriptions of ancient Rome. We
can only hope that Dr. Bartoli and his publishers,

Messrs. Alinari, will produce a similar volume
dealingwith Rome in the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries, as we see it in the important retro-

spective exhibitions in and about the Castle of

Sant' Angelo. J. A. F. O.

Les Anciennes 6coles de Peinture dans
LES Palais et Collections Privees Russe.
Brussels : Van Oest.

The enterprising Russian Journal of Art, " Starye

Cody", organized in 1909 an exhibition of ancient
art at S. Petersburg, of which the present
admirably-illustrated volume is the outcome.
Xo doubt the financial stress which followed on
the Japanese war is responsible for the disappear-
ance from Russia of many of the treasures that
were held in private hands; and this may account
to some extent for the rather disappointing results

that are now before us. Russia is still so much a
terra iitcogtiifa to the Western student that one
had hoped that more surprising treasures might
have been brought to light by this exhibition.

There are, it is true, many interesting and curious
works, but very few masterpieces—none indeed of

the first rank, if we except the already well-known
Rembrandt portraits of the Youssoupoff collection.

These, indeed, are of unsurpassed beauty; the

woman especially must count, I think, among the

greatest of all Rembrandt's creations. Far below
these, but still of great beauty, is the Grand Duke
Constantin's Head of Christ, and very inferior to

these again, the theatrical rendering of a man in a

turban, which belongs to Monsieur Khanenko.
Besides the Rembrandts there are two pictures by
De Hoogh, which, to judge from the reproductions,

belong rather to his later and less satisfactory

period. Among the Flemish pictures there is a

Rubens sketch for a Deposition, and a superb

example of Siberechts. This appears to be the finest

in design of any work by this singularly original and
sincere artist. Among the Italian paintings the

standard is disappointingly low. There is of

course the admirable Predella piece of the Legend

of S, Augustine, belonging to Princess Eugenie
d'Oldenbourg, which has been recently made
known by Frau Mendelssohn, but besides this

there is nothing of the first rank. The Crucifixion

ascribed to Duccio may just possibly be by the

master, if we suppose that many of the heads have

been repainted. A little Coronation of the Virgin

ascribed tentatively to Bernardo Daddi looks like

an extremely beautiful and early work of the

master at the period when he was inspired by the

same feeling as Giotto himself; there is an

intensity and force in the expression of the faces

which is missing altogether in his later works.

The Madonna assigned to Lippo Memmi is also

a very beautiful primitive with more suggestion

of the art of the Lorenzetti than one usually

associates with Memmi's name. After these we
come to works of fifth-rate importance, though a

good many of them are glorified with high sound-

ing attributions. Lorenzo di Credi, Filippino

Lippi and Piero di Cosimo were surely never

responsible for the pictures here given to them.

On the other hand, the head and bust of S.

Sebastian belonging to the Marchioness Cara-

panari of Rome is not only signed but an

extremely beautiful and perfect example of

Perugino. The Madonna and C/ijW, attributed to
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Leonardo da Vinci, appears to be by the same hand
as the puzzhng and disagreeable picture at Munich.
A very curious portrait is the one ascribed to

Bartolommeo Veneto, which looks more like the

work of some Lombard painter such as Civerchio.

Prince Kotczeboi's signed Cima can hardly be

authentic, and Titian is too great a name to put to

the very ill-drawn portrait of a man belonging to

Monsieur Liphart. Among the Venetian portraits

none is of greater interest than the curious Por/ivr;/

of a Woman belonging to Francis Youssoupoff.

The suggestion of Lotto for this seems to be pro-

bably correct. The composition is remarkable and
fine, but the picture is described as being unplea-

sant in quality, and perhaps only a copy, though if

Lotto be indeed the author, such rawness and cold-

ness as is spoken of might not prevent its being

original ; certainly from the reproduction one can

see no hint of its being a copy. The French
eighteenth century is not on the whole so well

represented as one would have supposed from the

close ties that existed between the two countries.

A beautiful ^TtXXf^w, Scene deComcdic Ifalien ; two
Bouchers, and a good Boilly, are the chief works.

Among the late Venetians there is a superb Cana-
letto, and a small Guardi. The collection in-

cluded some examples of Russian painting of

the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, but

the only artist who stands out from an average

level of professional accomplishment is Levitzky,

whose portrait of the Countess VVorontsoff has

a peculiar disquieting vivacity which suggests

already the uncompromizing directness which
has characterized the Russian genius of more
recent times,

R. F.

Die WeRKE ANGELO BRONZIXOS. Von Hanns
ScHULZE. Strassburg : Heitz.

The practice of selecting the life and works of a

particular artist as the subject of a dissertation

for the doctor's degree at a university has been

followed recently by several young German students

with considerable success. In the present instance

the author is a pupil of Prof. Henry Thode at

Heidelberg, the impress of whose cultured teach-

ing is evident throughout. It is a better exercise

for the preliminary stages of a Kunstfoncher to

select some by-path of artistic history, which has

not been too much trodden by others. There is

more chance of discovering something new, greater

test of the faculties for digesting and expanding

new material. In Angelo Bronzino Herr Schulze

has found such a subject for his labour. Recent

critics have been so much occupied with the

primitives, or with the greater artists of the Renais-

sance, tiiat they have trtnihjed themselves little with

that phase of art which followed immediately on
the age of the giants, the Cinquccento of Italian

art. It is the fashion to look upon this period as
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an age of decadence, whereas it was really an age
of extreme artistic accomplishment. So extreme,

indeed, were the accomplishment and the skill

which were displayed, that imagination, poetry,

religion, and all the great transcendental qualities

which had inspired Italian art in former days were
now regarded as of less importance than the actual

concrete achievement of the artist. Of this phase
of art Bronzino is a good instance, like his con-
temporary, Giorgio Vasari, and even his own
master, the great Pontormo. The atmosphere of

the Medici court had something to do with this

change. The earlier members of the Medici
family were ambitious pioneers of a new age in

politics, art, literature and general culture. The
later branch, beginning with Cosimo I, Bronzino's
patron, were cold, calculating middle-class rulers,

incapable of original ideas, though lovers of

display and intelligent patrons of the fine arts.

Agnolo, the son of Cosimo di Mariano and
Dianora, his wife, was born of poor parents at

Monticelli, in the Val d'Arno, close to Florence,

on November 17, 1503. His taste for drawing
being encouraged by his parents, he studied for

two years in the studio of Raffaellino del Garbo,
and then under Jacopo Carucci, better known as

Pontormo, whom he assisted in many of his great

frescoes in the religious houses of Florence and
the neighbourhood. Called Bronzino, from the

colour of his hair, Agnolo attained great repute,

and in 1530 was in great demand on his own
account In 1537 he entered the service of

Cosimo I, who became Grand Duke of Tuscany
in that year, and two years later married Eleanora
di Toledo, whose portrait Bronzino painted more
than once. P'rom this date his life was one of

continued prosperity in the service of the grand
ducal court. In 1555 he took up his residence in

the house of his friend and pupil, Alessandro

Allori, where he died on November 23, 1572. A
life like that of Bronzino must be read in his

paintings, especially his portraits. In these he
attains a very high degree of excellence, so high
that it is surprising to find how cold an impression

is left upon the spectator. His historical paintings,

both sacred and profane, are constructed on the

most admirable academical principles, drawn and
composed with consummate skill, but they have
no power of appeal to the feelings. The soul is

wanting, even the sentiment which inspired a

Guido Reni or the academic fervour which
pervades and elevates the works of the Carracci.

For the" historian of art, however, Bronzino is of

no little importance, and Herr Schulze's mono-
graph is sufficiently complete to fill a gap and be
of real use. He has done his task well, but by no
means spoilt the way for a more copious work on
an interesting artist in a little-understood period

of history.

L. C.



The Arts and Crafts of our Teutonic
Forefathers. By g. baluwix bkown-, m.a. t. n.
Foulis. 5s. net.

This interesting work has already been put before
(he pubHc by its learned author in a series of

lectures delivered before the Society of Antiquaries
of Scotland. Prof. Baldwin Brown is so well

known as a painstaking and judicious authority
on ancient art that we are grateful to the
opportunity afforded by the series in course of

publication by Messrs. Foulis, known as " The
Arts and Crafts of the Nations ", for this further

instalment of Prof. Baldwin Brown's learned
research and lucid exposition.

The material of this book is to a great extent
antiquarian and historical, but as our knowledge
of ancient art can be gleaned only from the
surviving relics of the past, it is necessary in sur-

veying such a field as that of Teutonic art to have
some knowledge of the geography and history, as

well as the manners and customs of the Teutonic
races.

The old accepted tradition, for so long inculcated
and even still maintained by teachers in the
Graeco-Roman schools, that the arts perished with
the sack of Rome by the Goths, and remained
dormant until the Italian renascence, can no
longer be upheld. A better knowledge of the
progress and development of the human race has
shown that arts and crafts are the natural product
of human intelligence, irrespective of nationality,

that they advance or remain stationary according
to the intellectual development of any race. It

can be further shown that when two or more
civilized or partially civilized races come into

contact, the less civilized race is for obvious
reasons the more likely to assimilate something
from the more advanced. So with our Teutonic
forefathers. In the history of Europe during the
century or too before the Christian era two great
movements were in action, oi which one was the
great increase of the Teutonic races north of the
Alps and beyond the natural boundaries of the
Rhine and the Danube, and the migratory
tendencies of these races towards the south and
east, analogous to the migration westward of the
races of Central Asia. The other movement was
the establishment of the great Roman military

empire, the inheritor of the laws, arts, and social

customs of settled civilization, an empire which
extended itself by conquest over a great part of

Europe. It was obvious that these two great

movements should come into contact, and that

where such contact took place, the rougher and
more untutored civilization should assimilate

something better, and in the modern sense more
artistic, than it had possessed before.

For further information on this interesting

subject we must refer our readers to Prof.

Baldwin Brown's interesting and erudite pages,

Reviews and Notices

in which the question is set forth in a way which
will enable students to dispense with the volumi-
nous treatises by German writers on tiie same
subject. We are all familiar with the names of
Vandal, Goth, and Hun as terms of reproach,
although we have before now learnt that this is

due to prejudice and misunderstanding. If we
are pleased to look upon ourselves as in the main
of Celtic origin, we have at all events sufficient
Teutonic ancestry to make us wish to look upon
our Teutonic forefathers as something other than
untutored barbarians. In this Prof. Baldwin
Brown's book will be of great assistance. L. C.

Zeichnungen alter Meister im Kutfer-
stichkabinett der k. museen zu berlin,
her. von DER DIREKTIOX. Berlin, 1902-1910

;

G. Grotescher Verlag.

The collection of drawings by the old masters in

the Berlin Print-room ranks as the first of its kind
in Germany, although it fallsshort of the collections

in the British Museum, the Albertina and the

Louvre. Its chief excellence lies in the early

German school (Diirer, Holbein the Elder, Altdorfer

and Griinewald being admirably represented), in

Rembrandt, and particularly in the Italian

quattrocento, for that section includes Botticelli's

illustrations to D.mte, and the Bcckerath collection.

The present publication was begun by the late

director, Dr. Lippmann, whose services on behalf

of the 13erlin Print-room cannot be exaggerated,

and its completion will be welcomed by everyone

seriously interested in art history. The programme
inaugurated by Lippmann has been followed by Dr.

Friedlaender, who has continued the publication.

The selection has not been made from the stand-

point of popularity or predilections, but was
designed to give a characteristic view of the whole
collection. Otherwise the object was to bring

into notice drawings likely to throw new light

on their authors and to facilitate the present study

of the works for which they seem to have served

as studies. In the present work Durcr and

Rembrandt have not received the attention due

to them, and this is simply because their draw-

ings have been reproduced mainly in monumental

publications. Concerning the volumes themselves

little need be said, except that the editor's

notes contain an almost complete bibliography of

the criticism dealing with each drawing, and that

the official attributions are remarkably reserved.

Perhaps the earliest Italian drawing in the collection

is the well-known sketch for a pulpit of the Duomo
at Orvieto, which has already been published m
the first volume of the Vasari Society. It is

described as " Sienesische Schule des 14 Jahr-

hunderts". A comparison with the works of Tino

da Camaino shows, however, that the charac-

teristics of the drapery and the beads are so

closely related to this master that, while admitting
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that the sketch has not quality enout^h to enable

us to ascribe it to Tino himself, it must be con-

sidered the work of one of his numerous scholars.

The set of reproductions from Filippino Lippi's

drawings is certainly very fine, though some of

them are not accepted by Mr. Berenson ;
for

instance, N. 15 (Head of the Virgin), \\'h'\ch he

gives, not without good reasons, to Raffaellino del

Garbo, and N. 18 (Head of a Youth), which,

according to him, is by Amico di Sandro. The
two Andrea del Sarto's (X. 33 and 34) are missing

in Mr. Berenson's " Drawings of the Florentine

Masters ", although the first represents a sketch

for Andrea's Madonna of 1528 in the Berlin

Gallery, a picture included in Mr. Berenson's list.

N. 37 is a very fine aquarelle sketch of the head

of a beardless man by Signorelli, which ranks

among the most important recent acquisitions of

the cabinet. Turning to the Umbrians, we find

first of all the pen-and-ink sheet containing the

S. P<ud and A Sitting Woman, attributed to

Gentile da Fabriano. these drawings are likely

to cause some controversy. At any rate, they are

highly interesting. Among the North Italian

drawings we find (N. 48) the fine sketch, The

Justice of Trajan, recently attributed to Vincenzo

"Foppa by such a good authority as Miss Ffoulkes.

Formerly it was called Ercole Roberti. The
aquarelle sketch, S. Sebastian, given to Montagna,

is not, as stated in the notes, a sketch for the

S. Bartolomeo altar-piece of the Vicenza Gallery.

Its authorship by Montagna is also open to doubt,

and there is considerable satisfaction in finding a

note of interrogation after Montagna's name in

connexion with this drawing in the inde.x of

Dr. Borenius's book on the painters of Vicenza.

N. 78 (" Venetianischer Meister"), a bistre study

of an elderly man's head, appears to be Cariani's

work. Among the French drawings are some
charming pastels by Watteau, such as the famous

portrait of the Abbe Haranger (N. 103) and The

Fagottc-player (N. 108), four pretty Lancrets, and

a very clever Chardin. Another happy acquisition

made recently by the cabinet is the Procession of

Women, by Goya (N. 127), an impressive study in

bistre. It is only natural that the greater part of

the publication should be devoted to the German,
Flemish and Dutch schools. Among the German
primitives we notice very important drawings by

the Master E. S. and the Master of the House-Book.

Only a moderate selection of the wonderful

Diirers is given, on the other hand, for the reason

stated above, while his school is represented by

works of Kulmbach, Schiiufelein, the two Behams,

etc. Hans Baldung Grien occupies six sheets
;

among his works are two very attractive portrait

studies. We find only two Ilolbeins, while

Holbein the father is represented by a whole set

of drawings. Among the Dutch primitives must

be mentioned a remarkable portrait study by

Lucas van Leyden and a Pietd by Mabuse. The
K'ubens drawings are inadequate to give any just

idea of the mast'er. Van Dyck is, however, better

represented. The twenty-one Rembrandts are a

very happy selection from his ceuvrcm the cabinet.

The Rembrandt school may be studied in some
half-a-dozen select drawings by Livens, Flinck,

Koninck, etc. Among the masters of Dutch genre,

Ostade's fine Drinlung Scene and Metsu's Smolder

must be remembered. The Dutch landscape-school

is very well represented by a number of sheets by

Ruisdael, Goyen, Cuyp, Van de Velde, etc. Natur-

ally, all that is interesting cannot be indicated in

so rapid a review of a publication of this kind. In

fact, every sheet has its significance, and may be

considered indispensable for the student. Grati-

tude is due to the editor for the careful selection

and practical arrangement of the book and to the

publishers for the fine technique of the plates.

M. H. B.

Hans SEBALD BEHAM. Nachtriige zu dem kritischen

Verzeichnis seiner kupferstiche, etc.

BARTHEL BEHAM. Ein Kritisches Verzeichnis seiner

Kupferstiche. Von G. Pauli. Str.issburg : Heitz (Studien

ZLir deutschen Kunstgeschichte, Heft 134, 135). 6 .\I. each.

The first of these two volumes is a supplement to

the catalogue published in 1901, and reviewed in

Vol. I (pages 1S9, etc.) of this magazine. Though •

Dr. Pauli, even then, had studied the work of

Hans Sebald Beham with a far greater approach to

thoroughness than any of his predecessors, time

has shown that there w.is still much to be recorded,

and the corrections and additions compiled in

ten years are sufficient to fill sixty pages. The
supplement will be an indispensable aid to every

student and collector of Beham's prints ; but the

utility of the catalogue would have been incom-

parably greater if the whole material could have

been rearranged and issued in a single volume.

Perhaps such a new edition may still be produced

at some future time. Meanwhile the author has

been compelled to duplicate his numbers, dis-

tinguishing prints hitherto undescrilied by letters

of the Greek alphabet, which extend in one case

from 686a to 686f, and in another from 890a to

890s, so numerous are the freshly discovered

prints requiring to be inserted at these particular

places in the subject order. As regards the

engravings and etchings, the new material consists

chiefly of corrections and additions relating to

states and copies. Three discoveries only are of

exceptional importance : No. 28a, an engraving

of 1 5 19 hitherto ascribed to Altdorfer, but claimed

now by convincing arguments for Beham ; the

interesting first state in dry-point of No. 61

(S. [erome, B. 59); and No. 222a, an impression

from a sword-blade etched with classical subjects.

The new interpretation of No. 209 (B. 206) as

Solon is very interesting and acceptable. The
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additions to the woodcuts are much more
numerous, over a hundred subjects being now for

the first time inchided. Tiie reviewer, who lias

the satisfaction of seeing a large number of his

own attributions confirmed by the sanction of so

high an authority as Dr. PauH, is obhged in three

cases to withdraw opinions which he had expressed

on a too iiasty acquaintance with the woodcuts in

question, and to chsagree, on reflection, with

judgments for which his own rashness is in part

responsible. No. 686>', The Trinity : the repro-

duction in Dr. Pauli's book has made it clear that

the London impression is not a first state, but a

copy, the Berlin impression being the only known
example of the original. The attribution, in this

case, was first proposed by Dr. Friedlander.

No. 888a, The Virgin and Cliild, Carlsruhe (also

London, from Lanna sale, 1909, No. 376), is not
by Behara. Two other woodcuts, evidently by
the same hand, are at Amsterdam, one of them
being a copy from Aldegrever. No. 888/i, Mater
dolorosa, in the Liechtenstein collection, is an
extremely doubtful Beham, if identical, as it

appears to be, with a woodcut acquired for the

British Museum in 1909 (Lanna sale, No. 372)

;

it is possible, however, that the London impression

is a copy. To Beham's copies from Diirer should
be added The Embrace ofJoachim and Anne, Heller,

1708 (Huth Collection, 290 by 230 mm). The
figures are reversed and enlarged, while the

background is different The ornamentation of

the arch is retained, but the niches are empty.
Dr. Pauli has not observed that S. Christopher,

No. 892a, belongs to the early series of

saints mentioned under No. 891a. He is right

in cancelling the attribution to Beham of

No. 1221, which belongs to the group of wood-
cuts on which the monograms of Virgil Soils

and of the unknown artist, H. W. G., occur
in combination. The chronological list of

Sebald Beham's work is a valuable feature of

the supplement.
The catalogue of Barthel Beham's prints is an

entirely new and much-needed work, to which
students of engraving have long been looking
forward. It embodies a considerable number of

new attributions, some of the engravings having
passed as works of Binck, or more often figuring

as anonymous in the tenth volume of Bartsch.

On the other hand, a number are ruled out as

apocryphal. Both inclusions and exclusions bear

witness to a skilled eye and critical judgment, and
the catalogue has been tested by comparison with

one fairly large collection of Beham's work,
without any faults coming to light except a failure

to observe the signature W E on a copy. No. 36 m.
The introduction is all that could be desired, and
the catalogue itself, constructed on the usual

subject system, is supplemented by a chronological

list of the engravings. C. D.

Archivausche Beitr.\ge zur Geschichte der
V'EN'KZIAX'ISCHEN KUNST .lus dcm N.iclilass Gustav
LuinviGS, hcrausgegeben von VV. Bode, Gcoig Gronau,
Dctlcv Kihr. V. Hadcln. Beilin: Cassirer.

This is the fourth volume of the " Italienische

Forschungen" of the Kunsthistorisches Institut

at Florence. The third seems not yet to have
appeared ; the gap, we may guess, will be filled

by the second part of Giovatuii Poggi's collection

of documents relating to the Duomo which we
noticed some time ago. Meanwhile these 165
pages represent a small selection from the mass of

documents which Ludwig left behind him; the

editors have naturally not attempted to do much
more than emphasize the more important details

and make some of the more necessary explana-

tions. The interest of the publication may be
gauged from the fact that among the artists on
whose history light is thiown are Bellano, San-

sovino, the Bellini, Domenico Morone, Palma
Giovane, Pisanello, Tintoretto, Titian and Paul

Veronese. But those who like documents will

like especially the contributions to the Anonimo
Morelliano, such as the inventories of the property

left by Alvise Odoni and Alessandro Ram. Some-
thing, by the way, has gone wrong with the notes

on p. 69, or why shoulcl " corniole " be described

as unexplained ? " Lisato " on the same page,

may perhaps be the stuff better known as"listata",

made of strips of two materials. But this is not

the place for philological conjectures. Ludwig
(a naturalized British subject, one likes to

remember) was incontestably among the most
distinguished students of the archives of art in

any age. He had, what such students usually

lack, the power of sifting his material and present-

ing it attractively. His article on the " Restello
"

in the first volume of these " Forschungen " is the

model of its kind. Dr. Gronau gives a pleasing

account of his single-hearted devotion to his

subject, of his generosity in placing his extra-

ordinary knowledge at the disposal of others.

This volume is the kind of monument to his

memory that, could he know of it, would please

him most. It is to be hoped that it is only a first

instalment of his collections, to be followed by

others of the same sort. G. F. H.

LES ORI-fcVRERIES ANCIENNES C0NSERV£ES AU

TRfiSOR DE Hal par I'AiiBfi KEiw.iND CROoir. Brussels:

VanOest.

The treasury of the famous pilgrimage church of

Hal, near Brussels, howsoever rich it may have

been in times past, now contains but four or five

specimens of gold and silversmith's work of any

artistic importance. The rest are late in date and

in no way remarkable in design or execution.

The two iinest objects arc monstrances, one, of

the third quarter of the fifteenth century, given by

Louis XI ; the other, of late fifteenth or early
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sixteenth century work, alleged to have been

presented by Henry VIII of England. Convinced

himself of the truth of the story, the author naively

remarks that it is "s/n-Z/t-nrtn/" that the native histo-

rian, Juste Lipse"«('y<7SS6' (7;/f;/;/t.' ;;!£'n//'c);( . . . de ce

don roxal
! " The hall-marks on it are of Brussels

and there is no inscription, coat-of-arms, nor any

evidence whatever earlier than a statement by a

writer in 1651, i.e., nearly 150 years after the

alleged event, to connect the monstrance with

Henry VIII. The other object is generally regarded

as a reliquary, but the author makes out a very

strong case iri favour of its having been designed

and used at the outset for a monstrance. A point

that seems to have escaped the Abb6 is the striking

analogy between the main feature of Louis XI's

monstrance, and the form of a Croix Triomphale

or Great Rood. The medallions with the four

evangelistic symbols on one side, and the four

Latin Doctors on the other, the floriated ends, and

the flanking figures of Mary and John all afford a

close parallel ; only in the middle of the cross of

the monstrance, as the author observes, there would

be not "Timage du Saiivcin; viais le Sniiveiir liii-

iiieine". The cross is supported on a circle, banded

in the outline of an orb. The tripartite division

represents the three continents known in the fif-

teenth century ; the fact being emphasized by the

names of the continents engraven on three pendent

scrolls, the verso of which bears a corresponding

name of each of the three magi. On either side of

the base kneels a portrait statuette of Louis XI, as

Dauphin, and his wife, both admirably modelled.

In fact, the whole work is one of the very highest

order. There are twenty-three excellent collotype

plates, five of which are devoted to illustrating in

detail the Louis XI monstrance, while three depict

the so-called Henry VIII monstrance.
A.V.

Versuch einer Entwicklungsgeschichte der
DECKENMALEREI IM ITALIEN vom XV bis ziiin

XIX Jahrhundert. Von Dr. Sylva Scheglm.imi. Strass-

burg : Heilz. M. 4.

What little there is to be made out of the evolu-

tion of ceiling decoration has been well done in

the fifty pages of this book and its six illustrations.

There seem to be only three specific methods of

painting a ceiling—viz., to decorate in strict sub-

ordination to the architectonical scheme ; or to

eliminate that and decorate with pictures ;
or by

illusionistic treatment of figures in the upper au-

to get rid of any appearance of ceiling at all. The

autiior shows how in the early Renaissance the

ceiling began to lose its strictly architectural

cliaracter as shown in Gothic work, and under

Manlegna the scientific discoveries of the day,

foreshortening, linear and atmospherical perspec-

tive, were pressed into tiie service of naturalistic

painting. Mantegna was the first to attempt to

open the roof, so to speak, and give the illusion of

space without, and to Melozzo da Forli is due the

credit of making a flat ceiling appear like a dome
(the sacristy at Loretto). Later, Pinturicchio

introduced flat grotesque decoration and gaiety of

colour from the antique. The " stanze " and the

Sistine chapel give the ceiling once again an

architectural importance by painted structure.

Henceforward there was nothing new to be done

save to elaborate the existing types. Michelangelo,

for instance, invented the notion of introducing

the human figure as symbolic of constructional

power. The Caracci combined the illusionistic

architectural features of Michelangelo with illu-

sionistic figures, and harmonized the ceiling with

the walls supporting it, which perhaps is the one

problem peculiar to ceiling painting. Correggio

went back to Mantegna with his illusion of a

direct outlook on to the sky, and broke all eccle-

siastical, architectural and plastic traditions ; his

aspirations were carried to their highest pitch by

Andrea Pozzo. No reason is given to explain

how Guido Reni, in a period of such brilliant

rendering of things seen from underneath, should

cover the Casino Rospigliosi with a picture painted

in ordinary light and from an ordinary point of

view. Further than Pozzo even Tiepolo could

not go, and then the complete reaction against all

this is shown by Appiam's frescoes at S. Maria,

near S. Celso, in Milan, in the beginning of the

nineteenth century. It would seem that most
development-histories of this nature could be

made shorter and more lucid if demonstrated

by a series of photographs, diagrams, dates, and a

little essential descriptive matter, J. R. F.

UlMER KUNST. Voii Julius Baum. Stuttgart : Deutsche

Verlags-anstalt. M, 2.

The most recent volume on Suabian art is a

charming picture-book, which modestly addresses

itself to the general public rather than to the

connoisseur. It exhibits, in the shape of 96 half-

tone plates, besides a number of illustrations in the

text, a comprehensive display of paintings and
sculptures of the Ulm school, gathered from
churches and chapels, public galleries and private

collections. The largest proportion of works

illustrated are paintings by Hans Multscher, Hans
Schiichlin (best known as the artist of the famous

Tiefenbronn altar-piece), George Stocker, Bartho-

lomew Zeitblom and Martin Schaffncr ; but there

are a few sculptured figures by Multscher and a

fair selection of those by George Syrlin the elder,

sculptor of the quire-stalls of Ulm Cathedral. Each
of the above-named artists has a sturdy individ-

uality of his own, but there is one common
characteristic which cannot fail to be observed in all

the artists, previous to Schaft'ner—viz., the very poor

drawing and modelling of naked feet, as compared
with the superior, and often beautiful, treatment of

the hands. Occasionally, as in the Entombineiit of
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Christ at Tiefenbronn, the rendering of the feet, and
of the nude altogetlier, is so good as to betoken

direct study from the hfe ; but as a rule the most
satisfactory feet are those which are encased in long

pointed shoes. On the other hand it often happens
that the grouping of the component figures, even

of crowded subjects, as in the case of the Journey

of the Three Kings, by Muitscher, for example,

attains to the first rank of excellence. The one
never-failing quality is that decorative subordina-

tion which properly befits all accessories to archi-

tectural surroundings.

DER Garten. Elne Geschichte Seiner Kunstlerischen

Gestaltung. August Grisebach. Leipzic ; Klinkhardt und
Bierinann. Unbound. lo M.

With patient and careful research Dr. Grisebach
has, in this well-arranged volume, traced the

history and development of garden design from
the earliest recorded examples to the middle of

the eighteenth century. The 120 quarto pages of

letterpress are followed by eighty-eight full-page

illustrations, the first of w^hicli shows the small

space bounded by a close trellis from the " Roman
de la Rose " in the British l\fuseum, which dates

from near the end of the fifteenth century. This

is followed by a quantity of excellent illustration,

the plates being from engravings in the Techno-
logical Museum of Berlin ; many of them much
reduced, but all quite clear.

The earlier gardens were necessarily small.

Houses of any importance were fortified castles,

their encompassing walls allowing but scant space

for gardens of pleasure ; often the site was a rocky

eminence, where the space was still more restricted.

It was not till the sixteenth century that the plan

of the garden was designed in close relation to

that of the house, but from that time onwards,

civilization having so far advanced that a house
need no longer be a fortress, the development of

garden planning in larger spaces became active

and constant, rising to its greatest dignity with the

fine work of the Italian architects in connexion
with the villas and town houses of the nobility.

These eminent garden artists discerned the value

of the possibilities of water—designing magnificent

fountains, pools and water-theatres, as well as

leading the water over rills in steps, and employ-
ing other ways of utilizing its pleasant possibilities

of sight and sound. By the middle of the seven-

teenth century great gardens of large design and
beautiful detail were being made in Germany, as

at Munich, Stuttgart, Heidelberg, also in some
large country places. Some of the small town-

house gardens are also extremely interesting,

though the best of these were a little later—early

in the eighteenth century.

Meanwhile garden designing on a large scale

had made a great advance in France, as in Paris,

at the Luxembourg, the Tuilleries and the Jardin

des Plantes. Still more remarkable were the
gardens of the country palaces—Fontaincbleau,
Versailles, Liancourt, Chantilly, Vaulx-Ie-Vicomte
and Marly. Dr. Grisebach does not exclude the
personal element in garden design, for he concludes
his preface with the words, thus approximately
translated :

" By the form into which a man casts

his garden may be known something of his own
artistic perception of nature, for it is the ultimate
expression of his love for her ". G. J.

The Makers of Black Basaltes. bvCapt.
M. H. Grant. Bl.ickwood, £2 23.

Those who are familiar with Captain Grant's
writings on military subjects know that he is

endowed with the power of making his subject
interesting and they will not be disappointed if

they enter under his guidance the new field to

which he has devoted himself in his latest pub-
lication. His work on black basaltes ware holds a
position of enviable distinction in this respect
among books on ceramics, which are too often as
unattractive to the ordinary man as they are weari-
some to the student who is obliged to peruse them
in his search for knowledge. Captain Grant
disarms criticism by the generous expressions with
which, in the preface, he introduces his book to

the world, but he would doubtless be the first

to admit that some minor errors may be found,
particularly in his historical introduction. Such
defects are amply made good, for the general

reader, by the attractive manner in which the

subject is treated, and for the specialist by the

clear exposition of the distinctions between the

works of the various makers of the ware. Whether
or not its origin may rightly be attributed to the

Dutchman Elers, the Staffordshire " Black Egyp-
tian " ware and the imitations of it made at all the

important potteries in the kingdom remain among
the most distinctively Britisli wares of modern
times ; that it is a production of which we may
fairly be proud is proved by many fine vases

reproduced in the excellentphotographs with which
this book is copiously illustrated. A large

proportion of the plates are naturally devoted

to the work of Wedgwood, but not the least

valuable feature of Captain Grant's book is his

vindication of the merits of Wedgwood's con-

temporaries and rivals; mention may be made in

particular of Palmer of Hanley, whose black vases

not only possess a peculiar delicacy of outline, but

also please the touch by a silky smoothness in

which they surpass the best black basaltes of

Wedgwood. In his introductory remarks, the

writer justly claims that one of the master qualities

of good pottery should lie in its appeal to the touch.

A plausible and interesting attribution is that of a

tea-pot marked "B&W" to Boultonand Watt, of

Soho, near Birmingham. Most critics, on the other

hand, will be disposed to assign the black tea-pot in
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the British Museum, stamped "ASTBURY", to

the younger potter of that name ;
it was evidently

made by the casting process, and has more affinity

with the blue-painted white wares bearing the

same stamp than with the crude Portobello bowl

of the elder Astbury. Xor need Turner's relations

with Holland be cited to account for the figure of

a skater shown in Plate LXl V ; it is from the same
model as the " Winter " in the set of seasons made
in porcelain both at Derby and Bristol. An
unusual form of Wedgwood black ware which
seems to have escaped Captain Grant's searching

eye is the baptismal font, of which an example

still in use at Essendon Church has been published

in the transactions of the East Hertfordshire

Archaeological Society. B. K.

XlEDERLANDISCHES KUNSTLER LEXIKON. A. von

WfKZBACH. Ill Hand. Wien.

This dictionary of Netherlandish artists, com-
menced in 1904, is now completed. It comprises,

in over 2,000 closely printed pages, notices of Low
Country artists, and is a work that must of necessity

find a place in every art library. It will be a great

help to all who have to study or write the history

of any artist of the school. Diligent as the author

has been, he has not been able to make the

information, so far at least as the early masters are

concerned, thoroughly reliable. The fact is that

the Dictionary as planned was a very large under-

taking for any one man, and in carrying it out Dr.

Wurzliach has not been able to resist the temptation

of discussing at considerable length the attributions

to certain masters of unauthenticated paintings,

and of adding his own views, often formed without

regard to the gild laws in force in the localities

where they were executed. A dictionary is a work
of reference, and not a proper place in which to

enter into discussions or start new theories ; these

can be properly examined only in a critical journal.

It would have been far better to have indicated the

various attributions, adding the name and date of

the critic responsible for each. At the end of the

work is a register of 1,700 artists' ciphers ; an
alphabetical register of such marks has long been

a desideratum, and would be of the greatest use

;

we regret that the attempt here made to supply

the need is an utter failure. Of the ciphers

given, some are not those of artists but of owners,

others are incorrectly reproduced, and very many
are not properly interpreted, and consequently

entered in the wrong place. W. H.
J. W.

PiEKKE Paul Rubens. Par emu.e vekhaeren.

La MAISO.X DE Rubens. RcconstituUon. Par IlENKi

Blommk. Brussels ; G. Van Oest.

The interest shown in the exhibition (jf seven-

teenth-century Belgian art displayed in the Pare du
Cinquantenaire at Brussels in connexion with the

great international exhibition of 1910 brought
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once more before the public eye the great, it might
almost be said the colossal, importance of Rubens
in the history of the fine arts. There would seem to

be little more which could be said about Rubens,
but where critics may have exhausted their store of

learning and drained their fount of eulogy, a man
of letters may still have something to say. This
we find in the short but deeply interesting essay
on Rubens by M. Emile Verhaeren. We may be
reminded of the inimitable criticisms of Rubens
and his school by Fromentin in his " Maitres
d'Autrefois ", but M. Verhaeren has the advantage
of speaking as a compatriot, who in describing the

work of Rubens as " une ode formidable a la joie",

explains himself by saying that " cette joie n'est

point une joie d'esprit, une joie raisonnee, une
philosophique, mais bien une joie d'instinct, une
joie sensuelle, une joie de Flamand naif et violent".

It is just this consistent display of his Flemish
nature which makes Rubens so great. As
M. Verhaeren justly says, " Lui, il est le Flamand
que c'est fait Europeen". The essay is well worth
reading.

The memory of Rubens was also revived by the

reconstitution of his famous house at Antwerp,
which formed one of the chief objects of interest

at the Brussels Exhibition. This reconstitution

has been commemorated by the handsome volume
edited by M. Blomme, the well-known architect.

It is a worthy tribute to a great occasion. It is

interesting to know that a movement is on foot to

secure what remains of Rubens's house as a national

possession. Few cities have been so closely

identified with an individual as Antwerp has been
with Rubens. This house, moreov'er, was not a

mere residence ; it was to a great extent an
architectural work of art, due to the design of the

great painter himself. L. C.

Blake's Vision of the Book of Job. with
reproductions of the illustrations. A study by Joseph H.
WicKSTEED, M.A. Dent. 6s. net.

There is a curious, indefinable fascination about
the works of William Blake. If ever artist

deserved the appellation of expressionist, suggested

by Mr. Clutton-Brock in his recent article on the

Post-Impressionists, surely Blake is the principal

name which would occur to one's mind. Blake is

essentially an expounder of himself, and whether
the subject be Biblical, or original verse, or

original drawing, it is Blake's own self which finds

its way to the surface. When the subject is

borrowed from the Bible, like the Book of Job, or

from familiar works, like " Blair's Grave," he is natu-

rally more intelligible to the lay mind than when he
is pouring forth his own voluminous lucubrations

and prophecies. Yet if we are to believe Mr.
Wicksteed, Blake's illustrations to the Book of Job
are as prophetic and metaphysical as the Books of

Thel, Urizen or Los. Most real lovers of art, who
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know and value Blake's"Visionof theBook of Job",
are probably content witb the designs as mere
illustrations of the simple and noble narrative in the

old Hebrew poem. Mr. Wicksteed, however, w.irns

us that this Vision is a precious casket in which
Blake concealed a mighty message, a sublime
allegory, and that the designs are permeated with
many of his deepest thoughts and imaginations.

To follow Mr. Wicksteed on his mystic and meta-
phj'sical study would be outside the scope of this

Magazine. Those who care to do so will be

rewarded, and, even if theycannot alwaysagree with
Mr. Wicksteed's elucidations, or ever understand
them, they will join with him in picturing Blake
in his old age "gentle, strong and valiant . . . tell-

ing this tale of human frailty, human courage and
human love, primarily indeed for his own pure joy,

but probably also with a mysterious faith that it

was for the redemption of his fellow-men ".

L. C.

English Pastels. 1750-1830. ByR. r. m. see,

Bell. 42s.

This book, so handsomely produced and illustrated,

is avowedly intended as a companion to the

Exhibition of English Pastellists of the eighteenth
century, held in Paris during the spring of 191 1.

It was unfortunate for Mr. Robert Dell, to whose
energy the holding of this exhibition was due,

that it should have occurred at a season when it

was particularly difficult to obtain loans, even in

the rare cases where owners were willing to allow
such delicate works of art as pastels to cross the

Channel. We fear, therefore, that French connois-
seurs w ill have had to form their opinion of English
prowess in this art from second-rate or third-rate

specimens. The art of pastel was so popular in

England that many country houses contain
excellent examples, very few of which Mr. Meyer
See seems to have been able to secure either for

Mr. Dell's exhibition or to illustrate his own book.
We feel compelled to state our belief that Mr.
Meyer See has shown himself hardly qualified to

deal with such a subject as this. Although crayon,
pastel, gouache, chalk drawings washed with colour,

stump drawings heightened with colour from the

back, are all akin, yet they have a distinction of

their own. Mr. Meyer See lumps them all together

under the heading of pastels, although it must be
said that in thus classifying together Russell,

Hamilton, Lawrence, and Downman he is only
following Dr. Williamson as a guide.

Although the Exhibition in Paris was confined
to certain dates, Mr. Meyer See might have told

us something of the early history of pastel in

England, of Luttrell and Ashfield, of Knapton,
whom he dismisses with a sneer, or of Rosalba
and Liotard, who have as much right to be included

as Bartolozzi or Angelica Kauffmann, and were
much better exponents of the art. Some eminent

artists seem dragged in by main force to swell the
list. Mr. Meyer See states that Kiciiard Cosway
painted pastels, but offers no proof, while the
specimen attributed to Cosway seems to be by the
same h.uid as one of those attributed on good
authority to the Rev. William Peters. The book,
however, is a charming picture-book of pretty

women, even if the portraits selected are but
moderate specimens of a second-rate art, while
some show many of the repellent exaggerations of
the pseudo-classical, namby-pamby style which
was unfortunately so much in vogue. L. C.

The Castles and Walled Towns of England.
By ALFRED Harvey. Methutii. 7s. 6d. net.

The author of the latest addition to the Antiquary's
Books scries does not attempt to deal with the local

history of individual castles "except in so far as it

seems to illustrate the principles of attack and
defence ". His plan is to classify castles under the

head of certain broadly distinguished types,

describing only a few special examples by way of

illustration. Norman castles were of two kinds

:

the shell keep, representing the circle of protection

built round the mound of earlier fortifications;

and the rectangular keep, founded on an entirely

fresh site. The majority of Norman keeps in

England stand on the enceinte-wall, whereas the

keep in P>ance usually stands free. The Tower of

London and Middleton and Porchester Castles

exemplify rectangular keeps, the plan of the last

named, including its inner and outer bounds, being

of a peculiarly regular rectangular shape. In most
cases, of course, the outline was necessarily deter-

mined by the conformation of the ground. Round
mural towers first occur in work of the late

Norman period. In the reign of Henry I, whose
policy tended much more toward the suppression

than the multiplication of castles, the Juliet, or

circular-shaped keep became the standard. The
earliest was erected at Conisborough in Yorkshire.

The names and localities of about a thousand

fortified places " are known, and of these between

four and five hundred still exist in a more or less

fragmentary condition". The Appendix gives a

list of castles in England and Wales, arranged

alphabetically under the head of counties. The
list seems fairly complete ; but must not be regarded

as final. Thus Scotney Castle, in Sussex, is

erroneouslv entered again in the list of Kentish

castles, while the fortified mansions of Shurland,

Sissinghurst, and Wcstenhanger are omitted.

On the other hand, Mailing is, to say the least, a

doubtful example, some authorities maintaining

that it is not a castle at all, but the tower of a ruined

church of S. Leonard. The author rightly

insists on the immense importance of Welsh

Castles as bearing on the history of mediaeval

fortifications ; but whether or not it be that he is

so full of his subject himself that he assumes too
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much knowlcdj^e on tlie part of his readers, at any
rate the result is somewhat thin and sketchy.

Photographs of ruins make pretty pictures which,

however suitable for post-cards, are of little

scientific value unless accompanied by ground
plans, and in the whole work only twelve plans

are included ! To one aspect of the subject

—

walled towns—the author has accorded fuller

treatment, because it "has hitherto been strangely

neglected". Though naturally indebted to

previous writers, from Leland onward, the author

"has made a perambulation . . . of every town
known to have been walled in the Middle Ages".
His account of these, therefore, is of special value

as a record of personal observation, and constitutes,

perhaps, the best part of the work. A. V.

COUXTY Churches. Isle of wight, its churches and

Religious Houses. By J. Charles Cox, LL.D,, F.S.A. With
illusfi-auons. George Allen. 2s.6d.

The third instalment of the excellent series of

" County Churches " is the work of the Editor,

and deals with the Isle of Wight. This com-
paratively small area admits of much fuller

treatment than was feasible in the earlier volumes.

In an admirable introduction, summarizing the

main points of interest in the fortunes and fabrics

of the several churches and religious foundations,

the author allows that "the warmest admirers"

of the island " cannot possibly assert that it

possesses striking or memorable old churches,

judged from a purely architectural standpoint ".

The island itself contains so plentiful a supply of

building stone that material was rarely imported

for the purpose; but "a slab of Purbeck marble

at Brading has a remarkable engraved fifteenth

century effigv, which is quite a work of art" and
may fairly claim to be " unparalleled ". The walls

of the churches were, no doubt, painted inside, as

was customary in this country, but only a few

relics of such mural j-iaintings survive. At Shorwell

over the south door, a Doom was uncovered " but

the vicar of the time of its discovery had the

effrontery and false modesty to cause it to be

obliterated " on the ground that the nude figures,

without which it is not too much to say no
mcdia;val English artist ever attempted to depict

the subject, "were improper in a church"!
Against this sort of prurient vandalism there is no
safeguard but making every old church by law a

national monument, and penalizing the destruction

of any ancient feature therein. As to modern work,

the author is inclined to overrate the "restored"

chapel at Carisbrooke Castle. The view of the

modern building from the east shows a conjectural

composition ;esthetically quite unsatisfying. A
depressed arched opening demands a correspon-

dingly obtuse gable above it, whereas the steep-

pointed gable (with its exaggerated kneelers and
fantastic apex) is utterly at variance with tiic
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stunted four-centred window beneath, and cannot
by any possibility represent what a Caroline builder,

still less what a mediaeval one, would have erected.

The chapel as it now stands being virtuallvnew, it

does not greatly matter what further amount of

experimental decoration it may yet undergo, but
the bare idea of any authentically ancient building
being subjected to the proposed programme of

bedizenment is enough to make the stoutest-hearted

antiquary quail. A. V.

P'ORGOTTEN SHRINES. By DoM Bede Camm, O.S.B.

Macdonald and Evans. 25s. net.

There is always something fascinating in the

history of ancient houses, and though Dom Bede
Camm's " account of some old Catholic halls and
families in England " deals largely with the

penalties endured by " recusants " in penal days, it

possesses plenty of interest for readers who profess

a more modern faith or even none at all.

" Whoever we be ", says Jasper, the gipsy, in

" Lavengro ", " we are an old people and not what
folks in general imagine", and to read the

descriptions of some of the heroic sufferings of

those who professed the old religion some three

hundred years ago cannot fail to arouse sympathy
in independent minds. But apart from the

religious element, which is rather too prominent,

the book contains a quantity of information on
heraldry, architectureandbibliography. Reproduc-
tions of ancient escutcheons and tombs, pedigrees

of famous families, facsimiles of deeds and
manuscripts, detailed ground-plans of mediaeval

mansions, views of old-world villages and
photographs of stained glass windows and fine

carvings make the volume a very attractive book.

Markenfield Hall, for instance, "a grey pile of

Gothic buildings hidden away among fields far

from the main road between Harrogate and
Ripon ", though modernized to a certain extent

interiorly, is still much what it was in the sixteenth

century, and may well be described as "one of the

most romantic houses left in England ". No less

picturesque in another way is Harvington, a moated
house in Worcestershire, majestic even now in its

desolate dilapidation. A chapter is devoted to

Oxford (surely a very city of shrines), among the

illustrations being a curious old print of Corpus
Christi College; and a drawing of Sandford from
the river, showing the old chapel of the

Commandery—now used as a barn—where George
Napper or Napier, a martyred priest, is said to have

been buried. But here Dom Bede relies on
tradition and legend rather than on history, and
even a quotation from Anthony Wood leaves an
unbiassed reader sceptical as to the truth of the

story. The author does not confine his descriptive

powers to the glories of gabled mansions and
sculptured churches, for, with a wealth of detail

worthy of some cathedral pile, he devotes one of
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his most interesting chapters to a little thatched

cottage on the Yorkshire moors, in wliich was
found at the beginning of the last century in a

small loft under the thatch " an oratory, with the

altar prepared for Mass ", just as it had been left

by a priest wiio had been informed against and
arrested nearly a hundred and fifty years before.

The later portions of the book deal more intimately

with "relics and memorials of the English

Martyrs", many of them enshrined in rich

reliquaries ; an appendix contains transcripts and
translations of ancient documents ; and a carefully

compiled index is useful to the student in referring

to a volume of over four hundred pages. Interesting

as are the numerous photographs which the author

has himself taken to illustrate his book, a word of

special praise must be given to Mr. Joseph Pike,

many of whose line-drawings are more successful

in reviving the scenes depicted than any mechanical

process can achieve. Two small misprints in a

footnote on page 36 might be set right in a future

edition. C. S. M,

Catalogue of Early German axd Flemish
Woodcuts preserved in the Department of Prints .ind

Drawings in tlie Brilisti Museum. Vol. IL By Campbell
DODGSON', M.A.

We have frequently had occasion to call attention

to the excellent work done in the Print-room at

the British Museum under Sir Sidney Colvin, and
we welcome, therefore, another volume dealing

with a portion of the valuable contents of that

department. For many years at home and abroad

there was a mass of early woodcuts of the early

part of the sixteenth century, which were for the

most part anonymous. Little attempt was made
to sort these, and they were grouped roughly as

school of Diirer or Cranach, or in many cases left

without any identification. With the exception

of Diirer and Holbein, German art met with but

little favour in the eyes of connoisseurs, and it is a

coincidence, if nothing more, that the serious

appreciation of German art should date approxi-

mately from the time of Sir Sidney Colvin's appoint-

ment in London and that of Dr. Lippmann in

Berlin. Since then a number of younger enthu-

siasts in this line of research have devoted their

time to the scientific study of the less-known

artists of the German school. England may take

some just pride in the fact that of these students

and researchers the one whose work has been

most widely recognized as sound in method and
as sound in judgment, who has been accepted in

himself as an international authority on this par-

ticular branch of art, is an Englishman, Mr.

Campbell Dodgson. Mr. Dodgson has given us

one sample already of his work in the first volume
of the catalogue now before us. The woodcuts

by Albrecht Diirer and his school, or by Hans
Sebald Beham, were in themselves sufficient

material for the most painstaking inquiry. Mr.
Dodgson's catalogue was the first serious attempt
in this country to reduce these into order. He
has now carried his work further, and classified

the woodcuts belonging to the schools of Augs-
burg, of Suabia and Bavaria, and of Saxony.
Although the late Dr. Lippmann may be regarded
as the pioneer of this particular branch of study,
Mr. Dodgson may be said to be the first to cast

real light upon a confused mass of undated
material. Apart from the new light thrown upon
important and well-known artists, such as Hans
LeonhardSchaeufelcin, Hans Burgkmair, Albrecht
Altdorfer and Lucas Cranach, Mr. Dodgson has
practically recreated such artists as Jorg Breu,
Leonhard Beck, and HansWeiditz. Mr. Dodgson
does not hesitate in any case from giving credit,

when due, to the work of German researchers, as

in the case of Jorg Breu, father and son, but these

German savants have to thank Mr. Dodgson not

only for making their work known to English

readers, but for the way in which the value of

their work has been expounded by Mr. Dodgson.
Few persons knew the difference between the

artist who designed the woodcuts on the block

and the actual cutter, Briefmaler or Form-
schneider, to whom the mechanical work was
entrusted. Of the latter class were Jost de Negker

of Augsburg and Hans Liitzelburger of Augsburg

and Basle, about whom Mr. Dodgson has much
that is interesting to say.

Although the work is, strictly speaking, a cata-

logue only, it is full of obiter dicta of great

importance. We learn succinctly the true history

of the great publications begun for the Emperor
Maximilian, and interrupted by his death, the

IVcisskiiiiig (or White King), the Teunlamikh, the

Triumph and the Genealogy, as well as of the

artists and engravers employed upon them. The
notes to the woodcuts by Lucas Cranach and his

school will be found to be a mine of information.

It would be ungracious to try and find faults in a

work of such magnitude. As Sir Sidney Colvin

points out, the work has been in hand for some

considerable time, and therefore some dis-

crepancies and repetitions may be excused.

Original research of this description cannot be

put before the world with too much deliberation.

Mr. Dodgson may congratulate himself on having

produced two volumes which form an edilio

princcps for the study of early German and

Flemish woodcuts. L. C.

Catalogue ok the Jewellery, Greek,

Etruscan and RO.MAN, in the Dcpartmcnls of Anti-

quities, British Museum. By F. H. Marshall, M.A.

The fact that the gold ornament room at the

British Museum is separated from the main galleries

by a closed door is without doubt a considerable

deterrent from entering for the ordinary visitor.
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who shrinks from forcing an entrance where
privacy is suggested, or from the searching glance

of an unexpected police-constable. Many people

are therefore ignorant of the wonderful treasures

to be seen in this room, exhibited freely to all

comers, only with that extra amount of careful

vigilance which is necessary where objects of a

specially precious nature are placed within possible

reach of the public. Part of the exhibits in this

treasure house consists in jewellery of the classical

period, and it is a catalogue of this jewellery which

forms the fine volume now before us. To say

that the care expended on the preparation of the

catalogue and on the plates, that the intelligent

and lucid exposition of the historical side of the

subject, are worthy of the best modern British

Museum traditions would be to repeat a statement

which we, many times before, have had the pleasure

of making in this magazine. Catalogues are dry

reading, but Mr. Marshall, in his introduction and
among the ohilcr dicta of his catalogue, manages
to introduce some valuable and new sidelights on
the early history and habits of the races who
made and wore the jewellery in question. The
adornmentof the human body with metal ornaments

and precious stones dates back to the earliest days

of civilization. In the so-called classical period we
are taken back to the Mycenian age, reckoned as

from about iSoo-iioo B.C. or a little later, and we
are not surprised at finding Mr. Marshall stating

that the gold treasure from ^gina reveals a spirit

of eclecticism which points to a loss of vigour.

Art was already beginning to be senile before

Athens and Rome were founded. Dealing as this

catalogue does with only a restricted portion of the

jewellery in the national collections, the student

will miss some information as to the origin of

certain forms of jewellery, as to the influence of the

East in the West, or vice versa, as to the use of

jewellery in religious rites, and several other

subjects of special interest to the historical student.

Taken as it is the catalogue is an admirable work,

and the introduction not only a careful and
painstaking compilation, but quite interesting to

read. L.C.

Forty Drawings of Roman Scenes by British
Artists (1715-1850). From Originals in the British

Museum. Prepared for the Commemorative Exhibition at

Rome, 1911. By order of the Trustees of the British Museum.

This portfolio of facsimiles from drawings in the

British Museum has been issued with exemplary
patriotism by the Trustees of the British Museum
in connexion with the Historical Section of the

Great International Exhibition of Fine Arts at

Rome. Rome was for so long a resort of British

visitors and artists, that an attempt of this sort to

show the influence of the Roman landscape on
British Art is of particular interest. The selection

here made by Sir Sidney Colvin, in conjunction

with Dr. Thomas Ashby of the British School at

Rome, gives a very good survey of the kind of

work done by British artists at or near Rome
during the eighteenth and early part of the nine-

teenth century. There are some few living still

who can remember the Rome of old days.

There are some, perhaps many, who on looking

over these drawings will regret the past, and think

sadly of the changes wrought by the demands of

modern progress. In any circumstances we re-

commend this portfolio most cordially as a valu-

able possession for the libraries of our readers.

L. C.

MEDLEVAL Sicily. By Cecilia Waern. Duckworth.

123. 6d. net.

MissWaern has written a fascinating history of

Mediaeval Sicily. Particularly good is the account

of the Arab Conquest, and the effect of it upon
the subsequent life of the people. She shows how
admirable, on the whole, the Mohammedan
government was, and what a high level of civiliza-

tion was reached at a time when the rest of Europe
was comparatively rude. The Norman invaders

seem to have altered very little and to have wisely

maintained the system of government carefully

elaborated by their Arab predecessors. Not the

least interesting is the chapter upon the survivals

in modern Sicily of Mediajval and even of

Mohammedan times. The carving and decoration

of the Carretti at Palermo are among the few
direct survivals of Mediaeval craftsmanship and
traditions still existing, and they still retain the

vitality and gaiety which has elsewhere departed

from our manufactures. One hopes that they may
long remain as an object lesson for more sophisti-

cated peoples. The book is well illustrated with

examples of architecture chosen to show the

extraordinary fusion of styles that took place in this

hybrid civilization. R. F.

The Renaissance of the Nineties. By w. g.

Blaikie Murdoch. De La More Press, is. Cd. net.

We are somewhat doubtful if there ever was such

a "renaissance of wonder " during that "memor-
able and glorious" last decade of the nineteenth

century; but Mr. Murdoch gives an interesting

account of the rise to fame of several young writers

and painters at that time. That it is too early yet to

write dispassionately of so recent a period, Mr.

Murdoch himself proves when he talks of Laurence

Hope as "that divine songstress", and of "the

divine Charles Conder". He records the curious

fact that most of these gods died young ; but when
he says of Lionel Johnson that he " passed in 1902

"

the author is carrying his "impressionism" to

extremes.

James McNeill Whistler : An Estim.ate and
A Biography. By Frank Rutter. Grant Richards. 2S.

net.

The author has condensed an amazing amount of

material into this short biography, and those who
have not had an opportunity of reading Mr. and
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Mrs. Pennell's more comprehensive "Life" will

receive a vivid and not inadequate impression of

the great painter. Naturally, in his "estimate" of

Whistler's position as an artist, Mr. Rutter has
more scope for originality, and while placing his

subject on a deservedly high level, he is never over-

enthusiastic nor hyperbolical. No fewer than
twenty-four reproductions of Whistler's most
famous pictures are included in this interesting

monograph ; but it seems hardly necessary to

mention twice (page 30 and page 62) that Whistler
made two drawings in the year 1862 to illustrate a

story in " Good Words ".

Writings by and about James Abbott
McNeill Whistler : a BibUogiaphy. By Don c.
Seitz. otto Schulze.

This bibliography will be a useful guide to

Whistler's writings and works of art. It also serves
to reveal the astonishing amount that has been
written about the various aspects of this much
praised and criticized artist.

Malory's MORTE D'ARTHUR. Vol. 11. Medici Soclely.
/lo los. the set.

As usual, the printing of these volumes commands
the highest commendation, but, alas ! as usual, the
illustrations are of the same distressing Lyceum-
stage kind as heretofore, and completely dispel the
visions which the perusal of Malory in a beautifully

printed edition might be expected to arouse.

Woodcut, whether plain or coloured, is the
only possible accompaniment to such type as
this.

K. F.

ITALIAN PERIODICALS
BOLLETTINO D'ARTE DEL MiNISTERO DELL' PUBBLICA ISTRU-

zioNE. F.isc. II. Rome. igii.
Dr. Filippixi discusses the i.)th-century p.iinter and miniaturist,

Andrea de' Bartoli of Bologna ; ascribes to him frescoes at

Assisi and the miniatures of the Chantilly codex " Canzone
dclla virtu e delle scienze ". Prof. U.mberto Gnoli writes on
a processional banner by Niccolo Alunno containing the earliest

view of Assisi, now in the " Priesterhaus" at Kevelaer.
Fasc. III.—Notes on little-known painters of the school of

Foligno by Dr. Ckistofari, and on the tomb of S. Giuliano at

Rimini by Dr. Gerola. Other articles on Bernuii's bust of

Card. Ginnasi, by Prof. Cantalamessa, and on sculpture in

the Cathedral of Civita Castellana, by Prof. Munoz. In Fasc. V
the last-named writer has an article on relics of the ancient
Basilica of S. Peter's removed thence to Banco (now Boville
Ernica) in the beginning of the 17th century by Bishop Simon-
celli to decorate his chapel in S. Pietro Ispano ; they include an
angel in mosaic by Giotto and sculptures by Bregno and by the
" Master of the Superanzio tomb ".

L'.iRTE. Fasc. III. May-June, 1911.
Dr. Zippel continues the publication of notes and documents
relating to Pope Paul II and art. Dr. Lorenzetti writes on
the early work of Jacopo Bassano. Dr. Maran'GONI reproduces
examples of Bolognese portrait-painting seen at the Florentine
Portrait Exhibition.

Fasc. IV. July-August.—Concluding article on the early
work of Jacopo Bassano by Dr. Lorenzetti. Further attribu-

tions to Evangelista di Pian di Meleto are suggested by Signora
CiARTOso. Dr. Fratti writes on Jacopo di Paolo and other
pamters belonging to the same family at Bologna. Dr. von
Seidlitz contributes a most useful classified list of the Leonardo
drawings at Windsor. Prof. A. Ventuki writes on Signorelli,

Perugino, and Pier d'Antonio Dei, in the sacristy of the church
of the Santa Casa at Loreto.

Rasseg.sa d'Arte. June, 1911.
Dr. Laudedeo Testi reproduces a carved and painted altar-

piece in the Church of S. Antonio at San D.iniele, Friuli, which
he would identify with the one known to have been ordered
from Michele Giimbono and Paolo di Amadeo in December,
1440. The writer pronounces a Pieta in the Museum at Padua,
by some ascribed to Giambono, to be a poor copy of an original
in the Metropolitan Museum at New York. Dr. Gronau writes
on three followers of Bellini whose works are frequently con-
fused

—

i.e., the painter called by Dr. Ludwig Pseudo-Basaiti,
Vincenzo Catena of Venice, and Vincenzo dalle Destre of
Treviso. He reproduces among other works tne engraving of

a picture (now lost) with the signature of Bellini and the date
1310, painted for the Sala della Procuratia at Venice, and in the
first half of the last century, belonging to Dr. WendeUtadt,
inspector of the St.aedel Institute at Frankfort ; this picture was
perhaps by Pseudo-Basaiti. Dr. Gronau inclines to attribute to

this painter—that is, to the artist who produced The Aisiiiiiption

in S. Pietro Martire Murano—a Madonna and Child in the
Borghese Gallery and a Madonna willi Satnl.-i in the Giovanclli
Collection at Venice. Other articles by Dr. Marangoni on an
.Annunciation discovered by him in a church at Bologna, and
identified with a picture mentioned by Ridolliand later writers,

in the church of S. Mattia, Bologna, and attributed by them to

Jacopo Tintoretto ; by Dr. Beknakuini, who reproduces seven
paintings in the Lazzaroni Collection ; and by Dr. Blzzetti
who writes on art and artists in the district of Chiavenna.

July.—The Italian pictures in the Theodore Davis Collection,

Newport, Rhode Island, are discussed by Mr. Breck. Other
articles by Dr. Fiocca on Arnolfo's monument to Cardinal De
Bray in the church of S. Domenico at Orvieto, and by Prof.
MuNOZ on the church of S. Maria a Fiume at Ceccano and its

paintings. A Madonna in the Mea/za Collection, Milan, is

reproduced by the owner, and ascribed to Jan Scorel. Under
"N'otizie," Dr. Testi has a paper entitled Quando nacqne
" Pisanus pictor" o meiilio Antonio di Puccio. He places the

date of his biith not later than 1390, and combats some of

Dr. Biscaro's conclusions,

Archivio Storico LoMBARDO. Milan. March 31, 1911.

Prof. E. Solmi has an important article on L. da Vinci and
his plans for draining the Pontine M.arshes under Leo X, 1514-16.

Dr. Aleandri writes on Lombard artists and craftsmen of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries at Vitorchiano, a castle of great

antiquity near Viterbo. Among the seventy-two craftsmen

whose names he has found in the archives there, not one is

spoken of as a painter, though the writer seeks to identify the

"Maestro Benedetto d;i Pavia ", who is mentioned in 1491 at

Vitorchiano, with a painter of the same name who thirteen

years later was living in Rome and painting in the church of the

Monastery of S. Girolamo (Cf. Beitolotti, " Artisti lombardi a

Roma", etc. I. p. 100). Under the heading of VartcUi. Dr.
RiN'ALDO Beretta has an article on the Rocchetta of S. M.aria

sopra Trezzo, founded in 13S6 by Beltramo "de Cornatc" (who
was intimately connected with the building of the Cathedral at

Milan) and granted to the Augustinians ; it was transformed

into a fortress by Filippo Maria Visconti, and became a pl.acc

of great strategical importance under the Sforza, dominating

the borders of three provinces, Como, Milan and Bergamo.

The fortress was destroyed in the seventeenth century, but the

little church of the JIadonna is still in existence. Under Appunti

c Xotizic, Dr. Biscaro writes on "Pisanus Pictor" at the Court

of Filippo Maria Visconti in 1440 in the light of a new document

which lie publishes. He has no hesitation in affirming that

Pisano, son of " the late Puccio ", is identical with the painter and

medallist Pisano. The attempt of some writers to belittle Prof.

Biadegos important disco\erie3 and to prove that Antonio fu

Puccio and Pisano, better known as Pisanello, were two distinct

personahties, is demolished by the discovery of this .Milanese

document which speaks of Pis.ino of Verona by name as the

son of the late Puccio. Dr. Biscaro deduces from this record

that Pisano, after his (light from Verona on November 20, 1439,

went to Milan, where he would have been warmly welcomed by
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the Duke. To this period miglit be assigned the portrait of

Filippo Maria Visconti, highly praised by Dtcembrio im-

mediately after the death of the Diilie, and possibly also the

medal of the Prince. Dr. Biscaro alludes to the fact that the

frescoes of the former Torriani chapel in S. Eustorgio have

been attributed to Pisanoand to c. 1440 ; the presence of Pisano

at Milan at this date causes the writer to recall the frescoes in a

room on the ground fioor of the Palazzo Borromeo. These

frescoes, it may be noted, have been ascribed to Michelino, or

with greater probability to the Zavattari, painters who certainly

felt the influence of Pisanello. Dr. M.4NZoni has an historical

note on the mission of Oldrado da Lampugnano to Ceva in the

reign of Filippo Maria Visconti. Prof. A. Colombo writes on

the fragments of inscriptions, arms and devices, which have

come to light during the recent restoration of the historic Piazza

Ducale of Vigevano. The meaning of some is at present

obscure ; some are inscriptions and mottoes relating to local

families and to the Storza, but not all have been adequately

studied, and Prof. Colombo points the way to be followed in

future, in order to set them forth with complete accuracy from

the historical and documentary point of view. Bramante was
the architect of the Piazza Ducale and Leonardo was seemingly

the author of a great part of the decorative work ; this point is

elucidated in a notable article which Prof. E. Solmi contributes

to a local Review.

Atti dell' Ateneo di Scien'ze, Lettere ED Arti i.m Ber-
G.\MO. Vol. XX.

SiGNOR Elia Fornoni has a long article on goldsmiths and

jewellers of Bergamo and its territory before the beginning

of the seventeenth century, containing an immense amount of

important information with references to the MS. sources and
records consulted. It will be of great value to students of the

subject. Prior to the publication of this paper not more than

ten goldsmiths' names were known in local art-history at

Bergamo ; Signor Fornoni adds over one hundred (o the list

and is able to identify works by some of these craftsmen, in-

cluding existing examples at Bergamo of admirable workman-
ship by .Andreolo de Blanchis (1392), Ughetto, PandoUo and

Lorenzoni da Vertova, the Terzi family, and others. Girolamo

della Croce, who signed the fine processional Cross at Cividate

in the Val Camoiiic.i, he seeks to identify (not successfully, I

think) with Gerolamo da Clusone. Fuipiano in the Brenibo

valley produced a great number of goldsmiths and, according

to a register quoted by the writer, twenty-two members of the

Biisi family, several of whom were goldsmiths, had left this

(their native place) for Venice before 1508. This document,

which is said to conUiin many interesting notices of painters,

had it been known to the late Dr. Ludwig, would, the writer

states, have caused him to modify his views respecting Giov.

Cariani. One section of this article treats of the altar of

S. Maria della Misericordia (now S. Maria Maggiore) mentioned

by the Anonimo (ed. Frizzoni p. 128). The goldsmith who had

a large share in the work was Gi.icomo BilTi, belonging to a

family of goldsmiths traceable from 1476 onwards. Biffi was
sent to Cremona to inspect a statue of S. John being made
there for this work by the brothers Cambi ; a few months

later {the year is not named) Lotto, A. Boselli, and a goldsmith

of Verona, Antonio de Novellis, were sent on the same errand.

The best artists of the day were summoned to give advice and
assistance in the production of this famous I'ala ; Cambi's

statue was apparently not approved, and Later a great part of

the work was entrusted to Simone, a goldsmith of Pavia,

though eventually Galeazzo Cambi again intervened. No fresh

light is thrown on the subsequent history of this work, which

in 1580 is mentioned as in a fragmentary condition. The cause

of its linal destruction and dispersal is unknown. The writer

doubts whether the fragments in the Accademia Carrara,

supposed to have formed part of this altar, did in fact

belong to it.

Arte Nostra. Bollettino dell' " Associazione per il patrimonio

artistico trevigiano ". Anno L Nos. 1-2. Treviso, 1910.

To this new periodical Prof. Corrauo Ricci contributes the

first article dealing with Girolamo da Treviso at Bologna. Many
of his works mentioned there by V'asari are lo;t ; the writer

enumerates the few still remaining, and by means of documents
discovered by Sig. Lino Sighinolfi determines Girolamo's part

in the sculptures of one of the side doors of San Petronio. His

chiaroscuro paintings in oil on the walls of the chapel of Sant'

Antonio (still existing), were commissioned in 1525, the artist

binding himself to finish them by May of the following year.

Dr. Gixo Fogolari comments on a MS. recently saved from

destruction and acquired by the Museo Civico at Venice—the

account-book of a Venetian patrician Giov. Grimani di Antonio

of the years 155J-64, which contains, among other entries, a

reference to the valuation of certain pictures by Paris Bordone.

Antonio Grimani, father of the owner of the book, died in 1562,

and when in the following year his property was divided among
his descendants, " Ser Paris Bordou " was called in to value his

pictures, the valuation of the furniture being entrusted to a
" Maistro Livio sartor". The three pages containing these

notices are published at the end of the article. Among the

pictures commented on by the writer is a Madonna with the

dead Christ by Bonfacio. No such composition is at present

known among the works of Bonifacio Pitati ; but the

entry, which gives the form and dimensions of the picture,

might lead to its identification if it is still in existence.

The slatement that the Portrait of Antonio Giimani by Jacometto

(presumably the same painter mentioned by the "Anonimo")
was " un retratto grande," sheds new light on the artistic

character of this mysterioub artist, hitherto assumed to have

been principally a miniaturist, though portraits by him (of

small dimensions it was supposed), are mentioned by the

"Anonimo" (ed. Frizzoni pp. 42, 46, 52, 220). The writer

comments also on a Prcscj'io by " Zorzi da ch.astel francho ".

The "Anonimo" mentions no such picture by Giorgione in

Veneti.m collections, but in Isabella d'Este's correspondence

with Taddeo Albano, two paintings representing "unanocte",
are referred to. Dr. Fogolari inclines to the opinion that the

Prcsi-pw belonging to Lord Allendale (by many attributed to

Catena) is the most Giorgionesque example of this subject

known, and he reproduces the replica of this picture at Vienna
as an appropriate comment on the MS. note. Dr. Mozetti-
MoNTERUMici reproduces Lotto's altar-piece at Santa Cristina

del Tiverone, near Treviso, which has now been carefully

restored by Prof. Giov. Zennaro. Dr. Riciotto Bratti writes on
portraits by Pietro and Alessandro Longhi. Dr. Coletti writes

on the arms and seal of the Commune of Treviso, and publishes

a document of 1315 containing a description of the arms ; a

document of interest also for the history of art at Treviso, being

the contract and payment for paintings executed on the Porta

di Santa Bona, Treviso. Under the heading of " Notizie " is a

brief account of the restoration of the Baptistery at Treviso, in

the course of which numerous early paintings have come to

lisjht, mostly belonging to the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries.

The subject will be treated in detail in a future number of the

periodical.

No. 3. 1911. The Cortile of the Accademia at Venice is

reproduced as the frontispiece of this number, and with it is

printed a copy of the letter addressed to the Minister of Public

Instruction by the President of the Commission appointed to

report upon the proposed scheme for the alteration of the

budding in order to provide more space for the schools of the

Institute, The scheme, which has met with strong opposition,

would, if carried out, have disastrous results for Palladio's

building, and the Government is respectfully urged not to

countenance these changes, but to provide suitable accom-
modation elsewhere for the schools, and to restiict the use of

the buildings of the ex-convent of the Carita to the Academy
and the Pinacoteca. Dr. Coletti has an interesting note on

an antique sepulchral sculpture of two youths, let into a niche

on the North wall of the Baptistery at Treviso, and holding

respectively a lily and a rose, symbols of youth. For many
centuries these figures were supposed to represent SS. Flo-

rentius and Vindcmialis, whose relics were brought from

Corsica in the ninth century and placed in the Baptistery ;
the

lily being regarded as the emblem of S. Flurentius and the

rose, by a curious stretch of imagination, being supposed to

represent the emblem of the second saint—a bunch of grapes
;

as such it was described and engraved in Avogaro's work in

the eighteenth century. During the restoration of the Baptistery

in the last century an ancient sarcophagus, which according to

the inscription once contained the relics of the saints, was
placed immedi.itely beneath the sculpture, both having been

removed from their original positions and thus illogically

united. Under the auspices of the present restorers of the

Baptistery, these errors will be rectified. Signor Milani

discusses the Loggia dei Cavalieri at Treviso, now being

restored under his direction.
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New medal by Sperandio, a, 138, 143 ; illustrated 139
Newly-discovered Guardi, a, 98-100, 239, 240 ; illustrated loi

Newlv-discovertd statue of the Virgin, a, 288-294 ; ilh'strated

289, 292
Nietzsche and art, 302-304
Notes on Italian medals—XI, 13S-144 ; illustrated 139, 142

a forgery of Pisanello's signature, 13S
a new medal by Sperandio, 138
Angela Hienzoni, by Pompedelli, 143
Bernardo Nasi, 143

Notes on pictures in the royal collections
XXI, on portraits of Arthur, Prince of Wales, Louis XH

King of France, the Emperor Charles V, and early
kings of England, 127-133; illustrated 123, 12O, 129

XXII, on a supposed portrait of Louise de la Valliere at
Windsor Castle, 296, 301 ; illustrated 300

Notes on some fifeenth-century silver-points, 255-261 ; illus-

trated 257, 260
Notes on the collections formed by Thomas Howard, Earl of

Arundel and Surrey, K.G., 278-281
Notes on various works of art

"a forgotten French painter: Felix Chretien", 164
a further note on Gowy, 302
A Htuitiu^ Party, by Aelbert Cuyp, 164
" a newlv-ciisco^'ered Guardi ", 239
an exhibition at the Crystal Palace, 351

Notes on various works of art

—

roiilil.

an exhibition in the British Musjum, 351
on a poi trait of Sophia D irothea of Zell, 301
on two portraits attributed to Gerlach Flicke, 239
portrait of Sir Thomas Tyldesley, 163
portraits of Abraham Van der Doort, 163
Sir Nathaniel Bacon, 100

the Abbazia of San Gregorio in Venice, 350
the crown of stale of George I, 240
the S. Goar triptych, 105

Number One Hundred, 1S5, 186

OuiTUAi^Y Notices
George Howard, Earl of Carlisle. 113
Sir Caspar Purdon Clarke, CLE., 113
Sir Richard Rivington Holmes, K.C.V.O., 59

On a lost portrait by Justus Suttermans, 234-239; illustrated 235,

23S
On a portrait of Sophia Dorothea of Zell, 301, 302; illustrated

300
On a supposed portrait of Louise dc la Valliere at Windsor

Castle, 296, 301 ; illustrated 300
On portraits of Arthur, Prince of Wales, Louis XII, King of

France, the Emperor Charles V, and early kings of

England, 127-133; illustrated 123, 126, 129

On some old Chinese potterv, 262-269; illustrated 265

On the Anzio st.ilue, 13-17; illustrated 12

On twoportraitsattributed to Gerlach Flicke, 230; illustrated 238

Painter of -1 Galiot in a Gale, the, 326-332 ;
illu-trated 327, 330

Passing of Rembrandt's MiU, the, 66

Pelliot mission to Chinese Turkestan, the, 211-21S ; illustrated

210, 213, 216
Petrucci, Raphael

the Pelliot m'seim to Chinese Turkestan,

Phaistos disk, an interpretation of the, 23-38

Phillips, Sir Claude
an uncatalogued Solario, 2S7, 2S8

an unrecognized Carpaccio, 144-152

Picture by Giovanni da Bologna in the Brera,

trated 19, 22

Pijoan, Jose
a re-di-covered school of Romanesque frescoes, 67-73

Piranesi (Giovanni Battista) and his Carccri, S1-91 ;
illustrated

83, 86, 87, go
Pollen, Mrs. John Hungerford

early design in lace, 73-79
Porlrait of Sir Thomas Tyldesley, 163 ; illustrated 162

Portraits of Abraham van der Doort, 163; illustrated 162
• Primitive " tendency in modern art, the, 226-22S

Print collections, the arrangement of, 204-206

211.2X8
illustrated '-9, I''

iS-23 ; illus-

Recext art publications, 59, 114, 180, 246, 306
Recent extensions at the National Gallery and the British

Museum, 121, 122

Recent prints

Adoration of the Shcpticrdi after Mantegna, 113

Antony and Ctcopaira after Tiepolo, 113

Arundel Club. 113
Batliol Colici,; Oxjord, by E. H. New, 305

liaf'tisni ofCtiriit after Francesco ZagancUi, 113

Boy Willi a Rabbit after Sir Henry Raeburn, 305
Diirer Society, 304
Education of Cupid after Correggio, 59
Giovanni Arnolfini of Lucca and liis U'l/c after J.in Van

Eyck, 59
Harvest alter Cossa, 305
Le(on rf'.l ;HO»r after Waltcau, 59
Medici Society, 59, 304, 305
" Oesterreichische Kunstscliactze ", 17S, 305
Old Man and liis Grandson after Ghirlandajo, 305

Portrait of a Gut after Botticelli, 305

Portrait 0} a Lady after Andrea del Sarto, 113

368
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Recent prints—coiiW.

PoWra/io/ a iViiH after the original in llie collection of tlie

Hon. Edward Wood, 50
Portrait of Captain BartUolommaiis Borro after the original

at Berlin, 305
Portrait of Marie Antoinette 2iii&T Madame Vigde le Briin,

305
S. Catherine Crowned witli Flowers after the original attri-

buted to Domenico di Veneziano, 59
The Stolen Kiss after Fragonard, 305
Viscount Altlwrp, ai. 4, after Reynolds, 50
William Pitt niter Gainsborough Uupont (?), 305

Re-discovered school of Romanesque frescoes, 67-73 ; illustrated

64,69
Rembrandt's -1/;//, 3, 4

the passing of, 66
Reviews and Notices

••Albert Baertsohn ", Fierens-Gevaert, 176
'• Archivalische Beitriige zur Geschichte der Venezianischen

Kunst . . . ", W, Bode, etc., 357
"Ausgewiihlte Romische Medallions der Kaiserlichen Miinz-

sammlung in Wien . . . ", W. Kubitschek, 172
" Barthel Beham ", G. Pauli, 356
" Blake's Vision of the Book of Job ", J. H. Wicksteed, 360
"Canova", Vittorio Malamani, in
•'Catalogue of early German and F"lemish Woodcuts. . .

in the British Museum," Vol. II, Campbell Dodgson,

363
' Catalogue of Engraved British Portraits . . . in the British

Museum ", Vol. II, Freeman O'Donoghue, 177

"Catalogue of the Jewell, v, Greek, Etruscan and Roman
... in the British Museum", F. H. Mar^hall, 36

" Catalogue of the Municipal Gallery of Modern Art,

Johannesburg, G. Campbell Ross, 178
• Catalogue of the Southesk Collection of Antique Gems",

Vol. II, 177
"Cento Vedute di Roma Antica", Alfonso Bartoh, 352
•Chats on Autogi-aphs ", A. M. Broadley, 177

••County Churches : Isle of Wight ", J. Charles Cox, 362
•• Dalmatien'sArchitektur und Plastik", Cirillo M. Ivekovic,

168
" Das Kartenspiel der Kgl. Slaats und Alterhiimer-Samm-

lung in Stuttgart", Ma.x Geisburg, 173
• Die Deutsche Jled.iille . . . ", Karl Domanig, 172
" Der Garten ", August Grisehach, 359
•• Die Holzschnitte des Meisters vom Amsterdam Kabin-

nett", Hans Naumann, 112
" Die Radierungen des Herkules Seghers ", ErsterTeil, 304
" Die Werke .Angelo Bionzinos ", Hanns Schulze, 354
" Early English Glass", Daisy Wilmer, 244
• English Pastels, 1759-1830", R. R. M. See, 361

••English Secular Embroiderv", M. A. Jourdain, 173

"French Line-Engravings of the Eighteenth Century",

H. W. Lawrence, etc., no
'•Forgotten Shrin.-s", Dom Bede Camin, O.S.B., 362
•• Forty Drawings of Roman Scenes by British Artists (1715-

1850) ... in the British Museum ", 364
•' Gravelot ", Vera Salomons, 244
" Hans Sebald Beham . . . ", 356
" Histoire de Ch.arles Martel", J. Van der Gheyn.S.J., 175
" Irish Ecclesiastical Architecture", Arthur C. Champneys,

"James McXeill Whistler", Frank Rutter, 364
" Japanese Temples and their Treasures ", 168

"Justus van Gent (Joos van Wassenhovc) ", A. De Cculc-

neer, 171
" La Maison de Rubens ", Henri Blomme, 360

"La Philosophie de la Nature dans I' Art d'E.xtreme

Orient", Raphael Petrucci, 106

"Les Anciennes Ecoles de Peinture dans les Palais et

Collections Pri\-ces Russe", 353

"Les Maitres de I'Art : Le Hernin ', Marcel Reymond, lob

"Les Orfevrcries Anciennes Conservces au Trdsor de

Hal ", Fernand Crooy, 357 „, , ^ „ ,

"Les Peintures de la Collection Chauchard , Jean

Guiffrey, etc., 176
, ,t i_ u

"L'Origine du Type Familial de la Maison de Habsburg ,

Osw. Rubbrtclit, 176
" Malory's Morte d'Arihur", Vol. II, 365
" Medixval Sicily ', Cecilia Waern, 364

Reviews and notices

—

contd.
" Nicdcrlandisches Kunstler Lcxikon", Hand III, A. von

Wur/.bach, 360
"Nietzsche and .-Vrt", Antony M. Ludovici, 302
"Old Chinese Porcelain and Works of Art in China",

A. W. Uahr, 170
"Pierre Paul Rubens", Emile Verhaercn, 360
" Repertoires de Peintures du Moyen Age tt de la Renais-

sance", Vol. Ill, Salomon Keinach, in
" Storia dell' Arte Italiana—La Pillura del Quattrocento",

Part I, Adolfo Venturi, no
"Studies in the Decorative Art of Japan", Sir Francis

Piggott, 176
•'Tables Generales . . . de la 'Gazette d»s Beaux-Arts'

(1859-1908) ", Vol. I, Charles du Bus, 178
"The Arts and Crafts of our Teutonic Forefathers ",

G. Baldwin Brown, 355
" The Castles and Walled Towns of England ", Alfred

Hervey, 361
"The Church of the Nativity at Bethlehem ", 167
" The Comacines, their Predecessors and Successors ",

W. Ravenscroft, 174
" The Digressions of V ", Elihu Veddcr, 177
" The Domestic .Architecture of England during the Tudor

Period '', Thomas Garner and Arthur Slratton, 242
"The Life of Benvenuto Cellini", Robert H. Hobart Cust,

108.

"The Life of Giorgio Vasari ", R. \V. Garden, 108
" The Makers of Black Basaltes ", M. H. Grant, 359
"The Materials of the Painter's Craft . . . ", A. P. Laurie,

174
"The Open Window ", Vol. I, 113

The Paradise of Tintoretto", F. P. B. Osmaston, 172

The Renaissance of the Nineties ", W. G. Blaikie Mur-
doch, 364

"The Starlit Mire", Austin Osnian Spare, etc., 177
" Three Essays on Oriental Painting", Sei-Ichi Taki, 107
" Ueber den Begriff des Malerischcii in der Plastik", Ph.

Schweinfurlh, 170
" Ulmer Kunst ", Julius Bauni, 358
" Unbekannte Ausgaben Geistlicher und Weltlichcr

Lieder", P. Hei'tz, 113

"Versuch einer Entwicklungsgeschichte der Deckennialcrei

ini Italien vom XV—XIX Jahr. ", Sylva Scheglmann,

358
" Worcester Porcelain ", R. L. Hobson, 56
" Writings by and about James Abbott McNeill Whistler ",

C. Seitz, 365
" Zeichnungen alter Meister im Kupferstichkabinctt der K.

Museeii zu Berlin", her. von der Direktioii, 355
Richard Bennett collection of Chinese porcelain, 133-137;

illustrated 120, 132, 135

Romanesque frescoes, a re-discovered school of, 67-73 ;
illus-

trated 64, 69

S. GoAR triptych, the, 105 ;
illustrated 104

S. Jerome by'Cima da Conegliano, 31S, 323 ;
illustrated 3:2

S. Paul's Bridge, 1S6

Schmidt-Degener, F,

notes on some lifteenth-century silver-points, 255-261

Scottisli art, 245. 246

"Selected Examples of Indian Art (Ananda K. Coomara-

swamy) io5 „.,,,, j
Sheffield plate : the period of device marks, 92-98 ;

illustrated

Silver-'pofnts. notes on some fifteenth-century, 255-261 ;
illus-

trated 257, 260

Simonson, George A.

a newly-discovered Gu.ardi, 98-100, 249

Sir Nathaniel Bacon, 100, 191

Solario, an uncatalogued.zS?, 288; illustralcd -'52

Some approximations, 338-344; illustrated 339,
3.4J'

, . ,.,
Some (...ituresof Mexican architecture, 154-163; illustrated i^j,

Somi'^aitcenth-century Spanish carpets. 344^5'^; iHostraled

Some'riemish painted glass panels, 189-192; illustrated 184,

18S
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Stawell, F. Melian

an interpretation of the Phaistos disk, 23-38

the letters of Vincent Van Gogh, 152-154

Storck, Dr. Willy F.

the Housebook Master, 55, 56

the S. Goar triptych, 105 .„ , , j
Suttermans (Justus), on a lost portrait by, 234-239; illustrated

235. 238
Swedish art, 246

Takeuchi, Kimpei
ancient Chinese bronze mirrors, 3ii-3ih

Three more pieces oi Tz'u Chou ware, 269; illustrated 26S

Three paintings by Bartolomeo Vivarim, 192-198 ;
illustrated

193, 196
Tintoret, 38.41

Tintoretto, the Paradise of, 172

Tudor domestic architecture, 302

Turner, Percy M.
the painter of A Galiot in a Gale, 326-33-

Two recent additions to the National Portrait Gallery, 163, 164 ;

illustrated 162
, , ,-0

Tz'u Chou ware, three more pieces of, 269; illustrated 25b

Uncatalogued Solario, an, 287, 288 ; illustrated 252

Unrecognized Carpaccio, an, 144-152 ;
illustrated 148, 149

Vallance, Avmer
some Flemish painted glass panels, 1S9-192

Van de Put, A.

some fifteenth-century Spanish carpets, 344-350

"Van Eyck, Hubert and John" (Eric Maclagan), 242

pictures ascribed to, 257
Van Gogh (Vincent), the letters of, 152-154

Veitch, Henry Newton
Sheftield plate : the period of device marks, 02-9S

Velazquez's portrait of Philip V, 5.13 ; illustrated 2, 9

Vermeer of Delft (Jan), a picture ascribed to, 206, 211; illus-

trated 207
Virgin, a newly-discovered statue of the. 288-294; illustrated

2S9, 292
Vivarini (Bartolomeo), three paintings by, 192-198 ;

illustrated

193. 196

Weale. \V. H. James
a family of Flemish painters, 198-204

Whishaw, Bernharcl and Ellen M.
Hispano-Arabic art at Medina Az-zahra, 270-278

Wiel, Alethea
the Abbazia of San Gregorio in Venice, 350, 351

Worcester porcelain, 56-58
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